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PREFACE
I consider Giovanni Schiavo the most important writer of Italian contributions to the creation of
America. He was not a historian in the academic sense of the word. He was really an investigative
reporter, with a knack of digging up important facts. He was an indefatigable worker. But above all, he
saw the overall picture: the Italians, when we consider the discoveries, the explorations, the contributions
in music, art, law, philosophy of government, architecture, agriculture, and military service were
undoubtedly an important ethnic group in the coalescing of a new nation from the fifteenth century to
the Civil War.

At a time when publishers were not interested in writing about Italian influence, he had the energy to
raise money for the publication of his books. And in doing so, he discerned the Italian leaders in the
United States during the twentieth century.

Schiavo was simply a fantastic researcher and writer. No one has approached him in the breadth of his
writings, then or since. He has provided material for research for a hundred years to come. He has
inspired a whole school of writing on Italian contributions and has given a new aspect to history, an
aspect that is still neglected in many school textbooks.

We are all indebted to Dr. Lydio Tomasi and to the Center for Migration Studies for reprinting this
book. The financial assistance of the National Italian American Foundation, through Dr. Fred
Rotondaro, deserves warm thanks.

Peter Sammartino
Rutherford, NewJersey

1992





FOREWORD

"Citizens by birth or choice, of a common country, that country
has a right to concentrate your affections. The name of American
which belongs to you in your national capacity, must always exact
the just pride of patriotism, more than any appellation derived
from local discriminations. . .

(From Washington's Farewell Address)

The present volume is intended primarily as a tribute to America, as a glorification of America’s insuper¬
able power of assimilation. A tribute not so much to America as a land of economic opportunities, but as the land
of freedom, in the truest and widest sense of the word.

This volume aims to show once more that America’s influence on her children, regardless of nationality
or year of arrival, has been greater than the influence exerted by those children on America. At any time. But
it also aims to remind our fellow-Americans that without the contributions of the immigrants from all parts of
the world, America would not be what she is today.

Over and above everything else, this volume intends to prove, as it proves in an unquestionable manner
that the Italians do not belong to the so-called “new immigration.” As a matter of fact, the Italians have been
coming to, and settled in, the territory that is today the United States of America, before any other national group,
with the exception of the Spanish. An Italian discovered America; another Italian gave her his name; still another
Italian first planted the English flag on American soil and gave England her claim to North America and the
American people their first claim to independence; other Italians explored, or helped to explore, her coasts, from
the Atlantic to the Gulf of Mexico and the Pacific, as well as her interior, from Florida to the Mississippi, from
Arizona to Kansas, from Minnesota to Louisiana. Later, Italian fur traders and missionaries spread Christianity,
civilization and good will among the Indians of the Northwest, thus making American settlements easier and
more secure.

In art and music, probably no other ethnical group has contributed to American musical and artistic
appreciation as the Italian, from the days of Thomas Jefferson to our own. In agriculture, Italian truck gardeners
have made our meals more varied and more pleasant, and have added to our health.

Of course, the Italians have brought also some problems, but which national group has not? Problems,
large or small, are inevitable in the life of any individual as in the life of any nation, especially when millions
of heterogeneous immigrants are involved. But let the crucible cool off, take out the dross, and you will find
among the Italians as fine a group of citizens as any in our nation. The thousands of professional men of Italian
extraction today, the hundreds of outstanding business executives, the scores upon scores of distinguished artists,
musicians, scientists, public officials, judges, and even baseball and football players, prove conclusively that our
immigrants from Italy have been and are an asset to our country, economically, culturally, spiritually, and
morally.

Finally, it is on the battlefield that the Americans of Italian extraction have proved their right to
citizenship. For it is easy to wave a flag or to profess allegiance; it is not so easy to make the supreme sacrifice.
The thousands of Italian-Americans who have •died for Old Glory, the dozens of Congressional Medals of Honor
and Navy Crosses, the hundreds of Distinguished Service Crosses, the tens of thousands of Purple Hearts, are
the most eloquent proof of their loyalty to their country. Not one Italian-American has ever been found guilty of,
or has been indicted for, treason to America.

The present volume, I should add, does not aim to discuss, no matter how briefly, the social implications
of Italian immigration, a subject that belongs properly to sociology and not to history. This is primarily
book, or an outline of the history of the Italians in America, to serve as a guide to writers of American history
in general, and as an incentive to other investigators; for much remains to be done. Attention should be turned
primarily to a study of the Italians in agriculture, in maritime trade, in engineering and inventions, and Other
fields which we have not been able to study as thoroughly as we wished.

Obviously, in a work like the present one, which was begun more than a quarter of a century ago,
I have received the assistance of a large number of people, mostly librarians, from New York and Washington
to San Diego and Spokane. The names of the libraries which helped me to obtain the necessary photographs and
photostats are indicated under the reproductions in the present volume. But then there are the individual librari¬
ans, some of whom have gone out of their way to facilitate my work: men like Mr. F. Ivor Avellino, Mr. Sylvester
Vigilante and Mr. J. A. Gault of the New York Public Library, for instance. To all of them, including those
whose names never reached me, I owe a debt of gratitude

To my good friend, Ario Flamma, wha has helped me in the preparation of the biographical section of
this work, my special thanks.

Above all, I wish to express my appreciation to all those fellow-citizens of Italian origin whose encourage¬
ment and support made this work possible. Particularly, I wish to single out my good friends: the Hon. Charles
J. Margiotti of Pittsburgh, Judge Felix Forte of the Superior Court of Massachusetts, Mr. Vincent Ferrara of
Chicago, Mr. John Riccardi of Detroit, and Mr. James V. Funaro of Cleveland.

a source

GIOVANNI SCHIAVO
New York, February 20, 1952.
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INTRODUCTION TO PART ONE

Names and Nationality

At the outbreak of the Revolution there were in the
Thirteen Colonies thousands of people whose ancestry

could be traced, directly or indirectly, to Italy. Even more
important than their number, however, was their quality.

Our conclusions, we are perfectly aware of it, are at

variance with those of the experts whose data were ac¬

cepted by the Congress of the United States as a basis
for computing immigration quotas from the various Euro¬
pean countries. The result, we know, was the Johnson
Bill of 1927. Nor do our conclusions agree with those of
more recent experts, including a professor of Italian extrac¬

tion at one of America’s leading universities, according to

whom there were no Italians to speak of in America at the
end of the 18th century. He even took the trouble to count

all the "Italian” names in the New York and Philadelphia
city directories for the period, and was good enough to in¬
form us that in all there were only twenty names in the
former and eight in the latter. Unfortunately, most of the
names listed by him were not even Italian, as any linguist
could easily tell, or as one could ascertain by looking them
up in the various available dictionaries of biography. Thus,

according to our "Italian” source, the Italian population in
America in 1790, when the first census of the United
States was taken, was practically non-existent.

A much more important and more reliable study is that
by the American Council of Learned Societies started in
1927 and completed on February 8, 1932. It consists of
various reports by Mr. Howard F. Barker and Dr. Marcus
L. Hansen, and was published in Vol. I of the Annual Re¬

port of the American Historical Association for 1931.
Those reports are most impressive but, in our opinion,

they are not as scientific as they are claimed to be. To
mention one major shortcoming, the authors failed to

take into consideration the thousands of foreigners in Lon¬
don (French, Dutch, Italian, etc.) whose names were An¬
glicized in England, long before they, or their descend¬
ants, came to America. Many of them came over, but since
they came from English ports, in English ships, there is
no way anyone can tell whether the immigrants with names
similar to those of the London aliens were English or conti¬
nental Europeans. Nor would it be correct to include them
among the English contingent even if they were natives of
England, for nationality in those days extended beyond the
second and third generations. Mr. Barker, to be sure, as¬
signs seven per cent of the total American population in

1790 to miscellaneous groups (about 220,000 people out
of a total of more than 3,172,000), thereby allowing
margin for names hard to classify, but we are inclined to
believe that the percentage was much higher. The general
report, however, ends by stating that "the results
far from final. They indicate that continued study of
surnames both in Europe and in the United States is likely
to throw more light upon the origin and composition of
the American population.” It is in this spirit that the
following notes of ours are presented.

As indicated and documented in the present volume,
we know that a certain number of Italians settled in the
present territory of the United States between 1565 and
1776. The largest group was composed of Piedmontese
Protestants, generally known as Waldenses, 300 of whom
arrived in 1657. Many others came in later years, but,
for the sake of argument, we shall limit ourselves to the
first group. Now, if we were to double their number every
twenty-five years, as it is computed by some population
experts, by 1790 there would have been more than 10,000
descendants of the original Piedmontese immigrants. Of
course, it does not always work out that way. Sometimes
family groups double in twenty-five years, sometimes
they fall below the mark, at other times they jump far
above the expected ratio. For instance, if the descendants
of the Venetian Alberti, who settled in Amsterdam in
1635, had simply doubled every fourth of a century, by
1785 they would have been 64. But we know that Alberti
had seven children, all born before 1654. If we start then
with the 8 members of the family having Italian blood in
1654, they would have reached the figure of 256 by 1779.
Italians, as we know, have always had large families, as the
increase in the population of Italy during the last few
centuries amply shows. By the same method of computa¬
tion, the 16 Venetian glassworkers who settled in Virginia
in 1622 would have had 1024 descendants in 1772 and
2050 in 1797. Even if our figures are wide of the mark,
taking into consideration the return to Europe of some
immigrants, death before marriage, and so forth, it is un¬
questionable that the Italian strain in America’s population
was not negligible, even as early as 1790.

So far we have dealt with persons who, we are positive,
came from Italy. But how many more immigrants of
Italian birth or origin settled in the Colonies about whom
we know nothing at all? How many names that seem

some

are
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FOUR CENTURIES OF ITALIAH'AMERICAN HISTORY12

strictly English or French were not actually Italian? We
shall mention some of them in Chapters Five and Six. Here
let us call attention to the fact that the American custom
of changing names is not of very recent date, as it is
generally supposed. By that we do not mean to assert that
immigrants changed their names themselves, by applying
to a local court or otherwise, as it has been done often
during the last half century. Names were changed by
clerks or recorders who did not know how to spell them,
and wrote them phonetically. Hence, names like Paca at

times are found spelled as Pecker, Taliaferro as Tolliver or

Tailfer, Bressani as Bressany. Some good Irish Catholics
a century ago used to call Father Mazzuchelli as Father
Kelly. Poor handwriting added to the confusion. For in¬
stance, in one document we have found Father Bressani
listed as a native of Rouen, evidently the result of poor
writing or hasty reading, for we know that he was born
in Rome. Mazzei’s name often is spelled as Mazzie. De Lieto
appears as Desliettes, and possibly also as Du Lhut.

The strange thing is that the Anglicization of Italian
names took place even in England, where clerks were

supposed to have been a little better educated. In the
Return of Aliens in London in IS67, we find, for in¬
stance, such names of Italian residents as Fox, Pickering,

Gillam, Moore, Fortune, Kennythe, Rise, Pitcher, Benson,
and so on. That they were Italians there is no doubt (see
facsimiles on page 13). We do not know, of course, if
any of those Italians with English names, or their chil¬
dren, ever came to America. But if they did, is there an
expert in the world who could single out their descendants
in the 1790 census?

As for family trees or histories, unless they are of recent

date, or in exceptional cases, they are unreliable, as ex¬
plained in Chapters Five and Six. The same thing may be
said for the religious affiliations of early Italian immi¬
grants. The Italian-Americans of those days were anything
but Catholic, at least nominally. Was not Mazzei a mem¬
ber of the Calvinistical Reformed Church of Virginia?

That there were numerous Americans of Italian extrac¬
tion as early as 1776 is demonstrated by the names of those
who rose to prominent positions before and after the Revo¬
lution. To deny such a fact would be to ascribe to the
Italians a superiority out of proportion to that of other
national groups, not excluding the English. But, of course,
we do not advance any such theory. We believe, instead,
that for each family that distinguished itself there must

have been many others that sank into oblivion.

Oceanic* m
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A wood engraving of a caravel, after a
drawing which is said to have been made
by Columbus. (From the letter by Columbus
to Sanchez printed in Rome in 1493.)
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(Top) Partial list of Italian residents in London in: 1618. Notice the names of Cornelius Cannmor and Francis Bosse. Other Anglicized Italian
names appear in the same volume. (From Publicationi of the Camden Society, Vol. 82) (Bottom ) Two pages from the Return of Aliens in London
in 1567. Notice the Anglirization of Italian, Dutch and French names and, on page 352, the name of Bartholmewe Talefere (Bartholomew Talia¬
ferro). Other Italians with Anglicized names, as listed in the same volume, were Lambert Garrett, Arnold Giles, Godfrey Sokes, Peter Fox, James
Flotrye, John Gillam, Giles Comer, ere. (From Huguenot Society Publications, Vol. X ) See also Vol. XXVII.
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The earliest illustration of the landing of Columbus in America. It first appeared in the title page
of Dati's poem published at Florence in 1493, and later in the frontispiece of Vespucci’s Letters
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CHAPTER ONE

CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS

The history of America begins with its discovery by
Columbus in 1492. "What went on before him belongs to
archaeology, ethnology, geology, paleontology, anthro¬
pology, but not to history.

It is said, with a devotion worthy of a better cause, that
white men—the Vikings—reached North America before
Columbus. Most likely they did. But what of it? Of their
voyages only an obscure saga or legend had remained by
the time Columbus planned his great adventure—a legend
of absolutely no scientific or historical significance and

most certainly of no practical value. To assert otherwise
is to display one’s ignorance of the facts connected with
Columbus’s first voyage, its preparation, and its course.

It has been said also that had Columbus not discovered
America, someone else would have done so, sooner or later.
There is no doubt about that. But, by the same token, the
same thing may be said of most, if not all, other inventions
or discoveries in the history of mankind. The argument is
too childish to deserve further consideration. As for the
Portuguese Cabral, who landed in Brazil in the year 1500,
more than one historian is of the opinion that he went

off his course to ascertain whether there was land beyond
the line of demarcation set by the Papal Bull as a conse¬
quence of Columbus’s voyage.

In the history of humanity there is nothing that sur¬

passes or even equals Columbus’s achievement, with the
exception of the coming of Christ—but Christ was the son
of God. It is not, indeed, because of the vagaries of some
historians that Modern Age begins with the landing of the
Genoese Navigator in the New World.
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The house in which Columbus spent his child¬
hood in his native Genoa. (Courtesy, City of
Genoa, Italy)

THE BOY COLUMBUS
by Giulio Monteverde. (Courtesy, Boston Museum of Fine Arts)
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FOUR CEHTURIES OF ITALIAF{'AMERICA!ÿ HISTORY16

Christopher Columbus was born in Genoa, Italy, be¬
tween the months of August and October, 1451. His

father, Domenico Colombo, belonged to an Italian Catho¬
lic family that has been traced to the 12th century; his
mother, Susanna Fontanarossa, hailed from the Bisagno
Valley, also in the Genoa district. Columbus did not have
a speck of blood in his veins that was not purely Italian.

We know little with certainty regarding Columbus’s
life previous to his arrival in Spain; about 1476 he moved
to Portugal; later he traveled to England and to Madeira;

about 1479 or 1480 he married Filippa Moniz Perestrello,
who bore him one son, Diego, who was born about 1480 or
1481. In 1485 he presented his plan for a voyage across the
ocean to the king of Portugal, who turned him down.
From the end of 1485, or the beginning of 1486, he lived
in Spain, almost uninterruptedly, pleading his case until
he reached an agreement with the Spanish sovereigns. It
was signed on April 17, 1492.

Volumes upon volumes have been written on what
Columbus did or did not do before 1492; little of it is
based on historical evidence; much of it is the product of
the imagination of historians and would-be historians, who
have tried to reconstruct the life of the navigator on the

biased evidence presented by Columbus’s enemies as well as
friends during the inheritance lawsuits which were pro¬
tracted for years through the civil courts of Spain. For,
one must remember, a large fortune was at stake, a fortune
involving the rights of Columbus’s descendants to inherit
the privileges and income guaranteed by the sovereigns of

Spain before Columbus left Palos on his first voyage. On

the one side the Court was trying to prove that Columbus’s
discovery was of little importance; on the other, his de¬
scendants were bound to exaggerate their claims, at times
distorting the truth, even if unwittingly, in order to score

a point.

There are, however, a few facts concerning Columbus
about which there is not the least doubt; facts based on

evidence which no one can deny. Most of them deal with
Columbus’s consummate skill as a mariner and the most

thorough manner with which he organized his voyage.
Those are the only facts that count; the rest we may rele¬
gate among academic discussions, petty squabbles, wild
hypotheses, conjectures, suppositions, ifs and buts. We shall
refer to them as we go along in this concise illustration of
the main events in the Navigator’s life.
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THE DEPARTURE OF THE CARAVELS FROM PALOS
A fresco of the late 19th century in the D’AIbertis Castle in Genoa, Italy. (Courtesy, City of Gtnoa, Italy)
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CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS
A portrait atributed to Rodolfo del Ghirlandaio in the Nava! Museum of Genoa, Italy. (Courtesy, City of Genoa.) There
portraits of Columbus painted from life. The above is one of the best known.
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SINCE I WAS BORN IN GENOA . . . .
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There are many documents that prove beyond the sha¬
dow of a doubt that Columbus was born in Genoa. One of
them is the Majorat, or will, which Columbus instituted
on February 22, 1498, in favor of his son Diego.

In this will, the authenticity of which has been proved
by two scholars, one a Spaniard and the other an Ameri¬
can, Columbus refers more than once with endearing terms

to the city of Genoa. Two passages, reproduced in facsimile
on this page, may be sufficient. In the one above, first and
second lines, he says unequivocally that he was born in
Genoa: siendo yo nacido en Genova (since I was born in
Genoa). In the other (from the fourth line on, above) he ?Q
orders his son and heirs to keep a person of their lineage
in the city of Genoa, to have there house and wife "since
from it I came and in it I was born" (puesque della salt |vÿ ,y
y en ella naci.)
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For the full text in facsimile and for other supporting material see the
large volume "Christopher Columbus, Documents and Proofs of his
Genoese Origin (English and German edition) put out by the City of *
Genoa in 1932. See esp. pp. 238-241. Ste also Almagia’, R.—-1 Primi
Esploratori dell’America in the series L'Opera del Genio Italiano al
I’Estero, Rome, 1937, pp. 3-10, 160, and 439, note 97, and Revelli P.A.,

Cristoforo Colombo e la scuola cartografica genovsse, Genoa, 1937,
Chapter IV.

On this page are reproduced in facsimiles a page from the majorat
(right) and two enlarged passages from it (above).
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Enlarged passages from notarial deeds proving that Columbus was born in Genoa, Italy. (A) In a deed drawn in Genoa on Oct. 31, 1470, Columbus is said
to be over 19 years old. (B) In a deed drawn at Savona on March 20, 1472, Columbus is called "wool worker of Genoa." (C) In a deed drawn at Genoa
on August 25, 1479, Columbus states that he is about 27 years old. (From Revelli, P., Cristoforo Colombo e la Scuola Cartografica Genovese, Genoa, 1937)
See also City of Genoa, Christopher Columbus, op. cit. pp. 132, 146 and 136.
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COLUMBUS’ OFFER TO THE BANK OF ST. GEORGE

* — On April 2, 1502, just before he left on his fourth
voyage, Columbus drew up a temporary will in which
he left one tenth of all income to be derived from his
discoveries, to the Bank of St. George in the city of
Genoa. He wrote about it to the directors of the Bank
in a letter which is reproduced in facsimile on this page.
(Left) The letter begins with the words Bien qwe el
coerpo ande aca, el coracon esta alt de continuo (Though
my body walks here, my heart is always with you)—one more proof that Columbus in his hour of triumph
had not forgotten his native city.

On his return from his fourth voyage Columbus
found no reply from the Bank to his generous offer
and resenting what he thought was a discourtesy or
lack of appreciation he cancelled his donation to the
Bank. He wrote about it, in complaining terms, to
Niccolo Oderisio, the Genoese representative in Spain,
in a letter dated Seville, December 27, 1504. As a matter

of fact, the Bank had replied to Columbus’s letter and
thanked him, in a letter dated December 8, 1502, but
unfortunately the missive never reached the Admiral. In
that letter the Bank refers three times to Columbus
as a native of Genoa. That is why the donation to the
Bank is not repeated in the Navigator’s final will.

(For further data on this point see Almagia, op. cit. pp. 187 and 209).
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COLUMBUS’ SIGNATURE AS VICEROY

and his seal with the words “Jesus cum Maria sit nobis in via.”
(From Autograjos de Cristobal Colon, edited by the Duchess of
Berwick and Alba)

THE BANK OF ST. GEORGE PALACE

in Genoa, Italy. (Courtesy, City of Genoa)
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COLUMBUS AND THE ITALIAN LANGUAGE

One of the most stupid charges advanced by those critics
who are determined to prove that Columbus was not an
Italian, is the fact that all of the Columbus letters which
have reached us are in Spanish, including those to other
Italians, like the directors of the Bank of St. George, Father
Gorricio and Niccolo Oderisio.

Columbus, one must remember, spoke the Genoese dia¬
lect, which is quite different from literary Italian. It was
therefore only natural for him to write in Spanish, a
language which he knew much better. Literary Italian has
always been like another language for all natives of Italy,
with the exception of the Tuscans, for it required special
study. As late as 1870 many of the Piedmontese noble¬
men whom Victor Emmanuel II took with him to Rome as
members of his Court, could hardly speak Italian, for they
were used to speaking the Piedmontese dialect or French.
In the United States, as well as in Latin America, most

Italians whose education has been primarily English or
Spanish do not use the Italian language when correspond¬
ing with each other. Even when they know literary Italian
they prefer to use English or Spanish by force of habit,
if nothing else. (See Ramon Menendez Pidal, La Lengua
de Cristobal Colon, Buenos Aires, 1942).
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(Abort) (enlarged) Notes by Columbus to Pliny's History. Notice the
Italian words "isola,” "quale,” "nome Spagnola." (From Revelli,
op. cit.) (Right) First page of "Libretto de Tutta La Nauigatione
De Re De Spagna” translated and published by Angelo Trevisan in
Venice on April 10, 1504. Notice the first three words "Christophoro
Colobo Zenouese” (Christopher Columbus Genoese). Trevisan was a
personal friend of the Navigator. A well-known biographer of Colum¬
bus, in his determination to prove that the original name was not
Columbus, pointed out that even the Italians called him Colobo, thus
revealing his ignorance of paleography. In early printed books the sign
" over a letter stood in place of the letters m or n. Thus Colobo
was to be read Colombo. (From the photostat of the only copy in
existence, Marciana Library, Venice)
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WHILE WAITING, COLUMBUS PONDERS OYER SCIENTIFIC TOMES
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(Above) A page from “Imago Mundi” by Pierre D’Ailly, -with
own handwriting. (Right) Columbus' calculations, also in his own handwriting, o
length of the days of the month at various latitudes, and of the declination of the
(Columbian library, Seville, Spain)

notes by Columbus in his
of the
: sun.
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SIX YEARS OF PLEADING, WAITING AND DREAMING
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4 HIT®l~fim % i COLUMBUS BEFORE THE COUNCIL
OF SALAMANCA

From an old print. (Courtesy, New York
Public Library)
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While waiting for his plan to be approved or rejected,
Columbus did not remain idle or day-dreaming. Instead,
he studied all scientific treatises he could get hold of, noting
down whatever conflicted with his personal views, observa¬
tions, or practical experience. (See the opposite page) .

As the American scholar, G. E. Nunn, stated in his
book The Geographical Conceptions of Columbus (New
York, 1924), "Christopher Columbus in the art of naviga¬
tion exceeded without doubt all others who lived in his
day.”

Armored with his scientific convictions, Columbus never
wavered and struggled for almost eight years to secure
royal support. To quote another leading American scholar,
Prof. Samuel E. Morison, author of the admirable book
Admiral of the Ocean Sea (Boston, 1942) Columbus’s
voyage to America and back "was no blind chance, but
the creation of his own brain and soul, long studied, care¬
fully planned, repeatedly urged on indifferent princes, and
carried through by virtue of his courage, sea-knowledge,
and indomitable will.”
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V-(Right)Statuary group carved out of a single block of Carrara marble

by Larkin Goldsmith Meade, an American sculptor living in Florence,
between 1868 and 1874. It was purchased for $30,000 by D. O. Mills
and presented to the State of California on December 22, 1883. It now
stands in the Rotunda of the California State Capitol at Sacramento.
(Courtesy, California State Library, Sacramento, Cal.)
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COLUMBUS EXPLAINING TO QUEEN ISABELLA HIS THEORY

OF A WESTERN VOYAGE
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ITALIAN MERCHANTS OFFER FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE

according to pre-World War I values, or about $20,000

according to the purchasing power of the dollar in 1950.
There is no doubt that Santangel advanced 1,400,000

maravedis, or more than half of the total, but Santangel
was not alone in providing the money, for he was asso¬

ciated with Francisco Pinelo, also a treasurer, like San¬
tangel, of the Sancta Hermandad. Pinelo was a member of
the old Genoese family of Pinelli, and a wealthy merchant
of Seville. At one time he guaranteed a loan of five million
maravedis made to the King of Spain and at another
time he advanced to Santangel other sums to be loaned
also to the King.

Without going into further details, all of which can be
found in Signor Caddeo’s book mentioned below, it would
seem that Pinelo put out the greater share of, if not all,
the money which Santangel loaned to the Spanish Sov¬
ereigns for the Columbus expedition. Whether or not such
was the case, and whether or not Pinelo furnished the full
amount of the Santangel loan, it is well established that
Columbus raised the other half—or about half—of the
total amount required to finance his first voyage. Colum¬
bus, as we know, had no money of his own. Where, then,
did he get the money? As it appears from unimpeachable
documents, he got it from friends of his,, all of them
Italian. Three of them, we know, were Genoese. One
was a Tuscan, Zuanoto Berardi, the representative in
Seville of the powerful banking house of Medici.

It has been stated over and over again that it was Luis
de Santangel, the Jewish treasurer of the Court of Aragon
(not of Castile) who finally induced Queen Isabel to

approve Columbus’s plan and who advanced the money

for the expedition. According to recent research, however,

it would seem that Santangel actually did not put out

any or much money out of his own coffers, and that most

of the funds, if not all of them, were advanced by Italian
merchants in Spain.

Columbus, it is obvious, went to Spain with letters of
introduction to some of his influential countrymen there.
The very fact, as Rinaldo Caddeo points out, that he was

able to be presented at Court in a relatively brief period
of time, shows that he had influential connections. As for
the merchants who came to his assistance, it is also obvious
that they helped him over such a long period of time
(more than six years) not because he was one of their
countrymen, but because his plan, if successful, offered
them not only a profit but also a new outlet to their ac¬

tivities.
According to Sig. Caddeo, Santangel had no personal

reason whatever to help Columbus; not even profit, for he
received only a few thousand maravedis (the equivalent of
a few dollars today) for his trouble in advancing the
money he is alleged to have advanced. Why should he have
risked any money, as well as his position at court, in the
event of failure? Columbus himself stated more than once,

and corroborating documents show, that he advanced one
half of the total cost of the expedition, and that the other
half was put up by the Spanish sovereigns. The voyage
cost about two million maravedis, something like $6,000

For documentary material on this point see Caddeo, R„ Le Historic
della Vita e dei Fatti di Cristoforo Colombo, 2 vols. Milan, 1930, Vol. II,
Appendix F, pp. 346-360 and Almagia’, op. cit. pp. 79-80.
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THE RECALL OF COLUMBUS
By A. G. Heaton, (Courtesy, Library of Congress)
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TOWARDS THE UNKNOWN
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Columbus left Palos on Friday, August 3,

\ 1492. The three caravels, it would seem, con¬
sisted of 120 men, of whom from 42 to 45 were

y, W;

fc|Vvlf: on the Santa Maria, 25 on the Pinta and about
mll-'J-i C 20 on the Nina.mmSm*R-?

At least three Italians were with Columbus
mm on his first voyage. They were: Giacomo del Rio,

••J of Genoa, who died in America; Antonio of
Calabria, a servant of Martin Alonso Pinzon;

mH IP:

m,\ \r/iJ

W' and Giovanni of Venice. Many other Italians
** Em came over in the following voyages. (See Gould,

p-tÿj A. Nueva lista documentada de los tripulantes

j.‘.v de Colon en 1492. Boletin de la Academia de
jfj Historia, Vol. 88, pp. 721-784.)
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THE DEPARTURE OF COLUMBUS
FOR AMERICA

(From a rare print)
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COLUMBUS LEAVING PALOS

(A painting by Ricardo Balaca in th- Provincial Museum at Cadiz, Spain )
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SAIL ON, AND ON, AND ON

No voyage in the history of the world ever surpassed in
drama Columbus’s plunge into the uncharted ocean. Dan¬
ger lurking from every side, not only from the elements or

from the mystery of the unknown, but also from the crew
itself, superstitious and quick to mutiny, only a man with
an almost superhuman character like Columbus could per¬
sist in what practically all his men soon came to consider a

foolhardy adventure. But, had not Columbus possessed
such an indomitable will, he would have not discovered
America. The story, however, is an old one and we may
dispense with repeating it here.

Let us remind some people, however, that the voyage
of the Vikings was like sailing on a lake compared to that
of Columbus, for they sailed in view of, or not far from,
the coast, whereas the Genoese Navigator had only the
sun and the stars to go by.

As God willed, Columbus weathered the storms of
both nature and men, amid sudden hopes and even more
sudden disappointments, but always supremely confident
of God’s help and his own calculations. How well-founded
his confidence was, events soon proved.
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COLUMBUS LEAVING SPAIN

A mural by Ezra Winter in the center of the Great Hall in the
Cunard White Star Building in New York City. (Cunard White Star
Photo by W. A. Probst)
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THE SANTA MARIA

as reconstructed by Capt. E. A. D’Alberris. Naval Museum, Genoa, Italy.
(Courtesy, City of Genoa)



LAND, AT LAST!
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THE DISCOVERY OF LAND
by Luigi Gregori, a mural in the University
of Notre Dame. (Courtesy, University of
Notre Dame)

THE DISCOVERY GROUP
by Luigi Persico, at the entrance to the Rotunda of the United States Capitol in
Washingon, D. C. It was carved in Italy at a cost of $24,0C0. (Courtesy, The
Architect of the Capitol)
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THE DEBARKATION OF COLUMBUS
By Edward Moran. (Courtesy, Philadelphia Museum of Art)
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P
OCTOBER 12, 1492

/;• At 2 o’clock, in the morning of October 12, 1492,
San Salvador, or Watlings Island, in the Bahamas, was at
last sighted. There, at daylight, Columbus, followed by
some of his men, landed, knelt down, thanked the Lord,
and planted the royal standard of Spain. On that fateful
Friday morning, Modern History was born.
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£f-g Map showing (in white space) the lands discovered by Columbus
during his four voyages. If John Cabot did not go beyond New¬
foundland, and if Vespuciusi did not land on the shores of South
America before 1499, the honor of the discovery of the Continent
belongs to Columbus (Aug. 5, 1498).

INDIANS ERINGING GIFTS TO COLUMBUS AT HISPANIOLA
(From an old engraving by De Bry)
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THE LANDING OF COLUMBUS
at one of the smaller Bahama Islands called Guanahani by the natives. A painting by John Vanderlyn in the Rotunda of the United States
Capitol. (Courtesy, Library of Congress)
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THE HOUR OF TRIUMPH — THE RECEPTION AT COURT

TOW
s A* iv

On March 15, 1493, Columbus was back at

Palos. The Spanish sovereigns were then holding
court at Barcelona, and there a month later
Columbus was received by the King and Queen
with great pomp and exceptional solemnity. His
titles, privileges and rights were confirmed as

"Admiral of the Ocean Sea, Viceroy and Gov¬
ernor of the Islands now discovered in the
Indies.”

Unfortunately, soon they were to forget their
solemn promises.»rfWJX tl <
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THE RETURN OF COLUMBUS AND HIS RECEPTION AT COURT

A mural by Luigi Gregori in the University of Notre
Dame. (Courtesy, University of Notre Dame)
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THE RETURN OF CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS

A painting by Eugene Delacroix. (Courtesy, Toledo Museum of Art, Toledo, Ohio)
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THE RETURN OF COLUMBUS
A fresco by Lazzaro Tavarone in the ceiling of the Belimbay Palace, G enoa, Italy. (Courtesy, City of Genoa)
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COLUMBUS RECEIVED BY FERDINAND AND ISABELLA AT BARCELONA
A painting by Ricardo Balaca in the Seville Library, Seville, Spain.
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THE REMOVAL OF WHAT ARE BELIEVED TO BE COLUMBUS’S REMAINS, TO SPAIN
(Above, left) The Spanish authorities awaiting the arrival of the warship "Giralda” with Columbus’s remains on board. (Abov*, right) The first
tomb of Columbus at Havana, Cuba. (Below) The artillery cortege. (From L‘Illustration, Paris, February 4, 1899)
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WHERE IS COLUMBUS BURIED?

Nobody knows exactly where Columbus’s remains are

buried today.
Between 1541 and 1547 they were transferred to Santo

Domingo, in compliance with the written request of
Diego Columbus for a permanent family tomb in that
city. In 1796 they were exhumed and transferred to the
Cathedral of Havana, Cuba. A century later, in 1899,
following the Spanish-American War, they were exhumed
once more and transferred to Seville, where they are said
to rest.

However, according to some authorities, the remains
taken to Spain were not those of Columbus, but of his
son, Diego. Those of the Admiral, it is claimed, are still
in Santo Domingo. The Government of Haiti is now erect¬
ing a most grandiose monument in honor of the Navigator.
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COLUMBUS' COAT OF ARMS
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THE TOMB OF COLUMBUS

In the Cathedral of Santo Domingo (Courtesy, Pan Ameri¬
can Union, Washington, D.C.)

THE TOMB OF COLUMBUS

In the Cathedral of Seville, Spain.
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A PAGE THAT NEEDS NO WORDS
Columbus’s days of triumph were not to last

long. His influence at Court having been under¬
mined by his enemies who did not find it hard
to arouse the jealousies of other Spaniards (Col¬
umbus was a foreigner, we must remember),
he was not able to enforce his authority in the
New World. As a governor Columbus was rather
a failure; one must bear in mind, however, that
he had to deal with turbulent people who had
come over to find gold, not to work. At any
rate, in 1500 the Spanish Sovereigns sent one

of their trusted men, the infamous Bobadilla,
with unlimited powers, to take charge of the
situation at Hispaniola. Bobadilla put Columbus
and his two brothers in chains and sent them,
still in chains, to Spain. The captain of the ship
carrying the Admiral offered to remove the
chains, but he refused. He was still in chains
when he reached Seville. Only in December
1500, more than two months later, were the
chains removed by order of the Sovereigns, who
restored his income and some of his rights.

As discoveries followed upon discoveries and
the magnitude of the New World became ap¬
parent, the Spanish Sovereigns repented having
granted such rights and privileges to the Dis¬
coverer. As Prof. Morison well points out, the
only favor King Ferdinand granted Columbus
was the permission to ride a mule.

The great navigator made still another voyage,
his fourth and last, also of great scientific value,
but of no immediate financial importance.
Neglected, except by a few friends and relatives,

Columbus died at Valladolid on May 20, 1506.
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COLUMBUS IN CHAINS

(Left) From a painting by J. Tower. {Below) From an
old print. (Courtesy, New York Public Library)
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DEATH AND IMMORTALITY
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THE DEATH OF COLUMBUS
A fresco by Luigi Gregori in the University of Notre Dame. (Courtesy, University of Notre Dame)
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SKETCH OF HISPANIOLA (HAITI) AS DRAWN BY COLUMBUS
(Madrid, Archives of the Dukes of Alba)
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THE REMOVAL OF WHAT ARE BELIEVED TO BE COLUMBUS'S REMAINS, TO SPAIN
(Above, left) The Spanish authorities awaiting the arrival of the warship "Giralda” with Columbus’s remains on board. (Above, right) The first
tomb of Columbus at Havana, Cuba. (Below) The artillery cortege. (From L’Illustration, Paris, February 4, 1899)
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THE FIRST COLUMBUS CELEBRATION IN 1792

Some of our fellow-citizens do not seem to appreciate bus’s departure from Palos. (See Maryland Historical So-
the fact that had it not been for Columbus, God only ciety Magazine, Vol. I, p. 246). A few days later, on Au-
knows where we Americans would be today, granting that gust 17, a writer in the Philadelphia Mail suggested that

parents would have met as they did. For no intelligent steps be taken to observe in a fitting manner the anni-our
person with a smattering of education can deny that versary of the fateful landing of Columbus on our shores.
Columbus changed the course of history.

In Oregon, for instance, the enlightened Legislature of tenary of the discovery of America with special ceremonies
that progressive State recently (1950) abolished Columbus sponsored by the Massachusetts Historical Society, as one

Day as a State holiday, following a campaign based on can read in the facsimile reproduced on the next page.
ignorance and sheer stupidity. The most impressive ceremony, however, took place in

Our forefathers, however, were the first in the world to New York City, where the Tammany Society erected a
express their gratitude to the discoverer of our Land. Long 14-foot obelisk and organized a celebration that would put

before either Spain or Italy thought of it, American cities our contemporaries to shame. As the facsimile on the next

from Baltimore to Philadelphia to New York to Boston, page is legible, we dispense from repeating here the details
and most likely other cities, suitably observed the third of that solemn observance. For the benefit of some be-
centenary of the discovery of America by publicly honor- nighted individuals, however, we shall only call attention
ing Columbus. Actually they had honored him years be- to the words Columbus was born at Genoa.
fore, when, at the very beginning of the Revolution, they
named one of our first warships after him. (Two of the
other three ships, incidentally, were named after Italians,
one after Cabot, and the other after Andrea Doria, the
Genoese liberator of his country.)

The first man to honor Columbus with a monument was

Boston, among other cities, also celebrated the third cen-

IV|
a Frenchman, Chevalier Charles D’Annemour, Consul Gen¬
eral of France in Baltimore, who erected at his own ex¬
pense a shaft in honor of the Navigator on the grounds
of his own villa. That monument is still standing, and is
still in good condition, at the comer of what are now
North Avenue and Harford Road. The cornerstone was
laid on August 3, 1792, the 300th anniversary of Colum-
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c- iBaltimorei, Jbguft it.
yEstn&frommt** AI»4»0MI»TV */

l+nd—i Juut 9.
•< Pit* FAT.IT TP, from the iDtelligenco

bo hil received, die growing Strength of the AiiftriuM,
through the cordtallpo*operation of the PruIlians, an4 the gene¬
ral DifaffeAion of tbe Fleming* to the French, decline! advanc¬
ing within the Auftian Frontier* and hai determined, as yer, &
remain <m Trench Ground. It would, perhaps, be judich*u*t»
throw thfejFtrnch 'troops into tbe Chain of fortified Towns ua
Che Borders for fame Time, until, by SJcirmiJhet and bailie,,
fliry acquire RefolptUm to face their formidable Foe* in the
Field of Battle.*1
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A Writer in the (Philadelphia) ft MAIL,” dtc. of the 17th Tn-
fhmt, thu* obferve*1—1 The 111h of October next will com¬
pile1hree Centuries finee the imtiiortal COL C MO VS put F0jt
on tbe nrw World.' The Citizens ot America fhuulJ be .-emlru¬
ed, with a View of cortfulting them, refpe&ing the Propriety a(
commemorating the Columbian Ctnfury Anntvcrfary, Should
not that iJiy be celebrated with due fccLc, as afruaU Tr>bu:e
from the grateful Sons of Liberty, the Native Frutt of the So,!
difenvered by thi«a.* urablt ptailofophic Navigator, WJJO, through
-Envy and Fraud, had not the Honour of giving his Naÿe to b i
own Difrovery, though made at the Rifqut of his Life * lr
(Hiiald be remembered, that this is the firft centuria! Period whuh
has offered finee the Eftablifhmerit of Liberty, and before rh.s
Ball revolves One Hundred Times more through itc Orbit, r/u-U
of the Fire of Liberty may (poifibly) be estinguilhed in the Wef-
t«rn World.11

Detachment! of French Troops, from the Army of M. dc la
Faverte. in feveral ih iro little Conflicts with veteran Lÿ.AD.
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Item regarding the third centenary of the Discovery of
America in the "Maryland Journal and Baltimore Adver¬
tiser” for August 21, 1792. (Courtesy, Library of Con¬
gress)

THE FIRST MONUMENT TO COLUMBUS IN THE
UNITED STATES, AT BALTIMORE, MD. (From an old
photograph in the possession of the Maryland Historical
Society)



'THE DIARY; OR. LOUDON1! REGISTER.
nth of the month, M Jtue, uni the
day on which the Third Cet.tury after
the difcovery of America by Chrytopbtr
Columbus, was complcated, that event
wa* celebrated by tfie Hifiorical
of this Commonwealth, m the !oilo».
ing manner :

(

The Member! of the Society bavin* •
aflcmbkd at a quarterly meeting, hd} &
at the houfe of the Rev. Dr. TLecher, (

'they proceeded from thence to tbV *
Meeting Houfe in Brattle-Square.ÿ.- "Dr; Thacherdptacd the fervlce’&jtbÿ
prayer peniWly adapted to thefetj.’ .

, - AflilfOtti/e wa» theqdtlltjffÿy
by the Rev. jjf. iellaap, who fytd MRm
appointed by the Society for that yur.‘<
pofr. 1hi» difeourft was diftin£mft*jf'«
by a deep refeaith into' the fubjeflfW
the difeoxery of America, both at
thereaions'which led to it, and rti coqÿ
fequeocea ; by an entertaining account*
of tbe charafter and fortune* of tbr*
great Difcoverer ; and, above all, by
a liberality of fentiment in politics'and "

religion, which do honor to thesge'.
After the difeourfe, a prayer pcrtmtqt '
to the fobjefl of the day, wai madefy •

the Rev*. Mr. Eliot—and the whole w% -
concluded with an Ode, by Mr.. Rt*,
and other*, in concert with the Orgai.
1 Hit Excellency rhe Governor, Hit-
Honor the Lt. Governor, and focb qf
tbe Hon. Council, as were in town,1

favored the Society with their attea-:
dance on this occafion ; and accom’ÿ

psuiied the Members to dine with theJ
Hon. fames Sullivan, Efq. the Preft.ÿ
dent, at his houfe, where the memory '

of Columbus was toalled in CGnvivijg'l
enjoyment—and the warmeft wiftrefÿ
were expreffsd, that tbe bleUngs noiÿR
diftinguifhiog the United States,nr,igbt'*l
be eitcndedto every part of rt* oka**.

he has dhbovered-

!

"
nr.\\. rv’SK PnuwS hr '..eiPJkl LOVtioH, NM. r, W*TM truer vbrrv idw-niiaw—, tv nrirUI,

FRIDAY, (Vttin >$, 179s.

.1TT-t

£Sw. s»3.
BHWua-Mraows«VT7»

r
points lo tbe letting fun. Under her feet is teen n
fphere, die gafterii lislf of which » madeto repre-
frntthe then known terraqueous glebe ; thewettero
» left 1blank. On rhe prdeflal i, the following
infcriplion:

NEW- YOR K, Off. 19.

It is reported, that ojhn Stakes, Major of hnrfc
in the weilrrn army, it now on |tis way lo thia city,
having refigned his coinmillion.

Thomas Sprig, Efq. ia rledlrd a Reprrfentative
in.Congeeft from the Hale of Maryland, for the 4th
difl.wft of 1hat Rate.

The 11th inft. being the commencement of the
lVth COLUMBIAN CENTURY, was oWerved
as a Century Fcitival by the Tammany Society, and
celebrated in that fttlr uf feraiment which diflin-
gnilhes this forint and patriotic inliitotinn.

In the evening a monument was erefled fo the
memory of polunhun, ornamented by tranffartnej,
with a variety of fuitahlr devices.

This beautiful exhibition was expofed forthegra¬
tification of public cunofiry fjme lime previous to
tbe meeting of the fnciety.

An elegant oration was delivered by Mr. J. B.
Johrflon, in which feverat of thr prinripal events
in the life of this remarkable man were pathetically
defcribed, and the intcrefling confcqaences uwhich
his grea; atchievementa had already, and mull Bill
conduit the affaire of mankind, were pointed out in
a manner extremely fat isfaiWy.

During the evening's entertainment, a variety of
rational amufemem was enjoyed.—The following
toads were drank:

x. Tbe memory of Chriflogher Columbus, the -
difcoverer of this new world.

a. May the new world never experience the vice*
and mi(tries of the old ; and be1happy afylum for
the opprefled of all nations and of ell religion.

3. May peace and liberty ever pervade the Uaitcd
Colombian States.

4. May thia be the left century refltvil of the
Columbian Order chat finds a Have on this globe.

5. Thomas Paine.
6. The Rights of Man.
7. May the 41b century be as remarkable far the

improvement and knowledge of the right!<t man

Tan MONUMENT
WAS XRtCTED BY VHX

TAMMANY SOCIETY,
*r,

COLUMBIAN ORDER,
OcTonF.it j», M,D€C,XCIf,

To COMMEMORATE .
Tvt* IVth COLUMBIAN CENTURY?

A N
INTERESTING Ann ILLUSTRIOUS

M U A.
On the upper part of tbe ohrlifle it Teen the arms

of Genoa, fupported by the Leak of a prone eagle.
The freond fide or front of the monument Ihews I

the fir A landing of Columbus. He it reprefented in
a flateof adoration ; bis followers proftratr as fup-
plitanit around him, and a group of American na¬
tives at a diflapee. Hitlnrical troth ia attended to,
Bud the iofeription on the pedellii ia as follows.

SACKED
TO THX

MEMORY
ox

CHRISTOPHER COLUMBUS,
THE DISCOVERER

or
A NEW WORLD,

Offoicr IS, 149}.
Above, the Alms of Europe and America are

blended, and fupported as on the right fide of the
monument.

The third, OT left fide, exhibit* the fplendid re¬
ception of Columbus by thr Court of Spain,
firft return from America. Hr is feated at the right
hand of Ferdinand, and his iltuflriuos patronefr,
Iffabella. A map of the newly difeovered coun¬
tries, with fane of their peculiar productions, lay.
ing at his feet, dillinguilh the intereAing fcenc.
Above, tbe prone eagle lupports the arms of Ifia-
brlla, and on tbe pcdellal is ti,e following inferip-
lion:

on his

la the fir# -waa foe difcorery, aid the improvement
of nautic fcicnce.

g. La Fayette and theFrrnrh nation.
9. May ihe liberty of the French rife fuprri

all the efforts of Aulirian defpotifm.
X«. A Burgoyning to the Duke of Brunfwick.
it. May_ the deliverer* of America never experi¬

ence that ingratitude from their cauutry, which
Columbus experienced from hi* King.

xa. May the genius of liberty, file has con¬
duced tbe Iona of Columbia with glory to the
commejieemem of the fourth century, guard their
fame to the end of time.

13. The DAY.
14. Wajtsngton, the deliverer of the new world.
Several moral and patriotic Tonga, inculcating the

Love of Country and of Freedom, were gratifying
in tbehigheft degree. Among others an Ode was
compcfcd and fung on the occafion.

Or/criftion ef the Monument.
The monument is upward* of .14 fen in height,

being well illuminated, and refemblii.g black mar¬
ble; it blended, in an agreeable manner, a grave
and folemn, with a brilliant appearance.

At the hafe a globe appears, emerging out of thr
doudl and chaos ; presenting a rude (ketch rf the
once uncultivated cosit of Amtri.a. On its pyramidal
part, Hiflnry is feen drawing up the curtain cf ob¬
livion, which dtfcovert the four following repre¬
sentations:

J-'irlt, and on the right fide of tbe -obrtilk, it pre-
frntvd a commercial port, and an exparding ocean ;
h-re Columbus, while mufing aver the infignia of
geometry and navigation, tbe favorite fluiliea of
his youth, -it inftrudtrd hy fcicnce lo croft the great
Atlantic- She appears in luminous clouds, hover¬
ing over its (kirta ; with one hand the prefenit Co¬
lumbus with a eompafs, and with the either the

COLUMBUS
WAX BORN AT GXMOA,

>447!
WAS RECEIVED BY THE

IN TRIUMPH,
>493!

WAS PUT Ip CHAINS BY ITS ORDER,
S(ftember, JJCO; “

Dike AT Vi

On the tx'-h inft- wit celebrated in *

New-York, the completion of the third ;

cenlnry fioce thedifeAvery of America
by Columbus. Onthis occafion a moa-u
urocntal obelifk was tihibited by tbc,ÿ
Tammany Society at their GteWÿ
Wigwam ; where an animated or»tt«(ÿ
on the great nautical hero Was deiiva*ÿ
ed by % B.JohnJm, Efquire.

The rnode of choofin* Federal B*1

or to

COURT OF SPAIN

tl.AP0I.ID,
May lo, ije*.

The taft fcenc exhibited on the rear or fourth fide
of the ohclific firongly contrafis with the one juA
Vefcribed ; Columbus is fern in hit chamber penfive
and ncgleAed. Tbe chain* with which kc had been
cruelly loaded hang againft ita bare walla, ou w
it feen written, •Tbe Ingratitude of Rings' To
chear his declining moments, the Genius of Liberty
appears before him t The glory which lurroundt
him feema to illuminate hit lolitaiy habitation. The

of defpotifm and fuperfthion are cruflted
beneath her feet ; and to intimate the gratitude and
rrfprdl of polkeriiy, Ihe point! to a monument,
far red to hit memory, reared by the Columbian Or¬
der. On the pedelivL Nature ia feen carefling her
various progeny|her tawny offspring ferns to mourn
over the Uro uf Columbus.

Tlie upper part of the obelifc ia embcDithed as
on the other fides. But tbe eagle, it in emblem of
civil government, it fren no longer pronr, or load¬
ed With the decorations of heraldry ; She loirs in
an open fley, grafping in her talona » feroir, in*
feribed,

-i

hich

emblems

Two newspaper accounts of the 300th
anniversary of the Discovery of America as
reported (above) in the "Boston Indepen¬

dent Chronicle” for October 25, 1792, and
(right) in the "New York Diary; or,

Lowdon’s Register” for October 19, l~r92.
(Courtesy, New York Historical Society)

Till RIGHTS or MAN.

Jfir//rF Hrnytvrlm Dr£*•*#*-<**/.
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THE FIRST MONUMENT TO COLUMBUS IN THE UNITED STATES

The first statue in honor of Columbus in the United
States was erected in Louisburg Square in Boston late in
1849 or soon after. (The Baltimore monument was a shaft,
without any sculpture) .

The Boston statue is said to have arrived late in 1849
and to have been imported by a Greek merchant named
Iasigi. According to another source, it was erected by
Marquis Niccolo Reggio, a merchant of Italian extraction,
who served as consul in Boston for the Papal States, the
Kingdom of Sardinia, the Kingdom of the Two Sicilies,
and the Kingdom of Spain. It is said that Reggio was
prompted to erect the Columbus statue not to be outdone
by his business competitor, Iasigi, who had erected one of
Aristides in the same square. Regarding the first version
see the booklet Some Statues of Boston by Allan Forbes
and Ralph M. Eastman, published by the State Street Trust
Co. of Boston in 1946. The photograph reproduced above
is from said booklet.

PHILADELPHIA, 1876

i X'

S'

BOSTON, 1849
Donated by the Italians of the city.

13 ST. LOUIS, MO., 1884Hi
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Donated by Henry Shaw, of St. Louis, the statue, in gilt
bronze, was modeled and cast in Munidi, Germany. (Cour¬
tesy, Missouri Historical Society, St. Louis, Mo.)<*)



IN NEW YORK CITY
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1869-1934
In New York City, as well as in New York State, there are
several statues of Columbus. One, of no particular impor¬
tance, is in Buffalo. Another is in front of Public School 69
in the Bronx. On this page and in the next, we reproduce
four of the best-known.
(Above) The statue by Emma Stebbins, executed in 1869-
Rediscovered in the Central Park Arsenal, it was erected in
1934 in Columbus Park, behind the New York County Court
House. (Photograph by the author) (Right) Close-up of the
column in Columbus Grcle. See opposite page. (Courtesy,
New York City Park Department )
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1894
Sunol’s statue in the Mall, Central Park, offered by a group
of prominent New Yorkers at the behest of General Grant
Wilson. The statue is a replica of the one surmounting the
Columbus monument in Madrid, Spain.

I

1941
The Queens Borough monument at 31st Street and Astoria Boulevard.
Angelo Rociuppi, Sculptor, (all photographs on this page by courtesy of
the New York City Park Department)
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THE COLUMBUS CIRCLE MONUMENT IN NEW YORK CITY

The most majestic monument to Columbus in the United States was dedicated on October 12, 1892, with
the participation of outstanding representatives of the United States and other governments. For the
occasion, Italy and Spain sent over a warship each. The work of the Sicilian sculptor, Gaetano Russo, the
monument is located in Columbus Circle, at the entrance to Central Park, and reaches a height of 75 feet,
including the statue, which is 14 feet high. It was donated by the Italians in the United States through
subscriptions raised by the daily newspaper, "II Progresso Italo-Americano,” Carlo Barsotti, publisher.
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IN CHICAGO
In the City of Chicago, 111., there are at least seven

statues of Columbus, three of which are shown on this
page. The two at the left were exhibited at the World’s
Columbian Exposition in 1892. The one above is by
Howard Kretchmar and is said to be now on the Lake
Front. The one below, by Miss Mary Trimble Law¬
rence of New York, a pupil of Augustus St. Gaudens,
stood at the east entrance to the Administration Building,
The monument on the right, by Carlo Brioschi, was un¬

veiled on August 3, 1933. It was donated by citizens of
Italian origin and is located in Grant Park, Columbus
Park at Roosevelt Road.

Another statue of Columbus, sculptor unknown, is in
front of Englewood Engine Co. 51 station, 6345 Went¬
worth Ave. It was exhibited at the Columbian Exposition
and was donated in 1893 by W. H. Mullins in honor of
the firemen who lost their lives in the cold storage build¬
ing fire at the exposition. Two more statues of Columbus
may be seen in Chicago, one on the Columbus Memorial
Building, State Street near Washington, Moses Ezekial
sculptor, and the other at the Drake Fountain, 92nd and
Exchange. The latter was presented to the City of Chicago
on December 26, 1892, and was dedicated on October
11, 1908, after being removed from its site on Wash¬
ington Street in front of the courthouse. Still another
statue, by R. M. Park, is said to have been exhibited at

the Columbian Exposition in 1892.
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BALTIMORE, 1892 NEW HAVEN, 1892
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Donated by the local Italians. Achille Canessa,
sculptor. (Photograph by the author)

Donated by the local Italians. Sculptor unknown.

SCRANTON, 1892 PROVIDENCE, 1893
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A repEca of the statue by August Bertholdi, originally cast
in silver for the Columbian Exposition, Chicago. Photo by
Roger Williams. (Courtesy, Judge Luigi De Pasquale,
Providence)

Donated by the local Italians. Alberto Cottini, sculptor.
Located in the city's main square. (Courtesy, Mr. & Mrs.
Angelo Fiorani, Scranton)



DETROIT, MICH., 1912
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PUEBLO, COLO., 1905
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Pietro Piai, sculptor. Donated by the Columbian
Federation of Italian Societies in the United States.

A. Rivalta, sculptor. Donated by the local Italians,
under the sponsorship of La Tribuna Italiana
d’America, Detroit, Vincenzo Giuliano, publisher
and editor.

WASHINGTON, 1912
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The impressive monument by! Loredo Taft which greets every visitor to the Capital of the United
States on leaving Union Station.



NEWARK, N. J., 1927 HOBOKEN, N. J„ 1931
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Giuseppe Ciocchetti, sculptor. Donated by the local Italians under
the auspices of the Giuseppe Verdi Society. Photo by George
Van. (Courtesy, F. Villani, Mayor, Newark, N. J.)

(Courtesy, Department of Parks and Public Property, Hoboken)

RICHMOND, VA., 1927
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Ferruccio Legnaioli, sculptor. Donated by the local Italians. (Courtesy, Prank Realmuto, Richmond)



ST. PAUL, MINN., 1931
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Carlo Brioschi, Sculptor. The only monument to Columbus erected on any State Capitol grounds.
Donated by the Minnesota State Federation of Italian-American Clubs.

MAMARONECK, N. Y„ 1938 AKRON, O., 1938 WESTERLY, R. I., 1949
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(Left) Henri Grenier, Sculptor. Donated by all -the citizens of the village, regardless of race, color or creed. (Courtesy, Wm. H. Johnson, Village
Manager, Mamaroneck, N. Y.) (Center) Donated by the Italians of the city under the sponsorship of the local Sicilian Society. (Courtesy, S.
Silccchia, Ak.cn) (Rj&bi) Chic. F. Pcizrr.o, Sculptor. Donated by the lord Italians. (Courtesy, Atanasio Grosso, Westerly)
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THE COLUMBUS MURAL IN THE UNITED STATES CAPITOL
A fresco in the rotunda of the Capitol by Costantino Bnimidi. (Courtesy, Library of Congress)



THE ROGERS BRONZE DOOR IN THE MAIN ENTRANCE TO THE UNITED
STATES CAPITOL
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The door, of solid bronze, is 19 feet high, 9 feet wide and weighs 20,000 pounds. It
modeled by Randolph Rogers in Rome in 1858 and cast in Munich in I860 by F. von Muller.
Its cost was $30,000. On it are nine panels, in high relief, representing thti main events in
Columbus's life from his appearance before the Council of Salamanca to his death. On the
sides and between the panels are sixteen small statues of well-known contemporaries of
Columbus, together with ten projecting heads of the historians of his voyages. On the
transom arch is a bust of the Admiral. (Courtesy, Library of Congress)

was



CHAPTER TWO

IN THE WAKE OF COLUMBUS
VESPUC3US, THE CABOTS, VERRAZZANO

AMERICUS VESPUCIUS
No man, next to Columbus, did so much to enlarge the

world’s horizon as Vespucius. No discoverer, next to the
Genoese Admiral, has been so calumnied as the Florentine
who was destined to give his name to the western hemis¬
phere. It would seem that the greater one’s achievements,
the more abundant the calumnies and attempts to besmirch
his glory. Washington, Jefferson, Lincoln, all had to

endure vilifications, especially while they were living. But,
like the giants of American history, Vespucius, too, is
gaining stature as more light is thrown on his accomplish¬
ments.

Americus Vespucius was born in Florence in March,

1454. He spent his youth in his native city, where he
devoted considerable time to the study of mathematics
until, at the age of 25, he was sent to France asi secretary

to an uncle of his who was the Medicean envoy in Paris.
Two years later he returned to Florence as an executive in
the Medici banking house. In 1491 he was still with the
same organization, at their branch office in Seville, then
entrusted to Giannetto Berardi, the friend of Columbus.
Berardi was active in fitting out ships for America from
1493 to the time of his death in 1495, when Vespucius
became his testamentary executor and head of the Seville
branch. It was there that the young Florentine became
acquainted with the Genoese Admiral and developed a
keen interest in the new discoveries.

Vespucius is said to have made his first transatlantic
voyage in 1497-98, but there is no certainty on this point.
At any rate, it is established that he took part as a pilot in
the Ojeda expedition of 1499-1500. From Central America
he undertook with two ships a voyage of his own during
which he discovered Brazil (August, 1499). That was
eight months before Cabral, the man who is generally
credited with the discovery of that country.

Two years later, in May, 1501, Vespucius sailed across
the ocean with a Portuguese expedition, apparently as a
scientific observer. In August of that year, it would
seem, he landed once more on the Brazilian coast, not far
from the present city of Pernambuco. On December 13
he discovered the Bay of Rio de Janeiro. Later he is said
to have reached Patagonia, but there is no consensus of
opinion on this point, just as there is no agreement among
historians regarding another voyage which he is said to

have made later on.
At any rate, by 1505 Vespucius was back in Spain, as

we know from the famous letter which Columbus wrote to

his son, Diego, in which he refers to Vespucius in endear¬

ing terms and notes how he too, like many others, had
not been very lucky.

Once in Spain, Vespucius became naturalized and was
appointed "piloto mayor” of the Casa de Contratacion de
las Indias, the first man to fill that office. As "piloto
mayor” it was Vespucius’s duty to examine and appoint
all pilots and sea captains who planned to cross the ocean,
no ship being allowed to go overseas without his permission.
He was also in charge of the compilation of all maps and
charts, no ship being permitted to follow a different route
than the one marked by him. His most important trust
was the study of all new discoveries which were to be
reported to him. For a man who was born abroad that
was a position of paramount significance, especially in
those days when all routes and discoveries were kept with
utmost secrecy.

Nor was Vespucius an impostor who, still according to
Emerson, "managed in this lying world to supplant Colum¬
bus and baptize half the earth with his dishonest name.”
Vespucius was a man of the highest integrity and a sci¬
entist of superior skill. He was the first man to become
convinced, as the result of his own voyages along the
coast of South America, that the lands discovered by
Columbus and his followers were not a part of Asia, as it
had been believed until then, but a new continent, veri¬
tably a New World. As Prof. Pohl shows abundantly in
his biography of the great Florentine, he was the greatest
cosmographer of his age. Suffice it to mention that he was
able to estimate the circumference of the earth within
fifty miles of the correct figure.

Vespucius remained as "piloto mayor” of Spain until his
death at Seville on February 22, 1512. That, too, should
be an indication of the value the rulers of Spain attached
to his ability and services.

Columbus was still insisting that he had found Asia
when two pamphlets appeared, in both Paris and Florence,
one bearing the title Quat-uor Americi Navigations, and
the other with the most significant title of Mundus Novus.
The former was a translation or adaptation of a letter
which Vespucius is said to have written in 1504 to the
House of Medici in Florence, from Lisbon; the second was
an account of his voyage to Brazil. Both were published
without Vespucius’s knowledge.

In 1507 the German geographer Martin Waldseemuller
(in Latin Hylacomylus) reprinted the Quatuor naviga¬
tiones, preceded by a pamphlet entitled Cosmographiae
introductio cum quibusdam geometriae ac astronomiae

47
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AMERICA GETS HER NAME

Nuc 5ÿ0 &rfi jpartes funt latfus luftratn?/& alia
quartapars per Americu Velputiu(vt in fequend
bus audietur )inuenta eft/qua non video cur quis
iure veterab Americo inuentore fagacis ingenq vi

AmerU to Amerigen quafi Amerid terra / liue Americans
dicendaicu &Europa Sc Afia a mulieribus fua for
titafintnomina.Eius fitu 8c gentis mores ex bis bi
nis Amerid nauigationibus quae fequuntliquide
intelligidatur.

The passage from Waldseemuller's Cosmographiae in which he
suggested that the new world be called America. As translated by
John Fiske, {The Discovery of America, Boston, 1892, Vol. II, p.
136) , it reads: "But now these parts have been more extensively
explored and another fourth part has been discovered by Americus
Vespucius (as it will appear in what follows) wherefore I do not
see what is rightly to hinder us from calling it Amerige or America,
i.e. the land of Americus, a man of sagacious mind, since both
Europe and Asia have got their names from women. Its situation
and the manners and customs of its people will be clearly) under¬
stood from the twice two voyages of Americus which follow.”

48
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principis ad earn rem necessariis, together with a map. (See
page 50). In that pamphlet Waldseemuller suggested that
since it had been Vespucius to advance the belief that the
new lands discovered after Columbus’s first voyage were
not Asia but a new world, it should be called "ab Americo

AMERICUS VESPUCIUS AS A BOY
A fresco :

i the Church of All Saints, Florence. (School of
Domenico Ghirlandaio)

inventore, sagacis ingenii viro, Amerigen quasi Americi
terrain sive Americam,” or "after its discoverer Americus, the map

a man of sagacious mind, Amerige or America, the land of to the present South America, whereas the islands and
Americus.” The suggestion was accepted by the other lead- the part of the Central American continent discovered by

mg geographers of the time, but, as already stated, Vespu- Columbus were credited to him. It was only in later years
that the name America was applied to the entire western

in hemisphere.

on page 50, the name America was applied only

cius had nothing to do with it. Nor was Columbus com¬
pletely ignored by Waldseemuller for, as we can see
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VESPUCIUS OBSERVING THE SOUTHERN CROSS
(Drawing by Stradanus, engraved by Collaarl)
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A fresco by Brumidi in the ceiling of the United States Capitol. (Courtesy, Library of Congress)
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AMERICUS VESPUCIUS
A portrait by unknown author in the Galleria
degli Uffizi, Florence.

As stated on page 48, Waldseemuller first
applied the name America to the southern part
of the western hemisphere. (See the reproduc¬
tion on this page of portion of his globe as it
was first published together with his Universalis
Cosmografia.)

Waldseemuller, however, did not ignore Col¬
umbus, for in a little box, about the middle of
the map reproduced on this page, below the is¬
land of Hispaniola, near the coast of Paria
(Central America) he inserted the words: "Iste
insule per Columbum genuensem almirantem
ex mandato regis Castellae invente sunt” or
"these islands have been discovered by the
Genoese admiral Columbus by order of the king
of Castile.” Notice the word, Genoese, one more
early proof of Columbus’s nationality, one year
after his death.

The complete map is surmounted by two

portraits, one of Ptolemy and the other of Ves-
pucius, a clear indication that in the eyes of
Waldseemuller and the other geographers of his
day Vespucius was as important for the knowl¬
edge of the New World as Ptolemy was for that
of the Old. As Prof. Almagia points out, one

could hardly ask for a higher recognition of the
achievements of the Florentine Navigator.

On Vespucius see Almagia, op. cit., and the
fundamental work by Alberto Magnaghi Ame¬
rigo Vespucci, 2nd edition, Milan, 1926. The
best volume in English on the subject is Prof.
Frederick J. Pohl’s Amerigo Vespucci: Pilot
Major, New York, 1944. It follows, largely,
Magnaghi’s theories.
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JOHN CABOT GIVES ENGLAND HER CLAIM TO NORTH AMERICA

He had three sons, Louis, Sebastian and Sante (or Sancius,

as we find his name in English documents) . Only Sebastian
became famous.

About the year 1491 or 1492 John Cabot took up resi¬
dence in Bristol, England. It seems that between those
years and 1496 he tried to sail out of that port in search
of some mythical islands, but there is no evidence on this
point. What we know for sure is that after Columbus
made his first voyage, Cabot tried to come over, but he
chose a northern route in order to avoid a possible conflict
by England with Spain or Portugal.

At any rate, on March 5, 1496, Henry VII granted
John Cabot and his three sons permission to fit out an
expedition at their own expense. Most likely local mer¬
chants advanced most of the money, if not all of it. Not
much, however, was required, because, although Cabot had
permission to leave with five ships, he left with only one,
the 50-ton Matthew. The crew consisted of 18 men. Thus
Cabot’s voyage was in a way even bolder than that by
Columbus, except that the Genoese Admiral was sailing to¬

wards the unknown, whereas Cabot knew of the existence
of land across the sea.

The Matthew remained out of Bristol only three months.
It left on May 2 and returned on August 6, 1497. Land,
as we have already noted, was first sighted on June 24,
when the English flag was first planted in America. Cabot,
however, did not forget Venice, for at the same time he
planted the standard of St. Mark, or the Venetian flag.
Nobody knows exactly where Cabot first landed, but most

historians seem to agree that it was near the present town

of Louisbourg, near Cape Breton. At least one Italian, a
Genoese barber, or surgeon, named Castiglione, took part
in that expedition, for Raimondo da Soncino, in his report
to the Duke of Milan written in 1497, stated that he was
one of the two men to whom Cabot had donated an island.
The other was a Frenchman.

The fundamental thing about John Cabot an American
should remember is the fact that it was because of his
voyage of 1497 that the English took possession of North
America. When Sir Humphrey Gilbert and Sir Walter
Raleigh conceived the plan of establishing an English
colony in the New World, their only legal claim was
based on Cabot’s voyage of discovery. (See facsimile in
next column). Our founding fathers also based their
claim for American independence on that first voyage by
the Italian navigator. We quote from Benjamin Franklin’s
famous address on Vindication for the Colonies which he
issued to the public on June 15, 1775:

Forasmuch as the enemies of America in the Parliament of Great Bri¬
tain, to render us odious to the nation, and give an ill impression of
us in the minds of other European powers, having represented us as
unjust and ungrateful in the highest degree; asserting on every occa¬
sion, that the colonies were settled at the expense of the same, proteced
in their infancy
And as by frequent repetitions these groundless assertions and malicious
calumnies may, if not contradicted and refuted, obtain further credit.

With regard to the first, that the colonies were settled at he expense of
Britain, it is a known fact that none of the twelve united colonies were
settled or even discovered at the expense of England. Henry VII, indeed,
granted a commission to Sebastian Cabot, a Venetian, and his sons to
sail into western seas for the discovery of new countries; but it was

to be "suis corum propriis sumptibus et expensis,” at their own cost and
charges. They discovered, but soon slighted and neglected these northern
territories; which were, after more than a hundred years dereliction,
purchased of the natives

Franklin, of course, got his data a little mixed up, start¬

ing from Cabot’s first name, but that matters little. What
matters is the historical fact that Cabot financed his voyage
at his own expense and that it was because of that voyage
that the English eventually settled in Virginia.

The English flag was first planted on American soil by

John Cabot on June 24, 1497. Little is known of Cabot,

or Caboto, except that he became a citizen of Venice in
the year 1476, after a residence of 15 years in that city.
Nobody knows exactly where he was bom. Some people
say that he was a native of Genoa. Others trace his birth to

Gaeta, the same city near Naples Henri Tonti came from. M3ten

The Countrey called VIRGINIA (SO named by the late Virgin-Qucene Eliza¬
beth of blessed memory) being the rightfull inheritance of his Maiesty, as
being first discouervd at the costs and charges of that most prudent Prince
of famous memory, King Iltnry the Seauenth, his Mfliesties great Grand¬
father; The Patent whereof still extant to be seene, was granted to Iohn
Cabot and diners other of his subjects, who went thither with sixe Sailc
of Ships, and discoucrcd as farre as from Cape Florida to New-found-land,
all along the Const, and tooke possession thereof to the King* vse, about
that time when Ferdinando and habella discouered the Waterne India:
(by which title of first discouery the King of Portugal and Spain* hold
and eniov their nmplc and rich Kingdomes in their Indie» Bant & |r«f.)
A coast where King Edirard tlit Sixt after planted his fishing to the New¬
found-land bv/ pulilike Art in Parliament, and of whieb Philip Amada.%
and Arthur Hartair tooke agninc [losscssion to the vse of the late Quetne
Elizabeth: and after them, [3] Sir Riehard Greenfield, Sir Ralph Lane, and
Sir Walter Rauleigh; nt what time aeuerall Colonics were there placed.
And since his Majesties most happy coniming to the Crowne, being an

(Right) An early reference (1622) to England’s title to North
America based on Cabot’s discovery. From The Records of the
Virginia Company of London by S. M. Kingsbury. (Courtesy,
New York Public Library) A still earlier reference is in Hakluyt's
preface to his Divers Voyages, London, 1582.



CABOT PLANTS THE VENETIAN FLAG ON AMERICAN SOIL
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752. LOEENZO PASQUALIOO to his Brothers ALVISE and
FRANCESCO.

The Venetian, our countryman, who went with a ship from
Bristol in quest of new islands, is returned, and says that 700
leagues hence he discovered land, the territory of the Grand Cham
(Gram Cam). He coasted for S00 leagues and landed; saw no
human beings, but he has brought hither to the King certain
snares which had been set to catch game, and a needle for making
nets ; he also found*some felled trees, wherefore he supposed there
were inhabitants, and returned to his ship in alarm.

He was three months on the voyage, and on his return he saw
two islands to Btarboard/ÿbut would not land, time being precious,
as he was short of provisions. He says that the tides are slack and
do not flow as they do here. The King of England is much pleased
with this intelligence.

The King has promised that in the spring our countryman shall
have ten ships, armed to his order, and at his request has conceded
him all the prisoners, except such hs are confined for high treason,
to man his fleet. The King has also given him money where¬
with to amuse himself till then, and he is now at Bristol with
his wife, who is also Venetian, and with his sons; his name is Zuan
Cabot, and he is Btyled the great admiral. Vast honour is paid
him ; he dresses in silk, and these English run after him like mad
people, so that he can enlist as many of them as he pleases, and a
number of our own rogues besides.

The discoverer of these places planted on his new-found land a
large cross, with one flag of England and another of S. Mark, by

cf his being a Venetian so that our banner has floated very
far afield.

London, 23 August 1497.
[Italian. Entered in the Diaries on 11 September 1497. Trans¬

lated and printed for the Philobiblon Society.]

Ooi 11.
giBQV Diaries,

T.i. p. 573.

(Above) THE DISCOVERY OF NORTH AMERICA
BY JOHN AND SEBASTIAN CABOT

(From Ballou's Pictorial Drawing Room Companion,
1855. Wood Engraving. Library of Congress.)

(Right) English translation of portion of a letter
Lorenzo Pasqualigo, a Venetian living in London,
wrote to his brothers in Venice soon after John Cabot’s
return from his voyage of discovery. (From Calendar
of State Papers, London, edited by H. Brown. Cour¬
tesy, New York Public Library)

reason
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THE FIRST LETTER PATENT GRANTED BY HENRY VII TO
JOHN CABOT AND HIS SONS. From The Public Record Office,
London, Chancery Treaty Roll (C-76) No. 178 M8. (Courtesy, British
Museum, London)

Translation from the Latin text as it appears above:

The King, to all to whom, etc. . . Greetings: Be it known and made
manifest that we have given and granted as by these presents we give
and grant, for us and our heirs, to our well-beloved John Cabot, citizen
of Venice, and to Lewis, Sebastian and Sancio, sons of the said John,
and to the heirs and deputies of them, and of any one of them, full
and free authority, faculty and power to sail to all parts, regions and
coasts of the eastern western and northern sea, under our banners, flags
and ensigns, with five ships or vessels of whatsoever burden and quality
they may be, and with so many and such mariners and men as they may
wish to take with them in the said ships, at their own proper costs and
charges, to find, discover and investigate whatsoever islands, countries,
regions or provinces of heathens and infidels, in whatsoever part of the
world placed, which before this time were unknown to all Christians.

We have also granted to them and to any of them, and have given
licence to set up our aforesaid banners and ensigns, in any town, city,
castle, island or mainland whatsoever, newly found by them. And that
the before-mentioned John and his sons or their heirs and deputies may
conquer, occupy and possess whatsoever such towns, castles, cities, and
islands by them thus discovered that they may be able to conquer, occupy
and possess, as our vassals and governors, lieutenants and deputies therein,
acquiring for us the dominion, title and jurisdiction of the same towns,
castles, cities, islands and mainlands so discovered; in such way, never¬

theless that of all the fruits, profits, emoluments, commodities, gains and
revenues accruing from this voyage, the said John and sons and their
heirs and deputies shall be bounden and under obligation for every
voyage, as often as they shall arrive at our port of Bristol, at which they
are bound and holden only to arrive, all necessary charges and expenses
incurred by them having been deducted, to pay to us, either in goods or
money, the fifth part of the whole capital gained, we giving and grant¬
ing to them and to their heirs and deputies that they shall be free and
exempt from all payments of customs on all and singular the goods and
merchandise that they may bring back with them from those places thus
newly discovered. And further we have given and granted to them and
to their heirs and deputies, that all mainlands, islands, towns, cities,
castles and other places whatsoever discovered by them, however numerous
they may happen to be, may not be frequented or visited by any other
subjects of ours whatsoever without the licence of the aforesaid John
and his sons and their deputies, on pain of the loss as well as of the
ships or vessels daring to sail to these places discovered, as of all goods
whatsoever. Willing and strictly commanding all and singular our sub¬
jects as well by land as by sea, that they shall render good assistance to
the aforesaid John and his sons and their deputies, and that they shall
give them all their favour and help as well in fitting out the ships or
vessels, as in bringing stores and provisions with their money and in
providing the other things which they must take with them on the
said voyage. In witness whereof. . . .

Translation from the Latin, as per facsimile above, from Williamson,

J. A. The Voyages of the Cabots and the English Discovery of North
America under Henry VIII and Henry VIII, London, 1929, pp. 25-27.
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THE CABOT TOWER

at the entrance to the Port of Bristol from which
John Cabot and his sons sailed on their voyage of
discovery to North America in 1497. (British Of¬
ficial Photograph)
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Back in England, Cabot, like Columbus, was received

with great honors by the King who granted him an annual
pension of 20 pounds sterling, a sum equal to $100, but
possibly having the purchasing value in those days of
$2,000 in America today. On December 13, 1497, Henry
YII renewed John Cabot’s letters patent authorizing him
to fit out another expedition of six ships. The new voyage
took place with five ships in 1498. At least one Italian, one
Giovanni Antonio de Carbonariis, went along, besides
Cabot’s son, Sebastian, and possibly his brothers. Nothing
is known of that second voyage either, except that John
Cabot continued to collect his annual pension as late as
September, 1499. He may have died soon after, for he
was no longer living in 1305. During that second voyage,
according to modern historians, John Cabot sighted, or
landed along, the Atlantic coast from the 38th parallel
north, or from New York to Canada.
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A 16th Century painting (restored in the 18th) representing the
Navigation of John and Sebastian Cabot. The Central figure is that
of Sebastian Cabot. (Venice, Ducal Palace, Sala dello Scudo)
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JOHN CABOT'S DEPARTURE FROM BRISTOL

(From the painting by Ernest Board, 1877, in the Bristol (England) Museum and Art
Gallery)
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GRANT OF PENSION TO JOHN CABOT, DECEMBER 13, 1497
Notice in the fifth line the words ‘'John Cabbot of the state of Venice an annuitie or annual rent of twenty pounds sterling. From the Public
Record Office, London, Privy Seals, 13 Henry VII, December. (Courtesy, British Museum, London)
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GRANT OF PENSION TO SEBASTIAN CABOT, APRIL 3,
Office, London, Exchequer, (K.R. Memoranda Roll (E. 159) No.

1505
From the Public Record
Muscun., London')

283. (extract). (Courtesy, British
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MONUMENT TO JOHN CABOT IN MONTREAL, CANADA

Guido Casini, Sculptor. Presented by the local Italians. Unveiled May 24, 1935.
So far as we know, there is no monument in honor of John Cabot in the United
States. It is interesting to recall, however, that one of the first four warships
commissioned by the United States during the Revolution was named after John
Cabot.
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SEBASTIAN CABOT, CHIEF PILOT OF ENGLAND

Spain rather than of Portugal. Here, again, let us recall
that Italian merchants advanced two-thirds of the cost of
the expedition, and that at least 30 Italians took part in it.
Most of the Italians were either Venetians or Genoese, but
there were also a Neapolitan, one of the officers, and a
Sicilian.

From 1548 to the time of his death in 1557, Sebastian
Cabot was once more in the service of England. The most

important of his activities during this period was his or¬

ganization in 1553 of the famous Company of Merchant
Adventures of England, of which he was chosen governor
for life. Students of English history need not be reminded
that it was this company that started the British Empire
on its march around the world. The first expedition sent

out by Cabot was headed by Willoughby and Chancellor
and marks the beginning of direct trade relations between
Britain and Russia. Moreover, as George L. Baer states in
his The Origin of the British Colonial Empire (New York,
1908, p. 6) "it
to the East, that Sir Humphrey Gilbert’s interest was de¬
flected to the colonization of America.”
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in searching for a northwestern routewas

SEBASTIAN CABOT

Portrait attributed to Holbein, destroyed by fire in 1845.
From an engraving in Seyer’s Memoirs of Bristol, 1824, Vol.
II. A copy of the original portrait is said to be in the His¬
torical Society of Massachusetts in Boston.

4

fWe have more information about Sebastian Cabot, who
was born in Venice, of Venetian mother, about the year
1482. As we have seen, he accompanied his father in the
1498 voyage and possibly also in that of 1497. He was

still in Bristol in 1505, when Henry VII granted him a

pension of £10, "for services rendered to the city and port
of Bristol.” What those services were we do not know.

In 1508 (or 1509, according to the modern calendar, for
in those times the English year began in March) Sebastian
Cabot made a voyage under the English flag, also towards
America, but in search of the North-West Passage, or the
way to China. He left with two ships, also fitted out at

his expense. Once more, we do not know much about that
voyage, but it is believed that he reached Labrador and
possibly entered Hudson Bay, which he thought to be the
Pacific Ocean.

From 1512 to 1548 Sebastian was in the service of Spain,
most of the time with the rank of "piloto mayor,” a most

important position. That alone should be sufficient to
make one realize Cabot’s skill and ability, for numerous
and influential Spaniards were anxious to take his place.
In 1526, while in the service of Spain, Sebastian Cabot
undertook a most famous voyage which was not alto¬
gether successful. Nevertheless Cabot was able to reach and
explore the entire basin of the Plata River, venturing in¬
land through the Parana and Paraguay rivers. He even
sent an overland expedition to the Andes. It was because of
that voyage that South America became a possession of
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SEBASTIAN CABOT LEAVING LABRADOR
From a print in the New York Public Library
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An interesting incident in Cabot’s life is the offer he
made to Venice, on two different occasions, in 1522 and
in 1553, for an oversea voyage under the Venetian flag,
but Venice turned him down, possibly because it was im¬
possible for Venetian ships to get out of the Mediterranean
without the consent of Spain and Portugal, who dominated
the exit.

Sebastian Cabot, like Vespucius and Columbus, also has
been the subject of attacks by people not well acquainted
with the facts concerning his activities. Modern historians,
however, are unanimous in praising him as one of the
most skillful navigators and one of the most able scientists
of his day. He certainly was one of the founders of the
British Empire.

On the Cabots see: the article by Alberto Magnaghi in Enciclopedia
Italiana Treccani, Vol. VIII, 199-202; jAImagia,’ op (it.; Williamson,
op. cit.; Serria, G., Giovanni Caboto e la navigctzione italiana del suo
tempo, Bologna, 1937. (Prof. Sercia's little book deals largely with the
Gaeta origins of the Caboto family).
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SEBASTIAN CABOT LEAVING FOR AMERICA

A mural by Ezra Winter (1921) in the ceiling of the Cunard White
Star Building in New York City. Cunard White Star photo by W. A.
Probst. (As we know, it was not Sebastian Cabot but his father,
John, who first planted the English flag in North America. Sebastian
was not bom in Bristol, England, as stated by some misinformed per¬
sons, but in Venice)
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Portion of Sebastian Cabot’s planisphere published probably at Norimberg in 1544. The only copy known to exist is in the BibliotSque
Nationale in Paris. According to the late Prof. Magnaghi and other historians, Cabot had nothing to do with it. According to Prof. Almagia,
it was based on a map whicH Cabot drew in 1541. At any rate, it seems that the cartographers drew largely on data furnished by Sebastian
Cabot. One of the most remarkable notes on the margin of the map, note 8, in Spanish and Latin, reads: "This land was discovered by
John Cabot, Venetian, and his son, Sebastian, in the year 1494” (Obviously an error). Also worthy of notice are the words, in Italian,
"prima terra vista” (land first seen) near the location of Cape Breton.
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VERRAZZANO IN NEW YORK HARBOR 85 YEARS BEFORE HUDSON

One of the most precious objects in the possession of the
New York Historical Society is a copper globe made in

Florence by Eufrosino Della Volpaia in 1542. Geographi¬
cally it is not of paramount importance, except as a con¬

firmation of the knowledge that existed at that time about

the New World. Historically it is at least interesting, for
it shows the Eastern Central Part of the United States

under the name of Verrazana. The name was first sug¬

gested by Girolamo da Verrazzano, a brother of Giovanni
da Verrazzano. Girolamo, a navigator and cartographer,
had made a map in 1529 in which he had called all the land
discovered by his brother "Verrazana or New France or

Jucatanet.” Apparently Della Volpaia consulted that map,

and probably another globe which Giovanni da Verraz¬
zano is said to have made but which has never been found.
Be that as it may, it is to Giovanni da Verrazzano that
we owe the first description of North America’s coastline
from South Carolina to Canada.

Not much is known of Verrazzano. He was bom at Flor¬
ence between 1481 and 1485. In his youth he sailed in the
Mediterranean, and probably elsewhere, until 1522, when
he settled in France. In 1524 he was entrusted by King

Francis I of France with a voyage of discovery. Here
again, as in the case of Columbus, the Cabots, and Ves-

pucius, we must remind our readers that the Italians ex¬

celled all the other navigators of their day (with the pos¬

sible exception of the Portuguese, who, however, did not

surpass the Italians). Foreign kings, most certainly, would
have chosen navigators of their nationality if they could
find them. Several Florentines, incidentally, accompanied
Verrazzano.

The voyage lasted from January to July, 1524, when

Verrazzano was back in France. In 1528 he was entrusted
with another expedition to North America. On this second
voyage he had stopped at the Bahamas and was proceeding
towards the Gulf of Darien (Panama) when he decided
to explore an island which appeared to be uninhabited. In¬
stead, he was met by some cannibals who set upon him,
killed him and devoured him. His brother Girolamo saw it
all from the deck of the ship but was unable to come to the
assistance of Giovanni and the other six men who had gone
ashore.

As to the legend that Verrazzano was a corsair in the
service of France there is no evidence to prove it or dis¬
prove it.

Verrazzano deserves a prominent place in the history of
American discovery, side by side with that of his fellow-
Tuscan, Vespucius. For if the latter explored practically all
the coast of South America, Verazzano reconnoitered all
that of North America, from Florida to the Gulf of St.
Lawrence, in a way that had never been done before.

The practical result of Verrazzano’s voyage was the
continued interest that the French took in North America,
culminating in the voyage of Jacques Cartier in 1534.
Now, however, it seems established that Cartier had ac¬
companied Verrazzano during his first voyage. (See Lanc-
tot, B., Cartier’s first voyage to Canada in 1524, Canadian
Historical Review, September, 1944, pp. 233-245.)

The other result of Verrazzano’s voyage was the con¬
firmation that the New World was not a part of Asia, or
of Africa, as he clearly stated in the last page of his report
to King Francis I.

Verrazzano’s description of North America is one of the
most interesting accounts we have of the United States
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(Left) Beginning of the report Verrazzano sent to King
Francis I of France upon his return from North America
in 1525. Verrazzano made two copies, one of which he
sent to Buonaccorso Ruccellai in Rome and another to
a friend in Florence. Three copies of that report exist,
but the most authoritative one, in manuscript form, was
discovered by A. Bacchiani in the private library of the
Cellere family in Rome in 1909. It is now in the Morgan
Library in New York Gty. Notice the words "II capno
Giovanni da Verrazzano (Captain Giovanni da Verraz¬
zano) a clear proof that Verrazzano was the captain and
not a pilot, as someone has stated. Verrazzano would
not have assumed a title which did not belong to him
especially in his official report to the King who sent him
out on his voyage of discovery.
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MONUMENT TO VERRAZZANO IN NEW YORK CITY
The work of the Sicilian sculptor, Ettore Ximenes, it was donated by the
Italians in the United States and dedicated on October 6, 1909. According to
one source, the cost of the monument is said to have been borne by Mr. Carlo
Barsotti, publisher of II Progresso Italo-Americano.
The unveiling of the monument was a great day for the Italians of the city.
The ceremony began with a parade in which some 40,000 people, representing
170 societies, took part with 42 bands and 400 flags. Three hundred thousand
people are said to have watched the parade. One of the main features was the
participation of 500 Italian cyclists and the crews of the Italian warships "Etna”
and "Etruria” which had been sent to New York to take part in the 300th
anniversary of the arrival of Henry Hudson in New York Bay.
The monument to Verrazzano is the only remembrance one finds in New York
in honor of the great Florentine navigator, with the exception of a ferryboat
which was named after him in 1950.

compared to the Island of Rhodes and called Louisa in
honor of the King’s mother, and entered the present New¬
port, R.I., inhabited by “the most beautiful people and
the most civilized in customs that we have found in this

before it was settled by Europeans. His description of New
York Harbor is of particular interest, for it preceded by
8 5 years the coming of Henry Hudson. He wrote:

At the end of a hundred leagues we found a very agreeable situation
located within two small prominent hills, in the midst of which flowed

to the sea a very great river, which was deep within the mouth; which
we found eight feet, any laden ship might have passed. . .
with the small boat, entering the said river to the land, which we found
much populated. The people, almost like the others, clothed with the

feathers of birds of various colors, came towards us joyfully, uttering

very great exclamations of admiration, showing us where we could land

with the boat more safely.

New Yorkers, apparently, have always excelled in hos¬
pitality, whether Indian or white!

Later Verrazzano stopped at Block Island, which he

navigation. . . . We formed a great friendship with them.”
After a sojourn of IS days he proceeded north, until he
reached the Gulf of St. Lawrence. Then he turned back.
He had discovered “six hundred leagues and more of new

. We were

land.”

On Verrazzano see Almagia, op. cit, (valuable bibliography and. notes)
and Magnaghi’s article in Enciclopedia Itdiana Treccani. The English
translation of Verrazzano's report, by E. H. Hall, is in the 1910 report
of the American Scenic and Historic Preservation Society.
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Portion of the planisphere made by Vesconte Maggiolo in Genoa in 1527. Only one copy,
now in the Ambrosiana Library in Milan, is known to exist. All the land discovered by

Verrazzano is called Francesca in honor of King Francis I of France. The map includes
several Tuscan names like Valle Ombrosa, San Miniato, Orto de Rucelay, etc. In the fac¬
simile reproduced above are omitted the words found at the extreme top in the original
map, which read, translated from the Spanish, "Land now discovered by Christopher Columbus.
Genoese, for account of the King of Spain.” Once more, notice Columbus's nationality.



CHAPTER THREE

UNDER THE SPANISH FLAG

In ail probability there was not a single expedition sent

by the Spaniards to the New World soon after the dis¬
covery of America, in which some Italians did not take
part. That is easy to explain.

From the end of the 15th century to the end of the
18th, Italy was directly, or indirectly, under the dominion
or influence of Spain. Aside from that, thousands upon

thousands of Italians were settled in Spain, where they
occupied positions of importance, from that of prime
minister down. Especially numerous were the bankers or

merchants and the seamen and soldiers in the Spanish
service. Among the latter the engineers or artillery-men
occupied leading places. Suffice it to mention that over a

long period of years most of the fortifications erected
throughout the Spanish Empire, from Flanders to the New
World, were entrusted to Italians. One of them, Tiburcio
Spanoqui (Tiburzio Spannocchi) , was chief engineer while
Spain was at the peak of her power and glory. No less
notable was the Antonelli family, as we shall presently see.

Italian seamen or sailors took part in the early voyages
of discovery and exploration. Columbus had Italians with
him in everyone of his four voyages.

As soon as colonization began Italian business men were
among the first, and probably the leading, merchants to fit
out expeditions, to finance shipments of provisions and
military material and to undertake colonization projects,
from the West Indies, Mexico and Florida all the way to

Argentina.
The conquistadores, we are certain, had Italian officers

and men with them. Balboa, De Soto, Coronado, Menendez,
Pizarro, Cortes, Magellan, all had their share of natives
of Italy.

Italian missionaries, as we have shown in Volume Two
of Italian-American History, played an important role in

the Christianization of Central and North America. One
of them, as related in the next page, became the first bishop
of the New World.

Officials and civilians of Italian birth and extraction also
came over, from viceroys to plain adventurers. It was not

by mere chance that the first printing presses in the West¬
ern Hemisphere, namely, in Mexico and Peru, were estab¬
lished by Italians.

Nor should one forget the travellers, men in search of
knowledge or adventure, like Benzoni or the globe-trotter
from Calabria, Gemelli Careri.

Finally, we come to the Italians who settled in Louisiana

and Missouri during its Spanish rule, but since the ac¬

tivities of most of them extend well-over the post-Revolu-

*E q

What is left of the house built by Diego Columbus, the son of the
Admiral, at Santo Domingo, during his residence there as governor
and viceroy of Hispaniola. (Courtesy, Pan American Union, Washing¬
ton, D.C.)

tionary period, we shall deal with them in the second part
of the present work.

How many Italians came over to Spanish North America
we do not know. The names given in the following pages
are only a few—out of the many—for historical truth
compels us to limit ourselves only to those about whom we
have found evidence of their Italian origins. On this ac¬
count we have discarded names like Serra, Crespi and Cos-
tanso, to mention three well-known figures in early Cali¬
fornia history, as we have no positive proofs of their
Italian birth or ancestry. Often, very often, as students of
Romance languages know, it is hard to distinguish an
Italian from a Spanish name. Not seldom Italian names
assumed Spanish forms; names like Garcia, Pablo, Espin-
dola, Spanoqui.

Above all, one must bear in mind that names recorded in
histories and in legal documents are, obviously, only a few,
compared to the thousands which remained either undistin¬
guished or unrecorded.

(For a summary view of the Italians in Spain see Schiavo, Itdian-Amcrican
History, Vol. II Chap. I and notes, pp. 406-408.)

DIEGO COLUMBUS, VICEROY

At least three of Christopher Columbus’s relatives held
commanding roles in the New World. Bartholomew Co-
tivities of most of them extend well over the post-Revolu-

63
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governor of Hispaniola in 1495; he was named adelantado chapter. As for Peloso, according to his petition, he mar-
and went back to Spain in chains with his brother, on ried the daughter of a Genoese conquistador and was re-

Bobadilla’s orders, in 1500. Later he was set free and ac- sponsible for the safe escape to Mexico of the survivors of
the De Soto expedition. Another man who was in Florida

Diego Columbus, another brother, was for a time at the and married the daughter of a conquistador was Jacomo
head of the government at Hispaniola. He also went back Rolando of San Remo. Three Sicilian pioneers were Juan
to Spain in chains in 1500. Later he became a priest and Siciliano, who came over in 1502, took part in the con-
a naturalized Spanish citizen. He returned to America with quest of Mexico City and had at one time “arms and
his nephew, Diego. horses”; Francisco Rojo, who came to the land of Cibola

Diego Columbus, the Admiral’s eldest son, inherited his (Arizona) with his own "arms and horses,” but received no
father’s title of Admiral, but not that of Viceroy. In 1509 compensation with the exception of a few Indians; and
he was named governor of Hispaniola and in 1511, follow- Francisco de Mecina (Messina) , who was one of the few
ing his marriage with Maria de Toledo, the member of men who were with Balboa when he discovered the Pacific
one of the most powerful families in Spain, he was finally Ocean. He is also referred to as Francisco de Lentin, Sicil-
given the title of viceroy, which rightfully belonged to him iano. (See J. T. Medina, El Descubrimiento del Oceano
as solemnly promised to his father before he set out on Pacifico, Vol. I, p. 90). Icaza lists other Italians, including
his voyage of 1492. Diego Columbus lived in Santo Do- John Paul (Pablo) of Brescia, the
mingo with brief interruptions until 1523 and died in the first printing press in the New World, but later was
Spain in 1526. He is remembered primarily because in 1521 compelled to live on charity, and Benito del Nero, of Bo-
he set free some 150 Indians from the South Carolina logna, who also owned "arms and horses” before he be-
coast whom a Spanish slave hunter had lured to Hispaniola came poor.
with a view to sell them to plantation owners.

companied his brother in his fourth voyage.

who establishedman

Everything considered, only a few Italians are listed in
the Diccionario, but that does not militate against the com¬
ing to the New World of a notable group of men of Italian
birth and ancestry. The Spaniards who came over were
either conquistadores, on the one hand, or people without

In the Diccionario autobtografico de conquistadores y a future at home, on the other. No man with a position or
pobladores de Nueva Espana (Autobiographical dictionary occupation at home would have been tempted to leave the
of conquistadores and settlers of New Spain) published certain for the uncertain. On the other hand, most of the
by Francisco A. D. Icaza at Madrid in 1923, one finds a Italians who came over, aside from the usual percentage
list of some 1385 persons who addressed petitions to the of adventurers, were either military technicians
King of Spain asking for relief. Among them one finds one chants. Hence their low percentage among those who
Xristobal Despindola, (Spinola) well-known “hidalgo,” found themselves stranded in the New World. Other
and Bernardo Peloso of Genoa, both of whom accompanied pioneer settlers are listed in Almagia’s I Primi Esploratori
De Soto to Florida. More is said about Espindola in this dell’America, pages 459-467.
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(Above) BALBOA TAKING POSSESSION OF THE PACIFIC
OCEAN. At least one Italian, a native of Sicily, was with him when
he first sighted the Pacific Ocean. (From the title page of the second
decade of Herrera’s Historia General, Madrid, 1726) (Left ) Title
page of Geraldini's "Itinerarium” published at Rome in 1631. (Cour¬
tesy, New York Public Library) Alessandro Geraldini, the first Catho¬
lic Bishop of the New World, was bom at Amelia, near Perugia,
Italy, in 1455, and died at Haiti in 1525.
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MARCOS DE NIZA DISCOVERS ARIZONA

Fray Marcos de Niza, as liis name in Spanish clearly in- ary. For days they travelled through Northern Mexico,
dicates, was a native of Nizza (Nice, a French city since until Estevanico, who was going ahead, was killed by the
1859), the same city in which Garibaldi was born. That Indians because, it is said, he was getting bolder and bolder
he was an Italian is admitted by the Spanish Encyclopedia
(Espasa) , which refers to him as "Franciscano y descubri-
dor italiano,” by the French “La Grande Encyclopedic’’
which calls him "franciscain italien,” and by the United
States Library of Congress which has adopted the Italian
form, Marco da Nizza, instead of the Spanish “Marcos de
Nizza,” for its catalog heading. It is interesting to recall
also that John Gilmary Shea in his “History of the Catholic
Missions among the Indian Tribes of the United States”
published in 18J4, also referred to Mark of Nice as “the
Italian friar.”

Little is known of the life of Fray Mark. He was born
in the latter part of the 15th century and went to New
Spain in 1531, laboring at Panama, Nicaragua and Guate¬
mala. In 1532 he accompanied Valalcazar to Peru where he
(not Valverde) is said to have been the first missionary to
labor among the Indians. However, Pizarro’s cruel treat¬
ment of the natives so aroused him that in 1535 he left
Mexico.

On March 7, 1539, Fray Mark, accompanied by a Negro
named Estevanico (Stephen) and another Italian friar,
named Onorato, set out to explore the land north of
present Mexico, where the rich Seven Cities of Cibola
were rumored to exist. Not long after their departure,
however, Onorato became ill and only the monk and the
Negro proceeded on their mission.

Their trek through the desert has already become legend-
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FRAY MARCOS DE NIZA
An artist's conception based on available evidence, but not
actually a portrait. It forms part of an exhibit in the National
Park Service museum at Tumacacori National Monument,
Arizona. (Courtesy, U. S. National Park Service, Region
Three, Santa Pe, New Mexico)
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The rock with Fray Mark's inscription in what is today Phoenix Mountain Park, or Pima Canyon, near Phoenix, Arizona. There are no
proofs as to the authenticity of the carving, but the Italian spelling of the word Coronado (Corona to) adds to the belief that it was
made by the monk or by some other Italian with him. On that spot, about May 1, 1539, the friar took possession of the desert by planting
the Cross of Christ, Today the rock is protected by a grill (right). The author was standing by when the above photograph was taken by

his friend, Mr, Harry Frothingham of Chandler, Arizona, in August, 1950.
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in demanding women and what he thought were turquoise
stones. Then the friar continued alone until he came within
sight of what he thought was the famed city of Cibola.
What he saw we do not know, but the writer will never
forget the mirages of which he was the victim when he
crossed the same desert (in an automobile) in the summer

of 1950. At any rate, satisfied with his discovery, the
monk returned to Mexico with such a tale of splendors
and wealth that the cupidity of the Spaniards was quickly
aroused and a magnificent expedition was made ready.

It was thus on February 23, 1540, that Coronado set

out from Compostela at the head of one of the most

brilliant expeditions ever to venture inland into the present

United States. Coronado, as we know, found no wealth,

but only poor Indians living in mud-built pueblos. His
disappointment was great, but his pride and hopes were

greater. He determined to go as far as he could, until he
reached the present State of Kansas. Then he returned to

Mexico.
No benefits came to Spain from Coronado’s expedition,

but his discoveries added a famous chapter to the history
of exploration in America, for it made known for the
first time the interior of the United States, from the
border of Mexico to Nebraska. How many Italians took
part in that expedition, besides Fray Mark, we do not

know. But, as we have seen, one Sicilian, Francisco Rojo,
joined it with his own "arms and horses.”

Fray Marcos returned to Mexico in 1541 to serve as
Provincial of the Franciscan Fathers—the third in the his¬
tory of the Order in America. He died at Mexico City on

March 25, 1558.
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FRAY MARK ENTERING ARIZONA

(From a drawing in "The Fray Marcos de Niza 400th Anniversary Edition,”
published by the Arizona Republic of Phoenix on November 20, 1938)
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WITH DE SOTO FROM FLORIDA TO THE MISSISSIPPI

While Coronado was trudging from Arizona to Ne¬
braska, another Spanish conquistador, Hernando de Soto,
was writing one more glorious page in the history of
North American exploration. Aroused by the reports of
Cabeza de Vaca regarding the alleged wealth of Florida
and the southern part of the present United States, he
fitted out four ships, and followed by 620 foot soldiers and
123 horsemen, in May, 1939, he started out on the famous
expedition that was to end with his death and almost
disaster for his men. Dte Soto spent three years crossing
from the Atlantic to the Mississippi. Like Coronado, he
found no gold, but like his famous contemporary, he
opened the entire Southern United States to civilization.
After his death on the banks of the Mississippi in May,
or June, 1542, his lieutenant, Alvarado, took charge and
descended the river to the Gulf of Mexico. Finally, thanks
to the work of a Genoese engineer, the survivors were able
to reach Mexico, four years after they had landed in
Florida.

At least three Italians played important roles in that ill-
fated venture. One was a Genoese engineer; the other two

were calkers, one from Genoa and the other from Sardinia.
According to the Final Report of the U.S. De Soto Expe¬
dition Commission, published by the U.S. Government
Printing Office in 1939, "The Genoese and the Sardinian,
especially a Genoese engineer called Maestre Francisco,
turned out to be among the most essential members of the
expedition since they were relied upon in building bridges
during the march and constructed the boats in which the
survivors finally escaped to Mexico.” The other Genoese, a
calker, may have been Bernardo Peloso, already noted.

Still another Genoese with De Soto was Christobal de
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HERNANDO DE SOTO

Espindola, the same Xristobal we met among those who
had been reduced to poverty and had asked the King of
Spain for relief. In 1439, however, we learn from Garci-
Iasso de la Vega, (see facsimile), he was a Captain of the
Guard in charge of sixty halberdiers. According to the
Gentleman of Elvas, he was a kinsman of Cabeza de Vaca.

Of them the most notable seems to have been Fran¬
cisco the Engineer "a man from Genoa whom it was God’s
will to preserve (for without him they could not have
left the land, as there was no other who knew how to build
ships).” So we read in the Relacion Verdadeira by the Gen-— fv
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Map of the two most famous Spanish expeditions within the present territory of the United; States,
both started in 1539-1540. De Soto’s, from Florida to the Mississippi; Coronado’s, from Mexico
to Kansas. (From D. H. Montgomery, The leading facts of American History, Boston, 1890)
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tleman of Elvas. (See facsimile). According to Garcilasso
de la Vega, he felled the biggest tree he could find and
made a cross which he erected on an Indian mound, while
De Soto and all the soldiers knelt down to thank God.
The place, near New Madrid, Missouri. The year, 1541.

LA FLORIDA
DEL YNCA-

H1STORIA DEL ADELANTA-
do Hernando de Soto, Goucrnador yc: pi-

tan general dcIReyno dc la Florida,y tie

otros heroicos caualleros Lfpanolts c
Indies; eferira por el Ynca Garcilatlo
dcla Vega.capitandefu Magcftad,
natural dc la gran ciudiH del Coz-

co, cabcÿa de los Reynos y
pruuincias del Peru.

*Di>igida atfetcnifttmo tPrincipetT)ut}ne
de Rraganf4.& e.
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(Above) DE SOTO ON THE BANKS OF THE MISSISSIPPI
RIVER. (From an old print) (Right) Title page of Garcilasso de la
Vega’s account of the De Soto expedition. (Courtesy, New York
Public Library)

lniftcfi'n ;vr Pcdrc C.isbccck.
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ASO

DE LA FLORIOfr.-1. PARTE DEL L 1 B R O II.
Br.;:e,y<iize:q icen o ro Cotas de grande admi. I
rio antes de Ocali,;IVtdp racion an liecho los Iclre- I

lndios,/ Efpanolcs a U n- les en Us conquiftas del I
beradd.lubUodocu bue- nucuo inundo , como fue I
na par,vn Indio rcmerario Becerrilloen Unlade San
como io Ion tnnehos dc- turn de Puerto nco ,que
Uos.diocoel ar.oavnCa delas ganancus , que lot
ftcllauo vu gran palo (in Efpanolcshazundauan al
pro|>ofiroa]guno,y Ic arro pcrro.o por el a fu ducnr.q
joalagua.y enposdel to- era vnarc»buzero,parte jr

dostos Cuyos, y que ellc- media de arcabuzcio, y a
brcl que eftaua ccrca,vien vn hi jo dcfie lebret llama -
do el hccho fe arrojo eras doLeoncillolc cupodey.
«Uos,y aunque alcango o- naparnja quinienros pe-
tros lndios dize que no a fos en orode lasganacUs,
Co de a!gunodcllos,ha(ta quedelfaniofo Valeo Nu-
que Ueg6 al qaaia dado cl fcz deBalboa hizo.dclpuct
Palo,y echandole m ano lo de auer dclcubicrto la mar
bizo pedajos en elagua. delSur.

Dellas ofcr.fas ydeo-
rras/jucBruroIesauiahc- £ AV.Xyilll Ha\tnlot
cho guardado el exercico Efpanolts yi,a built) ptf

no lo degolliilc, ie regaro Ocrilt.
los lndios con matarle co
mo fe adicho,queporte- \ÿIendo el Goucrnador
nerle conofcido por eftas •el poco refpetto y me-
nueuas,le tirauan de ran] nos obediencia quelodn-
buena gana,mo(lrando en dios reman afu Cacique
pi rirarlc , la deftreza q ce- I Ocali, y que para cl hazer
niaen fusatcos y flcchas- ' dela pucnre,m para otro

cfc&o

-
eft* protneU biyo otras mu
ches.BMSuiuguna cupiio,
m bofuio tono auta pro -
n.ecido,q dclospnConciot
qdebaxo dc lus palabras fa
Icdc U prifio.pocos an hc-
cbo loque Atilio Kegulo.

Auiendole ydo clCaji-
quc,lostfpanolcspor indu
Cria devn mgenicroGino
ues llamado maeCe Erieif i/
co crafaiA Upuccc por geo

qporfu amiltad pcrditlle metria, yla hizicrodegra
cofus vaflalios,n iq dios pc dcs labUzones, cebadas fo
fandoqlo tenia prefo fea- brcclagua,aGdasc6grucf
mocinaflen mas do lo q cf fas niaronias(q para lcruc-
taua. For taco lc rogaua fe jjrcs,uccclsidjdci ilcuaua
fuefleacllos quadoquilief pteucnidas)rrauaua y enca
fie, y boluidTc quado ie plu Jen a ud las tablasco largoi
guicde,o no boluielle , co- y giueflos palos, qcruzaua
mo mas gufto ledicfle.q pa porcima ddlas.q con.o a-
ra todo ie daua Jibertad. uia ranta inadera cn iqlla

ElCuraca lacomdalegre ncrra,a ped.r dc boca gal’»
mcre,dizicdo,q Tolo porre raua la q qi:cna,c6 lo qua]
duzirfuevaflaliosalaobe- en pocosdias J'e acabola
diencia del Goucrnador, obradc la puentc,yfalioia
queria bolueraellos, para buena,q bobres, y cauallos
q codos viniefse afctutrle, pallaron por clla rr.uy *•yquidono pudielTe atra ' pUzcr.
he los, bolucna foU ,por ,E1 Goucrnador antes q
nullraid amor, q el ferui i partasc cl rio,mad6 losfu
cia-de fuScnoria tenia,Co pos qpueftosen embofea-

das,
(Above) Two pages from Garcilasso de la Vega's La Florida del Ynca with the reference to the bridge-
builder, "a Genoese engineer named Master Francisco." (On the opposite page) Four pages from the Relacam
Verdadeira by the Gentleman of Elvas, published at Elvora in 1557. As translated in the J. A. Robertson
edition for the Florida Historical Society (1933) the lower end of the top page on the right and the lower
page on the left, read: “. . . and a man from Genoa whom it was God’s will to preserve (for without him
they could not have left that land, as there was no other who knew how to build ships), together with four
or five other Basque carpenters who hewed the planks and knees for him, built the brigantines. . . . Two
calkers, one a Genoese, and the other from Sardinia, calked them with tow from a plant like daffodils. . . .”
(Courtesy, New York Public Library)

efcfttx algutw Ic aprque*
1 chiu* poco o u-ii-i cl (a-

net locoffgo,aeoidbdacIc
I ]ibercad ,paraq Ce fucllea
| iosluyosporqlosdemasfe

norcs dc la comarca no fe
elcadahzafsc, enccdicJoq
lodetenid corra fu volucad
y aftilelUmo vndia, y Ie
dixo.qficprejcama tcuiJo
enlibertad,y craraduleco
mo a amigo,y q no queria

1
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DECA FLORIDA.L IB R O IJII.
puJp ancc e!Gtacfef*3t»ft
auiidod ytidoi WefuySJ
bccho vna cttodiTitmÿro
scrEciadt duotSeaer„ca.
mea01hazes veota)a<aei
c»fac/90 yen to*atmiiyaffi
creemos nodi bam cn
leoci meter Dtot,4 nofo.
tros.Eioi.4ves aqui,q foo
lotnobles de nniic»ci(,q
pm labaxcsadefticftada,
T pceo metresmicro no o.
fur6 parcccrdclzifedeci)iy
yoco todoi cUoicc fcptica
mos,rcngatpo* biendepe
diraru l>ioj,queno»lhi«,
ua ,911c aueftret (cmbraT
doa rieoE mocks ncctfti.

TaUuetlqpor auifo de fm Indiof oobJti furrS cn
lot mdmoi Iwdi-js (e cored tremtridot cone los fcfpa
ddcfpucidclabtado.quiero naira. Delate del General
2ezir,quicad*lzcoicez*,y deporfiapancco vn col*

redddeade a mas ganar,co yui ior Soccrdaces Cferi*
mo disco ioicarpinceroi. got y frayleteatldo las L*
no lo podii leuaiatdd Cat taniasi* los loldido* retpfi

lo cs£ kobre*.Elmacftro hi diarddla mantra furrC vn
*0 U Cruz en todaperfee- bud rtecho mar de mil hfl.

cioiieiwaenta deemeo y blosrnrrcfieles i infieles,

iretlfln qnicaf nadtal ar- Kaftliÿ UegarCdfide la crux
bol defo altorfalio hermo eftauasy delatedel la hinca
fifiima por fee ran alta. Pa *6 lodos Ui rodillas y auid

fierftla lobrevncerro alco dofcdichodosotresoricio
Jrtchoa nszoo,q eftauafa' be* feleuzt*r6,y dedose*

bmlabarraca del no,y Tec doifccriSpiimeroloiSacer

ula a lo*Indio* deacalaya, dotes,yc6 lot ynojo*cn tic

yfobtepuiauaen alturaao- rraadotatola.Cruz.y la be

to* cernllos c per *Ui a- faiC.Empo*de lo* ecclefia
uii.Aeabid* Lobraqga- Aicosfoed Gouernador.p

burden ellado*d.as.y pue elCajiqne con el.fin 4 na.

fta laCruz,fe erdeni e] dia die le lodixcfle,vhizo todo

fizuiiitc vna folene proeef- l«>4 vi® hlzer *'Geocral y
C6,«nq foe elGeocral.y lo* brio la Cruz- eras ellos foe

capitanes.yUgete dc mas r6 foildema.Efpanolet i In
cuEra.yquedoa la mira vn dio*,loiquales hizirfitomrt
efquadtSarmado de lo* in 1H04 le*chiiftiano* hazii.

fences y cauallos que para Deliotnparte 4c) rio

giiarda y feguridad del e- ania quinxe oveydte mil,

xercltoeia nicneAer- anhnas de ambos fexos,

ElCaciqucfueaUadodel y de toda*l*l edadei.lo*
Goucfoador. v muchojdo ctialci eftaoancon ID*vw’

88 * >*

tod j fu famiIt*dcmugcrcs
Y cnados 4 era**, muehos.
El Gouetnadordizo q ace
pcauafa anuftad,maiDo/u
qafa,por nodefacortiodsr-
Its y holed de apofemaife

hurst*qtl mifmo
Ca9iquefenald quado via
4no quciii fu*eifas,dode
)o*lndio*,foi vna buena ca
Ci que en ella auia hizierb
c6 umcha prefteza grides
y fielcas ra mad»i,qeia affi
mcndkcripotfcr ya Mayo,
y bazet calor.Elexercito.fc
ak>,d parte encl fluebio, y
parte cU* huercss dode co
do*effouieie niuy a plazer

Car r
Htfnct/iUck Indiay kf todoslesdc fo cxrrciro/y
toficlri M/aadorer laCrui effopliearii aDieinutftro
. Senotles I.tzidie mrirai,

"J~ K--1 diasauia q el cxer cemo padie de miftikor.
citocAana aloyadoen dia*. Luegoen prcfoncia

f Ipucblo HamadoCarquia del Clique mJtlÿ « mac-
c6 muchoebreco del ndios ftrrfrancifcoGilioutsgri.
y Efpaholes.quidoal quar cSeial decarpintesia.y de I
to dia el Cura.-a acopjhi- j fabrieadenautoi.qde vn I
dode coda la nobleza defu 1 piooel masalloy grueflo, I
tierra,4laauia hcchoceuo I que cn coda la comarca fc E
carpara aqlia folenidadÿe i baJJaSc hixicHe vna Cruz>|

Tal i

en vna

Two more pages from Garcilasso de la Vega’s La Florida del Ynca. (Above, second column) De Soto orders Franciscothe Genoese to fell the tallest tree he could find and make a cross out of it. (Below, first column) "Captain Mister
Espmdola, Genoese gentleman, who was captain of 60 halbardiers of the Governor’s guard.’’ (Courtesy New York
Public Library)

DS LA FLORIDA.
dorHerald*doAmFray ' HmotaiadxJfÿbw&nyss
luandcGaUcgn* naswxl catlMlicM s* r«
dcScusiUÿwtovana dclcz
pitan Balular dcGaitcfoa
aiubashavk*dcU©rdra
da (*n6o Uammgo. Fray
fau»da Tarux nsuialda
Sauiltn de la rdigi>'«s de
£>•francike,y fray flflB-
cdcodaU Rack* natural
di Ridapw d-r Uedsocz-
OUMS, e tsfigniadc Ufon-
ftdtUEa Tfxudad s todos
cilw hoo,tares do- mucho [ Coa efiaordcnfoliesca
exemptay doArinz. 1 porbbamdcUn Lucat

Con efta aimada dcla Uitreynta naosdcLidos
Ffonda y ua la de Mexico, ; ai maaas,y fc hizicra*a la
fiewdeveyotenaoigtaef vela ,1 lwfoy.de Abfrt del
fas*Lquxl yua nmbien afiode mil y qumsentosy
ps»r g-ucrai Hernando de t remit.>cho,y naoegaraoSoto haftarf para,edeL aÿduvaj.ovmuvbÿcoa
aUÿfaUg°,JeC“bi*
de d&defc aata de aparrat JJ de tlampoque fc podia

,*'[‘-ra<,uZ»r par*de d;fle*r. Li armada dele
alii adctancc yoa nombra Florida yua tan abaftcci-
doporGcnerai delta,vnea dadetodo
oalleroprincipal ilamado
GonfalodeSalazarÿIpri*
mcrChrrftlanoque nalcia
en Granada detpuei quela
quiuron a los .-noiot: por
lo qaalaanque eleracaua

LI BR O L fi

oaoifrarfMfinU&n o*

moelpia*dedefiwbi ir por
todaioatte* loquakwnef
fe por la mar.

En efto* 6«e
carauela, y vergcBtioes,
fcembarcaron los am»-
esentos y cioqoeatalvoe.’
bretde guena,fio lo»«*

tincros, y g3*ce neeefia-
rla para el gooiera*y fa
uicio dc cad* oao . Si*

capttan de toCinreri* yua
; jot cipiu* de orra nao
grandetLmadafanftaBar
Ezra.

moria qoe graaran aqti*.
Ua cwdad, M dsaraisgtt*.
dar prmibgtw,y bascro*
matcadrsdcqcfeLuda
va mayoiazgopÿra iuida
ecudscutes, tiquzl auia £.
slocoaqwftador deMexi
co ) efto cauaileso bolnt#
por taaor de la bazsenda
imperial de la cuidad de
Mexico.

AlOfoRomo deCardefio
fabermanode AriasTino
co,que raatblen era nom
bradocapital! de infante.
m. yua por capican de ya
galeoncillo, llaroado lan

Anton: con efte capitan
yua oiro liermano fuio lla

outdo Diego Anas Tino
co, nombtado para Alfe
icz genera! del exercito. -----. , .
tito* t rcr her manos eran ngo*,y quarrotraylcf: to*

deudo* del General. Por nonibte* de lo* Ctengoi

capital! de vna carauela que la memoria bai«f
utuy betruofa yua Pedro mdo fon,RodrigodeGa

Calderon cauallcio natu llegoa oacural de beuiUa,

ralde BadajOZ.yenTucom dfeudo de Balthalar deGa

pania vna el C apiran Mi llegos, y Diego de Vanue

cor Elpmdola, cauallero los.y Ftandlco del poz*

‘ Gtoouef.el qual era Ca raturales dcCordoua.Dio
pitan dc Cefenta alauar- mfiodc Pari*.natural de

dero* de la guatdia del Fricia de la mifnu ciudad

Goucrnadot. bin efto* o-

cho names llcuauan dos

vergantioes para ferui-
c’io dela ar mada,que por
fct mas ligeros, y mas fa

silts de gouetnarqae Li

L genee que bemradr-
cho, yaan e*4a armada
dozeSaccrdoccvxbo CJe

matalotagc, 4
a quantos yuan melia G»
dzua ration doM-id*,cefj
bicn impertincoteÿo/qm
fe defperdiCMUa ctidolo q
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muLmasnificenci. del .

n } Gene.
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losotrosquatroclerigos(e

hi oluidado. Los fraytes fe
ILmaua F.LuisdeSoto,na
rural JcVill* nueua deBai
carrota,deudo delgouema

doe
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IN FLORIDA — 1564-1575

Although the Spaniards had actually explored a large to Chesapeake Bay, but soon after that the Spaniards en-
section of the southern part of the present United States, trenched themselves around St. Augustine and practically
the French paid little attention to their claims and rights abandoned all claims to the northern part. A few years
and planned to establish French Huguenot settlements on later the English tried their first colonization settlement
the southern Atlantic coast. A first attempt by Jean Ribaut in Virginia.
in Florida in 1562 failed, but two years later another
expedition headed by Rene de Laudonniere met with the Franco-Spanish conflict in Florida between 1564 and
more success and a fort, called Fort Caroline, was erected 1575. Once more we must remind our reader that the
on the St. John’s River a few miles north of the present only names that have reached us are those of men whose
St. Augustine.

The Spaniards met this threat to their American posses- official reports. With the first French expedition, for in-
sions by sending a powerful expedition under Don Pedro stance, we find a Genoese named Stephen who became one
Menendez de Aviles. He landed in Florida near the loca- of the ringleaders in a plot against Laudonniere, but even-
tion of the present St. Augustine on August 28, 1565, on tually he was seized and put to death with die other
the same day that another French expedition, headed also spirators.
by Ribaut, arrived to reinforce de Laudonniere. Menendez
soon surprised and annihilated the French garrison at Fort famous Corsican family that gave so many military leaders
Caroline, which he renamed San Mateo. A few days later, by that name to France, was with Ribaut when they came
on September 29, 1565, he put to death about 150 of the over in 1565. Ornano, who is referred to in French and
Frenchmen who had arrived with Ribaut, who met the Spanish documents as Corsette and Corceto, was vice-
same fate together with his remaining followers, shortly admiral of the Ribaut fleet in charge of the ship Emerillon.
after. The place where that so-called massacre took place Like Ribaut he also was killed at Matanzas by the Span-
is known as "Matanzas,” the Spanish word for "Slaughter” iards. Ten years later Nicola Strozzi, captain of the French
and forms today a part of Fort Matanzas National Monu- ship “Prince” which had been wrecked at the bar of Santa
ment, now entrusted to the United States National Park Elena (Port Royal), was captured by Pedro Menendez
Service. The French, however, continued to harass the Marques, the nephew of the first Menendez Aviles, and
Spaniards along the Atlantic Coast line, as well as in the also put to death. He offered the Spanish Captain three
West Indies, with alternating fortunes. Menendez’ nephew, thousand ducats if he would spare his life, but the Spaniard
Pedro Menendez Marques, continued for a time, up to scorned the offer. What happened to Strozzi’s money, if
1580, to explore the entire coast from the Florida Keys he had any with him, we do not know. In all probability

A number of Italians were active on both sides during

actions caused them to be mentioned in narratives or

con-

Another Italian, Nicholas Ornano, a member of the
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Fort Caroline, built in 1564 by the Hugu
of the St. Johns River, Florida. The fort
September 20, 1565. M
changed to San Mateo. The river has long since washed out the land on which it stood.
(From the drawing by Jacques Le Moyne)

de Laudonniere near the mouth
Pedro Menendez de Aviles on

ost of the Frenchmen were killed and the name of the fort was
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he was the son of Simone Strozzi and Albiera di Iacopo Spinola, whose first name was Augustin, also was con-

Bindi, mentioned by Litta in his "Famiglie Celebri Ital- nected for years with Menendez. Still another Italian we

iane.” Litta says that he served in France and in the Indies find in the records, one Genoese by name Francisco, was

and was killed in 1576 while fighting against the Turks in in charge of a patache, or tender, in the service of Menen-
the waters of Syracuse. However, he cautiously adds "I dez while in Florida.
am not very sure about the data regarding this man.” An Italian servant of Francisco Lopez Mendoza Gra-

As for the Italians who came over with the Spaniards, we jales, the chaplain of the expedition, however, was one of
are inclined to believe that a few must have come over, the very first men to set foot where now rises the city of
if we consider that a good many of the 2,646 men (in 34 St. Augustine. He had gone ashore with a few others to get

vessels) who joined Menendez de Aviles, had been recruited some water, when in the moonlight he discovered under-
among the Spaniards stationed in Italy. It is logical to in- neath a tree a tortoise "the biggest and fiercest that up to

fer that Italian sailors and soldiers may have enlisted. It that time had ever been seen.” That was on August 28,

is interesting to recall in connection with Menendez’ expe¬
dition, that Tolomeo Espindola (Spinola) and other mer¬

chants of Saint-Jean-de-Luz, in France, not far from the
Spanish frontier, offered him a premium of two thousand 1564-1575 see, besides the works reproduced in facsimile in this chapter,

duct,, day if he would delay the depattute of hi, fleet
by three or four days. He refused. Another Espinola, or G. Garcia—Dos Antiguas Relaciones de la Florida, Mexico City, 1902.

1565.

On the Italians who came over with the Spaniards and the French in

E N S A Y O
CRONOLOGICO,

PARA LA
HISTORIA GENERAL

DE LA

FLORIDA.

a ItBijhm it la Fhridu.
rfctaa'fltb qpC Mi facet i <fc me- Hip, yOno*,!™* MmnamH.h

to JUbmÿfo •ooc&vnadekjfcÿaotd
JLOMK> > *rradccid fefr.fauenioM Scrmboc Pale** qua 1c avia dado Pedxo, ei-<pnl.k

J Pbtt* q»o jiito dejo defcukbr , y 1c pfcrtfii la Cabcÿt atm
tjquik> jwltHMT OBSI motet ic taiiW- m Utdu » v add con cl Ono Indio,

*'Oriom i fi quRvCfeuto Jos coatitiDQs aznbot <fe .aver imlkfo con ua
Mtgpdcm — adebnntktt ,wariafe- bourn ocmOon voraackm » y nos.
fctarion «4obpr dark Suedof > fi otmetML Los Amxxmum ihm dboduodo Cm

9S

Tambkm it liipo cl Fuerte, pec dilbxfbtytnÿatibo d modo be Icvantjrfc

Rekoofi dr lot Iooio»i,bJ4octtc dc re- anid Botany qtunre *vb «n fcL Uao
.do Ambte v que avia iidp Pqgt , dc-Cq- dc tBm-xsk&enxa., Grin Hipoaxi » y

i al quit *vu dfcio Liccnam RcntU, Fmboflcio, ymn A\ndcnp,<y iringa-
, dc if m rdoumr > doode k patfridr. El DO , annqoc coo ddxmrihboa i eftr ttijo i
&lk> , rargxto do Meradcitas , con fit ioj $o» que dbban de Aoaenio , que ft
Arcjbto i mduvo aNimundo con lo* la* dperatan nus , m hermetic cvidttta*

, dips aiganos Dias, con unrm maria, y b porque d Renato avia.dc dcTcubnr b tra-
btbkd , qte le cobraron unto Ciririo, ou,y jrificiarla* , 6 zvba de morir de
que iraun al Fuerte , oat gran cuidado, bambie , poet cn nad* £e porva remerioc
las Cartas, que ks daba , cn que avibb® y afi , quo l* adelantafen , poz lo-menot,
a ftenapo, y Ottos Amigo* > la Fortuna, a codcrvai b Vkb ; Rdjundiecodc k»
que rcraa en fa Comerao : que caufrba ConjuraUos ,qt>e pet&ftlo que ic aviade
balbnrc cttJbjtlia a k» que dbban cn cl. hacer , porque le elegian par fa Capiian,

Llego a vna Ida , queforma el Rio, y egecutarian quanco pudiden, por lalvar
lo6 Indus le llcvaron al Cadque, que las Vidas. F«rmufe ckuaodolCargo ,pe-
llamaba Adcbno , y a breve ticmpo ic to DO pudo refiftir a las idaixiu , que le

cobro unto carifto , que lc dio vna Hija hicicrcn , fok) cordlcuio, que chgicloi por
fifia ,por Muget \ Autorÿandofi; con eftc Capitancs tambien, a v-n Gaxnts , que le
Calamiento entre 105 IsLenos , de luene, Ibmaba Ettevau f vn Gafcon ,
quequando d Cacique ic aufentaba , quo- Le hcifiur , y a Otro Ftancis , llama-
tiaba por Ducno ablbluio de lodo, y fi do La Cruz , y trataxon d modo de
dkba prefente , no lo hack nada , fin apodcxatle del Fuerte. Salieran i redudr
tmurk> antes con cl. Ofidalcs a <u Partido , afcgdiaadoio —

CONTIENE LOS DESCUBRIMIENTOS,
y frimciftltt funfis, acorcitoi rn tfle Crum Rtino , i loi EffaMti,
Frtncefti , SUKOI , DiiumtrjiuJa , htglrjn , y clrtu Naeimei,
mire t'l , y «m lu Indht eiiial Co/lumirti , Gnici , Mtlrit,
Govimo , Baldhu , y AJluciu, ft rcfiirtn , y hi f'itgti Jt tlgmot

CtfilaiKi , y Pihtu , fur tl Mar dt tl Norte , i Bafrar Tajo
i Qritntt , i vuion dt nquelta Titnt,

ton Afa,

DESDE EL AtlO DE lyi*. QUE DESCUBUO
li Florida, Juan Ponce deL<on, hafti cldc 1712.

ISCR1TO

POR DON GABRIEL DE CARDENAS Z CANO
D E D I C A D O

l

AL PRINCIPE NUESTRO SENOR.
- lilies tun u. uuuaica a IU ramuo , aicgvtaoooics , que

lro , folo tenia cuidado de enri- todo* etbban de vn Acuerdo , y que fc
hacicndo a los indios, que le rra- petderia d ijue quifide fee fiogdar , y
ro-, y Plata j y como no halb- opanerfe al Btcn Conmm , dc que tratabork

1 que qtieria , ku maltrauba de Eihs Raconcs. v d defcontcnao dc Ahm.
, y dc Pabbra > con que poco nos,

i vinic.-on a perder el afcoo , que eni'e

Pedro

ffii agones, y d ddeontemo dc Aigu-
>n que poco nos , moiivaron a finnar vn Papcl ,que le*

:1 afcoo , que enl'enaban \ pero no fc atrevicron i Uegar
eftnvicron rclucltos alguno* a Otxigni , Le Caille , y Ark i pwque
nuiatlc , paia bbnjrle dc ran liendo tan Anugos de Renato , temienaa

pclada carga i mas nunci le atrevicron a lu reiifienda > y que dedaralen la Conju-
cgecutarki , por cl Amor, que cl Cacique radon.
ie tenu , clpcrando ocafion , cn que veq- Paredendde* > aue yl tenian quanto
gaz las injuries padecidas , y dilimutindo- neccHtabui pan lbs oifignios , poco* dias
las, con ucras , que cada l3ia amnenrabati deipuc* , a la media Noche , Fonuut to-
«J alxinedinicnto. mo la Cafa de Renato , con IU Arcabii-

Aviendo recogido quanta Riquap po- ccros , y Uegando i fu Cana , cn que
do Pedro dc Ambit , y viasdo , que yd citato enfermo , 1* pufo vna Cambina i
IDS Indios no le traian cola de importancia, la Cara , diciendolo rouchos oprobrtus , y
detennino bolverlcal Fuerte,con elU i par* poc fberca k hiÿn mal-veftir , y cdun-
Jo qual pdi6 Liccncii al Cacique , perfoa- dole Catenas, ikvfar prefo a la Nave, que
diendole a que fc h diefc , las Ofcctas,de lac eitaba en d Puerno : Apoderofe de quan-
grandcs Riquecas ,con que bolvcria prcl- to tenia cr> Cab , y de las Ltaves dc los
to ] de modo que no fc atTevio a nc- Afrnaccwa , que era lo que H ID®? defea-
gatia. Previno vna Canoa min buena, Pc- ba : La Cruz romo b Calk dc fiiTenien»
dro, cn la qual pufotodo d Oro ,y Pla- tc Ottigni, pero le trato con mas piedad,
t* , y Picdras , que avia recogido i y man- porque iblo le quno las Annas , y lc dc-
du do* Indios , lc tragefen por cl Rio, >o lobcc pabbra dc no Ubr de elb , antes

Fuerte: metiol'c en b Canoa ,y afi CD- de amanecer : y lo nufmo hiÿo Eftevan , ei . j
,no petdieron dc vifta al CaQquo , y iq Gtnoves.can Arbc. r

Obra
a poco
le tenian , y
Prlmipalcs a

CON P&IVILBOIO: En WADIID.

En U OIICIM A RIAL, y i Cofta de NICOLAS Roomevaz FNAMCO.
Imprefbr de Libtos. Aho de CIO IOCCXXI1J.

St ImtUria rn ft Ctf* , en U Cnllt dr it Tofo p j m TJactX,

(Above) Title page of the "Chronological Essay for the
General History of Florida from 1512 to 1722” by Gabriel
de Cardenas y Cano, Madrid, 1722. (Right) A page from
the "Ensayo,” or Essay. Notice in the second column the
words “un Genoves que se Ilamaba Estevan,” one of the
captains, "a Genoese, named Stephen,” and the reference
to him in the last line. The Genoese was one of the men
who had plotted against Rene de Laudonniere. Later he
was executed. (Courtesy, New York Public Library)
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“ sausfA’ no labia s y. no pudiendo pctftu-
E'~Pif‘l>SaSiriSi <ÿc 4-quc fe huviefc perdido , fegun el

-Ropl**Hevaba, cncargo a Franciico Gino-
iS'SiLT «is{que ea £u Patache EfpirimSanto llevo

*S£iT-Kr.fl fJaÿaaola.las Erancefa*, y Moco*, que
'"‘."Tl wian falvado- endFuerte de San Mateo)
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’ \ Another page, with part of it enlarged, from the "Ensayo,” with a
reference to. Francisco Ginoves, who in his boat, the "Espiritu Santo,”
had carried over to Santo Domingo the French women and children
who had been spared when the Fort of San Mateo (the former Fort
Caroline) was captured.
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PEDRO MENENDEZ DE AVILES
founder of St. Augustine, Fla., 1565.
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RUINS OF FORT MATANZAS IN 1872



MKNKNOKZ MANQI 'KS TO TIIK KINOlino)<<>M>MAI. KKOiKHS OK SPANISH KUWIIlA ( U»u

\\\l\. I'KIWO MKNKNItKZ MAKgUKS Al. RKV.

|.14-5-0, 11 •
Sun Agu.tiif,S Kru'ru ill- IBHO, ]

«S»

XXXIX. I’KIWO MKNKNDKZ MARgl KS TO TIIK KINO.

|3* .1 I*. II.
HI. AuguttiiH-, J«nuary 9, 1590,|

tCM:tCM:
C. H. M. H. C\ M.

AHIP 1 9«vi- ViMir AUjntv MU account, through ('a|iUin Hu-
drigo ilr .lunr», of a ha I luul m i urifd in tluM- prut mum,
Ihing* hnpprm-d MIIIIII nil I urnni nut will, our f<onl Itr IIMIILIII. I
went In Santa Ifrli-tm In dintriliute tin- pay In llm oolilirri aim liw

urnI, ik I In- Indian* vuulil not run*!' In UlL with me, I MDI a
boat with twelve men to Mt-k information frmn them. Til' Mil

xpokc to I In'll! from I hr IMIMI, MIH! I lir Indian* miovcrn] Ui«l they
did not ili'kirr fricniUhip, and begun In ulmol arrow* at tlmn. TV
boat returned, ami alii ii 1 heard f ha«, I miit a boat a MVOINI time,
with twenty IIM'II, notifying llirm to make RWI they were MI

rebellious that tin* Mildier* grew angry, ami |tli«- Indian* f
wounded five nu ll. When I heard thin, I and there njtli liitv iiM'n,

Mild landed; mid they waileil «ilh great courage, MI much MI that
I marvelled, and they wounded funrteeii nf any men, IMII no one wan
killed. I worked a trirk on tliein a* well a* I knew how, in mrti WIM*

I hat many Indiana werr kliin, ami they all fled, ami i|uil the
country. I returned to llw fort, which aa* fifteen league* from
there, ami before they cullhi »prrad the new* to otlicr village*, I
went tiack and attacked a large village called (‘oÿn pov, whieh aa*

very well fortified ami in tin* iiiidsl of a swamp. I fell u|*ui it at
midnight, and did much damage, and I captured a Min of I lie ca¬
cique, hi* wife, a aider, and In* mother. More than forty Indiana
were burned to death, anil I *ri*ed two Frenchmen, ami IlierrapoN
I returned to tin1 fort. I burned from the Frenchmen that there
were twelve other Frenchmen in that village, and that they did not
wish to come to us. Among them waa UR* pilot who, on another
occasion, about ntvm yearn ago, escaped from lii*n . I *ent word to
the Indian** to give me Ilk* Frenchmen ami I would give them the
women, and they did although they took their time. I kept the
cacique’* non a* a hostage. They are in such a IIIIMNI that I have
little liojkc concerning them. I went to the province of (iualc and
they behaved well, for they delivered to tne at once the captain
who called himself Nicohiu Kdrÿi, and the otherx they had, ex-
cept two boy* Mtid one Mihlicr wjm wen* far away; ami all IIN-

I * despiit’N q di qu1* n Vra. m/ig. con FI rap*" H"de Jiinco de fo q hauia
MU;* i lido in c*tnn proiii'V hiq-t-dit-ron yierta* coxa* q tmfo henditu
nni seiior hicn. yo fiti IIII lia/er In pnga a a1* heleiia a la
gi-ntc ile giierra q alia r reside, y eomo Ion yndios no quisieron lienir
nhliinne. \nliic Vnn Imrca con do/e hoiihrcM a lomar lengua dellu».
y alibimules dcxilv la liurcn y rrespondieron lo* yndios que no
qm-rian a mist ml. y comen run n lit-churlns. hi liarca *c Imluiu. y
bidu eslo i nine Vn hate] xegundn la-/, coll beinte honhre* rreque-
riciidoli-N coil hi pa/, y rsliihieroii Ian rrcbeJdex q exhibo la grate
fiitigndit I*, hirienm a cilico hnnhrcM hido i*lo fui alia coll

M -i iihi huiihre* y suite en tierra y e*|M‘ruron con buen aiiiniu, y
Iniitu q \o qiu-de CNpantailo. M liirieroiinie catorxe lionlire*, jrero
iiingunn miirio. lii/clc* Vila Imrhi hi uicjor tj yo stipe. de liianeru

qiit qi hi ron iiiuerto* IDIICIIIIN yndin* v huieron lodiiM. y dexuron la
tii-ri a. y hmlto nl fiicrtc por tj hern de alii a quin/e h-guax. anteH q
puiliescii ilar la mielm a ol rox piielitox rrebolui xohre vtt pueblo
<trnin It q NI- tli/e q istiihn miiy fuerte v metido en Vu pan-
I aim. \ a la media nochc doy en e) a dondc hi/e imicho ihifiu. y
pi'indi V II hijo tlel Clinique, y a Mi mugcr y Vna hermaiia v a xu
mail re. v miirieroii f|iiennulns ma* tie t|iiareiita yndiox y prendi do*
frmqv . y con esto me Imlui al fuerte. de lux frunÿese* xu]ie que
qi leiIana II en at|iiel pueblo otrox <lo/c franÿv
henir pa iiosotros cut re lo* qles otaha el jiiloto q va otra Ik1/ abra
sit-Ff anus *e tiuyo dt* uqiii ynbielex a ile/.ir a lo* ymlios me diexen
his franyi'ses y les daria lux mugcrex y nVnqiie tunic lo hi/ieroti.y
qiiedeme eon el hi jo del cacique en mheiiex. ellox extan de mamTil

q tellgo del Iox rruin esperanvn 'Vinr a la lingua de guale. y
arulubieron hiiemix por q Inigo me eiitrcgaron el cap*" q M* diÿia

e*tnq'i y lox deiuax q tenian. 1‘ÿ'eto dos mueliueliox y vn
soltlatlo. q estaban lcxox. y Ios caviquexjtodos me binieron a ber. y

y quo no xc tjuerianxex

*1 |>Iit i'll. Ori|;}mtL— l.invi-ry, 1 11.- Smilli.
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dicron la obidienÿin tic nuebo a Vfa mkg. al partner extan buenos

aViiq no xe puttie fiar imicho dello* y de alii me bine a exit* fuerte y
lo extoi aculmndo. q ex limy buena pivv* aunque haxc hccho con

inucho trahajo/no liize luego Juxtiÿia de lox fran\csex h&xtn agora

enbie vn barco a xÿ liel1ÿ por algunox del I us. y lox deinax xc hizo alii

Justivia del Iox y lox q binieron juiit*’ Uw coil IOR que uqui auia q

por todox lox de quo liize Juxtiyia. fueron veinte y trex atjui y cn

xanta Iill* v quedan tn*x muchacliox y vn barbero y vn lonburdcro q

xon neyexariox en extax proui*x pa lengunx. xolo quitla agora entro
ellox a lo q «c cntiemlc this honbrex y Vn moÿo/'an quedado lox yn-
diox tie ent rcgarlox/bien mcrcficron la muerte confomie a «u confe-

xinn. porque eonfexaron aucr xaqueado y tjueniado la margarita y a
cimnina y a gundinilln y otrox pueblos y tomar mucliox nabiox/ El

('up11" hera rrico porque me of refill Ires mill dvx de rrexcatc. y lc
jexe la uida. no me purtÿio cnnbrma al xeruifio de Vfa mig. q vn

lonbre coniti exte boluiese a franfiu. El bera tie nayion flort'titin
tic linena casta.

1580] f35

cacique* came to xcc me, and renewed their allegiance to your
Majesty. To all apjicarance they arc friendly, although one cannot
much rely on them. Thcncc I came to thix fort, which I am finixh-
ing; it ix a good piece, although it hax been built with much dif¬
ficulty. I did not at once work juxtice upon the Frenchmen; not
until now. I xent a boat to Santa Helena for NOme of tliem, ami then
juxticc wan worked upon the rent there. I added thoxc who were
brought to those who were here, no that thoxc on whom I worked
juxtice, here and at Santa Helena, numbered twenty?three alto¬
gether. There remain three boyx, one barber and one gunner, who
are needed in thexe province* ax interpreter*. From what ha* been
heard, only two men and one boy are now left aiming the Indian*.
They have agreed to xurrender them. Accoriling to their confes¬
sion, they well dexerved death, for they admitted having uckcd
and burned Margarita Ixland, Cumana, Gumdinilla and other vil-

lagex, and captured many ahip, The captain wax rich, bccauxe he

offered me three thouNand ducat* ax ranxom, if I would grant him
hi* life. It did not appear to me expedient for your Ma jetty’* *erv-

ice that a man like him should get back to France. He wax of the
Florentine nation, and of good lineage.4*

J learned from thoxc some Frenchmen and from the Indian*, that
the French had told the Indianx that they would try to give them

the fort; and in accordance with the agreement they had made,

the Indians ca-- ’ ’ ltiit *».............'*

sAW .1.

I ’do Ins inisinox frnnfcses y de Ins yndios supe q lox franfexes trata-
rtm con los vridiox q ellos procurarian darle* el fuerte. y conformo
«l conyierlo q tenian liecho. atudiertm \J. lt>ÿ| lux yndios pero
binieroil In rile. V m * *-mpuno. poco 1e* npra***

1 L"

•*"'nn extn f

Spanish text and English translation of the letter in which Pedro A'enendez Marques (nephew of Menendez de Aviles) tells his king
how he refused 3,000 ducats to save the life of the Florentine Nicola Strozzi. (From Publications of the Florida State Historical Society,
No. 5. Vol. 2, translated and edited by Jeannette T. Connor)
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AN ITALIAN MARTYR IN VIRGINIA IN 1571

Christianity was first introduced into the eastern part of
the present United States by Spanish priests as early as
1568, when the first Jesuit mission was established in
Florida. They met with little success and after a few years
they withdrew leaving, however, a few martyrs behind.

Among the latter there was an Italian friar, Brother
Pedro Linares, whose real name is said to have been Mingoci
or Mengozzi. He was among the Spaniards who went to
Virginia with Father Segura and one of the eight religious
men who were killed by the Indians on the banks of the
River Rappahannock, not far from the present city of
Washington, on February 4 and 9, 1571.

The Jesuits returned to Florida two centuries later when
two Italian priests, Father Jose Maria Monaco and Father
Jose Saverio Alagna, tried to convert the Miami, Santaluces
and other tribes. The two landed at the mouth of the Rio

de Ratones, probably the Miami River, on July 13, 1743,
after tarrying for a while at Key West, where Father
Alagna took scientific notes and mapped the Keys and
nearby islets. They were not very successful. Nevertheless,
they established a community of Catholic Indians who)
“retained their faith till the period of the Seminole Wars,
when they were transported to Indian territory.”

Father Monaco was born in Naples in 1704 and taught
at the Jesuit College of Belen, Havana. He died in 1744,
or a year after he landed in Florida. Father Alagna was
born either at Palermo, or in Sardinia, in 1707 and taught
also at Belen. He was the teacher of the noted historian,
Father Alegre. He died at Havana in 1767. His portrait
is said to be still hanging in the dining hall of the Jesuit
College at Havana. Father Alegre used Father Alagna’s
diary in his “History of the Company of Jesus in New
Spain.”
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Massacre of Father Baptista Segura, S.J. and Brother Linares, Zeballos,ÿ Gomez and Redondoÿ at the Log Chapel in Ajacanÿ Virginia,
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ITALIAN MILITARY ARCHITECTS IN THE AMERICAS

A notable group of Italians who were active in Spanish
America, from Florida to the Strait of Magellan, during
the 16th and 17th centuries consisted of military engineers
sent over by Spain to fortify her possessions against the
raiding pirates of England, Fiance, Holland, and other
nations.

In those days, it should be remembered, Spain had no
technical experts, nor could she create them all of a sud¬
den. As Prof. Diego Angulo Iniguez of the Spanish Acad¬
emy of History says in his study on "Bautista Antonelli,”
"that need was filled, above all, by Italian engineers, and
Italians were several of the great engineers who in Europe,
as well as in the Indies, worked at this time in the service
of Philip II; its very chief engineer, Tiburcio Spanoqui,
was also an Italian. Among them, one of the foremost
places, both for number and for the skill of some of its
members, was occupied by the Antonelli family.”

Among the Antonellis we shall recall Giovanni Battista,
who as early as 1529 proposed digging a canal through
the present territory of Nicaragua, and his nephew, Bat¬
tista, who was most active in the Western Hemisphere over
a long period of years. In 1589 he laid the first stone of
the Morro Castle in Havana. In 1596 he visited Florida,
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English translation of the report by Girolamo Lippomano, Venetian
Ambassador to Spain, to the Doge and Senate on Dec. 12, 1587.
Notice in the last paragraph die reference to Antonelli. (From Cal¬
endar of State Papers . . . ed. by H. Brown, Vol. VIII) (Courtesy.
New York Public Library) On Italian engineers in America see D. A.
Iniguez, Bautista Antonelli, Madrid, 1942; Maggiorotti, L. A., Gli
Architetti Militari, 3 vols., Rome, Laguno-Bermudez, Noticias de lot
arquitcctos y arquitectura de Espana, 3 Vols. Madrid, 1829 (available
in the Library of Congress) ; Appleton’s Cyclopaedia, under Antonelli.
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where apparently he ordered the erection of a new fort.
He did much more in America, butr space prevents us
from getting into details. Battista’s cousin, Cristobal Roda
Antonelli, who arrived in 1591, was also active in Porto
Rico, Cuba, and other parts of Central America. Many
other Italian engineers worked in the New World. An
Italian, in all probability, was also Miguel Costanso, who

£

MAP OF ST. AUGUSTINE, FLA.
taken to Spain about 1549 by Hernando de Cestas, (Archives of the
Indies, Seville) (Below) A modern view of Morro Castle, Havana, . .,
designed by G. B. Antonelli. (Courtesy, Cuban Tourist Commission) fortified »an Diego and Monterey in 1769.
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FATHER CHINO, THE GIANT OF THE OLD SOUTHWEST

The Spanish missionaries failed along the Atlantic Coast,
but they were more successful in Mexico. The reader, of
course, will remember that as late as 1835-1849 Mexico
extended so far North as to include the present states of
California, Utah, New Mexico and the whole of Texas.
Therefore, it was from what is now known as Old Mexico
that the missionaries spread out to the outer borders of
the Spanish possessions in North America. Most of them
were either Franciscans or Jesuits.

The “Spanish” missionaries were not all natives of Spain.
Quite a few of them were natives of Germany, the Flan¬
ders, France, Portugal and other countries. Those from
Italy were probably more numerous than the others—with
the exception, of course, of those born in Spain or Mexico.
As related in detail in Vol. II of Italian-American History,
their number may be judged by the fact that six or seven
of the 73 provincials and at least eight of the J2 priests of
the Society of Jesus who labored in Lower California from
1687 to 1767 were natives of Italy. At least four Italian
missionaries were killed by the Indians in Mexico between
1632 and 1690.

The greatest Jesuit, and most likely the greatest mission¬
ary, to labor in the New World was the famous Father
Eusebio Chino, a native of Segno, in the Val di Non,
province of Trento, Italy. The family is still in existence
there, but the name is Chini and not Chino. In Spanish it
was spelled Kino, for phonetic reasons.

Father Chino was great as explorer, scientist, farmer,
chronicler, and missionary. Out of the missions founded
by him (he built more than 30 churches and chapels)
from 1681 to the year of his death, 1711, were born in no
small measure the cattle industry of the Southwest of the
present United States and the fine orchards of modern
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FATHER CHINO'S BIRTHPLACE AT SEGNO, ITALY

California. Missions were in those days complete units bj
themselves, with gardens, orchards, ranches, workshops,
water mills, and houses. Cattle, horses, sheep, goats, trees

and plants of all kinds, from .grapes to pomegranates,
were introduced by the missionaries.

As Prof. Bolton has said, Father Chino was "easily the
cattle king of his day and region.” Prof. Bolton’s map
on the next page will give an idea of the immense terri¬
tory covered by the tireless Father. Among the churches
founded by him, two can still be seen in Arizona, not

many miles south of Tucson. One is that of San Xavier del
Bac (Bac means “where the water oozes from the sand”) ;
the other, at Tumacacori, is a national monument, en¬
trusted to the National Park Service, United States Depart¬
ment of the Interior.
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THE MISSION OF SAN XAVIER DEL BAC
Still used by the Indians, the mission was founded by Father Chino in 1692, but the foundations
of the Church were not laid until 1701. The Church as we see it today, however, was built by the
Franciscan Fathers, mostly between 1772 and 1783. It has been improved since then. (Courtesy,
Franciscan Fathers of San Xavier Mission, Tucson, Ariz.)
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{Above) Tablet on the house in which
Father Chino was born in 1645. {Right)
Father Chino’s Map showing California as
a Peninsula, 1701. (From the original manu¬
script, as reproduced in H. E. Bolton’s Rim

of Christendom, Macmillan Co., New York,

1936) {Below) Map of Chino's Travels.
(Courtesy, Prof. H. E. Bolton)
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{Left) Title page of Father Chino’s book on the comet, pub¬
lished in Mexico City in 1681. {Above) The martyrdom of the
Sicilian Father Francesco Saverio Saetta in Pimeria, Mexico, in
1695, as drawn on Father Chino's Map of Pimeria Alta. (Both
illustrations are from Prof. Bolton's Rim of Christendom)
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MISSION CHURCH OF SAN JOSE' DE TUMACACORI

Established by Father Chino in 1691. it is a part of the Tumacacori National Monument,
established by proclamation of President Theodore Roosevelt in 1908. It is 48 miles south of
Tucson and 18 miles north of Nogales, on U. S. Highway No. 89- (Courtesy, National Park
Service)
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FATHER SALVATERRA, FOUNDER OF THE CALIFORNIA MISSIONS

The first of the historic California Missions was not es¬
tablished by Father Serra at San Diego in 1769; it was

founded by Father Salvaterra at Loreto, in Lower Cali¬
fornia, in 1697.

Geographically, Upper California (the present State of
California) and Lower California (Mexico) are a unit.
They were united under the Spanish and Mexican flags up
to 1849, when the upper part was joined to the United
States. That explains, in part, why the history of the Cali¬
fornia Missions—which some historians date from the
coming of Father Serra—actually starts with the founding
of the first mission at Loreto. More important yet, without
the Lower California Missions, in all probability Father
Serra would not have been able to start his work in the
present Golden State.

The first attempt to colonize and evangelize Lower Cali¬
fornia was made by Father Chino and Father Gogni in
1683, but they failed. The land was simply too sterile to

support a mission. In 1697 Father Chino and Father Salva¬
terra were allowed to enter the Peninsula again, on condi¬
tion that they ask for not a penny from the government.
Father Chino at first felt that he could support the new

mission with the produce and income from the Pimeria
missions, but that was not enough. Besides, he was unable
to remain. It was then that Father Salvaterra conceived
the plan to establish a fund with an annual income suffi¬
cient to take care of the missions. Without getting into de¬
tails, that is how the famous Pious Fund was started. All
moneys collected were invested in lands and onlv the in¬
terest was used. By 1902 that Fund had increased to $1,-

420,682.67.

VERY REV. JUAN MARIA SALVATERRA

(Courtesy, National Museum of History, Mexico City)

When, after the expulsion of the Jesuits in 1767, the
Franciscans were asked to take over the California missions,
Father Serra was reluctant to accept. What made up his
mind was the existence of the Pious Fund, which enabled
him to carry on the work without the preoccupations
which had beset the Italian pioneers.

Father Gianmaria Salvaterra (his name in Spanish was
spelled Salvatierra) was born of a well-to-do family in
Milan, Italy, on November IS, 1648. He labored in Mexico
from 167S to the end of his days, at Guadalajara, on July
17, 1717. In 1704 he was made Provincial of the Society
of Jesus in New Spain. Together with his associates he
founded seven missions in Lower California, starting with
that of Loreto in 1697.

Several Italians were associated with Father Salvaterra
in Lower California. The most notable of them, Father
Francesco Piccolo, was born at Palermo on March 24, 1654,
and came to America in 1683. He served in Lower Cali¬
fornia from 1697 to the time of his death on February 22,

1729. He founded three missions.

Other Italians who worked in Lower California between
1697 and 1767 were Fathers Geronimo Minutili of Sar¬
dinia, Benito Guisi, Ignazio Maria Napoli, Sigismondo
Taraval of Lodi, Giacomo Druet of Turin, and Pietro Nas-
cimbene of Venice.
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Title page of Father Piccolo’s Informe.
(Courtesy, New York Public Library) In
the National Library of Mexico City there
is a life of Father Piccolo by Father Juan
Antonio Balthasar (88 pages, no title page)
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TWO VICEROYS: BUCARELI AND BRANCIFORTE
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The MARQUIS OF BRANCIFORTE
(Couttesy, National Museum of History, Mexico City)

A native of Sicily, he was a grandee of Spain, a captain general of
the Spanish Army, and the brother-in-law of the famous Godoy. He
founded the city of Santa Cruz, Cal., which was called Branciforte
from 1797 until about 1845. Only an avenue in that city is now
named after him. (See Bancroft, History of Mexico., Vol. Ill, and
Berger, G. A., The Franciscan Missions of California)

ANTONIO MARIA DE BUCAKhU
(Courtesy, National Museum of History, Mexico City)

Probably the most outstanding Spanish viceroy in New Spain, he was of
Florentine extraction. In the National Library of Mexico there is a eulogy
of him by Joseph Uribe, which was read in the Mexico City Cathedral on
June 26, 1779 and the "Compendio Historico Genealogico de la Casa ds
Bucareli'’ by G. A. de Villar y Pinto.

EARLY ITALIAN TRAVELERS IN NEW SPAIN

The discovery of America aroused an unbounded curi¬
osity in Italy, where the Renaissance was then in full
bloom. Many Italians were prompted to come over by the
spirit of adventure and by the desire to see and describe
the marvels of the New World.

Three travellers who visited America before the Revolu¬
tion deserve special attention. They were Benzoni, Boturini
and Gemelli-Careri.

Girolamo Benzoni was probably the earliest wanderer
in New Spain, which he visited between 1541 and 1556.
A native of Milan, he was only 22 years old when he
arrived. He wrote a book, Historia del Mondo Niwvo,
which appeared in Venice in 1565 and was soon translated
into French and Latin. Lorenzo Boturini Beneduci arrived
in Mexico in 1736 and gathered a valuable collection of
manuscripts regarding the Aztecs, most of which were

lost. He also wrote a book.
Giovanni Francesco Gemelli-Careri was born in Radi-

cena, Calabria, in 1651 and died in Naples in 1725. In 1693
he undertook a trip around the world by way of Asia
Minor and India. He visited the California Coast in 1698.
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GIROLAMO BENZONI
A portrait from the title page of his book "La
Historia del Mondo Nuovo,” Venice, 1565.

published at Naples in 1699-1700. A copy of the third edi-
He wrote a book entitled Giro del Mondo in 6 volumes, tion is in the New York Public Library.
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MALASPINA’S VOYAGE AROUND THE WORLD

Alessandro Malaspina was probably the first Italian to

stop at San Francisco, where he landed on September 10,
1791. It is possible, however, that other sons of Italy may
have preceded him.

Malaspina arrived in California at the head of one of
the foremost scientific voyages in history, during which
he surveyed the entire Pacific Coast from Alaska to Mexico.

He was bom in Italy in 17H, the son of a marquis.
His mother was the niece of Giovanni Fogliani, Prime
Minister of Charles III of Spain. As a boy he entered the
Spanish Naval Service, for Italy in those days offered no
opportunity to ambitious young men. In 1786-88 he made
his first voyage around the world. A year later he was put
in charge of the greatest voyage, next to those of Columbus
and Magellan, ever to sail under the Spanish flag.

During his voyage, besides surveying the Pacific Coast,
he and his men made scientific observations and took
measurements of great value. At Monterey, California,
where he remained ten days, he and the members of his
expedition made botanical and geological studies, took
soundings in the bay, drew maps and charts, and inter¬
viewed local Indians.

On his return to Spain, Malaspina was received in tri¬
umph and was promoted to the rank of Brigadier of the
Royal Navy. Not long after that, however, court intrigues
(he was a foreigner) caused his arrest for reasons which
are not clearly known to our own days. Only when
Napoleon intervened in his behalf in 1802 was he set free
and allowed to return to Italy. He died in his ancestral
home on April 20, 1810.
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ALESSANDRO MALASPINA

From the portrait in the Naval Museum, Madrid,
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The routes followed by Malaspina in his voyage around the world from 1789 to 1794.

(From a rate map reproduced in E. Bona’s, Malaspina, Rome, 1935)



CHAPTER FOUR

UNDER THE FRENCH FLAG
From Canada to Louisiana

the University of Paris) , inventors and scientists (like the
astronomers Cassini) ; adventurers and men without a pro¬
fession or trade; even poets and writers found their way
over.

In most instances the names of those Italians were so
Gallicized that one would not be able to tell their national
origin except for the fact that they acquired fame: names
like Mazarin, Lully, Trivulce, Prioleau, Scaliger, Yerrazan,
and so on and on. Wars and revolutions added an even
greater share of emigrants.

Not a few of the Italians who settled in France even¬
tually found their way to America, from Canada to
old Louisiana. Once more their names acquired a French
spelling, like Tonty, Desliettes, Bressany, Du L’Hut, De
L’Halle, Vigue (Vigo), Sarpy, Sanguinette, and simi¬
lar cases. Who can tell, for instance, the original Italian
spelling of names like Bouis and Yost, two of the first
settlers in St. Louis, except for the fact that we know
that they were bom in Italy? The problem becomes un-
surmountable when dealing with Piedmontese emigrants,
especially the Waldenses, whose names were more French
than anything else.

Under the circumstances it is hard to trace all the
Italians who settled in New France. In the following
pages, therefore, we have limited ourselves only to those
few about whom we have positive proofs of their Italian
birth or origin.

Relations between Italy and France have always been

very close from the days of Brennus and Caesar to our
own. That is probably why the Italians and the French
admire and detest each other so cordially.

Italians have been going to France in large numbers
ever since St. Denis, the first Bishop of Paris, and other
Italian missionaries crossed the Alps to evangelize Gaul.
Later came the galaxy of Italian "students” at the Uni¬

versity of Paris, like St. Thomas Aquinas, Archbishop
Lanfranc and St. Anselm of Canterbury. From the 12th to

the ljth century, Italian bankers and merchants went over
or settled in considerable numbers in such centers as Mar¬
seilles, Lyons and Paris. Following the descent into Italy
of Charles VIII, the movement to the North continued
unabated. Merchants and bankers; soldiers and sailors, in¬

cluding a score of men who became marshals of France;

artisans and technicians who were lured over to reveal
some of the manufacturing secrets which had made Italy
wealthy, especially weaving, glass and silk manufactures;

politicians and princesses who acquired influential posi¬
tions at court (two queens, a celebrated prime minister,

ambassadors and what not) ; painters, sculptors and crafts¬
men, including Leonardo da Vinci (Michelangelo at one

time was on the point of joining the other emigrants) ;
religious refugees who became Huguenots; numberless
musicians and dancers; scores of archbishops and bishops;
physicians (like Guidi, founder of the medical school of
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NIAGARA FALLS AS FIRST SEEN BY WHITE MEN
(From L. Hennepin's A New Discovery of a Vast Country in America, London,
1698)
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FOUR CENTURIES OF ITALIAN'AMERICAN HISTORY84

FATHER BRESSANI TORTURED BY THE IROQUOIS IN1644

One of the first Italians to live and labor within the Falls, thirty years before Hennepin, and the second Catho-
present State of New York was the Roman, Father Fran- lie priest to visit the present site of the City of Albany.
cesco Giuseppe Bressani, S.J. (1612-1672). Coming over Jogues was the first. Of the early Jesuits in New France,
in 1642, he soon was ministering to the French at Quebec, he certainly was the most distinguished mathematician,
but during the following year he was already laboring astronomer, geographer and historian.
among the Algonquin Indians at Three Rivers, in Canada.
In 1644 he was transferred for missionary work among the
Hurons and was on his way to take up his new duties,
when he was captured by the ferocious Iroquois who in¬
habited the central and western parts of New York State
and who subjected him to indescribable tortures.

For two months Father Bressani bore all torments with
a fortitude becoming a true soldier of the Catholic Faith.
Finally, when he seemed about to die, he was sold as a
slave for a few beads to an old Indian woman who, in
turn, sold him for 300 francs to some Dutch sailors at

Fort Orange (Albany). Through their kindness he was
eventually sent to Governor Kieft at New Amsterdam
(New York City), who treated him with utmost kindness
and made possible his return to Europe.

A year later, however, Father Bressani was back in
Canada, where he spent four more years, until he was
called back to Italy in 1650.

Father Bressani was the first man to describe Niagara
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History of America) (Above) Title page of Father Bressani's Relatione,
an account of his experiences in North America. (Courtesy, New York
Public Library) He also wrote, in French, Observations sur une Eclipse
de Lune Faites a Quebec le 18 Novembre 1649, which was inserted in
the proceedings of the French Academy of Science.
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UNDER THE FRENCH FLAG

ENRICO TONTI, TRAIL BLAZER IN THE MIDWEST

85
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HENRY TONTI
A bas-relief by Edward Kemeys (Courtesy, Chicago Historical Society, owners
of the original)

It so happens that the achievements of a lieutenant are
often obscured by the fame of his captain, even if the
latter has accomplished little more than promoting an un¬

dertaking and starting it on its way. Such was the relation
between Henry Tonty and his superior, La Salle. As an

American writer stated not long ago, "Despite the volumes
that have been written about the great explorer (La Salle)
and the acclaim which has accompanied his name down
through the generations, I am convinced La Salle played a

less important part in our immediate aff (fairs than did the
unostentatious but most efficient lieutenant, Tonty.” (Illi¬
nois Catholic Historical Review, Vol. Ill, p. 197).

Henri Tonty, as he signed his name, or Enrico Tonti, as

it was originally in Italian, was born at Gaeta, not far
from Rome, about 1650. That he was born in Italy we
must assume from a letter dated July 17, 1651, which
states that the Tonti family (with the exception of the
father, Lorenzo) was still there at that time. (Ravaisson, F.
Archives de la Bastille, Paris, 1874, Vol. VII, p. 294).

Henry was the son of Lorenzo and Isabella (De Lieto)
Tonti. His father is still known today for the Tontine
system of insurance which he introduced into France
through Mazarin, and which later spread to the rest of

the world. Its name is perpetuated in the United States by
the Tontine Coffee House at Wall and Water streets in
New York City. He is said to have been of humble
origins. (Schipa, M., Masaniello, French edition, p. 112;
Les Memoires d’Henri II de Lorraine, Due de Guise, New
Edition, Paris, 1881, p. 35; Capecelatro, Rivoluzione di
Masaniello, 3 vols. Naples, 1850-1854, Vol. II, p. 225).
The name of Tonti, however, was an old one in Italy, as
it appears from various manuscripts in the National Lib¬
rary of Naples and from other records in various parts of
Italy (Spreti, V., Enciclopedia Storico-Nobiliare Italiana,
1932 ed., Vol. VI and Appendix, Part II.). One Count
Antonio Tonti was also in the service of the Duke of Guise
at the same time as Lorenzo, but we do not know whether
the two were related. It is doubtful. (Innocenzo Fuidoro,
or Vincenzo D’Onofrio, Successi Storici Raccolti della
Sollevatione di Napoli dalli 7 di luglio 1647 sino a’ 6
d’Aprile 1648. MS., Naples National Library, folios 206
and 220). Apparently Lorenzo was made a nobleman by
Mazarin (See facsimile, next page), for his son Alphonse,
Cadillac’s companion, as we shall presently see, was often
referred to as Baron of Paludy. (Paludi is a town near
Naples) .
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At any rate, during the Masaniello revolution of 1647 in ing to Ravaisson (op cit.), La Salle took the two Tontis
Naples, Lorenzo Tonti and his brother-in-law, Agostino entrusted to him to New France, where the older one died
De Lieto, served the Duke of Guise, Lorenzo as political while serving with the rank of captain and the younger
representative in Rome, and Agostino as captain of the one distinguished himself in the wars against the Indians.
guard. When the revolution failed, both of them repaired The latter, a black musketeer of the royal guard, had an
to Paris, where Tonti gained the favor of Mazarin, a Si- iron hand. Obviously there is a mistake somewhere, for
cilian, to whom he offered his system of insurance. We do Henry, the man with the iron hand, is never referred to as
not know what became of De Lieto, except that his sons a royal musketeer in any of the records which have reached
later came to America (New France) where they served us about him.
under the name of Desliette, DesLiettes, and possibly
DuL’Hut, or Duluth. There Lorenzo became a prosperous venturer in 1666, and returned to France in 1674 with a
banker until he became involved in a Spanish plot against letter of recommendation to Colbert. It was at that time,
the King of France, his mail was intercepted and he was or a year later, to be exact, that the two sons of Lorenzo
imprisoned in the Bastille together with two of his sons. Tonti were entrusted to him. Soon after that La Salle re-
(Laloy, E., La Revolte de Messine—L’Expedition de Sidle turned to Canada and was made governor of Fort Fronte-
et la Politique Erangaise en Italie—3 vols. Paris, 1929-1931, nac. He was back in France in 1677 in order to secure
Vol. I, 406-408.) All three of them remained in jail from financial assistance for his grand scheme of exploration and
1668 until 1673, when they were set free. The father was trade in the interior of America. Only July 14, 1678, La
released on October 26, so that he could be operated for Salle and Henry Tonty sailed from la Rochelle for Quebec,
gall bladder. On November 29 the two sons also were freed where they landed on the following September 15. Now,
and entrusted to La Salle, on condition that he produce if Henry Tonty was serving with the French in Sicily in
them whenever required. 1677, as he states in his petition to Pontchartrain, he

Who those two sons were we do not know for cer- could not have been one of the two Tontis entrusted to

tainty. Lorenzo’s family was a large one, with several sons La Salle, for between 1675 and 1678 La Salle was in
and daughters, nineteen in all. His wife died before March America. It is possible, however, that they could have
9, 1669, whereupon his daughter took charge of the joined the army, whereas La Salle returned to Canada.
-family (See facsimiles, March 9, 1669, and March 4, 1675, On the other hand, how could La Salle pledge himself
on next page). to produce the two Tontis if they were not with him? That

From the above-mentioned documents it appears that certainly adds to the confusion regarding the various

Henry could not have been one of the two sons who officers named Tonty one finds in New France during the

shared their father’s imprisonment in the Bastille from last quarter of the 17th century.

1668 to 1675, for Henry in his petition to Count of Leaving the riddle for the time being, we know that
Pontchartrain wrote that he served as a cadet in the army Henry Tonty after serving as a cadet in the army from
in the years 1668 and 1669 and later as garde marine (mid- 1668 to 1669 and midshipman from about 1670 to 1673

shipman) for four years at Marseilles and Toulon. Accord- or 1674, made seven campaigns, four on board ships of

La Salle, as we know, first went to Canada as an ad-

%

m

m

The building in 1679 of the Griffon, the first ship to navigate the Great lakes,
by Tonti near Tonawanda, not far from Buffalo. (From an old print)
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(Above) One of the Reliefs on the approach to the Michigan Boulevard Link Bridge in Chicago, erected in 1928. The inscription on the tablet reads:
"The Discoverers.” "Joliet, Father Marquette, LaSalle and Tonti will live in American history as fearless explorers who made their way through the
Great Lakes and across this water-shed to the Mississippi in the late seventeenth century, and typify the spirit of brave adventure which had always
been firmly planted in the character of the Middle West.” (Below) A tablet on the Michigan Boulevard Bridge, in Chicago, in honor of La Salle and
Tonti "who passed through this River on their way to the Mississippi in December 1681,” placed by the Illinois Society of Colonial Dames of America,
under the auspices of the Chicago Historical Society, in 1925. (Courtesy, Chicago Historical Society)

Tonty’s work in America is rather well-known. One
sent against the Spaniards of the first tasks assigned to him by La Salle was the con-

war and three in the galleys. In 1677 he took part in the
French expedition which was

in Sicily in answer to an appeal from the Sicilians, and struction of a boat to be used for fur-trading purposes
while at Messina "his right hand was shot away by a in the upper lakes. He built it with a motley crew of 30
grenade, and he was taken prisoner, and conducted to men, French, Flemings and Italians, at Niagara, all jealous
Metasse, where he was detained six months, and then ex- of each other, and always threatening to mutiny. It was
changed for the son of the governor of that place. He completed in record time and on August 7, 1679, it set

then went to France to obtain some favor from his Majesty, sail for Lake Michigan, the first ship ever to navigate the
and the King granted him three hundred livres.” After Great Lakes. On its return trip, however, it foundered
more service in Sicily as a volunteer in the galleys he re- and nothing has ever been heard about it.
turned to France, but being out of employment he de¬
cided to accompany La Salle to Canada.

Tonty continued as a lieutenant of La Salle until 1682,
when the Frenchman sailed for France to secure more
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Near the town of La Salle, 100 miles south of Chicago,
it is 125 feet high and was so called because there a group
of Indians defended themselves until they starved to death.
There, in December 1682, La Salle and Tonti began the
erection of Fort St. Louis, the first permanent fort built by
the French in the Mississippi Valley. (Photo by the author)
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Two tablets on Starved Rock. The one above was
placed in 1918 by the Illinois Society
nial Dames of America in memory of
quette, La Salle and Tonti. The other was erected
by the State of Illinois to mark the sites of Fort
St. Louis and of the Indian villages, possibly num¬
bering 20,000 souls, which rose below the fort,
"symbol of French protection to the Indian tribes of
the Illinois." (Photos by the author.)

financial assistance for his grandiose scheme. During the
time they were together the two worked to get a firm
foothold for France in the interior of the present United
States, travelling, exploring, erecting forts, and reaching
amicable agreements with the various Indian tribes. Most
of the work and of the responsibility fell on Tonty’s
shoulders.

of the Colo-
Joliet, Mar-

Notwithstanding the disloyalty and desertion of a num¬
ber of men, amid the ever-increasing opposition of the
English who tried to arouse the Indians against him, (a friends and allies. A strategist, he saw to it that the ways
Seneca warrior once stabbed him close to his heart), Tonty of commerce were kept open. A businessman, he kept the
carried on his work in such a manner as to arouse the ad- goods flowing so that they could be bartered for Indian
miration of his contemporaries and of posterity. In 1680 furs. A trail blazer, he explored most of the southern
he built Fort Crevecoeur on Lake Peoria. Two years later part of the Central United States, from Peoria to New
he accompanied La Salle down the Mississippi and was the Orleans and from Arkansas to Alabama (The people of
second man to sign, next to La Salle, the proces-verbal on Arkansas call him the Father of their State). Finally he
taking possession of Louisiana for France.

In March, 1683, he and La Salle completed Fort St. isiana and greatly facilitated the work of Iberville and
Louis on Starved Rock near the present city of La Salle, Bienville.
111. Then the Frenchman sailed back to France.

made possible the establishment of the new colony of Lou-

As a fur trader, above all, Tonty was the pathfinder of
From then on, until the time of his death 20 years the entire Mississippi Valley, which he knew as no other

later, Tonty was the absolute ruler of the entire Mississippi man did in his day. Thus he made possible the consolida-
Valley, which he dominated literally and figuratively with tion, however temporary, of French power in the Middle
an iron hand. A statesman, he first created a great Indian West, and the expansion of the United States one century,

confederation of about 20,000 men whom he made his almost to the day, after his death at Mobile.
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To conclude with the words of one of his recent biog- ried on. He possessed qualities of patience, endurance, and
raphers (E. R. Murphy, Henry De Tonty, Baltimore, leadership which La Salle manifestly lacked. ... How long
1941), "It is true that he seconded La Salle in all things, is he destined to remain only the faithful lieutenant of La
but while the latter conceived, Tonty achieved. . . . For Salle, only the shadow of the explorer’s greatness in the
seventeen years after La Salle’s work ended, Tonty car- pages of history?”
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DULUTH EXPLORES THE NORTHWEST — DE LIETO GOVERNOR AT CHICAGO

TOMASO AND ANTONIO CRISAFT GOVERNORS AT THREE RIVERS AND ONONDAGA

Henry Tonty had been preceded to America by his
cousin, Daniel Greysolon Du Lhut, as La Salle and Henne¬
pin spelled the name, or Duluth, as he is best known. The
city of that name in Minnesota was named after him.

How the two happened to be cousins nobody has been
able to explain so far. It is possible that the name origin¬
ally was De Lieto, although it would seem more likely
that it was Greysolon or Grezollon, to judge by the name
of Duluth’s own brother, Claude Greysolon de la Tourette.
A merchant named Grezollon was living between 1667
and 1670 in Lyons, a city long famous for its large colony
of Italian merchants and bankers. According to Margry
(Decouvertes et etablissements. . . . Vol. VI, p. 11) the
Lyons Grezollon had a coat of arms with a rampant lion
against a tree, more or less similar to a coat of arms of the
Tonti family which can be seen in the National Library
collection of Naples, Italy. (18th century, folios 61 and
88). We mention it as a mere curiosity, although the
matter may deserve further study. At any rate, it seems
established that Duluth had Italian blood in his veins and
that he and Tonty were cousins. Moreover, the fact that
in all probability Duluth was bom about 1650 adds to the
belief that he belonged to the De Lieto family that settled
in Paris about that time.

Daniel Greysolon Duluth needs no introduction, for he
was one of the boldest French explorers in what is now
Minnesota. An American historian actually called him
King of the Voyageurs. His brother, Claude Greysolon de
la Tourette, also distinguished himself as a soldier and an

explorer. He established a post to the north of Lake Su¬
perior.

Two or three cousins, not nephews, of Henry Tonty
about whom we are positive were the brothers Desliettes.
One of them, apparently Pierre, usually referred to as Sieur
Desliette, was in charge at Chicago from 1698 to 1702, as

he himself informs us in his memoir, known as De Gannes
Memoir. Thus he seems to have been the first white man to
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ylUO CMOSreside for a considerable length of time where now rises
the present city of Chicago. He served as commandant at

Fort Illinois, on two different occasions, in 1704 and 1715,

and was of great assistance to Bienville in Louisiana.
Another Desliettes was commandant at Fort Chartres, near
the present city of St. Louis, from 1726 to 1730. Still
another brother, or nephew, Joseph Tonti Desliettes, was
second in command at Green Bay, Wis. They were mem- Both of them were captains. Antonio was governor at
bers of the De Lieto family mentioned in connection with Three Rivers from 1703 to the time of his death in 1709.
Lorenzo Tonti in the preceding pages.

A page from the DeGannes Memoir, in which Desliettes refers to the

four years he spent at Chicago. (Courtesy, Newberry library, Chicago, 111.)

Previously, in 1696, he had been in charge of the new

Among the other Italians in New France we might fort at Onondaga, near the present city of Syracuse.
mention Antonio and Tomaso Crisafi, two political exiles (On the Crisafi brothers see Guardione, S., La Rivolu-
from Messina, Sicily, who sought refuge in France after zione di Messina contro la Spagna, Palermo, 1906, and
their city was abandoned by the French to the Spaniards. Laloy, op. cit.)
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ALPHONSE TONTI CO-FOUNDER OF DETROIT

Alphonse Tonty, the younger brother of Henry Tonty,
was one of the two founders of the City of Detroit, and
its governor for twelve years. Some writers conveniently
forget the indispensable role played by him in the very be¬
ginning of the new settlement, for without him Cadillac
would have not been able to remain in the new post, sur¬

rounded by enemy Indians and by disloyal Frenchmen
ready to desert him or to turn any situation to their ow n

account at the least possible opportunity.
Tonty has been pictured as dishonest and unfit to com¬

mand a post, by some local historians who apparently arc
not aware of the fact that Detroit’s early history cannot

be studied without taking into due account the condi¬
tions that prevailed there, as throughout New France, in
colonial days. Not only in New France, but in all colonial
possessions, at all times and under all flags, not excluding
Virginia under English governors. We need not mention
India under the famous Clive. It is possible that Tonty
plied the Indians with liquor, but how many American
Indian agents did not? As for the charges advanced against
him, one must remember that, with a few exceptions, all
prominent men in New France were exposed to similar
attacks at one time or another. La Salle was surrounded by
enemies. Frontenac was recalled. Cadillac himself had
plenty of trouble, not only with the civilians and soldiers
at the fort, but especially with the Jesuits, against whom
he advanced even more serious charges than he did against
Tonty. Aside from that, none of the charges against Tonty
was ever proved, as a careful study of the Cadillac Papers
reveals. It is possible, on the other hand, that he had very
influential friends at Montreal and in Paris who white¬
washed them, but had they been very serious he would
have not been reinstated and left in charge for a period
of seventeen years. Tonty, moreover, was a foreigner (a
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THE LANDING OF CADILLAC AND TONTY AT DETROIT.
From a drawing by Howard Pyle. (Courtesy, New York Public Library)

Neapolitan, as Cadillac called him) and the easy target

of other Frenchmen who wanted to replace him. Other
Italians in other countries had to go through similar
charges. Columbus, Vespucius, Sebastian Cabot, for in¬

stance. It is simply ridiculous to judge a man in the wilder-
of 17th century America by the moral standards of

our own days.
Alphonse Tonty was born in Paris in 1659 and came

to America sometime before 1688. After serving in various
capacities, including that of commandant at Mackinac, in
1700 he was chosen to accompany Cadillac as a captain,
not as a lieutenant, as stated by some writers, to build a

fort and start a new settlement at Detroit. In 1704 he
was put in charge of Fort Frontenac, but in 1717 he
returned to Detroit, where he ruled*as governor for eleven

more years. His daughter, Theresa,
was the first white child born in what

sty,’* j is now the great City of Detroit. He

j certainly had more to do with the
early consolidation and development
of the rising village than Cadillac
himself, if residence alone is consid¬
ered. (See Schiavo, Italians in Amer¬
ica Before the Civil War, pp. 117-
125.)
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(Courtesy, New York Public Library)
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400 ITALIAN FAMILIES IN LOUISIANA IN 1720?

The largest groups of Italian immigrants under the
French Flag must have been either soldiers or political
exiles, especially the former, many of whom served in
such regiments as the Royal Ifallen (See Historiq-ue des
Corps de Troupe de I’Armee Frangaise, 1569-1900, Paris,

1900) and in the Carignan Regiment (See Benjamin Suite,
Le Regiment de Carignan, Montreal, 1922, and Regis Roy
et Gerard Malchelosse, Le Regiment de Carignan, Montreal,
1925). To distinguish the nationality of the members of
the Carignan Regiment is next to impossible. Take the
name, for instance, of Pierre Salvage, equerry, Sieur de
Fromont. How could one ever tell that he was an Italian,
except for a note in the records according to which he
was born in the parish of "Saint-Donnat, Ville de Pegi-
nerolle, Diocese de Genes, Italie”? (Suite, op. cit. p. 126.)
He was granted one of the large islands of St. Ignace and is
remembered by “La Riviere Salvaye.” He died in 1689.
Or again, take the case of Ensign Jean Nicalis de Brandis,
a native of Turin, who served in Canada between 1665
and 1667. (Malcheloss, op. cit., p. 113). The Regiment
was raised by the Prince of Carignan in 1644 and was
the first body of regular troops sent to Canada. It was
made up of 20 companies. Most of the soldiers remained
in America and settled in various parts of the present terri¬
tory of the United States, primarily Indiana, Ohio and
Missouri. Lest one should be misled by the "French”
of Carignan, let us remind the reader that Carignano is a
city near Turin, in Italy, and that the name denotes the
House of Savoy.

A notable, and possibly large, group of Italians settled
in Louisiana in the 18th century, but when and how
we do not know. Certainly there must have been quite a

few of them at the beginning of the last century, if Col.
Nichols of the British Artillery in the appeal that he issued
to the population of New Orleans on August 29, 1814,

addressed himself to the local "Spaniards, Frenchmen,

Italians and Britons.”
A prominent Italian to settle in that city was one Gio¬

vanni Gradenigo, a member of the famous Venetian family
by that name, who settled there before the Revolution.
For a time he lived in Mobile, Ala., but later he moved
to Louisiana. Another prominent, but earlier family,
was that of Frangois Reggio, who was a member of the
first Cabildo, or Council, in 1796. His granddaughter was

the mother of the famous Civil War General, Pierre Gus¬
tave Toutant Beauregard. (See Hamilton Basso’s Life of
Beauregard) . We do not know whether the Louisiana
Reggio was related to the Admiral Reggio who was com¬
mander- of the Spanish Squadron which fought Admiral
Knowles in the West Indies in 1748. (See Stone, W. L.,

Life and Times of Sir W. J. Johnson, 2 vols., Albany,
1865, Vol. I, p. 369). Two other pioneer Italians in
Louisiana were the Rev. Lupiano, who settled there in

1773, and one Mr. Istaffi, who was first in command.
(Georgia Gazette, February 28, 1765.)

Our most intriguing and mysterious find regarding the
emigration of Italians to New France is in connection
with the proposed transportation of 400 Italian families
to Louisiana in 1720.

As we know, John Law sought immigrants for his Mis¬
sissippi Company in France, Switzerland, Germany and
Italy. (Lavisse, E., Histoire de France, Vol. 8, pp. 35-36).
In Italy a small group of men headed by one Chevalier de
Fontana advanced and risked large sums of money for the
transportation. Actually some 250 persons left Genoa on
May, 1720, on the 300-ton ship “Our Lady of the Con¬
ception,” Captain Vincent Blanc, master, directed to Ag-
den, France. Whether the ship proceeded to Louisiana we
have not been able to ascertain. (Extrait des Registres de
la Chancellerie du Consulat de France a Gennes, (sic) Fol.
242. MS, Biblioteque Nationale, Paris.) On this planned
emigration to Louisiana there are in the National Library
of Paris two other documents of which we have been able
to obtain photographic copies. They are a six-page com¬
plaint by Fontana and a letter from Cardinal Gualterio,
reproduced, in part, on the following page. Whether or
not the Italians came over in large numbers at that time
we have not been able to find out. The matter certainly
deserves further investigation. (See also Chapter Twenty-
One regarding the craftsmen who settled in Louisiana after
1751.)
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MAIN ENTRANCE TO FORT CHAMBLY, QUEBEC, CANADA
Notice the name Carignan on the upper left corner. (Courtesy, The
Custodian, Fort Chambly)
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Two pages from the Manuscript Collection of the Biblioteque Nationale. Paris, regarding the proposed transportation of 400 Italian families to
Louisiana in 1720. (Le/r) The first page of a six-page complaint by Chevalier de Fontana. Notice the 5th and 6th lines reading "de faire passer
400 families Italiennes a La Louisianne pur l’etablissement de sa concession.” (Right) A letter from Cardinal Gualterio supporting Fontana's claims.
(Courtesy, Dr. G. P. Ravtra, Turin, Italy)



CHAPTER FIVE

IN THE ENGLISH-SPEAKING COLONIES
IN THE XVII CENTURY

In the Introduction, on page eleven, we stated: “In

the Return of Aliens in London in 1567 we find, for in¬

stance, such names of Italian residents as Fox, Pickering,

Gillam, Moore, Fortune, Kennythe, Rise, Pitcher, Benson,

and so on. That they were Italians there is no doubt. We

do not know, of course, if any of those Italians with
strictly English names, or their children, ever came to

America. But, if they did, is there an expert in the world
who could single out their descendants in the 1790 census?”
Who, for instance, would have been able to identify one

Symn, who died at Warwick River, near Jamestown, in

1623, as an Italian, if we did not find his nationality next

to his name? (Hotten, J. C., The Original List of Persons

of Quality, London, 1874, p. 235.)

By the same token, who can tell us whether the Symn

who died in 1623 was related to one Benjamin Symnes,

who before 1648 endowed a free school in Virginia “With

two hundred acres of land, a good house, forty milch
and other appurtenances”? (Winsor, Narrative and

&
\
\

( M \
cows
Critical History of America, Vol. Ill, p. 147.) Another

Symnes, incidentally, was a member of the Continental
Congress and Chief Justice of New Jersey a century later;

his daughter was the wife of President W. H. Harrison.

Of course, we are not claiming any relationship between

Chief Justice Symnes and the Italian Symn, but, on the
other hand, who can deny that there was one? We happen
to mention it only as a further proof of how hard it is to

tell one’s nationality by one’s name.

SIR HORATIO PALLAVIONO
A painting in the House of Lords, London, England, burned in
part in 1834. From Litta’s Famiglie Celebri ltalione, Vol. IV.
(Courtesy, New York Public Library)

Biography of London. Another immigrant was one Ciam-
panti, the great-grandfather of John Champante, who was
appointed Agent of the Province of New York in 1699.

Both the Pallavicino and Caesar familiesOne thing, however, we know; namely, that before
and after the Reformation numerous Italians had settled nected, directly or indirectly, with the establishment of the
or lived temporarily in England, where some of them mar-' Virginia Company of London. As shown in the facsimiles
ried into English families. Some of them were connected reproduced on page 98, Edward Palavicine and Toby Pal-
with the Catholic Church (before the Reformation) ; avicine were shareholders, or "adventurers,” in the com¬
others were artists, musicians, merchants, writers, educators, pany. (Toby, in 1606, incidentally, married the daughter
Men like Cornelio Vitelli, the earliest teacher of Greek at of Oliver Cromwell, the Protector’s uncle). Edward Pala-
Oxford, or Polydore Virgil, the author of Historia Anglica, vicine was one of the commissioners appointed by James I
which he wrote at Henry VII’s behest. Others were relig- to create a new form of government for Virginia in 1624.
ious refugees, like Michael Angelo Florio, the father of Sir Julius Caesar also was appointed a commissioner at the
Montaigne’s translator, who was minister of the Italian same time. He was a member of the Privy Council, chan-
church in London in 1550. Other outstanding Italians in cellor of the exchequer in 1606, and master of the rolls
England shortly before or during Elizabeth’s reign were from 1614 to 1636. He "married Dorcas Martin, sister of
Acontius, Alberico Gentili, Petruccio Ubaldini, Sir Horatio Captain John Martin, one of the first councillors at James-
Pallavicino, Cesare Adelmare (the father of Sir Julius town and the owner of 'Brandon’ on James River. A John
Caesar) , Thomas Lupo, all men of renown, whose biograph- Caesar obtained a grant of land in King and Queen County
ical sketches can be found in the Dictionary of National in Virginia in 1690.” (Tyler's Quarterly, Vol. 8, p. 273.)

were con-
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Albino, or Albiano, Lupo, another shareholder of Italian coming to America in 1642. They settled near Albany.
birth or extraction, owned two and a half shares in 1620. (W. A. Williams, Early American Families, Philadelphia,
At one time he and his wife owned 400 acres of land in 1916, p. 24.) The family soon became so numerous that
Virginia. Lieutenant Lupo, one of the earliest English of- during the Revolution at least 49 persons named Fonda,
fxcers in the Colonies, arrived on the Swan in 1610. He Fondas, Fondey, and exclusive of Fonna and Funday, were
was then 40 years old. His wife, Elizabeth, aged 28, came listed. (New York in the Revolution, Office of the State
in the George in 1616. Their daughter, Temperance Lupo, Comptroller, Albany, 1941, Vol. I.)

Another famous pioneer family of Italian extraction
that of the Danas. Francis Dana, a member of the

was born in Virginia in 1620/21. The records show two

more Lupos, Philip, aged 42, who arrived in the George was
in 1621 and William, who died in Virginia in 1623. (Hot- Continental Congress from 1776 to 1778, America’s first

minister to Russia, and Chief Justice of Massachusetts, did
It should not be necessary here to dwell at length on not know much about his Italian origin. Philip Mazzei

the Taliaferro family, the Italian origins of which seem called his attention to it, as we learn from a letter from
to be well established. As early, or as late, as 1786, mem- Mazzei to Thomas Adams, dated June 10, 1780, now in
bers of that family knew little about their ancestors, for the archives of the Virginia Historical Society. But Dana,
in that year, George Wythe, the signer of the Declaration as he noted in a postscript in his own handwriting to Maz-
of Independence, who had married Elizabeth Taliaferro, zei’s letter, did not care. All he was proud of was to be
asked Thomas Jefferson to trace her ancestors in Italy, an American. As for his alleged French ancestry (See
Jefferson was at that time in Europe and did all he could Spooner, W. F., Historic Families of America, Vol. Ill, p.
to find the right information, but, in our opinion, he 47), the name clearly is not of French origin. D’Anna,
failed. According to Mr. William B. McGroarty (William however, is common in Italy.
and Mary Quarterly, April 1924, pp. 191, ff.) the family
goes back to one Bartolomeo Taliaferro, a native of Venice in America occasionally became Ross. Mr. Howard F.
who settled in London in the reign of Elizabeth, whom he Barker, however, is mistaken in considering Rossi a French
served as a musician. He died in London in 1602. Most name, possibly because he found it in some list of French
likely he was the same Bartholmewe Talefere whose name soldiers during the last century. (Annual Report of the
we have found in the Return of Aliens in London in 1567. American Historical Association, 1931, p. 149.) Rossi is
(See facsimile on page 12, ante.) His grandson, or great- nothing but Italian. (Pellegrino Rossi, the dean of the law
grandson, Robert, was born in 1635 and came to Virginia school of the College de France, was born at Carrara, Italy.)

Were one to look for names that seem of Italian origin,
Also well known is the Fonda family which is said to and probably they were, one will find plenty of them in

have hailed originally from Genoa by way of Holland, the early records of America. Names like Basse (Jeremiah

ten, op. cit., p. 185 ff.)

The same thing may be said of the name Rossi, which

in 1653.

/"

JAMESTOWN, VA„ IN 1622
(From an old Dutch print)
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Several pages from The Records of the Virginia Company of London, edited by S. M. Kingsbury, showing the names of Toby Palavicine,

Edward Palavicine Aliano (Leiftenant) Lupo, and Elizabeth Lupo, as shareholders in the Virginia Company and landowners in Virginia in

1619 and 1620. That is, before the Pilgrim Fathers landed at Plymouth Rock. (Courtesy, New York Public Library)
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Basse was governor of New Jersey in the 17th century) ;

Amory; Benzio, a resident of New Haven in 1654; Car¬
rico, in Maryland; Polentine, a burgess at Jamestown in
1624; Claude Ghiselin, who petitioned the King of England
in 1621 for a concession in the Virginia Company; other
persons also named Ghiselin who distinguished themselves
in the colonies during the 17th and 18th century, hailing
from Rouen, France; John Donne, the poet and divine, who
was a shareholder in the Virginia Company; and many
others whom we prefer not to add as their inclusion would
be simply a matter of speculation. The same thing may be
said about the antecedents of Paul Revere, or Sidney Lanier.

Limiting our inquiry to positive evidence, we know
that a group of Venetian glassworkers arrived in 1622 to

establish a glass factory; that another Venetian, named
Cesare Alberti, landed in New Amsterdam (New York)
in 163 5 and became a landowner in Manhattan and in
Long Island; that Italian immigrants were allowed to own
land in Maryland in 1649; that 300 Piedmontese Protest¬
ants (Waldenses) landed in New Amsterdam in 1657;
finally, that at least one prominent Huguenot minister of
Italian origin, Prioleau, landed at Charleston in 1680. In
the following chapter we shall deal with those who came
in the 18th century.

# 1

r-r

\N
I

7

SIR JULIUS CAESAR, KNT*
Judge of the High Court of Admiralty,

Master of the Rolls, Chancellor of the Ex¬
chequer and a Privy Councillor to Kings

James and Charles the First. From the Life
of Sir Julius Caesar by Edmund Lodge.
(Courtesy, New York Public Library)

•too JULY t$, ieu

Mildmay knight Maister of our Jewelhou9e Sir Thomas Coventrye knighte
our Attorney Genÿall Sir Roberte Heath §knight§ our Sollicitor Gen?&ll
Sir Ferdinando Gorges knighte Sir Roberte Kiiligrewe knight Sir Charles
Mountagu knight Sir Phillippe Carie knight Sir Francis Gofton knighteSir
Thomas Wroth knighte Sir John Wolstenholme knight Sir Nathaniel!
Riche knight Sir Samuell Argali knight Sir Humfry Handforde knighte
Mathewe Sutcliff dcor of Diuinitye and Deane of Exeter Francis White
dcor of Divinitye and deane of Carlile Thomas Fanshawe Esquier Clerke
of the Crowne Robert Johnson Alderman of London James Cambell
Alderman of London Raphe Freeman Alderman of London Morrice Abbott
Esq9 Natbaniell Butler Esquier George Wilmore Esquier Wiltm Hackwell
Esquier John Mildmay Esquier Phillipp Jermayne Esquier Edward Johnson
Esquier Thomas Gibbes Esquier Samuell Wrote Esquier John Porey -Esquier Michaell Hawes Esquier Edwards Fal&vicine Esquier Roberte
Bateman m9chante Martyn Bond mÿchante Thomas Styles mÿchante

Nichas leate mÿchante Exiberte Bell mÿchaunte Abraham Cartwright
m9chaunte Richard Edwardt mÿchaunte John Dyke mÿchaunte Anthony
Abdy m9chaunte Willm Palmer mÿchaunte Edward Ditchfeild George Mole
mÿchaunteand Richard Morer greeting Whereas heretoforeat the humble
suite[and requestejof diversour loving subiectt intending todeducea Colony
and to make hitaCon and plantaCon of sundry our people in that parte of
America comonly called Virginia and other partes and territories in America
Weegreatly coffiendingand graciously accepting theire desires to thefurther-
aunce of Boe noble a Worke which might by the puidence of Almightye God
thenafter tende to the glory of his Maiestye in ppagating religion to such
people as then lived in darkenes and miserable ignorance of the true
knowledge and Worshippe of God and might in tyme bring the IniidellC
and Savages in those partes to human Civilityc and to a setled and quiett
govemement did by our tres Patentes in the fourth yere of our raigne of
Englande graunte to diu9s knightes gentlemen and others for the more
speedy accomplish mente of the said plantaCon That they should devide
themselues into twoe Colonies the one consistinge of divers knightes
gentlemen mÿchauntes and others of our Cittye of London called the firste
Colony and the other of |sundrie§ knightes gentlemen and others of the
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theise are to beseech yoT woTps: you would take into yor Consideration the
Injury of yor said petitioner, so #judiciall to his pffesion and Calling, and
see him restored to his former estimate & oppinion of him

Yor Humble petitioner
DAUID SANDIB

See Court holden the twelth day of July 1624

CDLXI. JAMES I. COMMISSION TO CERTAIN LOROS or THE PRIVY
COUNCIL AND OTHERS FOR SETTLING A GOVERNMENT IN VIRGINIA

JULY 15, 1624

(1) Patent Roll, 22 JimM I, pt. 1, doc. No. 4* (2) Additional MSS. 12496, Too. 464-
473 (Caesar Paper*)

Document in (1) Public Record Offioa, London; (2) Britiah Museum
Lift of Record* No. 701

D* Comie*ton»jantes by the grace of God &c To our righte trusty and righte Welbe-
H*nr,*lp*M‘Ildÿ[oved Coeen and Councellor Henry Viscount Mandevitte lorde Preeidente of

our CounoeU and to our righte trusty and Wdbeloved Wiltm lorde Pagett

and toour right trusty and Wclbeloved Councellors Arthur lord Chichester
Baron of Belfast Sir Thomas Edmond* knighte Treeorer of our Housboulde
Sir John Suckling knighte Comptroller of our boushould Sir George

Calvert knight one of our principall Secretaries of state Sir George Conwey

knight one other of our principall Secretaries of State Sir Richart Weston
knighte Cbauncellor and Vndertresorer of our Exchequer and Sir Julius

Cesar knighte Master of our Roll< and to our trusty and Welbeloved

Sir Humfry May knighte Cbauncellor of our Duchye of Lancaster Sir
Baptiste Hickes knighte and Baronett Sir Thomas Smith knight Sir Henry

i

Fa sin*

/

i KM Chnneory Wimnta, Serf*. H, Ffk 1IT7. TU* 1* the WD for the letter* potent enrolled

on Potent Roll 23 Jo*. 1. port I, doe. No. U. TO* raboteno* of the bill le UN *Mno M th* letter*

potent *ieept far dlfforeoere LB the *pelUn« at aimae Bod won!* ond In cm* dote (noted). The

liUI liM the following
“It mota picore jour moat e* Mo"- TM* BUI ooatejDOth yo' Mo'*- ComWoo to dlven of

xo> privy Coo(nolle ond other* *Mo« than ootlMMftft for the dodo* ond axsoutlm at lundrj

thing* for oell aHJInf the offline In Vlndnte oooordliif to Mib dlrecftm* u I received from yo'

Mo’“- |Klried| TBDM*»- •— . V.— W "Urt ihbKCI

ndiua;

the (mb wl* hv IAMIIIU

Two pages from The Records of the Virginia Company of London edited by S. M. Kingsbury. The names of Sir Julius Cesar and Edwarde Palavicine,
two of die founders of the Virginia Company, are checked on the margins. (Courtesy, Neur York Public Library)
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So there is 24. asils of Ships, with 500. Mariners in them imployed to these Plantt-
tiotu in this yeera.

Besides, there ere now prouiding eeuersll Ships in diucra parts of this
Kingdoms to transport 'M the Plantations aboue |500. persons.

Andfor the greater benefit of the Plantation*., these thingsfollowing haue been
here done this yeere.

16 Persons Italians, and others, haue been prouided and sent for the mak¬
ing of Beads for trade in the Countrey with.the Natiues, and for making
GLasse of all aorta.

/ l

t57 Young maids haue bin sent to make wiues for the Planters, diuera of
which were well married before the comming away of the Ships.

A Magazine hath bin aeqt of all necessaries for the Colony, to the value of
2000. pound, besides al priuate mens sending goods, which was very ample,
Trade being set open for all his Majesties Subjects.

A Ship called the Discovery, hath bin set out for the rich trade of Furres,

which both the French, and Hollanders haue yeerely within our precincts,
and within 60. leagues of vs.

26. Persons for the building of Boats, Pinnaces and Ships, for the neces¬
sary vse of the Colony for fishing, trade, and Discouery, Ac.

nn®!ii=f ;
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fT
7. Persons sent for planting the 1000. acres of land giuen to the Eastrlndia
Schools.

Other occurrents of note.
vt p i

RECORDS OF THE VIRGINIA COMPANY

trade w,hall, to wch end certeu Italians and others to the number of

16 psons were already sent wcb works is hoped by this to be in a good

forwardnes sett vp in aduancement whereof diuere Aduenturers had

vnderwritteu x" a peeee beinge the Soihe proposed to be paid by each

Aduenturo7w,ek ia to be employed in a Iointe Stocke: So that that per-

ticuler Roll was already come to the'Some of 000°.

A second Roll was n Magazine for prouisionB of Apparrell and other
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{Above) Title page of a foreign edition (Am¬
sterdam, 1668) of Neri’s "Ars Vetraria," the first
practical handbook on the art of making glass.431DECEMBER 13, leto

/M' Deputy Bignifled that bee bud reeeaved good store of Silkworms a 1 1 » « » r ... .
V both out of Freunce, It»ly, »nd Spaine, and doubted not of much “

verie ehortlie, soe that tbeir greatest went WBB of men skillfull iumore
the ordering*of them, wherof they h«dd some hopeerr long*toprocure

some out of Fraunce by the help of m' Chamberline a man very care¬

ful! in y‘ buiainee In the meane time hee acquainted the Court* w'“

yl m’ Darnelly had poured for them beinge the servant of m'

(Left) A page from The Records of the Virginia
Company of London, edited by: S. M. Kingsbury,
with the reference to the Italians who were sent
to America to make beads and "Glasse of all sorts."
(Courtesy, New York Public Library)

one

t%
GLASS BEAD8F

Mad* at Jamestown, Va.,
Between 1621-1626.

Some of the beads made by the Venetians at Jamestown. (Courtesy,
Philadelphia Museum of Art)
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VENETIAN GLASSWORKERS IN VIRGINIA IN 1622

Before the Pilgrim Fathers landed at Plymouth Rock,
Italian artisans were already at work in Virginia.

Most likely, the first Italians to settle in the Old Domin¬
ion came over together with the French and Swiss skilled
workers who arrived to produce silk and grapes, for we
know that in those days both the Swiss and the French
depended on Italian immigrants for the cultivation of mul¬
berry trees and silk worms. (See, Savorgnan di Brazza,
Tecnici ed Artigiani Italiani in Francia, Rome, 1942, pp.
47-48.) It is hard to understand, therefore, how Switzer¬
land and France could afford to provide a type of experts
which they did not have for themselves; unless of course
they were immigrants from Italy.

At any rate, we have definite proof of the arrival at

Jamestown about 1621, or 1622, of another type of ex¬
perts which England lacked in those days, namely, glass-
workers.

According to John Strype’s Annals of the Reformation,
the first man to set up a glasshouse in London about 1580
was a Venetian named James Verselyn. Forty years later
the English had not made much progress, if any at all,
in that field, and were compelled to lure Venetian glass-
workers to establish factories in England. Some of those
workers went as far north as Scotland, and a few of them
even came to Virginia. That much we learn from the reports

of the Venetian Ambassador in London, Girolamo Lando,
to his Government in Venice. Lando tried to convince the
Venetians to return home, but he succeeded only in part.
"The Republic,” he sadly commented, referring to his own
country, “has no more bitter enemies here than some of
her own subjects.” (Calendar of State Papers, Vol. 17, pp.
100 and 309.)

By 1622 some 16 glassworkers, "Italians, and others,”
had already arrived in Virginia, where they soon erected
and operated a glasshouse, but some of them did not get
along with the English colonists. According to George
Sandys, the colonial treasurer (writing in 1624), the Ital¬
ians were disorderly and one of them, Vincenzio, "had
cracked the furnace with an iron bar.”

What became of those Venetians we do not know
exactly, with the exception that in February 1625, five
of them were still working at the glasshouse. (Virginia
Magazine of History, Vol. 23, p. 17.) One of them, Ber¬
nardo, had wife and child at Jamestown. (Hotten, op. cit.,
p. 235.) Some of them may have returned to Europe, others
remained, married and died in the country.

To us their coming is of importance, for it shows that
in proportion to their number they contributed more than
the English colonists to the founding and development of
new industries in America.

IH?210S2 3091**»

and a (borough rascal. The grealer part of the men who worked
here have betaken themselves thither, perhaps in the hope of
bar mg flints of the Ticino, as I wrote, by the ships which will
no from our parte, whence other near workmen hav also gone.
It is most necessary to keep an eye upon this, and especially upon
the principals as vuor Serenity may be sore that this important

/ matter can never tieset right withoutgreat rigour, as I understand

./ that It is spreading to France, Flanders, Amsterdam and even to
w Virginia, whither the company of that name is preparing to send

the musters, as I wrote. In execution of the commands of your
them, and some have
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Excellencies I have tactfully «.. .........
already settled with wives and children and comFartublo means,
e» that to work by address is impossible and no other way is

Of the exiles, Benetlo Scguso has left with the purpose of
deserving the public favour and ROMO Zanon also. But when
they approach the frontiers it la not likely that thry can
abstain from practising the art, as they have no moomi
know no other mesne of earning a living. 1 fear I can do
with any others and I cannot even be sure of tbrao. I i

jour Serenity that I have oven given my own money to some in
onler that they might return to Murnno as they professed they
wUied to do; but I afterwards learned that they had gone to
Scotland and to work elsewhere, which alone would render them

hy of Mine punishment.
London, the mb April, 1822.
[Italian; (ftc port in italiu dadphertd.)
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£>£££> 43B. Letter of VAN MALE to PBzurvu.----Marvels at his long absences he promised to eome won. Haa
dealt sincerely with him nod boom he will do the same. Will
give remuneration equal to his expectations.

HIMUlUll
498 PHiuma to Van Hart. ,hr.-...kllK'll

437. Letter of VAN SULI to Punimg.
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Patent dated May 29, 1641, to Peter Montfoort, on Long Island (Brooklyn), adjoiningthe property of Peter the Italian. Notice checks near Peter’s name on each facsimile. (Belou/)Patent dated Feb. 14, 1646, to Abraham Rycken for a lot at the Graft on Manhattan Island (nowBroad Street), heretofore occupied by Caesar Alberti. (Left) Patent dated June 17, 1643, by whichAlberti was granted a piece of land 57 rods by 270 rods (a rod was equal to l6i feet) in thebight of Merechkavick on Long Island (12th Ward, Brooklyn). A footnote adds that on May 1,1647, 220 rods of land adjoining the above width, were granted also to Cesare Alberti. (For anEnglish translation of the deeds see Documents Relating to the Colonial History of New York,Vol. XIV, old series, pp. 34 and 47.) (Courtesy, New York State Library, Albany.)
On Alberti, see De Forest, L. E. in Atlantica, March, 1936; Pyrke, B. A., Long Island Forum,August 1943; N. Y. Genealogical and Biographical Record, 1869-48: 114-15, besides the two worksmentioned in the preceding page.
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A VENETIAN LANDOWNER IN MANHATTAN AND BROOKLYN IN 1635

Not even ten years had elapsed from the day the Dutch
purchased Manhattan Island from the Indians, when a

Venetian sailor, named Cesare Alberti, or Alberto, deserted
his ship and settled in the rising New Amsterdam.

Where and when Alberti joined the Dutch crew we
do not know, nor is it important. For centuries past, com¬
mercial relations between Italy and Holland had been close,
both by land and by sea. Just before Alberti’s arrival in
1635, Alvise Contarini, the Venetian Ambassador in Eng¬
land, reporting to the Doge and Senate in 1628, wrote

that "good treatment and pay are given all along the coast

of Flanders to mariners of any race whatever, and at Lu-
beck they reckon that more than 400 builders of ships and
galleys from Provence and Italy have passed through that
place.” {Calendar of State Papers, Venetian, Vol. 20, p.
575.) At that time, we might add, the Dutch fleet that
used to visit Leghorn regularly every year, included two

ships for Venice {op. cit. Vol. 21, pp. 36-39.) Possibly it
was on one of those voyages that Alberti joined the Dutch
vessel.

m 'T-

* H J

[!_A* —_____
Northeast and Southeast corners' of Broad Street and Exchange Place,

Manhattan, at the close of the 17th century. It was near this site

that Alberti owned a house and garden before 1646 when he sold
them. (From Valentine’s History of the City of New York)

Alberti’s life in America is of no historical importance,

except for its implications regarding other Italian immi¬
grants who may have come over the same way he did. One
has indeed but to go through the Records of the Reformed
Dutch Church in New Amsterdam and New York, to find
numerous names which may have been of Italian origin.

Alberti married a Dutch woman in 1642 and became
the father of seven children, six of whom were still living
at the time of his death in 1655, apparently the victim of
an Indian onslaught. His children moved to the interior
of Long Island and, later, to the other colonies. One of
them, William Alburtus, the son of Pietro (d. 1652)
moved to Lawrenceville, near Princeton, N. J., served in
the Hunterdon County, N. J., Grand Jury in 1714, and
as a constable from 1722 to 1726. Thus he was, in all prob¬
ability, the first Italian-American to fill a public office. In
1729 he owned 175 acres of land in New Jersey. {Genea¬
logical Magazine of New Jersey, October 1938). The other
sons also scattered through the colony. At any rate, it has
been estimated that at the normal rates of prolification
there should be in the United States today upwards of
3,000 descendants, directly or indirectly, of the Venetian
pioneer.

Alberti was probably the first producer of tobacco at
Wallabout, within the present city limits of Brooklyn,
where his name is perpetuated by Alburtis Avenue. He also
owned large tracts of land in various parts of Long Island
and a house and garden along the canal, or graft, which
used to run through what is now Broad Street, in Man¬
hattan’s financial district.

As related in Chapter Twenty, a physician by the name
of Alberti was active in New York and Philadelphia be¬
tween 1791 and 1837, but we have not been able to ascer¬
tain whether he was a descendant of the Venetian immi¬
grant of 1635.
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A partial view of New Amsterdam, now New York City, about 1667.
(From an old print)
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ITALIANS ALLOWED TO OWN LAND IN MARYLAND IN 1649
In the archives of the Propaganda Fide in the Vatican, thirty-one more years, until the Anglican Church was es-

there is a letter—never published, so far as we know— tablished in all the Colonies, including Maryland. During
dated June 1, 1631, in which an English Jesuit, Father those years, whether religious toleration was in existence
Stock, advanced the idea that it would have been a great or not, some ships from Venice had come to the Maryland
honor for the Roman Catholic Church to establish in Am- plantations, but when and how often we have not
erica an Italian colony with its own bishop. The suggestion tained. (Maryland Archives, Vol. 3. p. 484.)
did not materialize, for reasons best known to the Catholic The fact that there were Italians in Maryland as early
authorities. (Scrittnre antiche. 100, f. 150.) as 1649 is inferred from one of the twelve bills voted into

It would seem, however, that some Italians may have law by the Maryland General Assembly (see facsimile be¬
come to Maryland, the only place on the Atlantic seaboard, low), according to which persons of "French, Dutch or
north of Florida, in which Catholics were allowed to settle Italian descent" who "either

ascer-

are already planted or shall
as early as 1632. In 1649, religious toleration was formally hereafter come and plant in our said province” were al-
established in Maryland, but it was to last only five years, lowed to own .
It was put in force once more in 1661, continuing for English colonists.

land and enjoy the same privileges of the
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i page from the 1649 law allowing Italians to own land in Maryland. (Courtesy, Hall of
Annapolis, Md.)
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AN EARLY ITALIAN MAP OF NEW YORK STATE AND NEW ENGLAND—1647
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An early Italian map of New York State, and part of New England, engraved by Antonio Francesco Lucini, which appeared in Dudley’s Del-
I’Arcdno del Mare, Florence, 1647. (From E. B. O'Callaghan’s Documentary History of the State of New York, Vol. I.)
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300 PIEDMONTESE PROTESTANTS IN NEW YORK IN 1657

The first Italian mass immigration into the present ter¬

ritory of the United States took place in the Spring of
1657, when some 300 Protestants from the Valleys of
Piedmont (according to Montanus, or 167 according to
others) landed in New York. A few weeks later they were
put on another ship and sent to Delaware, where on April
21, 1657, they organized the first government of the colony
of New Amstel, now New Castle, Del.

From those days to our own, numerous groups of
Protestants from Piedmont, or Waldenses, as they are
known (after Waldo, the founder of their religious sect),
have landed in North America, settling in the Atlantic
Seaboard States, especially in New York, New Jersey, Penn¬
sylvania and the Carolinas.

American historians have often included those Italian
Protestants among the French immigrants, or among the
Swiss, in part because the word Vaudois in French means
both "Waldense” and "a native of the country of Vaud,
Switzerland,” but largely because the Waldenses had French
names. There was, however, nothing French about them,
except their names and their language. (Chinard, G. Les
Refugies Huguenots en Amerique, Paris, 1921, p. 186.)

De NIEUWE en ONBBKENDE

W E E R E L D:
O F

BESCHRYVING
VAN

AMERICA
E N

tZUID-L AND,
VeruMltndt

d’Oorfprong der Americaenen en Zuid>
landers, gcdenkwaerdige togten derwaerds,

Gclegendheid

Der vtflc Kttflen,Eilmdcn, Steden,Sterpen,Dcrpen ,Tcmpch,
•Baÿrn , fmniim , Strmnm, Huiftn , ifrnaiuar VJ?J &tjln , Homm,

TlwirnatnrtmUGniulftlm, GaJi-Jtmfttn ZiJmy tVmdtrhjh
VtorDnUm, Vtrmnvdi a Niirm Ocrbogm:

Vnriertmet Af-beddfcls na 'tlcvcn in Americagcnnckt, cnbcfchiecvcn

ARNOLDUS MOMTAXIM.

7(Right) Title page of Montanus’s Description of New Netherland, pub¬
lished at Amsterdam in 1671. (Below) The passage referring to the
Waldenses (fourth line from the bottom, left column, to fourth line
from the top, right column) reads: "In the year 1656, they shipped
accordingly over to New Netherland seventy families, to which they
added three hundred Waldenses who had been driven out of Piedmont.
These embarked on the fifteenth of December by beat of drum.” Transla-

the State of New York,

by JACOB MEUHS Bock-verkooper cn PUccTnyder , op de Kaifars-gn
folium overdcWeflcr-markt,in de(lad Mews.Jto» \6jv.Mtt Prtolegit.

VH /in O’Callaghan, Documentary History of
Vol. IV, p. 83. (Courtesy New York Public Library)
tion

TIVEEDE BOEK:*34
vcne lValdenJen uit Piemond,m Nieuui-
Sederland over. Dcnvijftiendcn van
Wintcrmacnd ftaptenzeby trommel-
flag binnen fchccps-boord. Devoik-
plantingfette gelukkigvoort : alson-
dcrtulfchen d’oorlog tufTchcn d’£n-
gclfchc kroon en 'tVereenigde Neder-
landopftond : fulx na ccn ticn jacrig
befit , onmagtig tegen d’Engclfchc ,
haer acn die landacrd over gaf . Zc-
dcrtkrceg Nteuw /Imjlerdam debena-
ming Niemv-Jork. Dc verheerde inge-
zetenen vervielen tot grootc ongcle-
gendheid, alfoo de koophandel t’ec-
ncmaelftilltond.

’tNacr gehuil , welk ’twild gediert
bynachtmaekt, oordedenze tczijn
de klagrcn dcrgccflcn uitgoddeloo-

P1**- fe licchaemcn vcrhuift. De goede
grond en gelegendheid van Nteuw-

MaUnJ. Nederland macktc d’Amllcrdamfche
Hurgcrmcefteren gaendc. ora der¬
waerds ccn volkplantingal tcvacrdi-
gen. Wcshalven verdraegen met dc
Wcfl-Indifclie Mactfchappy , ondcr
goedvinden der AlgcmcmcStacccnin
‘s Graeveu - llage. Op ’tjacr fetben
honderd fes cn vijftig fchccptcn dief-
halvcn feventig luiifgclinncn , waer
by fich voegden dric honderd verdre-

Vicrde Hoofd-ftuk:

VIRGINIA.
gflgEn tijdedcs koninginne Eliza- \ icderwcgendctwintigpondrcn voor

wacrcn d'Engeltchcfterk in j Lima twaelf fehepen , voerende veel
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ITALIAN HUGUENOTS IN XVH CENTURY AMERICA

The Waldenses were not, of course, the only Italian
Protestants who came to America in the 17th century.

During the Reformation and for more than a century

after it, thousands of Italians left Italy for religious reasons
and settled in Switzerland, France, the Netherlands, Eng¬
land, Germany, and even as far as Hungary and Poland.

It is only logical to suppose that some of those men who

had left their own country to find religious freedom beyond
the Alps may have longed to find even more freedom in a

new country like America, but it is impossible for us to

say at the present moment how many came over and what
were their names. As we have already pointed out, Italian
names often were spelled according to the way they sounded

in French or in English. Thus Burlamacchi became Burla-
maqui, Baldi was spelled Baldy, Priuli was transformed into
Prioleau, D’Anna was shortened into Dana, and so on.

(The same thing happened to French and German names

in England and America.) The difficulty of ascertaining
the original spelling, and therefore the nationality, of such
names cannot be overemphasized.

The problem becomes even more difficult when dealing
with Piedmontese immigrants, whose names were either
French or were spelled according to French phonetics. One
way, of course, would be to make a detailed study of
French names in the baptismal and marriage records of
Piedmontese towns, and then compare those names with
similar ones found among the Huguenots who came to

America. No such study at present exists, with the excep¬
tion of a brief comparison made by the Rev. A. Stapleton
in his Memorials of the Huguenots in America, (Carlisle
Pa., 1904.) According to him, there is a connection be¬
tween the names of Italian Protestants who were persecuted
in Piedmont in 1651 and other families by that name in
the United States, “with traditions of persecuted and mar¬
tyred ancestors.” (p. 39 ) Referring to the early immi¬
grants in Pennsylvania (particularly in what used to be
Delaware) he found that “the names of many have been
irrevocably lost, while many who were unquestionably
Huguenots are erroneously clased as Dutch and Swedish.”
(p. 42) Other "French” names, he found, have been
credited to German and Scotch-Irish stocks.

Without getting deeper into the subject, we shall recall
here only one prominent Huguenot family of Italian origin,
the Prioleaus of South Carolina. The first distinguished
member of that family to come to America seems to have
been Elias Prioleau, founder and first pastor of the Hugue¬
not Church at Charleston in 1687. He was followed by h»s
brother Elisha. Both were the sons of the Rev. Samuel
Prioleau of Pons, Saintonge, France, who was the son of
Antonio Priuli, Doge of Venice in 1618. The American
Prioleaus since then have been connected with some of
the most noted families in America.

(Gf. in Chap. XII the names of the Waldenses who
became Mormons about 1856.)
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PLAN OF CHARLESTON. FROM A SURVEY OF EDWARD CRISP IN 1704.

In the foreground, on the spot marked by the letter Q, rose the French Church, founded by Elias Prioleau in 1687.



CHAPTER SIX

FROM FLORIDA TO NEW ENGLAND
in the XVIII Century

With the exception of the few groups indicated in the
following pages, and notwithstanding the restrictions im¬
posed by English navigation laws, the source of Italian
immigration in the American Colonies is to be sought pri¬
marily in maritime trade.

A summary perusal of colonial newspapers clearly re¬
veals the existence of direct trade between Italy and the
Colonies. For instance, between June and August, 1774, to

single out a brief period we happened to investigate during
our work, the Pennsylvania Journal and Weekly Adver¬
tiser listed the arrival in Philadelphia of two ships from
Trapani, two from Genoa and one from Leghorn. (June
15, June 22, July 20 and August 22.) But then there were
other ships that were seized by the British while plying
between Europe and the West Indies, like the vessel flying
the Papal flag which was taken into the port of New York
as a prize in 1757. The captain was a Genoese named Lor¬
enzo Ghiglino.

During the Revolution Italian ships continued to come,

risking capture by the English. One of them, the Neapoli¬
tan polacca S.S. Nunziata e Giuseppe, was seized in 1779

while on her way back from North Carolina with a cargo
of tobacco and other American products. We do not know
whether its crew included that lone "good Genoese sailor”
who had tried to sail on the ship which was to take Mazzei
to Europe, only to be captured by the English the day it

set out from Virginia. Such traffic, at any rate, does not

seem to have been rare. (See Andrews, G., Guide to Ma¬
terials for American History in the Public Record Office
of Great Britain.)

That quite a few Italians had settled in the Colonies ap¬
pears evident from the records of St. Joseph’s Catholic
Church in Philadelphia. Limiting ourselves to colonial days,
among the children baptized there we find Joseph, Francis,

Dorothy, and Sarah Mignati, who were baptized, respec¬
tively, in 1763, 1765, 1768, and 1773; PeW Firmian Can-
cemi, who was baptized in 1767; Peter Gaspar Cangemy,
who was baptized in 1769; Mary Mignio, who was born in
1776; Frances Louisa Orlandy, who was born in 1783;

Anna Maria Orlandino, of Paul Orlandino, Genoese, who
was born in 1780; Jacob Amico, who was baptized in 1782.
In the same records, also before 1783, one finds the names
of one Gaspar Polumbo, or Palumbo, who married one
Susan Ogle in 1769, and of one Francis Morelli, who mar¬
ried one Elizabeth Miller in 1781. Many more names can

si

WILLIAM DIODATI'S COAT OF ARMS
(Courtesy, YaL University)

be found in the following years. One must bear in mind,
however, that few colonial Italians had the opportunity or
the desire to observe Catholic practices and that distance
and poor means of communication prevented their attend¬
ing church, except on very special occasions.

One of the most distinguished Italian names in 18th
century America was that of William Diodati, the grand¬
son of the famous Italian translator of the Bible. Like his
ancestor, he was a Protestant. William lived in New Haven
from 1717 to 1751. He was a banker and broker and "a
trader in the various articles of gold and silver which
in use at the time”. His daughter, Sarah, became the wife
of John Griswold, son of the first Governor Griswold of
Connecticut. (Salisbury, Edw. E., Mr. William Diodate of
New Haven from 1717 to 1751 and His Italian Ancestry,
New Haven, 1876.)

No less distinguished was the Castello family which
settled in the English-speaking Colonies in 1712. Giovanni
Battista Castello, painter, architect and sculptor, better
known as “11 Bergamasco,” from Bergamo, the province
of his birth, settled in Spain in 1567, together with his

were
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(Above) Advertisement announcing Dr. Batacchi’s arrival in Phila¬
delphia in the Pennsylvania Gazette for August 29,, 1765. (Below)
Dr. Magra’s obituary in Rivington’s New York Gazetteer for April
21, 1774. (Courtesy, New York Public Library.)
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Title-page of a book written by Dr. Pat Tailfer (Taliaferro)
and others and published at Charleston in 1741. It has been
called “one of the few pieces of urbane literature produced
in colonial Georgia.” (Wright, L. B., The Atlantic Fron¬
tier, N. Y., 1947, pp. 300-301.) The authors were mal¬
contents who had fled to South Carolina. (Courtesy, New
York Public Library.)

In New York, one Dr. Bartholinus Gaspardo had his
office at 12 Nassau Street and one Chis. Lewis Lente re¬
sided at 205 Water Street. (Barck, O. T., New York City
During the War of Independence, New York, 1931, p.

sons, Gianello and Eabricio, who decorated some of the 180.) Another pioneer physician with an Italian name died
rooms of the Escurial palace in Madrid. From Spain the in New York in 1774, but we are inclined to believe that
family later moved to the New World, settling in Pennsyl- he was of Irish birth or descent and that his name, Magra,
vania, where Eugenio Castello, a noted American painter was his way of spelling Magrath or McGrath.
and sculptor, was born in 1851. (Thieme and Becker.
Allgetneines Lexikon der Bildenden Kunstler, under Cas¬
tello.) He died in Philadelphia in 1926.

Apparently also of Italian origin was James Latta, a

teacher of ancient languages in Philadelphia in 1775. It
has been said that Latta came from Ireland (see American
Descendants of James Latta in the New York Public Li¬
brary), but a summary search in Dublin and in books deal¬
ing with Irish and Scotch names failed to reveal any such
antecedents. One Latta, a carrier, is mentioned in the Bos¬
well Journals as a resident of London. James Latta was
one of the seven men who graduated from the College,
Academy and Charitable School of Philadelphia (now
University of Pennsylvania) at its first commencement in keeper, Serafino Formicola (see the chapter on business)

1757. Also in Philadelphia we find one John Philip Alberti, an<ÿ Giuseppe Menghini, Mazzei s friend. Menghini was for

a pewterer, who advertised in a local German-language years a servant to General Charles Lee, who left him a

newspaper in 1764 (Coxe, P. A., The Arts and Crafts in good-sized legacy. He married one Elizabeth Dunn. His

Philadelphia, p. 107), and a surgeon, Dr. Joseph Batacchi, daughter died at the age of 87 at Parkersburg, W. Va.,
who arrived in the city in 1765. (See facsimile on this about 1900. (See the Lee Papers, published by the New
page.) Batacchi apparently was a Tuscan, probably re- York Historical Society, Vols. II and IV; Virginia Maga-
lated to the Giuseppe Batacchi whom Mazzei met in Leg- zine of History and Biography, July, 1903 ; Barry, J., The
horn in 1751.

In Rhode Island, we find one John Garnardi, who mar¬
ried one Sarah Draper in 1720 (they had six children) and
one Pascal Constant Petit De Angelis, who is said to have
been the son of a Neapolitan nobleman who ran away from
home and went to sea. Pascal was born in the West Indies in
1763 and served during the Revolution. Later he moved
to Connecticut and finally to Oneida County, N. Y., where
he became a prosperous business man and a judge. Even
better known is another RJiode Island pioneer, Joseph
Carlo Mauran, a native of Villafranca, as related elsewhere
in this volume.

We have more information about the Neapolitan inn-

Strange Story of Harper’s Ferry, p. 209.)
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WITH OGLETHORPE AT THE FOUNDING OF GEORGIA

One of the main purposes Oglethorpe had in mind when
he founded Georgia was to make of it one of the leading
silk growing centers in the world. He plunged into his
venture with great enthusiasm and without regard for ex- 4
pense. His visions, however, were shattered after a few
years spent in experimentations, including the introduction
of the vine and of the olive tree (he had imported many

new ;

fwmi i«lmI ;

i i.plants from Venice to carry on his experiment). Finally
he was compelled to surrender his charter.

The most proficient silk-throwers in the world in those
days were the Piedmontese, many of whom had emigrated
to Lyons, France. It was only logical, therefore, that Ogle¬
thorpe should have turned to Piedmont to engage the nec¬

essary men to start the industry in the new colony and to

provide teachers for the apprentices he expected to recruit

among the colonists. Oglethorpe, it should be recalled, was his brother, Nicholas Amatis, then a resident of Lyons. He
well acquainted with Italy .and with the Italians, having came over with another group of seven Italian silk experts
served under Prince Eugene of Savoy. His servant, too, was in April, 1733. The party included one Giacomo Luigi
an Italian named Charles Grimaldi, a man without many Camuso, his wife and three children. Others came in later
scruples, for during the crossing to Georgia he drank all of years, including one Joseph Ottolenghi, superintendent of
the several dozen bottles of Cyprus wine which Oglethorpe silk culture in 1764. A pamphlet entitled "Directions for
had ordered especially for himself. The general became so breeding silk-worms, extracted from a letter of Joseph
furious when he found that out, that he had ordered the Ottolenghi, Esq., later superintendent of the Public Fila-
rascal to be bound hand and foot, but the celebrated Rev. ture in Georgia” was published at Philadelphia in 1771.

John Wesley, who was on board, reminded Oglethorpe that In 1786, when Count Castiglioni of Milan visited Eben-
he also was liable to sin. Whereupon all was forgiven. Gri- ezer, he was presented with some silk by one Mrs. Postell,
maldi settled in the new colony and became a prosperous whose name suggests its Italian origin.

Notwithstanding its initial success, however, the silk
The first Italian to come to Georgia was one Paul Ama- industry at Savannah was not fated to last long. Silk was

tis. He landed with the first colonists at Charleston, South last produced there in 1790. The filature was later used as

Carolina, on January 13, 1733, proceeding south, with city hall and public house, but was destroyed by fire in
Oglethorpe, a few days later. Paul Amatis soon called for 1839.

'
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THE LANDING OF OGLETHORPE IN GEORGIA
(From an old print)
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ONORIO RAZZOLINI ARMOURER OF MARYLAND1732-1747

Probably the first native of Italy to occupy a public
office in the Colonies—we never know when we may dis¬
cover another, or half a dozen more—was Onorio Razzo-
(ini, a native of the town of Asolo, not far from Venice. It
is there that Eleanor Duse is buried.

Razzolini came to America as tutor to Benedict Swin-

gate, Lord Baltimore’s illegitimate son, shortly before 1732.
He was born at Asolo, about 1699, the son of Francesco
Razzolini, a jurist, and Antonia de’ Fabris, as we learn from
Saggio di Memorie degli Uomini lllustri di Asolo by C.

Pietro Trieste de’ Pellegrini, published by the printer Zatta,

at Venice, in 1780.
Razzolini was about 18 years old when he left his na¬

tive town, if he died at the age of 70 in 1769, as reported
in "Saggio”. He returned to Italy in 1748 "much different
from what he was when he left, for he brought back his
wife and riches which he did not have when he went away

in 1717”.

ji 101i a

Razzolini spent the longest period of his life away from
home at Annapolis, Maryland. There he married Elizabeth A present view of the villa Razzolini built at Asolo in 1748. Originally

the villa was adorned with a majestic double stairway which led to
a rotunda at the top of the building. (Courtesy, Mayor Antonio Pis-
cicelli of Asolo, Italy.)

Fleury, the only daughter of a French officer of the Roman
Catholic faith, who had been president of the Parliament of
Rouen. It is said that Onorio inherited his father-in-law’s
considerable wealth, a possible motive for his return to his
native town in 1747. A year after his arrival at Asolo of Maryland, a very important position, for he was prac-
Razzolini built a fine villa which now belongs to the Tren- tically in charge of the defense of the Colony. It would
tinaglia family. In 1761, a year after the death of his first seem also that he was a member of the Council and Keeper
wife, he married again and became the father of three of the Council Chamber.
daughters. He died at Asolo on June 21, 1769.

Not long after his arrival at Annapolis, Razzolini be- Sons of Italy Magazine, Boston, Nov.-Dee. 1942, Feb. 1943;
came a naturalized citizen of Maryland, on July 27, 1732. Maryland Archives, Vols. 28, 37, and 42; Maryland His-
Shortly after that, Charles Calvert II, Fifth Lord Balti- toried Magazine, 1921, 1926, 1927; Bernardi, Carlo, Guida
more, appointed him Armourer and Keeper of the Stores di Asolo, Milan, 1949.)

(See, Wallace, D., Onorio Razolini, Pioneer Italian,
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110 ITALIAN COLONISTS IN FLORIDA IN 1768

The second Italian mass immigration on record (the
Waldenses were first in 1657—aside from the Venetian
glassworkers of 1622) took place in 1768, when some 110

Italians landed In Florida with about 1,300 other immi¬
grants from Mediterranean countries, largely Minorcans
and Greeks.

They were part of a colonization project planned by
Dr. Andrew Turnbull, a Scotch physician, on the east

coast of Florida, between St. Augustine and Daytona
Beach. He called it New Smyrna in honor of his wife’s na¬

tive place.
The project was a failure, for reasons which are not

always clear. In our opinion, Dr. Turnbull failed where
other English colonizers had succeeded, because the Ital¬
ians, the Greeks and the Spaniards could not bear the
truculant manners of the overseers, who, in all probability,
looked down on their Mediterranean wards.

The fact is that the colonists had been hardly two
months in Florida when they became convinced that they
had been duped by the Scottish doctor and that instead
of the promised paradise they had found only a desolate
sandy shore infested with mosquitoes. The overseers, more¬
over, added insult to injury by treating the colonists as
beasts rather than as human beings .

That much is clear from a report from St. Augustine
which appeared in the 'Virginia Gazette (Purdie and
Dixon) on October 27, 1768. According to it, many of
the colonists "being greatly dissatisfied, formed a design
of returning to their own country, to accomplish which,
on the 18th of August, about 250 Greeks and some Ital¬
ians rose upon and confined all the Englishmen that were

there.”

Remains of one of Dr. Turnbull's canals at New Smyrna, Fla.
(Photo by Van De Sande Studio, New Smyrna.)

Without going into many details which would be out
of a place in a work like the present one, the very fact that
in five years the immigrants dwindled from 1,400 to 600,
as Miss Doggett informs us, should give us an idea of what
a miserable place New Smyra must have been in those days.
(The colonists landed in 1768, and the 800 deaths occurred
between 1768 and 1773—five years, according to our way
of figuring, not nine, as Miss Doggett states on page 96
of her work). Even she, however, is forced to admit that
the overseers were not so kind with the colonists whose
"stories of the ingenious cruelties of some of their over¬
seers are too fully and heartrendingly told to be denied”
(Doggett, op. cit. p. 162).

To conclude, the Italians were not "a small but turbu¬
lent band” of men, as Miss Doggett labeled them, but only
free men who refused to submit to slavery and risked death
to obtain it. Thus, Forni was one of the first rebels who
paid with his own head when his attempt to regain freedom
failed; a rebel, but also one of the forerunners of the Amer¬
ican Revolution.

(See Schiavo—Italians in America Before the Civil
War, pp. 148-159 and 374; Massachusetts Historical Soci¬
ety, proceedings, Vol. 3, p. 225; Columbian "Magazine,
August, 1788).

To effect their escape the insurgents stole all the sup¬
plies they could find and boarded a ship standing by, only
to be overcome by the English, who made them prisoner.
However, thirty-five of the men, including the leader, an
Italian overseer named Carlo Forni, escaped in an open
boat. But they were no more successful than their com¬
panions and after wandering aimlessly along the coast

they, too, were seized. Whereupon three of them were

sentenced to death, Forni and two Greeks. One of the
latter, however, was pardoned on condition that he be the
executioner of his two friends. This cruelty should suffice
to give an idea of Dr. Turnbull’s sense of justice.

The project, anyway, was doomed to failure. Many of
the colonists died; some of them remained in Florida; hun¬

dreds of them, with their children, scattered in nearby

colonies.
There is no detailed study of this episode in American

colonization, with the exception of a monograph by Miss

Carita Doggett, Dr. Andrew Turnbull and The New
Smyrna Colony of Florida, which appeared in 1919. Miss
Doggett’s study is based on original source material but,

unfortunately, she was not able to evaluate the documents
at her disposal.
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PIONEER MUSICIANS AND COMPOSERS

Although America could afford to offer few induce¬
ments to musicians before 1800, we find some Italian teach¬
ers of music in the Colonies as early as 1757, when one John
Palma gave a concert in Philadelphia. Palma may have been
in America long before 1757. His music, at least, was played
here, for we find a "large Book of Songs” by Palma, priced
at five shillings, in the inventory of the estate of Cuthbert
Ogle, who died in 1755. Three compositions by Palma
were included in HopkJnson’s Book, a manuscript volume
of music copied by Francis Hopkinson, the Signer of the
Declaration of Independence. It is now in the Library of
Congress.

Next in order of time we find Francis Alberti, a native
of Faenza, Italy, who came to America not later than 1759.
He may have been the same Alberti who gave a concert on
April 10, 1757, which was attended by Washington, and
another at Hanoverstown, near Williamsburg, Va., on May
19, 1769. According to Thomas Jefferson, "Alberti came
over with a troop of players and afterwards taught at

Williamsburg. Subsequently I got him to come up here
(Monticello) and took lessons for several years.” (Ran¬
dall, H. S., Life of Jefferson, Vol. I, p. 131.) Alberti gave
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Palma advertisement in the Pennsylvania Gazette for January
20, 1757. (Courtesy, N. Y. Public Library.)
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Alberti’s advertisement in the Pennsylvania Gazette
for November 29, 1759.
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A composition by Palma copied by Hopkinson, the Signer of the Declaration, for his
book. (Courtesy, Library of Congress.)music
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New York, where vocal and instrumental music, dancing,
and both French and Italian were to be taught. The mini¬
mum of twelve pupils they depended on to start, however,
did not materialize and their dreams of a conservatory
vanished in thin air. They remained in America at least for
some time, as we learn from the newspaper advertisements
reproduced in the following pages.

Still another violinist and orchestra leader who
peared in Charleston, Philadelphia and New York be¬
tween 1774 and 1783 was Gaetano Franceschini. A Trio
Sonata of his for two violins, cello and continuo (harpsi¬
chord) was recorded by "New Records” of New York in
1911.

T
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More interesting, from the historical point of view, is
the appearance of “Signiora” Mazzanti, probably the first
Italian woman to sing before an American audience. She
appeared in New York on April 24, 1774, and rendered
English and Italian songs. Whether she was the same
Signora Mazzanti mentioned by Frances Burney in her
diary, we do not know.

Nor should we forget a lone dancing master, one
Peter Vianey (Viani), who was active in New York as
early as 1768.

.v•«* 'i

«.*"a...
i V 'i . * .* ./V £ /

u* V
v

Title page of a manuscript book of compositions
Gualdo in the Library of Congress.by

. bft TUESDAY («((ÿÿ
At rh* Ertruln ,t Mr.

wtU be pcf&*i«d,
vocal and musical lessons, his pupils including Martha
Skelton, who later became Jefferson’s wife. He taught the
violin, the harpsichord and other instruments. In 1774 he
signed the pledge not to do business with England, known
as The Association. After 1778 he was in Paris, where Jef¬
ferson wrote to him following Burgoyne’s surrender. (Par-
ton, Life of Jefferson, pp. 133 and 221.) On his 1769

concert see Rind’s Virginia Gagette, May 11, 1769.
Giovanni Gualdo, probably the best known musician

in Colonial America, arrived in Philadelphia in 1767, and
lived there until he died in the insane asylum four years
later. The facsimiles dealing with Gualdo’s concerts which
we produce in the following pages dispense us from saying
more about this unfortunate man who initiated the people
of Philadelphia to the appreciation of fine music.

That music conditions in the Colonies were not very

promising, we may presume from the fleeting appearance of
one Tioli at Providence in 1768, or by the little success
which Nicholas Biferi found in New York in 1774. Biferi,

together with two other Italians, Pietro Sodi, a dancing
master, and Joseph Cozani, a teacher of languages, had
planned the establishment of a conservatory of music in

A G ON C E R T
g M ‘Or-

mmMrÿii •

Tioftr

A concert announcement in the Providence Gazette, July
30, 1768. Notice Tioli’s name. (Courtesy, New York
torical Society.)
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Philadelphia, November 21, 1769.

To the Phil
Merchants,, and others.

R. GUALDO, having for divers Rcafons poflponed his going to

Europe till next Spring, takes this Method to acquaint the Pub¬
lic, that during the prefent Winter Seafon, he 'every other

Thurfday) intends to direct a CONCERT of VOCAL and INSTRUMEN¬
TAL MUSIC at Mr. Davenport's, in' Thtrd-Jlreet, being the moft con¬

venient Houfe for this Purpofe, as any Gentleman can be private in the

adjacent Room. Mr. Guaido's Views in this Undertaking, arc to oblige
his Acquaintances, and to compenfate in .fome Meafure thofc Lofles,

which, he has fuftained in this loun, partly through his own Impru¬
dences, and above all, through falfe Friends and Malevolents. He flat¬
ters himfelf to be capable of conducing a Concert to the general Satisfacti-

Decency, good Manners, aid oilence fliall, at all Times, be re¬

garded. The £eafon being too lar advanced, Mr. Guaido propofes to have

only nine Concerts during this Winter Any Gentleman or Lady may.

purchafe a Ticket for the nine Concerts for a Guinea, which, they nny
lend to any of their Acquaintances. Mr. Guaido (hall be obliged to any

Gentleman or Lady for the Lend ot new Muflc ; likewife, the Alfiftance

of any Lover of Muflc, willing to cxcrcife and improve himfelf, fliall be

gratefully acknowledged by their humble Servant

M

on

J O H N G U A L D O.

N. B. The Door Keepers and other Attendants fliall have pofltive
Orders to give Admittance to none but fober and orderly Perfons. Chairs

will be placed in the beft Part of the Room for the Ladies, and Benches

for the Gentlemen. Tickets for the Seafon at a Guinea a Piece, to be

had at Mr. Guaido's near the Bank Meeting, in Front-ftreet ; half a Gui¬

nea to be paid on the Delivery of the Tickets, the other half in next

February. Tickets for one Night at five Shillings a Piece, to be had of

the Waiter of the London Coffee-Houfe, and at Mr. Davenport's. No

Money will be received at the Concert Room, nor Admittance given

without Tickets. The firft Concert to be on Thurfday, the Thirtieth of
November, to begin at fix o’Clock in the Evening.

Facsimile of the only known copy of a beautiful flier in red and black announcing

by Guaido. (Courtesy, The Philadelphia Public Libiary.)
a series of concerts



AN ACADEMY OF MUSIC, DANCING AND LANGUAGES IN NEW YORK IN 1774

j***m7t*ur*. if!*.
Pfc'rER VlANiy,

lad Dtncmj
tjfllWG entirely recorercd of * Plenrifjy
.53 ffiaiiji hi» l*t Jispefc* 4
•fKSfeWktiK p*ir*c 1*4 public Icboafc *s S*a*i*y «nl»
bring ikf ffjeÿrtto. .. .

L i t-— i

JkC*

One of Vianey’s advertisements in the New York Journal for January
26, 1ÿ69. (Courtesy, New York Public Library.)

' "I r«S * r • «,»|| II I i a—a.- -* P, I
j .A NEW ACADE M Y

FOR T I At tl I KO . ]
, ,M:WSZ C*JC, DANCING, .j

ITALIAN wtfSpaKH l‘ANQ£?A6&,!
IjFTOAZ* Cvntfwien Uv\f atov.t too» •OWiJOS,

pbrpoi* >a ofjt ca f> teutUi* M**»
E*nc.'*fa theTract .pi liiliwi i-atwr-..

NICHOLAS Bir&J, U.fcr «f *£;*** ftebe.
w-ltfceh wrlnuto, the Hn*=w"J„ to pAy ptee-, a?
osahe, tal.-i tafy mcJ/xic. Itu* thfnctoptfia.,:, w.Vieh
he ptin-ito fetUS ijWwctPuhi ha tar»«
taonr, wad nbiiuftrr.'nvCji. •.'

-JEST .-.IT*.. -ÿ«ÿ«....ÿÿÿ..iwAraryi
FRENCH BONDING-SCHOOL. !
.MRS. OOÿt A N I,

flSstei/ fern iQMDO N.)
IjSiiAPOSM tod-e-i•1m*N iafcud, to Mooto, w
X *•wMcyUu the t-toc-da* W yenaa Win whewv& to tMtJu the LcjCA, FAtofc, end ltaliaa Itugatget.

aewf -Ta M*aepfa*»

drew5)ad5»S?i v-aJÿShTÿÿ*, ir, Btofcnfe
pU*«*•*» leupeel rerteel t-W.rt-in-
•hi.mh. ' A pertkrW ait-don will to paid to the
aamak and t_n*ra of die Wki is every particular »Hch

PI*ISO hQ&L PentoeMdto tot Ngh i*$l I -*r pwitjtÿrnliitheyWvw.end &ri*A»f to their
tSfotot, the Iwÿ, tf.T3,ÿ6 jrVunTÿfe c,rm>«a| 3 f*toMto I«.JJ *81 to bhuded r«J educated at fcrtj

; COZAW, toi toihtfce Track ,Dd fciw., |„ •-MNagto* i L !
1MCat ttrawo ad! top.thePaiimr wtontWn, an :

MiVi Jdfe »t by loft ipuuia it WfinÿAuUei <r~.0 » j
jMia MdthateÿuuencJKiaM1. Tfcfj toye‘to nc etoe I
«MCvM*:iÿ"at tna the public, u tofiJ-v, d_- mr
frier ihrtour Mtue’d talmti, it a.tt the t luaetiAtb-j!|
erait toyeiWtax je.Cte wtt.

”T%e (Ivteey rtol trie A,toea> »UI to epra, Mr. Btfe.4 Jtrill teas') vocal anh mvl hi* Hep toWe5 the fce.iJ I
tn Mo .Wi wiJ taaÿ> dutnciis, j J>> tit r- aej Jk >. c.
crik teach Frar h i the Jbulh •<«) v >ii nunc, *v' ,t>« I
cemjofitjao, » tre hi.-,vicN> 4, tea ji\h toy lUjÿi ai
the Btr*! toy tie bettor la .yuage.

Wtoatbe fe* wnptioi eoi twn«ef-hdan err .'u-ou>rl>& A,
! the pubtk wh br icÿocn'Aj J ti.t ptgt »u<f ,ÿ>e flat the
i tetimey adlto oji-aa- Thnfi who ctowit nivjie LHuntt
I et» dafiseri to aceoaU the M.uct., M.0,1.1.HC.I .nd
| htoi, at Mr.Je.««a WiumtS at Pw#’ -31-p. Ur.Co:a->i,

I e» Mr. WUW* men-bret* tea & •Evyheiÿe. j

i

Mr. C O Z A N I
pratuwifin t* hi tat* n» re AUffit.Srth Wl<-«Wi, M tf'jB-firmu teen. rcftuSrv.««y » <d>r OTW ISaujatt «,£ txrtftti,) fit Fimcb
Uxrujft, frc‘t .turn ekr mermÿ titirvttiot at new, awjr.- pr». rttAlJfi GWMU trtra'.; -era
«»**“ a“ to*bnfitr «' a Ou.txt a w-vb *.ji
CawvniMtera th bahn Imgxart at a PyhU a r-vwu,
aaa iff C«r- jr aviurea. <1

Facsimiles of three advertisements in Rivington’s New York Gazetteer in 1774. (Left) May 5; {Right, from top to
bottom) July 21 and June 16. (Courtesy, New York Public Library.)
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SlGNIOX S O D I,
Late principal DANCF.R at the Opera >n Farit and tootilnn,

A CQCA1NTS the Ladiet and Gentlemen tJ chla uij,
f\ that he hat openrd a public Stgixit, at hit Room in

Chcfum-ftrrei. at the back of the Fountain Tav.«, where
he will teach the foi'oomj: ilanec*, vt* the Minuet, the Mi-
nnet Diuphm, Louvre, ACrmanHe, La Btetasne, La Marie'*,
the Pifpir, Rtgadomt, New Mreeet by «mr, New Minuet
by eight, Cotifioai, Cotillion Rep, the Homo pe, E*|Wh
Country Oamet, and all the DaweaUwt are danced to tie
Itttnl Cwun >n Co-ops.

AT. g. Sigator Soot <•!'! wait r.o Lube* aoJ Genilemea at
tbstrewa hcUci; and will Mtewiic gi.e pn.-le aueodaovr,
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GRAND CONCERT Si BALL,
At the ASSEMBLY ROOM m Lodje AUty, re iridic i,th

ot jane, art*, toe the B K N R If I T of

SmsioA s o fy % .*
Ftrft Da :c1M 0 MatTin «f tbe-Opev 'oPtykitad London,
Til which Mr, Vtoai, rifo ha* bnea » M-iftn*> of the'
A chamber* of the Km-of PtmpsU «rfB pi*yW Anue U-
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An advertisement of what is believed to have been
the first concert by an Italian woman singer in
America, Rivington’s New York Gazetteer, April 14,
VIA. (Courtesy, New York Public Library.)

ACT,
i, A Symphony.—a. Mr. "Mattel II play a

Guitetie italic*, okhahe Vmilor—|At
Vidal will play a Duetto c» the Mtwdo
with the Vtoiio.—-|. Mact will into
poftd by Mr. Vidal,

< E. C O W f) d C TI
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Two advertisements by Biferi and Sodi in Rivington’s
New Yo.k Gazetteer for May 19 (above) and July 21
(below) 1774. (Courtesy, New York Public Library.)

Two of Sodi’s advertisements in the Pennsylvania Journal for
Sept. 7 (above) and June 15 (below) 1774. (Courtesy, New
York Public Library.)
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THE FIRST TEACHER OF MODERN LANGUAGES IN AN AMERICAN COLLEGE

The first teacher of the French, Spanish, German and
Italian languages in an American college was Carlo Bellini,
a native of Florence, who came to Virginia to join his
friend, Philip Mazzei, in 1774. He was then thirty-nine
years old. From then on he lived in Williamsburg.

Bellini was appointed a professor of languages at the
College of William and Mary in 1778, according to a let¬
ter of his which was published in two Florentine newspapers
in November of that year. A translation of that letter by
Prof. A. Pace of Syracuse University can be found in the
July 1947 issue of The William and Mary Quarterly. At
any rate, Bellini was a full-fledged professor at Williams¬
burg in 1779. (Virginia Gazette, Dec. 29, 1779.)

Bellini had been hardly a year in Virginia when he
joined the struggle for American independence and en

listed to defend his new country. However, the danger
was soon averted and the volunteers disbanded. Not before,
however, Patrick Henry, who was at the head of the
troops, praised him and his two Italian companions, Maz-
zei and the gardner, Giannini. As Bellini relates in his let¬
ter (which corresponds almost identically to Mazzei’s recol¬
lection of the episode in his Memoirs), Henry turned to

him and said: "You, Sir, render an important service to

this state with your example, because barely arrived in the
country, you voluntarily undertake to defend it as a
soldier. You see what an effect your behavior produces on
the minds of these citizens. No, you will be more useful to

this very state with your ability. Go back home and be as¬

sured we shall do our best to show you our gratitude.”

"I returned therefore” Bellini goes on saying in his
letter, "to live quietly in the country, busying myself with
studies, still-fishing, and from time to time engaging in
conversazioni with the ladies of the province. I was then,
in the situation described to you when a letter from the
Governor was presented to me by a slave three quarters
naked, in which I was informed that the General Assem¬
bly of the people had chosen me Secretary for Foreign
Affairs and Professor at the University”. From another
source, a letter from James Madison to Mazzei dated July
7, 1781, we learn that "Bellini has, I understand, abided
patiently in the college the dangers and inconvenience of
such a situation”. (Madison, Writings, Vol. I, p. 143.)

Bellini, however, must have made himself useful pri¬
marily as translator of official documents. Most likely he
was the author of the Italian translation of the Declara¬
tion of the Causes and Necessity of Taking Up Arms
(July 6, 1775), now among the Mazzei Papers in the Li¬
brary of Congress. It is written in long hand, in large let¬
ters, on large sheets of paper, 10}4 by 13)4. A comparison
with the Bellini letter reproduced on the next page leads
us to believe that it was written by him.

As for the office to which Bellini was appointed in 1778,
we are inclined to believe that he actually was Secretary
for Foreign Affairs. (See Brant, I., James Madison, Vol. I.)
The position, at any rate, was a responsible one. “From the
accomplishments of Mr. Bellini”, we read in a letter dated
May 13, 1778, from Patrick Henry, then Governor of Vir¬
ginia, to Benjamin Harrison, Speaker of the House of Dele-

'1L1
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WREN BUILDING CHAPEL, COLLEGE OF WILLIAM AND MARY
In that
Colonial

building, now restored, Bellini taught for
Williamsburg, Williamsburg, Va.)

many years. (Courtesy,
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gates, "there seems no doubt of his fitness to fill the office
in which Secrecy, Fidelity and Knowledge were so essen¬

tially necessary.” (Official letters of the Governors of the
State of Virginia, ed. by H. R. Mcllwaine, Vol. I, p. 272.)

Bellini spent the last years of his life as a poverty

stricken invalid. He died in 1803 or 1804. In 1924 a tablet
in his honor, the gift of Prof. Luigi Carnovale of Chicago,
was unveiled in the Library of the College where he taught
for more than twenty years and which, because of him, be¬
came the first American college to offer courses in modern
languages.

(On Bellini see the William and Mary Quarterly, for
1903, 1923, 1944, 1943 and 1947.)

ANTHONY FIVA

Bellini was not, of course, the first private teacher of
languages in America. The teaching of Italian, for instance,
was advertised in the New York Post-Boy on October 26,
1747, by one Augustus Vaughn. As for the first Italian
teacher of languages in the Colonies, he seems to have been
one Anthony Fiva, whose advertisements we have found in
Rsvington’s New York Gazetteer for July 22, 1773, and
May 19, 1774. (See also Chapter Ten.)

MR. FIVA,
XT7HO for thefe two yean paft his taught grammiti-
VV cally in this city, the Englidi, French, Sptuifh and

Italian languages, conftaatly with an equal fudcciii inform!
his friends, the encouragers of literature, and the public in
general, that he is removed opposite flic fugar-houje, in new
Dutch church-ftiqet, where he continues as before, teaching
at home and abroad. He enables his pupils in a (hart time
to cany on an epifUlary concTpondenct,fo ufcful particularly
to young ptiloiu in bufinefs ; would be glad
boarders a couple qf (ingle gentlemen, willing to learn, or
improve themtelves in the above languages. He returns his
mod humble thanka (or all favoun .received. Hie evening
Ichool (rota ( to 8, Saturday racepled.

*7 to take as

J7
,t ’a flv-'JtfmJUr. . i.
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otherwile no friends to the Theatre

Anthony Fiva
dÿONTINUES teaching; gramtnati- I
V cally, at his houfe in Dutch Church <

* Street, oppofite Captain Berton’s, theFreoch, I
Spcniih, and Italian Languages, in their a

P greatefl purity, on moderate terms: He alfo
’ attend; ladies and gentlemen in their own I
c h.oufcs at any convenient hour; likewife C
* tranflates from any one of faid languages in¬

to the Englifh, or either of •.tlje two nth rrr, f
with accuracy difpatch, an>, Y. -r - f„. v- l
torneya, merchants, &c. ai d as Mr...

e had an academical education, arid refided
n many years in Paris and Madrid, he is
y therefore able to refolye any qucAion that
jy might puzzle his fcholars, and entirely >ÿ

ground them both in the true accent of thefe 4
* polite languages, and all the rules of the j

‘ fyntax. f.

' Mr. Fiva returns his moft hnmble thank*
to the Ladies and Gentlemen of this city,

• for the many favours he daily receives from C
e them. His evening Irifons from 6 to ?, Sa- tl
> turday -excepted. ci
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wa>’ TO BE SOLD, by CAMAIN *'
Three of the earliest announcements by Anthony
Fiva in Rivington's New York Gazetteer for (top
to bottom) July 22, 1773, and May 19 and April 14,
17"’4. (Courtesy, New York Public Library.)
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Facsimile of a letter by Charles Bellini. (Courtesy, Colonial Williamsburg,
Williamsburg, Va.)
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A MAGNIFICENT SET OF FIREWORKS IN 1768

Pyrotechnics has been an Italian art for centuries past.
From Italy skilled makers or displayers of fireworks were
often invited to cross the Alps, as well as the English Chan¬
nel, to add magnificence to royal or national celebrations.

Two of the famous Italian pyrotechnists who were
called abroad in the 18th century were Carlo Vigarani and
Gaetano Ruggeri. Vigarani, a member of the noted family
that created in France the famous "edifices de feu”, was
named by the King of France in 1770 "Intendant des ma¬
chines et plaisiers du Roi, inventeur et conducteur des
theatres, ballets et fetes royales.” Gaetano Ruggieri was in¬
vited to England by George II, for whom he created thle
military school of pyrotechnics at Woolwich. He died in
England in 1782 and was buried in the Cathedral of Can¬
terbury.

When the first Italian pyrotechnists first appeared in
North America we do not know. One of the very first
was one Jean Gloria, mentioned by Parkman, who
made the fireworks in Canada for the celebration of the
marriage of Louis XIV in 1659. (Parkman, F., The Old
Regime in Canada, 1927 ed., 203.)

The first mention of Italian firework makers in the
American Colonies is about two Piedmontese brothers
whose announcement appeared in the New York Journal
for April 28, 1768. Two weeks later, on May 12, also in

the same journal, they informed the public that they had
served as engineers to the King of Sardinia and that they
had given "very surprising Specimens of their Abilities be¬
fore the Royal Family in Spain, and with great applause
before his Royal Highness the Duke of Gloucester, and
all the nobility at Bath.” Apparently they were still, or
back, in New York a year later, in June 1769. They were
the first of a long line that have come over almost with¬
out interruption from year to year, up to our own days,
as we shall see in later chapters.
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t-i . —i~y n > ji_ Two advertisements of firework displays by two Pied¬
montese brothers in the New York Journal for April
28, 1768, and June 22, 1769. (Courtesy, New York
Public Library.)
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A rare print of the most famous firework display made in London to
celebrate the Peace of Aix-la-Chapelle, in 1748. It was constructed by
Gaetano Ruggieri of Bologna, the founder of the Royal Laboratory at
Woolwich. (From A. St. H. Brock, Pyrotechnics, London, 1922, 30.)
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OLIVE OIL AND VERMICELLI

Italian products, from musical instruments and music

sheets to olive oil and art wares, were imported in the
Colonies, largely through England, long before the Revo¬

lution. Vermicelli (thin spaghetti) was imported as early
1751 (Virginia Gazette, September 19, 1751). The Eng¬

lish, apparently, took early to spaghetti, for in 1767 one

Sam Bowen applied for permission to establish a vermi¬
celli factory. (Privy Council Office, Unbound Papers,
1767.)
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An advertisement in the Pennsylvania Packet and the General
Advertiser for Dec. 9, 1772. Vitalii advertised, in local news¬
papers over a long period of years. (Courtesy, N. Y. Public
Library.')

as

The early importers, however, were English or Amer¬
icans. The first Italian importer to settle in New York
seems to have been one Anthony Dodahe, a marble cutter,

who advertised the sale of chimney pieces, slabs and other
marble products in the New York Gazette and 'Weekly
Mercury after July 4, 1768. He also advertised in the New
York Chronicle in September, 1769.

The first two Italian manufacturers to settle in Philadel- Lenzi’s first advertisements appeared in New York news-

phia and New York, so far as we know, were one Anthony papers in 1774. Vitalii came directly from Italy, but Lenzi

Vitalii and one P. Lenzi. Vitalii advertised the manufacture came from London, where Italian confectioners and ice
cream makers have been active ever since Catherine deof sausage in Philadelphia papers for many years after 1772.
Medici introduced Italian pastries and ice cream into France.
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Two early advertisements for Italian olive oil and vermi¬
celli in the Pennsylvania Journal for September 28, 1774.
(Courtesy, N. Y. Public Library.)

t*•sÿrrr Ji
One of the many advertisements inserted by the confectioner, P. Lenzi,
in New York newspapers. From Rivington’s New York Gazetteer,

June 30, 1774. (Courtesy, N. Y. Public Library.)



CHAPTER SEVEN

WILLIAM PACA
Signer of the Declaration of Independence

Signer of the Declaration of Independence, Chief Jus¬
tice and Governor of Maryland, William Paca was born
on October 21, 1740, at Wye Hall, Hartford County, Md.
He died in 1796.

The first of the Paca family to come to America is
said to have been Robert Paca, who arrived in 1657- In
1663 he received a grant of lands in Anne Arundel County,
Md.

/ vM Ri
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|"A tradition in the Paca family gives its origin as Italian
and of the same ancestral blood as that of Pope Leo XIII;
certain it is, however, that Robert Paca, the original settler
in Maryland, came by way of England, but having made
no effort to locate his residence there, it was sufficient to

know that he was never naturalized in the province, but
was as early as 1651 granted a tract of 490 acres in Anne
Arundel County for transporting nine men into the Pro¬
vince, according to the conditions of plantations. Other
large tracts in the same county were later patented to

Robert Paca. Robert Paca married the daughter of one of
the commissioners appointed by Oliver Cromwell to gov¬
ern Maryland. By her he had one son, Aquila, who became
high sheriff.” (Baltimore Sun, July 3, 1904.)

Mr. W. S. Paca of Chestertown, Md., a direct descend¬
ant, confirmed the family tradition regarding its Italian
origins, both in a letter to the New York Times (July 18

1937),in a reply to a letter by the author of the present
book, and in a personal interview in 1938. At that time

Mr. Paca was 74 years old. On that occasion he recalled
how his "aunt Pattie” used to tell him about the trunks
in which the Signer of the Declaration used to bring silks

L’i
JHii %

The Paca House, now Carvel Hotel, in Annapolis, Md., immortalized
by Winston Churchill, an American writer, in his novel “Richard
Carvel”. Built about 1763-1772 it is still one of the showplaces in
the capital of Maryland. (Courtesy, Hall of Records, Annapolis.)

from Italy. The trunks were lost in the fire that destroyed
the Paca mansion in 1879, together with other precious
family records.

The writer, however, is of the opinion that the Paca
family was related not to Pope Pecci, but to Cardinal
Pacca (1756-1844) of Benevento and Naples. The Pacca
family, it is interesting to recall, was allied with several
noble families of Southern Italy, including the Aquila
family. Is it possible that Robert called his first son Aquila
in honor of his relatives across the sea? A search along these
lines might prove useful. (See Italian-American History,
Vol. I, 481-483.)

imw* '

Wye Hall, William Paca’s mansion on Wye Island, Queen Anne County, Maryland.
(Courtesy, Maryland Historical Society.)
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WILLIAM PACA
From the original portrait in the possession of the Maryland Historical Society. (Courtesy, Maryland Historical Society)



CHAPTER EIGHT

COLONEL FRANCIS VIGO
and the Conquest of the Old Northwest

asked to what he attributed his influence over them, he
replied, "I never deceive an Indian.”

Vigo was peacefully attending to his business when in
May, 1778, Clark undertook his campaign to wrest from
the British the few posts they held at Vincennes, Cahokia,
Kaskaskia and, possibly, Detroit. Clark was able to raise
only about 150 men and very little money or supplies. He
reached Kaskaskia without much difficulty on July 4, 1778,
but from then on he was beset with all sorts of troubles.
Without getting into many details, Francis Vigo and other
local merchants came to his rescue, Vigo alone advancing
about one fourth of the total amount raised by Clark in
the Illinois country. A priest, Father Gibault, also came
to his assistance by enlisting the support of the French
inhabitants of that post in favor of Captain Helm, the
American in charge.

In December, 1778, Captain Helm, being "destitute of
provisions and ammunition,” wrote to Clark about it,
whereupon Clark sent Vigo over to secure them from the
people of Vincennes, among whom he was well known.
Vigo left Kaskaskia on December 18, 1778, the day after
Helm had been surprised and made prisoner by Hamilton,
the British governor. Vigo, of course, did not know that
the English had occupied Vincennes when he started on
his trip. To make a long story short, he was captured by
some Indians who plundered him of everything he possessed
and took him to Hamilton. After several weeks of deten¬
tion, during which Vigo kept his ears and eyes open, he was
released, being a Spanish subject, on condition that he do
nothing “injurious to the British interests on his way to

St. Louis.” Vigo kept his word, but no sooner had he
reached St. Louis than he got in his pirogue and back he
went to Kaskaskia, with the following intelligence, as
stated by Clark in his letter to Patrick Henry, then Gov¬
ernor of Virginia, dated April 29, 1779: "that Mr. Ham¬
ilton had weakened himself, by sending his Indians against
the frontiers, and block up the Ohio; that he had not more
than eighty men in garrison, three pieces of cannon and
some swivels mounted; and that he intended to attack this
place, as soon as the winter opened, and made no doubt of
clearing the western waters by fall. My situation and cir¬

cumstances induced me to fall on the resolution of attack¬
ing him, before he could collect his Indians again. I was

sensible the resolution was as desperate as my situation,

but I saw no other probability of securing the country.”

COLONEL FRANCIS VIGO
A portrait in the University of Vincennes. From a photograph taken in
1929 at the request and with the assistance of the author.

No man, next to George Rogers Clark, did as much as

Francis Vigo to win the old Northwest Territory. In some
respects, he did even more than Clark himself.

Francis Vigo was born at Mondovi, near Turin, Italy,
on December 3, 1747. At an early age, about 1774, he
settled in New Orleans, later moving to St. Louis as the
partner in the fur business of the Spanish Governor, De
Leyba, and of Emilien Yosti, another native of Italy. Vigo’s
connections at that time extended as far north as Mackinac
and as far east as Pittsburgh and Montreal. He was espec¬
ially influential with the Frenchmen in the Illinois country

(speaking French for a native of Piedmont was a common
practice) and with the Indians with whom he traded. Once,
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COLONEL FRANCIS VIGO 125

not improbable that he received instructions to help the
Americans and that he kept Vigo informed of what was
going on behind the scenes in Madrid, Paris and New
Orleans.

In other words, Vigo’s assistance, with money or with
influence, was valuable, but not as valuable as the informa¬
tion which convinced Clark that no time was to be 'lost.
To attempt a march through swamps and snow in February
was nothing* short of foolhardy, yet if Clark had remained
in Kaskaskia he would have been either defeated, or com¬
pelled to leave the country.

On this point Vigo in his memorial to Congress left no
doubts. "Your memorialist has not asked nor received any
compensation for his services,” he wrote, making it clear
that he was no spy, who secured information for financial
remuneration, "though he is warranted in saying, and the
history of the times will prove it, that but for his own per¬
sonal services, at great risk and hazard to himself, Colonel
Clark would not have been enabled to have surprised Ham¬
ilton, and the garrison at Vincennes. It was only through
and by the information communicated by the undersigned
that Col. Clark succeeded in surprising the post and
capturing the troops under Col. Hamilton’s command.”
(italics ours.)

As for the results of that victory, some historians
believe that it had little to do with the winning of the
Northwest Territory, a very facile conclusion that does
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Map of the former Northwest Territory (shaded states) won
for the United States by George Rogers Clark with the indis¬
pensable help of Col. Vigo, i
Memorial Commission of Ohio.)

(Courtesy, George Rogers Clark

In a previous letter, dated two days before the famous
march began, Clark wrote also to Patrick Henry: "I know
the case is desperate, but Sir, we must either quit the
country or attack Mr. Hamilton. No time is to be lost.
Was I sure of reinforcement I would not attempt it.”
Vigo also informed Clark that in his opinion Hamilton
was not "under much apprehension of a visit” and that if
the Americans could get there undiscovered, they “might
take the place.” Vigo, in other words, helped Clark to make
up his mind and spurred him to go. To prove his faith in
the outcome, he cashed another draft for $1,452, and, it is
said, fitted out at his expense a keel-boat with two cannon
and forty men. He also used his influence to induce a com¬

pany of Frenchmen to join the expedition. The French
volunteers comprised one half of Clark’s force. The rest

is history.
Some writers have laid too much stress on the money

that Vigo advanced to Clark and on his influence with the
French inhabitants of Kaskaskia and Vincennes, whom he
rallied to the American cause. All that is fine, but one

must remember that Vigo was not the only man who
advanced Clark some money, and certainly not the only
individual who induced the French settlers to support the
Americans. Father Gibault also did his share, and so did
other citizens. De Leyba, too, assisted Clark.

In our opinion, neither Vigo nor Gibault had to work
hard to convince any Frenchman in those days to side with
the Americans. France was already at war with England
and Spain was helping under cover. As for De Leyba it is

•S'
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Col. Vigo’s statue by John Angel in the national memorial to Clark
at Vincennes, dedicated by President F. D. Roosevelt in 1936.
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not take into account the most potent psychological factor
that the English had lost the war and that they could not

very well afford to insist in retaining what was more or
less a buffer zone between Virginia and Louisiana (the ter¬

ritory, not the present state) . Two more important factors,
however, should be added.

The first, was the settlement of some 20,000 Americans
following the capture of Vincennes, 20,000 resolute Amer¬
icans who were determined not to fall again under British
domination. The second, was the silent, or inactive, support
of the Indians.

Professor James Alton James in a paper read before
the Mississippi Valley Historical Association in April, 1929,
stated that the disaffection among the Indians who until
then had been loyal to Britain was so great that "according
to British testimony the Sioux was the only nation still
true to them” after the fall of Vincennes. "Three expedi¬
tions sent to intercept the Americans, retreated precipi¬
tately upon hearing the report that Clark was advancing
against Detroit. A campaign against Vincennes and another
against Fort Pitt were likewise abandoned.”

Something here, however, does not make sense. Why

would the English retreat "precipitately” if in that very
summer of 1779 Clark was "forced to forego the march
against Detroit . . . for want of a few men?” Propaganda,
of course, or rumor, may have had something to do with it,
but it is most unlikely that the English would have re¬
treated, rumors or no rumors, had they been sure of In¬
dian support.

Now the man who could influence the Indians to re¬
main neutral was Vigo, the only person on the American
side to enjoy a great prestige among them. "His influence
is greatest among the Indians than any man I know of,
and it is always exerted for the interest of his Country,”
wrote Major Doughty to Secretary of War Knox, who
relayed the information and an account of Vigo’s activities
to Washington. Whereupon the President asked the Sec¬
retary to thank Vigo for "the essential services” he had
rendered the Major. In 1784, Vigo, while on the way to
Detroit on business, was arrested by the British and finally
was released upon posting a bond of 500 pounds sterling.
Vigo was accused of having helped Clark, but whether at
Vincennes, or after the capture of that post, we have not
found out.
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Facsimile of a letter in Italian from the Sardinian Consul in Philadelphia to
Vigo. From the Vigo Papers in the possession of the Vigo Chapter, D.A.R.
(Courtesy, Miss Dorothy Riier, Historical Bureau, State House, Indianapolis.)



CHAPTER EIGHT

COLONEL FRANCIS VIGO
and the Conquest of the Old Northwest

asked to what he attributed his influence over them, he
replied, "I never deceive an Indian.”

Vigo was peacefully attending to his business when in
May, 1778, Clark undertook his campaign to wrest from
the British the few posts they held at Vincennes, Cahokia,
Kaskaskia and, possibly, Detroit. Clark was able to raise
only about 150 men and very little money or supplies. He
reached Kaskaskia without much difficulty on July 4, 1778,
but from then on he was beset with all sorts of troubles.
Without getting into many details, Francis Vigo and other
local merchants came to his rescue, Vigo alone advancing
about one fourth of the total amount raised by Clark in
the Illinois country. A priest, Father Gibault, also came
to his assistance by enlisting the support of the French
inhabitants of that post in favor of Captain Helm, the
American in charge.

In December, 1778, Captain Helm, being "destitute of
provisions and ammunition,” wrote to Clark about it,
whereupon Clark sent Vigo over to secure them from the
people of Vincennes, among whom he was well known.
Vigo left Kaskaskia on December 18, 1778, the day after
Helm had been surprised and made prisoner by Hamilton,
the British governor. Vigo, of course, did not know that
the English had occupied Vincennes when he started on
his trip. To make a long story short, he was captured by
some Indians who plundered him of everything he possessed
and took him to Hamilton. After several weeks of deten¬
tion, during which Vigo kept his ears and eyes open, he was
released, being a Spanish subject, on condition that he do
nothing “injurious to the British interests on his way to

St. Louis.” Vigo kept his word, but no sooner had he
reached St. Louis than he got in his pirogue and back he
went to Kaskaskia, with the following intelligence, as
stated by Clark in his letter to Patrick Henry, then Gov¬
ernor of Virginia, dated April 29, 1779: "that Mr. Ham¬
ilton had weakened himself, by sending his Indians against
the frontiers, and block up the Ohio; that he had not more
than eighty men in garrison, three pieces of cannon and
some swivels mounted; and that he intended to attack this
place, as soon as the winter opened, and made no doubt of
clearing the western waters by fall. My situation and cir¬

cumstances induced me to fall on the resolution of attack¬
ing him, before he could collect his Indians again. I was

sensible the resolution was as desperate as my situation,

but I saw no other probability of securing the country.”

COLONEL FRANCIS VIGO
A portrait in the University of Vincennes. From a photograph taken in
1929 at the request and with the assistance of the author.

No man, next to George Rogers Clark, did as much as

Francis Vigo to win the old Northwest Territory. In some
respects, he did even more than Clark himself.

Francis Vigo was born at Mondovi, near Turin, Italy,
on December 3, 1747. At an early age, about 1774, he
settled in New Orleans, later moving to St. Louis as the
partner in the fur business of the Spanish Governor, De
Leyba, and of Emilien Yosti, another native of Italy. Vigo’s
connections at that time extended as far north as Mackinac
and as far east as Pittsburgh and Montreal. He was espec¬
ially influential with the Frenchmen in the Illinois country

(speaking French for a native of Piedmont was a common
practice) and with the Indians with whom he traded. Once,
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Detroit.” Vigo soon got to work, as he informed Wayne
on August 6. Fourteen days later Wayne defeated the In¬
dians at the Battle of Fallen Timbers solving “for a while at
least, most of the Indian difficulties.” (Winsor, Narrative
and Critical History of America, 1888, VII, 453).

Vigo rendered other services, as in 1805, when he and
General Gibson were sent on a mission to the Miami, Potta-
watmie, and Delaware Indians. A year later, when the
University of Vincennes was organized, he became one of
its first trustees. He was also instrumental in establishing
the first circulating library in Vincennes. When in 1836
the State Bank of Indiana issued its first bank notes they
had a “vignette likeness” of Vigo upon them.

Vigo never got the money he advanced to Clark. In
1876, or forty years after his death, the United States
Supreme Court ordered the payment to Vigo’s heirs of his
claim which, including interest, had reached the sum of
$49,898.60.

In 1800 Governor St. Clair appointed Vigo a colonel
in the First Regiment of Knox County Militia, a position
he held until 1810, when ill health forced him to resign.
Years later a county in the State of Indiana was named in
his honor. But when he died not even the undertaker could
be paid the twenty dollars for the cost of the funeral. The
proceeds from the sale of his property were only seventy-
seven dollars and sixty-two cents.
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The two tombstones on Vigo's grave. The small one was
placed at the time of his death; the larger one was erected
in 1909 by the Vigo Chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution.

Washington was so impressed with Vigo’s standing
with the Indians that he called him to Carlisle, Pa., in 1789,

to discuss the defense of the western country. A year later,
on December 20, 1790, he authorized Vigo to deliver two

talks to the Chickasaws and Chocktaws and gave him a

letter reading: "Mr. Vigo, the bearer, will bring you goods
conformably to the treaty of Hopewell, and I shall take
other measures early next year, to convince you of the
further kindness of the United States. In the meantime
hold fast the Chain of friendship, and do not believe any
evil report against the justice and integrity of the United
States,” (The Writings of George Washington, ed. by Fitz¬
patrick, XXXI, 184). In other words, Vigo was chosen
in order to reassure the Indians about America’s good faith.
The importance of that mission, at a time when the British
were still trying to incite the Indians against the United
States cannot be overemphasized.

Even more valuable was Vigo’s assistance to General
“Mad Anthony” Wayne, as it appears from a number of
letters Wayne sent to Vigo in 1794 which are now in the
Pennsylvania Historical Society. One of them, dated May
27, 1794, is reproduced on the next page. On July 5, 1794,
Wayne instructed Vigo “to bribe or get possession of the page of the will of the Spanish Governor of Missouri. De Leyba,
„ . , . T, T . . ..... , with the signature of Vigo, its executor. (Courtesy, Pennsylvania His-
Spanxsh express between Port Louis or the Mississippi and torical Society.)
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To recapitulate, if Vigo had not furnished Clark the

vital information which prompted him to march on Vin¬

cennes in the heart of winter, Clark would have been either

defeated or compelled to leave the country.

After Vincennes, if Vigo had not exerted his influence

among the Indians (before the Americans warred on them

and took their lands away from them) and secured their

passive cooperation by not siding with the English,

1. no Americans would have been able to settle in
the new country between 1779 and 1783;

2. without settlers and without Indian cooperation,
Clark would have not held a vestige of possession;

3. without American possession and with the Indians
on their side, the English negotiators at Paris in
1783 would have not acquiesced so easily to the
boundaries demanded by the Americans.

4. Vigo’s vital role in the acquisition of the old North¬
west Territory is, therefore, unquestionable.

I

The bell in the Vigo County Court House,
Vigo County, Indiana, bought with $500 be¬
queathed by Vigo for that purpose, in his
wil).
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CHAPTER NINE

PHILIP MAZZEI
One of Americas Founding Fathers

Philip Mazzei was one of the fathers of the American
nation and of American democracy.

The American nation, in a way, had been taking shape
long before Mazzei set foot on American soil. It was not

the product of any one man, or set of men; it wasi not due,

as it has been erroneously stated, to the "genius” of any
one particular ethnic group; it was not the natural by¬
product of the Magna Carta or other Anglo-Saxon insti¬

tutions. The American nation was created primarily by
the frontier, by the opportunities within reach of free
men, by the spirit of independence that those opportuni¬
ties made possible. The history of recent immigrants from
Eastern and Southern Europe shows abundantly that a

peddler from a Polish ghetto or a peasant from Sicily can
attain the same degree of individuality and independence
as Thomas Jefferson or James Madison—of course, rela¬
tively speaking.

The American nation was the symbol of a new way

of life, of the American way of life; of a new set of stan¬

dards; of lack of traditions; of economic independence,
without which there can never be political freedom. No¬
body showed that better than the Hessian soldiers who
deserted from their army to find freedom and independ¬
ence in the backwoods of Virginia.

Yet, if without the frontier there would have been
only a limited economic independence, without absolute
political freedom the frontier would have been meaning¬
less.

€r(c
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PHILIP MAZZEI
From a miniature made in Paris in 1790. (From Philip Mazzei—Friend
of Jefferson, by Richard C. Garlick, The Johns Hopkins Press, Baltimore,
1933).

Mazzei played a prominent role in the achievement of
America’s political independence. He did that (1) by ham¬
mering on the false assumption entertained at the time

of his arrival in Virginia that a conflict was not inevi¬
table and that an agreement with England was possible;
(2) by trying to convince his Virginia friends, partic¬
ularly Thomas Jefferson, that the English Constitution was
not the model of perfection they thought it to be; (3)
by writing articles in the local Gazette and by talking at

round tables and in private homes, as well as in churches,
on the political issues of the day; (4) by exerting per¬
sonal pressure on influential people in Europe; (5) finally,
through his book, Recherches Htstoriques et Politiques,
which proved to be a most effective weapon in combat¬
ing the anti-American propaganda that the British and
other enemies of the United States were spreading in Eu¬
rope to hamper the rising nation and particularly to dis¬
courage European emigration.

Few men in America were so well-equipped for his
self-imposed task, or had so many influential friends in
England and on the Continent during the crucial years
of the American Revolution, as Mazzei. He put his knowl¬
edge, experience, prestige, and whatever money he had,
at the service of his adopted country. No other native of
Continental Europe, with the possible exception of La¬
fayette and Von Steuben, contributed so much to the rise
of the Republic.

MAZZEI’S EARLY LIFE
Mazzei’s story has been told in detail and with numer¬

ous notes and facsimiles of corroborating documents in a
special monograph by the author published in 1951. Here
we shall, therefore, give a brief outline of his life.

Philip Mazzei was born at Poggio a Cajano, a small
town near Florence, Italy, on Dec. 25, 1730. After study¬
ing surgery until 1752, he emigrated to Smyrna, Turkey,
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Continental Army, but Patrick Henry forbade him to

do so, as he could be more useful in other ways.
Mazzei remained in Virginia from November, 1773,

to January, 1779, when he was sent on a special mission
to Europe. During those five years he worked tirelessly
to warn the Americans against the ever-growing menace
from London; he kept them informed of what was going
on behind the scenes in the English capital—he had friends
there who sent him confidential information—he took part
in the drafting of some laws and reforms, including, pos¬
sibly, the first draft of the Virginia Constitution of 1776.
Of particular interest is an article which he wrote in
Italian and which, translated by Jefferson, is said to have
appeared in the Virginia Gazette. That article contains
words so reminiscent of those in the preamble to the Dec¬
laration of Independence that one wonders whether, or to

what extent, Mazzei influenced Jefferson, or Mason, on this
point. At any rate, Jefferson sent to him one of the first
drafts he made of the Declaration in Philadelphia.

In 1779 Mazzei was sent to Europe as Virginia’s special
envoy, but because of the opposition of Franklin, who
felt that the Congress and not individual states were to

be represented abroad, Mazzei could not accomplish much.
But he served America well just the same, through his
contacts in France, Holland and Italy. While in Paris he
was in close touch with John Adams and other leading
Americans.

When Jefferson was sent to Europe to take Franklin’s
place, Mazzei paved his way and rendered his mission easier,
as related in the above-mentioned monograph.

Back in America for a few months, he established a
“Society of the Constitution,” the main purpose of which
was to “keep a watchful eye over the great fundamental
rights of the people.” Its members included James Madi-
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The first announcement of Mazzei’s arrival in America. Virginia Gazette,
(Rind), December 2, 1773. (Courtesy, Colonial Williamsburg, Williams¬
burg, Va.)

where he spent four years. From 1756 to 1773, with the
exception of two brief trips to Italy, he lived in London.

In England Mazzei earned his living as a merchant,
primarily as an importer of Italian products. That, how¬
ever, did not keep him from associating with diplomats,
political leaders, and distinguished writers, like the famous
Giuseppe Baretti. He also served as agent of the Grand
Duke of Tuscany.

Having met some Americans in London, including Ben¬
jamin Franklin, he was induced to settle in Virginia and
to establish an agricultural company there. Shortly after
his arrival with several Tuscan gardeners at the end of
1773, a number of influential Virginians, including George
Washington and Thomas Jefferson, put up the sum of
2,000 pounds sterling (about $10,000) so that he could
plant grapevines and other Mediterranean plants. The ven¬
ture, however, was not much of a success (he succeeded
in introducing a number of vegetables which at that time
were not known in America) because he soon became in¬
volved in the struggle for independence.

MAZZEI’S ASSOCIATES IN HIS AGRICULTURAL COMPANY
(as listed in the facsimile on the opposite page)

Lord Dunmore was the governor of the Colony; Peyton Randolph
was president of the first Continental Congress (1774) ; Robert
Carter Nicholas was treasurer of the Colony; Thomas Adams, the
man who induced Mazzei to settle in Virginia, was a rich mer¬
chant; George Mason was the author of the Virginia Bill of
Rights; George Washington and Thomas Jefferson need no intro¬
duction; John Page of Rosewell was a member of the Virginia
Convention of 1776, a member of Congress, and governor of
Virginia; Benjamin Harrison was a member of the first Continental
Congress, a signer of the Declaration of Independence, governor
of Virginia, and father of William H. Harrison, ninth president
of the United States; Thomas Mann Randolph, the husband of
Martha Jefferson, was governor of Virginia, and managed Thomas
Jefferson’s estates during his absences; Dr. James McClurg was a
delegate to the Federal Convention of 1787 ; Thomas Nelson Jr.,
a signer of the Declaration of Independence, was governor of
Virginia; Allen Cooke was a member of the Virginia Convention
of 1776; John Tabb was a member of the Virginia Committee
of Safety; John Blair was judge of the Virginia High Court of
Chancery, delegate to the Constitutional Convention of 1787, signer
of the Constitution, and justice of the United States Supreme Court;
Dr. Theodorick Bland, Jr. was a member of Congress; Archibald
Cary was, as a recent biographer has called him, "the wheelhorse
of the Revolution” because of the foundries, mills, etc. which he
owned; W. Miles Cary was a member of the Virginia Convention
of 1776 and is said to have been so rich that when George Wash¬
ington courted his daughter he haughtily reminded him that she
had a coach of her own to drive; the few others we have not
identified, like John Tayloe and Charles Carter, Jr., were rich
planters.

MAZZEI AND THE DECLARATION OF
INDEPENDENCE

Mazzei was regarded so highly by his fellow-Virginians
that not long after his arrival he was elected a vestryman

of St. Anne’s Parish in Albemarle County, and a member
of the county committee, two very important positions,
as explained in our monograph. When Patrick Henry with
a small band of men marched against the English, Mazzei,

Bellini, and one of the gardeners Mazzei had brought to

Virginia, joined him, but the English withdrew and the
Americans went home. In 1777 he tried again to join the
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The first two pages of the letter Mazzei sent with his "instructions” to Colonel Page, during the Virginia Convention of 1776.
(Courtesy, library of Congress').

iK

I wrote to the Gran-Duke of Tuscany, the copy of which, I am
confident, has been sent by him to his Brother in law & Father
in law, (the Kings of France & Spain) if the Committee of
Safety took care to send it safe, as they promised. The reflections
up::n the english rotten Constitution, & the annotations to the
intended Instructions are in their wild state, as our woods. I have
written them these 4, or 5 days past, & have not been able to find

being with 2 leggs, & without feathers, who could assist me
to correct a sillable of them. The copy of the letter to the Grand-
Duke may be put upon the papers, when you think it may give
some satisfaction to the people; but the other pieces I wish they
could appear in public as soon as possible, & the annotations in
the same paper with the Instructions, if it could be obtained. The
Grand-Duke and the author of the letter to him should not be
mentioned to any body, except Gen.l Lee, who knows both per¬
sonally, will be pleased at it, & keep the secret. As to the other
papers, it is entirely owing to a very little remnaint of modesty,
that I don’t desire you to publish, that I am the Author of them.
I am clear in my principles, & I am ready to support them. In 2.
months’s hence I think of going to your Father’s with my wife, &
stay 4 or 5 days, as he was so kind as to invite me there. Your
son appeared to be very glad to see me when I was there in
march. 2. of my farmers thaught themselves in Paradise as soon
as they saw in your father’s house a specimen of the Italian build¬
ings. They both desired to be left there. I wish you will ask your
brother, after having espressed my great regard & esteem for him,
if he thinks the time I have mentioned (about the 13th or 20th
of August) will be agreable to your Parents for my & my wife’s
going there, & that he will be so good a friend to me as to let
me know it with philosophical liberty, mentioning what other time
I could fix, if that was not so proper. Pray, my best respects to
Mrs. Page, 8c with the most friendly regard & esteem I have the
honor to be,
Dear Sir,

MAZZEI’S LETTER TO JOHN PAGE (in full)

Colie, June 16, 1776.
Dear Sir,

Now, when the Convention & General Lee must have assumed
a great part of the business of your Hon.ble Board, (the tremen¬
dous Committie of Safety) I hope you will find time to peruse
the inclosed papers, & that the nonsense contained in them will
not have so strange effect upon you after having used your ears to
it for so many months. The sentiments, I think, may be easily
traced, but the language must be barbarous. I attempted at first
to make some corrections, but God forbid I should do so again.
some good neighburing Planters, not being able to make out what
I meant with some of my improved sentences & expressions,
obliged me to have recourse to the rugh copy, where, they said,
I had done right. Pray, my dear Sir, take these papers under your
protection, & endeavour to render them intelligible, if possible. If
it is too much trouble for you, ask the favour of Mr. Edmund
Randolph, Mr. Innes, Dr. Jones, your Brother, & some other
Friends to help you. By sharing the papers they will soon have
done with them. I have no doubt of their doing me that favour
if you desire it of them. I have had nobody to help me to digest
one single idea. I would take it as a great favour from you, Sir,
& from any of the Gentlemen, if I was to see upon the News-
Papers, my sentiments not only put in good english, but even
corrected & improved. Several things, I am confident, will be
better out, & several others could be added with great propriety.
My composition is italian with english words. You know, that
what is elegance in one language is sometimes nonsense in an¬
other, & &. When I resolved to write the instructions Mr. Jeffer¬
son was not gone. iHe was pleased with the idea, but he refused
not only to translate them If I had written them in Italian, but
even to hold a conversation upon he subject. He prudently ob¬
served, that he ought to avoid even a suspition of having any hand
in what could have been offered to the Congress for their ap¬
probation. His delicacy induced me not to write them till after
he was gone. I shall say nothing more about what you may find
out yourselves in perusing the papers. Mr. Clay, our Parson, cor¬
rected the language of the instructions and translation of the letter

one

your most obedient Humble Serv.l
Philip Mazzei

P.S. I will be obliged to you, Sir, if you will be so kind as to re¬
member me to Dr. M.c Clurg, Mr. Davies, & the other Gentlemen
I used to see at your house,’ present my compliments to them.
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Letter written by George Washington to Mazzei on July 1, 1779, wishing him "a prosperous voyage & safe return.” The letter is especially worthy of notice as in those days
Washington was busy with war operations. (Courtesy, Library of Congress).
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PHILIP MAZZEI 135

son, Patrick Henry, Edmund Randolph, Richard Henry In 1792 he returned to Italy and lived at Pisa, where he
Lee, James Monroe, and other prominent men of the day. died in 1816.

Upon learning of his death, Jefferson wrote to ThomasReturning to France in 1785, he decided to write a

book to confute America's foes. The importance of that Appleton, the American consul in Leghorn: "He (Mazzei)

book has not yet been realized. In our opinion it helped had s°me peculiarity, and who of us has not? But he

not a little to destroy many falsehoods which had been wa* of solld worth; honest, able, zealous in sound prin-

scattered abroad by America’s enemies; even more impor- CfC*> ““S"* “
tant may have been its influence, through its German “nÿÿdertakmgs He was greatly esteemed

, .1 . . , ’ , j m this country. Writing on the same day to Giovanni
translation, on emigration from Gernuny to the United Catmignani, a professor at the University of Pisa, he added:
States. Gorant m the thrrd volume of h,s memoirs calls

esteemi m> m this was vety gcnerll. his
early and zealous cooperation in the establishment of our

In 1788 Mazzei entered the service of the King of independence having acquired for him here a great degree
Poland as “intelligencer” (a man entrusted with securing of favor.”
political information) and for a time as temporary envoy.

it "un grand ouvrage.”

Those words by Jefferson are Mazzei’s best epitaph.

— 284 - - 285 —TuLti gli uomini sono per natura egualmentc
libcri c indipendenti. Quest’eg'uaglianza fe neces-
saria per costituire un govcrno libero. Bisogna
die ognuno sia uguale all’nltro nel diritto na-
lurale. La distinzionc dei ranghi n’6 sempre stata,
come sempre nc sari un efficacc ostacolo, c la
ragione e chiarissima. Quando in una nazionc
avcte piii classi d’uomini, bisogna che diatc ad
ognuna la sua porzionc nel governo; altrimenti
una classe tiranncggierebbe l’altre. Ma lc por-
zioni non possono farsi perfettamentc uguali; c
<|iiando ancor si potesse, il giro delle cose umanc
(iimostra che non si mantcrrcbbcro in equilibrio;
r per poco che una prcponderi la macchina dcve
eadere.

Per qucsta ragione lulte le antichc repubbli-
chc ebbero corta vita. Quando furono stabilite
gli abitanti eran divisi per classi, c sempre in
rontcsa, ogni classe procurando di aver maggior
porzionc dell’altre nel governo; cosicche i lcgi-
slatori doveron ccdere ai prcgittdizi dei costumi,
allc opposte prelensioni dei paititi, e il mcglio
die potcron fare fu un misto grottcsco di liberta
e di tirannia.

lie loro Impcrfczioni costituzionali dicdcro ori-
gine a molti disordini, chc sono stati ultima*
mente descritti con i piu orribili colon da per-
sonc male intenzionatc per indisporre il buon
popolo di questo contincntc contro i governi rc-

pubblicani; ed alcuni uomini di buona fede an-
cora inno fatto lo stesso perche la loro iqalten-
zione ai veri buoni principii di governo non is

permesso loro di disccrnere, che le repubblichc.

Beginning of the first article by Mazzei to reach us. It was translated into English by Thomas Jefferson and it is said that
it was published in the Virginia Gazette. From Mazzei’s Memorie, Vol. II. (Courtesy, Ntw Yoik Public Library.')

Frammenti di tcritli pubblicati nelle gassetle

at principio della rivolusione amerizana da
un ciliadino di Firginia.

Per ottenere il nostro intento bisogna, mici
cari concittadini, ragionar su i diritti naturali
dcll’uomo e suite basi di un governo libero. Que-

sta discussione ci dimostrerk chiaramente, che il
britanno non c mai stato tale nel suo maggior
grado di perfizione, e che i! nostro non era at-
tro ehe una catlivc copse di quello, con tali &i-
tri svantaggi che lo rendevano poco al di sopra
dello stato di schiavitu.

Dopo esamineremo come il governo devesi for-
mare per essere imparziale e durevole.

Questa materia e stata tanto amplamente trat-
tata da vari scrittori di vaglia, ch'io non ambi-
sco ad altro merito che a quello di trattarla in
uno stil familiare e semplice; onde possiamo fa-
cilmente intenderci.

Gli scrittori di stile sublime mi perdoneranno;
essi non an bisogno che alcuno scriva per loro.
lo scrivo per quelli, che dotati di buon senso
non &nno avuto il vantaggio d’un educazione
studiosa, e bramo di adattare il mio stile alia
lor capacity. So bene chc lo stile sublime a spesso
attratto il conscnso degli uomini, pur troppo di-
sposti ad ammirare quel che non comprendono;

ma e finalmcntc venuto il tempo di cambiar co¬
stume; il dover nostro e' di procurar di com-
prendcre per giudicar da aoi stessi.

I

(On opposite page) Facsimiles of four pages from the two memoranda
in which Mazzei listed some of the influential people Jefferson would
have found useful for his mission in Paris. (From the unpublished or¬
iginals in the library of Congress.)



CHAPTER TEN

FIGHTERS FOR AMERICAN INDEPENDENCE

If by 1776, as we have shown in the preceding chap¬
ters, there were thousands of people in the Colonies who
could trace their origins to Italy, it can be safely con¬

cluded that some of them must have served during our
War of Independence.

Their names, of course, are hard to identify because
of the transformations they underwent through the years

specially in the case of the numerous Waldenses. Nev¬
ertheless they existed, unless the laws of nature had failed
to operate.

Actually, we find officers with Italian names in the
colonies, like Lupo, who was, as we have seen, a lieu¬
tenant at Jamestown as early as 1619; or like William
Perone (Peyrounie), who was captain of a Virginia Regi-

at Fort Duquesne, in 175 5, possibly with Wash-
I

ment

ington, and Captain, later Colonel, Isaac Corsa, of the
Bronx, who served between 1755 and 1765.

In the numerous lists of soldiers who served during
the Revolution one finds literally hundreds of names that
could be taken for Italian. In New York State, to men¬

tion one instance, we find at least 49 members of the
Fonda family who at one time or another served in the
War. Also in New York we find one Lieutenant Bracco,

killed in action at White Plains on October 28,

/*-

Monument to Major Winston at Guilford
stone are in-

Winston,
Captain J. Franklin, and Richard Taliaferro.
(Courtesy, Guilford Courthouse National Mili¬
tary Park, Greensboro, N. C.)

PASQUALE PAOLI

Italy contributed more than men to the American Rev¬
olution. Even before the conflict started, Italy was a source
of inspiration to American patriots, as one can easily ascer¬
tain by the many accounts given in colonial and English
newspapers and magazines of the struggle waged by Pas-
quale Paoli and his fellow-Corsicans for independence.

The Corsicans had been for centuries under the domi¬
nation of Genoa who, to be sure, treated them more as
colonial subjects than as fellow-Italians. The Corsicans tried
several times to regain their freedom, as far back as 1545,
but their struggle reached epic proportions in 1755 when
Pasquale Paoli, assisted by Carlo Bonaparte, Napoleon’s
father, landed in the island from Italy and fought heroi¬
cally against the Genoese. For fourteen years Paoli fought
with all means at his disposal, arousing the admiration
of free men all over the world, particularly in England
and in America, until 1768, when Genoa sold Corsica to
the French. It was then that Paoli and 400 of his fol-

Courthouse. On one side of the
scribed the names of Major J.who was

1776.

In Pennsylvania, Christopher Baldy (Baldi) of Berks
County served as captain in the Continental Army and
later as brigadier general. He died in Seneca County in
1809. Probably he was a member of the Baldus family,
prominent in Pennsylvania. (Stapleton, A., Memorials of
the Huguenots in America, 1901, 59.) The noted colonel,
Lewis Nicola, also may have been of Italian extraction,

but there is no way to deny or to affirm it, at least for
the time being.

In the South, Italian names, or names that seem Ital¬
ian, can be found by the score. The Taliaferros, to recall
a prominent family of whose origins we are sure, were
most active. One of them, Col. Richard Taliaferro, was
a member of the Committee elected to enforce the Asso-
ciation in James City County of which he was a free¬
holder. (Virginia Gazette, Dec. 1, 1774.) He was killed
at the Battle of Guilford Hall on March 15, 1781. An¬
other Taliaferro, Benjamin, served as captain in the rifle
corps commanded by General Morgan. Later he was pres¬
ident of the Georgia Senate, a member of the 6th and 7th
Congress, and a judge of the Georgia Superior Court.
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rÿTbe ASSOCIATION entered into hy the AMERICAN
NENTAL CONGRESS in Behalf of all the Cole

MM and 1 jyaf Suhjvft*,

S / V / tylvania, lb* Three Lower Coomici of Ne»-
«/ «/ uOk, Kni, and Suffix, on Delaware, Mary-
W W Virginia, North Carolina, and Southw w Carolina, dopated to reptefcm them in Con.

fcnrnl Cengraft, Ud hi Hi* City Of Philadelphia on lha jih Day of
lyobtr 1774, avowing oor Allegiance IO hit Majefly, 1 <r Aftfhrn
Hd Rogud for ov Fallow Svbjefh in Om| Britain and rllrahm, af-
frftod with the drepeft Anxiety, aod mod alarming Aeprtbrnfljna at
thof* Oiiarincca ami Diflrcflrt with which hji Uayefly'i American Sub.
)cAa ncorprrfTM, and brriog'tfaktn ander oar mod fetioo* Defabc-
rM>m tha State of lh« whole Continent, And that tin pirftnt unhappy
-Situation Of our Alfciri b occifl.'ned hy a ruinoui Syrletn of Colony
Adminiftrotioei, adopted by tho Br.tiHl Mimftry ahrot the Vrli >76],
•atdioily calculated fcr enrtaving tfirfc Coleuin, and, with them, tho
•ntifti Hatpin 1 In PnrfKutlon which Syflam. virion* Art* of Par-
Ibaam hm hem poftbd far raifinc a Rmnue in America, for do .nvmg
-rtw AmnicM Subverta, in many I oftanon, of <ha conftuutlcnal Trial by
lory, ntpoflnj their lim to Dingc*, by directing a new and il.ecal
Trial beyond uwSera, S» Criwo alledgati w km bran committed in
America j and, w Piefaatica of the feme Sjftem, ftedial late, cruel,
MliMttftw AAa. karabaaMTid nflpcttoc the Town ofÿotlon and
fti UiftdMbm Say, and aln ta Art for mending die Prmnci of
Mmk. ft> ta ta border on tho wrtlcrn Fwiit'i of theft Colonica,
•&MMUng an arbitrary Ooewnment tbrrtin, and difeouraging the ScitJt-
MM rf Britldt lebjcrta in that wide-extended Country j thoi, by the
)r>Anrater of ekl Principle*, and ancient Prgjurficci, to difpofa tha In.
beSfciut* in aft with HoMftiy again N the Tret ProftllaM Colonice, when*

kftoS Miaaftry (Haft cboofe to to direft them.
To obtain Indraft of (Mb Griteancea, which threaten Deftra fflon to

at Urea, Liberty, and Property, ofhia hlajifty’i BubjtAa hi North Amc-
ta, w« art of Opinion thata Non-Importation, Non confomption, and
eunpatudM Agreement, faithfully adhered to, will prove (he mart
amdj, iftflial, end peaceable Mcafwre t and therefore we do, tor our.
Jma and lha Inhabitant* of the fcrnal Colonic* whom wt irprefcnt,

agree and afTmati, under (he (acred Tiriof Vina#, Honour, and
Anna of our Country, a» followai
*. fkfi. That from and ante the frit Day of December next wa will
M import into Bridth America, from Orcac Britain or Inland, any
Conda. Ware*, or Merchaoddb whaifbevvr, ar front any other Place,
•apfhch Goodi, Ware*, or Mercheodiff, naCiaD h«*e been exported from
Croat Britain ur Ireland|nor will we, after that Day, Import any Baft
Ida Tha from any Part of tha World, iw any Maloto, Ifropi, Pa-
adu, Coffee, or Pimettea, front tha BrtdBt Plantation*, or from Do-
aM , nor Wine* from Madefce, or che Wefler I/laods nor foreign

lift mentioned Cafe, the Owne
bulled (»u| of the S4»>) the 1

to b« aypind toward* relten
the Town ol Holton a> arr im

and a pimealar Account ol *11
ir.fc, ltd in the p«Mi:k Payer.. >
itnporti il after a lie fatd livft Day •
to Ac frnt hack again, Without hit

gxvtntb. Thu a Cornin'-tc l

Town, hy thafir whs are qnaliri
Ltrifl Hint, ulioft fluii.ieft it ill'll
rf all 1'iiAma Kuchin* th,» Aif<
a ,-pear, to the SAiiiirti- n of a M*j<
I’etfon wit tun the l.mi ra i-f tbpr A|
lion, ihit fuch tiajonty do fortftw.tf.
ruhUlhÿ.l m the Giicne, to rtw End
B-iti'h AiPcnca may lie publickly knowi
(lie EntniKi nf A mrri;»o Uhcrty ; andUi.
break off ill nciiin(a with him, or her.

Tm. ft. That the Committee of Corre-
Colonic, do fitqjemly iHpefl the Entrka *
inform each other, from Time to Time, of ||
every other material Cite*ml la net that maf

Tr* whattro-t Nor will arc, nor fhaf] any Pofnn for nr under or, pur-
Chiie or ufa any rf thoft Goodi, (ftam. or Merchand (e, wt have agreed
not to import, which we lhall kurr*. or hive Cu r i0 fufpefl, wm im-

pnrrsd after tbe drft Day of Dpramber, r«.ep; fucii'S* co.*.e under the
Ruitl and Dneftuxii of the tenth Arack. liereafter mentioned,

Fw'tb. Ttwearncft DeOre waiuve not to irjuie cor Fellow Suhjefla
in Great Bril vin, Ireland, or the WefI Indiei, induct c ut to forÿend a
NonÿeportUdon until the tenth Do; of septcnihrr 1775•«*’"'h1'«*,

if (ha faid Afti, and Parti of AQr of the Bnn.ll l'«r|,amenl hervtr alter

tnentioeed, ate not repeatat), we will not, ArrfMy or irilurflly, iX|t'r«
Merchandifc, or Conunodky whaifcever, to Cicat Biii*<n, Ireland,

or tbe Well Indira, eucapt Rica, to Europe.
Fifth. Such ea are Mcrahanta, and ufethc Briiilh arri Irilli Trade,

will gi*a Order1, a* fa or, a, pofljhla, to their Tadtura, Am la, and Cor.
nfpoudrn'a. In Great Btitaiddnd Iceland, not tofhipany Gorda to them,
on any Pretence whattocaw, aa they cannot be reccivtd in Aimnca \ and
if any -Merchant reftding in Great Britain or Itriand lhall, ..iteflly 0

IndjÿQly, fhip any Goode, Want, or Marclitndtfe, for America, in
Older lo break the faid Noo-lmportatum Agreement, or in any Manner
contravene the fame, on fuch unworthy Coudvlt hmg well lift lid, it
ought to be made ptahbek \ aud, or< tbe fame temp fo done, we will not,
fro-n thuedorth, have any wmuoewlAl.Connroioii with fuch Merchant.

5imh. That fuch 11 aa era Ok JalÿzCkii will give pÿmivr Ordm
to 1hear Captauat, or MafUJt, M.J MK on Board their Va
Gooch prohibited fay the faid Non-iflipor
immediate Difmiftion Irotn thdr A«M>ce.

t, Wa will ub oar uunoftkodcavean to Improve the B-eed of
Sheep, and mercafc their Nu,Tiber to ihr gvratrft Fuirnt j led to •hat End
we will kill ihcm aa fparinyly aa may be, cfpecially ihoft of the moft j.ro-

Aiable Kindt Not will we export any to the Will Indie*, oreffew here.
And thofr M 01 who an or may become orcrflockrd with, or can conec-
nirotly fpira any Sltecp, will Afpofe of ifaam to our Naaghbcura, cfprci-
ally 10 thr poorer Sort, on moderate T«rm*.

f 1jbtb. That we will, In our fcrcral Statioaa, encourage Frugality
Ecunuoiy, and Indaftry; and promote AgricullDre, Artr, and lha
M uiufjSore* of thia Country, crpecielly lhatol Wool; and wi}] difcoan.
trtunca and difeourare arery Suecart of Extravagance and Difllp -.ion,
especially all Horfc- raring, and aU Kindi of Gaming, Cock-fi,|,r.np,
Eahthitkcni of Show*, PJiya, and other ntpenfive Diver Horn and Enter-
|ainineiM»i and on Ihc Death of any Relation, or Fritnd, none of ui, or
any of our Familiar, wilt go into any firrher Mourning Drtfa than j bl*ck
Cripc or Riband on lha Arm or Hat for Georlemcn, and a Mick Rihmd
and Nrchlaco for Ladki, and «c will difeontinue tho giving of GJovri
and Scarf* at Funerall.

Mmb, That fuch at art Vrodam of Good* or Merctunriift will not
lake Advantage of lha Seaictiy of Goodi that may b» occafiontd hy this
Affectation, Mat will fell the fame at the Ratti we have been rifpeflmly
aecu (loaned to do foe tualve Montha lift pad* and if any Vendera of
Good* or Mrrchandifi lhall fell any fuch Goodi cn liiglrer Term*, or
lhall in any Mannrr, or hy any Dev** whatfoaver, violate or depart from
t'-ia Agreement, 00 Parfoiaoughr, cor will any of tudeal with any fuch
Pei Am, or Wi nr her FaAor or Agent, at any Time thereafter, for any
Commodity -hatever.

7rar*. In Caft any MerchaM, Trader, or other Peiftmi, lhall import
any Good* of Merchandize after thr firft Dry of Dtcrmbei, laid h-fne
the fir it Dty of Fibrnaty not, the ftnac ought forthwith, at the Altaian
of the Owner, to ho euftr rrfhipped Or dclivcitd up (0 the Committee of
the County or Town wherein they fliifl be imported, to be ftnred ai the
Rifle of 1he Importer, Until th« Nota-ioipoitailon Agtrement lhall ceafc,
DT be ibid under (he Direftion of the Couunittec abnfaid 1 And, in tlie

e made pub be
north, have 1

Vtfleh any
ou Van of fbir'mtb.

able P ket, b
Good*.

Fttnrmtk. And wc do farther ayrt
no Trade, Commerce, Dtalingt, c

Colony or Province in North Am»
which lhall hcrniier violau, «h*
unwoilhy of the Right* of fret
(heir Country-

’And wc do fclrmnly hind
Tiei afortfaid, 10 adhere 10 ih
Afia of Parliament, pl&d Cm
coramuc U01 c* on Tea, wrme. .H, t-offw,
Sugar, Pimcntl, irvlgo, foreign Pa, , ...o Paiatcra Coioun,
Imported into America, and extend the |A> Writ of the Admiralty Count
beyond Ihfir hntiMtt Limit*, deprive the American Suhjeft of Trial by
Jury, authorift the Judge'* Cwnftcatc to mdemaicy (he Kroftcviar Iram
Damacei that he might olher unit be liable to from a Trirl by hia Pewi,
require opprrlfive Security from a Clumartt Of Ship* or Goodi bind
before he fhali be allowed to defend hit fiojT’y, arc repealed j and until
that Part of the Art of (he mb of Gmrt«!M. Chapter 14th,

“ An Art for lha hatter fccunog hu Majcfti '1 Dockyard, If agazuan,
Shijn, Ammunauon, and Siorca,'* hy wbie •any Ptrfona charged wim

COitimiubig any of the OffWiCCi (herein deferi od in Amtraa may be tried
in any Shire or County within the Realm, ia qxaied > and until ihc kur
Afli pifTri m the lift SelRon of Parbimrnt, vil. JlJt for flopping the
Port and bkeking up the Harbour of Bolton, that /or altering thr Clar.

ler and Grwemmrnt ol Malfachufetti Bay; and' that which ia eai.riij

•» An Art for du hcrier Adminulraricn of Ji.lice, Ac.” and lha( ••.ar
CXtendin-; the Limit* of Qiiilicck, are lepeiled. And wa recojn-

mend it l« the Pro-.ioeut Convent and 'o tbe C jmmittcca 10 the
Klpcrttve Colnnke, <o c.lahl Ih fuch fartf>ei Rtyulaiioaa aa they may
think proper; for carvyine riilo EXETUIIOII tlna Aikoition.

T h« foregoing Aifoaanon b. ng deienuutcd open by (he Ccngref', wa*

Ordered to b« fobferihed by the fevvtal Membr.n thereof; and Uieieupcn,
c hereunto fee our refpertite Name* acwidmjly.

That all Minufarturel o' t
that no audue Advantage

unon Agreement,

la%to
Bnif TlMtarowDlMithrT Import nor purcfuli any Slave Imported

iglfti M DM rf Decuakrr img after wbkR Tima wt wdl wholly
WIMINI the Slave Trade, and wdl neither be eeeceroeJ in U ourfelvea,
narnrikwn hire oar Tefftk, cor fell our Coamoduiraor Mamarartatei,
w IhBft who an concerned In It. .

ffef. rti - TTTH ranfaTrpi~a flg~n—II*. ftrifHy adhered to, will
Mai dfr&nal Sworlty fcrtbe Obfervaiioa of the Non-imporutioa, wa,
la above, Mamitly *n*« and affociate, lhar, from tha* Day, we will not
partbft nr nfcanyTea bnportrd on Account Of the Eaft India Company,
nr any ••which a Duty hath been or (hall be paid ; and, from and after
ttolift Day af Uanbaas, wc wUl nut purchafe or a(c any Baft India

„ Aiwsp1=~~
ftri=- ,Kawsffjr if „ \ \r-c—

t-«-»«**«• »
tÿET. Donnie J

Q,„.I Kta>, 3fanAcUw*
MATTHCW TitnnJnin Aiiaf. I
TBOMAI Jennaow*J”* l*f' , VeinwYnfc
W.tn« '*'*•\ ’Stinav W*iiat»i JI. Bnetek* t

1 of Virginia,

A A CareMaS.

i of Maryland.

I
Cu. SR .

t ' <«

T

Facsimile of one of the pledges not to do business with England signed by Jefferson and Francis Alberte (Alberti). (Courtesy, Library of Congress.)
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Company was organized in 1775, it took name of
Corsicans. (Valentine Manual, 1849, p. 344.) More than
one American called one of his sons Pascalpaoli. Even a
stallion and at least one ship were called Paoli. (See Ander¬
son, G. P., Pascal Paoli, an Inspiration to the Sons of
Liberty, Mass. Hist. Soc. Transactions, 1927, and Kraus,
M., The Atlantic Civilization, p. 220). How deep was
American interest in Paoli’s struggle for freedom may be
gained from the six columns of reference to him and
Corsica in the Virginia Gazette Index.

tfrns, yet (hey always ante naturally Korn ber pretni-
te." CamcAL Rinaw.

Bjlit Jpteial affreiatiti of Lit Btctihnty PASCAL,
PAOLI, Gtntrai of the COASICANS,

A new and beautiful edition, (king the third) in one
volume oflavo, with a new and accurate map ot COR¬
SICA; to which is now firft added, a letter from the
Right Honourable GIOAOS l ord LYTTILTOIT to
the author, and a fine engraved head of General PA -
bLi, done from an original pomait jult armed from
CORSICA, painted by Mr. Hauer Biwaaioca,
and edeemed a very ftnkine likencfl; an

ACCOUNT of CORSICA
Its filnatjon, extent, air, foil, and prod u3ion; i con-

cUe view of its revolutions, from the earlieft times j

its prefent flate with refpeft to government, religion,
anu; commerce, learning, the geniu* and %irac-
ter of the inhabitants: with n

JOURNAL of a TOUR to that Ifland;
and MEMOIRS of PASCAL PAOLI-.
Alioan original Lima from the General of the nation,

and an appendix, containing Coriican ftate papers.

By JAMES BOSWELL, Efq,
•§» Mr. Btfwtll. account ot Cor/ca has been to mttl

maisri hjr the pnbjie, lh»t two numerous rdiiiom of
]joo copse* have been fold oitliin the fpace of a tew
aaonrhii and the boulc it To highly i(teemed abroad,
that it kit been tianOatcd into the French and Dutch
hmmgaget, and printed at Btufttrimm and Laufastm.

I I g t r / 3 l,
rHERIDAN’i Biitilh)Gmy’i Poems.

UMwina Ihlnaanonl

Advertisement of Boswell's Account of Corsica in the
Pennsylvania Journal, Sept. 21, 1769. (Courtesy, New
York Public Library.)

WITH ROCHAMBEAU AND D’ESTAING

Numerous Italians fought for American independence
under the French flag. To ascertain their names is, once
more, difficult because of the way they were written or
copied. Philip Phinizy, for instance, came over with Ro-
chambeau, yet his name cannot be found in the French
rosters. As related in Chapter Nineteen, he was born at
Parma, enlisted in the Regiment de Gatinais on July 22,
1777, at the age of seventeen, served during the Revo¬
lution, saw action at Yorktown, and was discharged from
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lowers left the island and sought refuge at Leghorn. Even¬
tually he moved to London, where he died in 1804.

In the American Colonies the name of Paoli became a
symbol of heroism and freedom. Before the Revolution
there was practically no public banquet of importance at
which a toast was not offered to Paoli and his Corsicans.
The town of Paoli, not far from Philadelphia, was named
after him. His chief admirers, however, were the Sons of
Liberty, who played such an important role in the Revo-
lution. When the New York Battalion of Independent Foot

Tl'‘

» .

i

I*For L O N D 0 N, ill
The BrigPaoli, u

F nfb\ Vi(* nuv cuftal da.'grt «itrM , w.v4 U ‘A
r«m i ft hahk .if Ikadroiifi* d>fer. n* *»>fry r:«r flyv, *iir I*-I
;»:iirartL ?ndrt»r-*ftr(h *1it- dh iU /««>. fe-fit; ft ‘ 'ÿ* VW- i*

wc« *rbh * flwifftiv iw> ferfetr**’ÿ *><•, v. If i« »*iri
Thli it *Tlnti;» to* i Vi* -rvF <T* **..'1 **ÿ« ».t* .v-tr**-. !•']

efW« wore oft ;ÿ v-V .vw# •1 k« kua

ft eomplfpv nt i » *lm l ‘ 1 ‘J* ‘JVA xv . '»-M» '«•g
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k>| Ct.V.'u J.
'ÿ'* He •«.. i*4 o*v :.«ÿ fllutfat M-f 1

Jumts Hall, Matter, lying at
Hancock's Wharf, will fail in
three Weeks, has good Ac¬
comodations for PafTengers.—For Freight or Paflage apply
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A page from James Boswell’s account of his visit to Pascal Paoli.
From Bickerstaff's Boston Almanack for 1769. (Courtesy, New York
Public Library.)

(From Colonial Society of Massachusetts Publications,
Vol. 26.)
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service on January 14, 1784. Shortly after that he married
Margaret Condon and settled in Georgia.

Only rarely we find the native place of the soldiers.
One of them, Vincent Cussel, named Jolicoeur, was born
in Italy, served in the Gatinais Regiment, and was killed
in action at Savannah on October 10, 1779. (Dawson, W.,
Les 2112 Frattcais Marts aux Etats-Unis de 1777 a 1783,

p. 41.) Another native of Italy, Biny Francois, was ship¬
wrecked in 1782. Still another, Paly Bonnaventura, died
at Yorktown in 1781. [Ibid., 100.) Jean Francois of Vil-
lefranche (Villafranca) , was a chaplain with the fleet of
Count De Grasse. [Am. Cath. Hist. Res. n.s. VII, 2JO-

237.)

to America, suffice it to recall that he and another French
officer, Fleury, were the only foreigners to receive two of
the eight medals struck by Congress during the war.
[Franklin’s Writings, ed. by Smyth, VIII, 71.) A long and
well-documented article about him, with references ttn un¬
published material, was written by F. Massai and pub¬
lished in the Atti della Society Colombaria, Florence, 1937.
(See also Virginia Magazine of History, XXIV, 169.) We
mention De Cambray as typical of a class of educated
Italians who in all likelihood came over during the Revo¬
lution, for the same reasons that prompted more than 200
of them to serve in the Union Army during the Civil
War.

Two regiments recruited mostly in Italy came over in
1779, the Third Fiemont, with 473 men, and the Thir¬
tieth Du Ferche, with 1064 men. (Pascal, A., Histoire de
I’Armee, 4 vols., Paris, 1853, II, 226.) Another regiment,
the Royal Itdien, is also said to have come over. Five
members of the Scalvini family are said to have enlisted
in said regiment and to have fought for our independence.
One of them, Alessandro Scalvini, was introduced to

George Washington, according to Amy Bernardy, an
Italian writer who taught in Massachusetts not many years
ago. We shall not dwell on the French officers of distant
Italian extraction, like Andre’ Riquetti, Viscount of Mira-
beau, or the Prince of Broglie. Numerous Corsicans, at

any rate, served on the ship Le Frotecteur. (Dawson, op.
cit., 133.)

Whether there were any Italians who "flocked to

America with Deane’s commissions” (Winsor, J., Narra¬
tive and Critical History of America, VII, 35) deserves
a close investigation, provided due attention is paid to

the probable change in names. Baldeski (or Baldesqui, the
paymaster of Pulaski’s Legion), for instance, was not, in
our opinion, a Pole, but one of the Italian Baldeschis, so
well known at Perugia.

The Italians in those days were still among the lead¬
ing military engineers in Europe. We would not be
prised in the least, accordingly, if some Italian, or Italian-
Swiss, engineers joined Washington’s cause. One of them,
Rivardi, as we shall presently see, occupied a very impor¬
tant post in the United States Army soon after the Treaty
of Paris. Another native of Italy, but not an Italian, An¬
tonio de Cambray, covered himself with glory during the
conflict. Possibly an Italian may have been the "very able
engineer” mentioned by John Page in his letter of Novem¬
ber 9, 1777, to R. H. Lee. "He understands English
well and translates it into Italian, Spanish or French.”
[Southern Literary Messenger, Vol. XXVII, 1858, 258.)

He could not have been de Cambray, who sailed from
Europe on November 23,1777.He was the son of a French¬
man who settled in Florence in 1745 and became a Tus-

ITALIAN-BORN VOLUNTEERS

Among the first natives of Italy to bear arms against
the British were Mazzei, Bellini, and the gardener, Vin¬
cenzo Rossi, who joined Patrick Henry’s force as we have
noted on page 138. Whether any of the other men who
came with Mazzei served during the conflict, we do not
know, although some of them, or their children, served
in the Virginia militia. One of them, John Strobia, was
a captain.

Another Italian-American volunteer was Pascal Charles
Joseph De Angelis, the son of Neapolitan father and
French mother. He is said to have served from 1776 (when
he was thirteen years of age!) to the end of the war. He
died in 1839. [Netv York Evening Post, Sept. 14, 1839.)
His grandson became a justice of the Supreme Court of
the State of New York.

In the Pennsylvania Archives (Vol. TV, 5th series,
783) we find one Peter Gully "age 20, dark complexion,
born in Italy, labourer,” who enlisted under Major James
Moore on October 7, 1783. We have not investigated
whether he had seen any previous service.

We have more information about Joseph Carlo Mau-
ran, who was born at Villafranca, then a part of Italy
(politically, Villefranche, like Nice, is a part of France)
in 1748, and died in Rhode Island in 1813. During the
Revolution he was master of the Spitfire, as early as 1776,
and later of the Washington, apparently two armed ves¬
sels in the service of Rhode Island. (Stockbridge, J. C.,
Memorials of the Mauran Family, Providence, 1893, 132;
Smith, J. J., Civil and Military List of Rhode Island. Provi¬
dence 1900, 353, 358.)

In connection with our early men-of-war, it is inter¬
esting to recall that when the Continental Congress fitted
out the first five vessels which formed the nucleus of the
American Navy, three of them were named after natives
of Italy, namely, Columbus, Cabot and Doria; the other
two were named Alfred, after King Alfred, and Provi¬
dence, after the town in which she was purchased. (Bur¬
nett, Letters of the Continental Congress, 1921, I, 273)—
see also Neeser, R. W., Ship Names of the United States
Navy.)

sur-

can citizen, but although the family never left Italy—
where it still resides—the young Cambray cannot be con¬

sidered an Italian, except as politically. About his services
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MAJOR COSIMO MEDICI OF THE NORTH CAROLINA LIGHT DRAGOONS

conduct, for Caswell replied to Howe that he could not
give Medici a commission until he was cleared. Whether
he was tried, or whether the charge was dropped, we do
not know. We know, however, that in March, 1777, he
was, as a captain, on his way to deliver a number of pris¬
oners to the Congress in Philadelphia. (Ibid,, 480.) He
had already taken part in the Battle of Princeton.

MAJOR COSIMO MEDICI

We do not know much about Cosimo Medici, who he
was, where he came from, when he came to America, what
was his occupation. We doubt very much that he was a
painter by profession.

In all probability he was one of those adventurous men

who joined the crew of some ship coming to the New
World. We first find his name in 1767, and again in
1768, among those of persons whose letters remained un¬
claimed at the Norfolk Post Office. (Virginia Gazette,
Purdue and Dixon, May 28, 1767, and Feb. 18, 1768.) In North Carolina with some messages for Caswell, to whom

he brought news of his son, who had been wounded at
Brandywyne. He was so fatigued that he had to excuse
himself for not bringing the messages in person.

During the following two years Medici was entrusted
with delicate missions, including the delivery of $650,000
in loan certificates to Caswell and the purchase of horses.

On September 1, Medici once more saw action, this
time at the Battle of Brandywyne and later at German¬
town. (Ibid., 661.) Soon after the battle he rushed to
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A 4k .... 4"1772 he was still in Virginia, where he painted the por¬
trait of Lucy Briggs, reproduced on page 215.

Whoever he was, Medici should be honored as one of
the very first men to take up arms for American inde¬
pendence. On April 16, 1776, Congress appointed him a
lieutenant in a company of light horse to be raised in
North Carolina (Records of North Carolina, X, 519)
and was already in active service in July, 1776 (The Lee
Papers, II, 176). Three months later, upon the resignation
of Captain (later General) Jones, General Howe appointed
him captain, subject to appro\al of the State of North
Carolina.

Accordingly, on January 22, 1777, Howe wrote to
Governor Caswell of that state urging Medici’s appoint¬
ment. "I think it but justice to him,” he wrote, "to add
that he has shown himself thro’ the whole of his conduct
here in such manner as to merit my approbation and to
obtain the respect of the officers whenever he has served.
I therefore hope he will have his appointment confirmed
and take the liberty to solicit your interest in his behalf.”
Then he added: “Captain Medici having informed me,
since I sealed my letter, that some malicious persons had
endeavoured to asperse him in North Carolina, please give
him a copy of my letter to you if he desires it.” (Records
of North Carolina, XI, 370-371.) Apparently Medici’s en- „ . r
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(Op. tit., XIII, 58-59, 72, 297.) In 1779, however, Con¬
gress decided to disband his corps and he remained with¬
out command. "Whereupon General Benjamin Lincoln rec¬
ommended him to Caswell. "If your State should, as I hear
they intend to, raise a Body of Horse,” he wrote in June,
1779, "I beg leave to recommend him to your notice for
a company, and as a person who I think will do honor
to his Corps.” (Op. tit., XIV, 111.)

Apparently, Medici remained idle until April, 1780,

when, hearing of Tarleton’s raids, "unwilling to remain
on in active spectation of the Ravages of the enemy upon
his Country,” as he wrote in his petition to the Congress
of July, 1787, reproduced on page 140, he entered service
once more, this time with the horses at his own expense.
Two months later he was made a prisoner on the Sante
River and held by the British for eleven months. Accord¬
ing to the Committee appointed by Congress to investi¬
gate all claims, during that action Medici was in charge
of four corps of cavalry, "did his duty with address and
bravery,” "was wounded and lost two valuable horses with

his baggage.” (Journals of the Continental Congress, 1937,
XXXIV, 155. See also Vol. XXXIII.

After the war, Medici petitioned Congress for a com¬
pensation for his losses and pay, but Congress could not
do anything about it, for he had failed to file his claims
within the period of time allowed by Congress. He re¬
ceived only a few dollars for expenses incurred in 1776.
The State of North Carolina, however, granted him 1872
acres of land, for 41 months of service, by warrant dated
Nov. 18, 1888.

(On the American defeat on the Sante River, ascribed
to the failure of the American commander to use his cav¬
alry properly and to put out any rear guard, see: F. G.
Bauer, in Cavalry Journal, 1938, 141; McCrady, E., The
History of South Carolina in the Revolution, 1901, 494-
495; Lee, R. E., Memoirs of the War in the Southern De¬
partment, 1869, 154. See also Roster of Soldiers from North
Carolina in the American Revolution, Daughters of the
American Revolution, 1932, 304.)

JOHN BELLI, DEPUTY QUARTER MASTER GENERAL, U. S. ARMY, 1792-1794.

Major John Belli,Deputy Quarter Master General of the
United States Army from 1792 to 1794, and the first
settler in Scioto County, Ohio, is said to have been born
in Liverpool, England, in 1760. His father is said to have
been French and his mother Dutch, but we are inclined
to believe that his father was a native of either Italy or
Italian Switzerland. The only information we have about
his parents comes from an article that appeared in The
Old Northwest Genealogical Quarterly, Vol. XII, October
1909, but it is so full of obvious errors that we can easily
attribute his father’s French nationality to a mistake com¬
mon in such matters. Most certainly, Belli is nothing but
Italian. 4It is said that in 1779 he became a citizen of Holland,

where on becoming of age he took Dutch citizenship. But
at that time, in 1881, he is said to have gone to France,
where he lived until 1883, when he came to America. Yet,

among the papers left by him, there is said to have been
a Dutch citizenship certificate dated 1783 and naturaliz¬
ation papers issued by the general court of Maryland. A
search in Holland, through the courtesy of the Dutch Em¬
bassy in Washington, and in the Hall of Records at An¬
napolis, Maryland, has failed to produce any evidence re¬
garding his Dutch and American citizenships.

Belli was appointed deputy quartermaster general on

April 11, 1792, and served until November 8, 1794, when
he resigned, after serving with Anthony Wayne in the
war against the Indians. Then he purchased about 1,000

acres in Ohio, where he lived until he died in 1809, at the
age of 49. One hundred years later, in 1909, his body was
exhumed and reinterred, with appropriate ceremonies, in
the Greenlawn cemetery in Portsmouth, Ohio.

It is interesting to recall that when Belli built 'his fine
western home he called it Belvidere, an Italian name not

uncommon in America in those days, although, accord-

MAJOR JOHN BELLI
From a painting made in Philadelphia in 1794.

ing to Mencken’s The American Language, it was first
Gallicized, with two French accents, and then American¬
ized from the original Italian, Belvedere, into the modern
form, Belvidere. However, in our opinion the name was
introduced through Jefferson, in the same way that Mon-
ticello, Bentivoglio, and similar Italian names were adopted
in Virginia and other places. Incidentally, Belli must have
known Francis Vigo, for both of them were active under
Anthony Wayne at about the same time.

(On Belli see also the Folsom Club Publications, No. 9,
and on the Belli name in Switzerland see Dictionntire
Historique et Biographique de la Suisse, Vol. 2.)
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MAJOR RIVARDI FORTIFIES AMERICA’S TOWNS

Major J. J. U. Rivardi was appointed by President
Washington in 1794 to fortify Baltimore, Alexandria and
Norfolk. He served as a major in the artillery and the en¬
gineering corps until 1802, when the corps was disbanded.
Apparently then he moved to Martinique, where he died
on January 4, 1808.

According to George Washington, Rivardi was a Swiss
who had been in the service of Russia before coming to

America. (Washington’s Writings, XXXVI, 489.) Moreau
de Saint Mery, a Frenchman who visited Norfolk in 1794,

when the two met, however, tells us in his memoirs that
Fort Norfolk was built "under the direction of the Italian
engineer John Jacob Ulrich Rivardi.” Obviously, Rivardi
was an Italian Swiss; that is to say, politically he was a
Swiss, racially he was an Italian.

From the voluminous correspondence about Rivardi
in the National Archives, the Massachusetts Historical So¬
ciety, the Virginia Calendar of State Papers, and the Mary¬
land Hall of Records, (the only sources searched by us),
it appears that Rivardi was: most active over a period of
eight years fortifying, surveying, planning, and building
all over the United States, from Virginia to West Point,
Niagara, Detroit, and Mackinac. Of particular interest is
the survey and plan of the present city of Detroit he made
in 1799. It is reproduced on this page.

From a letter he sent the Secretary of War from Phila¬
delphia on January 16, 1801, we learn that at that time
he was living there with his wife and child, but whether
his family moved with him to the West Indies when he
did, we cannot say.
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Map of Detroit, probably the earliest made of that city, drawn
by Rivardi in 1799. The map, found in 1934, and now in the
Clements Library at the University of Michigan, shows the old Fort
Pontchartrain, and Fort Lernoult (later Fort Shelby). (Courtesy,
Detroit Trust Company.)
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AIR VIEW OF FORT NORFOLK TODAY
(Courtesy, Corps of Engineers, U. S. Army, Norfolk, Va., district.)



CHAPTER ELEVEN

CULTURAL RELATIONS BETWEEN ITALY
AND THE AMERICAN COLONIES

At least four Italian-American professors have tried to between 1736 and 1780. All sorts of happenings are re¬
ascertain whether Americans were interested in Italian cul- corded, from riots to wars, politcal news, the scarcity of
ture during the 17th and 18th centuries, and all four of bread, adulteries, murders, religious feasts, horse races, the
them have reached negative conclusions.

According to one of them, there was "no intellectual emy of Painting, music, monastery life, and even the
life to speak of” in America up to Washington’s times and, feast of San Gennaro in Naples. All parts of Italy are
after all, Italy was "the land of the dead,” as Lamartine covered, from Palermo to Rome, Milan, Venice and Genoa,
said. According to another, “throughout the 18th century the latter city receiving more than its share of attention
very little was known in the country concerning the pop- because of Corsica. The references to Paoli, as we have
ulation and geography of Italy. ThePennsylvania Magazine noted, take up two whole columns.
(January 8, 1776), was the only periodical that published
an article containing information on the area and popula- remember that Americans read regularly the leading Lon-
tion of the several kingdoms and states of the peninsula.” don magazines of the day, and even if there had been liter-
Quoting his predecessor, he repeats that “only eight Amer- ary and art critics in the country, they would have offered
icans visited the peninsula during the second half of the their articles for publication in England where they would

have obtained a wider circulation; except, of course, for
Culture in any country, up to recent times and in topics of immediate or primary interest to Americans. It

certain countries even today, has been, or is, the domain of is, therefore, in such London periodicals as The Gentleman’s
a few. Without getting into statistical comparisons, we Magazine (1731-1807) , that one should look for informa-
are confident that the proportion of persons interested in tion as to the knowledge that Americans had of Italy and
culture in the Colonies, everything considered, and with the Italians in colonial times.
due allowances for their colonial status, was not much
smaller than that existing in Italy, France, or Britain at in the chapter on business, trade relations between Italy
that time. In 1790, let us bear it in mind, the population and American ports (not to mention those of the West
of the United States was 3,900,000, as against 16 or 17

million Italians, 25,000,000 Frenchmen, and 8,892,000

residents of England and Wales alone. Virginia, to single
out a state, had a population of less than 750,000 before
1800, yet she had given the nation men like Washington,
Jefferson, James Madison, George Madison, Patrick Flenry,

George Mason, George Wythe, John Randolph, John Mar¬
shall and James Monroe. All first class statesmen, or jurists.

It was not by chance that seven of the first twelve presi¬
dents of the United States came from the Old Dominion.

Still limiting ourselves to Virginia, even if its intellectual
life was more receptive than creative, as Prof. Wertenbaker

"there were hundreds who were interested in litera-

sale of titles, taxes, absconding bankers, the Royal Acad-

As for articles of general Italian culture, one must

century.” Rubbish.

As we have already noted, and as we point out further
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ture, art, architecture, music; might themselves be amateur

writers, architects, musicians.” (The Golden Age of Colon¬
ial Culture, 109-110). Should anyone need any proof of
that, he will find it in abundance in the two monumental
works, Swem’s Virginia Historical Index, and the recently
published Virginia Gazette Index.

In the latter two volumes one will find literally hun¬
dreds of references to events that took place in Italy
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Title-page and frontispiece of an early London edition of Caracciolo's Life.
(Courtesy, Ne-w York Public Library.)
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Indies) were more frequent than it is generally believed.
Now, it would have been short of human for American bert, who went to Italy in 1717 and came to Rhode Island
mariners to come home without gifts purchased in foreign in 1728, and Robert Feke, who in all probability was in
ports, wine and oil, prints and statuettes, musical instru- Italy before 1735. (Hagen, op. cit. 71) ; possibly the two

ments, laces, perfumes, and even furniture. Professor and artists, John and Hamilton Stevens, who advertised in a
Mrs. Bridenbaugh, referring to the young men who visited Charleston paper in 1774, the teaching of painting "as
Italy before the Revolution tell us that "when these grad- taught in the Roman schools”; and probably also the Bos-
uates from the Grand Tour returned to their native shores, ton musician, W. S. Morgan, who announced in the New
they furnished their homes with Italian antiquities and York Post for October 25, 1773, that he was a pupil of
filled their gardens with neoclassic statuary, sought to ele- Signor Giardini, most likely in London, although a resi-
vate the taste of the less fortunate townsmen and in general dence in Italy cannot be excluded.
set themselves up as connoisseurs and critics.” (C. and J.
Bridenbaugh, Rebels and Gentlemen, 1942, 122). In our
opinion, much more was brought over by roving ship
masters and seamen than by the young tourists. As early
as 1743 Smibert had for sale in his art store "the best
mezzotints, Italian, French, Dutch and English prints, in
frames and glasses or without.” (Quoted by Hagen, O.,

The American Tradition in Art, 1940, 59.)

More Americans than the eight recorded by the pro¬
fessor referred to above, visited Italy in Colonial times
and shortly after; that is, besides West, Morgan, Copley,
Izard, Jefferson, Carroll, Rutledge, and Shippen. The list
should begin, obviously, with those who visited Italy even

before they came to America. Men like John Winthrop
Junior, and Robert Child, who came over in 1621 and
1640, respectively, after studying at Padua; William Penn;

Benedict Calvert; Francis Daniel Pastorius ("the situation
of Pennsylvania is like unto that of Naples in Italy”) and
not a few of our early physicians who "had doubtless
touched elbows with Harvey at Padua under the tutelage
of Fabricius of Aquapendente.” (Blanton, W. B., Medicine
in Virginia, 1930,80). As Dr. Blanton informs us, of the
475 English physicians listed in Munks’ "Roll of the Royal
College of Physicians” from 1570 to 1700, 69 were edu¬
cated at Padua {ibid.). Others may have attended for a

year or two, without graduating.

To that early list we may add the painters, John Smi-

It was about 1750 that it became fashionable for well-
to-do American families to send their sons to Italy after
they completed their studies in England. Thus the “Grand
Tour,” as it was known, became an indispensible part of
the European education of a rich young American.
(Bridenbaugh, op. cit., 193-194, 210 and passim.) Accord¬
ing to Dr. and Mrs. Bridenbaugh, the first American to
start the custom was the young Quaker, Francis Rawle,
who went over in 1748, but "the great impetus to Italian
travel” occurred in 1760, when Chief Justice Allen pro¬
vided his 21-year old son, John, with a letter of credit.
Then he sailed for Leghorn with his cousin, Colonel Joseph
Shippen, and a letter of introduction to Sir Horace Mann,
the English representative at Florence mentioned by Maz-
zei in his memoirs. Others who visited Italy in the 1760’s,
besides the well-known Dr. John Morgan, were the Quaker
Thomas Mifflin and the Anglicans, William Bingham and
Samuel Powel. Another traveller was Henry Benbridge,
who took painting lessons in Rome from Batoni and
Raphael Mengs and returned to America in 1770, after he
made a portrait of Paoli in Corsica at the request of James
Boswell, the biographer of Dr. Johnson, as we have seen
in the preceeding chapter. Breckenridge was followed to
Italy by "Old Mr. Smith,” a native of Long Island, who,
according to Dunlap, did not succeed as a painter and
became an art dealer.

Young Marylanders of "Popish persuasion,” found it
even more necessary to go to Europe for admission to

Catholic colleges in France and Italy. (Maryland Gazette,
March 21, 1754, quoted by Wertenbaker, op. cit., 90).
Father Carroll was only one of them. Still another man who
visited Italy and returned in 1767 was Abraham Delanoy.

Not all Americans, however, looked with favor to their
young men returning from Italy with new manners and
affectations. As a matter of fact, the word macaroni, in
the sense of fop, was first used in England about 1760.
Why it was chosen by a unit of Maryland soldiers during
thq Revolution we do not know. Possibly their gay uni¬
forms had something to do with it. Be that as it may,
some elder Americans looked askance at Italian influences
on English and American young men. "I am sorry that
Luxury (Virtue’s sworn Enemy) predominate too gener¬
ally from the Peer to the Pedant,” wrote an American from
London in 1772. "Were you in England you would be
astonished to see the Increase of Licentiousness since you
left us; the Italian Fashions & Vices creep in upon us
apace, which if not nipt in the Bud will take too deep
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Title-page of the 26th English edition
of Giovanni Marana’s “A Turkish Spy.”
(Courtesy, New York Public Library.)
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a Root to be extirpated a few years hence.” (John Norton sides the Latin classics, the works of Famiano Strada,
and Sons, Merchants of London and Virginia, edited by Lorenzo Valla, Polydore (an Italian resident of London),
Frances Norton Mason, 1937, 278). Jefferson believed that Poliziano, Boethius, Piccolomini, Baronius, Possevino,
young Americans should have not been educated in Europe Pavone, Alciati, Castiglione, and Palladio, the latter so
at all, but if any cities were to be chosen he preferred dear to Jefferson. The two most popular Italian books in
Geneva and Rome. (Jefferson to Banister, from Avignon, the Colonies, however, were A Turkish Spy by Giovanni
Sept. 19, 1785, also Feb. 9, 1785, and Nov. 25, 1785, to Marana, translated from the French, with supplementary
Elder). A visit to Italy, he wrote, also to Banister, on letters probably added by Daniel De Foe, and The Italian
Sept. 7, 1786, "will certainly furnish you pleasing reflec- Convert, or the Life of Galeazzo Caracciolo, by Nicolao
tions through life.” Washington, too, believed in European Balhani. Caracciolo’s life, which originally appeared in
travel for young Americans, as he wrote toT. M. Randolph, Italian at Geneva in 1587, went through several editions in
Jr. Franklin was planning to visit Italy in 1782, but could French and English but none of them, according to Bene-
not make it. (Franklin’s Writings, ed. by Smyth, 1907, detto Croce, circulated in Italy, either in the original lan-
VIII, 315. On Jefferson and Italy see Dumbauld, E., guage or in any translation. (La Critica, 1933). Another
Thomas Jefferson, American Tourist, 1946). Italian Protestant rather well known in the English colonies

was the famous Olympia Morata. Adam Winthrop, the
father of the governor, mentions her more than once in

In Chapter Six we have seen how the teaching of the his Commonplace-Book. (Mass. Hist. Soc. Proceedings,

Italian language was advertised in a New York newspaper 15, p- 241, ff.)

as early as 1747. Six years later the College of Philadelphia The subjects in which early Americans were primarily

(now University of Pennsylvania) was making inquiries interested, outside of religion, however, were history, poli-

"regarding the ability of a Mr. Cramer to teach the tical philosophy, and both natural and physical sciences.

French, German and Italian languages” (Castaneda, C. E-, Occasionally some book in German, French or Spanish was

in Catholic Educational Review, 1925, p. 7). In 1773 and Panted, but none in Italian. Those on religion were practi¬

cally all by Protestant authors. One of the oldest history

THE STUDY OF ITALIAN IN COLONIAL TIMES

1774, as noted, Anthony Fiva was teaching Italian in New
York City. Three years later, in December, 1777, one
Daniel H. W. Mara, announced in the Virginia Gazette
the opening of a school where "Arabick,” Greek, Latin,

French and Italian were to be taught. In 1779 Bellini was
teaching his native language at the College of Williams
and Mary. So much for the known teachers.
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As for the colonists who could speak the language, we
presume that those who had visited Italy had at least some
knowledge of it. To Pastorius’ ears, the Indians spoke "a
language which sounds very much like the Italian” (See
Post, Chapter XII). To some, learning it was diverting, to

judge by The Amusing Practice of the Italian Language
published by James Rivington in New York in 1782. Be
that as it may, some people studied it by themselves:
Franklin and Jefferson, among others. Franklin could read
it, but not speak it. (B. F. to G. B. Beccaria, London, May
29, 1766).

To study and practice, books in Italian must have been
on hand, but, unfortunately, very few are listed in the
records which have reached us. In Virginia one Captain
William Brocas, a member of the Council before 1655, left
at his death "a parcel of old torn books most of them
Spanish, Italian and Latin valued at 100 lbs. of tobacco”
(Virginia Historical Magazine, 1894, 421-22). As for the
books of Italian songs which were not scarce in Virginia,
we do not know whether they were all music, or music and
words.
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ITALIAN BOOKS IN COLONIAL AMERICA

Books by Italian authors, or on Italian subjects, were
not rare, even if there were not too many. Among those
imported from London, we learn from the catalogues of
colonial libraries which have reached us, there were, be-

A list of the effects left by a Virginian at his death in
1755, including several sets of songs and other music by
Italian composers. From William and Mary College Quar¬
terly, Vol. 3, 1894-1895, 251-252.
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books by a native of Italy to be printed in the Colonies, mentaries. (Franklin’s Works ed. by John Bigelow, 1888,
was
which appeared in Philadelphia in 1725.

the "History of the World” by Diodorus Siculus, VIII, 242, note 1.) It is of further interest to recall that
the Italian thinker in his famous work strongly defended
the rights of the American Colonies against England.
(Book II, Chap. XXII.)

Cesare Beccaria, not to be confused with Father Bec-
caria, the physicist, exerted a great influence on American
penology with his little volume on "Crime and Punish¬
ment.” Jefferson copied some twenty-six passages from it,
in the original Italian. (See Chinard, G., The Common¬
place Book of T. Jefferson, 1926.) Among the Quakers,
Beccaria’s opinions had "the force of axioms in the science
of penal law.” (See Schiavo, The Italians in America Before
the Civil War, 1934, III.)

INTEREST IN ITALIAN SCIENCE

More salutary and more lasting were Italian influences
on science, a field in which Italy occupied a prominent
place in the eyes of foreigners, to judge by the scientists
among the 105 Italians who were elected to the Royal
Society of London between 1700 and 1795—a most impres¬
sive figure, especially when compared to the ten Italians
who were elected in the entire 19th century. {The Record

of the Royal Society of London, 1901.)

Franklin, as we know, corresponded with quite a few
Italian scientists, such as Father Beccaria, Paolo Frisi, Leo-
poldo Caldani and Landriani. He also corresponded with As for Italian influenCes on art and music in the Col-
the famous political philosopher, Filangieri. Two Italians, onieS) they were exerted primarily through London. What

"Professor Famitz” of Naples, and the famous natural- those influences on English life were, one may gather in
ist, Felice Fontana, were elected to the American Philosoph- part from Whitley’s Artists and Their Friends in England,
ical Society before 1783. Four more, Castigliom, Andream, 1700-1799, or from the books by Burney and his daughter,
Ceracchi, and Scandella, were elected between 1786 and Madame D’Arbley. (See Schiavo, Italian-American History,
1798. (On Franklin and Italy see the scholarly work by 1947> j

Prof. Antonio Pace of Syracuse University.) _
Then there are the crafts, but this is a field too large

In medicine, too, Italy occupied a distinguished place in for investigation. We may be allowed to recall, however,
the 18th century, and Padua, with Giovanni Morgagni, was that not a few Qf the furniture pieces that came to the
still the mecca of foreign visiting scientists. Dr. John

ART AND MUSIC

one

Colonies from Britain’s leading craftsmen, such as the
Morgan of Philadelphia hastened to visit him when he Adam brothers, were the work of skilled Italian residents
reached Italy in 1764, but he also met other Italian of LontJon> (See, w. R. Storey, Period Influences in Inter¬
scientists of the day, including a few women like the
famous Laura Bassi. (See Pace, A., Notes on Dr. John
Morgan . . . Bulletin of the History of Medicine, Novem¬
ber, 1945). Widely read in the Colonies were the books of

Italian scientists, especially Cavallo’s treatise on elec¬

tor Decoration, 1938.)

ITALIAN INTEREST IN AMERICA

Likewise, it is beyond the province of this brief chapter
tricity published in 1777 at London, where Cavallo, a t0 trace Italian interest in the English-speaking Colonies
Neapolitan, lived for years and died in 1809. and their struggle for freedom. On this point, see the article

on "Some Early Italian histories of the United States” by
C. R. D. Miller in Italica for December, 1930. On Vincen-

some

zo Martinelli see ante, p. 131.SOCIAL SCIENTISTS

Two Italians whose works Americans read with pro¬
found interest were Gaetano Filangieri and Cesare Beccaria.

Filangieri (1752-1788), the author of the famous La
Scienza della Legislazione (Science of Legislation) was in
touch with Franklin, while the latter was in France. Filan¬
gieri had tried to settle in America soon after he got mar¬

ried, but Franklin advised him against doing so. "Though
I am sure that a person of your knowledge, just sentiments
and useful talents would be .a valuable acquisition for our
country, I cannot encourage you to undertake hastily such
a voyage,” he wrote to him from Passy on January 11,

1783. It would be interesting to investigate if Filangieri
exerted any influence on the American Constitution, as it
would appear from a letter sent to Bigelow by Filangieri’s
grandson in 1873, according to which Franklin had sent

his grandfather a copy of the American Constitution,

which Filangieri returned with his commentaries and
Franklin sent back with commentaries on Filangieri’s com-
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As stated in the foreword, the present volume deals only with the historical development of Italian immi¬

gration. No attempt, therefore, has been made to deal with its sociological aspects and implications. We cannot resist

the temptation, however, from quoting two editorials which go a long way in explaining some of the problems
which the Italian immigrant had to overcome.

“Antonio Agnio, a peaceable, hardworking and, so

far as we know, respectable man of Italian birth, is held
a prisoner at the Tombs in default of $1,SOO bail—it

might as well have been $15,000—to await trial at some

far-off day for having shot in the leg Charles Mac-
Mahon, one of a gang of young ruffians who assaulted
him as he was engaged in the lawful exercise of his
vocation. Agnio, who is a bone collector, was driving
through the street when he was fixed upon as a proper
subject for attack by one of the street gangs which de¬
light to rob and maltreat “Dagos”. They threw stones

and decayed vegetables at him, and finally jumped into

his wagon and began beating him in the face. Driven

to desperation, he drew a revolver and attempted to

drive off his tormentors by shooting at random. One of
the blackguards received a bullet in the leg, wounding

him slightly. Then the ruffians of other regions, threat¬
ened to "lynch the Dago”, but instead he only lan¬
guishes in jail.

"Now, if this is not, on the face of it, rank injus¬
tice, we do not know what injustice is. We do not

lose sight of the fact that shooting cases cannot be
passed over without investigation, and that the pro¬
cesses of the law must often be inconvenient to innocent

people. Nor should the use of firearms be encouraged
among a quick-tempered people prone to violence in

petty quarrels. At the same time, it is hard that the
hand of the law should thus heavily be laid on the poor
victim of aggression, that he should be kept from his
work, that those who may be dependent on him should
be left without sufficient support, while the young

hoodlums are left to run at large and annoy other peo¬
ple. It is a notorious fact that many policemen look with
good-natured toleration on the New York ruffians’ at-

temps to “have fun with the 'Dago’ and the 'Chink’.”
Whenever such citizens are involved in trouble with
English—or rather Bowery—speaking persons, the po¬
lice act on the theory that they are to blame. In three
cases out of four the fact probably is that they are
wantonly baited and maddened beyond what they can
and far beyond what they ought to endure. They are

unpopular to a certain extent because they work harder
and are more thrifty than the loafers who would like
to be paid twice as much for doing the same work half
as well. But the abuse of them is due mainly to the
mean and cowardly characteristic of the scum of all
countries, the love of bullying foreigners poorer than
themselves.

"The hoodlums need some severe lessons. The police
should be held far more strictly to their duty of pro¬
tecting Italian as well as other residents from annoy¬
ance. The Neapolitans and Sicilians may be quarrelsome
among themselves, but they are usually peaceable in
their relations with others. They are, indeed, so impa¬
tient as to encourage loafers to attack them. Imagine
an Irishman subjected to the annoyance the Italian ped-
diar suffers daily. There would be some broken heads in
town without fail, and the general verdict would be
that the Irishman was a good fellow, who knew how
to take care of himself. We should by no means counsel
the Italians to meet force with force, but if every
street tough who thinks it smart to stone "Dagos” could
be removed to make place for a hardworking and law-
abiding, if not always agreeable Italian, this city would
be a more comfortable dwelling-place”.

’'The ’Dago’ and the Loafer”—an editorial in ”The
New York Daily Tribune ”for July 22, 1897.

"There is a self-complacency and a cool ignoring of
facts in the assertions which are eminently provincial.
Since the Latin race is so deficient in energy, it is rather
curious that the Suez Canal, a work requiring consid¬
erable energy, should have been executed by the in¬
dolent and shiftless Latins.

"Also, it is equally strange that the same race should
have tunneled Mont Cenis in half the time that an
Anglo-Saxon people has occupied in the attempt to
drive a smaller tunnel under the Hoosac Mountain. The
accusation of want of energy and hardihood on the
part of the Italians comes with a peculiarly good grace
from a newspaper published in a country discovered
by one Italian and named after another. Of course,
since the Commercial has thus definitely objected to
Italian immigration, it would be use to call its attention
to the fact—as asserted by the police—that the Italians
are the most orderly, in proportion to their numbers,
of all foreigners in this city. Perhaps the Commercial
would like to keep this country exclusively as a colony
for the Emerald Isle.”

An editorial in ”The New York Times” for Decem¬
ber 21, 1872, in reply to an article in "The Commercial
Advertiser”, also of New York, which called the Ital¬
ians deficient in "energy and hardihood”.
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judge by the appearance in 1785 of two different Italian
translations of Franklin’s Information to those who would
remove to America, one of which was printed at Cremona
and the other at Padua.

EARLY ITALIAN INTEREST IN AMERICA

Italian interest in America apparently increased with
the end of the Napoleonic wars. In 1816, we read in a

letter to Thomas Jefferson from Thomas Appleton, the
American consul at Leghorn, dated September 27, “the
number of applicants to go to the United States has be¬
come incalculable; from professors of the highest services,

down to the labouring peasant; and had they the means,

as they have the will, Italy would be half depopulated. You
will naturally infer, Sir, from thence that there is no
amelioration in the political state of the country; on the
contrary, it is progressing to that sort of maturity which
must terminate in an universal convulsion: this is not a
partial evil, but extends to the utmost limits of Italy”.
(M.S. Library of Congress—facsimile on next page.)

Although a few Italians corresponded with Franklin
and many more were acquainted with his scientific work
and inventions, it was largely through Mazzei’s efforts and
the alternating fortunes of our War of Independence, that
the Italians began to take an interest in the rising nation
across the Atlantic. Whatever the causes, not a few Ital¬
ians planned to come to America as soon as the conflict was
over. Even Gaetano Filangieri, as we have seen, had planned
to emigrate, but Franklin dissuaded him. Another man
anxious to emigrate in 1778 was a German-Italian, one
V. Bellini, a native of Gunzburg, where his father was
established in business. As he wrote to Jefferson on Dec.
30, 1778, he was anxious to settle in America, "where good
faith prevails”. (M.S. Library of Congress.) We recall him
as one of the many Italians, or children of Italians, who
came to the United States from Germany, as Dr. Carli was
to do a few years later, when he settled in Chicago at first
and in Minnesota subsequently. Many Italians, indeed, must

have been anxious to start a new life in the New World, to
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Some pages from the Cremona, 1785, Italian edition of Franklin’s Info,motion to those who would remove to America.
(Courtesy, New York Public Library.)
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Appleton was an easy prophet, for the revolution of
1821 was then smoldering, but he did not tell how many
people left Italy for America during the following years.
From Seybert’s Statistical Annals, however, we learn that
from January 1, to December 1, 1817, fifty-eight pas¬
sengers arrived from Italy, of whom 7 landed at Boston, 14
at New York and 37 at Philadelphia. Whether they were
all Italians, or of different nationalities, it is hard to say.
Nor do we know whether any natives of Italy were in¬
cluded among the passengers who arrived from French
ports (1,245) or from the West Indies (1,569) during the
same period of time. Following the Vienna Congress of
1815 a large number of Italian officers who had served
under Napoleon found themselves without jobs or a fu¬
ture and sought to remedy their precarious situation by
emigrating to the New World. Two of them, Agostino
Codazzi and Costante Ferrari, as related in a later chapter,
landed at Baltimore in 1817, but they did not remain
long and soon left for South America. That there were
others we assume from the accounts of Italian emigrants
to Latin America, or from the ever-increasing trade be¬
tween Italy and the United States.

Another proof, however negative, of early Italian in¬
terest in America as an outlet for emigration we find in
Father Grassi’s advice to his fellow-Italians not to come
over. “Those, therefore,” he wrote in his Notizie Varie in
1818, "who might get the idea of emigrating to America
would do well to take careful steps and the Italians espe¬
cially should consider the proverb that he who fares well
should stay at home.” At any rate, according to the Rev.
William Berriam, assistant minister at Trinity Church, New
York, who visited Italy in 1817 and 1818, America was
“the common subject of conversation at the coffee houses”
in Milan. (Berriam, W., Travels in France and Italy in
1817 and 1818, New York, 1821, pp. 349 and 366.)

An American who visited Italy in 1826, one N. H.
Carter, was pleasantly surprised to find “a miserably dirty
tavern in the little village of Pietro”, not far from Genoa,

proudlly displaying a sign reading "Locanda l’Americain”,
an odd compound of Italian and French. At Leghorn he
found that no Italian would have thought of visiting the
port "without returning to the city with his hat full of
American cigars”. At Genoa, "by an odd coincidence, the
waiter appointed to attend us has passed two or three
years of life in Pearl Street, New York, making maca¬
roni”. (Carter, N. H., Letters from Europe, New York,
1827, Vol. II, pp. 38, 89, 43.)

EARLY ITALIAN-AMERICAN TRADE

Certainly there must have been a considerable trade be¬
tween Italy and the United States by 1830 if in that year
there were in Philadelphia consuls from Sardinia, Sicily and
Rome. In 1831, if not before, Sicily (that is, the Kingdom
of the Two Sicilies) was represented by vice-consuls at
Providence, R. I., Baltimore, Md., Norfolk, Va., Charles¬
ton, S. C., and New Orleans, La., and by consuls-general
at New York and Philadelphia. In the same year, Sardinia
had consular representatives in Boston, New York, Phila¬
delphia, Baltimore, Norfolk, Charleston, Mobile, and New
Orleans. In 1840 the Papal States, Sardinia, the Kingdom
of the Two Sicilies and Tuscany were represented by con¬
suls in New York City. Consular agents, of course, are
appointed primarily to look after a country’s commercial
interests; yet the very fact that the consuls of the various
Italian states were all in maritime cities, leads to the as¬
sumption that not a few of the seamen who came over on
trading vessels may have remained in the country. In 1851,
according to the New York Italian paper, numerous Sar¬
dinian (that is, Genoese) ships were engaged in smuggling
goods into the port of New York, with many members of
the crews deserting ship as soon as they landed. (Eco
dTtalia, May 10, 1851.)

The United States, on the other hand, was represented
by a consular agent at Leghorn as early as 1795. In 1807,
it is reported, 145 ships of American registry arrived in
that Italian port, of which 85 directly from America. How-
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Portion of a letter which Thomas Appleton, United States Consul at Leghorn, Italy, sent to Jefferson on Septembet
27, 1816, reading: "The number of applicants to go to the United States, has become incalculable, from professors of the
highest Sciences, down to the labouring peasant; and had they the means as they have the will, Italy would be
depopulated.” (MS., library of Congress.)
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ever, we cannot say whether by America it was meant only
the United States, or, what seems more likely, the entire
Western Hemisphere,

1
The Italian* in the United State*. 1

The Italians in this country outnum¬
ber some of the other European nation¬
alities: from Maine to the remotest
Pacific regions, all over the Missouri
and Mississippi valleys, in the Rocky {!

e!li Mountains, Nevada and in other new ,
States or Territories you find Italian
settlements, some of which, as at
Chrystal-Spriugs, on the Mississippi £.
River, in California and Oregon, of Jj
great magnitude.

In many places they have introduc- c
ed with favorable success the silk—

1

V industry, in others the grape-vine cnl-
\ ture and they were among the first to i

anl on this soil the planting of *

eat olive trees.
no The best vegetable-gardens in Cal-
he ifomia are owned by Italians or by
«t Italians-Swiss ; in St. Francisco and iny J

New Orleans they almost monopolize
ims the fish-trade.
noti ' The total Italian
her United States varies

thousand ; more than thirtyfive thous- ,
nd and are settled in, the Pacific States ; y

f,om twelve to fifteen thousand in New
sent York; ten thousand in New Orleans 0

ihns.

t
t

MISLEADING STATISTICS
To judge by the immigration figures of the United

States Government, only 438 Italians arrived between 1820

and 1830, and 2,253 between 1831 and 1840. The figures
for the latter decade, however, are somewhat strange, for
they reveal only 3 immigrants in 1832, but 1,699 in 1833.

Why such an extraordinary jump all of a sudden, it is hard
to conjecture, even if one takes into account that a num¬
ber of political exiles arrived from Italy or Austria (where
the Italians had been kept in jail) during 1833.

In our opinion, the immigration figures for the period
1820-1860 are far from reliable. For instance, according
to them, only 241 Italians were admitted in United States
ports in the year 1848, but, according to figures in Val¬
entine’s Manual, during that year 321 immigrants from
Italy landed in the port of New York alone. Even if the
former figures were for a fiscal, rather than for a calendar
year, the discrepancy can hardly be reconciled, for accord¬
ing to the former source 164 Italians were admitted in
1847 and 209 in 1849.

The difficulty derives primarily from the fact that
before 1866 Italy was divided into so many political states

that American officials often did not know whether to list
a native of Venice as an Italian or as an Austrian. Actually,
until 1918 the Italians from Trento and Trieste were en¬
tered in our immigration records as immigrants from Aus¬
tria-Hungary, although their mother tongue was duly re¬
corded. We may have an idea of the confusion created by
Italy’s political divisions from the eighth census (1860)
of the population of the United States. In that report, for
instance, the natives of Italy are figured at 10,518 (page
XXVIII) ; yet from the same report we learn (on page
622) that 1,159 natives of Sardinia were not included.
In more recent reports the figure has been corrected, with
11,677, instead of 10,518, natives of Italy given as resi¬
dents of the United States in 1860. (From November 10,

1859, to March 17, 1861, when the Kingdom of Italy was
proclaimed, Sardinia included also Lombardy, with the ex¬
ception of Mantua. The other "regions”, as we know, were
Piedmont, Liguria, and the island of Sardinia proper.)

Before we go any further, let us note here that it is
hard to tell from the 1860 census which Italian cities were
included under Italy and which under other states. (Con¬
front pages LXVI and LXXII.) Anyway, the United
States census figures are way below the estimates of the
Italian population made by Italian writers. In 1865, for
instance, Cristoforo Negri estimated in his book
La Grandezza Italiana that at least 50,000 Italians had
landed in the United States during the preceding years and
that more than 20,000 of them were in California. (Eco
d’Italia, January 28, 1865). In 1869, according to the same
newspaper, between 180,000 and 200,000 Italians were
living in the United States. (See facsimile.) Even if we
take into account the usual exaggeration to which Italian

a

i
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I.

J
i

. 80

‘cpopulation in the
from 180 to 200

ea

and a large number of Italians arc
equally to be found in St. Louis, Mem¬
phis, Chicago, Philadelphia, Boston,
Cincinnati, Louisville and iu all the
large cities iu the Union. t

lu New York and in all the above
said cities the Italians have formed

her among themselves Mutual Benevolent
Societies, Schools for children , and
adults, circulating libraries, read¬

's 10 ing-rooms and Rifle-Associations coin

'UK‘ stituting in the meantime valuable
her|prizes tor tlic

In St. Francisco there is an Italian
Hospital, a splendid ns well as con¬
venient edifice, which rises on the most

af- beautiful and elevated part of the city,
built by voluntary' subscriptions.

| Moreover we may boast among our
j countrymen in the UnitedStatessomeof
the most eminent men, such as scholars,

M' physicians,lawyers, mercliauts.p:iiiiier»,
“d sculptors, professors of music, muc-

3 to [elianics amt agriculturists ; even a few
•***ÿ

j luillicnaivix. Hindu tuen, who era-
*rki.r I poor to liic I'uitbd States, but

with a will to build up a fortune, and
da j they have amply succeeded in their

undertaking.
10 What is uiOBt needed to encourage
-r industrious Italian colonists to emigrate

to this country in a still larger number,
is a special Emigration Society; any

>r- effort made in this direction, it would
c amply repay, generally where the
;o climate is milder and the lands are
in easy of access by railways or by water.
nd The Southern part of the State of New
;m Jersey, Virginia, Maryland, Georgia,
of Tennessee and other southern States,

where the grape-vine culture conld be
on successfully carried on, would bq the
jn- proper locations for Italian emigration.
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From L’Eco d’ltdia, New York weekly, February 19,
1869. (Courtesy, New York Public Library.)
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newspapers in the country have always resorted for circ¬
ulation and advertising purposes, we are inclined to believe
that by the end of the Civil War there must have been in
the country 50,000 persons who were born in Italy, or of
Italian parentage, in the United States. For, it is important
to bear in mind, the 1860 census did not enumerate the
children of immigrants born in America, who were in¬
cluded among native Americans.

EXPRESS PER LTOOM.
(i

THE NORTH ATLANTIC EXPRESS CO.,
DI NSW YORK.

THE FIRST ITALIAN COMMUNITIES IN AMERICA DI MKEBAOOEIUA 1IAQ1.I BTATI UHITI

ALL'ITALIA E VICEvt KBA.

Officio generals N. 71 Broadway.

KD AG&KZTK IN TU
PARTI R'KURUPA.

Limiting ourselves only to United States census fig¬
ures, in 1860 the largest "Italian” communities in North
America were to be found (number of Italians in each
state in parenthesis) in California (2,987), New York
(1,910), Louisiana (1,279), Pennsylvania (625), Ohio
(616), Missouri (603), Tennessee (379), Massachusetts
(440) , Virginia (263), Kentucky (234) , Maryland (229),
Illinois (224), Alabama (214), Mississippi (114), Wis¬
consin (113), and New Jersey (109). As we have already
stated, those figures are not correct, but they give an idea
of the distribution of the Italian population in the United
States at that time. For instance, according to those fig¬
ures, in 1860 there were only 49 natives of Sardinia, out of
a total of 623, in the entire state of Missouri, whereas we
know that most of the Italians in St. Louis at that time
were natives of Liguria, then a part of Sardinia.
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EllAGENTI IN ITALIA.
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Eusebio Beriola.— BOLOGNA. G. GoUineUi * C

Baisou, Uamlro OUvari.-Bmisimai, VIHMMOOHA
mu.—Couo, Alaaaandio Comatti.-CMMOXA, Ep-

dio del Mart.-FEEXABA. GiaaEppE Maaoni.-Fi-
jtnzm, Carlo Saatim.—Fogoia. Achilla Mongelli.-

FOKU! G. M. Umilta.—OfcSOTA, O- Tireilio a C.-

KBEA A Lonuo a Sgii.-LrccA. Baffiula Uaag.ntia-
{,T“MLA,O° Jung cA.-MOD.SA.Eradi «li £ Pop-

pi.—Napoli, Franceaco Paiasai —>ovi, O. B. Caia-

lino.—Padova, Frano«»oo AHWUAJ.-PABMAÿ Im-

preia Orcasi.-PATIA, Carlo Panunai.-PEEAIO,
Giuseppe Qiromeltl - PBCAXA, Catare di F. Pape.—PIACUZA, Imprara Orceai.—yISA. Carlo lerroui._
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After the Civil War the situation changed. Before
1865 only a few hundred Italians arrived in the United
States every year, reaching the highest figure, with 1,414
arrivals, in 1858. After 1880 tens of thousands of Ital¬
ians landed on our shores annually, with as many as
100,000 in 1900. After the turn of the century up to 1914
more than 200,000 men came from Italy year in and
year out, with as many as 28 5,000 in 1907 and 283,000

in 1914.

E

f
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Before the Civil War most immigrants came from the
central northern parts of Italy; after 1880 the great ma¬
jority came from the South and the island of Sicily. Be¬
fore the Civil War, the Italians in the United States
were scattered throughout the country, from coast to

coast, wtih more Italians in California than in New York

i

Advertisement for parcel post service to Italy in
L’Eco d’ltalia for April 16, 1873. Only five
offices are listed for cities in Southern Italy,
namely: Bari, Brindisi, Foggia, Naples, and Pes¬
cara. (Courtesy, New York Public Library. )

State, as we have seen; after the Civil War, most immi¬
grants settled in the large industrial centers of the East and
the Midwest. As for the alleged superiority of the immi¬
grants who came before the Civil War, compared with
those who came during the thirty years preceding World
War I, it is all a question of proportion. A larger number bound to create new problems and new issues with which
of educated Italians (musicians, artists, educators, and neither the country nor the immigrants were equipped or
other professional men) actually came after 1880 than be- prepared to cope. Hence the misunderstandings, the preju-
fore, but compared to the total number of arrivals for dices, the troubles, even the lynchings, which beset the im-
each year or decade, they represented only a fraction. migrant at every step. But that was to be expected. How-

Certainly the arrival of close to 1,000,000 Italians ever, as already stated, the present volume deals only with
during the last decade of the 19th century, and of more
than 2,000,000 during the first decade of the 20th, was

the historical development of Italian immigration, and
not with its sociological implications or aspects.
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FROM FLORIDA TO MARYLAND

Although the first Italians to come to the Colonies set¬

tled in the southern Atlantic states (Virginia, the Caro-
linas, Georgia and Florida), most of those who arrived
after the Revolution chose Baltimore, Philadelphia, New
York and Providence.

In Florida, as we have seen, some 110 Italians went

there with Dr. Turnbull in 1768. Their children, we are
inclined to believe, moved to other states, but a few re¬
mained. One of them, G. A. Pacetti, was mayor of St. Au¬
gustine, Fla., at the beginning of the Civil War. As late
as 1880 only 77 natives of Italy were listed in the Federal
census for that year. After 1890 the number increased,
reaching 5,262 in 1930. In 1940 the figure went down to
5,138, exclusive, of course, of the children and grand¬
children of the immigrants. In recent years the Italian
population of that state seems to have increased, at least
temporarily, because of the immigration from other parts
of the country.

Among the pioneers of Italian blood in that state,

we may recall Napoleon Achille Murat, the son of Joachim
Murat, King of Naples, and Caroline Bonaparte, the
youngest sister of Napoleon. The younger Murat came to

America in 1821, six years after his father was shot at
Pizzo in Calabriaÿ He settled near Tallahassee, where he
served as postmaster from 1826 to 1838. He was the au¬
thor of several works in French and died in Florida in 1847.
It is interesting to recall that Murat, who had been prince
royal of the Two Sicilies during his father’s reign, could
not forget the city of his childhood, and called his Florida
plantation Lipona (or Napoli, in reverse). Another son
of Joachim, Napoleon Lucien, also came to America in
1825, and married a rich Baltimore girl, but he returned to

France in 1849. It is not certain whether any Italians who
sympathized with Murat followed him to Florida, as we are
inclined to believe.

IN GEORGIA AND IN THE CAROLINAS

The highest number of natives of Italy ever recorded
in any reports of the United States census for Georgia was
712, for 1930. Up to 1870 not

recorded. In North Carolina there were only 4 in 1850,
28 in 1890, and 445 in 1940. In South Carolina there
were 59 in 1850, 344 in 1920, and 175 in 1940. Of course,
those figures do not include the children of immigrants.

Yet the Italians were among the first white people to
settle in those states, long before the Revolution, as we have
already noted. Not only that, but the Italians have been
among the leading citizens of those commonwealths, with
such outstanding families as the Taliaferros, Prioleaus and
Phinizys. (On Phinizy see the chapter on business.)

The identification of Italian pioneers in those three
states is more difficult than in others, because of the change
in names. Father O’Connell, for instance, in 1845 found an
Italian at Columbus, Ga., named Strupper, and another, a
Neapolitan, at Milledegville, known as Louis Valentine.
From the U. S. Catholic Miscellany for September 8, 1824,
we learn about the heroism of a native of Leghorn, one
Emmanuel Carraci, who died on September 1, 1824, of
yellow fever. "He is the same man who, under the
of John Roberts, while employed on board the steam-boat
Columbus, so heroically hazarded his own life to save that
of a fellow being, a seaman of the ship Camillus,
tioned in the Courier of the 2nd ult. Such meritorious
characters, the real 'Nobles of Nature’, should not descend
into the grave without a passing mark. It affords us pleas-
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Some items in L’Eco d’ltalia for April 16, 1873. (Left to right, top to hot tom) (1) A committee of Italians going to Trenton to plead a re-trial or
commutation, for the first Italian sentenced to death in the United States; (2) Arrival of Italian miners, stone-cutters and bricklayers, mostly from
Biella, in Piedmont. “All of them know how to read and write, unlike those from the South”; (3) A small Italian community in Hazleton, Pa.,
mostly from Venetia and Italian Tyrol. "They earn from $100 to $120 a month. They own a hotel. That is better than sweeping the streets of
New York”; (4) An announcement for the sale of refrigerators and (bel out) one for an Italian private school; (5) Announcement of an association
of Italian and Italian-Swiss cooks, pastrymen and ice cream makers; (6) A Cremona violin wanted; (7) Dissolution of the Society for the Protection
of Italian Immigrants.
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ure, therefore, to add that his warm-hearted countrymen,

uniting with others of their fellow-citizens, omitted noth¬
ing which could contribute to his comfort while living, and
paid the last rites of respect to his remains, when no more.”
Also from the same newspaper, under the same date, we
learn about another victim of the yellow fever, one Ann
Scio, about 27 years of age, a native of South Italy. All
of which leads us to believe that there must have been a

small Italian community in Charleston as far back as
1824.

{WltDU.

_
cuiurci nna lists dei nomi di quei
sgr&ziati nostri connazionalL=r-

Gli Italiani in Washington. \Paredaquanto ciscrivouo da Waah- \
ington che l’imponente dimoatrarione i
fatta in Washington dagli Italiani cel- '

l’occorenza dei funerali del Preeideate
Lincoln, fosse iniriata ed organizzata ,
dal gig. Ferdinando Maggi, ex<Teman» j
te della Gaardia QaribaldL oaeia 39°Jraj Beggimento di Jew YorkT
--xutti glMtaUanl ini gnanti bianohi,

(® ve n’erano circa trecento) portarano
U lutto al braccio einistro ed il pettoma avevanofregiato dell’effigiedeldenmto
Presidente. Portava la oandiera Ita-
liana il sig. Michele Laetrico, 1’Ame¬
ricana ilsig. Giovanni Capellini. IMa-
rescialli erano i siggri E. Rocchidohÿ
E. Retagliati.

Jfl/

%Another Italian who settled in Charleston in the 1840’s
was one Della Rocca, a political refugee from Romagna,
who married a wealthy local girl. He inherited his wife’s
plantation with a large number of slaves whom he set free
as soon as the Civil War was over. His granddaughter was
a singer. (The Confessions of a Prima Donna, New York,
Stokes, 1924.)

Two other Italian pioneers in the Carolinas were An¬
tonio Della Torre, a partner in the store of Barelli and
Della Torre in Charleston, in 1824, and Chev. Vincenzo
Rivafinoli, who had failed as operatic impresario in New
York in 1833-34. Both men were leading Catholic lay¬
men. Rivafinoli, who operated some gold mines in Meck¬
lenburg between 1827 and 1834, was responsible for the
establishment of some Catholic missions in North Caro¬
lina. Nor should one forget Bishop Persico of Savannah,
about whom more is said in a later chapter.
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Cib dimostra che anche gli Italiani
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IN VIRGINIA Item in L’Eco dfltdia for May 6, 1865, re¬

garding the participation of about 300 Wash¬
ington Italians in the Lincoln funeral proces¬
sion. (Courtesy, New York Public Library.)

There never have been many Italians in Virginia at

any time, even if they were among among the very first
immigrants to settle there soon after the founding of
Jamestown in 1607- The highest number of natives of
Italy to take up residence in the Old Dominion was reached
in 1910 when the census recorded 2,449 of them. In 1940
they had dwindled to 1893.

The first settlers of Italian extraction there, in all
probability, were the several members of the Lupo family,
followed by the Venetian glassworkers in 1622. It would
seem, however, that they were preceded by a Venetian
gentleman who had turned Protestant but later returned 1791 The ** Italkns to settle there “ a11 probability

to the Catholic faith. He was in Virginia in 1613. were the Sicilian musicians who organized the United

Mazzei, as we know, was responsible for the coming of States Mfrine Band “ 1804/ and th* a“ists wh° ‘aded

a score or so of Tuscan gardeners and artisans. Others came
°™t0 de“*ate tbe fatlo“ s DLunnS Cÿxl War

at different times.Most of them became prosperous citizens, the local T* have, been rather or'

as related in the chapter on business. Sam“d>, * 300 °f lts membeJs t0ok Partx “ a body >n

Lincolns funeral procession. Every one of the 300 Ital¬
ians wore white gloves, a black band on his left arm,
and a small picture of the President on his lapel. (Eco
dTtalia, May 6, 1865.)

IN THE NATION’S CAPITAL

The city of Washington, as we know, was laid out in

IN MARYLAND

More Italians settled in Baltimore and Annapolis, pos¬
sibly because of the Tolerance Act, already noted. The were 4,913 natives of Italy in the city. If we add those
largest number of Italians, however, settled there after born in America of Italian parentage, including a large
1890, when 1,416 were recorded. The peak, with 10,892, number of federal employees, there must be in the city
most of them natives of Sicily and Abruzzi was reached in probably more than 25,000 "Italians” of the first and

second generations.

In 1940, according to the United States census, there

1930.
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IN DELAWARE, PENNSYLVANIA,
AND NEW JERSEY

Italian immigrants settled in what is now the State of
Pennsylvania long before William Penn set foot on Amer¬
ican soil. Most of them belonged to the group of 300
Waldenses who landed in New York in 1657 and later
moved to New Castle, Del. Other Protestants, we are in¬
clined to believe, came over after Penn got his charter.
We would not be surprised in the least if even Italian
Catholics came to Pennsylvania to be welcomed by Penn
and Pastorius, the German immigrant leader, both of
whom had been in Italy before coming to America. The
melodiousness of the Italian tongue, indeed, must have left
an echo in Pastorius’s ears, for writing about the Indians of
Pennsylvania he said that "They speak a most beautiful and
grave language, which sounds very much like the Italian,
although it has entirely different words”. (A Particular
Geographical Description . . . Weiss translation.) It would
be interesting to ascertain whether Penn or Pastorius in¬

duced any Italian Protestants to come to America. Not a

few of them, in those days, were living in Germany,
Switzerland, and Holland. It would be also interesting to

learn whether, or to what extent, Italian Reformists took
part in the Quaker Movement and what was the nationality
of Mary Lago, the mother of George Fox, the founder of
the Society of Friends.

At any rate, a Jesuit priest, Father Greaton, took up
residence in Philadelphia as early as 1720 and erected a
chapel where St. Joseph’s Church now stands. Another
church, St. Mary’s, was opened in 1763. It is, indeed, in

the early registers of those two Catholic churches that we

find the names of the pioneer Italian Catholics in the

State, as we have already seen in Chapter Six. Many more
will be found in the register of St. Augustine’s Church,
which records as its first baptism that of one Emily Fran¬
ces Brasier Amabili, the daughter of Claude Amabili and
Elizabeth La Fleur, who was born in Philadelphia on April
18, 1799, and baptized on October 18, 1801. In the bury¬
ing grounds of St. Mary’s Church we find the remains of
one Louis H. Marquis of Modena, who died on September
22, 1789.

Quite a few more names can be found in the local
city directory, starting from 1785, but as most of them
were business or professional men, we shall deal with them
in later chapters.

Probably the first son of an Italian to settle in New
Jersey was William Alburtus, the son of Pietro Alberti, the
Venetian mentioned in Chapter Five. He was born in Long
Island in 1652 and moved to Lawrenceville, West Jersey,
(now Mercer County) with his family in 1701. He served
in the Hunterdon County Grand Jury in 1714 and later as
constable from 1722 to 1726. In 1729 he transferred a
plantation of 175 acres to one Peter Rockefeller. His name

is variously recorded as Alburtus, Alburtis, and Burtis.
(Genealogical Magazine of New Jersey, October, 1938.)

Today there are in the three states of Pennsylvania,
Delaware and New Jersey probably more than 1,250,000
persons of Italian birth or parentage. In Delaware there
were only 4 natives of Italy in 1860 (according to the
U. S. census) and 4,136 in 1920. In 1940 there were about
3,500. In Pennsylvania the census recorded only 172 Ital¬
ian immigrants for 1850 and 625 for 1860, but, in
opinion, those figures are far from correct, considering the
many seamen who jumped ship at Philadelphia. In 1910
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The Lincoln funeral procession on Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington, D. C.
(From The Illustrated London News.)
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priest, Father Bressani, with their own money, and then
sending him free back to Rome, as the Dutch did in 1644.

Be that as it may, the Italians began to flock to New
York as soon as the English left it in 1783.

Beginning with 1787, just a few months after the
Church of St. Peter was opened on Barclay Street, where it
still stands, many are the Italian names one finds in the
registers of that church, including that of Anthony Tra¬
pani, a native of Meta, near Naples, who assisted in its
erection. (Am. Cath. Hist. Researches, Vol. VIII, p. 134).
There, Philip Filicchi, Mother Seton’s benefactor, was
sponsor at the baptism of an Italian-American boy, Philip
Ghiradini, the son of Vincent Ghiradini and Elizabeth
Kearny, who was born in New York on October 10, 1787.
Filicchi in 1795 was appointed as first consul-general of
the United States at Leghorn, Italy. But then there are
the various city directories, where one can find scores and
scores of Italian names. (One, however, should be on
guard; for instance, Charles Bernardi, an inn-keeper, is
said to have been a Frenchman, and one John Lawrence
Natali was a Negro.)

After the uprisings of 1821 a group of distinguished
refugees settled in New York. From all parts of Italy,
from Piedmont and Lombardy to Sicily, the victims of po¬
litical tyranny continued to arrive in a steady stream until
1859, when many of them returned home. Among them
a conspicuous group was that of Sicilian exiles, who began
the importation of Sicilian oranges and lemons on a large
scale. Then, at the outbreak of the Civil War, hundreds
of veterans of the Italian wars of independence arrived to
join the Union Army, as related in a later chapter.

No less distinguished was the group of Italian singers
and musicians who came in, almost year in and year out,
after 1826, and the Catholic priests who landed after 1848
and 1860. Their activities are described in detail elsewhere
in the present volume. Finally, after the Civil War the
mass immigration began, starting with 1,316 in 1866 (for
the entire country), until it reached 52,000 arrivals in
1890. After that came the avalanche.
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COMING OFF THE BOAT

they were close to 200,000, about the same figure of 1940.
In New Jersey only 31 Italians were listed for 1850. At
the end of the century, however, they had risen to 40,000.

In 1930 they were close to 191,000, only to go down to

170,000 in 1940. Of course, no children of immigrants
are included in said figures.

IN NEW YORK

New York City appealed at all times to Italian immi¬

grants more than any other city in America, not exclud¬
ing Philadelphia, Williamsburg, Charleston, or New Or¬

leans. For a time, as we have seen, there were more Italians
in California (largely around San Francisco), than in the

entire State of New York. That was in 1860, when the

American census reported 1910 natives of Italy in the
Empire State, as against 2,987 in the Golden State. But
that was a temporary condition created by the Gold Rush.
Later many Italians moved East from California because
they could not compete with Chinese labor. (Eco d’ltalia,
March 11, 1874.)

New York, more than any other city in the world, has
been blessed with a cosmopolitan spirit and with an amount

of freedom that one could not find even in Paris. For in
Paris, one must remember, the French could turn chauv¬
inistic at the drop of a hat; whereas in New York the
most zealous patriot has always been mindful of the rights
and sentiments of his “guests”. There have been, of
course, cases galore of intolerance and prejudice (there still
are today) but compared to other leading world cities New
York has been the most hospitable metropolis in the world.
Certainly the first white man to visit it, Verrazzano, found
its inhabitants so.

Whether the Dutch origins of the city have had any¬
thing to do with it we are not sure, although it is hard
to discard such a theory. We doubt, indeed, if the English
would have gone to the trouble of ransoming an Italian

Si UUM|
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The Italian Benevolent Institute on West Houston Street,
New York City, established in 1902.
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The New York Italian newspaper mourns, with the rest of the country, the assassination of President Lincoln. (Courtesy, N. Y. Public Library.)
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Funeral procession in New York City for the assassination of King Humbert I of Italy in 1900.
(From an old photograph.)
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te ia magisiraiura, u uicro u ogni cre-

I do, ogni reggimento della luilizia cit-
, I tadina, ogni Societa politicae filantrc-

i ! pica. Una solo cmigrazione, e lo di-

> ! «<»ÿ«>« con orgoglio perdu'; u<; furnmo

j I promotori, rappresentava la propria
uudoualitr-, o quests. era la Colonia
Italians di New Yolk, ivi accorsa in

oorpo di 500 circa di ogni provincia
d'ltalia.

be fu uu ’oi.l peiisicro pel nostro
j egregio Console di convocarci a tale
, ! scopo pochi giorni innanzi ; se le per-

a gone ivi convenute accolaeroed applan*
dirono l’iniziatore e coll’opcra dimo-

,e strarono quanto accarezzassero l'idea
di pagare nn ultimo tribute all’illustre

v eatinto, (il di cui Governo fu il primo
™

a riconoscere U nuovo regno d’ltalia)—

l’esito riesci supexiore ad ogni aapetta-
zione, e al dire de\\'Herald e di altri
giornali di New York : “ L’emigrazio-

•B
I ne Italiana offriva una bella c grandio-
' sa apparenza, portante la Bandiera

g. I Nazionale Italiana arvolta in grama-
| glie, e formanie un corpo unito di cir-

\ ca 500 persone.”
Dacclic si c costituito il nuovo re*

v gno d'ltalia questa fu la prima volta
che gli Italiani di New York venivano
convocati in pubblico convegno dal

proprio Console; era la prima volta
che sfilavano nelle pubbliche vie pre-
ceduti dalla loro Bandiera Nazionale,

lQ vcssillo ricouosciutu ed onorato da
quasi tutte le nazioni, inalberato dal

a piii prode e pin magnanimo dei Re,—
w VITTORIO EMANDELE — piantato a pi6

dell’Etna e sulle sponde del Volturno

dal piu ardito e diaiuteressato Soldato

J che vanti l’Europa—GIUSEPPE GARI¬
BALDI.

Account in LiEco d’ltalia for April 29, 1865, describing the participation of about 500
Italians in the Lincoln funeral procession in New York. (See below.)

Convenuti martedi di buon mattina
al Cooper Institute,i nostri 500 concit-
tadini crano poco dopo organizzati mi-
litarmente e divisi in compagnie dal
sig. Prati, il quale si assunse generosa-
mentedi guidarli. Giontiall'angolo di
Eeade e Centrest.,sifece sostaper circa
tre ore onde far ala alle altre division!..
ed alle 3* p. m. si incominciava in bel-
l’ordine la marcia. I mernbri del Co-
mitato signori G. F.Secchi de Casali e
Carlo Ferrero, non che il Segretario
della Riunione, ProL A- Magni; ed il
sig. Aw. Nash, Presidente della Socie¬
ta di Unione e Fratellanza Italiana, se-
guivano la bandiera portando anna-
collo una bella sciarpa di Beta a tre
colori, cid che attirava lo sguardo di

tutti
Facevano parte di questa imponente

dimostrazione Italiani di ogni ceto e
condizione ; uomini di lettere e di bel¬
le arti; industrianti ed operai tutti de-

1
centemente vestiti, o almenoÿecondo .
le loro circostanze il permettevano.j

j Seguivano in coda alcuni ragazzi alun-i
! ni dells Scuola Italiana dei Cinque.
| Fuatÿ Tutti i niembri avevanoil pet-'
i to fregteto della cocarda tricolore,e ci[
i gode poter dire che
j mentare il benchqfiinimo e dispiace-j
! vole incidente. Cosi l’ltalia era rap-
| presentata in tale lugubre e straordi-J
] naria dimostrazione da cinquencenti
, peraone ; e questi non erano i soli Ita¬
liani present! alia processione, chd vi
intervenne numerosa la Logoia J/aseo-
ntca Garibaldi, non che un drappello
di 120 mernbri del 39° Reggimento,
ultimo reliquie della Guardia Gari¬
baldi

n-

non si ebbe a la-i

i

e

The New York Italian "colony” of those days was
rather unique. With the exception of the Italian commun¬
ity in Lisbon, Portugal, in the 16th and 17th century,
where all Italians, from Piedmont to Sicily, banded to¬
gether, we do not know of any community in the world in
which the Italians were as united as in New York in the
1850’s. They
learn from the local newspaper of those days, but as a whole
the dream of a united Italy kept them close together. At no
time during the last century have the Italians been so
proud and so jealous of their own good name as in those
days. It seemed that each individual considered himself as
the representative of the rising new Italy and duty-bound
to act so as not to cast any shadow on its prestige. Ever-

mindful of their duties as "guests” of this nation, they
did all in their power to help their fellow-countrymen, to

keep their beggars off the streets, to assist their needy ones.
How proudly they marched in the Lincoln funeral pro¬
cession, with the flag of the new Italy side by side with that
of the United States, the first time in which the Italian
flag, since the constitution of the Kingdom of Italy, ap¬
peared on the streets of New York! (Eco d’ltalia, April
23-May 6, 1865—see facsimile above; Now York Herald,
April 25, 1865.)

The first association created by New York Italians was
the "Societa Italiana di Unione, Fratellanza e Beneficenza,”
organized on January 20, 1839-

not entirely devoid of discord, as wewere
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An article in Harper's Weekly for April 17, 1875, about the Italian School in New York. It has been said that all the
schools of Italy have not given to the Italian communities in the United States so many outstanding men as that very
modest school. (Dondero, C., L’ltalia agli Stati Uniti ed in California, Italia Colontale, June, 1901.)
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Irvington, Tarrytown and Greensburgh (now Dobbs
Ferry) .

The Hastings colony formed "a picturesque and pleas¬
ant element” in the community. Antonio Bagioli, the con¬
ductor and teacher of music, built there several houses,
one of which he occupied with his family, and the others
he either rented or sold. Garibaldi visited there in 1850.
Stephen Ferrero, the father of the Civil War General, also
lived there, like the singers Salvi and Benedetti, the violinist
and orchestra leader, Michele Rapetti, and the teacher of
languages, Felice Foresti. (Scharf, J. T., History of West¬
chester County, Philadelphia, 1886, Vol. II.) Bagioli’s
daughter, Teresa, married General Sickles and was re¬
sponsible for her husband’s killing of her lover, Philip
Barton Key, the son of Francis Scott Key, in 1859. When
her husband was secretary of the American legation in
London she was the lady in charge, for Buchanan, the fu¬
ture President of the United States, who was then our
minister in the English capital, was not married.

Besides the names mentioned in Chapter Six, one finds
many names which probably were Italian, in the various
county histories dealing with the post-Revolutionary
period. One of them was John Barbaro, of Montgomery
County, near Amsterdam, who married one Sarah Van
Pelten in 1791. (Pearson, J. Contributions for the Gene¬
alogies of the Descendants of the First Settlers of the Patent
and City of Schenectady from 1662 to 1800, Albany,
1873, p. 7.) We have more data about a pioneer physician,

n
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One of the floats in the evening procession which took
place in Boston on Sept 17, 1880, to celebrate the
250th anniversary of the founding of the city. It showed
Europe surrounded by Germany, Britain, Italy (holding
a lyre and palette, "referring to her excellence in the
arts of music and painting”) and France. (From the

ion printed by order of the Boston Cityspecial publicat
Council.)

A rather unique organization established in 1843 was
the "Italian Guard”, organized by the Marquis of Sant’ An- Dr. John B. Marchi, who settled in Utica in 1815 and died

gelo, a veteran of the Napoleonic wars and one of the most there in 1885. (Schiro, G., Americans by Choice, Utica,

bizarre characters in the history of the Italians in America. 1940, p. 26.) (See especially Munsell’s Annals of Albany.)
Today there are in the Empire State more than 2,000,-More is said about him in a later chapter. The Italian Guard

formed a company of the 252nd Regiment, 62nd Brigade, 000 people of Italian parentage ob birth.
31st Division, New York State National Guard. Its uni¬
form was similar to that of the Italian soldiers who fought
under General de Beauharnais, Vice-King of Italy, in
Napoleon’s days. Every year it used to drill at Ferrero’s We doubt very much if there were any Italians to speak
farm in Bloomingdale during the summer and it would of in the New England States before 1800. Occasionally
give a ball in the winter. It lasted, apparently, only eight one runs across some names that are unmistakably Italian,
years. (Eco d’ltalia, March 1, 1851; January 22, 1882.) like those of Francis Dana in Massachusetts, Diodati in

One of the first institutions the Italians created in New Connecticut, De Angelis and Mauran (Maurana) in Rhode
York was a school which they established in 1855 at Five Island and a few others. In 1790 there were two Italian
Points, in the Chatham district, near Mulberry Street. It Catholics in Salem, one Peter Barrase, "an Italian”, and a
was supported by the local Italians, with a few Americans Mr. Frank, a "Corsican”. (Lord, Sexton and Harrington,
contributing most generously to its upkeep. Its treasurer History of the Archdiocese of Boston, Vol. I, p. 429.)
for a time was Egisto P. Fabbri, who later became the part- But that is about all.
ner of J. P. Morgan. How much the Italian community Some enthusiastic people claim as Italians many pion-
contributed to its success it is hard to say. But whatever eers who most likely were English and would have us be-
they did was worthy of admiration, for the Italians of those lieve that Bigelow originally was Bigello, Scott was Scotto,
days had little to spare even for themselves. One of them, and so on down the line. Even Revere, which originally was
however, the importer Giuseppe Fabbricotti, gave to it the Revoir, is traced to Italy, but unless more conclusive evi-
sum of $1,000 in 1869. (Eco d’ltalia, Dec. 6, 1869.) dence is presented those claims must be relegated among

Not all the New York Italians, however, lived in Man- myths. As for Mico, which sounds Italian but is not, that
hattan, even in those days. Some of them lived in Staten was a contraction of the French Micault.
Island, where Garibaldi resided for a time in the house of On the other hand, if we limit our research to the post-
the unfortunate Antonio Meucci; others commuted, (by Revolutionary period, we shall be treading on more solid r

ferry, of course) from New Jersey; still others lived in ground. There are, for instance, the miniaturist Rosetti in
Westchester County, at Scarsdale, White Plains, Hastings, Hartford, about 1797 and the painter Come’ in Newport

IN NEW ENGLAND
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his Lazarist Fathers did in 1816. Leonetto Ciprani went

all the way to California by land in the 50’s. The Italian
Mormon, Toronto, went to Utah in 1848. Others may have
gone to Cincinnati and Chicago from Baltimore or New
York. As a whole, however, the early Italian settlers in
the Middle West came up from New Orleans.

Actually, to believe the census reports, in 18S0 there
were no Italians to speak of in the states which lie
between the Alleghany and Rocky Mountains. Only one
was listed for Minnesota, none, of course, for Colorado
and Nebraska, which then had not been organized as ter¬

ritories, 10 for Wisconsin, 14 for Michigan, 6 for Indiana,
43 for Illinois. In Louisiana, however, there were 924, in

Alabama 90, in Mississippi 125, in Ohio 189. In the fol¬
lowing years the increase continued all along the Mississippi
Valley, but it was not until after 1875 that the Italians
began to settle in large numbers in the Middle West, prac¬
tically along the railroad tracks they helped to lay down.
Railroad construction, more than anything else, tells in¬
deed the story of the Italian settlements in many Mid-
Western communities which until 1875 had been more
or less isolated from the rest of the country. It may suffice
to recall that mileage in operation throughout the United
States almost trebled in a quarter of a century, rising from
74,000 miles in 1875 to about 207,000 in 1903.

after 1799; there are the musicians and teachers of danc¬
ing in Rhode Island, in Massachusetts and in Maine, some
of whom appeared there even before the Revolution, as we

have seen; there is the ship master, Dominis, in Boston, in

the 1820’s; as a whole, however, there is not much to brag
about, however outstanding those few individuals may
have been. Had there been an Italian community worthy
of notice before 1840, Antonio Gallenga would have noted
it in his book Episodes of My Second Life. Gallenga, the

author of many books and the correspondent of the Lon¬
don Times for years, first came to America in 1836, re¬

turning to Europe three years later. He spent a consider¬
able part of his American life in Boston, where he mingled
in the best of circles. In Boston he met Pietro Bachi, a

teacher of Italian at Harvard, and Pietro D’Alessandro, a

Sicilian like Bachi, also a teacher of languages. He may
have met a few other Italians, but not many, if he "used
to stand still in the streets of Boston when the unfamiliar
accents of our Italian dialects struck my ear, and it was as

much as I could do to refrain from going up to the groups
of half-tipsy, half-riotous Genoese or Neapolitan sailors
from whom those voices preceded, and offering to shake
hands with them for our dear country’s sake”. Only in
New York he met "so many of the better class of my own
people”.

One of those sailors may have been the grandfather of
Samuel E. Cassino, the publisher of Little Folks Magazine,
for more than thirty years. In a letter to the writer in 1935,

two years before his death, Mr. Cassino related that his
grandfather came from Genoa, found his wife in Salem,
and died there, the victim of an accident, when thirty
years old. He never saw him. Since Mr. Samuel Cassino
was born in Salem in 1856, we deduce that his grand¬
father must have come over in the 1820’s. His case may
have been typical of scores of others who settled here in
similar circumstances.

According to the United States census, in 1850 the
natives of Italy in the New England States numbered 197
in Massachusetts, 25 in Rhode Island, 20 in Maine, 16 in
Connecticut and none in New Hampshire.

By 1860 Massachusetts had 440 Italian immigrants.
Connecticut came next with 70. The other states trailed
behind. Only after 1880 Italian immigrants began to set¬
tle in large numbers in all the New England industrial and
fishing centers. Thus when the City of Boston celebrated
the 250th anniversary of its settlement with an imposing
parade on September 17, 1880, the Italians were ready to

take part in it, with a group led by the members of the
Italian Mutual Benefit and Benevolent Society of Boston,
B. Brogi, commander. At the head of their group marched
the Domini’s Band of East Cambridge.

Today, as we know, there are hundreds of thousands of
people of Italian birth or parentage in the New England
states.

IN LOUISIANA

In 1850, according to the United States census figures,
the largest Italian community in America was not in New
York State, but in Louisiana, which had 924 natives of
Italy, as against 833 in New York. Those figures, of course,
do not include the American-born children of Italian par¬
entage, who in Louisiana must have been in the thousands.
Nor do they include the Corsicans. The fact that one finds
relatively few Italian names in the city directories is of
little importance, for a slight change in a vowel, and very
often no change at all, made it difficult to tell whether a
name was Italian, French, or Spanish. Certainly there must

have been a significant number of Italians in the city if
Colonel Nichols of the British Artillery, in his proclama¬
tion to the population of New Orleans on August 20, 1814,
appealed to the "patriotism” of the "Spaniards, Frenchmen,
Italians and Britons, whether settled or residing for a time
in Louisiana”. Not many years later, in 1836, when the
Marquis of Sant’ Angelo began the publication of his
weekly newspaper Correo Atlantico, he had in it a section
in Italian, which he would have not included had there
been only a few Italian readers in the city. Three years
later Sant’ Angelo, the same man who in 1843 established
the Italian Guard in New York City, organized “I Mos-
chettieri di Monte Vernon” (The Mount Vernon Mus¬
keteers, so named after the "grave and cradle of "Washing¬
ton”). Like the New York organization, it was incorpor¬
ated in the local militia and had 80 members, all Italians.
(Cortese, N., Le Avventure Italiane ed Americane di un
Giacobino Molisano, Messina, 1935, p. 97.) A pamphlet
containing the names of its members is, or used to be, in the

IN THE OHIO AND MISSISSIPPI VALLEYS
Before the Civil War few Italian immigrants moved

westward from Atlantic coast ports. Rev. De Andreis and
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ber of them, “not being able to remain in business because
of the vexing restrictions of the military authorities, dis¬
posed of their possessions at a great sacrifice and left for
Mexico.” (Eco d’ltalia, Feb. 11, 1865.)

Yet the Italian communities in Louisiana continued to
grow, with 1889 immigrants listed in the 1870 census. In
1880 they were 2,527 and in 1900 they had risen to
17,430.

No Italian community in the country has gone through
such colorful and at times tragic circumstances as the New
Orleans Italian colony, not excluding the barbarous lynch-
ings of 11 Sicilians in 1891, which almost brought Italy
and the United States on the brink of
later five more Italians were lynched at Tallulah, La. One
more Italian was lynched at Erwin, in nearby Mississippi,
in 1901. In every instance the United States Government
paid a large amount of money as compensation for those
wanton murders.

Those shadows, fortunately, are obliterated by the
achievements of the sons of Italy in the Pelican State,
from the very days of Tonti to our own. An American
writer, Mrs. Catherine Gibbs, has completed a whole
book, Italian New Orleans, which reveals in all its glory
the immense contribution that the people of Italy have
given to the development of the city, correcting many
mistaken impressions and giving back to the land of Dante
many distinguished citizens who are generally labeled as
French or Spanish. The achievements of some of them are
described in the following pages.

«

Eight yearswar.

NEW ORLEANS IN 1840

Painted by W. J. Bennett, from a sketch by A. Mondelli.
(Courtesy, New York Public Library.)

National Library of Naples. Four years later, in 1843, the
Societa’ di Mutua Beneficenza, the second Italian organiza¬
tion of its kind in the country, was organized.

More sons of Italy went to New Orleans, rather than to

New York, before the Civil War, because of geographical
reasons. Ever since the days of Columbus—literally, after
his second voyage, as we have seen in Chapter Three—
numerous businessmen from all parts of Italy, from the
Alps to Sicily, settled in the West Indies to supply the
Conquistadores with whatever they needed in their con¬
quests. From Santo Domingo and Cuba as headquarters,
the Italian merchants covered all the islands in the Gulf
of Mexico as well as Florida, Mexico, Panama (where they
had at one time a large warehouse destroyed by Morgan),
and South America.

Italian emigration to the West Indies continued
throughout the 17th and 18th centuries and the first half
of the 19th, chiefly to Cuba, but also to Porto Rico and
St. Thomas. From those islands, in the course of events,

they moved to New Orleans, especially during the Spanish
occupation of that city. Vigo, Cipriani, Antommarchi, Ma-
rallano, and other early inhabitants of the Crescent City,
all had moved in from Cuba or nearby islands. From New
Orleans to St. Louis and other communities to the North or
East, was just one more step.

Thus we are not surprised to find a notable group of
Italians, "chiefly mechanics, some of them refugees from
the revolution of 1848”, at Natchitoches before 1850.

(Olmsted, F. L., A Journey in the Seaboard Slave States,

Vol. II, pp. 282-286.) Another community not far from
Natchitoches, near the present town of Homer, had been
established by an Italian political refugee, Count de Leon,

in 1833. A religious community, it consisted of 45 mem¬

bers, and it continued to thrive until about 1870, when it

failed financially because of the generosity of its settlers.
It is not clear, however, whether the settlers were all Ital¬
ians.

IN MISSOURI

Geographical and political reasons (the Mississippi
River and the Franco-Spanish domination of the valley)
prompted numerous Italians to settle in Missouri, where
they were among the very first inhabitants, long before
it became a part of the United States and at about the
time St. Louis was founded in 1764. Among the early pion¬
eers were Francis Vigo, and a number of prominent mer¬
chants like Yosti, Bouis, Berthold, Maury, Locatell, and
others. More will be found about them in the chapter on
business. Here we shall recall a pioneer musician, Joseph F.
Marallano (Maragliano, or Maragliani, is more likely) , who
came to the Untied States in 1833 and was naturalized in
St. Louis in 1833 at the age of 37. In 1834, when 18 years
old, he left his native Genoa for Cuba, where he lived until
he moved to Missouri. (Manuscript material in Missouri
Historical Society, St. Louis.)

Once more the U. S. census figures do not give us a
faithful picture of the Italian community in St. Louis,
for according to the 7th census there were only 123 Ital¬
ians in the whole state of Missouri, whereas in the St. Louis
city directory for 1848 we find no fewer than 37 Italians
in business and in the professions, including four physicians,
a lawyer, a professor, a music teacher (Domenico Ballo,
later of Utah) , grocers, tailors, and so on. It must be made
clear, however, that not a few of those persons with Ital-

During the Civil War many Italians served in the

Confederate Army, but at the end of the conflict a num-
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doges, who fell in love with a Mobile girl of German de¬
scent, married her and settled in her city. Later they moved
to Louisiana where three children were bom to them be¬
tween 1781 and 1788.

.

After the Napoleonic wars a number of persons of Ital-
ian blood, including not a few natives of Corsica, settled

p in Alabama. One of them, Fasquale Luciani, came to Amer-
nj ica after serving nine years under Napoleon and was for

some time French consul at Philadelphia. Luciani helped
I to establish a colony at Demopolis, Ala., in Marengo County

(so reminiscent of Napoleon’s famous victory in Piedmont)
I and died there in 1853. (Macartney, C. E. and Dorrance,
I G., The Bonapartes in America, Philadelphia, 1939, p. 221.)
t Another pioneer was Salvatore Bonfiglio, also a native of
| Corsica, who came to the United States in 1817 and mar¬

ried Lucinda Alden, a descendant of John Alden, in 1819.
He taught modern languages at the University of Alabama
and was the grandfather of Frederick Bonfils, the founder
of the Denver Post. Two other distinguished pioneers were
V. F. Corbini, who taught music at Spring Hill College in
1847, and Dr. Angelo Festorazzi of Mobile, possibly the
first Italian-American to be at the head of a state medical

C sU

The Bartholmew BerthoJd home on the northwest corner of 5th and
Pine Streets, St, Louis. (Courtesy, Missouri Historical Society, St. Louis.)

ian names were natives of Italian Switzerland and of Italian association.
cities then subject to Austria. By 1860 the Italian popula¬
tion of Missouri had increased to 603 (U. S. census figures) ,
with more than 200 Italian names listed in the local city

directory for that year. A few of them had by that time

moved to Kansas City. After the Civil War the immigra¬
tion from Southern Italy began to move in and the popula¬
tion continued to grow until it reached more than 15,000

Italian-born residents in 1930. (See Italians in Missouri, by
G. Schiavo.)

IN MISSISSIPPI

In Mississippi, as we have seen, there were at least 121
natives of Italy in 1850, but the figure went down to 114
in 1860, to rise to 147 in 1870. As a whole there have never
been much more than a few thousand Italians. Most of
them, however, have been substantial citizens, highly re¬
spected, and active in civic affairs. In 1869 there were

about 18 Italian families at Natchez, all of them engaged
in business or in farming. At that time, two men, one

Gaetano Cagnone and one Ghirardelli, from Chiavari, near
IN ALABAMA

The Italians of Alabama in pre-Civil War days lived
chiefly at Mobile, a seaport. That there must have been
quite a few of them, or that there was a considerable trade
between that port and Genoa, we infer from the presence
of a Sardinian consul at Mobile in 1831. By 1860 the trade
must have increased to notable proportions, for in the
local directory for 1861 we find an advertisement by a
drug store reading “English, French, Spanish and Italian
spoken by the attendants of this establishment,” or an¬
nouncements for the sale of Italian books. Ten years later,
the local Italians numbered 214 (U. S. census figures), but
they must have been more, as it would appear from the
number of soldiers with Italian names in the Confederate
Army. That explains why the son of an Italian, Constan¬
tine Lawrence Lavretta, became a member of the Alabama
legislature in 1892 and mayor of Mobile in 1894, at a

time when the Italians in New York could hardly get a

job in the sanitation department. In more recent years the
Italians moved to the Birmingham district, but at no time
have they numbered more than a few thousands in the
whole state.
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Item in L'EcO. d’Italia for April 16, 1869, about
the Italian community of Natchez, Miss., 18-
family strong. Two of the local Italians owned
3,000 acres of land, and one owned a $17,000
building.

The first Italian to settle in Alabama seems to have
been one Giovanni Gradenigo, a descendant of the Venetian
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Genoa, Italy, owned 3,000 acres of land, where they grew

cotton and corn. (See facsimile on page 164.) Two of the
pioneers were active in newspaper work (in English) . One
of them, Paolo M. Botto, was editor and publisher of the
Natchez Democrat, and the other, Agostino Signaigo, was

editor (or member of the editorial staff, we cannot tell
which) of the Grenada, Miss., Sentinel. More will be found
about them in a following chapter. Another pioneer was
one Domenico Arrighi, who married one
a native of Ireland. Their son, Frank J. Arrighi, who was

born at Natchez in 1838, served with distinction in the
Confederate Army, was wounded three times in action, and
served as a public official for many years. Still another
pioneer, one John Lombard, was one of the first trustees of
the Catholic Board of Natchez, when it was incorporated
in 1821.

A.. . .B.ncr, Stgrtlario * .....SK,

A. Kuttauzi, A. Wilhelm, Dotton.

Spigolature Italtane in America.— Ci scrivono da Louisville che il
ballo annuale dato nel Tempio Masso-
nico da quella Society di Unione e
Fratellanza Italiana la sera del 9 con.,
riusci oltremodo brillante : Ira gli in-
vitati eravi il Big. Paolo M. Botto, l’e-

redattore del Democrat di Nat-
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d«—Rileviamo con piacere dal Mem¬
phis Appeal del (ÿorreote che il di-
stinto poeta e pubblicista, signor Ago¬
stino Signaigo, redaitore del Sentinel
di Grenada, venne eletto Presidents
deH’Associazione dei Giomalisti dello
Stato del Mississippi.—Il sig. Signai¬
go tuttochfe nativo d'ltalia e conside¬
rate uno dei piii eleganti poeti che
vanti 1’America.— Un altro noto cittadino, il quale,
come i signori Signaigo e Botto seppe
acquistarsi fama nel giornaliamo ame-
ricano, 6 il sig. Pietro Cuneo, redatto¬
re del 1 Wyandot Pioneer, foglio che
pubblicaai in Upper Sandusky nello
Stato dell’Ohio. Guesti eletti ingegni
appartengono alia Liguria e giovanet-
ti emigrarono agli Stati Uniti.—La sera dell’8 corr. all’Ulich Hall,
in Chicago, aveva luogo il Terzo Ballo
Annuale Italiano con nnmeroso ed at-
traente concorso di persone. Il Mes-
tagyiere di quella citti dice che nel
corso della cena furono fatti numerosi
brindisi all’Italia, mentre l’orehestra
esegniva la marcia reale e l'inno di
Ganbaldi : ordine perfetto, allegria
generale, festa essenzialmente italiana. j—11 25 gennaio u. s. moriva in San'
Francisco di California Francesco Am
saldo di Genova, uno de' piii vecchi
residenti di California : egli era molto
stimato e popolare ed a’ suoi funeral}
intervennero la Societa di Beneficenza
Italiana, la Compagnia Garib&ldina el
molti membri della SocietA dei Pom-:
pieri.—Di vaiuolo cdssava di vivere in
quella citta Luigi Baffo in eU d’anni
84: egli era nativo di Cogomo, cornu-
ne di Cobrino, mandamento di Lava-
gna.
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Not many Italians settled in Arkansas before the end of

the last century, even if Tonty was its founder. The people
of that state, as a matter of fact, generally refer to him
as the "Father of Arkansas”, for it was he who first laid
claim to it and established the first trading posts there.
It is possible that other Italians settled in that territory in
the 18th century, but their names, if any, are buried in
old musty records. Only by chance we have learned of an
early pioneer, one John Francis Mulletti, who in 1824
wished to donate to Bishop Rosati some 160 acres of land
on the Cadron River, about thirty-five miles from Little
Rock.
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gifThe best-known Italian community in that state, how¬
ever, is Tontytown, established by Father Bandini in 1895,

as related in the chapter on business. The highest num¬
ber of Italians in the state was reached in 1910, when 1,699
immigrants from Italy were counted. In 1940 their number
had gone down to 791, although there were several chil¬
dren of Italian parentage.
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Il O'IN TENNESSEE —Luigi Franci Leoni, nativo di Ver-

sci, Pedemonte, Svizzera, precipitate
in una miua dall'altezza di circa 40
piedi, miseramente moriva la mattiua
del 19 gennaio.—L'Eco della Patria
dice che il povero Franci non aveva
che 29 anni t—Lo eteBso giomale annuncia la
morte di Francesco Leverone di Cica-
gna circondario di Chiavari: egli mo-'
riva in San FranciBco il 18 gennaio, in
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The Italians in Tennessee have at no time been numer¬
ous, but, like those of Mississippi, they have made up in
quality what they lacked in numbers. Even today most

"Italian” families in the state, chiefly at Memphis, are de¬
scendants of the pre-Civil War pioneers. That explains also
why the son of an Italian became mayor of an important
city like Memphis, as early (for the Italians) as 1917. He
was Frank Monteverde, the son of Antonio, who settled in
Memphis in 1857 and died there in 1923.

As early as 1850 there were 61 natives of Italy in the
state, according to the U. S. census figures, but ten years
later there were 379. In 1865 an Italian vice-consulate was
opened at Memphis, with Agostino Signaigo, the poet, in
charge. Has brother, Captain John B. Signaigo, was nom¬
inated for alderman in the 7th district of Memphis, but
we have not ascertained whether he was eventually elected.
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More items about the Italians in America in
L’Eca d'ltalia for February 19, 1869. (1) A ball
by the Italian Society of Louisville, Ky.; (2)
Signaigo, editor of the Grenada Sentinel, is elect¬
ed president of the Mississippi Press Association;
(3) Pietro Cuneo, editor of the Wyandot (Ohio)
Pioneer; (4) Third Italian Annual Ball in Chi¬
cago; (5) Death of a San Francisco pioneer;
(6) Death of another San Francisco Italian; (7)
Fatal accident of a Swiss-Italian miner; (8) Death
of one more San Francisco pioneer. (Courtesy,
New York Public Library.)
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(Eco d’ltalia, December 23, 1869.) During the next two

decades the Italian population of Tennessee slightly in¬
creased to less than 500. Only in 1910 it reached the figure
of 2,000. How rapidly the Tennessee Italians assimilated
with other national groups we learn from Eco d’ltalia
which on April 2, 1873, bemoaned the Italian par¬
ticipation in the local St. Patrick’s Day parade side by side
with the Irish, who in those days and in other states, espe¬
cially New York, were considered the "worst enemies of
the Italians”.

sibly some railroad construction would account for it. Be
that as it may, the peak of Italian immigration into Indi¬
ana was reached in 1910 with 6,911 registered natives of
Italy.

As for pioneers, the most famous of them all was Fran¬
cis Vigo.

IN MICHIGAN

In Michigan, likewise, there were only a few Italian im¬
migrants before the Civil War, with only 14 registered in
1850 and 87 in 1860. In 1880 there were still only about
500, but more than 3,000 had settled in the state ten years
later, and twice as many in 1900. The peak was reached in
1930 with 43,087. Not a few of them were in the Lake
Superior iron-ore belt.

As for the pioneers, outside of Alphone Tonti and the
other Italians who followed him in the early part of the
18th century, we may recall Dr. Louis Cavalli in the 1840’s,
Pietro Centemeri, a musician, in the 1850’s, and Pasquale
Palmieri, a painter, in the 1860’s. Palmieri was one of the
charter members of the Detroit Italian Mutual Aid Society
in 1873. More is said about them in later chapters.

IN KENTUCKY

In Kentucky, too, there were quite a few Italians before
the Civil War, for by 1865 there was an Italian vice-con¬

sulate at Louisville. By 1869 there was a mutual benefit
society. (Eco d’ltalia, February 28, 1865. See also facsimile

page 165.) At that time there must have been more

than 300 natives of Italy in the state. According to the
U. S. census, they were 144 in 1850, 235 in 1860, 325 in

1870, and 370 in 1880. At no time have they been more

than 2,000.
Among the pioneers we shall recall one Colonel Mariano,

who died at Lexington on June 19, 1821 and, of course,

the Catholic priests who began to teach and minister there

as far back as 1817.

on

IN ILLINOIS

The first Italian settler in Illinois, with the exception
of De Lieto, who, as we have seen in Chapter Four, was
the first permanent white settler at Chicago in 1698-1702,
may have been a German-Italian, Dr. Christopher Carli,
who practised in Chicago from 1837 to 1841, when he
moved to Wisconsin, as related in another chapter.

The beginnings of the present mass immigration, how¬
ever, date back to the construction between 1836 and
1848 of the canals that connect Lake Michigan with the
Gulf of Mexico. Once more, the Italians moved in from
the South, across the Mississippi, from St. Louis. That
explains, in part, the labors of several Italian priests around
La Salle, Peoria, and other nearby communities, between
1836 and 1850. That explains also why one of the first
Italian colonies in Illinois was established at Cairo, where
there must have been quite a few Italian immigrants in
Civil War days, to judge by a score of names one finds
among the subscribers to a monument in honor of Anita

Garibaldi which was to be erected in Italy. (Eco d’ltalia,
July 8, 1865.) It was in that little town that Agostino
Signaigo, later of Memphis, Tenn., and Grenada, Miss.,
began his newspaper career on the staff, or as editor, of
the Cairo Daily News. (Ibid., March 11 and July 8,
1865.) A few Italian Mormons lived at Nauvoo, 111., be¬
tween 1843 and 1846, as related below.

Another early group, apparently of lead workers, had
settled at Galena in 1851, when an announcement for col¬
lection for their relief was published in the Eco d’ltalia
(March 29, 1851.) Father Mazzuchelli, as we know,
founded the first Catholic church in the city in 1835-36,

IN OHIO

The present Italian communities in Ohio, with the ex¬

ception of Cincinnati, date back, more or less, to the begin¬

ning of the present century, when there were some 11,321

natives of Italy in the entire state. In 1890 there were only
3,857. The earliest figures we have are for 1850 (189), I860

(616) and 1870 (564). During the Civil War period most

Italians resided in Cincinnati (500 out of a total of 616 in
1860), which at that time was larger than Cleveland. The
fact that there was an Italian consular agent in the city as

early as 1835 leads us to believe, however, that there must

have been quite a few subjects of the King of Sardinia at

that time, for apparently there was no direct trade with
Italy that required the presence of a consular agent. Ac¬
tually, the local Italian community dates back to the early
years of the 19th century, as it would appear from some
of the names in St. Joseph’s cemetery. It is interesting to

recall that as early as 1867 some 75 persons of Italian birth
or extraction subscribed to a fund for the erection of a

national Catholic church, but nothing came out of it.

Among the noted pioneers we shall recall here only the
Grasselli family.

IN INDIANA

In Indiana the Italian population rose from 6 in 1850
to 421 in 1860, to go down once more to 95 ten years
later. Why such a sharp oscillation we do not know. Pos-
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just as Father Raho and other Italian priests founded
other churches and missions around La Salle and nearby
communities between 1836 and 1850.

Few Italian communities in the country, if any, have
increased as rapidly and as steadily as that of Chicago,
which had only 100 immigrants in 1860, but increased
to 552 in 1870, 1,357 in 1880, 5,591 in 1890, 16,000 in
1900, 45,000 in 1910 and 60,000 in 1920. Its first mu¬
tual benefit society was organized before 1869, for in
that year the local Italians were hosts to the second an¬

nual national convention of the Federation of Italian
Societies in the United States. An annual ball was also
given as far back as 1867. In 1886 the first Italian-lan¬
guage newspaper in the middle west, L’ltalia, was estab-
lithed by Oscar Durante. It is still in existence.

i. RED WIXO, Minnesota, 2 Febbraio.

d- Signor Redattore,
Cib che mi spinge a scriverle, e l’aver letto

1= neWEco d'Italia del 28 p. p. mese un articolo
Bugli itnliani negli Stati Uniti, dal qnalo rile-

a TO come in Nuova York molti dei nostri non
.4- hanno attunlment-e alcuna oceupazione e non
'e- pochi Tersano in eattiva circostanze. Ebbe-

ne se ve n'kanno che siano muratori, stiicca-
tori o scalpellini, purchS sobrii ed indnstrio-
si, io potrb esserc loro utile in quests parti

0. del Minnesota, tuttochS quelli dalle duo pri-
IB. me categorie non foseero al caso di lavorare
n ed uso degli AmericanL Foeseggo inoltre

un Segreto per l’arte dello stuccatore, che

a. ben volentieri coznunicherb ai mici connu-
zionali.

Certo, la citth di Nuova York non & piu
la qnella di yent’anni sono, ma la yallata del
*- Mississippi sent per cento e piu anni avyeni-

re la terra promessa per l’operaio intelligen-
te ed attivo. Ncl luogo da dove le scrivo
siamo soltanto setto ittdiani; eiod, 4 delnmn-

J- damenta di Chiarari, i qunli si applicano
nU’agricoltura e Cahho buoni affari, uno 6
triestino ed ha negozio di confettureria, c gli
altri 2, io e mio figlio, nativi di Grcssoney

r. nell' antica provincia d’ Aosta; io fuccio lo
stuccatore ed il mio flglio h nel commercio.
Ritiriamo i prodotti d'Italia di cni abbiso-
gniamo dalia Casa A. CELLA E FIIATELU di
New York.

)n Pero, onde riescirc fa duopo, come dissi
.g. piu sopra, essere sobrii ed industrioai; i bc-
di vitori, gli infingardi ed altra simile gentaglia
je rimangano pur dove sono; chb questa non e
is- la terra dci vizii o del dolcefar nimle.

C. BABELU.

>ÿ

le

FROM WISCONSIN AND MINNESOTA TO IOWA
AND NEBRASKA

Aside from the Italians who may have come over with
Tonti or Duluth, the first natives of Italy to reach as far
north as Minnesota may have been the Italian traders from
St. Louis, like Vigo, whose operations extended to Mack¬
inac. Then came the travellers, Andreani and Beltrami.
Still later came Father Mazzuchelli, who labored in Wis¬
consin and Iowa after 1830. Dr. Carli, already mentioned,
moved in from Chicago in 1841 and settled in what is
now Stillwater, Minn. Another pioneer with an Italian
name, one Frederick Oliva, worked as a clerk at Prairie
du Chien, Wis., from 1847 to 1880. (Guide to the Per¬
sonal Papers in the MS Collection of the Minnesota His¬
torical Society, St. Paul, 1935.) There may have been
others, besides a few missionary priests. As far back as

1869 there was a small Italian colony at Omaha, where a
number of immigrants owned stores, lunch rooms, or res¬
taurants. Most probably they had worked their way over

al-
ese

A letter from an Italian pioneer in Red Wing,
Minn., inviting Italian skilled workers to settle
in the Mississippi Valley, "the promised land for
the intelligent and industrious worker”. "There
are only seven of us here, four from Liguria, one
from Trieste and two from Piedmont.” "Drunk¬
ards, loafers, and similar people would do well to

ain where they are; this is not the land of
vices or of dolce far niente (sweet doing nothing).
From L’Eco d’ltalia, February 11, 1874. (Cour¬
tesy, New York Public library.)

rem

as railroad laborers and then decided to remain. In Min¬
nesota, at Red Wing, in 1874 there were four Genoese
farmers, one confectioner who was born in Trieste, and
two Piedmontese stucco workers. (See facsimiles on this
page.)

As a whole, however, before 1870 there were only a
few Italian immigrants in the states of Wisconsin, Minne¬
sota, Kansas, Iowa, Nebraska, the Dakotas, and Montana.
In Kansas and Montana, however, Italian missionaries had
been at work as far back as 1836, when Brother Mazzella
arrived to labor near the present city of Leavenworth.
Later came Fathers Ponziglione, Urban Grassi, Ravalli,
and the other Jesuit church builders.

The peak was reached in 1910 with 5,846 immigrants
in Iowa, 3,517 in Kansas, 9,668 in Minnesota, 6,592 in
Montana, 3,799 in Nebraska, 1,262 in North Dakota,
1,158 in South Dakota. Only Wisconsin had more Italian
immigrants in 1930 (12,599) than in 1910 (9,273).

.1w ; J
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RED WING, MINN.
(From Harper’s New Monthly Magazine for 1873.)
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SI IN TEXASe
t- M Aocha a Omaha, nel Nebraaka, citth cUia- §i
® niata ad nn grande ayvenire per eaaere il can- re

tro principals della Ferrovia dal Pacifico, vie- p'
* ne di aorgara una Colonia Italiani. I«i
“ a Virginia City ed a Treasure Pity, ne! Neva-

da' trovano pareccbi nagozi,trVterie e cat
ra I® teauti da Italiani, alonni fra i qnali fnrono R.
a- Prevegenti a fare acquisto di terreni, che, ae n

f>m coatano poohi dollar!, in breve tempo po- °'
S\ tranno ottenere preni favoloai.

"Also in Omaha, Neb., a small Italian community
is being formed. Here, as in Nevada, there are
several stores and lunchrooms operated by Italians,
some of whom have been provident enough to
purchase land which now costs little but soon
will have a high value.” From L’Eco t?Italia for
April 16, 1869. (Courtesy, New York Public li¬
brary.)

The first Italians to visit Texas were, of course, the
members of the unfortunate Coronado and De Soto ex¬
peditions of 1541-1542. In the following 200 years others
visited and settled along the Gulf of Mexico: civilians,
soldiers, and missionaries, all under the Spanish flag. The
first settlers, however, moved in from Louisiana during the
second half of the 16th century. One of the pioneers was
Don Angel Navarro, who was born in Corsica in 1739
and made his home in the present county of Navarro,
Texas (county seat, Corsicana, southeast of Dallas, so
named after his son, Jose’ Antonio Navarro. (See History

of Navarro County, Texas, by W. F. Leve.) Farther west,

in the present San Antonio, a pioneer Italian family was

that of Cassini, which in Spanish became Cassiano. Joseph
Cassini, the first settler by that name, had been a merchant
in New Orleans before 1812, when he moved west. He mar¬
ried the widow of a former Spanish governor and became
a wealthy and civic-minded American citizen.

After 1816 numerous Italians who had served as offi¬
cers under Napoleon visited or settled in Texas. Some of
them were at Galveston under the French General, Louis

Aury, fighting for the independence of Mexico in 1818.

They filled various ranks, from that of aid to the com¬
mander-in-chief, down. Others, together with French and
Polish officers, joined the colony established, also in 1818,

lcome

ie

V

IN OKLAHOMA

Oklahoma was organized in 1889, when the United
States government acquired most of that vast but lonely
plain and opened it to settlement. Italian immigrants moved
in almost at once, but apparently the new state (formed
in 1907), did not offer them the opportunities they were
looking for. Thus the Italian population increased from
11 in 1890 to 600 in 1900 and 2,664 in 1910, but went
down after that. In 1940 there were less than 900 natives
of Italy in the state, with possibly a few thousand more of
Italian parentage.

X TEXAS COW BOY
HI
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Title-page and ftontispiece of the first edition of Siringo’s A Texas Cowboy, of which mote than
1,000,000 copies have been sold. (Couitesy, New York Public library.)
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!« * TZXAS COW KT,

My frlher who died when I was only s year old.
tame from the sunny dime of Italy, while my dear
old mother drifted from the Boggs of good "ould"
Ireland. Am I not a queer conglomerate—a sweet-
scented mixture indeed!

Our nearest neighbor was a kind old soul by the
of John Williams, whose family consisted of

his wife and eleven children.
In the fall of 1859 1 took my first lessons in

school, my teacher being a Mr. Halo from Illinois.
The school house, a little old frame building.

stood ofT by itself, about a mile from the Settle¬
ment, and we little tow-heads, sister and I, had
to hoof it up there every morning, through the
grassburrs, barefooted ; our little sunbrowned feet
had never been incased in shoe-leather up to that
time.

To avoid the grassburrs, sometimes on getting
an early sure we would go around by the Gulf
beach which was quite a distance out of our way.
In taking this route though, I would generally be
late at school, fur there were so many little things
to detain me—such as trying to catch the shadow
of a flying sea gull, or trying to lasso sand crab.
on my stick home.

>5IV CHAS. A. SIRIUCO.

Crowds of Cow Boys used to come over to the

Peninsula from the mainland and sometimes have

occasion to rope wild steers in my presence -hence

me tryingÿto imitate them.

I remember getting into a scrape once by taking

the beach route to school; sister who was a year

older than I, was walking along the water edge

picking up pretty shells while I

my stick horse taking the kinks out of my rope—

a piece of fishlinc—so as to be ready to take in tht

Gist crab that showed himselt Those crabs went in

large droves and sometimes ventured quite a die-

fence out from the Gulf, but on seeing a person

would break for the water.

It was not long before I spied a large drove on
ahead, pulling their freight for the water. I put

spurs to my pony and dashed after them. I

aged to get one old fat fellow headed off and turned

towards the prairie. I threw at him several times

but he would always go through the loop before I

could pull it up. He finally struck a hole and dis¬

appeared.

I was determined to get him out and take another

whirl at him, so dropping my hone and getting

name

riding along on

man-

Two pages from ihe first edition of Siringo’s A Texas Cowboy.

by General Lallemand, but only for a short while, for the
attempt failed and they scattered throughout Central and
South America, where not a few died of yellow fever. (See
Codazzi’s and Ferrari’s memoirs, as described in the chap¬
ter on the travellers.) Not all of them, however, left, as

we learn from Olmsted’s Journey Through Texas.

Following the battle of San Jacinto not a few sons of
Italy settled in the rising Republic, induced in no small
measure by the written and oral propaganda of Orazio de
Attellis, Marquis of Santangelo, one of the main supporters
of Sam Houston. More will be found in a later chapter
about this revolutionary man and his New Orleans news¬

paper, Correo Atlantico. Here we shall record only that his
espousal of Texan independence was rewarded with the
donation of some lands.

By 18J0 there were at least 41 natives of Italy in the
new state, exclusive of the natives of Corsica and probably
of the natives of provinces still under Austria, like Lom¬
bardy and the Venetias. By 1860 the figure was not much
higher, with only 69 reported. By 1880 they were 539.
Yet at that time the Italians of Texas could boast two

state legislators and a mayor. The latter, Antonio Ghio, of
Texarkana, a Genoese, was one of the founders of the
town, where he had moved in 1874. The legislators were L.
Cardis and A. Barziza, the son of Count Barziza of Wil¬
liamsburg, the friend of Jefferson. In no other state had
the Italians made such a political progress. No wonder that
the New York newspaper Eco d’ltalia called Texas the

“state best suited for the Italians”. It still is.

The first attempt for Italian colonization on a large

scale of which we know, was made about 1880 by Count

J. Telfener and Chevalier L. Sala, who were planning to

send over some 5,000 Italian workers. How many actually
arrived we do not know, but it seems that out of one group

of 1,000 some 700 were compelled to leave and found
themselves stranded in other states. (Eco d’ltalia, January
31 and February 1, 1882.) By 1890, 2,107 natives of Italy
had reached Texas. In 1920 they had increased to 8,074.
Since then the figure has gone down every year. As a
whole, however, the Texas Italians have fared better than
those of any other state in the Union, for nowhere else in
the country do the Italians enjoy such a high standard of
living and the respect of their fellow-citizens as in the
Lone Star State; all of which does credit to the industrious¬
ness, ability and honesty of the immigrants and their
children, as well as to the friendly spirit of the people of
Texas.

The achievements of the Italians in that empire (it is
more than twice as large as Italy) are mentioned in the
following chapters. Here we shall recall a typical product
of that land, cowboy detective Charles Siringo, the son
of Italian father and Irish mother. Siringo, who was born
in Matagorda County in 1855, was both a cowboy and a
detective, but he acquired fame as the author of cowboy
detective stories which became popular throughout the
nation. More than one million copies of his first book,
A Texas Cowboy, are said to have been printed and sold.
He also wrote other books, all dealing with life on the
range. According to the Dictionary of American Biog¬
raphy, no single writer typifies the achievements of cow¬
boy literature, from the plane of the dime novel to one of
character and distinction, as well as Charles Siringo. He
died at Hollywood, Cal., in 1928.

As for the first Italian mutual aid society in Texas it
seems that it was founded in 1880 by a native of the prov¬
ince of Parma, one Antonio Bruni of San Antonio, where
he had settled in 1858. He served for a time as a member
of the San Antonio City Council and died at Laredo at
the age of 80 in 1925.
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The Italian population of Texas reached its peak in
1920 with 8,024 immigrants. Since then, as in other states,

it has gradually decreased, with 5,451 recorded for 1940.

a number of Italians, including 2 women and 13 children,
were burned to death in a fire. Coal mining troubles and
disasters have not been rare, either.

The Italians in the state today are among the most
respected citizens of their communities, with quite a few
distinguished professional and businessmen. The most col¬
orful man of Italian extraction in Colorado, however, was
Frederick Bonfils, the founder and owner of the Denver
Post. No less colorful was the first consular agent of Italy
at Denver, one Angelo Cappelli, who settled in the city in
1868. His adventures from Louisiana to Colorado are
vividly narrated by Adolfo Rossi in his book, Un Italiano
in America, published in 1891. (Chapter XXXII.)

IN NEW MEXICO

With the exception of the missionaries who arrived at

Santa Fe in 1867, there were no Italians to speak of in

New Mexico (one in 1850, 11 in 1860, 25 in 1870, 73 in

1880) until 1890, when 355 were recorded. The peak,
with 1958, was reached in 1910. Next to the Jesuit priests,

the most interesting pioneer was Sister Blandina Segale,
a native of the town of Cicagna, near Genoa, Italy, who

moved to Colorado in 1872 and to New Mexico shortly

after. In 1881 she established the first public school at

Albuquerque. Her book, At the End of the Santa Fe Trail,

was reprinted in 1948 as the monthly selection of the

Catholic Literary Foundation. Sister Blandina and her si-

ter, Sister Justina, worked in New Mexico and Arizona

until 1893.

IN WYOMING

The first Italians to enter Wyoming were the immi¬
grants headed for California and the Oregon Territory,
beginning with Father Mengarini in 1841 and his Jesuit
brothers in later years. Most of the laborers who went to
Colorado in the 1880’s also went through Wyoming. "Get¬
ting close to Cheyenne”, Rossi tells us in the above-men¬
tioned book, "we met only the usual grazing cattle and
sheep”. Sheep raising is one of the fields in which some
Wyoming Italians are engaged on a large scale.

Who were the Italian pioneers in the state we do not
know. All we know is that there were a few in the 1860’s.
Years ago while in Denver we were told of an Italian friend
of General Grant who had a contract from the United
States Army to supply it with cattle, but we have not
looked into the matter. The largest number of natives of
Italy in the state was reached in 1910 with 1,961 immi¬
grants.

IN ARIZONA

Arizona, as we have seen in Chapter Three, was discov¬
ered by Father Marcos de Nizas in 1539. Until 1870, how¬
ever, hardly a dozen Italians had settled there. In 1910, or

two years before the state was organized, there were 1,631

In recent years many Italo-Americans have moved in to

enjoy the climate or to engage in farming.
One of the pioneers, Alex Rossi, settled in Tucson in

1883 and died there in 1930 at the age of 70. He had been
such a legendary character, notwithstanding the fact that
he was only a saloon keeper, that his death was given the

most favored position in the local paper, page one, column
one, and an editorial to boot.

IN UTAH
It is not generally known that the Mormons in search

for converts sent missionaries even to Italy and that a

number of Italian proselytes settled at Salt Lake City in
1855, as the result of the missionary efforts of Joseph
Toronto (Giuseppe Taranto) and Lorenzo Snow, one of the
pillars of the Mormon Church.

Most of the Italian converts were recruited among
the Waldenses of Piedmont, especially in the Angrogna
and Prarostino districts in the province of Turin. Their

IN COLORADO

Colorado, like California, owes its development to a

gold rush, ten years after that of her sister-state, in 1859.
As in California, quite a few Italians went to Colorado in
search of gold as soon as the news was spread around the
globe.

One of the first to reach the mining camps was Louis

P. Arrighi, a native of Lucca, who arrived at Black Hawk
and Central City in 1859. (Rjsveglio, Denver, July 28,

1939.) Four other settlers, the Garbarino brothers, moved
in from St. Louis also in 1859, in the spring. They settled
at Golden, Georgetown and Boulder. (G. Perilli, Colorado
and the Italians in Colorado, cop. 1922.)

In 1880 there were some 335 Italians in the state, al¬
though only 6 had been registered in 1860 and 16 in
1870. In 1890 their number increased to 3,882. The rise
continued until 1910, with 14,375 immigrants, but since
then the number has decreased.

-L-“
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The Colorado Italians, like those of Louisiana, have
had also their tragic days. In July, 1893, a Genoese, one
Daniele Arata, was lynched at Denver. Six years later four
more Italians were lynched at Walsenburg. In April, 1914,

~ .
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AN EARLY VIEW OF SALT LAKE CITY
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other trip in 1875-77. He died at Salt Lake City in July
1883. One of Taranto’s children, Joseph B. Toronto,
professor of mathematics and languages at the University
of Utah for some 25 years and for a time acted as Italian
consular representative. Joseph Toronto may have been
responsible for the publication of the Italian edition of
The Book of Mormon which appeared in 1852.

A Sicilian musician who joined the Mormons before
1850 was one Domenico Ballo whose band "was famous in
the musical history of our city”. He also organized
Provo Band. Ballo is said to have been a band master at
West Point for a number of years before moving to
Utah, but our inquiries at West Point have proved fruitless.
Instead, we have found his name
city directory for 1848. He was
marches and other music, and the conductor also of the
Social Hall Orchestra. Neither he nor the members of his
orchestra received any compensation for their work, with

was

m ii

a

f
in the St. Louis, Mo.,

the composer of several

JOSEPH TORONTO
Pioneer Mormon Leader

(Courtesy, Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints, Salt Lake City.) For
an account of Toronto’s early life and
other pioneers in Utah by Dr. Paolo De
Vecchi of New York, who interviewed
them in 1880, see L’Eco d'Italia, Jan. 8,
and April 17-18, 1881.

_.,ucnejtu.. ui contiu. ea utuuqae
di, abuK, e crudelti d'ogni aorta.

C. E. B. d

letter*di nn Hormone1Uliana.
Salt-Lake-City, 80 maggio 1874

Sig. Redattore dell’Eco dItalia,

Lewi nel N. 88 del di lei aocreditato gior-
n&le di nn alemanno dimorante a Reading,
nella Pennsylvania, il quale fu padre di 41
flgli, avuti c(a tie matrinioni. Mi figaro ohe
quest* notizin avrl sorprcso molti fra i auoi
lettori,aopnrtutto quella piccola cerchiadi mn-
riti, a oui la natnru o la aorte ha negate il
bene della puternith.

Ebbene ohe cosa direbbero easi ae io mi
vantaasi padre di ana prole patrinroale di aet-
umtadua flgli? E noti che ho appena cin-
quant’anni di eti, al che poaao riprometter-
tni un maggior numero di flgli dalle mie ven-
tidue inogli, tutte in vita e fecoude.

Qridino pure i Qentili ed i loro giornali
contro la poligamia, ma queati eono fatti e
non ciance e le opere degli uomini ai giudi-
eano dai loro frutti: coal insegna la dottrina
dei “Santi degli Ultimi Giorni.”

Se ella desidem anpere qnalche cosa BUI oht
mio conto, le dirb che io aono un ainoero e Die

zelante Hormone; aono aativo di Lucca ed
occnpo la carica di primo cuooo nel palnzzo
del profeta Brigham Young. Le mie mogli
poi, eono impiegate ease pure in eucina ed i
miei flgli,tutti aupentiti.diaimpegnano (alpie-
no i pih avanuti in eta) alti ufflei nella ge-
rarchia ecclesiastics, tra queati conto un ve-
acovo e tru miasionari.
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names, like those of most Waldenses, are rather French
than Italian; hence the difficulty in telling their nation¬
ality. Several of them belonged to the Malan family of An-
grogna. Others were named Bonnet, Roman, Bertoch,
Barker, Francis, Ruben, Rochon, Chatelain, Rivoir, St. Ger¬
main, Lazald, Beus, Bourne, Gaudin, Pons, and Cardon.
Apparently the new converts had not a clear idea of the
Mormon religion, for a few of them were excommunicated
for infidelity, rebellion, negligence and immorality. One of
those who rose to a high position in the Mormon Church
was Philip Cardon, a native of Prarostino, who came over
in 1854 at the age of 53, and became Elder and High
Priest. One of his eight children, Paul Cardon, who came
also in 1854, was the father of 20 children and the grand¬
father of more than 100 boys and girls. He died in 1915
after serving honorably for many years as a prominent
churchman and as the first city treasurer of Logan, Utah,
the fourth largest city in the state.

Toronto, or Taranto, was born at Cagliari, in Sardinia,
in 1818, was taken by his parents to Palermo, Sicily, at

the age of two, and came to America as a sailor on an
American vessel as a boy. In 1843, while in Boston, he
joined the Mormon Church and went to Nauvoo. The
Mormons were building at that time a great temple in
that city, then the largest in Illinois, but as not enough
money was available to finish it, Taranto, or Toronto, gave
all his savings, totalling about $2,500 in gold. Brigham
Young rewarded him then by putting him in charge,
with one John Harris, of the cattle they drove all the way
to Salt Lake City in 1848. On July 22, 1849, he was or¬
dained a Seventy, and in October he left for Italy to make
new converts. He returned to America with fourteen of
his Sicilian relatives. He brought more relatives after an-
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Letter of an Italian Mormon to the Editor of L’Eco
d’Italia of New1 York (June 10, 1874). It reads in part:
"What would your readers say if I were to boast an
offspring of 62 children? And remember that I am
only 50 years old so that I can expect a still greater
number of children from my 22 wives, all of them
healthy and able to procreate. . . . I am a sincere and
zealous Mormon; I was bom at Lucca and I occupy the
position of head cook in the palace of the prophet,
Brigham Young. . . . My older children hold high
offices in the ecclesiastical hierarchy; one of them is a
bishop and three are missionaries." (Courtesy, N. Y.
Public Library.)
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the result that often he was in financial distress, as in

1856 when, being in dire need of food, Brigham Young

to his assistance. He is said to have studied at the

The first Italian to settle and die in California seems
to have been one Juan B. Bonifacio, who arrived at Mon¬
terey in 1822 to be the stevedore of some English cargo.
He was naturalized in 1829 and died about 1834 leaving
a widow and three children.

During the thirty years preceding the discovery of
gold several Italian seamen stopped over. One of the first
Italian ships to stop at Monterey and San Francisco in
1825 was the Flaminio Agazini. Between 1829 and 1845
Captain John Dominis stopped on several occasions on
business. He was the master of American ships, as related
in a following chapter. In 1834 the Sardinian ship Rosa of
425 tons and 24 men, Nicola Bianchi, master, arrived at
San Francisco. A year later it took a group of conspirators
from San Francisco to Santa Barbara. Also in 1842, one
Alberto Frescone, apparently an Italian, was established at
Monterey, for his name appears on a lithograph of the city
with that year’s date, in the New York Public Library.

In 1836 an Italian sailor named Barnabal Costa, 36
years of age, landed at Los Angeles. In 1837 the brig City
of Genoa arrived at Monterey from Valparaiso. Another
Italian ship commanded by one Pietro Bonzi entered San
Francisco Bay in 1840. Bonzi and his son, Orazio, decided
to settle in California, where they were soon joined by
other relatives. In 1849 one Louis Raggio opened a gen¬
eral store at San Luis Obispo. Raggio had come to America
in 1842, when he landed at New Orleans, and had spent
five years as a pilot on the Mississippi River. At San Luis
he was appointed the first justice of the peace and also an
associate justice in the district Court in that county.

The first considerable group of Italians arrived soon
after the discovery of gold. Quite a few of them must have
come over, or were headed for the west coast, if in 1851
Massimo D’Azeglio, then prime minister of Sardinia, de¬
cided to open a consulate at San Francisco, which he en¬
trusted to Leonetto Cipriani. According to Eco d’ltalia
(April 26, 1851), at that time there were some 600 Ital¬
ians in the city, with many Sardinian (Genoese) ships

came
Milan Conservatory.

Another Italian musician at Salt Lake City in the
1850’s was one Gennaro Capone, a Neapolitan band leader,
who apparently left Italy for political reasons. Leonetto
Cipriani, who met him in 1853, relates some interesting

episodes about his life, and informs us that before moving
to Utah he had been a cook at New Orleans.

The Mormon religion apparently appealed to other Ital¬
ians, like one Gian Domenico Pellegrini, a native of Lucca,

who in 1874 informed the editor of Eco d’ltalia (of New
York) that he was the father of 62 children and that he
expected a few more from his 22 wives, all of them living
and fecund. (See facsimile on preceding page.)

Yet, according to the census figures, the natives of
Italy in the state are reported as one in 1850, 59 in 1860,

74 in 1870, and 138 in 1880. After 1900 came the new

immigration, largely from Calabria, but also from Pied¬
mont and other parts of Italy. (On the Italian pioneers

in Utah see Daniel B. Richards, The Scriptural Allegory in

three parts, a rare book, although of recent publication;
Carter, Kate B., Bands and Orchestras of Early Days, a

pamphlet published by the Daughters of Utah Pioneers in

December, 1941; Schiavo, Italian-American History, Vol.
I, under Ballo and Capone; bibliography in M. R. Werner’s
Brigham Young, New York, 1925; Eco d’ltalia, January
8, April 17-19, 1881.)

ON THE PACIFIC COAST
The largest number of Italians in America at the out¬

break of the Civil War was on the Pacific Coast, in and
San Francisco. Men like Gemelli-Careri and Malaspinanear

had visited California, as we have seen, in the 17th and
18th centuries, but they did not remain. Others may have

with the Spaniards at various times, but wecome over
have no definite proofs.
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SAN FRANCISCO IN 1849
(Courtesy, Library of Congress.)
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trading in California ports. From everywhere the Italians
flocked to San Francisco. Not only from Italy and other
European countries, either by land or by sea (by way of
Cape Horn), but also from South America, especially from
Lima, Peru, where a considerable group of Italians had al¬
ready been settled for years. Some Jesuit priests came down
from the Oregon Country to establish the colleges of Santa
Clara and later the present University of San Francisco, the
former in 1851, and the latter in 1854. Some even came

all the way from Australia, like the Passionist, Father Peter
Magagnotto, who arrived at the end of 1849, and built
the Church of St. Francis on Vallejo Street before 1853.
Even an opera troupe, the Pellegrini Opera Company,
found its way to San Francisco, where it opened with Bel¬
lini’s La Sonnambtda on February 12, 1851, at the Adelphi.
By 1854 there were eleven opera companies in the city.

r!ÿi
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LEONETTO CIPRIANI
Leonetto Cipriani, a controversial figure in Italian his¬

tory, was born in Corsica in 1812. He had been preceded to

America by his father, the owner of a large business house
at New Orleans between 1801 and 1806. Leonetto first a

came over in 1831, but after three years in the "West Indies
he returned to Italy. On the way back, in 1854, he stopped
in New York, where he was offered twelve acres of land
north of Union Square for $20,000. He was about to pur¬
chase it when he learned that his banker had failed. He
returned in 1836, and again in 1851 to open the San Fran¬
cisco consulate.

Space prevents us from telling in detail the story of his
life in America, which one can read in his Avventure della
Mia Vita published at Bologna in 1934, or 46 years after
his death. Briefly, Cipriani arrived in New York at the end
of 1851, together with a physician, Giorgio Magnani, who
was to take care of the San Francisco immigrants, and a

servant. Because of the high cost of living in California he
decided to send over, by way of Cape Horn, a pre-fabri¬
cated house, complete in every detail. It consisted of two

stories, with 12 rooms, all furnished. It weighed 120 tons,

and was made up of 1,200 separate parts, which later were
assembled with 700 hooks and 26,000 screws.

Cipriani arrived in San Francisco, by way of Central
America, early in 1852, but California was not what he

expected it to be and he decided to spend a few years and there we find the names of a few who amassed a little
travelling through Asia. He changed his mind when he fortune, like those three immigrants who arrived from the
learned that a group of American financiers were plan- West in New York with 120 pounds of pure gold, only to

ning a transcontinental railroad, but as no survey had yet have it stolen at their hotel (Eco d’Italia, July 29, 1865),
been made, Cipriani decided to make one himself, and earn or the Volpone Brothers, one of whom is said to have found
some extra money on the way. Accordingly, he sold his a treasure in gold which some Frenchmen had buried near

possessions for about $50,000 and on January 31, 1853, Jamestown on a piece of land which they had purchased
he left San Francisco for New York by way of Panama. for a farm. Soon after the discovery of the cache he is said

In New York City Cipriani purchased the instruments to have returned to Italy. That was in the 60’s.

which he needed for the survey and started on his way

back, by railroad up to Cincinnati, by boat from Cincin- small storekeepers, largely owners of taverns, or truck gar-
nati to St. Louis, and thence by covered wagon. His party dens. Even today one finds not far from Stockton ruins of
consisted of 30 persons, 11 wagons, 500 cows, 600 steers, the old stores owned by the Italians during the Gold Rush,
60 horses, 40 mules and about 20,000 pounds of cargo, for like the two Bruschi stores at Coulterville, or the Trabucco

PANNING GOLD

total investment of about $35,000. He reached destina¬
tion safely, after an interesting detour at Salt Lake City,
and even made a moderate profit on his investment. In
1855 he returned to Europe, but he came back not long
after. His last trip was in 1860, when he resided in Cali¬
fornia until 1864. During this period he took an active
part in the affairs of the San Francisco Italian community,
and bought and sold several ranches. It Seems also that he
was very much interested in our own Civil War, for ac¬
cording to an item in the New York Eco d’Italia for April
26, 1862, he is said to have volunteered to kidnap General
Beauregard from the midst of his own army. Lincoln, ap¬
parently, declined the offer. (On the first Italian consulate
in San Francisco see Bulferetti, L., Leonetto Cipriani, con¬
sole sardo in California, Arcbivio Storico di Corsica, 1939,
pp. 94-102. See also Dana, J., The man who built San
Francisco, New York, 1939, pp. 170-171; also other books
dealing with Mazzini and Italian history in general, such
as Oriani’s Lotta Politica.)

GOLD SEEKERS AND STOREKEEPERS
Relatively few Italians found gold in California. Here

As a whole, the Italians turned almost at once into
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fortune. "What would this part of the country be today”,
we read in a correspondence from San Francisco to the
New York Eco d’ltalia, for December 9, 1865, “were it
not for the thousands of Italians who cultivate the land
all around? What would San Francisco be without the 300
Italian truck-gardeners or the 200 Italian fishermen?”

By 1859 the Italian community was so numerous that
it could boast a weekly newspaper, a hospital, and a mu¬
tual benefit society. Three years later the Italian Club was
organized. Also in that year, probably for the first time,
the Italians took part as a unit in the local Fourth of July
parade. There were 160 of them, all wearing black panta¬
loons and red shirts, with silk black scarfs around the
neck in the Garibaldi fashion, and their Indian badge (coc-
carda) on their breasts. The community continued to grow

store at Mt. Bullion, all dating back to 1851. Other ruins so fast that by 1872 its mutual benefit society (Societa*

of stores operated in the Mother Lode country, all harking Mutua di Beneficenza) could boast 1463 active members.
back to the 50’s, are those of the Trabucco store at Bear (Eco d’ltalia, December 28, 1872.)

Valley, the Brunetti Dry Goods Store at Columbia, the
Ghirardelli store at Hornitos, the Vignoli store at Melones,
or the old homestead built by John Noce at Whiskey Slide. IN OREGON
Finding gold nuggets along the highway was not unusual.
At Butte City, three miles south of Jackson, the only *n tbe Oregon Territory (Oregon, Washington, Idaho

ruins left of what was once a rip-roaring mining camp are and Montana) some Italian Jesuits had ventured

the remains of the Ginocchio store, the only one in town,
as 18 }*41’ Fa*er Mengarini went there with

to which the miners flocked for their supplies. The stones Fatfr De Smf' °thers Allowed in 1844, and many more

for the construction of that building were brought over m the speeding years. Until about 1880, however, there

from China, as the miners were too busy looking for gold onIF a Italians m that part of the country, with

and could not afford to waste their time to make bricks or exception of the missionaries. In the present state of

cut stones. The Marre family, related to the Ginocchios of Oregon one J Italians in 1850, 34 in 1860, and

Butte City, owned a wholesale liquor house in nearby “ 1870; Washington, 11 in 1860, 24 in 1870; in

Jackson. They also owned the local hotel. Jackson, now Id“° on U m 1870' Most of them were in a11 Prob-
the county seat of Amador County, is only 125 miles dis- a 1 lt7 re 1S,ous wor ers*

tant from San Francisco.

Ruins of the main building of the Volpone brothers one mile
north of Jamestown, Cal. (From Ghost Towns and Relics of
'49, published by the Stockton, Cal., Chamber of Commerce.)

THEY FOUND GOLD IN GARDENING

San Francisco, at the beginning of the Gold Rush, in

1848, had about 900 inhabitants. Within 2 years it had
25,000. Such a rapid increase in population ordinarily
would create new problems everywhere, but in San Fran¬
cisco it brought about chaos. As the rumors

coveries spread, young men and even men not so young,
abandoned their occupations, their farms, their shops, their
fishing boats, anything they were doing at that time, and
ran to the gold-fields. Prices "skyrocketed” overnight. A
boiled egg in a restaurant cost at least one dollar; shoes
were selling for thirty dollars a pair, like a bottle of good
whiskey. Apples could be purchased for one to five dollars
a dozen. A copy of Eco d’ltalia sold for 50 cents. The very
rich people alone could afford vegetables. Only land was
very cheap, as their owners abandoned it for the more
promising mining camps. Some of it could be had for
nothing; most of it for only a few dollars an acre.

The Italian immigrants soon realized that there was a

more stable future in farming than in seeking gold and
they turned over to the abandoned fields to build a little

of the dis-
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A view of Portland, Oregon, in the 1850’s. In the foreground,
Arrigoni’s "Pioneer Hotel.”
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The first Italian to visit the present coast of Ore¬
gon was Malaspina, followed in the 1820’s by John Dom-
inis, as related in another chapter. One of the first settlers
seems to have been Captain S. N. Arrigoni, a Milanese who
had gone to California in search of gold and eventually
moved up north, about 1857. In Portland, where he made
his home, he opened the Pioneer Hotel, “the best hostelry
on the coast”, with 500 accommodations. He established the
first express service in the city and is said to have installed
the first street lights. Later he moved to Astoria, where he
operated the Occident Hotel and where he died in 1869.

A city boulevard was named in his honor in recent years.
(See Vigo Review, October, 1938, p. 12.)
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Nevada had a few inhabitants until 1859, when silver
was found in what is now Washoe County, not far from
Reno. As if by magic, Virginia City sprang up and soon

became the second city west of the Rocky Mountains, with
a population of 35,000 in 1870 (952 in 1940). Italian ad¬
venturers flocked there, too, just as they had flocked to

California in the previous years. As early as 1861, we

learn from a map of the city drawn by Grafton T. Brown,

one M. Crosetta operated the Virginia Saloon. (The map

may be seen in the New York Public Library.) Another
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A news item in L’Eco d'Italia of New York
(April 16, 1869) about the discovery by an
Italian immigrant of a 2-pound nugget of pure
silver at Virginia City. "At Treasury City (9865
feet above sea level) there are already numerous
Italians, some of whom have already purchased
lots to build hotels, restaurants and grocery stores
. . . food costs $5.00 a day, but one earns much
more.” (Courtesy, N. Y. Public Library.)

5

early establishment operated or owned by Italians, the
Molinelli Hotel, can be seen still standing in that ghost
town today. Other Italian business men moved or were
planning to move to Treasure City, another mining cen¬
ter, in 1869. (Eco d’ltalia, March 12, 1869). That some
of the Italians in Nevada in those days were miners we
learn from an item in the Eco d’ltalia of New York, ac¬
cording to which one Matteo Caschina had found, in 1869,
a nugget of pure silver weighing two pounds in a mine at

a depth of 200 feet. One has, however, to pay a visit to the
local cemetery to discover niany Italian names, like those
of the Glandoni family, one of whom, a child of six, was
buried there in 1867. He may have been the brother of
one John Glandoni, who was born in Virginia City in 1860
and was still living there as late as 1940. The Italian Pas-
sionist Fathers were among the first to go to Nevada, where
they built the second Catholic Church in the territory.
They
arrived in 1865 and remained until 1883, when he moved
to Brooklyn. He organized several parishes, missions and
stations.
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followed by Father Dominic Monteverde, whowere

The grave of an Italian pioneer in Virginia City, Nev.
(Photo by the author.)



CHAPTER THIRTEEN

IN THE WORLD OF MUSIC

Although the natives of Italy in the United States— Mallet he founded an “American Conservatorio” in Boston,

as distinct from those of Italian extraction—have at no in which he became head of the vocal department. About
time represented more than 3 fo of the total population of 1828 he founded another conservatory in Philadelphia
the country—until about 1870 they were hardly one which he headed until his death. He wrote at least three
tenth of one per cent—they have always played a prepon- books of which we know, composed much music, from
derant role (way out of proportion to their number) in an opera to oratorios and cantatas, managed theaters in
the musical education and in the development of the musi- the South, where he became the friend of Madison and
cal taste of the American people. In opera, of course, they Monroe, and even appeared as a singer. He may have been
have had no rivals—with sporadic exceptions, or until our
own days—; but in teaching and even in orchestral—not

to say band—music they have exerted a much greater influ¬
ence than is generally recognized.

Today one has only to go through the membership lists
of the various locals of the American Federation of Music
in literally every state in the Union, to realize how Ameri¬
cans of Italian birth or extraction represent the largest
ethnical group in the entire field of music, from composers
and teachers to instrumentalists and singers.

w

INTRODUCTION

ID IHI

\RT AND SCIENCE OF MUSIC,

The story of the Italian contribution to American
music from 1757 to 1947 has been told in the 476 pages
of Volume One of our Italian-American History. To
condense it in a few pages is, obviously, impossible. We
shall, therefore, limit ourselves to the highlights in each
group, that is, 1) teachers; 2) opera singers and conduc¬
tors; 3) band leaders; 4) conductors of symphonic or¬
chestras; 5) composers and concert artists; 6) popular
singers and orchestra leaders.

imii TEN run nit
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TEACHERS

As we have seen on page 112, the first Italian musicians
came to the English-speaking colonies as early as 1757.
Following the Treaty of Paris, they continued to arrive
in a steady stream until 1800, after which hundreds of
them arrived regularly every year—making up probably
more than one half of the total number of professional
people to land from Italy.

Two musicians who arrived before 1800 were one
Trisobio, who gave concerts of vocal and instrumental
music in various cities and died in Philadelphia in 1798,

and Filippo Traetta, who was born in Venice in 1777 and
died in Philadelphia in 1854. The son of the noted com¬
poser, Tommaso Traetta of Bitonto, Bari, he came over
in 1799. Two years later, together with Graupner and

DUUatrlptria

BY PHIL. TRAJKTTA.

PHIUtnELPHU.

PRINTED BV I. ASH MEAD A CO.

1829.

Title-page of one of Trajetta's books published in 1829.
(Courtesy, Library of Congress.)
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IN THE WORLD OF MUSIC 111

Nashville in 1835. Signor Christiani, of the Philo-Har¬
monic Academy of Bologna, also left the North for New
Orleans, where he had a studio on Canal Street in 1824.
In St. Louis we find Maestro Joseph Marallano (Maragli-
ano?) , whose naturalization paper can be seen in the local
Missouri Historical Society. Marallano left Italy in 1814,
when he moved to Cuba, and thence to Missouri in 1832.
On July 4, 1838, he directed the chorus for a solemn Te
Deum celebrated by Bishop Rosati in the Cathedral.

AFTER 1850

After 1850, following the political upheavals in Italy,
a number of distinguished Italian music teachers settled in
the United States. A few of them were: Massimo Man-
zocchi; Achille Errani, the teacher of Minnie Hauk, Clara
Louise Kellogg and Emma Abbott; the famous singer,
Marietta Gazzaniga; Angelo Torriani, who taught for
many years in North Carolina and New York; Antonio
Barili, Adelina Patti’s step-brother; Elidoro De Campi, who
headed the vocal departments of several colleges of music;
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One of Nolcini's advertisements in The Euterpiad of
Boston for Nov. 10, 1821. (Courtesy, New York
Public Library.)

of the Italian Theater of New Orleans mentionedmanager
in the Moniteur of that city between March and July,
1812. Few men played so large a role in the development
of American music before 1850 as he did.

Among those who arrived between 1800 and 1825 we

shall single out Masi, Nolcini and Ostinelli. Francesco Masi
lived in Boston between 1807 and 1818. He taught piano,
violin, cello, and practically every other instrument. In
1815 he published several waltzes and pianoforte pieces.
Charles Nolcini taught in Boston and Portland between
1821 and 1829. Louis Ostinelli organized with Graupner
the Philharmonic Society of Boston and was made a

honorary member of the Handel and Haydn Society in

which he played at one time as second violin. He is said
to have been “one of the half dozen men and women to

whom Boston owes its musical beginnings”. His daughter,
Eliza Biscaccianti, was the first Italian-American woman

operatic singer.

Antonio Bagioli and Carlo Bassini were the two leading
Italian musicians to settle in New York between 1825

and 1850. Bagioli came over as conductor with the Montre-
sor Opera Company in 1832, but when that company
failed he devoted himself to teaching. He wrote three
books on the art of singing and composed hymns, prayers,
and music. As a teacher he is said to have “attained a success
probably unsurpassed by any professor in this country” in
his days. Flis daughter Teresa married General Sickles.

Bassini came over before 1839, when he married an

Italian-American girl in New York, and lived here until
he died in New Jersey in 1870. He wrote several books
for the cultivation of the voice and composed religious
music.

RUDIMENTS

OP THE
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IN NEW ORLEANS AND ST. LOUIS

Not all the Italian musicians settled in the North.
Actually, we believe that there must have been quite a

few in New Orleans, where the French language made it
easier for them to earn a living. There, as early as 1791
we find one Joseph Gabriel de Baroncelli at the French
Theater and a quarter of a century later Henri Corri, a

member of the Corri family of musicians that settled in
England and Ireland before 1800. Corri also appeared at
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Title-page of another book by Trajetta. (Courtesy, Library
of Congress.)
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thirty years; Giuseppe Ferrata, director of music at New¬
comb College, Tulane University, for 19 years, and a
noted composer; Monsignor Manzetti, one of the leading
composers of church music in the United States, who
taught in Cincinnati and in Baltimore; Arthuro Buzzi-
Peccia, teacher of Alma Gluck and of Sophie Breslau;
Aurelio Gorni, a distinguished pianist and composer, who
taught at Springfield, Mass., and Philadelphia; Agide Jac-
chia, founder of the Boston Conservatory of Music; Ernest
Consolo, the eminent pianist; Achille Alberti of Los An¬
geles, the teacher of Mario Chamlee; Pasquale Amato, the
famous baritone, who taught at the School of Music of
Louisiana State University; Vittorio Arimondi of Chicago;
Sandro Benelli of New York; Domenico Brescia, professor
of counterpoint and composition, and later head of the de¬
partment of theory at Mills College, Oakland, Cal.; Paolo
Conte, dean of the College of Fine Arts of Oklahoma Bap¬
tist University; Antonio De Grassi, musical illustrator for
the University of California; Oscar Del Bianco, professor
of theory at Duquesne University; Gaetano De Luca,
president of the Nashville Conservatory of Music; Nicola
Montani, one of the most distinguished composers of church
music, author and editor of The Catholic Choirmaster
from 1915, the year he founded it, to 1942; Angelo Testa,
superintendent of the Portland Academy of Music; Pietro

Eduardo Marzo, distinguished as teacher, organist and com¬
poser; P. Centemeri, who taught for years in Detroit, and
later in New York; Luisa Cappiani, of Boston, one of the
organizers of National Association of Music Teachers;
Albino Gorno, who was associated for fifty years with the
Cincinnati College of Music where he served as dean; Lino
Mattioli, another noted teacher at the same college; Augusto
Rotoli, who taught for 19 years at the New England Con¬
servatory of Music; Paolo Giorza, "one of the greatest and
at least the most prolific composer of ballets who ever
lived”; Clito Moderati, the teacher of Emilio De Gorgoza;

Pietro Minetti, a member of the faculty of the Peabody
Conservatory of Music of Baltimore for about forty years;

Pier Adolfo Tirindelli, head of the violin department of
the Cincinnati College of Music; Romualdo Sapio, head of
the vocal department of the National Conservatory of
Music in New York; Giuseppe Del Puente, the famous
baritone, who had a studio in Philadelphia.

SINCE 1900

Since 1900 literally hundreds of Italians have taught
in American musical colleges or privately. A few names

will suffice: Alfred De Voto, professor of pianoforte at

the New England Conservatory of Music for more than
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Facsimile of Bagioli’s preface to his “New Method of Sieging."
(Courtesy, New York Public Library.)

One of Bagioli's early books published in Philadelphia in 1839.
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Title-page of another book ’

iu 1869. (Courtesy, N. V. P.
by Gassini published

’ublic Library.)publishedTitle-page of Bassini’s "Art of Singing”
in 1857. (Courtesy, 1ST. Y. Public Library.)

PRIVATE TEACHERS
BASSINI’S

EDUCATION OF THE YOUNG VOICE.
Among the private teachers of recent years we may

mention Giuseppe Bambosceck; Isidore Braggiotti of Cali¬
fornia, the father of more than one distinguished musician;
Maria Carreras, the famous pianist; Ferruccio Corradetti;
Clemente de Macchi; Cesare Lancellotti, formerly of the
Royal College of Music of London; Carolina Lazzari; Gae¬
tano Loria, who gave lessons in speech correction to King
George VI of England; Alfred Martino, teacher of Jan
Peerce; Romano Romani, teacher of Rosa Ponselle; Enrico
Rosati, teacher of Beniamino Gigli and Lauri Volpi; Cesare
Sturani; Gilda Ruta; Agostino Carbone; Eduardo Trucco;
Dino Bigalli, Ada Paggi, Mario Carboni, Vittorio Trevisan,
all of Chicago; Iride Pilla and Madame Ippolito of Boston;
Silvio Risegari and Giuseppe Inzerillo of Seattle; Pietro Ci-
mini and Gennaro Maria Curci of Los Angeles; Nicholas
Gualillo of Utica and Oneonta; and other too numerous
to mention.

A SCIENTIFIC AND PRACTICAL SYSTEM OF VOIDB CULTURE

YOUNG PERSONS OF BOTH SEXES.

CARLO BASSINI.

JEW I0EK-
F. J HUNTINGTON, 484 BROOME STREET.

Title-page of Bassini’s ’’Education of the Young Voice” pub-
lished in 1865. (Courtesy, AT. Y. Public Library.)

Yon, a renowned organist; Raoul Spoleti-Bonanno of
Cleveland; Tommaso Gallozzi of Boston.

Also: Joseph Barone, founder and director of the Bryn
Mawr Conservatory; Albert Bimboni of the Julliard School
of Music and the Curtis Institute; Nazareno De Rubertis,

professor of theoretical subjects in the University of Kansas
City; Salvatore De Stefano, the well-known harpist, on
the faculty of the Hartford School of Music; Vittorio to appear in America seems to have been Signora Mazzanti
Giannini, the composer, teacher of theory and composition in 1774. Then came Filippo Trisobio, who sang in Phila-
at the Julliard School of Music; Bruno Labate, the noted delphia and Baltimore between 1796 and 1798. Still later,
oboist; Albert Martini, head of the string department at Traetta and Comoglio sang duets together in 1809-1811,

the Centenary College of Shreveport, La.; Gian Carlo followed by Signor Chiavari and Signor Lorenzani in 1815,
Menotti, the composer, professor of composition, orches- Signor Christiani in 1819, Anselmo Berti in 1821 (he died
tration and dramatic forms at Curtis Institute; Rosario in New York in 1852) , Signor Ramati from the Conserva-
Scalero, head of the department of composition and theory tory of Florence in 1825. It is, however, with the arrival
at the same institution; Silvio Scionti, the pianist, a resident of the Garcia operatic troupe in 1825 that Italian singers
of Denton, Texas; Pasquale Tallarico, professor of piano began to appear virtually without interruption in the

United States.

THE FIRST ITALIAN SINGERS
IN AMERICA

As we have noted on page 113, the first Italian singer

at Peabody Conservatory of Baltimore.
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ITALIAN OPERA COMES TO AMERICA

The first Italian operas produced in America, although
in distorted form and in either French or English, were
Pergolesi’s La Serva Padrona and Duni’s Les Deux Chas¬
seurs presented in Baltimore and New York in 1790 by a

French troupe from New Orleans. Four years later, Paisi-
ello’s Orpheus et Eurydice was given at Charleston. In 1819
Rossini’s Barber of Seville was given in New York, but in
English.

The first opera in Italian was given by the company I
brought to New York by Senor Garcia, a native of Seville, v
Spain, who opened with Rossini’s Barber at the Park
Theater on November 29, 1825. In all he gave 76 per¬
formances at the Park and Bowery theaters, remaining
until September 30, 1826. His repertoire included five
operas by Rossini, Mozart’s Don Giovanni, and two operas
by himself. The Barber alone was performed 23 times.

The cast included Carlo Angrisani, one of the leading
bassos of his day, Domenico Crivelli, who became a noted
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Announcement of the first Italian opera given in the North,
Pergolesi’s La Sirva Padrona. From the June 12, 1790, issue
of the Maryland Journal. (Courtesy, Maryland Historical
Society.)

Announcement of the first prize for an opera
offered in the United States. From The F.uterpiad
of Boston, July 1, 1830. (Courtesy, N. Y. Public
Library. )
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THE OLD BOWERY THEATER
designed by the Italian architect, A. Sera, of Bologna.

(Courtesy, New York Historical Society.)

THE PARK THEATER
of New York, at the time Italian opera was first given there.

vocal teacher in London, Madame Barbieri, and Garcia’s
daughter, Maria, who soared to celebrity in the annals of
opera as the famous Malibran. Thus, as R. G. White wrote

in the Century Magazine in 1882, "the history of opera

proper in New York begins not in the feebleness of un¬

certain obscurity, but in pomp and triumph.”
Italian opera pleased many, but it was yet too much

of a novelty to take root immediately, although it marked,

as a critic wrote, "an epoch of great interest in the history
of music in our country”. A Boston magazine, the Euter-
piad, even offered a $500 prize for an opera to be com¬
posed in America, but no contestants came forward.

From those days to our own, Italian opera has been
produced in the United States, in both Italian and English,
almost uninterruptedly, especially since the founding of
the Metropolitan Opera House in New York in 1883. For
almost a century and a half, scores of operatic companies
have come and gone, celebrated singers have appeared year
after year or for a few seasons, impresarios have been born
and have died, and special theaters have been built not only
in New York, but in other cities as well, from New Orleans
to Chicago and from Colorado to California. As early as

1877 even the small town of Texarkana, Texas, had its
opera house, built by its mayor, Antonio Ghio, a native
of Genoa. Obviously, to recall the triumphs and failures
of Italian opera in North America would be beyond the
purpose of the present chapter. A few companies, however,
deserve a special mention.

THE FIRST TROUPE FROM ITALY

The next notable operatic troupe to appear in New
York, following Garcia’s departure, was the company
brought from Italy by Lorenzo Da Ponte under the direc¬
tion of Giacomo Montresor. It opened on October 2, 1832,
at the Richmond Hill Theater with Rossini’s Cenerentola
and lasted until February, 1833, when it closed at the
Chestnut Street Theater in Philadelphia. It included some
very fine singers, foremost among them being the mezzo-
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soprano Adelaide Pedrotti, and the basso, Luciano Forna-
sari. The musical director was Antonio Bagioli, already
noted; the orchestra leader was the violinist Michele Ra-
petti, well known in his days. The orchestra also included
some of the finest players that had appeared in American
cities up to that time. The chorus leader was Carlo Sal-
vioni, the composer of the opera La Casa da Vendere, the

first opera to have its premiere in New York, in 1834.

The Montresor Company did not meet with financial
success, but its failure did not discourage other persons
determined to establish a permanent opera house. Its prime
mover, although not financially, was the indefatigable Lor¬
enzo Da Ponte, an Italian poet of Jewish parentage who
had become a Catholic, and who had acquired fame as the
author of the libretto of Mozart’s Don Giovanni. Another
Italian interested in the project was Oroondates Mauran,

the son of Joseph Carlo Mauran of Providence, already

noted as the commander of two armed vessels during the
Revolution.

getting into many details, in November, 1832,

an association was formed to establish an opera house to

be erected on the northwest comer of Leonard and Church
Streets. Over $100,000 was paid in, the lots were pur¬
chased, the theater was built and a year later, on November
18, 1833, the Italian Opera House was opened with Ros¬
sini’s La Gazza Ladra. Up to that time New York had
never had a theater as magnificent as that. (See Chapter
Fifteen in connection with Bragaldi and other scenic ar¬

tists.) The ground of the box fronts, we learn from a

contemporary writer, was white, with emblematical me¬

dallions and octagonal panels of crimson, blue and gold.
The dome was painted with representations of the Muses.
The sofas and pit-seats were covered with blue damask,

and the floors were all carpeted.” The theater, added Mr.
White in 1882, was "of an exquisiteness and a splendor such

> :

LORENZO DA PONTE

as has not been since in New York.” The new management

was under a new impresario, Cavaliere Rivafinoli, a Mil¬
anese who later became interested in North Carolina gold
mines. The leader of the chorus
of Austrian oppression, Piero Maroncelli. The orchestra
leader was Rapetti. The singers were not as good as those
of the previous season.

In all the Rivafinoli company gave 80 performances,
both in New York and Philadelphia, but opera was still a
novelty to Americans and after another season under Porto
and Sacchi, the theater was offered for sale at a public
auction, but nobody would take it. It burned down on
September 23, 1839.

the great martyrwas
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THE ITALIAN OPERA HOUSE
on Leonard and Church Streets in New York City, built at a cost of more than $100,000 in 1932-33.



ITALIAN OPERA.

WE, the undersigned, ngreo to become shareholders in the ITALIAN OPIBA ASSOCIATION, in the
City of New-York, to the amounts affixed to our respective signatures.

The Association is divided into ninety.six shares of 1000 dollars each, payable (in case the whole
shall be subscribed by the 24th instant,) one half cash on the first day of December, and the residue in notes
payable on the first day of March next.

The Association is to purchase in fee simple, for 40,000 dollars, the six lots of land at the north¬
west comer of Church and Leonard streets, containing 100 feet on Church-street, and 1S1 feet on Leonard
street

Any person originally subscribing six shares, may at his election, to be signified at the time of
subscribing, become a Trustee of the Association,

The property is to be holdcn by the Trustees in joint tenancy, with power to substitute new Trustees
in the mode hereinafter specified.

The Trusteesare to erect upon the land a building suitable for on Italian Opera House, with proper
saloons and other accommodations, the first cost of which is not to exceed £6,000 dollars.

They are to pay all taxes and assessments to be imposed on the property, including the contem¬
plated assessment for widening Church-strcut.

They are to keep the buildings in prO|ier repair, and arc at liberty to insure them against loss by
fire, ifin their judgment the insurance can be advantageously effected.

They are to rent the Opera House, saloons and appurtenances, for the Italian Opera or French
Theatre, or both, and for such other purposes os they may deem proper and profitable.

The shares shall be transferable only on the books of the Association, which the Trustees shall keep
for the purpose.

The shareholders shall be entitled to one transferable ticket for each share, entitling the bearer
to free admission at every public representation in the Opera House, excepting only four benefit nights annu¬
ally: and it shall be lawful for a majority of all the Trustees for the time being, in their discretion, to accept
such tickets for the shareholders either in full or in part payment of the rent of the buildings;—and also to
establish such regulations for the internal police and good order of the Opera House and saloons as they may
deem proper.

Any person or association of persons holding six shares, and in virtue thereof entitled to six free
tickets, shall be entitled to a private box—the choice of private boxes to be determined by lot afier the

Opera House shall be finished, preference being given to those persons originallv subscribing six shores each.
Two-thirds of all the Trustees for the time being shall have power from time to lime to lease the

Opera House and saloons, for n pecuniary rent, to an Italian Opera Company, fnr peridds not longer than
one year each, in which case the shareholders shall be entitled to the exclusive use of their private boxes,
but not to free tickets of admission, provided however that such pecuniary rent shall not be less than six per
cent, per annum on the capital, and shall he paid in advance.

The Trustees once in each year shall call a meeting of the shareholders, and then exhibit a detailed
statement of the affairsof the Association, and divide the surplus rents after paying the necessary expenses.

Each Trustee shall hold six shares. In case any Trustee shall have died, resigned his trust, or
ceased to hold six shares, a majority of the shareholders at their annual meetings from time to time shall fill
the vacancies, each share having one vote ; and the remaining Trustees shall thereupon execute the convey-
slices necessary to substitute the new Trustees.

ny Trustee shall resign his trust, or transfer any of his six shares, he shall by proper
conveyances vest in his co-trustees his interest as trustee in the premises.

As soon as it shall be practicable the Trustees shall caure the Association to be incorporated by a
law of the legislature, and shall thereupon convey the whole of the property to thecorporate body to becreated
by that law,in which each shareholdershall receive his rateable proportion ofstock.

Before a

NBW-YOM, NOVEMBER 19, 1832.

Ot made this fifteenth day of February, in the year of
our Lord one thousand eight hundred and thirty-three. StUtftK HUBERT HAY, G AHDINER G. HOW LARD,

and JOHN C. ('HUGER, all of the City of New York, of the first part, and Kurus PRIME ROBERT L. PATTERSON,
OROONDATES MAURAN, SAMUEL B. RUGGLES, CHARLES HALL, I. GREER PEARSON. MARIUS PANON, CHARLES
y. MOULTON, DOMINICK LYNCH. GERARD H. COSTER, ELIHU TOWNSEND. JAMES LJONER, EUGENE GROUBSET, JOHN
N. GOBBLER, and PETER HARMONY, of the said City of the second part.

the parties to these presents have associated together for the purpose of establishing and main*
taining in thesaid City of New York an Italian ( Ipera House,and with this view have created a joint fundor capital,
amounting to ninety-six thousand dollars divided into ninety-six shares of one thousand dollars, which have been
subscribed and are now held as Ibllows, that is to say, Robert Ray. Charles Hall, and I Green Pearson, each
seven shares: Gardiner G. Howland, John C. Cruger, Rufus Prime, Robert L. Patterson, Oroondstes Mauran,
Samuel B. Ruggles, Marius Panon, Charles F. Moulton. Dominick Lynch, Gerard H. Coster. Ehhu Townsend
and James I. Jones, each six shares: and Eugene Grousset, John N. Gossler, and Peter Harmony, each one
share: on each of which ninety-six shares the sum of five hundred dollars has been already paid, and the balance
of five hundred dollars on each share remains to be paid by the respective holders thereof, for which they have
issued their promissory notes now held by the said Oroondates Mauran, John C. Cruger and Gardiner G. Howland.
Finance Committee, in trust for the benefit of the Association.

fllnll the said parties of the first part in virtue of a deed of conveyance to them from R ussell H.
Nevins, dated the twenty-first day of January, 1833, are seized as joint tenants in fee simple of all those
certain six lots of land in the said Citysituate at the northwest corner of Church and Leonard streets; containing
one hundred feet on Churchstreet and’one hundred and filly one feet on Leonard street ; and it has l>een mutually

"‘•"t the said lots of land should be purpb-
n
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FERDINANDO PALMO AND fflS OPERA HOUSE

Ferdinando Palmo was one of those Neapolitans who
would give anything for opera. Coming to America in

1817 at the age of 23, he spent six years in the South,

until he moved to New York. At the age of JO he had
amassed a fortune of about $100,000 operating a restau¬

rant and saloon, when he decided to establish a magnificent
opera house. Within a year or so he had lost it all. "Had
he remained in the macaroni and ice cream business, today
he would be a millionaire,” commented Secchi de Casali
in his Eco d’ltalia.

Undaunted, Palmo went back to work as a cook, until
old age made it impossible for him to go on. Fortunately,
however, the many people, especially among the political
exiles, he had helped when he was prosperous, came to his
assistance. When he died, in extreme poverty, the leading
Italians in the city took him to his grave and the New
York Times, the New York Daily Tribune and the Even¬
ing Post (the only newspapers consulted by us) devoted
fine editorials to his passing.

Palmo’s Opera House on Chambers street, between
Broadway and Center street, opened on February 5,

1844, with Bellini’s I Puritani, and continued under vari¬
ous managers until 1847. Of the artists who appeared
there only two deserve to be remembered, Borghese and
Antognini. Eufrasia Borghese is said to have been a fine
soprano; Cirillo Antognini has been praised as "the greatest

tenor ever heard in America”. "His vocalization”, wrote
Mr. White in one of the Century articles mentioned before,
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FERDINANDO PALMO

From a portrait by Edwin White exhibited
the National Academy of Design in 1845.at

"was unexceptionally pure, and his style mainly and noble.
As a dramatic singer, I never heard his equal except Ron-
coni; as an actor, I never saw his equal except Ronconi,
Rachel and Salvini.”
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EXTERIOR OF PALMO'S OPERA HOUSE
on Chambers Street, between Broadway and Center Street.
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ARDITI AND THE HAVANA OPERA COMPANY
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After Palmo, other impresarios tried their hand and
presented operas at Palmo’s Opera House between October,

1844, and June, 1847, including Giueppe De Begnis, a

remarkable buffo, and the two partners, Sanquirico and
Patti. De Begnis was one of a few Italians who did not

lose money (he left $50,000 at his death of cholera in

New York in 1849) ; Salvatore Patti, a native of Catania, c*ri deluding a brief period of service on the staff
, -i , , , of the Confederate General, Beauregard.

was a tenor, but is remembered primarily as the father T . .. , ° , , ,
. , , ,, .

_
, It was not, however, until the arrival of the famous

of the celebrated Adelina Patti, and of her sisters, Carlotta Havana Opera Company, with Luigi Arditi as conductor,
and Amalia. Carlo Patti, his son, also had an interesting that opera held sway in the United States.
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GIOVANNI BOTTESINI AND LUIGI ARDITI
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FACSIMILE OF THE OPENING BARS.
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THE ASTOR PLACE OPERA HOUSE

Opera, meantime, was getting a foothold in New York,
especially among the wealthy social leaders who formed
an opera association and erected what was to be the
fourth “permanent” Italian opera house in the city, the
Astor Place Opera House, now Cooper Union.

The new opera house opened with Ernani on November
22, 1847, under the management of Sanquirico and Patti.
The occasfon, wrote Mr. White in 1882, “was a musical
event of the first importance in the musical annals of New
York, and as such it was regarded by society and by musi¬
cal amateurs generally. So elegant and socially impressive a
spectacle as that presented by the house on the rising of
the curtain had not been seen before in New York, and
has not been seen since.”

The artists, however, were not to be compared to those
who had come from Havana, with the exception of Teresa
Truffi, who, according to Mr. White, was a superb artist,
although not a great singer. It was during that first season
at the Astor Place Opera House that Eliza Biscaccianti,
the first American-born opera singer of Italian parentage
(she was the daughter of Louis Ostinelli) , made her debut.

After a season under the management of Edward R.
Fry, Max Maretzek, a most able Jewish impresario who
had married the Italian singer and harpist, Madame Ber-
tucca, took over and practically ruled Italian opera in New
York until 1878. The Astor Place Opera House, however,
did not prove a financial success, until Signor Donetti and
his animal act took over the theater in 1852. That
a death blow to the good name of the house and opera
moved to Castle Garden.

Among the singers who appeared at the Astor, besides
the veterans of the former troupes, only Sesto Benedetti,
a tenor, stood out. The husband of Teresa Truffi, he
for years the beloved of the New York public.
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Title-page of Arditi’s "La Spia," the second opera based on an
American subject given in the United States.

The Havana Company included at first 72, and later
83, artists, among the finest singers and musicians that had
been assembled up to that time in America. Among the
singers were Angiolina Bosio, one of the greatest sopranos
of the 19th century, Lorenzo Salvi, a famous tenor, Ig-
nazio Marini, a great basso, and Cesare Badiali, a noted
baritone. The orchestra was under the baton of Luigi
Arditi, the composer of the famous II Bacio (The Kiss) ,
and of La Spia, the second opera on an American subject,
based on William Finimore Cooper’s novel, The Spy, which
was produced at the Academy of Music in the spring of
1856. Among the players, Giovanni Bottesini, one of the
greatest contrabassists of all times. Later he became a
noted conductor, especially after Giuseppe Verdi chose
him to conduct the premiere of Aida at Cairo in 1871.
“Never before had so many exquisite singers been enlisted
in one enterprise”, as Prof. Odell states in his monumental
Annals of the New York Stage.

The Company appeared in New York for five succes¬
sive seasons between 1847 and 1852, when its impresario,
Senor Francisco Marty, discontinued his northern tours

and the artists either joined other companies, returned to

Europe, or settled in the United States. Arditi continued
to come during a period of forty years, or until 1887.

was

DUDIOATIO IT.

To WM. H. PAINE, E,a.,

Director of the Acadew/ of Untie.

* DEAR SIR With youi kina permiuion, I desire to dedicate to you my Grit

Operatic Emay, and that on a truly American aubject—Fenuimore Cooper1!Spy.—The public of America in general, and the dilletanti of New York in particular,
owe you a deep debt of gratitude for your energetic exertions in endeavoring to
eatabliah Italian Opera aa a fixed and permanent fact in our midat. Your time,

your talent, and your purae have alike been devoted to carrying oat thia one great
idea; and, if the patronage of the public did not at fint reipond to your efiorta, I
have reaaon to believe that it haa now learned to appreciate them, and that your
liberality, gentlemanly courtesy, and nntiring desire to promote the cause of the
lyric drama will meet with its well-merited reward—a more brilliant and proa-
perotu operatic career than baa been awarded to any previous director

I have the honor to remain,

Youn very obediently,

LUIGI ALBITI.

ARDITI'S DEDICATION OF HIS "SPY"
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CIRILLO ANTOGNINI
"the greatest tenor ever heard in

America."

EUFRASIA BORGHESE
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INTERIOR OF PALMO'S OPERA HOUSE
(From an original drawing.)
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THE ASTOR PLACE OPERA HOUSE

ELIZA BISCACCIANTI AS LUCIA
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Arditi as conductor, no seat could be had for less than
$10.00.

THE ACADEMY OF MUSIC

From 1854 until the opening of the Metropolitan Opera

House in 1883, the Academy of Music was the home of
opera in New York city. To be more accurate, opera was

given from time to time in other theaters, such as the old
Castle Garden, and the Academy continued to present
operas until about 1897, but it was during the first thirty
years of its existence that the Academy reigned supreme.
During that period Italian opera was produced there prac¬
tically without interruption, year in and year out.

The new theater, built at a cost of $350,000 on the
southeast corner of Lexington avenue and Fourteenth
street, opened its doors to the public on October 2, 1854,

with Mario and Grisi in Norma. The building was torn

down in 1925.

Other famous Italian singers who appeared at the Aca¬
demy of Music were the celebrated tenor, Giuseppe Mario,
and his wife, the equally celebrated dramatic soprano,
Giulia Grisi, who appeared in 1854; Pasquale Brignoli,
a noted tenor, who, as we have seen, appeared with Adelina
Patti at her debut in 1859; Marietta Gazzaniga, a famous
soprano already noted as a teacher; Erminia Frezzolini,
a beautiful woman and a charming actress who created
quite a furore, but who died in poverty having earned
more money than any singer, with the exception of Ade¬
lina Patti; Giorgio Ronconi, who is said to have been one
of the greatest actors that ever lived, and who taught
singing in New York from 1867 to 1874; Maria Picco-
lomini, whose popular success "was dazzling, bewildering,
incredible,” surpassing even the Jenny Lind craze; Paulina
Lucca and Enrico Tamberlik, who appeared together, and
both of whom were famous in the annals of opera; finally,
Italo Campanini, a great tenor who was chosen by Theo¬
dore Thomas for the leading role in Wagner’s "Die Gotter-
dammerung”.

The Academy of Music became the scene of even
greater triumphs with the arrival of Colonel Henry Maple-
son and his troupe from London. Mapleson first came in
1878 with a company of 140 persons, and returned, amid
varying fortunes, until 1896, when the competition from
the Metropolitan forced him to abandon the operatic field.
Mapleson, as Arditi wrote of him, placed before the Ameri¬
can world most of the principal artists of the century. The
Italian singers presented by him were Adelina Patti, Sofia
Scacchi, a leading mezzo-soprano who later sang at the
Metropolitan, Italo Campanini, and Galassi, a baritone who
became one of the idols of the New York public. Arditi
was his conductor from 1879 to 1886.

ADELINA PATTI

The greatest event in the history of the Academy of
Music was the debut of Adelina Patti in Lucia on Novem¬
ber 24, 1859, with Brignoli and Edgardo. She was then
only sixteen years old. On that night a chapter in the
history of opera was opened. "The reign of Patti”, as it
has been called, began.

Students of the history of opera need not be reminded
of the furore that Adelina Patti created during the follow¬
ing forty-six years, or until 1906, when she retired from
professional singing. Both in Europe and in America she
had become a legend. Traveling throughout the United
States in a private railroad car which is said to have cost

$60,000, her earnings during three seasons from 1882 to

1885 reached the fabulous sum of $450,000. When she
was scheduled to appear in a city, people used to get into
line for tickets as early as five o’clock in the morning.
When she appeared at the Metropolitan in 1886, with
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THE NEW YORK ACADEMY OF MUSIC
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THE METROPOLITAN OPERA HOUSE

Italian opera achieved its greatest triumphs in the
United States with the opening of the Metropolitan Opera
House in New York on October 22, 1883, reaching its
peak under the management of Gitilio Gatti-Casazza. Only
for a short period, between 1906 and 1919, did the Metro¬
politan have serious competition in the Manhattan Opera
Company, under Oscar Hammerstein, and in the Chicago
Grand Opera Company under Cleofonte Campanini. But
not for long.

Even if Gatti-Casazza had not brought together the
most brilliant array of opera stars ever assembled in one
company at one time, one singer alone would have been
sufficient to turn all the eyes of the operatic world toward
the Metropolitan. That singer was the immortal Caruso.

tan between 1908, when he was lured away from the man¬
agement of La Scala of Milan, to 1935, when he resigned
and returned to Italy.

Limiting ourselves to the Italians, it may be sufficient
to mention the Ponselle sisters, Claudia Muzio, Amelita
Galli-Curci, Bruna Castagna, and Gina Cigna among the
women; Amato, Gigli, Martinelli, Pinza, Nino Martini,
Danise, De Luca, D’Angelo, Ruffo, Schipa, Scotti, Lauri-
Volpi, among the men. The conductors included Tosca¬
nini, Serafin, Papi, Moranzoni, Bambosceck, Bellezza, Ci-
mara, Dellera, and Sturani. Rosina Galli was mistress of
the ballet and Giuseppe Bonfiglio first ballet dancer for
years.

As for Gatti-Casazza’s contribution to American music,

the "New York World Telegram” well expressed the feel¬
ings of many critics when in an editorial on April 2, 1935,

at the time of his resignation, it stated that "his twenty-
seven years were a golden reign, the memory of which
cannot be taken from him. He was in truth, Gatti the
Great.”

ENRICO CARUSO

In our century no singer has attained the summits
reached by this consummate artist, for Caruso was not only
a very great singer, but also a superb artist. In America,

as everywhere else opera has its devotees, Caruso had be¬
come a legend even in his lifetime; it is still a legend which
the greed and commercialism of some impresarios and
singers of our day have unwillingly helped to grow. He
died in Naples on August 2, 1921, at the age of 48.

THE MANHATTAN AND CHICAGO
OPERA COMPANIES

With the exception of Adelina Patti and Tamagno,
both of whom appeared at the Metropolitan before the
turn of the century, it was with the American debut of
Antonio Scotti, also at the Metropolitan, in 1899, that the
parade of Italian operatic stars of the first magnitude began
to appear on the American stage, marching at a quickened

OTHER FAMOUS SINGERS

Caruso, of course, was not the only famous singer

Gatti-Casazza recruited for, or retained in, the Metropoli-
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FRANCESCO TAMAGNO IN "OTELLO”.
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pace after 1906, when Oscar Hammerstein, a Jew who
loved Italian music, organized the Manhattan Opera Com¬
pany and brought to New York a galaxy of first-class
singers from Italy. They included Alessandro Bonci, Luisa
Tetrazzini, Giovanni Zenatello, Mario Sammarco, and
Nicola Zerola. Cleofonte Campanini was his artistic dir¬
ector.

In the Middle West, shortly after the Manhattan Opera
Company abandoned the field, Campanini continued his
opposition to the Metropolitan through the Chicago Grand
Opera Company (later Chicago Civic Opera Company) of
which he became general manager in 1913, serving until
his death in 1919.

Among the Italians he brought to Chicago, it may be
sufficient to recall Luisa Tetrazzini (his sister-in-law),
Zenatello, Stracciari, Amelita Galli-Curci, and Ruffo.
Among the non-Italians, Mary Garden, John MacCormack,
Melba, Calve, Schumann-Heink, Nordica and Cisneros.

%
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OTHER COMPANIES

Space prevents us from recalling, even briefly, the other
operatic companies that have appeared in America during

the last one hundred years. Beginning with the Pellegrini
Opera Company, which offered Italian operas in San Fran¬
cisco in 1851 (three years later there were eleven operatic

V
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GIULIO GATTI-CASAZZA

companies in that city) to the San Francisco Opera Com¬
pany, which has become one of the finest in the world
under the able management of Gaetano Merola, its general
director since it was organized in 1923, scores of operatic
companies have sprung up and died from coast to coast.

Among the pioneer impresarios, C. A. Chizzola, Diego
De Vivo, and Mario Lambardi deserve a special mention.
Among those of our own days, Fortune Gallo occupies a

foremost place with his San Carlo Opera Company, which
he organized in 1913. He has now completed half a cen¬

tury of successful tours from coast to coast and even be¬
yond, as far as Alaska and Hawaii, ever since he started
in 1901. Francesco Pelosi, who died recently, organized
the Philadelphia-La Scala Opera Company, which is still
active; Alfredo Salmaggi has popularized opera beyond
a scale ever reached by any other impresario; Filippo Ienni

has also contributed his share with his Puccini Opera Com¬

pany. In 1947, as recorded in Volume One of our Italian-
American History, more than twenty-five operatic com¬

panies managed by men and women of Italian extraction

were active from coast to coast.
ENRICO CARUSO
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BAND LEADERS

On September 19, 1805, fourteen Italian musicians Francis Scala (1855-1871) and Francesco Fanciulli (1892-
landed from the U. S. frigate Chesapeake at the Washing- 1897). It was under Scala that the open-air concerts at
ton Navy Yard. They had been recruited in Sicily by the Capitol and on the White House grounds were inaug-
order of President Thomas Jefferson, who wanted to or- urated. Under him the band became the finest military
ganize a popular brass band for the United States Marine musical organization in the country, until John Philip
Corps. The fourteen musicians were Gaetano Carusi, Dom- Sousa led it to still greater fame. Fanciulli later organized
enico Guarnaccia, Francesco Pulizzi, Michele Sardo, Giu- a band which became for all intents and purposes the
seppe Papa, Salvatore Lauria, Giacomo Sardo, Ignazio Di- official band of the city of New York.
Mauro, Pasquale Lauria, Antonio Paterno and Corrado Sig-
norello. Also in the party were the three children of Gae¬
tano Carusi, Samuel, 9, Ignazio, 10, and Lewis 6. Another
boy, Venerando Pulizzi, 12, and some of the musicians’ States seems to have been The Comet, made up of Sicilians,
wives also arrived. Gaetano Carusi was the first leader of which arrived in 1836. Some twenty years before, Fran-
the band, now known throughout the country as the cesco Masi’s Italian Band played at dances and assemblies
United States Marine Band. in Boston.

Apparently the musicians returned to Sicily in 1816,
as we learn from the autobiography of Commodore George recall Domenico Ballo, a Sicilian who is said to have been
Nicholas Hollins (Maryland Historical Magazine, 1939, bandmaster at West Point and later in Missouri and Utah;
228 ff.), but the Carusi family came back to the United one Conterno, a Piedmontese who was bandmaster of Corn-
States. One of the boys, Lewis Carusi, established a dancing modore Perry’s Fleet during the expedition to Japan in
school in Washington, as related below. Another grandson 1953; his son, Luciano Conterno, leader of the U. S. Navy
of Gaetano, Eugene Carusi, became chancellor of the Na- Band at the Brooklyn Navy Yard from 1873 to 1894;

tional University Law School, as related in Chapter Twen- Prospero Siderio, bandmaster on Admiral Dewey’s flagship
ty. Gaetano Carusi wrote the music for a pantomime, The at the battle of Manila; Claudio Grafulla, leader of the
Brazen Mask, produced in New York in 1811. He wrote famous New York Seventh Regiment Band; Carlo Alberto
other music which can be found in the Library of Congress. Cappa, another Piedmontese who succeeded Grafulla and

Since those early days, five more Italians have served became one of the' most popular bandmasters of the cen-

as leaders of the United States Marine Band. They were: tury; and numerous other leaders of regimental bands.
Venerando Pulizzi (1816-1827), Antonio Pons (1843-

1844, and 1846-1848), Joseph Lucchesi (1844-1846), acquired fame throughout the country.

OTHER BANDS

The first Italian band to make a tour of the United

Among the pioneer band leaders born in Italy, we may

In recent years the Vessella, Creatore and Rossi bands
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The United States Marine Band in front of the Commandant's House, Washington, D. C., about 1896. Francesco
Fanciulli, leader from 1892 to 1897, shown in center foreground. (Official U. S. Marine Corps Photo.)
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ORCHESTRA LEADERS

Although Italian musicians have been interested pri¬
marily in opera, they have not neglected symphonic music.
Ostinelli, as we have seen, was one of the organizers with
Graupner of the Boston Philharmonic Society about 1820.

He was also one of the first violin concert players in the
country.

It is not generally known, however, that the famous
political exile, Piero Maroncelli, was one of the organizers
of the Philharmonic Society of New York in 1842, which
included among its pioneers C. Passaglia, librarian from
1854 to 1862, and John Godone, treasurer from 1877 until
his death in 1880. Numerous Italian concert artists have
appeared with the New York Philharmonic from its earli¬
est days, including Camillo Sivori, the famous violinist who
was made a honorary member in 1846, Giovanni Bottesini,

the noted double-bass, and Camilla Urso, another famous
violinist who appeared on numerous occasions between
1855 and 1892. We need not remind our readers that it
was under Toscanini, who served as permanent conductor
from 1928 to 1936, that the New York Philharmonic be¬
came known throughout the world. Nor do we need to

linger on the N. B. C. Symphony Orchestra which Tosca¬
nini organized in 1937 and which he still directs. No or¬

chestra has ever surpassed its artistic performances.
Outside New York City there is no orchestra of any

importance, from Philadelphia and Boston to Cleveland,

Cincinnati, Detroit, Chicago, St. Louis, Minneapolis, all the
way to the Pacific coast, in which one does not find Italian
conductors or outstanding soloists. Their names, too num¬

erous to be mentioned here, will be found in chapter fifteen
of volume one of our Italian-American History.

r

CIEOFONTE CAMPANINI

No less impressive is the number of symphonic orches¬
tras organized by Italian-Americans. In 1947 not less than
forty of them were active from coast to coast.

We should also mention the chamber music ensembles,
from Campanari’s string quartet (Boston, 1883) to the
Flonzaley Quartet organized by two Frenchmen and two

Italians, Ugo Ara and Adolfo Betti. Betti passed away
in 1950.
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Arturo Toscanini directing the N. B. C. Symphony Orchestra. (Courtesy, National broadcasting Company.)
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our time in America, is particularly known for his Triumph

of St. Patrick (oratorio, libretto by A. Romano), and his
Gesu Bambino, which has become famous as organ piece
as well as song.

Scores of composers of Italian birth or extraction have
written popular music. One of the best known was James
Monaco, who died in 1941 after writting many songs
which became popular throughout the country. He also
wrote the music for several motion pictures.

For that matter one has to go over the list of the
members of the American Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers (ASCAP) to find the names of many
Italian-American song writers.

COMPOSERS

Once more, we must refer our readers to the first vol¬
ume of our Italian-American History for the names and
principal works of Italian composers in the United States.

From opera to songs, from oratorios to ballets, from
marches to waltzes, literally hundreds of music composi¬
tions printed in North America have appeared under Italian
names.

OPERAS

The first opera by an Italian in America was Salvioni’s
La Casa Da Vendere presented by the Rivafinoli troupe in

1834. Then came Pocahontas by Giuseppe Nicolao of the
Palermo Conservatory, the first opera based on an Ameri¬

can subject, produced at the Niblo Theater in 1812. (Eco
d’ltalia, January 31, 1852.) It was followed by Arditi’s
La Spia in 1856.

Other operas were composed by Luigi La Grassa, Paolo
Giorza, Francesco Mancinelli, Edoardo Trucco, Domenico
Brescia, Adolfo Tirindelli, and a score of others, down to

Cesare Sodero, Vittorio Giannini, and Giancarlo Menotti.
One of them, Ero e Leandro, by Mancinelli, was pro¬

duced at the Metropolitan in 1910; Floridia’s Paoletta, the
first opera ever commissioned by an American city, was
produced with success in Cincinnati also in 1910; Fabrizi’s
Bianca e Fernando was given under the baton of Cleofonte
Campanini in Chicago in 1914; Romani’s Fedra had its
premiere at the Royal Opera House in Rome, Italy, in
1915, and was later presented at the Covent Garden in
London; Francesco Di Leone’s Alglala was produced in
Cleveland in 1924 with Edward Johnson and other noted
singers; Cesare Sodero’s Ombre Russe was given at the
Malibran Theater in Florence, Italy, and over the NBC
network in America in 1930; Vittorio Giannini’s Lucedia
had its world premiere in Munich, Germany, in 1934.

The best known of modern Italian-American composers
is Giancarlo Menotti, whose operas Amelia Goes to the Ball,
The Medium, and The Telephone have met with deserved
success. The Medium has also been presented on the screen.

His latest opera, Amahl and the Night Visitors, the first
opera composed for television, first projected on Christmas
Eve, 1951, has been called a “historic step in the develop¬
ment of a new idiom”.

OTHER MUSIC

There is no field of music in which Italian-American
composers have not been successful, from symphonic poems
to choral works, sonatas, trios and quartets for string and
piano, violin concertos, organ and harp pieces, and what
not. Gilda Ruta’s Concerto was performed at the Metro¬
politan by Toscanini; Dante Fiorillo’s symphonies have
been performed by noted orchestras; Bellini’s Ninna Nanna
a Liana was played by the New York Philharmonic under
Ormandy; Mennini’s Symphonic Allegro was performed
at the Metropolitan in 1945. We could go on and on.
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FROM SACRED MUSIC TO POPULAR SONGS
f :-T AIn the field of sacred music Italian-American composers

have attained one of the leading places. Augusto Rotoli’s
Roman Mass is considered ,a masterpiece; Edoardo Marzo
distinguished himself in various types of religious compo¬
sition; Monsignor Leo Manzetti founded the Society of
St. Gregory in America, with the assistance of Nicola Mon-
tani and Dr. John M. Petter; Montani was one of the most

prolific and successful composers of church music; Mel-
chiorre Mauro-Cottone, one of the leading organists of his
day, composed many pieces for organ, voice, piano, and
violin; Pietro Yon, possibly the most famous organist of
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One of Francesco Masi’s waltzes published in Boston in 1815. {Courtesy,
Library of Congress.)
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Title-page of several "O Salutaris Hostia” by various composers, in¬
cluding the Italian-Americans, Bassini, Centemeri, Giorza and Nicolao.

Title-page of one of Bagioli’s compositions.
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ITALIAN-AMERICAN SINGERS

A number of American stars of Italian parentage have
been added of recent years to the operatic firmament: Rosa
Ponselle, Carmela Ponselle, Dusolina Giannini, Elda Vet-
tori, Santa Biondo, Nina Morgana, Carolina Lazzari, Louis
D’Angelo, Norina Greco, Vivian Della Chiesa, Marguerite
Piazza, Josephine Lucchese, Rose Marie Brancato, John
Pane-Gasser, and others.

The chief source of operatic talent, however, still re¬
mains Italy, where the Metropolitan still has to look for
superb artists like Licia Albanese and Ferruccio Tagliavini.

SIS- ililiCOD
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5?POPULAR SINGERS
&

Popular singers have become really popular only in
recent years, that is, since the advent of radio broadcasting
and television. Here again, Italian-American singers can
be found in the front rank, with Russ Colombo and Ted
Fiorito only a few years ago, and Frank Sinatra, Perry
Como, Frank Parker, Alan Dale, Vic Damone, Phil Brito,
Jerry Baker, Dean Martin, Frankie Laine, and others well-
known to our younger generation.

As for popular orchestra leaders and artists, first places
are held by Guy Lombardo, Carmen Cavallaro, "the poet
of the piano”, Frankie Carle, Lou Prima, and others whose
racial backgrounds are hard to identify because of their
professional names.

One must not believe, however, that Italian-American
popular singers are of recent date. As the facsimiles on this
page show they go back at least a century, and even more.
Their names, however, should be sought in the annals of
American vaudeville.
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Title-page and three songs from Abecco's "Songster” published in
San Francisco in 1861.
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LA NEAPOLITAINE—CONCLUDED.
I am far from the land of my own sunny home,
Alone in this wide world of Borrow I roam;
In the hall* of the gay, or wherever it be,
StUI, Neapolitan*, I am dreaming of thee!

Neapolitaine, I am dreaming of thee—Neapolitaine, I am dreaming of thee!

WHEN Tins CRUEL WAR—CONCLUDED.
When the hammer breexe is sighing mournfully

Or when autumn’s leaves are falling sadly breathes
the song,

Oft in dreams I see thee lying on the battle-plain,
Lonely, wounded, even dying* calling but in vain ;

Weeping sad and lonely, hopes and fears, how vain!
—yet praying,

When this cruel war is over* praying that we meet
again.

But our country called you, darling, angels cheer
your way,

WhOe our nation’s sons are fighting we can only
pray.

Nobly strike for God and Liberty, let all nations see
How we love our starry banner—emblem of the free.
Weeping sad and lonely, hopes and fears, how vain!

—yet praying,
When this cruej war is over, praying that we meet.—

Vtvm I’America*

Composed by H. Hillard, Esq..

Expressly for Sto. R. Axacco.

NOBLE Republic! happiest of lands!
Foremost of nations, Columbia stands ;

Freedom’s proud bonnet floats in the Atea,
Where shouts of liberty daily arise.

** United we stand, divided we fell,”

Union for ever—freedom to all!
Throughout the world our motto shall be—

Viva TAmerica, home of the free!

Chonu:
Throughout the world our motto shall DO—
M Yiva TAmerica, home of the fret!

To all her heroes, Justice and fame—
To all her foes, a traitor’s foul name;

OurStripesandStarsstill proudlyshall wave—
Emblem of Liberty, flag of the brave I

** United we stand, divided we fall,”

Granting a home and freedom to all.
Throughout the world our motto shall be—Viva I’America, home of the free!

Throughout the world, etc.

Neapolitaine, art thou thinking of me ?
Has absence yet banished my memory from thee ?
Remember meetings their whispers to keep,
When bright eyesare smiling all loved ones tosleep.
And yet I would not have a shade on thy brow,
As bright as thou art let it shine
For ’tis

our

on me now;
memory that brings all thy beauty to me,

Still, Neapolitaine, X am dreaming of thee!
Neapolitaine, I am dreaming of thee,
Neapolitaine, I am dreaming of thee!.

“RIM me Goad Night, Mother.”
As Sung by Sit*. R. Aucco.

How dear to each heart is childhood's gay hours,
Their bright sunny skies and ever green bowers,
Ere the dark veil waa drawn that hid from our view
Futurity's picture, so varied and true!
When the sun had gone down, being tired of play,
We watched the dim shadows of twilight

La keaN*tHalB«—(SetcaaSe.)

Sung with immense applause by Sio. R. Anrcco.

yuwnTAms, I am dreaming of thee!
I’m hearing thy foot-fall so joyous and free;
Thy dark flashing eyes are entwining me yet ;
Thy voice with its music I ne’er can forget. «> F*y;
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TEACHERS OF DANCING AND BALLET DANCERS

So far as we know, today there are no Italian-American
dancing teachers one might call fashionable. But at the
beginning of the nineteenth century, and for years until
after the Civil War, dancing teachers of Italian birth or
extraction were among the few patronized by Boston, New
York, and Washington Society.

After Sodi, who came in 1774, as noted on page 116,

the first Italian to operate a fashionable dancing school in
America seems to have been Vincent Masi, who was active
in Boston between 1807 and 1818, together with his
brother Francesco and other relatives, all of whom played
and sang at dances and assemblies. (See facsimile on
page 177.)

The best known Italian dancing teacher in Boston, how¬
ever, was Lorenzo Papanti (1799-1872), who came to

America as a musician on the frigate Constitution, taught
dancing at West Point (his pupils included Jefferson Davis
and Beauregard), and for more than forty years taught
dancing and deportment to Boston’s upper classes. After
his death his school was continued until 1900 by his son,

Augustus L., who served as captain in the Massachusetts
cavalry during the Civil War.

In New York one of the fashionable dancing academies
was conducted by Stephen Ferrero, a musician who came one Professor Planci taught modern dances in 1852.(Eco
over with the Montresor company in 1832, together with d’Italia, February 18, 1852.)

his wife, Adelaide, a singer and dancer. The academy later In Washington one fashionable school was that of Lewis
was managed by his son, General Edward Ferrero, who Carusi at whose "assembly rooms” were given all presi-
distinguished himself during the Civil War, and for a dential inaugural balls from John Adams to Buchanan
time teacher of dancing at West Point. In the same academy (1825-1857).The son of Gaetano Carusi, one of the found-

-
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LORENZO PAPANTI
(From his portrait in the Bostonian Society.)
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Title-page of a book of dance music by Vincent Masi published at Boston in 1818.
(Courtesy, library of Congress.)
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have already master of the world, together with his pupil, Anna
Pavlova.

ers of the United States Marine Band, as we
noted, he died in 1872.

Also in Washington in the 1860’s we find Marini’s
school and a young dancing teacher named Buchignani, can stage as late as 1875.

an adventurer who married Peggy Eaton, the widow of
Jackson’s secretary of war.

In New Orleans one Mr. Devoti conducted a deport¬
ment and dancing academy in 1842 and 1843. (New
Orleans Times Picayune, Dec., 1842, and Jan., 1843.)

Annetta Galletti also continued to appear on the Ameri-

THE BLACK CROOK

The greatest theatrical event in the United States dur¬
ing the nineteenth century was the performance in 1866
of The Black Crook, the most extravagant spectacle Ameri¬
ca had yet seen. Its chief attraction was its ballet, with a

From the days of Baltazarini, or Beaujoyeulx, as he hundred girl dancers, most of whom wore what was
was called, the creator of the French ballet in the sixteenth considered in those days to be a scanty attire. It ran for
century, to Gaetano Vestris, Maria Taglioni, Enrico Cec- 475 consecutive perfomances from 1866 to 1868 and
chetti, all the way down to our own days, the Italians have again for 122 more when it was revived in 1870. It is
always occupied a foremost place in ballet dancing. In the said to have netted its producers the sum of $1,100,000.

nineteenth century, they were undisputed masters. According to Miss Bonfanti, its chief ballerina, The
In Prof. Odell’s Annals we find numerous names of Black Crook ballet had never been equalled in her lifetime.

Italian ballet dancers who appeared in America during She died in New York in 1921, at the age of 70, after
the last century. Before 1850 there were: as early as appearing in other productions, including The Home of
1803, one Signor Bologna, lately from Covent Garden, the Butterflies, a ballet directed by one Grossi in 1871, and
who was co-manager for a time of the Park Theater in then for many years as premiere danseuse of the Metro-
New York; one Schinotti, who came in 1823; Angrisani, politan Opera Company.
the singer, who appeared as ballet dancer at the Bowery Miss Bonfanti was assisted by Rita Sangalli, Betty Rigl
in 1827; one Checkeni (Cecchini?) in 1827; and finally, and Rose Delval. The ballet, which was directed by David
to recall only the more famous ones, Charles and Carolina Cost3) indeed the Italian dancers Adelgisa Cerebelli, Ros-
(Ronzi) Vestris, Paul Taglioni, and Giovanna Ciocca.

The Vestris came in 1828. According to Ireland, the
husband had never been excelled and his wife was the

BALLET DANCERS

THU
peer of Fanny Ellsler.

Paul Taglioni, the brother of the celebrated Maria
Taglioni, came over in 1839 and appeared in New York,
Baltimore, Philadelphia, Providence and Boston, always
before packed houses.

Giovanna Ciocca made her first American appearance
at Philadelphia in 1852. She became popular and returned
in 1857.

ART OK DANCING,

HiaT0RICU.tr lUI -TRATtD.

irn.i, .. . ,n

HINTS ON ETIQUETTE;
THE RONZANI TROUPE

The appearance of Domenico Ronzani and his com¬
pany at the Broadway Theatre in New York on October 5,

1857, marks a milestone in the history of the ballet in
America. The company included Domenico Ronzani, Cesare
Cecchetti and his family (including the celebrated Enrico
who was then five years old,) Annetta Galletti, first baller¬
ina of La Scala of Milan, the Pratesi family, and others.
In all, eighty coriphees and figurantes, and nearly a hun¬
dred males.

Ronzani was famous for his ballet The Orphan of
Geneva which he produced all over the country, as far
north at St. Paul, Minn., and then down the Mississippi to

New Orleans. Financially, however, he was a failure. He
returned in 1867, without more success and died in New
York a year later.

Enrico Cecchetti and his little sister appeared in the
ballet Theresa. He came back to America fifty-six years
later, in 1913, when he had become the leading ballet
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Title-page of General Ferrero's book on dancing.

(Courtesy, New York Public Library.)
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F/w,!CAROLINA RONZI VESTRIS

"The exquisite Vestris appeared, and all that
had gone before seemed poor in comparison.
With a form cast in nature’s happiest mould,
and a face to match; motions graceful
as a bird's in the air; with a step as free as
fane;-, agile as an antelope, and elastic as a
bow, who was to be compared to her? . . .
And whoever has heard Signorina Garcia sing,
seen Kean act, and Vestris dance, has heard
and seen three things well worth hearing and
seeing; he has heard few superior to the
former, and seen none equal to the latter.”
New York Minor .md Ladies Literary Gazette,
August 8, 1829.
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Sheet music cover of The Black Crook, featuring Maria Bonfanri.
(Courtesy, New York Public Library.)

ina Pagani, Luisa and Giovanna Mazzeri, Josephine Invern-
ezzi, Giulia Setti, Giuseppe Zuardi and Eugenia Zuccoli.
According to Prof. Odell, The Black Crook revolutionized
the ballet spectacle in America.

Giuseppina Morlacchi, another of the popular ballet
dancers of the 70’s, scored a great success in The Bee Dance,
which is said to have been her graceful and artistic master¬

piece.
SpThe Black Crook was followed in 1868 by another

spectacle of the same type, The White Fawn, which fea¬
tured Adelgisa Cerebelli as the premiere danseuse.

During the last seventy-five years scores of ballet
dancers of Italian birth or extraction have appeared on the
American stage, especially in connection with opera, all
the way down to Rosina Galli, Maria Gambarelli and Giu¬
seppe Bonfiglio. Their names, too numerous to be men¬
tioned here will be found in Odell’s Annals or in the his-

MU

tories of dance in America. We shall recall only Tito Cel¬
lini’s Great Ballet which was produced in New York in
1879.

PROFESSIONAL DANCERS
Space, likewise, prevents us from dwelling at length on

the Italian-Americans who are members of outstanding
professional dancing teams, like Yolanda Casazza of the
Veloz and Yolanda team, Tony De Marco, Carmen D’An¬
tonio, Fely Franquelli, and others mentioned frequently in
Variety and Billboard. Some of them have appeared in
motion pictures and more frequently on television.

k

*
GIUSEPPINA MORLACCHI
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Another sheet music cover of The Black Crook featuring Maria Bonfanti in the
center. (Courtesy, New York Public Library.)
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The Enchanted Lake scene from The 'White Pawn, featuring Adelgisa Cerebelli.



CHAPTER FOURTEEN

ON STAGE, SCREEN AND RADIO

One of the features of Italian emigration of the last
few centuries has been the departure of professional en¬
tertainers, from actors and ballet dancers to prestidigitators,
magicians, conjurers, tight-rope walkers, bareback riders,
operators of puppet shows, jugglers, equilibrists, ventrilo¬
quists, necromancers, and, in general, performers of feats
of skill.

For iheD A I L T ADVERTISE*
FALCON! J

wired ]|»if fpecimen* ofÿart*and*"
Tho’ the curiofity was only gratified.irdifi
fenfatiort of furprize excited,without op«,
ing ihe mind s yet, as he is a nan of inge-
nuity, he deferve* encouragement, fcvtT.
amufemenr which colleAs thegentlemen tn.
ladies,preferves and finifhes fociety, andfLj
off the ruft of folitude which the Amerfi,™
naturally cold and refetved, are incJirei t«
The improvement of manners by focisi nj,.
turesfliould be the objettof municipal atlas
tion, provided the expeoce does not interfcM
with frugality. An mttention to the timn
and fituatips of the town has not been atten¬
ded to by this extraordinary man when ht
fixed his prices, which are really too high.
If he would abate his price it would betoiu
rhefafhionable amuft ment, and would draw
to Corre’s room many a matrimonial coupLi
who yawn over the frugal repaft of 9raw-
berries, and with heavy eye lids nodding lib
too goats ready for a re'tcounteri and lift
many lovers who confume their houn u
public endearments upon the ftoops, what
they often lay thefoundation of confumpti*
complaints, and ruin their character byn-
dulging their lovers with pocket-hole liber¬
ties, which often inflames the curious padej-
ger. The Canaille of Water-flreet, wh
mimick the mannersof genteel people,and al
the grifeites, fueh as the wives of broker
andgiocers , might here amulc thtmfelvrs will
innocent furpiize. and naive exclaniitior.se

“ La ! La! Goodu furs did you ewfu
the like1” which would be a relief to tb
clerks and apprentices Who oftenwullt'
their inafters titfinejs for their gredy mi
vulgar ladylhips,when the mailer is concent
in tome dirty job of {peculation.

Some of them came to the United States soon after
the conflict was over, either as part of other shows, or with
companies of their own. Actually, as early as 1805, there
was an “Italian Theater” in downtown Broadway, New
York; in the 1830’s, Cleveland, which was then only a
village, had also an "Italian Hall”, three stories high, with
a theater on the top floor, but we have no information as

to the origin of the name.

In Prof. Odell’s Annals of the New York Stage one

will find a more or less complete list of the various vaude¬
ville performers who toured the country during most of
the last century (all troupes of some importance visited
New York)—to which one may add the names found in
contemporary journals devoted to the amusement field.
Here, therefore, we shall limit ourselves only to a few
outstanding pioneers.

MAGICIANS AND NECROMANCERS

Next to the pyrotechnists who have been ever-present,

the first Italian entertainers to perform on the American
stage were the magicians, or conjurers. The most notable
among them, by far, was one Signor Falconi, who appeared
in American cities between 1787 and 1817 (see facsimles
on next page) . According to Prof. Odell, his performances
are important as part of the history of prestidigitation in
New York.

In 1835 one Signor Sciarra appearing at the Richmond
Hill Theater in New York, promised "to swallow a sword
thirty-three inches long, scabbard and all, draw the sword
while the scabbard remains in his throat” and perform
various feats on stilts, the slack rope, and similar stunts.

His wife and children also appeared in the same act. How¬
ever, he was more of an acrobat than a magician.

One Signor Francisco, a magician and equilibrist, was

offered by Barnum on April 1, 1844, at his New York
Museum. He later appeared in, Hoboken with one Signor

An editorial on the social implications of Sig¬
nor Falconi’s performances in the New York
Daily Advertiser for June 30, 1787. (Courtesy,
New York Public Library.)
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« fi W THEATRE.-
At tlte Affembly Roum.William-ftreet,

Thu Evening, July j.

. SEIGNIOR FALCONI,
Witt have amnij fuvcral New Experiment,,tn«

2r1r;r!"cÿKiTi,‘’ wmbeintf<>-

„ A Sympathetic WINDWILL.
Whicli will Wnrk <ir ito.i at the C'limin'l of any
<« the cnmp.tiy, a curiouiand philofophlcil dif.

of iTghmig » candle with a card, knife,or
"u, without any flrr.

The Incomparable SW\N, and feeerll,other.too tedious to mention,

,J" rhili'r« Lshl,l« he wiH »*ah> iutrod.eeCarpenter « Wotk-thnp, with fnmc addi-lo-ial
miprov.incnt, to render the lame mere eunlmtu-
#u». 1 •

Pie art tot enntrly inee of Punchinello,difeuip.
•“ “ * hl **»/•,n* tt-a'Hf a Wild Boar.

flic reprcfen-vlo , .» tint terroc of Nature, a
THUbf.lRR STORM,

At Sea. rii.-rc will he Teen the fwellliir «f theTea and ihtwayr. rolling with incredible imp,
runfitys the Thy won ‘crfully covered with clouds;
the natural appearance i.r hail, with Its eoncomi-tant nolle; and a .hip in .liftruT*, which alter a
1'ITJ ltruailci-.dirina(le.l, and jo*, down. 'Themanoeu vring „f the veflel in thl* dreadful fitua-
tinn will not only excite admiration to the 'peeta-
tnfi in general, but to every feufaring perfnn pi e
l:t|t, wfn muit acknowledge the whole cilanil-
liiu*I ceiie to he eacrntingnaiuriit,and the createdpu ce of ingenury of the hind evrt exhibited Intin, pari Ol the All to be ace mipanied
wi’h I bonder and Lightning, I'o near a relem-
hlance as to a Inniih the company. After the
Itorm will follow an anpraiance of all kind* of,
fifli, and the rcfult owing to the Inf, of the fuid
veifel, which the exhibitor >•confident wi I give
entire fatisfadUon, and a period idea of a flii>.

ha~ f<:n ini
A DUEL

fwordh,
Ticken Six Shillings, to be had of Mr. O.irfltier,

M the place of Performance, and of Mr. CharlesBcrnsrdl.no. 56, PeirUlreer. Performance be- |gin, at half alt fe»eU. No money received at thedo*r- June io ||

I
THEATRE. a

SIGNOR FAICONI,
frill kwt the Honor to give la thu City

bi* fitft reprefenuiion of
Aaturai Pdulcjipktcal txpenmqtfli,

THIS EVENING,
At Mr.COR&E't Aflcmbly Room,Broadway,

The dooa will be opened at feven.o'clock,
and the performance begin preciiely Qt

cignt o'clock

<

U

coycry
ftrord,m

£TT would be tedious to deferibe the oi-

A r.y objects which this petfortnanev will
conGrt of, but he con without vanity a(lure
the Public, thit they will not find them*
ft:Ives difappoinied ia their ekpeoatiom.
From the following lift of feme few ol ht»
expentnenck, it wilt give.the public a frtuU
idea how far he will be deriving ol engag¬
ing their attention. Havjug always met in
Europe with general approbation, he is in
hopes of hiving the fame fuccefs in Ame¬
rica.

a
M KW of Ik rtfitv
a (WdiUw t»yw Lit

rf*--." *
A Snu* AUTOMATON,

h *Tart*OesT>, wll **f-te by *»»< «T
VW «* l *•*® "“fn tyrr-A

z.vrzmrAX.sz
•.wr2!r.«, «=y atft ivlcw tw* W amw tliee
...l f S i.-xt, uid ctscol them friwn »y

tie Bguce will r*ll the namhef
j$ttiI3£ Iÿÿntncnti IB Ctlmtrjcii

Or, if».ua:uif»t««l ly thu Wtdua t!

ErtslSoa by FJeftrictty,
K,rwiV. a w rSifeavwy. l x- *Jvi*r by ImaUt,
He *iU ;,i'tf.-i« gjHews. T-J tv3 fc.'sr-

li. einiHk-arionat stisutWri •*£»»' ****'"•'*
S*»i»«r., pivci* Kf an; wai *( the ounismy.

TMPfKtntliiif 3FY ULAS1:,

The StwacioM JM2 R.V3AH1.
The PWHf *iU>“ " 'iK ***ÿ**r,

»-..•« a SamJ t» her awnl, wilfrr.Suisf mrrU.m-
,J ».i>kjnie. Will peehvcia frs--,> en>,nai .un
at iliflrrUlvciif iiCTUiic.. I vir 'j'ÿeu’iiis dii-
..cirr lie*" d*')‘ tV> lrfwdniUI the

i-ruiH m f -r - l arJ rl.' »x‘;i!vli* hi* -re»“

irsiÿi r.rjpsd be Will tr eq>n‘iy jev. pt. jf= i.i

(ulp dkretvftU ntf.
rkr wcidrn'al np'.twnto* uftheOOVB.
Iftrs: u tMbtr fxnaiUs. ft>e will i»-

fjt t t»w. tUpefUants ia eL-.-tiieif », nae
•'P.tv-apl ti*l«vrÿinc»»d tv* Out
LH'ÿae lie K»s -h.i i-al ilwld'.t
iNMy hsrriuted fwarilnl exHch uPt
N h-tlM r-fr •! Lschperivai nia
iiAii .vro,

rtc&w i*c ffwTAtc.D.ÿokte FitpJlTk-al Ap-

yrrsfji, _nd aljh minds ttn'tfluJ *rc of »:der

TSie rv ffrvxl aad Perp'.tuxl flip,
In,; jp_’ p;er.-7 IT (Jka'cJhflh iiÿT.ileut

Afiyk iii ffle vny nr Vck,. Iully£-’fnv
H IX (VXRlifi 'I'lrtllfe of H. ;1lni'iy,wi.
TKrEkdifvnrre,tr !u*l fclrA.lcity.

lUcvrxp-il i.>y irSlh1‘k.rprllhrw liffdllU'; vilhe
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i.ASympathetic WIND-MILL, that wilt
work or rfop at- the command of any of the
company.

2. borne experiments of the CATOP-
7 K1C, or appearances produced by the n>
fiection of mmors-

j. A number of fertiments Will be hand¬
ed to the compaiiy, which any perfon ic-

ui.nng in their mind, « little aitiheisl but-
uiily will reply to them.

4. A Jroall FIGIJ KL in a Turkifh dre-fs,
will anfwer all 4ueft ions by fipns, and IA ill
giidfs the number any laÿ'y or gen tier, a.i

fttall throw with two dice.'
j. LlKcwife any lady orgentlemm may.

throw the dice under a ha;, ur.Ietn by any
petfon, the abo\e- mentioned 1 4e;i v.»l!
tell the number.

6. Toaugacntor dimir.ifh a: ph afore
the weight of gold, filvct or ciau.o ns, at
the command ol any of the Cumpany, the
fcal.-s being at the diliance of IU-C'VS lee:.

7. 1 he EXPULSION, by ekcuiciiy, an
entire new difeovery.

8. To oblige, by fympathy, the will of
three perfpns.

9. To tell before-hand, the combinations
or arrangements of tour difFeiciit numbers,
giver, by ary one of ihj company.

There ace fevcral other expel iments too
tedious to en mtta:e, which the periormer
omits mentioning, not w.lhir.g to anticipate
tbepleafure and f urpiife the company may
receive from them.

tvay A/gAf entirely New.
The laft expert mei.tot ihis firft reprefen-

tanonv and with which he will conclude,
will be ftriking and new. The following
very furprifing experiment, which hasbecn
aliuWttd by connoilTeurs 10 be the mod af-
tonilhing ever exhibited ; hignor FALCO-
N1 will defire any petfon to write any quef-
tion they may pleafe on paper, to be figned
by as many ot the company as chute. Any
petfon is at liberty to put it into a loaded
piftol, and difeharge it out of (he Theatre;
the performer will neither fee or touch th«
paper, and to the aftomlhmer.t of thefpec-
cators, r, DOVE will u.ftantly appear with
(he anfwer in his bill.
Admittance. Firfi Heats 8s. SecondSeats ;s.

Tickets to be had 01 Mr. Corre, Mr. hi-
gifmund H ugger, No. 47, Broad w ay, and
the Printer hereof.
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Between ttie Hunters with fnuU

•jrm ia wiot

Three advertisements by Signor Falconi in the
New York Daily Advertiser for (from left to
right) June 25, 1787, June 22, 1795, and
June 7, 1795. (Courtesy, New York Public
Library.)

Notice in the middle advertisement the ref¬
erence to Mr. Volta (the celebrated scientist)
and to Cavello’s (Cavallo’s) Treatise on Elec¬
tricity, a work published in England and well
known in the United States.

Signor Falconi kept on coming to the United
States as late as 1817. For his last appearance
on July 1, he promised a
illusions, including the Hon. James Monroe,
president of the U. States, in full length, ex¬
ecuted by one of the first painters of the city."
Also the conquest of the golden fleece, and
"the dance of tire witches, with many improve¬
ments to render it still more conspicuous."

He may have been the same Charles Falconi
whose death in New York was reported by the
Post on July 8, 1849.
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series of optical

r mitt ittin tourappealnil, llutV-v pqT

t tfefjclyHdkt<l||it>*l|t*1 p
Signor Falconi in all probability was not the
the first Italian conjurer to perform within the
present territory of the United States. As far
back as 1602, we read in G. B. Harrison’s
"The Elizabethan Journals,” Italian magicians

v.e.e uiicnainmg English audiences, as it appears from the following item under date of
May 12, 1602; "There is an Italian at Court that doth wonderful strange tricks upon the
cards, as telling of any card that is thought, ot changing one card .from another though it be
held by any man never so hard under his hand. The Queen gave him 200 crowns for showing
his tricks, and divers gentlemen make meetings for him where he getteth sometimes 20,
sometimes 40 crowns, and yet they say he spends it strangely as he cannot keep a penny in
his purse.” The species, apparently, never changes.
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Facsimiles of some playbills announcing Gaetano’s Circus in Charlestown (Boston) in 1809. (Courtesy, Harvard Theater Collection.)

(In right hand corner) An announcement of a performance by Don ;gani’s company in the New York Daily Advertiser, February 9, 1791.
Donegani had appeared in New York as early as 1787. One Giuseppe Donegani died a very rich man at the age of 84 in 1865 at
Montreal, where he had lived for half a century. (Eco d’ltalia, Sept. 16, 1865.) He may have been the Infant HERCULES mentioned
above. As for Cayetano (Gaetano Mariottini), in 1816 he was in New Orleans, where he set up his tents on Congo Square (W. A.
Roberts, Lake Pontchartrain, 1946.) He was manager of the Olympic Circus in New Orleans when he died there on November 2,

1817. (Nev York Post, Dec. 15, 1817.)
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appeared at the New Room, 332 Broadway, Manhattan,
in 1848. Still another magician, Leopold Alberti, appeared
in New York between 1848 and 1852, exhibiting “5 super¬
human delusions” at the corner of Bleecker and Morton
streets. In 1851 he was at Stoppani Hall on Chambers
street, and in 1852 at Niblo Gardens, 598 Broadway. Some
of those magicians may have not been Italian, for the appel¬
lative of "signor” was used freely in the profession by men
of all nationalities.
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ACROBATS, EQUILIBRISTS AND CLOWNS

T'J -f :
TAJ i TS Aside from the Italian clowns, who have been for
\ several generations among the finest pantomimists in Eur-

ope and America (from Grimaldi to the Fratellini broth-
ers), Italian acrobats have performed in the United States
almost uninterruptedly since the Revolution. One can find
most of their names in Odell’s Annals.

n
4-4

-

Before 1800, a "Young Florentine” performed "several
surprising Feats of Activity” in New York in 1791. Also
in 1791 one Donegani and his "Infant HERCULES” made
their appearance in New York. (See facsimile on page
205.) Two years before they had appeared in Salem, Mass.

K. rt »» »ÿt «•-* 1

MARIETTA ZANFRETTA, THE TIGHT ROPE DANCER
(From a print in the Harvard Theater Collection.)

Marietta Zanfretta, a great sensation, made her first New York appear¬
ance on Nov. 16, 1837. According to Prof. Odell, her "extraordinary Between 1794 and 1797 one Signor Spinacuta, a tight-
performances on the tightrope are famous unto our own days. . . . Aided T1 . . , , , ,
by Young America she made the tight rope an instrument of art.” She roPe walker and music player (he was a very adaptable
was in New York as late as 1882. Her company included several other musician), Was active in New York.
Italians.

At the turn of the century, one Signor Manfredi prom-

Marietto and was still in New York at the Classic Museum ised New Yorkers "various feats never performed by any

(252 Broadway) as late as May, 1894. He may have been other person, calculated to surprize the spectator, and which
the conjurer Francesco Orsini, "the most wonderful and have been pronounced the first of its kind ever exhibited
extraordinary necromancer living”. in London, Paris, Madrid, Lisbon, Petersburgh, Constantin-

In 1847 one Signor Rossi, a "great magician”, per- ople, or any other of the various Capitals and Courts at

formed at Palmo’s Opera House and at Alhambra Hall, which the performances have been exhibited.” He was as-

He exhibited feats of skill, assisted by three other enter- sisted by his wife and other fellow-Italians. At one of his

tainers. Another magician, one Signor Miarteni, or Martino, performances he promised to "eat his supper on the Rope,
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DONETTI'S ANIMAL SHOW
Donetti, like other vaudeville performers, toured the country. In the 1850's he was in New Orleans,
where, according to Mrs. Catherine Gibbs, the author of a book on the Italians in New Orleans,
he published a little book on monkeys. It had plates and sold for ten cents.
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a few month later, (Barnum, Struggles and Triumphs,
1882, 322-325.)

The most famous circus brought to America in the
1850’s was Franconi’s Hippodrome, on Madison Square, in
New York City, as illustrated on page 206. A few years
later Marietta Zanfretta created a sensation with her
formances on the tight rope. (See page 206.)

The story could go on to fill many pages, until we come
to the circus performers of our own days, like the Chris-
tiani family, the Zacchinis, or Massimiliano Truzzi( the
man who made Stalin laugh). Among those who passed
away in the United States in recent years, we may recall
Arnold Larchmont Novello, one of the world’s greatest
clown and later a noted vaudeville star, and Frederick Ric-
cobono, who was born in Hungary of Italian parentage
and died here in 1946.

per-

V,

PUPPET SHOWS AND ANIMAL ACTS

It is possible that Italian puppet shows were brought
over in colonial times from England, where a few were
given at Covent Garden before 1667, as we learn from the
diary of Samuel Pepys. At any rate, the first record we
have found in America is about one Dominique Vitali and
Company "artists from Italy”, who performed at the
Roman Theatre in New York in the summer of 1819.
Their puppets drank, ate, smoked and acted in other ways.

Since then we have had Vito’s Fantoccini in 1829,
Vivildi’s figures, Rinaldi’s mechanical figures, Grimaldi’s
Automaton Performers, Jeronelli’s Marionettes, and the
Italian Marionettes and Miniature Theater from Paris which
appeared at the Stuyvesant Institute in 1865. Barnum also
presented Italian puppet shows between 1842 and 1847.

In our own days, we have had Podrecca’s marionettes
which came from Italy in 1933, and, more recently, the
puppet theaters conducted by Remo Bufano, Manteo, and
Salici. Bufano was the victim of an air crash in 1948.

As for animal acts, besides Donetti’s (see the preceding
page) , we may recall Bertolotti’s trained fleas which drove
mills, drew carriages and did other acts. Both of them were
active a century ago.

JIMMY DURANTE

with table, chair, bottles, glasses, and every other necessary
convenienc
and displays the most astonishing Feats of Equilibrium ever
exhibited here.” He called his house on Broadway. "The
Italian Theater” and appeared in New York between 1803
and 1812.

The first Italian manager of a circus in the United
States seems to have been one Gaetano Mariottini, who per¬
formed in Boston in 1808 and later in New Orleans, where
he died in 1817. (See facsimiles on page 205.)

A juggler of some note who was in Albany in 1834
and later in New York, at first under the name of Signor
Antonio and eventually as Vivalla, helped Barnum to re¬
plenish his coffers. He was balancing plates and other ar¬
ticles with bayonnets on his nose, keeping ten plates in
motion at a time, when Barnum engaged him at $12 a week,
but he became so popular that the famous showman hired
him out to another theater at $150 per week.

After some years in the United States, Vivalla moved
to Cuba, where he was struck by paralysis and reduced
to poverty, until Jenny Lind, who had gone to Flavana for
a concert with Barnum, was moved by his pittiful condi¬
tion and gave a performance for his benefit so as to make
possible his return to Italy. The poor man, however, died

he rises from the table quite intoxicated,

VAUDEVILLE STARS

Although there have been scores of comedians and actors
of Italian birth or extraction in vaudeville during the last
century, only four, so far as we know, have risen to star¬

dom: Jefferson De Angelis, Arnold Novello, Jimmy Savo
and Jimmy Durante.

De Angelis, a famous comedian, was on the stage for
sixty years until his retirement in 1930. He was born in
San Francisco in 1859. The grandson of a Corsican immi¬
grant, he died in 1933. We have already noted Arnold
Novello. Jimmy Savo is best-known as a leading panto-
mimist. Jimmy Durante, of course, needs no introduction
as one of the top vaudeville, radio and television stars of
our generation.
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Franconi’s Hippodrome on Madison Square, New York City, covered two acres of ground, with
a front on Broadway 22 feet wide, extending backwards so as to occupy nearly the entire block.
The company included 150 persons and 100 horses. Financially it was a success, "strangers from
far and near thronging to witness the exhibition."
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(From Gleason’s Pictorial. Drawing Room Companion, June 18, 1853.) Franconi's Hippodrome,
the greatest amusement place of its kind New York had ever seen, was opened on May 2, 1853,
and remained opened until 1856. Franconi came from France, but the family hailed from Udine,
Italy, where the first emigrant, Antonio Franconi, was born in 1737. (Hillemacher, F., Le Cirque
Franconi, Lyon, 1875; Lyonnet, Dictionnaire des Comediens Francois, 2 vols. ; Baron de Vaux,
Les Hommes de Chcval, Paris, 1888.)
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FROM ELIZABETH MATHEWS TO ELEONORA DUSE

Aside from the opera stars, many of whom have been
both excellent singers and superb actors, only a few actors

of Italian birth or origin have appeared on the American
stage. But those few have exerted an influence on the
American drama which is beyond evaluation.

It would seem that some minor actors of Italian descent
came over from London shortly after the Revolution, but
their importance in our opinion did not warrant further
research. Not so, however, with Elizabeth Mathews, even
if her American appearances were not a success.

ELIZABETH MATHEWS
Mrs. Mathews, the granddaughter of the famous en¬

graver, Francesco Bartolozzi, and the daughter of Gaetano
Bartolozzi, an indolent fellow who operated a dancing
academy in Paris, was born in London in 1797, where she
appeared both as a singer in opera, and as an actress in
English plays at Drury Lane. She came to America in
1838, but her husband, the actor Charles James Mathews,
antagonized the American public and their tour ended in
disaster. Her sister, Josephine (Mrs. Joshua Anderson) had
a similar experience because of her husband’s attitude to¬

wards the American people, who chased him out of the
country.

At any rate, as students of the theater know, Elizabeth
Mathews exerted a great influence on the American drama,

through the innovations she brought on the English stage.

(See her biographical sketch in the Encyclopedia Britannica
or any history of the English stage. See also The Witch of
Wyck Street bv Leo Waitzkin, 1933.)
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ADELAIDE RISTORI AS ELIZABETH QUEEN OF ENGLAND
In Giacometti’s play by that title. "The role of Elizabeth was one
of the most difficult for me, because in portraying that character I
had to bring all my art into play.” (Memoirs and Artistic Studies of
Adelaide Ristori, New York, 1907, p. 73.)

E

ADELAIDE RISTORI

/ Few foreign actors in America, if any, have achieved
the success scored by Adelaide Ristori during her three tours

of 1866-1867, 1873-1876, and 1884-1883. "The advent
of Ristori (in 1866) was by far the most important theatri¬
cal event that New York City had ever witnessed, and
words fail to describe the furore and eclat with which
the greatest living actress of the time was received. Months
before, Grau (Jacob Grau, under whose management she
appeared in America) had posted her portraits and spread
her biography broadcast, and at the opening of the advance
sale a scene, heretofore unrecordable in the annals of the
box office took place. The night preceding the opening of
the box office, no less than one thousand persons had re¬
mained all night in line”. (Robert Grau, Forty Years Ob¬
servation of Music and the Drama, New York, 1909, 37-

ELIZABETH MATHEWS
"As an actress she certainly stands alone. . . . Everything
which she attempts seems at once stamped with the u
finish of art.” {Knickerbocker Magazine, New York.
tober, 1838.)

itmost
, Oc-
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TOMMASO SALVINI AS MACBETH
"He (Edwin Booth) held in great esteem his brother-artist and friend, Tommaso
Salvini, with whom he had acted, and whose farewell speech to the Senate in
‘Othello’ he thought unequalled in poetic beauty and musical cadence, and whose
scene with Jago in the third act he considered the most powerful acting on our
modern stage." (Recollections of My Father, by Edwin Booth Grossman, 1896.
p. 16.)
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"His figure is not great, but well-formed; his face has not what is called plastic beauty, but it breathes sweetness and

a somewhat sensuous grace. The mobility of his features is surprising, and allows of his transforming himself accord-
ing to his role to the extent of not being recognized. His eyes are black, but they have not that brilliant color peculiar

to the Italian. They are more liquid, and express rather tenderness than rage. When he is before the scenes, Rossi seems
absolutely to lose the sentiment of his personality. He speaks, he walks, he looks, he listens, and never a word, never a
step never a look or a gesture, except according to his role. The incarnation is veritably complete. We have never

seen the phenomena carried to this point. We do not think it could go beyond.” (The Illustrated Weekly, New York,

January 15, 1876, 18.)
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58.) Grau made a profit of over $150,000 on her first season

alone and from the sale of the librettos the management

made a profit of more than $1,300 a week. As the New
York Tribune declared on September 21, 1866, the day
after her debut in Medea, "She is worlds in advance of
any woman on the American or English stage”.

Thirty-six years later, on the occasion of her 80th birth¬
day, "even children sent me pressed flowers with best
wishes, saying they had never seen me, but their mothers
or grandmothers had, and had told them about me”, as
she related in her interview. (The Theatre, September 1905,
212.)

TOMMASO SALVINI

Tommaso Salvini was another giant of the theater who
appeared on the American stage, always in Italian, at times
supported by an Italian cast, and later, with Edwin Booth,
Clara Morris and an English-speaking cast. He visited the
United States on five different occasions between 1873 and
1889, touring the country as far as Chicago and New
Orleans. During his 1880 tour he was invited to visit the
House of Representatives in ‘Washington, causing the sus¬
pension of its activities, with the Speaker and all members
of Congress rising from their chairs to applaud him. He
was supreme in Shakespearean roles, particularly in Othello.

His son, Alexander, also appeared in America, in Eng¬
lish, together with his wife, Maud Dixon Salvini, who died
in New York in 1944. He died in 1896.

Ristori, it should be pointed out, acted in Italian, sup¬
ported by an Italian-speaking cast, before an American
public that could hardly understand a word she was saying.
In 1885 she appeared with Edwin Booth, with an English
cast, and in her performance of Schiller’s Mary Stuart even

with a German cast. During that last tour she visited sixty-
two American cities.

ERNESTO ROSSI AND ERMETE NOVELLI

Two more famous actors who appeared on the Ameri¬
can stage, acting, as Ristori and Salvini did, also in Italian,
were Ernesto Rossi and Ermete Novelli.

Rossi, one of the greatest interpreters of Hamlet ever
born, came to America in 1881 and appeared in New York
in various Shakespearean roles. He died in 1896, at the
age of 68.

Novelli, one of the great actors of our century, came

to America in 1907 but he did not meet with financial suc¬
cess because of poor management. However, he was wel¬
comed by the members of the theatrical profession. (See
Theatre, March and April, 1907.) Like Salvini and Rossi,
he, too, was superb in Shakespearean roles.m ELEONORA DUSE

Eleonora Duse came to the United States in 1893, 1896,
1902-1903, and 1924, but she was not able to complete
her last tour, for she died in Pittsburgh on April 21, 1924.

During her second tour, President and Mrs. Cleveland
attended all her performances in Washington and gave a

luncheon and a special performance in her honor at the
White House, a privilege which they did not extend to

Sarah Bernhardt, who was also appearing in America in
those very days. She acted in Italian. With the exception
of her third tour, when she appeared in D’Annunzio’s
plays, she received wide acclaim.

/

f
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OTHER ACTORSi % Other noted Italian actors appeared in America during

the first quarter of our century, including Giovanni Grasso
and Angelo Musco, both of whom acted in Sicilian. In
more recent years, Mimi Aguglia, Maria Bazzi, Marta Abba
and Giuseppe Sterni have appeared on both the Italian-
language and English-speaking stage. All four of them
are in the United States, still active, with the exception of
Miss Abba, who has retired from the theater, so far as we
know.

i

V

ERMETE NOVELLI AS SHYLOCK
"In versatility and facile technic the Italian virtuoso knew
more in a minute, as the saying goes, than most of our
actors would in a thousand years” (Arthur Ruhl, Second
Nights, New York, 1914, p. 47.)

Numerous minor actors of Italian origin have per¬
formed in English-language plays for many years past. One
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RUDOLPH VALENTINOELEONORA DUSE
"It will take one Clara Morris and one Sarah Bernhardt put together
to make one Duse in the role of Marguerite Gautier in ‘La Dame aux
Camelias.' ” (New York Sun, 1896.)

of the earliest, Adelina Gasparini (Adelina Ligon), was

active on the New York stage in the 1870’s. She died in
New York in 1882. (Eco d’ltalia, February 26, 1882.)

IN MOTION PICTURES
The greatest Italian name in American motion pictures

is still Rudolph Valentino, who died in 1926. Some of his
pictures are still revived from time to time.

Other motion picture actors of Italian birth or origin
have been, or are, Arnold Kent (Lido Manetti) , who died
in 1928; Monti Banks (Mario Bianchi) who died in 1950;

Bull Montana (Luigi Montagna), who died also in 1950;

Elissa Landi and Henry Armetta, both of whom died a
few years ago; Isa Miranda, Don Ameche, Hank Luisetti,

Eduardo Cianelli, Leni Lynn( Angelina Ciofani), Lou
Costello, Alida Valli, Pier Angeli, and a host of minor
ones. Jackie Cooper, Alice White, Dolores Del Rio, Jean
Harlow, and Evelyn Brent are said to be or to have been,

partly Italian.

L&Si

V1
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORS

Among the directors, four men stand out: Frank
Capra, Frank Borzaghe, Robert Vignola and Gregory La-
Cava. Capra, the winner of several Academy awards, is one
of the most famous directors in motion picture annals. But
then there is a host of cameramen, technicians, music ar¬
rangers, scenic artists, and others whose names can be
easily found in the Motion Picture Almanac. FRANK CAPRA



CHAPTER FIFTEEN

IN THE WORLD OF ART

The independence of the United States prompted sev¬
eral Italian artists to come to America. The heroic deeds
which had made it possible and the men who distinguished
themselves during the struggle, obviously deserved to be
immortalized on canvas and in marble. The new middle
class needed artistic decorations and marble pieces for its
homes and its theatres, and who could, better than the
Italians, provide them? "Having understood the taste for
the fine arts is rapidly increasing in these happy states they
resolved to quit Italy, and to try to satisfy the respectable
citizens of America, by their production.” Thus two paint¬
ers, Joseph Perovani and Jacint Cocchi, of the Republic
of Venice, announced their recent arrival in the Federal
Gazette of Philadelphia on September 19, 1775.

Between 1792 and 1799, aside from Medici, who came
before the Revolution, at least nine painters and sculptors
arrived from Italy. They were Ceracchi, Corne’, Perovani,
Cocchi, Rossetti, Bartoli, Iardella, Pise and Ancora. We do
not include Ciceri, who was not a professional painter, nor
Stagi, who was primarily an art dealer.
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The portico of Trinit;- Church in New York Gty
ing the Montgomery monument by J. J. Caffieri.

show-
CAFFIERI

The first work of art by an artist of Italian blood to

be erected in the United States was the monument in mem¬

ory of Major General Richard Montgomery, who fell at

the battle of Quebec in 1775. The first national monument

erected in the country, it is in the Broadway portico of
Trinity Church in New York City.

Jean Jacques Caffieri (1775-1792) was the grandson
of Filippo Caffieri, a native of Rome, who was called to

Paris by Mazarin. He also made a fine bust of Franklin.
He never came to the United Ssates.

One of the two known Medici portraits, that of Lucy
C. Briggs painted in 1772, is reproduced on the next page.
To judge by our black and white photograph it looks like
the work of an amateur, although if it had been painted
by a native American or by some English immigrant it
would occupy a prominent place among our so-called
primitives, like the contortions and distortions of a Edward
Hicks whose lions and "Kingdom of Peace” are imposed
upon undiscerning readers as art, with "critics” and “con¬
noisseurs” waxing sentimental about him; just as they have
waxed sentimental and written volumes on the limners of
a century before, whose work, as Prof. Hagen has well
said, is "comparable, at best, to fifth-rate English provin¬
cial productions.” (Hagen, O., The Birth of American
Tradition in Art, N. Y., 1940, p. 15.) One does not need
tio be an art critic, indeed, to agree with Mr. Saint-Gau-
dens that "these limners simply did not know much”
(Saint-Gaudens, H., The American Artist and His Times,
New York, 1941, p. 14) and to become aware that they
simply painted as children have always painted and will
always paint in any country.

COSMO MEDICI

We have already met Cosmo Medici as a captain of the
North Carolina Light Dragoons during the Revolution,
and we have seen that he was in America at least between
1767 and 1788. Whether he was an itinerant painter before
he became a soldier is hard to say, but we doubt it. By him
only two portraits are known, both of which came to light
on the occasion of an exhibition held at Virginia House
in Richmond, not many years ago. Others may yet be found
among the family heirlooms carried to the four corners of
the United States by descendants of Virginia pioneers.

214
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in his American Painting, (New York, 1950, p. 162),
enlarging on an innocuous and correct statement in Wed¬
dell’s book. Such kind of writing is both unfair and irres¬
ponsible. One cannot charge a soldier with cowardice or
misconduct without taking the trouble of looking into
the facts. Medici was a hero at Brandywine and Princeton.
(For further particulars, see ante, Chapter Ten.)rvi

CERACCHI

Giuseppe Ceracchi was "unquestionably an artist of
the first class,” as Thomas Jefferson informed the Com¬
missioners of Washington in a letter dated April 9, 1792.
He was born in Rome in 1751, but by 1775 he was in
London, where he was commissioned to execute several
statues for the old Somerset House and several busts,
including those of Lord Shelbourne, Admiral Keppel, Sir

Joshua Reynolds, now in the Royal Academy, and one of
Mrs. Damer which now stands in the vestibule of the Brit¬
ish Museum. (Whitley, W. T., Artists and Their Friends
in England, 1928, I, 317.) From London he then went

to Holland and later to Vienna, where he received a
few orders from Maria Theresa and Emperor Joseph II.
Back in Rome in 1785, he made the busts of Pope Pius VI,
Cardinal Albani, Metastasio, and Winckelman. In 1790
he was back in Amsterdam, where he obtained a letter of
introduction to Thomas Jefferson from the banking house
of N. and J. Van Staphorst. Since that letter was dated
October 11, 1790, it would seem that Ceracchi came to

America towards the end of that year, or early in 1791,
when he was in Philadelphia. On January 20, 1792, he

r •

Portrait of Lucy G. Briggs by Cosmo (or Cosimo) Medici. (Courtesy
of Virginia House and .'Mrr, John A. Coke, Jr. of Richmond, Va.,
owner of the painting.')

We dwell on this point, at the very beginning of the
present chapter, not to criticize anybody’s taste (de gusti-
bus non est disputandum) but because it is simply sickening
to see pretentious works like the Dictionary of American
Biography or Oliver W. Larkins Art and Life in Amer¬
ica (New York, 1949) give so much space to men whose
works educated Europeans would be ashamed to keep in
their cellars, and completely ignore really fine paintings and
sculptures by Italian-American artists.

Lest some one should try to defend their selections on

the ground that those volumes deal with "American” art

ists, let us reassure our readers that natives of foreign lands,

even if they never became American citizens, have been
included whenever the editors or compilers found it con¬

venient. In the 20 volumes of the Dictionary of American
Biography only two Italians are included, both foreign
born; as for Mr. Larkin’s work, it may be sufficient to men¬

tion that is contains not one word about Brumidi!
Getting back to Medici, to judge by the work of his

contemporaries in Italy (Piazzetta, for one) he was only
a third-rate painter, but it is possibile that one must see
his portrait in order to discover qualities not easily dis¬
cernible in black and white. According to A. W. Weddell,
the "laboriously applied pigment manages to conserve a

veraciousness and a feeling of character which rise superior
to mere quaintness.” (Weddell, Virginia Historical Por¬
traiture, Richmond, 1930, p. XXX.)

Whatever the value of Medici’s portraits, there is one

point which we would like to stress for the benefit of

future historians. Medici did not leave "a somewhat cloudy
record in the Revolutionary war,” as Virgil Barker states
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Trumbull's portrait of Ceracchi. (Courtesy, Yale University Art
Gallery.)
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Her form is -at once expressive of dignity and peace. In
her right hand she brandishes a flaming dart, which by
dispelling the mists of error, illuminates the universe; her
left is extended in the attitude of calling upon the people
of America to listen to her voice.”

The main figure, of course, was to be that of George
Washington, surrounded by the men who took part in the
War of Independence. To that end, Ceracchi asked a
number of men to sit for him, and actually made 37
models of the great men of America. Washington sat for
him early in 1792, and so did Jefferson, Madison, Hamil¬
ton, John Paul Jones, John Jay, George Clinton, David
Rittenhouse, and others. Later, when the plan did
materialize, Ceracchi asked the men who had posed for
him, whether they wanted to purchase the busts he had
made of them. Jefferson and a few others accepted the
offer and paid the sculptor. Washington, however, refused
to accept his bust as a gift and offered to pay for it, but
Ceracchi resented the tone of Washington’s reply (in
Washington’s own handwriting, but signed and sent in
the name of his secretary, Bartholomew Dandridge) and
took the bust back.

It is said that the bust was then sold to the Spanish
minister in Philadelphia, Jaudenes, who sent it to Spain, as
a present to Godoy, the Spanish prime minister. At any
rate, it is now in the Metropolitan Museum of Art of New
York. In the Gibbes Art Gallery of the Carolina Art Asso¬
ciation of Charleston, however, there is another bust of
Washington which is said to be also by Ceracchi, appar¬
ently the bust mentioned by Appleton in his letter to

Jefferson from Leghorn, dated April 15, 1816. In connec¬
tion with that bust, it is interesting to recall a letter dated
March 1, 1793, from Amsterdam, Holland, quoted in the
New York Magazine, or Literary Repository for May,
1793, pp. 317-318. According to it "The celebrated sculp¬
tor, Mr. Ceracchi, who returned from America last sum¬
mer, arrived at Rome, and soon after his arrival com¬
menced the sculpture of the bust of the President of the
United States. The populace being informed thereof sur¬

rounded his house and threatened him with destruction.
He providentially made his escape and has since arrived
safely at Munich.” Why the Rome populace should have
tried to harm him is not clear.

It has been said also that Ceracchi in order to meet his
debts had given his creditors notes for the busts “for which
he had already been paid” (William and Mary Quarterly,
January 1945, pp. 73-74). Such an impression is not well
founded. Even a cursory reading of the correspondence
about Ceracchi in the Jefferson and Washington papers in
the Library of Congress should be sufficient to show that
nobody paid the sculptor a penny and that although he
made those busts at his own request, so that they could be
used in the monument he was planning (Ceracchi to Clin¬
ton, Vienna, August 25, 1792, Emmett Collection, New
York Public Library) nobody was under any obligation
to pay for them. Later, when Ceracchi’s dream was shat¬
tered, he asked the various men whose busts he had made
whether they wanted to keep them and pay for them,

was elected a member of the American Philosophical
Society. Two months later he went to New York with
two letters of introduction to Chancellor Livingston, one
from Jefferson (March 6, 1792) and the other from his
fellow-countryman, Count Andreani. On March 25 of the
same year Jefferson gave Ceracchi another letter of intro¬
duction, this time to John Hancock.

Four months later he was back in Holland, as we learn
from two letters he wrote to George and Martha Washing¬
ton from Amsterdam on July 16, 1792. In 1793 he wrote

to Jefferson from Munich offering him the bust he had
made of him. A year later he was once more in the United
States, for in March, 1794, he asked Jefferson for more
letters of introduction. As his plans did not materialize,
in March, 1795, he returned to Europe. There he took part

in the French revolutionary movement siding with Na¬
poleon at first, but plotting against him as soon as he
became convinced that the great Corsican was not inter¬
ested in the independence of Italy. Because of that plot
he lost his head on the guillotine on January 30, 1802.

Ceracchi’s American activities deserve a special mono¬
graph, for there is plenty of material about him in Amer¬
ican archives, especially in the Washington and Jefferson
papers in the manuscript division of the Library of Con¬
gress. He had come to America primarily to erect a

national monument in honor of George Washington and
the other leaders in the Revolution. The monument was
to be one hundred feet high, with a Goddess of Liberty, as

Ceracchi stated in his announcement, "represented descend¬
ing in a car drawn by four horses, darting through a vol¬
ume of clouds which conceals the summit of a rainbow.
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Ceracchi’s marble medallion of James Madison.
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Two views of Ceracchi’s marble bust of Hamilton in the New York
Public Library.

Bust of George Washington by Ceracchi. (Courtesy, Metropolitan
Museum of Art, New York City.)
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Plaster bust of John Jay by Ceracchi. (Courtesy, New Tori
Historical Society.)

Terracotta bust of George Clinton by Ceracchi. (Courtesy,
New York Historical Society.)
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to found a school of art.” From this school, established by
Peale, descended the "Columbianum” which in 1805 gave
way to The Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts.
(Henderson, H. W., The Pennsylvania Academy of the
Fine Arts, Boston, 1891, pp. 1-2.)

PHILIP A. PETICOLAS
There is some doubt regarding the nationality of Philip

A. Peticolas, (1760-1841), one of the earliest and most

prolific miniature painters in Richmond. Most authorities
state that he was born in Italy, but, according to some
records in the Valentine Museum in Richmond, he was
born at Mezieres, France. We do not know whether he was
one of the so many Italians born in France of Italian
parentage. The Peticolas family was prominent in educa¬
tional activities in Virginia during the first half of the
nineteenth century. His grandson, Arthur E. Peticolas,
was a demonstrator of anatomy as early as 1849 and a
professor of medicine in 1855. (Blanton, W. B., Medicine
in Virginia in the \9th Century, 1933.) Philip is said to

have painted a miniature of George Washington from life.

MICHELE FELICE CORNE’

Corne’, a Neapolitan, is said to have come to America
at the suggestion of the famous Salem merchant, Elias
Hasket Derby, in 1799, if not before, if the date 1794 on
the ship "Belisarius” now in the Essex Institute, is that of
the year he painted it.

Corne’ lived in Salem for several years, and then in
Boston until 1822, when he moved to Newport, R. I. He
painted several murals in Salem, Peabody, Mass., Provi¬
dence, and Newport. In Salem he frescoed the ceiling in
the cupola of the Pickman-Derby-Brookhouse Mansion. In
Providence he painted numerous frescoes in the Sullivan-
Dorr House, a dozen of which are reproduced in E. B.
irJlen’s Eaily American Wall Paintings (1926, pp. 26-45.)
According to Allen, "whatever his faults in drawing,
Corne’s colors are harmonious, and the scenes, which never

repeat themselves, are delightfully decorative and effec¬
tive.”

as we have already pointed out. (See the letters by Cer-

acchi’s widow in the Library of Congress, Dec. 31, 1802,

March 10, 1805, July 5, 1805; also Appleton to Jefferson,
July 5, 1805, and April 15, 1816.)

The monument, at any rate, was never erected because,
as the sculptor stated in a letter to Washington dated
March 28, 1795, "malicious ignorance has attacked my
project” and "I am the innocent victim of intrigue” (Cer-
acchi to Dandridge, April 28, 1795, and to Jefferson,
March 11, 1795, MS. Library of Congress.) His plan, how¬
ever, had met with the approval of several men, including
George Washington himself, who had taken four shares,
for the sum of $120.00. Jefferson waa in favor of it. "I have
seen the model of the monument in honor of the Revolu¬
tion,” wrote John Jay to Egbert Benson, the first president
of the New York Historical Society, on March 31, 1792.
"The design appears to me to be a noble one, worthy of
the attention of the United States, and honorable to the
taste and talents of the artist. I think the expense proper

... I confess to you that the effort which the measure

would naturally have on the President’s feelings is with
me an additional inducement ... It is only while he lives
that we can have the satisfaction of offering fruits of grati¬
tude and affection to his enjoyment; prosperity can have
only the expensive pleasure of strewing flowers on his
grave.” (Johnston, H. P., The Correspondence and Public
Papers of John fay, Vol. Ill, pp. 417-418.)

Dejected and disgusted, after wasting a considerable
amount of money and labor, in May, 1795, Ceracchi sailed
for France, where seven years later he was to be executed
on a public square with Arona, Le Brun and other plotters.

Ceracchi’s busts, however, remain among the finest
works of art ever modelled in America. Of his bust of
Hamilton, for instance, it has been said that "It has been
Hamilton’s good fortune that his lineaments have gone
down ennobled by the genius of Ceracchi and that solemn
and majestic face, which would have not been particularly
striking under any ordinary hand, is literally part of his
fame. (Elson, H. W., History of the United States of
America, N. Y. 1905, Vol. II, p. XI.) Engravings of Cer¬
acchi’s bust of Hamilton were made by Leney in 1815 and
Durand in 1879. General Trumbull made a painting of
Hamilton, but he did not succeed and he copied Ceracchi’s
bust. Trumbull, however, made a fine miniature portrait
of Ceracchi, which is now in the Yale Collection of Art.

Even if we did not have the Hamilton busts (there
are at least four of them, one in the New York Public
Library, one in the Federal Museum at Wall and Nassau
streets in New York, one in the New York Historical
Society, and one the property of the Hon. Andrew J.
Sordoni of Wilkes-Barre, Secretary of Commerce of Penn¬
sylvania) , those of Madison, Clinton, Jay and Washington
should be sufficient to show that Ceracchi was an eminent
sculptor. Some art connoisseurs even prefer him to Houdon.

Yet there is something else which should endear Cer¬
acchi to Americans. While in Philadelphia in 1791 and
1792, Ceracchi, William Rush, and Charles Willson Peale
tried "to form a collection of paintings and sculptures and
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Corne’s painting "Columbus and the Egg” after Hogarth. (Courtesy,
Essex Institute, Salem, Mass.)
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tap were known in those days. He is said to have brought
some of them from North Carolina in 1819 and to have
eaten them to disprove that they were poisonous. (Rhode
Island History, July 1942, pp. 65-71 and Rhode Island,
Am. Guide Series, Boston, 1937, p. 241.)
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ID D JOSEPH PEROVANI

e Joseph Perovani and Jacint Cocchi, according to their
announcement in the Federal Gazette already noted, arrived
in Philadelphia in July, 1795, and took up residence at 87
Second Street. Who was Cocchi, and what became of him,
we do not know.

Perovani, who is said to have been born in Brescia in
1765, was, therefore, about 30 years old when he came to
America. He remained about five years, or until 1801,
when he moved to Cuba. There he painted a “Judgement
Day” "worthy of admiration” in the chapel of the Espada
Cemetery, and other paintings in the Cathedral of Havana,
which have been ruined by additions and corrections, with
the exception of one "Ascension”’ which seems to have
been respected. Later he went to Mexico, where he died,
the victim of cholera, in 1835. (Ramirez, S., La Habana
Artistica, 1891.)

We do not know much about Perovani’s activities in
the United States. In his announcement in the Federal
Gazette he and Cocchi offered to execute all sorts of work,
from historical pieces to portraits and landscapes in oil or
in fresco; and "both are able to paint any Theatre, Cham¬
bers, Department, with Plafonds in figures, and orna¬
mented in the Italian taste; a small specimen whereof they
have given in one of the saloons in the house of the Spanish
minister here.” All of which caused Mr. Virgil Barker to

wonder "why, if the skills matched the claims, the work¬
men had to come so far in search of work.” (Barker, op.

0U 11 *LJ

The house which Michele Corne built about 1822 at the corner of
Corne and Mill streets in Newport. R. I. (Courtesy, Newport Daily
News.)

He also painted portraits and a large number of oil
and watercolor paintings of ships, now scattered through¬
out New England, New York and Maryland, and made an
illustration for Judge Joseph Story’s The Power of Solitude,
published in 1804. Come’ certainly was no Tiepolo, yet

his murals are not to be despised. Some of them he painted
on paper, which he later applied on the wall. The medium
he used for the Sullivan-Dorr House was "some kind of
water color which was applied directly to the plaster.”
(Allen, op. cit., 35.) As for his ships and portraits, to judge
by the photographs available to us, there is nothing excep¬
tional about them. His "Columbus and the Egg” is re¬
produced on the opposite page.

Corne’s fame in Rhode Island, ludicrously enough,
seems to rest on the legend that he induced the people of
New England to eat tomatoes, or "love apples,” as they
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Corne’s ''Bombardment of Tripoli.” (Courtesy, V. S. Naval Academy Museum, Annapolis, Md.)
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tit., 256.) The question is not too bright, especially for a column the following words appear: JOSEPH PEROVANI
man who is supposed to know something about the lives ITALIAE IN PHILADELPHIA FECIT MDCCXCVI.
of the artists. Did not the great Leonardo Da Vinci die in
France where he was compelled to emigrate to earn a living?
Did not Michelangelo contemplate to cross the Alps not¬

withstanding the "journey is both perilous and difficult”
as he wrote to his friend, Battista della Palla? (Symonds,

Life of Michelangelo, IX, 3.) Michelangelo was then fifty-
five years old, whereas Perovani was barely thirty when he
crossed the ocean. Did not the famous sculptor, Lorenzo
Bartolini, the protege* of Napoleon, whom he joined at

Elba, plan to come to America soon after Waterloo? If he
did not come, it was because Jefferson dissuaded him.
"Taste for the fine arts in America,” wrote Jefferson, "is
not encouraging for foreign artists.” Montepulciano wine,
however, was appreciated, and Jefferson together with his
advice sent an order for a number of bottles. (Appleton to

Jefferson and vice-versa, October 25, 1815, and January apparently the same "Bartello” who was employed by T.
14, 1816, MS., Library of Congress.) As any student of B. Freeman in Philadelphia in 1796 "to paint portraits
emigration knows, there is more than one motive for leav- from which engravings might be made.” (Scharf and
ing home.

At any rate, we have positive proof that Perovani was he made a fine portrait of the Seneca Indian Chief, Ki-on-
not boasting when he said that he could execute all types Twog-ky, now in the New York Historical Society.
of painting- In 1796, we learn from Mr. Barker, he an- Whether he was related or happened to be the same "F.
nounced "an exhibition of a statue of Minerva contemplat- Bartoli” who painted a portrait for the Royal Academy in
ing a bust of Washington. Four months later he executed London in 1783, it is hard to say. (Graves, The Royal
some of the scenery for the New York Amphitheatre Academy of Arts, I, 136 ) Both Benezit and Mallet list
(Minerva, June 8, 1796). A year later he made the decor- him in their Dictionnaire and Index, respectively.
ation for the Festival Ballet Dance in honor of President

JOHN B. ROSSETTI

Perovani was preceded to America by the portrait and
miniature painter, John B. Rossetti, who was active in New
York between 1794 and 1795. (Grace, G. C. 1440Early
American Portrait Artists.) In 1794 he was in Hartford
(O’Donnell, J. H., History of the Diocese of Hartford,
Boston, 1900, p. 47). Three years later he arrived in
Charleston "to practice in the Line of his profession.”
(Charleston City Gazette and Advertiser, January 24,
1797.) No work of his has reached us, so far as we know.

J. BARTOLI

We do not know much more about one J. BartoU,

Westcott, History of Philadelphia, II, 1045.) In that year

John Adams at the Greenwich Theatre in New York on
October 21, 1797. (Odell, Annals of the New York Stage,
I, 473.) In Cuba, as we have seen, he painted religious
paintings or murals. But then there is a portrait of George
Washington—not known, to the best of our knowledge, to that he to remain in the city "only six or eight

any of the experts on Washingtoniana—which proves that weeks” Apparently he remained longer than he expected.

he was a distinguished painter. for he was stiU ther« in 1797> ready draw off Per'
son’s likeness.” (Federal Gazette, April 4, 1797.) In No¬
vember of that year he announced that he intended "to
remain in this metropolis for a few months.” (Aurora,
Nov. 30.) Later he moved to Annapolis, where his son,

Charles Constantine Pise, one of the most distinguished
priests in the history of the Catholic Church in America,
was born in 1801. (See next chapter.)

LEWIS PISE

In 1795 one Lewis Pise, a portrait painter, announced in
the Gazette of the United States of Philadelphia (June 18)

That "magnificent portrait” (magnifico retrato) is said
to have been presented to Godoy, but later it was purchased,
with its own funds, by the Academia de San Fernando, in

Madrid, where it still remains. (Boletin de la Sociedad Es-
panola de Excursiones, 1918, p. 42.) In our opinion, it was

ordered by, or at the suggestion of, the Spanish minister

in Philadelphia, the same Jaudenes who purchased Cerac-
chi’s bust of Washington, to be sent also to Godoy. Jau¬
denes served in the United States from February 12, 1791,

to April 2j5, 1796. We do not know, however, whether

GIUSEPPE IARDELLA

Giuseppe Iardella, not to be confused with Francesco
Washington ever posed for the painter. We have found Iardella, the sculptor who came with Andrei in 1816 to

nothing about him in the Washington papers, whether decorate the Capitol, must have arrived before 1797, if he
published or in the manuscript division of the Library of
Congress. It may be possible that some reference to Pero- Robert Morris on Chestnut Street, under the superinten-
vani or to his painting exists in the official correspondence dence of the French architect, Major Pierre Charles l’En-
between the Spanish and United States governments.

brought over "to assist in decorating the mansion ofwas

fant, and had executed several pieces of work, principally
At any rate, the painting was executed to celebrate in bas-relief, for that building when the failure of Morris

the Treaty of San Lorenzo concluded the previous October put a stop to that work. It is believed that Iardella was the
(1795) between Thomas Pinckney and Godoy, the Prince artist who executed the semi-circular pieces in relief, repre-

of Peace, as it appears from the legend on the treaty. We senting Tragedy and Comedy, which were over the win-

need not describe the painting, as it is reproduced on the dows in the wings of the old Chestnut Street Theatre. They
next page. We shall add only that at the bottom of the were prepared for the Morris Mansion and were adopted
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Peiovani's oil portrait of George Washington. (Courtesy, Spanish Embassy, Washington, D. C.)
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PIETRO ANCORA

Pietro Ancora is, to the best of our knowledge, the last
of the Italian artists to arrive before the end of the century.
He lived in Philadelphia from about 1800 to the time of
his death in 1844.

According to Scharf and Westcott’s History of Phila¬
delphia "he taught drawing and painting, but never exe¬
cuted any pictures for exhibition and public sale in
Philadelphia. He was the first who was engaged in the
importation of European paintings for exhibition and
public sale in this country. This business he commenced in
1819 in partnership with Clark Bell. Mr. Ancora lived for
many years, always successful, and much esteemed
teacher.” John Neagle, the painter, was one of his pupils.

Ancora is listed as "Ancora, Pietro, drawing master,”
in the various city directories of Philadelphia from 1801 to
1844. The 1845 directory lists only "Ancora, Jane, widow
of Peter, 126 Pine.” In Thieme and Becker’s Lexikon he is
said to have been a native of Naples, according to Napoli
Nobilissima, X, 5.

as a
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PIONEER ART DEALERS

Whether or not Ancora was the first man to import
European paintings for sale, he was preceded by other
countrymen of his in the importation of what we might
call art wares. Peter Stagi, "Italian carver of statuary to

his Majesty the King of Poland,” arrived from Europe in
1795. A year later he offered "a very large and elegant
assortment of Statues, Busts and Chimney pieces, all of the
finest marble and most exquisite workmanship.” Early in
February of 1797, however, he announced that he was
going to embark for Europe as soon as "navigation will
permit.” Incidentally, he was staying at Mr. Bosio’s house,
corner of Lombard and Third Street. (Federal Gazette,
Sept. 22, 1795, and March 22, 1796; Pennsylvania Packet,
February 1, 1797.) Another early dealer, one "Provini—
from Italy” offered for sale a variety of Chimney Pieces
and Ornaments for buildings, together with busts of Gen¬
eral Washington, Marquis La Fayette, Doctor Franklin,
etc., made of composition equal in appearance to marble.”
(Federal Gazette, March 22, 1796.) They were preceded
by John Baptist Sartori, who later settled definitely in
Trenton. One of his sons became Commodore in the
United States Navy. Sartori on June 3, 1794, announced
in the Federal Gazette that "Intending in a few weeks to

ship to Europe” he offered to sell "very low” the remains
of his marble, consisting of Statues, Desert Tables, Guilded
Tables, Busts, Vases, Pedestals, etc. And a number of ele¬
gant Pictures and Prints, some of which are framed.”

Oil painting of Ki-on-twog-ky, a Seneca chief, by F. Bartoli.
(Courtesy, New York Historical Society.)

by Latrobe, the architect of the theatre, as appropriate
ornaments for the building.

"Notwithstanding his undoubted talent as a sculptor
Iardella probably became discouraged by the little profit
it brought him, for he finally gave up the higher branches
of art to follow the business of stone cutter. He was, until
1817, the partner of Christopher Hocker, in a marble yard
on Race Street.” According to Scharf and Westcott’s
History of Philadelphia, from which the above passage has
been quoted, Iardella made busts for one James Traquair,
a stone cutter who sold them to the public. One of William
Penn was presented to the Pennsylvania Hospital in 1802.
In all probability it was made by Iardella, for "much of the
success of Traquair’s undertaking was due to the talent of
the Italian, Giuseppe Iardella, whom he employed to do his
finest work.” Iardella and a fellow-artist, John Dixey,
made some busts of Washington, one of which is in Inde¬
pendence Hall. Two of his bas-reliefs are said to be still
in existence, one in a tomb in South Carolina and the other
in a Maryland mansion. (Article on L’Enfant in Dictionary

of American Biography•)
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THE ITALIAN ARTISTS IN THE UNITED STATES CAPITOL

The corner-stone of the United States Capitol was laid
in 1793 on plans submitted by Stephen Hallet, a French¬
man, and William Thornton, an Englishman. A few
months later Hallet resigned and George Hadfield was

appointed in his place.
Hadfield, an Italianate if ever there was one, came to

America after spending several years in Rome, where he
made some drawings for the restoration of the temple in
the town of Palestrina (a few miles from the Eternal City)
and one of the interior of St. Peter. He was the brother of
the famous Maria Louisa Cosway, the friend of Jefferson,
and a resident of Italy, where she was born of English
parents. Hadfield, therefore, brought to the Capitol Italian
artistic traditions.

By 1805 the Capitol was just another building, with no
artistic decorations of any kind, its art treasures consisting

of only two paintings, if our memory does not fail us. The
encyclopedic Jefferson tried to remedy the situation by

asking his friend, Mazzei, to procure two sculptors for the
Capitol and other buildings in the city. It was thus that

the two artists, Giovanni Andrei and Giuseppe Franzoni,

late in October, 1805, left Italy for the United States.
Nothing is left of the work done by the two sculptors

in the nation’s Capitol, except Franzoni’s six columns

Portrait of Carlo Franzoni by Pietro Bonanni in the U. S. Capitol.

known as the "corn-stalk columns” in the vestibule en¬
trance to the former law library of the Supreme Court, for
everything was destroyed by the fire that followed the
British capture of the city in 1814. We know, however,
that both Andrei and Franzoni were good artists. "I have
said, that they are superior to the nature of the work they
are required for, but that is not all,” wrote Mazzei to Lat-
robe, the architect of the Capitol, on September 12, 1805.
"They are able to model and make excellent statues in
marble. Andrei is remarkable for exactness, Franzoni for
his masterly strokes. I have heard in Florence and Rome
several eminent sculptors and painters say that Franzoni
will soon be a second Canova. Andrei and Franzoni
well known among men of the first class in the fine arts.”
(Garlick, R. C., Philip Mazzei, Friend of Jefferson, Balti¬
more, 1933, p. 151.) Franzoni, unfortunately, did not live
to become a second Canova, for he died in 1815, nine years
after his arrival. He was then only thirty-eight years old.
Both Andrei and Franzoni were, at least on one occasion,
praised by Jefferson for their elegant work (a medallion).
(Jefferson to Latrobe, January 25, 1812, MS., Library of
Congress.)

In 1815 Andrei was sent to Italy to oversee the carving
of 24 Corinthian capitals for the columns of what is now
Statuary Hall. It would seem that the work was done pri¬
marily by him and one Casoni, probably related to the
other Casoni who worked in the Capitol from 1853 to 1858.

Andrei returned to the United States in 1816 with two

more sculptors, Carlo Franzoni, a younger brother of
Giuseppe, and Francesco lardella. Franzoni was not destined
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"Corn-stalk columns” by Franzoni in the U. S. Capitol.
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Not less than 19 Italian painters and sculptors came to

America during those six years. They were: Capellano,
Bonanni, Valaperti, Causici, Cardelli, Luigi and Gennarino
Persico, Mezzara, Gandolfi, Marsiglia, Giovannazzi, Meucci,
Giacomo and Michele Raggi, Mondelli, Fogliardi, Pekenino
and Paduany. Twenty-eight artists (including those who
came after 1791) during a period in which the American
people had no taste for art to speak of (Iardella was com¬
pelled to turn to stone cutting to earn a living) were bound
to exert an immense influence on the aspiring American
artists of those days, especially with their teaching. But
then there were the scene painters, as we shall presently see.

to enjoy American freedom and economic opportunities
any more than his older brother, for he died in 1821, or
five years after his arrival. His grandson, Charles William
Franzoni, was for half a century a prominent physician
and served for many years as treasurer and president of the
Washington Medical Society. ( Who’s Who in America,
1920-1921.) As for Carlo Franzoni’s work in the Capitol,
his "Car of History” remains an eloquent proof of his artis¬
tic ability. According to Charles E. Fairman, the late cura¬

tor of art of the Capitol, it is “believed to be the oldest ex¬

ample of the art of the statuary in any public building in
the city.” Of lardella’s work we have only the "tobacco
capitals” in the small rotunda, for he was engaged in the
general decoration of the Capitol. He died in 1831, seven

years after Andrei, who passed away in Washington in
1824 at the age of 55.

ANTONIO CAPELLANO

Capellano, or Cappellano, had recently arrived in New
York in 1814 when he was recommended to execute the
sculptures for the Baltimore Battle Monument erected in

1813 to the memory of the men who had fallen during
the previous year in the defence of the city. (It was during
that memorable defence that Francis Scott Key wrote the
Star Spangled Banner.) The monument is 52 feet high and
consists of a column in the form of a bundle of Roman

fasces, surmounted by a female figure, the emblematical
genius of the city. It is to this monument and to the other
in honor of Washington (the statue was made by Causici,

as noted below) that Baltimore owes the name of "The
Monumental City.”

Capellano could not get to work at once, as the designer
of the monument, Godefroi, was away, and was about to

return to New York when he was urged to remain and
received the commission for two panels which can be seen
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Carlo Franzoni’s “Car of History” over the doorway in Statuary Hall,
United States Capitol. (Courtesy, 7. T. Frary.)

BETWEEN 1815 AND 1821

With the end of the War of 1812, the fall of Napoleon,
and the political upheavals in Italy which were to climax
in the Revolution of 1821, many Italians sought refuge
in the United States, as we have seen from Appleton’s letter
to Jefferson reproduced in part in facsimile on page 150. —The Battle Monume

the defence of the

m
ent in Baltimore,
j city in 1814.

Md., erected
The statue

to commemorate
is by Capellano.
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today on the facade of St. Paul’s Church. He received $80
for the two models. (Frary, J. T., in Maryland Hist. Mag.
1939, p. 64 ff.) After he finished the sculptures for the
Battle Monument Capellano found full employment, both
in Washington, at the Capitol, and in Baltimore. Some
fifteen years later he returned to Italy, where Rembrandt
Peale met him one day while promenading in the Boboli
Gardens in Florence, with his wife and five children. A
most industrious man, he had made enough in America to

acquire a little "palazzo” in his native land. (The Crayon,
Vol. Ill, 1856, January, p. 5).)

Capellano is represented in the Capitol by his "Preser¬
vation of Captain John Smith by Pocahontas” and by a

bas-relief of Washington above the east entrance to the
rotunda.

PIETRO BONANNI

Bonanni, a fine painter, was born in Carrara in 1792,
came to the United States about 1816, and died in Wash¬
ington on June 15, 1821. At seventeen he received a prize
from the Academy of Fine Arts of his native city for his
"Death of Count Ugolino.” Later he studied in Paris under
David and worked in Rome.

In Washington he was commissioned to decorate the
half-dome of the present Statuary Hall, which is said to
be a replica of the dome of the Rome Pantheon. His work
was so fine, that when the dome was taken down in 1901, it
was substituted with an exact fire-proof replica of the
Bonanni original. The old dome, according to Fairman, was
done "with a craftsmanship so dextrous in the handling of
light and shade that the caissons seemed to be in actual
relief and intaglio, created an impression so realistic . . .
that until one had placed his hand upon this old ceiling it
was unbelieveable that the cunning of the artist could
produce such a sensation of actual relief.” By Bonanni we
have also a self-portrait and a portrait of Carlo Franzoni,
now in the office of the Architect of the Capitol, which
Fairman does not hesitate to call "one of the most cele¬
brated examples of portraiture in the Capitol Building.”
He is listed in the Catalogue of the Pennsylvania Academy
of Fine Arts for 1819. A photograph of a "June Glow,”
also attributed to Brumidi, can be seen in the Frick Art
Reference Library in New York. (Obituary notice in New
York Post, June 19, 1821.)

fM

I'M
GIUSEPPE VALAPERTI

Mystery surrounds the death of Valaperti, or Valaperta.
A native of Milan, he lived in Liguria and in Spain before
coming to America, for one of his sons was born in Genoa
and two other children in Madrid. In 1816 he was in Vir-

m i
Capellano’s "Rescue of Captain John Smith by Pocahontas", a

in the stone wall of the Rotunda, U. S. Capitol.
relief panel

r
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Three of Valaperti's miniature busts, each three-inches high. {From left to right) Red wax bas-relief on black glass of Jefferson; red wax bas-
relief on clear glass, of Mrs. James Madison, President Madison's mother; ivory relief mounted on black glass of Archibald McVickar. (Courtesy,
New York Historical Society.)
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ginia, to do two of the eight red wax busts he is said to

have made, one of James Madison’s mother and the other of

Jefferson. Five of the busts, three inches high, are in the
New York Historical Society; they are those of Jefferson,

James Madison, Albert Gallatin, Mrs. Madison, Sr., and

James Monroe. In the same society are two fine miniature

portraits in ivory of Mr. and Mrs. Archibald McVicker.
(New York Historical Society Bulletin, April, 1927.) At
that time Valaperti was employed as a "government sculp¬
tor,” obviously at the Capitol. A Frenchman who met him
at Monticello on that occasion refers to him as a "skillful
painter and sculptor.” (Papers of the Albemarble County

Hist. Soc. Vol. IV, p. 44.) What became of him after that
nobody knows, for on March 11, 1817, the National Intel¬
ligencer carried an advertisement announcing his disap¬
pearance.

Valaperti had been recommended by Latrobe and
Thornton for the execution of a statue of Washington for

the State Capitol of North Carolina. The only work of
his in the Capitol is the eagle on the frieze of the south
side of Statuary Hall.

ENRICO CAUSICI
"Daniel Boone and the Indians’1, relief panel by Causici in the stone

wall of the Rotunda, U. S. Capitol.Causici, a native of Verona, made the 16-foot statue of
Washington at the top of the Washington Monument in
Baltimore, the oldest monument of its kind ever erected
in the United States. He received the commission to execute

the statue as the winner of a national contest and worked
two years on it, until it was raised to the summit on No¬
vember 25, 1829. Of it, it has been said “In truth, no statue

of Washington has called forth less adverse criticism.”

Causici, it would seem, came over in 1816 with a plan
for an equestrian statue of Washington which was to be
presented to the Philadelphia Academy of Fine Arts, but
while waiting for his plan to be approved he “took like¬
nesses in alabaster, in basso or alto rilievo.” For the Capitol f-m <\
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THE WASHINGTON MONUMENT IN BALTIMORE, MD.
(From an old print.) Statue of Liberty bj‘ Causici in the U. S. Capitol. (Courtesy, I. T. Frary.)
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he executed a fine Statue of Liberty and two very poor figures on the pediment were designed by John Quincy
panels, "The Landing of the Pilgrims” and "Daniel Boone’s Adams.
Fight with the Indians-” It is possible that some of the poor Rembrandt Peale in his "Reminiscences” (The Crayon,
sculptures by Causici and other Italian artists in the Capitol January 1856, p. 5.) informs us that Persico, a Neapolitan,
were done according to the specifications of the politicians had been earning "a scanty subsistence in Philadelphia by
of those days and that the artists had to comply with what miniature painting and teaching drawing” when he
was wanted. In our own days, Attilio Piccirilli preferred

won
a prize given by the Franklin Institute for a colossal head

not to mention the many pieces of statuary that came out 0f Lafayette. The prize had been destined for William
of his shop for the decoration of Rockefeller’s Riverside Rush, but Peale, who was one of the three members of the
Church. Causici’s "Liberty” and his bust of De Witt Clin- Award Committee, convinced the other two that Persico
ton which is now in the Governor’s Room at the New York was a much better artist. "When I expatiated on the beauty
City Hall, would show that he could put out some good Gf Perisco’s classic creation”, he tells us, "as the outburst

of a genius that had been buried in obscurity, and almost
Causici is said to have died at Havana. When we do not in despair, they agreed with me in voting it the palm of

know. We have, however, a letter of his to Robert Gilmore excellence. The language of our decision aroused the torpid
of Baltimore, dated New York, May 15, 1833, in which ambition of the young sculptor, who proceeded to Wash-
he wrote that he was about to leave for Italy, but that he ington, to be employed in the costly decoration of the
planned to return to America. The letter is in the Emmet Capitol.”
Collection of the New York Public Library. Another letter

sculpture when he wanted, or was free, to do it.

Actually, Persico did not obtain the Capitol commission
of his to Philip Hone, dated May 9, 1825, is in the Dreer as eaSy as that, for several members of the Senate Commit-
Collection of the Pennsylvania Historical Society. tee were opposed to him and wanted to appoint a native

PIETRO CARDELLI

I UCardelli is said to have been twenty-five years old when
he came to New York in 1816 from his native Florence.
H. W. French in his Art and Artists in Connecticut calls
him Giorgio, but Cardelli’s correspondence and his residence
in New Orleans lead us to believe that his first name was
Pietro.

Cardelli worked “upon capitals and ornaments” in the
Capitol at least in 1818 and 1819, but even during those
two years he executed busts of Jefferson, Madison, Monroe,
and John Quincy Adams, and two medals mentioned in
one of his letters. He seems to have travelled extensively
from New England to Louisiana and to have been active
over a period of more than forty years. H. W. French says
that he became very popular among the first families of
Hartford, Conn., and apparently of other cities, and add:
that his busts were “hard, lifeless pictures, thoroughly
Florentine, but said to be excellent likenesses.” According
to Fairman, Cardelli blamed “Bulfinch, the Architect of the
Capitol, for his short-sighted attitude toward the decora¬
tive art of the Capitol during the time of the erection of
the rotunda.”

rrLUIGI AND GENNARINO PERSICO

Luigi Persico is represented in the Capitol by the "Dis-
covery Group” on the left of the main entrance stairs (see I
p. 27), by the figures on the pediment and by the two

statues of Peace and War, at the top of the stairs on the
main entrance.

Persico’s sculptures are not what one might call works —rr
of art, but then one must remember that he did exactly,, , , i T? • i East pediment by L. Persico over the Rotunda entrance to the U. S.
what he was asked to do. For instance, we know that the Capitol. (Courtesy, I. T. Ftary.)
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artist, but Buchanan, a friend of Persico, whom he had crayon portraits which are now in Lynchburg, Va., and
known since they lived in the same town of Lancaster, Pa., a portrait which was exhibited at Virginia House. He was
espoused his cause and he got the "contract.” Persico was the teacher of Jacob Schoener, a minor painter.
also supported on that particular occasion by the Artists’
Fund Society of Philadelphia, which sent the Senate a

memorial, signed by John Neagle, urging his appointment
on the ground that "both as an artist and as a man, he is
entitled to distinguished consideration.” (Papers of Lan¬
caster Hist. Soc. Vol. 16, No. 3.) In 1837 Persico went to

Italy to execute the work, which was erected in 1844.
Luigi Persico lived in Lancaster as a portrait painter in

1819. A year later he moved to Philadelphia, where he
made at least three fine busts, one of Nathaniel Chapman
another of Nicholas Biddle (made in 1837) and another of
one Dr. Togno, apparently a fellow-countryman. (Two of
the busts are reproduced in an article on Persico by Ed¬
ward Biddle in the Philadelphia Evening Bulletin for Feb.
8, 1913.) It would seem also that he worked in the Capitol
long before he was given the commission for the "Discovery

Group,” as John Quincy Adams in his Diary, under date
of June 30, 1828, mentions meeting Persico on the Capitol
grounds. In all probability Persico designed the "Liberty”

which appears on the U. S. coins of 1826 and later years.

Luigi Persico’s brother, Gennarino Persico, was also
active in Philadelphia and in Virginia. In 1822 he had a

studio as drawing master and miniature painter in Phila- ity, ever to visit and live in the United States. The son of
delphia. Twenty years later, in September, 1842, he opened a painter, he was born at Bologna in 1764, but at II he
"The Southern Boarding and Day School” in Richmond, enlisted in a regiment that was going to France. For a time

He still had a studio there in 1816. By him we have three he lived in Paris, where he made beautiful watercolor por-

FRANCESCO MEZZARA

Among the portrait painters who exhibited at the
Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts in 1823, we find one
N. Mezzara, most likely the same man mentioned by Da
Ponte as one of the teachers of Italian in New York in
the 1820’s. Probably he was the same Francis Mezzara who
in 1817 was fined the sum of $100 for appending the ears
of a jackass to the portrait of a gentleman who refused to

’ accept the portrait he had painted of him. He may have
been related to the Pietro Mezzara who made a colossal
statue of Lincoln in San Francisco in 1869. Mezzara’s case
reminds that of another Italian, one Joseph Chiappi, who in
1814 was likewise fined in New York for ridiculing a
fellow-countryman of his, Lorenzo Astolfi of Philadelphia,
in his wax museum. (Ladies Weekly Museum, Sept. 20,

1817.) Odell (Annals, II.) mentions a singer by that name
in New York in 1821.

MAURO GANDOLFI

Gandolfi was one of the finest artists, of any national-
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Three crayon portraits by Gennarino Persico. (Top) Augustine W. Cross
of Lynchburg, Va. (Bottom) Unknown portraits owned by the Marshall
Lodge of the Masons, Lynchburg, Va. (Courtesy, The Valentine Museum,
Richmond.)

MAURO GANDOLFI
Self-portrait in the Pinacoteca of Bologna, Italy. (Courtesy Frick
Art Reference library, New York.)
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traits, and later in London and Rome- In 1817 he was in

the United States, but did not remain long. He painted
also oils and was excellent as an engraver. As a man, says

Dunlap, “his conduct was that of a detestable profligate,”
"as an artist, he deservedly ranks high.” He died at Bo¬
logna in 1834. According to Dunlap, he induced the
painter, William Main, to follow him to Italy, but once
there he left him to himself. Gandolfl wrote a book, Viag-

gio Agli Stati Uniti d’America, published in 1819, of
which only one copy is known to be in existence. (Revelli,
P., Terre d’America e Arcbivi dTtalia, 1926, p. 115.)

GERLANDO MARSIGLIA

Marsiglia was one of the founders and one of the first
fifteen Academicians of the National Academy of the Arts
of Design in 1826, serving until the time of his death in
1854. In New York, where he settled in 1817, “his merits
as an artist . . . rendered him eminently successful.” (Cata¬
logue—Dunlap Exhibition, Stuyvesant Institute, 1838.)

According to Dunlap, "he has painted many portraits and
other compositions of merit. He finishes with care and
colors with great clearness and brilliancy—not always with
harmony. His productions of the complicated kind are
remarkable for great beauties and obvious faults. He . . .
is esteemed for his amiable manners and correct deport¬
ment.” His portrait of Von Steuben (a copy, after Pine)
is in the New York City Hall.

Miniature on ivory of Pierre Toussaint by Antonio Meucci. (Courtesy.
New York Historical Society.)

seventy years the Raggi columns added beauty to
Jefferson’s pet project, until a fire destroyed them in 1895.

Antonio Meucci, “a miniaturist from Rome,” not to A few of the least damaged capitals, we understand,

be confused with the inventor by the same name, was a now scattered in the university museum gardens.

resident of Charleston, S. C., where he lived at 157 King As for Giacomo Raggi, we come across him once more

Street, according to the 1822 city directory. Between 1823 in New York in 1829, when he presented a petition to the
and 1826 he was active in New York, and after 1827 in City Common Council for permission to erect a fountain

New Orleans. Some of his miniature paintings are in the “i Bowling Green at his own expense “but depending

New York Historical Society, others in the Delgado uPon the inhabitants of the vicinity for remuneration.”

Museum in New Orleans. Two, which he painted at Sara- But fourteen years had to elapse before the fountain “was

toga Springs in 1824, belong to private families, and two made to play for the first time.” (Stokes, Iconography,

in the Gibbes Art Gallery of Charleston. He also Sept. 21 and Nov. 30, 1829, June 30, 1843.)

some
ANTONIO MEUCCI

are

more are

painted the scenes for the Orleans Theatre in 1827. Photo¬

graphs of ten of his miniatures can be seen in the Frick
Art Reference Library. OTHER LITTLE-KNOWN ARTISTS

Other men about whom we have scant information
were: One “Signore Gorme. ’ who exhibited paintings at
234 Broadway, New York City, in 1810. They took up

Jefferson must have been well satisfied with the work some 400 square feet of space. Whether he was an artist, or

done by the Italian sculptors in the Capitol, for when he just a dealer, we do not know.
founded the University of Virginia in 1819, once more

his eyes turned towards Italy. That is how Giacomo and Thomas A. Emmett, New York State Attorney General in
Michele Raggi, two Tuscan brothers, were engaged in No- 1812, now in the New York City Hall.
vember, 1818, to carve the columns for the Rotunda (now

Library) and others buildings of the new institution.
Giacomo apparently returned to Italy to oversee or do as a teacher of Italian.

the actual carving, returning to America in February, 1824.

The marble was shipped during the following year. For In 1822 he made an engraving of Decatur, from an original

GIACOMO AND MICHELE RAGGI

Ottaviano Giovannazzi, the sculptor of a bust of

Lewis Paduany (Padovani?), a miniturist, listed in the
New York City directory for 1819 and noted by Da Ponte

Michele Pekenino, a Piedmontese architect and engraver.
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it, is of the most beautiful kind.” “To Mr.
Sera, the architect, who designed the whole, and to whose
tasteful pencil all the rich decorations of the interior are
to be ascribed, too much praise cannot be accorded.”

In 1827, as we have seen, Antonio Meucci painted the
scenes for the Orleans Theater in New Orleans. (Louisiana
Quarterly, January, 1945.)

In 1833, when the Italian Opera House was opened in
New York, it revealed to astonished Americans who had
never traveled abroad, a luxury beyond imagination. “The
whole interior,” we learn from Ireland’s Records of the
New York Stage, "was pronounced magnificent and, with
the scenery and the curtains which were beautiful beyond
all precedent, was the conjoint production of the dis¬
tinguished Italian artists, Bragaldi, Albe (Albi) and Gui-
dicini. The ground of the box fronts was white, with
emblematical medallions, and octagonal panels of crimson,
blue and gold. The dome was painted with representations
of the Muses. R. G. White in his article on “Opera in
New York” in the March, 1882, issue of Century Maga¬
zine tells us that the theater "was decorated by some of
the most skillful Italian artists of the day, who were
brought from Europe for this purpose.”

Mario Bragaldi, according to Dunlap, was one of the
finest scene painters and decorative artists of the age. He
painted scenes for other theaters, including those of the
Astor Place Opera House in 1847, together with Allegri,
Monachesi and Guidicini, to whom we may add other
scene painters of the period, like Capelli, Collinca, and
Millini, or Molini. Their names occur frequently in the
second, third, fourth, fifth and sixth volumes (up to

1850) of Odell’s Annals. Monachesi, as we shall presently
see, was also a fine portrait painter as well as muralist.

In the South, the leading scene painter was Antonio
Mondelli. From an announcement that appeared in a

Nashville paper in September, 1830, it would seem that
he had been at work in New Orleans since 1818. "The
celebrated Mondelli,” it stated, “is engaged and will labor
incessantly to produce the powerful effects of his pencil,
which have been the admiration of New Orleans for
twelve years.” Mondelli, who studied at Milan, created
"scenic effects that were described as elaborate and amaz¬
ing. Real waterfalls, moving boats, storms, forest settings,

and clever use of lights are all described in the newspaper
accounts.” (Hunt. D. C., The Nashville Theatre, 1830-
1840, in Birmingham Southern College Bulletin, May,
1935, p. 25.) Mondelli was also the chief scenic artist for
the St. Charles Theater of New Orleans, which opened
in 1835. (Louisiana Hist. Quart., 1945.)

Mondelli added to his income by giving private lessons
in painting and drawing. In Nashville he charged $18 for
the drawing course, $24 for the painting course and $28
for all branches in general.

Another Italian artist who settled in New Orleans as
early as 1820 was one Fogliardi, who designed the scenery
for the St. Philip Theater. He also opened the first art

academy in New Orleans. Costantino Beltrami, the dis¬
coverer of the sources of the Mississippi, described his

we have seenportrait by Stuart. He is mentioned by Dunlap and listed
in Thieme and Becker.

Dunlap mentions also an engraver named Casali who
was active in New York at about the same time as Peken-
ino. He may have been a relative of the other Casali who
was active in London half a century before, unless Dunlap
attributed to a contemporary resident of New York some
engraving made by the London artist.

From Dunlap we learn the names of one T. Simmone,
who engraved a few plates in New York about 1814, and
of one Francesco Scacki (Scacchi) , who produced "a large
and poorly executed etching of the Battle of New Orleans.”

SCENE PAINTERS

In two fields Italian artists in America were pioneers
and undisputed masters throughout the first half of the
nineteenth century: scene painting and mural painting.

Not being sure of the nationality of one Ignatius Shny-
dore who abandoned scene painting for other more remun¬
erative forms of painting, including "rooms painted in the
Italian mode,” in 1788, we shall begin with Charles Ciceri,
a Milanese.

Dunlap gives a long account of Ciceri’s American ac¬
tivities in his History of the American Theatre. A jack-of-
all trades, Ciceri was theatre machinist, business man, musi¬
cian, and, above all, scene painter. He came to New York
from Philadelphia in 1793 to paint the scenes for Tam¬
many. For several years after that he painted scenes in New
York, including those for the new Park Theatre, which
opened in 1798. Ciceri was also in charge of machinery
and of the stage. Later he began to trade in merchandise
between New York and Paris, until he acquired a little
fortune which enabled him to return “in competence to
his native country, from whence he sent his friendly re¬
membrances to one who had not provided so well of old
age as he had done.” Since Dunlap died in 1839 at the age
of 73, Ciceri’s "remembrances” must have been sent in the
1820’s. Ciceri’s name appears several times in Odell’s
Annals, Yol. I.

In 1826 we find two Italians at work, painting scenes.
One of them, one Aperasso (A. Perazzo?) painted the
scenes for Parson’s Theatre in Albany. "A genius in his
way” and "an excellent artist,” he was tall and absent-
minded, falling so frequently from his scaffolds that he
never recovered fully from his falls. (Munsell, J., History

of Albany, Vol. II, p. 51.) The other was Signor Sera, not
Serra, as spelled in Odell’s Annals.

Sera occupies a prominent place in the history of
theatrical architecture in the United States, for he built
the best theater in the country up to that time, the second
Bowery Theater, in 1828. Two years before he had decor¬
ated the Park Theater.

The New York Mirror and Ladies’ Literary Gazette for
August 23, 1828, devoted a long article to the description
of the new Bowery Theatre, together with a full plate
illustration at the right hand corner of which the name of
"Sera, Arch.” plainly appears. "The scenery, too, as far as
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in 1858 (Ward, The Passionists, 114 and 158) ; the painter
Pellegrini, who "contributed not a little to make the
Church of the Sacred Heart (of New York) the most

elegant temple in the United States (Eco d’ltalia, June 11,
1864) ; F. Augero, who was also a decorator of churches
(Eco d’ltalia, April 23, 1865 and New York Herald, April
13, 1865).

Dominick Canova of New Orleans, a nephew of the
famous Antonio Canova, painted the beautiful murals in
the St. Louis Hotel, those of the Baptist Theological
Seminary, and others in public buildings in Louisiana be¬
fore the Civil War; Ciceri, another "French painter,”
probably a Milanese who came to America by way of
France, decorated the French Opera House in New Or¬
leans in 1859; Primo Boretti, who died in New York
in October, 1865, was considered "a celebrated fresco
painter,” (N. Y. Daily Tribune, Oct. 18, 1865); G. G.
Garibaldi was an "architectural decorator and artist in
fresco, in New York, in 1869 (Eco dTtalia, Dec. 2, 1869) ;
Giovanni Rossi was called to St. Louis, also in the same
year, to paint frescoes in various public buildings (Ibid.,
March 5, 1869); Filippo Donnarumma painted frescoes
in the home of F. W. Tucker, 49th Street and Fifth
Avenue, New York, in the Brougham Theater and in
churches (Ibid. Aug. 27, Sept. 10, 1869 and Dec. 28,
1872).

The list could go on, especially in the 80’s and the 90’s.

COSTANTINO BRUMIDI
The greatest fresco painter to come to America from

Italy was Costantino Brumidi.
A native of Rome, Brumidi worked for three

in the Vatican until 1852, when, at the age of forty-seven,

decorations as "superb” and "marvellous,” (Beltrami, A
Pilgrimage in Europe and America, II, 526-530).

After 1850, numerous Italian artists found work paint¬
ing scenes for theaters not only in New York, but
throughout the country. The names we have mentioned
so far, however, should be sufficient to show to what
extent Italian painters blazed the trail and set the example.

MURAL PAINTERS

Mural painting, whether in homes, churches, or public
institutions, was introduced into America by Italian artists.

It is not of recent date, as stated in The History of
American Painting by Isham and Cortissoz (1936 ed. p.
580), which asserts that "John La Farge practically in¬
vented the subject with us in 1876.” Architect G. E.
Hamlin simply dismisses the work of the Italian artists
in the U. S. Capitol by dubbing them "second-raters.”
(Article on Mural Painting in Encyclopedia Americana.)
More recently, Homer Saint-Gaudens agrees with his
friend, Mr. Cortissoz (The American artist and bis times,
1941, p. 152), even if he recalls Come, who, as we have
seen, painted many murals in New England homes some

three quarters of a century before La Farge. Come, how¬
ever, did not paint all his murals on wall paper strips, as

Mr. St. Gaudens states on page 151 of his book. Most of
them, as we have seen, were on plaster. Even before
Come, Perovani, as we have also noted, painted a ceiling
in one of the rooms of the Spanish minister in Philadelphia
in 1795. Bonanni, as we have pointed out, painted frescoes
in the United States Capitol as far back as 1817, and
Italian scene painters frescoed quite a few theaters between
1826 and 1850. When the Tivoli Theater was built in

New York in 1840, it had "a grand saloon, painted by
Signor Capelli, the ceiling being the most finished, artistic¬

ally in New York.” (Odell, Annals, IV, 435.) Aperasso,
as we have seen, used to fall frequently from his scaffolds,
way back in 1828.

As for La Farge’s church murals, he was also preceded
by the Italians. As far back as 1832 Nicola Monachesi
painted frescoes in the old Cathedral of St. John the
Evangelist and in the churches of St. Mary, St. Joseph, St.
Augustine and St. Philip, all in Philadelphia (Am. Cath.
Hist. Soc. Records, II, 122, and Thieme and Becker,
Allgemeines Eexihon der Bildenden Kunstler) , "which
brought him prominent notice. These, painted upon wet

plaster, are said to have been the first real frescoes executed
in the country” (Champlin and Perkins, Cyclopaedia of
Painters and Paintings, 1887) . He painted frescoes in other
churches, in homes, and in the Philadelphia Merchants
Exchange in 1833-34.

Among other early fresco painters we find G. Uberti,
who decorated the Church of St. Augustine, also in Phila¬
delphia, in 1836 (Ibid. I, 171); Ferdinando Rossini, who
decorated the French Church on Canal Street, in New
York, in 1851 (Eco dTtalia, July 5, 1851); Gaetano
Alessandrini, who decorated the Passionist Monastery and
the Church of the Blessed Paul of the Cross in Pittsburgh

years
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COSTANTINO BRUMIDI
Self-portrait in the U. S. Capitol.
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he came to America. In New York, where he settled at numerous buildings, including the old Tribune Building.
first, he engaged in portrait painting and in church murals He died in New York in 1875. (Obituary in N. Y.
and decoration. After a visit to Mexico City he made his Tribune, April 10, 1875.)

home in Washington, where he lived from 1852 to the
day of his death on February 19, 1880.

Butti, according to Fairman, was "the most versatile of
all, being an excellent designer and modeler, as well as a

One of Brumili’s first murals was the panel on Statuary sculptor of distinction.” A colossal plaster model of Wash-
Hall showing Cornwallis asking for a truce, still "the ington by him was
best example of fresco painting in the United States” after 1853.
almost a century. His laurels, however, rest on his famous
"Apotheosis of Washington” in the canopy of the rotunda
of the Capitol and on his frescoes in the President’s room, l

where he painted the portraits of Columbus and Vespucius I
shown on pages 45 and 49. Like other Italian artists, I
Brumidi was the object of attacks by men who wanted I
to have the work done by native artists. A fine book about I
his work by Mrs. M. C. Murdock appeared in 1950.

exhibited at the National Academy in

VINCENTI, CASONI, BUTTI, GAGLIARDI AND
COSTAGGINI

ff t %
PT

Literally scores of Italian sculptors and carvers have
worked in the decoration of the Capitol since the days of
Brumidi. Among them we may single out Francis Vincenti,
Guido Butti, Tommaso Gagliardi, Vincent Casoni and
Filippo Costaggini.

Vincenti, who worked in the Capitol from 1853 to

1858, is the author of the two busts of Indians in the gal¬
lery floor of the Senate wing. One of them is reproduced
on this page.

Casoni worked as a decorative sculptor from 1855 to

1858. Later he established himself in business in New
York, where he did marble and architectural work for

Bust of Thomas Crawford by Tommaso Gagliardi in the U. S. Capitol.

f Gagliardi, to whom we owe the bust of Thomas Craw¬
ford in the Senate wing of the Capitol, is said to have
been the most famous carver of them all. He was associated
with Larkin G. Mead in the construction of the Lincoln
Monument at Springfield, 111. Later he went to Japan,
where he founded the School of Sculpture of the Tokyo
Royal Academy.

Costaggini continued Brumidi’s work on the frieze of
the rotunda, completing almost two thirds of it. He also
painted the portrait of Senator Morrill of Vermont in the
Senate gallery. Later he worked as a free lance artist,
primarily as a church decorator in Baltimore, Philadelphia
and New York. He died in Baltimore in 1904. (Art An¬
nual, 1905.)

1
JJl

Yl

AYSH-KE-BAH-KE-KO-ZHAY
(FLAl-MOUTH.

A CHIPPEWA CHIEF.

OTHER PRE-CIVIL WAR ARTISTS

In the various city directories, from the East and South
to the Mississippi Valley, as well as in the catalogues of
the National Academy of Design, of the Pennsylvania
Academy, and similar institutions, one finds literally scores

}

Bust of Chippewa Chief by Vincenti in the U. S. Capitol.
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Brumidi’s "Apotheosis of Washington” in the ceiling of the Rotunda, U. S. Capitol.
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Jean B. Guelpa, fresco and portrait painters, respectively
(Boston Almanac, 1856 and 1858); Pasquale Palmieri, a
fresco painter, who settled in Detroit in 1858 and died,
apparently in Buffalo, in 1916 (Carroccio, April, 1932, p.
151 and Atlantica, March 1931, p. 139) ; La Mano,
painter at Barnum’s in 1859 (Odell, Annals, VII, 154);
Louis Del Noce, painter, who exhibited at the National
Academy in 1862 and 1863; G. C. Citaroto, a Sicilian
sculptor who was in Chicago in 1865 and later executed a
memorial to General Sherman’s daughter in Cincinnati
(Eco d’ltalia, Feb. 11, March 18, April 13, 1865); Fabrino
Julio, who was born at St. Helena of Italian father and
Scotch mother, and settled in New Orleans in 1861, where
he painted his "Last Meeting of Lee and Jackson”; Tito
Conti, an ornamental sculptor (d. 1910), who opened a
studio in Boston in Civil War days; and finally one Pietro
Mezzara of San Francisco, whom Gottschalk calls "eminent
sculptor” in his Notes of a pianist (1881, 395). Mezzara
did a colossal statue of Lincoln which was placed in front
of the Lincoln House in San Francisco. (Eco d’ltalia,
Sept. 9, and Dec. 9, 1865; Dana, J., The man who built
San Francisco, 1939, 207.) Another statue of his
erected in Union Square, also in San Francisco (Eco d’ltalia,
Oct. 8, 1869). Whether he was related to the other Mez-

mentioned in the preceding pages, or to the sculptor
Joseph Mezzara, a native of New York who was active in
Paris from 1852 to 1875, we have not been able to ascertain.

scene

V
rZJ

V

was

portion of the Rotunda in the U. S. Capitol showing the
frieze by Bruxnidi and Costaggini. (Courtesy, I. T. Frary.)

Upper
fresco zara

of Italian artists at work between 1830 and 1865. Names

like F. M. Terrigi, portrait and historical painter, 1824-25;

Charles Canda, teacher of drawing and painting (N. Y.

Ev. Post, Sept. 19-26, 1832); G. Chizzola (National
Academy of Design, 1837 exhibit); Spiridione Gambar-

della, who made a portrait of Felice Foresti, and who

exhibited at the National Academy between 1838 and

1868; C. Capelli, already noted as a scene painter, who

exhibited at the National Academy in 1843; one Mrs.
Balmanno, who exhibited at the National Academy also

in 1843; Thomas C. Ambrosi, a painter, listed in the

Philadelphia city directory for 1846; one Parmacelli, who
painted a portrait of Mayor Clinton, now in New York

City Hall, mentioned in Valentine’s Manual for 1848, p.

329; one Brunetti, who exhibited a Panorama of Jerusalem
in New York in 1848 (Odell, Annals, V, 402) ; Giuseppe

Gerosa, who exhibited at the National Academy between

1849 and 1863; Francis Pedretti, a fresco painter, who
lived in Cincinnati from 1854 to the time of his death in

that city in 1891 (Greve, C. T. Centennial History of
Cincinnati, Vol. II) ; Anthony Piatti, sculptor, who ex¬

hibited at the National Academy between 1850 and 1857;

Nestore Corradi, friend and companion of Garibaldi while
the famous General lived in New York, where Cor¬
radi died in 1891 (photograph of his portrait of Garibaldi
in Frick Art Reference Library) ; Francis Augero, portrait
painter, who exhibited at the National Academy between
1854 and 1870 (photographs of two of his portraits in

Frick Library and notice in Eco d’ltalia, April 12, 1851) ;

Raffaello Genovese, historical and portrait painter of
Palermo (Eco d’ltalia, Nov. 5, 1851); Philip Guelpa and

NICOLA AND FILIPPO MONACHESI

Nicola Monachesi, as we have seen, painted murals in
Philadelphia churches, homes and public buildings, as far
back as 1832. He painted many portraits, including
of Lorenzo Da Ponte, and probably also for his patrons,
Girard, Madam Rush and Joseph Bonaparte. He also
painted a large picture "The Murder of Jane McCrea”
which was exhibited at the Pennsylvania Academy of the
Fine Arts in 1832. A native of Tolentino, in the province
of Macerata, Italy, where he was born in 1795, he died
in Philadelphia in 1851. He had studied painting at the
Academy of S. Luca in Rome, under Landi.

Another painter by the same name, Filippo Monachesi,
probably a brother, also was a resident of Philadelphia as
early as 1831. Both Nicola and Filippo had their studio
at 98 Locust Street and later at 156 Pine Street. Filippo
seems to have been primarily a mural painter.

one

NICOLINO CALYO

Calyo is best remembered for his paintings of New
York City after the Great Fire (of 1835), and for his
views in gouache and pastel. His paintings are scattered in
various museums from New York to Baltimore, including
some at the New York Historical Society and the Museum
of the City of New York. In 1856 he, his son and another
painter did the drapery and the act drop for Laura Keene’s
new theatre in New York City. (Odell, Annals, VI, 540.)
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His picture of the "Philadelphia Waterworks” “was pop¬
ular on Staffordshire china. He also painted in Charleston
and Richmond.” (Two Hundred and Fifty Years of Faint¬
ing in Maryland, pp. 48-50 and 109-110.)

Calyo lived a most adventurous life. He was born at

Naples (or in the Kingdom of Naples, probably Calabria)
in 1796, the son of a colonel. In 1821 he took part in the
revolutionary movement that spread all over Italy and
was compelled to leave his native land. For several years
after that he lived in Malta and in Spain, coming to

America in the 1830’s. While here, Napoleon III
frequently his guest. In 1842 (most likely in 1840), he
went back to Spain, where he was appointed painter to

Queen Mother Christine, herself a Neapolitan princess,
executing for her a portrait which was at one time, and
probably still is, in the royal palace in Madrid. Calyo
remained only a short while in Spain and returned to New
York where he lived most of his remaining years. He died
in New York in 1884. (New York Daily Tribune, Decem¬
ber 14, 1884.)

His son, Annibale Calyo, followed on his father’s foot¬
steps and became scene painter at the Academy of Music
after his brother-in-law, Giuseppe Allegri, relinquished the
place when he returned to Italy. Annibale Calyo died in
New York in June, 1883. (Eco d’ltalia, June 2, 1883.)

was

&
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Terpsichore, one of the nine muses painted by Fagnani.
(Courtesy, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York City.)

page we reproduce that of Edwin Smith in the New York
Historical Society. In June, 1848, he exhibited at the

Anelli, a painter, must have been quite active, for in Middle Reformed Protestant Dutch Church of Brooklyn,
the Frick Art Reference Library alone we find twelve or a 500-foot long canvas entitled "The End of the World.”
thirteen photographs of portraits painted by him. In this (Odell, Annals, V, 411.) He exhibited at the National

Academy of Design from 1836 and was still in New York

FRANCESCO ANELLI

LATILLA AND FAGNANI

In 1849 two outstanding artists, Eugenio Latilla and
Giuseppe Fagnani, settled in New York.

Latilla, an honorary member of the National Academy
of Design from 1847 to 1860, was the son of Italian
father and English mother. He came to America preceded
by an excellent reputation which he acquired during the
years he lived in London and on the Continent. Tucker-
man, who knew him, says that "as a portrait painter he
had skill and taste: painted portraits of 50 of the most

eminent American clergymen,” and "proved of signal
benefit to the School of Design.” Also according to

Tuckerman, "two houses in New York bear witness to his
superior taste and execution in encausting painting.”
Later he devoted himself to rural architecture and lived
the last years of his life at Chautauqua, where he died in
1860. (Tuckerman, H. T., Book of the Artists, 1867,
418-420; Iso, Francis, J. W., Old New York, 1880, Vol.
IV, 301.)

Fagnani was born in Naples in 1819 and died in New
York on May 22, 1873. He came to America in 1849 with
his friend, the English Ambassador, Henry Bulwer. His

V

v

4
Anelli's portrait of Edwin Smith. (Courtesy, New York Historical

Society.)
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portrait of Henry Clay, the first portrait of a Speaker tion in public taste.” (op. cit., 400.) His self-portrait,
owned by the United States Government, is in the United however, is in the "Galleria degli Uffizi” in Florence. (See
States Capitol. He acquired fame in America with his The art life of a \9tk century portrait painter, Joseph
Nine Muses, for which nine American society women Fagnani, by Emma Fagnani, 1930, and Eco d’ltalia, Aug.
posed. They are now in the Metropolitan Museum of Art. 20, 1869.) His son, Charles Prospero, taught for years at

Photographs of other portraits by him are in the Frick the Union Theological Seminary in New York as related
Library. According to Mr. Barker, "he caused a corrup- in Chapter Twenty.

FROM THE CIVIL WAR TO OUR OWN DAYS

British Museum. But Cesnola was an American and envi¬
sioned New York as one of the centers of art and culture in
the world.

So vicious were the attacks against Cesnola that once he
could not refrain himself any more and replied in such
violent terms to one of his critics that he was sued for
libel. The trial lasted three months, but Cesnola won the
case. When he died his pallbearers were some of New
York’s leading figures, including J. Pierpont Morgan and
Carl Schurz. The Scientific American summed it up in a
few words, when in its editorial of December 3, 1904, it
wrote that "The Metropolitan Museum of Art, as we know
it today, may be regarded as a monument to his energy,
enterprise and rare executive ability.” Only three months
before his death the Arena had stated in its issue ofi Sep¬
tember 1904 that "New York, therefore, had its solid rise
in the founding of the noble institution, and in the de¬
termined character and genius of General L. P. di Cesnola
almost from the beginning. Not until the Cyprus collec¬
tions arrived was there any strong artistic impulse in the
greatest city in America. They formed the nucleus around
which one of the greatest art institutions of the civilized
world has been formed.”

PALMA DI CESNOLA
The greatest Italian name in American art after the

Civil War is that of Luigi Palma Di Cesnola. How he served
with distinction as a Colonel and as a Brigadier General
in the Civil War, winning the Congressional Medal of
Honor, is told in Chapter Twenty-two. Here we shall
dwell, however briefly, on his work as director of the
Metropolitan Museum of Art from 1879 to the time of his
death in 1904.

The Metropolitan Museum, it is well to remember, was

established in 1870, in a private house on Fourteenth
Street, until a permanent building was erected on its pres¬
ent site in 1879. It was then that Di Cesnola was ap¬

pointed as its first director. In that same year, Prince¬

ton University bestowed upon him the honorary degree of
Doctor of Laws.

One cannot recount in a few lines all the difficulties the
new director had to overcome almost to the very end of his
life. For one thing, the American people did not have much

for art, and to many of them the museum was a waste

of money. (It was not many years ago that Calvin Coolidge

said to Homer Saint-Gaudens, “What is the use of art,”

(op. cit. p. 1J), just as another New Englander wrote in

1719, that "The plowman that raiseth grain is more service¬

able to mankind than the painter who draws only to please
the eye” (Hagen, op. cit., p. 2).

Then, Cesnola was a foreigner, and to some people a

swindler, who had sold a lot of ruins to the Metropolitan
Museum for $60,000, referring by that to his famous col¬
lection of Cypriote antiquities, worth at least $200,000 and
for a part of which he had been offered $50,000 by the

use

FORGOTTEN ARTISTS
Scores upon scores of Italian artists arrived in America

in the half century following the Civil War. Among them
a distinguished place is occupied by the architectural sculp¬
tors and mural painters, the carvers and the decorators,
from whose scalpels and brushes came many of the statues,
architectural ornaments and frescoes which adorn our
squares, our public buildings and the finest churches in our
cities. Their names are now forgotten, except in some rare
article or official report. To cite only one instance, most
of the better-known statues by Daniel Chester French,
Saint-Gaudens, McMonnies, Bartlett, and other famous
American sculptors, were enlarged from the sculptors mod¬
els and carved into marble by the six Piccirilli brothers
and their father, Giuseppe. Also from their studio came the
marble decorations and statues that adorn the Customs
House, the Stock Exchange, the old County Court House,
all in New York, down to Riverside Church and Rocke¬
feller Center in recent years. But then there are those
statues whose artists are entirely forgotten, like the sculp¬
tor of the victory statue on top of the monument in Capi¬
tol Park at Harrisburg, which, according to the Encyclo¬
paedia Britannica, was executed in Rome, in 1868.
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THE METROPOLITAN MUSEUM OF ART
as it looked in 1888, nine years after Di Cesnola became its director.

(Courtesy, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York City.)
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To trace their names is beyond the purpose of the present
article. We shall, therefore, follow the Roman proverb
“ab uno disce omnes” and recall only a few of the more

prominent ones. •w

LUIGI GREGORI

In the first chapter of the present work we have already
seen three of the paintings about Columbus’ life which
Luigi Gregori did for Notre Dame University.

When Father Edward Sorin, founder of that famous
institution, went to Rome to look for an artist to decorate
the University Chapel, Pope Pius the Seventh recom¬

mended Mr. Gregori. From information kindly furnished
to the writer in 1933 by Paul R. Byrne, the University
Librarian, we learn that Gregori came here on a three year
contract to paint the fourteen Stations of the Cross. It
took him two years to complete this set but in the mean¬

time he was also engaged in decorating the ceiling of the

chapel as work progressed. One of his murals, "Columbus’s
Return and Reception at Court” was used by the United
States Government as the design on the ten cent stamp is¬

sued at the time of the Columbian Exposition. He also
painted many portraits and did altar pieces for the Cath¬
olic Cathedrals of Baltimore and Dubuque. A native of
Bologna, Gregori returned to Italy in 1891 and died there
in 1896 in his seventy-seventh year. We recommend his
work to those students of art who may still be under the
impression that it was La Farge to paint the first murals
in American churches. His self-portrait, reproduced on this

page, is in the "Galleria degli Uffizi” in Florence. A photo¬
graph of his portrait of General Sheridan is in the Frick
Library. (See III. Cath. Hist. Rgv. April, 1922, and Cath.
Hist. Researches, April, 1887, 94.)

fv

Rebisso’s statue of Grant in Lincoln Park, Chicago. (Courtesy,
Department of Parks, City of Chicago.)

LOUIS T. REBISSO

Rebisso (1837-1899) came to America in 1837, but his
better-known monuments were executed in the 1880’s and
’90’s. A native of Genoa, he lived for a while in Boston, and
then, for the rest of his life at Cincinnati, where he taught
sculpture at the McMicken School of Art and Design.

Rebisso executed several equestrian monuments, includ¬
ing those of Grant in Lincoln Park in Chicago, General
McPherson in Washington, and General Harrison in Cin¬
cinnati. According to Loredo Taft, Rebisso’s chief contri¬
bution to American sculpture was as a teacher, particularly
of men like Niehaus, Barnhorn and Borglum, for his
statues were "uniformly commonplace, not good enough
to be considered seriously from an artistic standpoint, nor
bad enough to be picturesque.” (Taft, L., History of
American Sculpture, 1925 ed., 523.) Another expert who
had the opportunity to examine the Grant statue closely
proclaimed it the work of a genius. His statue of McPher¬
son "bears a near inspection much better than some others
in the city.” (Am. Archit. and Bldg. News, October 24,
p. 55, and 31, p. 69, 1891.) For the Grant statue fifteen
sculptors, including E. C. Potter and C. E. Dallin, com¬
peted, but Rebisso was awarded the commission. Joseph
Sibbel was also one of his pupils. (Biographical sketch in
Encyclopedia Americana.')

ADOLFO APOLLONI AND TOMMASO JUGLARIS
Apolloni (1855-1923) , the famous sculptor who became

mayor of Rome and senator of the Kingdom of Italy, lived
in Boston and in Providence between 1879 and 1883. For
a while he taught at the New England Conservatory. He

i i
LUIGI GREGORI

Self-portrait in Galleria dagli Uffizi, Florence.
(Courtesy, Notre Dame University.)
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married a native o£ Providence, but after his wife’s death Blaine) and several monuments, including that to the
in 1883 he returned to Italy. Two of his works were heroes of the war of 1836 in Galveston, Texas. From 1892
shown at the World’s Columbian Exposition in 1893. His to 1899 he was head of the department of fine arts, founded

by him, at the Columbian (now George Washington)
Juglaris, a native of Piedmont, was a painter. He came University. He executed a pair of bronze doors for the

over at about the same time as Apolloni, and also settled in United States Capitol, which have never been hung and
Boston, where he was artistic director for a chromolitho- now on exhibition at the west entrance of the New Na-
graphical firm. He, too, later moved to Providence where tional Museum Building in Washington. Of his four
he taught "figure, ornament, composition and design” at two are architects, and one is a well-known sculptor.
the Rhode Island School of Design as late as 1891. (The
Craftsman, 1905, 43-54.)

"Poet” is in the Boston Museum.

are

sons,

GAETANO TRENTANOVE
Trentanove, a native of Florence (1858-1937), executed

many statues, although he is best known for that of Mar¬
quette in the United States Capitol. He also did the statues
of Daniel Webster and Albert Pike in Washington, the
Kosciusko equestrian statue in Milwaukee, two war me¬
morials at Oshkosh, and Appleton, Wis., the monument to

the Confederate soldiers at Springfield, Mo., and other
works.

LOUIS AMATEIS

Amateis (1855-1913), a sculptor, was born in Piedmont
and came over in 1883. He executed numerous busts from
life (Andrew |Carnegie, President Arthur, James G.

GIUSEPPE COSENZA

Cosenza (1846-1922), a painter, was born in Calabria
and came to the United States in 1886. He painted por¬
traits, marine views, and miniatures, now scattered in Italy,
Paris, London and New York. In 1892 he served as vice-
president of the International Jury for Fine Arts at the
Chicago World’s Fair. Of his four children, one became an
engineer, the other a pianist, and the third, Mario E., dean
of Brooklyn College. (See, Comanducci, A.M., Dizionario
illustrato dei pittori e incisori Italians modems, 2nd ed.,
1945; Della Rocca, Uarte moderna in Italia, 1883, 217-221
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VITTORIO CIANI

Also in the 80’s came to America Vittorio Ciani of Flor¬
ence, the sculptor of the bust of George Clinton in the
United States Capitol. He did also "The Landing of the
Pilgrims” in New England and New York. He died at

Perth Amboy, N. J., in 1908.

C. S. PIETRO

An exceptional, although little known, sculptor who
died in New York in 1918 at the age of thirty-one was

C. S. Pietro, a native of Palermo. His bust and statue of
his friend, John Burroughs, and his head of a child (one
of the Vanderbilts)
museums of Boston, Toledo, Cleveland, Hartford and St.
Louis. (See Art and Archeology, Sept.-Oct. 1918, 313 and
341.)
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ALBERT OPERTI

Operti (1852-1927), a native of Turin, lived a full life.
A cadet in the British Naval Marine as a young man, he
came to the United States in the 1870’s, and became a

caricaturist and scenic artist. Later he made two voyages
to the Arctic regions with Admiral Peary, serving at the
same time as special correspondent for the "New York
Herald.” He made the first casts ever made of North

—
Treotanove's statue of Marquette in the United States Capitol
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Greenland Eskimos for the Museum of Natural History of bust of Chief Justice Fuller, U. S. Supreme Court, Wash-
New York, and numerous paintings and magazine illustra- ington; a statue of “Peace” at the Hague, Holland; busts
tions showing life in the Polar regions. Two paintings of of Hamilton, Franklin, and other famous Americans. His
his "The Rescue” and "Farthest North” were executed for portrait of an old woman, "Nearing Home,” is now in the
the U. S. Army and Navy departments. He also illustrated Corcoran Art Gallery in Washington. (New York Times,
several books. In 1893 he was selected by the U. S. Gov- June 23, 1936.)
ernment as its representative artist at the World’s Colum¬
bian Exposition in Chicago. (See Natural History, Vol. 27,
628-631; Who’s Who in America; Who’s Who in New
York.)

ATTILIO PICCIRILLI

No Italian artist in the United States in recent years has
been more loved and more respected by Americans of all
racial backgrounds than Attilio Piccirilli (1868-1945). A
native of Massa Carrara, he studied sculpture at the Acca-
demia of San Luca in Rome, coming to the United States

ica in 1896. He executed many of the sculptures for the with his fatber and brothers in 1888. From 1898, when he
Pennsylvania Capitol at Harrisburg, the Court House at made the MacDonough monument in New Orleans, to the
St. Louis, Mo., the pediments of several buildings and very time of his death, Attilio Piccirilli gave America and
churches, including the Church of St. John the Baptist in tbe world of art numerous memorials and statues, begin-
New York. Referring to Alfano’s little work “Tout danse ning with the monument to the heroes of the Maine (he
devant le Grand Perturbateur,” Loredo Taft said that “no defeated forty-nine rivals in a national contest), to the
sculptor of American birth has yet attained to the 'chic* Firemen>s Memorial on Riverside Drive, both in New York,
and dainty charm of that fantastic relief.” (op. at. 468.) the Marconi Monument in Washington, the bust of Jeffer-
On his work, besides Thieme and Becker, see Brush and
Pencil, July, 1905, and Who’s Who in America.

VINCENZO ALFANO

A native of Naples, Alfano (1854-1929) came to Amer-

son on the rotunda of the State Capitol at Richmond, Va.,
the statue of James Monroe at Ash Lawn, Va., and the war
memorial for the City of Albany. He also did numerous
medals, medallions, doors, friezes, and other sculptural
pieces. His "Frageline” is in the Metropolitan Museum. In

August Florian Iaccaci, as he was better known, was 1932 the Thomas Jefferson Memorial Foundation awarded
born in France and educated in part in Italy. His mother him tbe goid citizenship medal. (See, Lombardo J., Picci-
was a native of Italy, and his father was of Italian extrac- rj!Ii, 1944.)
tion. He came to America as a boy, and rose to a distin¬
guished position as one of the editors of "McClure Maga¬
zine” at its foundation, and for several years as art editor
of "Scribner’s Magazine.” As a decorative artist, he is

best known for his murals in the Minnesota Capitol and
in the old Potter Palmer residence in Chicago. He was also
the author of several books. On the occasion of his death

FLORIANO IACCACI

PH

bin France on July 22, 1930, the "New York Times” de¬
voted a long editorial to his work as an artist and a pub¬
lic- spirited citizen.

JOHN RAPETTI

Rapetti, a distinguished sculptor, was born in Como in

1862 and died in New York in 1936. As a young man he

went to Paris, where he worked as one of Bartholdi’s as¬

sistants in the casting of the Statue of Liberty. (His name

is engraved in the crown of the statue as one of its crea¬

tors.) He came to America in 1889 to work on the art ex¬

hibits at the Chicago Exposition, but shortly after that he

settled in New York. His works include the statues of
Hamilton and Jefferson on the campus of Columbia Uni¬

versity; the statue of General Grant in Grant Park,
Brooklyn; the statues of Greely at Chappaqua, N. Y., and

of Admiral Farragut in Washington Square, New York; a

magnificent “Pieta”; much of the ornamental relief work
at the St. Alban’s Cathedral in Washington; a bust of a

girl which won first prize at the Paris World’s Fair in 1900;

the statue of Nathan Hale at St. Paul, Minn.; the marble
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Maine Monument at the entrance to Central Park, New York City,
by Attilio Piccirilli. (Courtesy, New York City Park Department.)
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ARTISTS WHO HAVE DIED IN RECENT YEARS TODAY’S ARTISTS

It would be impossible in a chapter as this one even to
list the more than 300 names of artists of Italian birth or
extraction who are at present active from the Atlantic to
the Pacific. In sculpture alone, close to twenty per cent of
the artists represented at the 1940 exhibit of the National
Sculpture Society had Italian names, or, to be more exact,
24 out of a total 122 exhibiting members. There were also
four invited artists.

Among the sculptors, it may be sufficient to mention
Paolo Abbate, Edmund Amateis, Olympio Brindesi, E.
Cadorin, Vincent Carano, Gaetano Cecere, Enrico Cerrac-
chio, Pompeo Coppini, Gemma D’Auria (Mrs. Percy Hous¬
ton), Anthony De Francisci, Giuseppe Donato, Alfeo
Faggi, Archimede Giacomantonio, Arthur Ivone, Salvatore
Lascari, Leo Lentelli, Thomas Lo Medico, Oronzio Mal-
darelli, Pietro Montana, Joseph Nicolosi, Joseph Pollia,
Onorio Ruotolo, Antonio Salemme, Victor Salvatore, Con-
cetta Scaravaglione, Cesare Stea and Ettore de Zoro.

Among the painters, three men would head the list:
Jon Corbino, a Sicilian, called the Rubens of New Eng¬
land; Luigi Lucioni, a Milanese, famous for his etchings;
Arturo Noci, a Roman, noted for his portraits. Others who
occupy prominent places in painting are Vincent Canade,
Ercole Cartotto, Dane Chanese, Carlo Ciampaglia, Gustavo
Cimiotti, Alfred Crimi, Joseph De Martini, Frank Di
Gioia, Rosario Gerbino, Louis Guglielmi, Aldo Lazzarini,
Peppino Mangravite, Felix Martini, Vincenzo Maragliotti,
Athos Menaboni, Umberto Romano, Francesco Spicuzza
and Nicola Ziroli. Some painters are also good sculptors,
and vice-versa.

The illustrations of books and magazine articles are both
numerous and distinguished. Men like La Gatta, Calapai,
Cimino, De Feo, Patri, and a score of others. Anthony and
Joseph Mungo, brothers, occupy a unique place for their
illuminations and miniatures. More numerous are the di¬
rectors and staff members of art departments of magazines
and newspapers.

Church decorators, both mural painters and sculptors,
are not numerous—about a dozen or so—but what they
lack in number they make up in artistic skill. Men like
Raggi and Zucchi in New Jersey, Gangelosi in Chicago,
Tommasi (a sculptor) , La Russa and D’Ambrosio in New
York, and others in the South and on the West Coast,
such as Rev. Sciocchetti in San Francisco.

Not a few Italian-American artists are engaged in teach¬
ing in art schools or in the art departments of our leading
universities. The painter, Sante Graziani, is dean of the
Whitney School of Art of New Haven; Albert D’Andrea,
the only American to be elected to the Royal Society of
Arts in England in 1947, is chairman of the art department
of the College of the City of New York.

Giovanni Castano of Boston, Giuliano Acampora of New
York, Pasquale Farina of Philadelphia, are among the ex¬
perts on whom American galleries and museums often call
upon to restore works of art or to express their opinion
regarding doubtful paintings.

Among the artists who have died in recent years, we

may recall Ernesto Bagni Piatta, designer of the Navy and
Marine Memorial to be erected in Washington; James No-
velli, sculptor of numerous groups for parks and places in
New York; Michele Falanga, painter, one of the founders
of the Leonardo Da Vinci Art School; Attilio Pusterla,

painter of the murals in the Ottawa Parliament building
and the New York County Court House; Edmund Piz-
zella, noted for his pastels of American women; Raffaello
Menconi, whose sculptures adorn the U. S. Customs House
in New York and other buildings in other cities, includ¬
ing one at Yale University; Vincenzo Miserendino, sculp¬
tor of many statues; Ettore Caser, muralist and associate
member of the National Academy of Design; Gottardo
Piazzoni, painter of the murals in the San Francisco Pub¬
lic Library; Joseph Stella, possibly America’s leading ab¬
stractionist painter; Andre Durando, the painter of the
murals in the Boston Opera House; Ercole Cartotto, who
painted the portraits of President Coolidge, Chief Justice
Stone, and other prominent men; Beniamino Bufano, the
sculptor who designed the buffalo on the nickel, and exe¬

cuted a huge statue of Saint Francis in San Francisco; Sal¬
vatore Scarpitta, a noted sculptor, active for years in Cali¬
fornia; Stephen Pichetto, art restorer for the Metropolitan
Museum and consultant to the National Gallery in Wash¬
ington.
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"Heroic Sacrifice", main figure in front of Cenotaph to the memory
of the heroes of the Alamo at San Antonio, Texas, by Pompeo Coppini.
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out. But there are others, as one can easily find out from
the member list of the American Institute of Architects.
Landscape architects, like the late Ferruccio Vitale, have
also distinguished themselves.

ARCHITECTS

The first architect of Italian extraction, although of way
back, seems to have been Colonel Taliaferro, who designed
the house in Williamsburg he later gave to his son-in-law,
George Wythe, the Signer of the Declaration of Inde¬
pendence. But the first professional architect of Italian
birth in all probability was one Sera of Bologna who built,

CRAFTSMEN

In the many books dealing with handicrafts in America
as we have seen, the new Bowery Theatre in New York in one finds scores of names of craftsmen of Italian birth or

extraction. They are especially skillful in jewelry design-
Italian priests designed a number of churches from Phila- ing, bookbinding, cameos, leather tooling, wood carving,

delphia to Iowa, all the way to New Orleans and San wrought iron work, and similar crafts in which Italians
Francisco. Father Tornatore was one of the two men who have excelled for centuries.

1828.

designed the Cathedral of S.S. Peter and Paul in Philadel¬
phia. Father Mazzuchelli, it is said, designed the Iowa State the National Gallery of Art was built in Washington, most

Capitol. Father Cambiaso, who designed the old Jesuit of the marble work was entrusted to an Italian firm of
Church on Baronne Street in New Orleans, is said to have Louisville, Ky., which installed all the interior marble, all
been the first man in the world to use reinforced concrete the marble mosaics, the Louis XIV fountains, the traver-

for foundations.
Many Italians have served as professional architects since Church of Stanford University were made in Italy, sent to

the Civil War. Antonio di Nardo of Cleveland, who died Stanford in sections, and put in place by Italian workers
in 1948, taught architecture at Western Reserve University who were sent over for that exclusive purpose. Actually,
and at the Carnegie Institute of Technology. Richard H. all over the country, from the Atlantic to the Pacific, there
Granelli was recently awarded the Paris Prize of the Beaux- are not many public buildings in which the terrazzo and
Arts Architects. Olindo Grossi is chairman of the depart- mosaic work was not executed by plans.
ment of architecture at Pratt Institute, Italo Ferrari, who
died in 1951, was professor of architecture at Cooper time, but it would be idle to speculate about their nation-
Union for twenty years. He designed ships and helped de- ality. We believe, however, that following the special emi-
sign the Criminal Courts Building, the Frick Museum, the gration of Italian skilled workers to the West Indies in
Hayden Planetarium, the J. P. Morgan Bank, and numer- 1751, a few Italian craftsmen may have come over, either
ous other office buildings. Others have designed apartment on some of the many American ships that traded with those
houses, and whole housing projects. Among them, Rosario islands, or by the way of New Orleans and the West Indies,
Candela of New York and John Guarino of Boston, stand as related in Chapter Twenty-One.

In mosaics and terrazzo work they lead. When in 1941

tine stone and similar works. All the mosaic in the Memorial

Italian names of craftsmen are found also in Colonial

1 \m. \
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Jon Corbino’s oil painting "Flood". (Courtesy, Montclair, N. J., Art Museum.)
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A page from "The Illustrated Weekly” of New York for Dec. 2, devoted to the Italian works of art exhibited
at the Philadelphia Centennial Exhibition in 1876. (Courtesy, New York Public Library.')



CHAPTER SIXTEEN

MISSIONARIES AND RELIGIOUS EDUCATORS

All statements in the present chapter are fully
documented in Volume Two of "Italian-American
History ” The reader is referred to it for additional
details.

chio, a Milanese, was active in the recently established
parish of the Old St. Patrick’s Cathedral on Mott Street,
and was elected vice-president of the New York Catholic
Benevolent Society, the first Catholic organization of its
kind in the country, in 1816. (Incidentally, old St.
Patrick’s Cathedral was built by an Italian mason named
Morte.)

Italian missionaries played a most important role in
the establishment of the Roman Catholic Church in the
the United States. They did not come over to minister
to immigrants; they came over 1) to convert the Indians
and 2) to seek an asylum.

It so happened, therefore, that before 1880 there were
more Italian priests in the United States than during the
next quarter of a century, when millions of immigrants

landed on our shores from Italy. It so happened also that
probably half of the Italian priests who arrived before
1870, were engaged in educational activities, from the
District of Columbia to the Pacific Coast, as professors
of theology and languages—and even science—as well as

presidents or founders of colleges and universities; the
others were laying the foundations of the Catholic Church
west of the Mississippi. A notable few, nevertheless, were

organizing parishes in the East.

The first group arrived between 1818 and 1830 and
consisted primarily of Lazarist Fathers, or members of the
Congregation of the Mission, who labored between Missouri
and Louisiana in the West and Philadelphia and Baltimore
in the East. To them one lone Dominican must be added,

Father Mazzuchelli.
The second group arrived between 1840 and 1870 and

was made up largely of Jesuits, with a relatively few Fran¬
ciscan, Passionist, Servite, and Capuchin Fathers. During

this period only a handful of Italian secular priests labored
in the United States; but, what they lacked in numbers,

they made up in quality.

In New Jersey, Giovanni Battista Sartori built the
first Catholic Church in the state, that of St. John the
Baptist, at Trenton, in 1814. In Philadelphia, several Ital¬
ians were active in local parish affairs at the beginning of
the last century. In Louisiana, in Virginia, in Alabama, in
South Carolina, in Mississippi, in Arkansas, in Georgia, in
Indiana, in Illinois, and later in California and Colorado,
Italian Catholics did their share to the best of their abilities.
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PIONEER LAYMEN

Even before any Italian priest began his labors in
America, natives of Italy helped to establish some of the
first parishes and erect some of the first churches in the
United States.

In New York, Antonio and Filippo Filicchi became
the benefactors of Mother Seton and helped her to estab¬
lish her Order of the Sisters of Charity. Anthony Trapani,
a native of Meta, near Naples, was one of the first trustees

of St. Peter’s Church on Barclay Street. Charles Del Vec-

!

OLD ST. PETER’S CHURCH
on Barclay Street, New York City, as it
looked in 1785. At least one Italian, Anthony
Trapani, assisted in its erection and served
as trustee.

243
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Society of the Faith of Jesus, who came to Maryland in
1 1803. He died at Taneytown, Md., in 1845, after serving

as prefect at Georgetown College.
In 1810, one Rev. B. Torelli and one Rev. Bonavita

were stationed in Philadelphia and New York, respectively,
and Rev. Giovanni Grassi began his labors at Georgetown.
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THE FIRST PRESIDENT

OF GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITYQ Father Giovanni Grassi, S.J., a native of Bergamo, be¬
came president of Georgetown College in 1812, two years
after his arrival, and out of a small school he created the
first Catholic University in the United States. Under him
Georgetown acquired such a prestige (even Protestants
sent their sons to study there) that soon there were more
applicants than accomodations.

Father Grassi had been proposed as Bishop of Detroit,
but he was anxious to return to his native land, where he
became provincial and assistant for Italy to the General of
the Society of Jesus.

THE FIRST CATHOLIC CHURCH IN NEW JERSEY
An early photograph of the Church of St. John the Baptist, Trenton,
N. J., erected in 1814 by John Sartori.

THE FIRST PRIESTS

The first Italian priest to labor in the United States,

so far as we know, was Father Nicholas Zucchi of the

THE ITALIAN LAZARISTS IN MISSOURI AND IN THE EAST

BISHOP ROSATI
The outstanding Italian priest in Missouri, to our own

days, was Bishop Joseph Rosati (1789-1843). A native of
Sora, near Naples, he was twenty-seven years old when he
came to the United States, but he possessed such organizing
qualities that two years later, upon the death of Father De
Andreis, he succeeded him as superior. Seven years later,
with the creation of the diocese of St. Louis, he was elevated
to the rank of bishop, remaining in charge for thirteen
years until he was sent on a diplomatic mission in 1840.

Bishop Rosati’s accomplishments are told by the 34
churches, 9 of stone, 10 of brick, 25 of wood, attended by
68 priests in 1838. He also built colleges, academies,
vents, an orphan asylum, a hospital, and, above all, the
old Cathedral of St. Louis which he began in 1830 and
finished in 1834. Of historical interest is also Father De
Smet’s mission to the Indians of the Northwest, which he
authorized shortly before he left his see.

The first important group of Italian Lazarists, or mem¬

bers of the Congregation of the Mission, landed in Balti¬

more on July 26, 1816. They were headed by Father Felix

De Andreis, a native of Piedmont, and included Father
Giuseppe Rosati, several priests and a few brothers. From

Baltimore, they proceeded, most of the way on foot, to

Pittsburgh and from there on a flatboat (a regular boat
was a luxury) to Kentucky, where they spent a year

teaching theology and other subjects.

In 1817, they resumed their voyage until they reached
Missouri, settling at St. Louis. At nearby Perryville, a year
later, Father Rosati built the Seminary of St. Mary, the
first Catholic institution of its kind west of the Mississippi.
From Missouri they scattered throughout the South, all the

way to New Orleans, laboring among the Indians and the
French-speaking settlers. Most of them became pastors and
builders of churches, convents and other institutions.

One of them, Father Philip Borgna, became rector of

the Cathedral of St. Louis, vicar general of the diocese,

and later director and professor of theology at Mt. St.
Mary’s College, Emmittsburg, Md. For a time he taught at

Fordham in New York. Another priest, Father Francis
Cellini, was pastor of several parishes, built more than one

church and served as vicar general of St. Louis. He is said
to have been very skillful as a physician, and to have vac¬
cinated probably all the children of his parishes. Still an¬
other Vincentian, Father Louis Moni, served as rector of
the Cathedral of New Orleans from 1829 until he died
at Mobile, Ala., in 1842. In all more than forty Italian-
born priests served in Missouri and Louisiana between 1820
and 1850.

con-

A flatboat on the Ohio River at the beginning of last century.
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BLESSED FELIX DE ANDREIS
First Superior of the Congregation of the Mission in the United
States. An artist’s conception. (Courtesy, Congregation of the Mission,
Perryville, Mo.)

JOSEPH ROSATI
FIRST BISHOP OF ST. LOUIS

407M. ACQL'AHONI.

Chat I beheld the paiacc of Arrmda looking down
from its haughty eminence ou the humble cabin
of Baucis and Philemon.

The Sioux Portage is so called, because for¬
merly the Sioux extended their territorial pre¬
tensions to this point, and made a portage here
for the sake of a short pass from the Mississippi
to the Missouri, over the tongue of laud extend¬
ing between these rivers to the point of their con¬
fluence. It exhibits a collection of about thirlv
huts, inhabited by a people who have descend' d

from Indiaus, and who may be considered *

dcnn-Indians.
These poor creatures, on hearing that I WD-

an Italian, pressed around me—men, women,

and children—with a warmth of feeling abso¬
lutely filial, enquiring for intelligence of their
common father. “ Do you know him? (they
asked.) Oh, what a deal of guod he has done

us! what hue he has shewn for us! \i hat suf¬

ferings lie has gone through for us! We shall

never have another father like him! We have

perhaps lost him for ever!** Afleeted by such a

scene of tenderness, 1 enquired who it was that

they so much regretted. They then named

M. Aequaroni, an Italian priest. This ecclesi¬

astic, during'a residence of three or four years

among this worthy people, had become their

idol, by the piety and chanty which had dis¬

tinguished his ministry. To give all he had to

t (u.. ii

A page from Beltrami’s A Pilgrimage in Europe and America praising Father
Acquaroni’s work among the Indians of Arkansas.

4!K1 ENCHANTIN'. \* KNHIV.

even the most material and sensual of human
beings call scarcely help becoming spiritualised
ami meditative. Herds of cattle and flocks of
sheep, intermingled frequently with the does
and roebucks, with pelicans, cranes, swans, and
gulden plovers, which feed without collision or
jealousy out the vast expanse with which they
are surrounded, form delightful varieties in this
magnificent display of nature. These hills,
moreover, seemed to constitute one grand In¬
dian cenotaph, which naturally furnishes a
strong presumption in support of the opinion,
that these people were formerly extremely nu¬
merous.

The highest pyramid of Egypt would, I con¬
ceive, be compelled to lower the standard of its
pretensions before the Nipples of (he prairie of
St Charles , for unquestionably it docs not com¬
mand the prospect of two such superb rivers,
such verdant plains, such fragrant groves, or so
many interesting tribes of animal life as serve to
diversify this astonishing spectacle.

From this spot, my dear Countess, I again be¬
held the chain of perpendicular rocks resembling
the substructions of the palaces of Pompcy and
Domitian, which I mentioned to you m my Four¬
teenth Letter. The illusion is complete. And
as l viewed these rocks rising above the thatch-
roofed village of the Sioux Portage, I fancied

K K
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ST. VINCENT'S COLLEGE, CAPE GIRARDEAU, Mo.
Opened in 1844 with Rev. H. Figari, C.M., as its first president, and Rev.
C. M. Barbieri, C.M., as vice-president. (Courtesy, Congregation of the
Mission, Ptrryrille, Mo.)

SEMINARY OF ST. CHARLES
BORROMEO

at 18th and Race Streets, Philadelphia,
1839-1871.

* y

REV. FRANCIS BURLANDO REV. JOSEPH GIUSTINIANI
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THE LAZARISTS IN THE EAST

The first Lazarists in the East went there in 1841 at

the invitation of Bishop Kenrick of Philadelphia to take
charge of the Seminary of St. Charles Borromeo. The
small group was headed by Father Mailer, a Spaniard, and
included two Genoese priests, Fathers John B. Tornatore
and Anthony Penco. Both of them remained in Philadelphia
until 1812. Father Tornatore is said to have drawn, to¬

gether with Father Mailer, the plans for the Cathedral of
Philadelphia; Father Penco served as a member of the
board of trustees of the Seminary of St. Charles Borromeo,
and for a time was president of St. Joseph’s Seminary at

Fordham, N. Y., and of St. Vincent’s College at Cape
Girardeau, Mo.

pastors and teachers in various colleges and seminaries,
from Missouri and Louisiana to New York State, Pennsyl¬
vania and Maryland. Their names, as indicated at the be¬
ginning of the present chapter, will be found in Volume
Two of our Italian-American History.
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THE FIRST CATHOLIC CHURCH IN THE BRONX

the Pied-In New York, the outstanding Lazarist was
montese Father Felix Villanis, who became director of St.
Joseph’s Seminary at Fordham and taught at St. John’s
College soon after his arrival in 1840. Later he served as

pastor in various parishes and built several churches, in¬
cluding that of St. Raymond, the first Catholic church
in the Bronx.

i

:lIn Maryland, Father James F. Burlando, who served
as director of the Sisters of Charity from 1813 to 1873, is
said to have done "more than anyone else to develop the
growth of the Emmittsburg school during his long admin¬
istration.” Also in Maryland, Father Giustiniani was active
from 1814 to the time of his death in 1866, after thirty-
one years of service in America. He is remembered as the
builder of the beautiful Church of the Immaculate Con¬
ception in Baltimore which was dedicated in 1817, and
probably more as a "worker of miracles.” It is said that
more than one person given up as hopeless recovered after
a visit from Father Giustiniani.

Of course, scores of Italian Lazarist Fathers served as

PHIit
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THE OLD CATHEDRAL OF ST. LOUIS, MO.
Elected in 1831-34 by Bishop Rosati.
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ST. MARY OF THE BARRENS
The first seminary built by Father Rosati in 1818 at the Barrens, now
Perryville, Mo. It was the first Catholic seminary west of the Mississippi.
It is now used as the motherhouse of the Western Province of the
Lazarists in the United States. (Courtesy, Congregation of the Mission,
Perryville, Mo.)

THE PHILADELPHIA CATHEDRAL
which is said to have been designed by Fathers Tornatore
and Mailer.
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FATHER MAZZUCHELLI AND OTHER PIONEERS
IN THE MIDDLE WEST
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Father Skolla's sketch drawn in 1845 of St. Anne's Church,
Mackinack Island, where Father MazzucheUi began to labor in 1830.

OTHER PIONEERS IN THE MIDDLE WEST.

4m
At about the same time that Bishop Rosati and Father

MazzucheUi were laboring in Missouri and in Wisconsin,
Father John B. Raho was laboring in Illinois, where he or¬
ganized, and in several instances built, nineteen parishes
of which we know, beginning with the one at La Salle in
1838 and ending with one at St. Augustine in 1844,
scattered over one third of the state of Illinois. It was in
the present diocese of Peoria, in the village of Kickapoo,
that Father Raho in 1839 laid the cornerstone of the first

FATHER SAMUEL MAZZUCHELLI

FATHER MAZZUCHELLI
Founder of the Order of the Dominican Sisters of the

Holy Rosary, or of Sinsinawa, builder of twenty churches, permanent Catholic Church in Illinois. He also built the
from Wisconsin and Illinois to Iowa, architect, philologist, first Catholic Church in La Salle.
educator, Father MazzucheUi holds one of the foremost
places in the annals of the Catholic Church in the United 1840’s were Father Parodi, Father Rinaldi, Father Mon-
States. "At his entrance into his labors,” wrote Archbishop tuori, and several other Italian Lazarists. Father Raho later
Ireland, "MazzucheUi was the solitary priest, from the became the first vicar general of Los Angeles.
waters of Lake Huron and Michigan to those of the Mis- in Kentucky and Tennessee Fathers Savelli, Orengo
sissippi River across the widespread prairies and forests of and D’Arco were active after 1842. Father Pozzo, a Do-
Wisconsin and Iowa. . . . Others followed in his foot- minican, taught theology at Somerset, Ohio, from 1841
steps; he had been the pathfinder in the wilderness.”

Other Italian priests who labored in Illinois in the

to 1844. Father D’Arco was chanceUor at Nashville in the
Father MazzucheUi was born in Milan in 1806 and came 1850’s. Father Olivetti labored in Ohio between 1839 and

to the United States at the age of 21 in 1827. Three years 1845.
later he was ordained a priest in Ohio. During the following
thirty-four years, until he died in 1864, he was always on
the go, on horseback, most of the time alone, from Macki¬
nac, where he began his labors in 1830, to Galena, and from
Sault Ste. Marie to Iowa City. At one time he declined an
appointment as bishop—like several other Italians, mostly
Jesuits, to whom a similar honor was offered—for he pre¬
ferred to be among the humble people of his parishes. When
the First Territorial Legislature of Wisconsin was organ¬
ized in 1836, he received the honor of opening its first
session with a prayer. In 1833 he published at Green Bay
an almanac in the Chippewa language which is considered
as the first book printed in Wisconsin. To his Irish parish¬
ioners, who loved him, he was “Father Kelly.”

yi
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PEORIA, ILL., IN 1831.
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JESUIT PIONEERS—FROM OREGON TO MARYLAND

In the cemetery of Mount St. Michael, outside the city

of Spokane, Wash., there is a corner in which many of the

Jesuit Fathers and Brothers of the Rocky Mountain Mis¬
sions are buried. It is as impressive a graveyard as any in

the country—a kind of Westminster Abbey or Santa Croce,
but on a much smaller scale, obviously. No less impressive
is the other small patch of land in the cemetery of Santa
Clara, Cal., in which are buried other pioneer members of
the Society of Jesus. From Father Mengarini to Father
Cataldo they seem to be all there.

The tombstones in those two small cemeteries tell the
story of the Italian pioneer Jesuits who labored from
Montana to the Pacific Coast, all the way from Alaska to

San Jose’, Cal. The first was Father Mengarini, who went

to the Oregon Territory with Father De Smet in 1841. A
distinguished philologist, he wrote several Indian grammars
and dictionaries and is said to have discovered one of the
sources of the Missouri River.

Among the other pioneers in the West we may single

Father Michael Accolti, a native of the province of
Lecce, who came over in 1840, was chosen superior of the
Oregon Mission in 1850, taught ethics and other subjects

in California, and served as a priest until he died in 1878.

A great executive, he had been proposed as a bishop, but

he declined the honor, just as Father Mengarini had done
before him.

Father Anthony Ravalli, a native of Ferrara, spent forty
years in Montana, where he built the first Catholic Church
in the state and where he labored not only as a priest but
also as a physician. To him the Flatland Indians of Montana
owe a great debt.

Father Urban Grassi, a native of the province of Vo-
ghera, built the first Catholic church for white people in

Montana and labored throughout the Northwest from
1861 to the time of his death in 1890.

Father Joseph Giorda, one of the most conspicuous
figures in the history of Catholicity in Montana, Idaho and
Washington, was born in Piedmont. He began to work
among the Coeur d’Alene Indians in 1861, and spent the
rest of his life in Montana and Idaho until he died in 1882.
He served two terms as superior general of his province,
but is especially remembered for his dictionary of the
Kalispel language.

Father Camillus Imoda, a native of Turin, arrived in
Montana in 1859 and spent the rest of his life there until
1886, when he died. After 1883 he served as vicar-general
of the diocese of Helena, Montana.

Father Lawrence B. Ealladino, a Genoese, served as
president of Gonzaga College from 1894 to 1897, and as
vicar general of the diocese of Helena for some years. His
book, Indian and White in the Northwest, is indispensable
as a source for the study of the history of the Catholic
Church in Montana and nearby states.

out: IN CALIFORNIA

The Jesuit Fathers in California devoted themselves
primarily to teaching.

The pioneer was Father John Nobili, a Roman who
landed in Oregon in 1844, but after five years moved to
San Francisco together with Father Accolti in order to
establish a college there. Two years later, with only $150
to start with, he laid the foundations of the present Univer¬
sity of Santa Clara. He died of lockjaw in 1854 at the
age of forty-three.

Among the successors of Father Nobili at Santa Clara
we may recall: Father Felix Cicaterri, a native of Velletri,
who came to America in 1848 after serving as rector of
the Jesuit college in Vienna; Father Masnata, a Genoese,
who served as president of both Santa Clara and Saint Igna¬
tius College; Father Aloysius Brunengo, of Turin, who is
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(Above) A section of the cemetery of Santa Cla
which the Jesuit pioneers are buried. (Left)
section in St. Michael’s Cemetery, Spokane, Wash. (Photos
by the author.)
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tury. Their names and some of their activities will be found
in Volume Two of Italian-American History, as we have
already indicated.
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THE JESUIT FATHERS IN THE EAST
AND IN COLORADO

Not all the Jesuits who came from Italy between 1848
and 1871 went to the West Coast or to the Rocky Moun¬
tains. Some of them remained in the East, while others
settled in Colorado and New Mexico.
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WOODSTOCK COLLEGE

The greatest institution established and developed by
the Italian Jesuits in the East is the College of the Sacred
Heart at Woodstock College, the first scholasticate estab¬
lished by the Jesuit Fathers in the United States, and still
their leading institution of its kind in North America.

The man who conceived and erected Woodstock Col¬
lege was Father Angelo M. Paresce, provincial of the
Maryland province of the Society of Jesus from 1861 to

1869 and rector of the college from 1869 to 1875. A
native of Naples, he came to America in 1845 and died
in Maryland in 1879.

The first Roman Catholic Church in Montana, built by Father Ravalli.

best remembered as professor of the now flourishing "In¬
stitute of Law of St. Ignatius Institute”; finally, Father
John Pinasco, the last of the Italian pioneers to serve as
president of Santa Clara. At present (1951) Father C. J.
Gianera is in charge.

THE UNIVERSITY OF SAN FRANCISCO

The college of St. Ignatius, now University of San
Francisco, was started by Father Anthony Maraschi, a

Piedmontese, in 1855. A learned man, he came to America

in 1848 and for a while taught philosophy at Holy Cross
and Loyola College, Baltimore. He died in San Francisco
in 1897.

Other noted Jesuits at St. Ignatius College were: Father
Congiato, a Sardinian, who served as president of both
Santa Clara and St. Ignatius Colleges, and as superior of
the California and Rocky Mountain Missions, with which
was connected for more than forty years; Father Aloy-
sius Varsi, also a Sardinian, who came to America in 1861

and spent thirty-six years of continuous work in Cali¬
fornia, during which he built the college and new church
at their present locations; Father Bayma, an intellectual
giant, who served as fourth president of St. Ignatius, but
is remembered chiefly for his book on molecular mechanics,
a work which is said to have been a century before its time;

Father Neri, a distinguished Piedmontese scientist, whose
experiments were “forerunners of modern electrical ap¬
plications”; Father Anthony Cichi, a native of Sardinia,

also another of the pioneer scientists on the West Coast;

Father Dominic Giacobbi, a native of Corsica, one of the
founders of the Jesuit magazine America in 1909; and
finally Father Giuseppe Chianale, a Piedmontese, who spent

fifty-years in the Northwest as a missionary and professor
of philosophy until he died in 1941. He was the last of
the pioneers whom the writer was privileged to meet at

Spokane in 1936.
Of course, scores of other Italian Jesuit Fathers labored

in the Northwest during the second half of the last cen-

FATHER MAZZELLA

Father, later Cardinal, Camillus Mazzella, one of the
outstanding men in the history of both the Society of
Jesus and the Catholic Church, was born in the province
of Benevento, in southern Italy, and came to America in
1867. He taught theology at Georgetown and Woodstock
until 1878, when Pope Leo XIII called him to teach at
the Gregorian University in Rome. In 1897 he was made
a cardinal. Four of his important works on theology were
written while he lived at Woodstock.

OTHER NOTED JESUITS
Other noted Jesuits who taught at Woodstock were:

Father Sestini, a Florentine, who is remembered as a scien¬
tist and as the founder of the Messenger of the Sacred
Heart in 1866; Father Emilio De Augustinis, a Neapolitan
lawyer who joined the Society of Jesus at the age of
twenty-six and rose to a position of prominence among
its theologians; Father Sabetti, the author of a Compen¬
dium Theologiae Moralis of which thirty-four editions had
been published up to 1939; Father Charles Piccirillo, a
former editor for twenty-three years of Civilta> Cattolica,
and the man to whom Woodstock owes its museum of
natural history.

Elsewhere, Father Anthony Ciampi served as president
of Holy Cross College for three terms between 1851 and
1873, and Father Nicholas Russo was president of Boston
College from 1887 to 1888. Father Ciampi also served as
president of Loyola College in Baltimore in 1863.
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FATHER CATALDO—FOUNDER OF

GONZAGA UNIVERSITY

The greatest Jesuit missionary in the entire Northwest
was Father Joseph Cataldo, a native of the town of Ter-
rasini, in the province of Palermo, who landed in Boston
in 1862.

One of the great builders of the Northwest, regardless
of creed or nationality, he has been called the Father of the
City of Spokane, a title which in all probability he de-
serves. Begining in 1865 among the Indians of Idaho, he
served as missionary in the Northwest and in Alaska, as

superior of all Jesuit missions for seventeen years, as found¬
er of churches, convents, academies, and other Catholic
institutions from Wyoming to Washington. His crowning
achievement, however, was the founding of Gonzaga Uni¬
versity in 1881. When he became superior, there were in
the entire Northwest 43 Jesuit Fathers and Brothers; when
he left sixteen years later, they numbered more than 150.

On March 13, 1928, a month before he died, the Spo¬
kane Chamber of Commerce gave a luncheon in his honor
at which all the civic institutions in the city were repre¬
sented. The next day he was honored by Gonzaga Univer¬
sity. On March 15, a great civic reception was held also
in Spokane, at which the highest state and city dignitaries
intervened. The Italian consul at Seattle, one Signor Alfani,
sent his regrets. Father Cataldo was then 91 years old.
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FATHER JOSEPH CATALDO
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A memorial to Father Cataldo erected in 1936 in front of
the mission built by him in 1866, the first among the
Spokane Indians. (Photo by the author.)

Father Cataldo’s
Spokane, Wash.

grave in St. Michael’s Cemetery,
(Photo by the author.)
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A tablet in the vestibule of the Catholic
Cathedral of New Orleans which credits
Pauline Jaricot as the foundress of the
Society of the Propagation of the Faith,
whereas it has been established that the
Society was founded by Father Angelo
Inglesi. (Photo by the author.)

FATHER PAMPHILUS OF MAGLIANO
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¥THE FRIARS MINOR CONVENTUALS

S'
The Italian Conventuals in the United States have not

been numerous at any time; nevertheless they made up
in labors what they lacked in numbers. They included:
Father Joseph Lesen, an Italian despite his German name,
who served as provincial from 1880 to 1889; Father
Francis Gatti, superior of the Conventual missions in Texas,
college rector and teacher; Father Caesar Cucchiarini, who
was active in the Mohawk Valley in New York State
between 1865 and 1890; Father Peter M. Giachetti, who
built more than twelve churches in New Jersey between
1865 and 1892; and Fathers Salvatelli and Marzetti, who
pioneered in St. Louis Mo., and Alton, 111.
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THE SERVITES

A small, but important, group of Italian Servites, or

Servants of Mary, arrived at Green Bay “Wis., in 1870.

From there they spread to Chicago,where they were the
first to minister to Italian immigrants. Their leader was
Father John Morini of Florence, a learned theologian who
had introduced the Servite Order in England.

IGNAZIO CARDINAL PERSICO
Bishop of Savannah, Ga., from 1870 to 1872.

Other pioneers included:
Bishop Ignazio Persico of Savannah, Ga., a Capuchin,

who served from 1870 to 1872, when he returned to Italy.
Father Constantine Pise, to whom goes the double honor

of having written the first Catholic novel in America
and of having been the first and only Catholic chaplain
the Congress of the United States ever had. He was born
in Annapolis in 1801, the son of the painter Pise already
noted by us, and was the author of various novels as well
as of a five-volume history of the Catholic Church.

PIONEER SECULAR PRIESTS

One of the first Italian secular priests in the United
States was Father Angelo Inglesi, the real founder of the
Society of the Propagation of the Faith, notwithstanding
the tablet in the vestibule of the Cathedral of St. Louis
in New Orleans, according to which the Society was
founded by Madame Jaricot.
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Father Michael Olivetti who was active in Ohio and,
after 1847, in the Lake Champlain district.

Father Izzi and Father Neno, the first two Italian
Augustinians to come to the United States. Father Izzo
became pastor at Mechanicville, N. Y., in 1867.

Father Venuta, a former member of the Sicilian Parlia¬
ment, who came over in 1848. He built two churches in
New Jersey, where he died in 1876.

Monsignor De Concilio, a Neapolitan, pastor of St.
Michael’s Church in Jersey City from 1860 to the time
of his death in 1890.

Father Joseph M. Finotti, literary editor of the Boston
Pilot for many years and the author of several books.

Father Friguglietti, one of several Italian pastors in
New England, who built four churches at, or near, Quincy,
Mass.
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NO RUM, NO FIRE-WATER
Illustration from Father Vetromile’s book “The
Prayer Song" in one of the Indian languages of
Maine.
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Father Eugene Vetromile, a native of Gallipoli, in the
province of Lecce, who came to America in 1840 and
spent more than twenty-five years among the Indians
and French-Canadians of Maine. He wrote several books,
some of which are reproduced in facsimile in the present
chapter.

Fathers Joseph Rolando and Joseph Nardiello, pastors
in New Jersey after 1870 and 1878, respectively.

Father Gaetano Mariani, pastor of the Church of St.
Mary Magdalene de Pazzi, in Philadelphia, the first Italian
parish in the United States, organized in 1852.

Father Gaetano Sorrentini, pastor at Monterey, Cal., in
1857, and at the Italian Church in Philadelphia in 1866,
succeeding Father Mariani.

Last, but not least, Father Eugene Bononcini, a na¬

tive of Modena, who labored in Kansas after 1866 and
died at Toluca, 111., in 1907.
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THE PORTAGE
An illustration from Rev. Vetromile’s “History of the
Abnakis" in Indian dialect and English, showing how
the Indians and the missionaries carried their canoes
when crossing over land.
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REV. EUGENE BONONCINI
Pioneer priest in Kansas

REV. EUGENE VETROMILE
Pioneer priest among the Indians of Maine.
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THE ITALIAN PASSIONISTS
The Order of the Congregation of the Passion

introduced in the United States by Father Anthony Calan-
dri and remained under the administration of Italian-born
provincials for almost half a century, with one exception.
During this time the Passionist Fathers established their
monasteries at Pittsburgh, Dunkirk, West Hoboken,
Marysville, Cal., Baltimore, Cincinnati, Louisville, St.
Louis, and St. Paul, Kansas. Those are facts that Italian-
Americans should do well to remember, for it seems that
our American Passionist Fathers are trying to make people
forget the labor of their Italian pioneers.

The founder, Father Anthony Calandri, arrived in
Pittsburgh on December 8, 1952, together with two more
priests and a brother. One of the priests, Father Parezyki,
was a Pole. On April 7, 1853, the cornerstone of their first
monastery, on Pittsburgh’s South side, was laid. The Pro¬
vince of the Blessed Paul of the Cross was created in 1863,
with Father John Dominic Tarlattini as first provincial.
He was followed by Fathers Calandri, Tarlattini, once
more, Stefanini, Carunchio, Murmane, and Baudinelli. All
of them, with the exception of Father Murmane, were na¬
tives of Italy.

Another Passionist, Father Peter Magagnotto, landed in
California even before the arrival of Father Calandri.
Coming from Australia, from 1849 to 1853 he lived in
San Francisco, where he built the first church of Saint
Francis on Vallejo Street. He also served as the first vicar
general of the archdiocese. Later he and other Italian Pas-
sionists labored in Nevada and Utah, where they estab¬
lished a number of parishes and missions. Also in Nevada,
a Genoese priest, Father Dominic Monteverde, who was
ordained in San Francisco in 1864, organized one parish
and eight missions. Later he moved to Brooklyn. (See Ital-
Am. Hist. Vol. II, 840.)

IN COLORADO AND NEW MEXICO

wasIn 1867 a number of Jesuits of the Neapolitan pro¬
vince, headed by Father Donato Gasparri, a native of the
province of Foggia, arrived to labor in Colorado, New
Mexico and Texas. In all probability, more than one hun¬
dred Jesuits, both Fathers and Brothers, of the Province of
Naples, labored in those three states until our own days.
The last of the pioneers was Father Salvatore Giglio, who
died at Pueblo in 1943.

In all, the Jesuits of the Neapolitan province remained
in the United States as an independent group for fifty-
two years, or until 1919. During this period of time they

erected 14 parochial and 50 mission churches, organized

17 parishes and about 100 missions and stations, and built
a number of convents, schools, hospitals and other institu¬

tions, including Regis College at Denver.

FATHER PONZIGLIONE

We cannot conclude these summary notes about the
Italian Jesuits in the United States without mentioning

Father Paul M. Ponziglione, a missionary who spent forty

years among the Indians of the Middle West from Kansas

to Wyoming. Suffice it to say that he established 61 missions

and took a prominent part in the establishment of 82 more.

We do not know exactly how many churches he built;

in Kansas alone he built at least seven, besides several
schools for boys and girls. The son of a count, he was born

in Piedmont and came to America in 1848, laboring among

Indians and whites until 1891, when he retired to Chicago,

where he died in 1900. While in Chicago he founded the

Guardian Angel’s School, out of which was born the

Church of the Holy Guardian Angel.

FATHER PAMPHILUS OF MAGLIANO

active from 1865 to the day of his death in 1897. During
the Civil War he served as a chaplain with the Ninth
Connecticut Volunteers.

THE FRANCISCAN FATHERS

The first Italian Franciscan Father to settle in the

United States seems to have been The Rev. Francis Caro,

a Sicilian, who became the first pastor of the Church of St.

Joseph, Roswill, Staten Island, in 1855.

In that year several Franciscan Fathers, headed by

the Rev. Pamphilus of Magliano, a town in the Abruzzi,

arrived from Italy and settled in the diocese of Buffalo.
In less than twelve years the tireless pathfinder created

six monasteries, five parishes, twenty-two mission churches,

a college, a seminary, and an academy for young women,

besides two new communities of sisters. All the parishes
were in New York State, with the exception of one at

Houston, Texas, and another at Towanda, Pa. The college
founded by Father Pamphilus was St. Bonaventure’s Col¬
lege at Allegany, N. Y., one of the best-known small
colleges in the country today.

In Connecticut, another distinguished Franciscan,
Father Leo Rizzo of Saracena, a native of Calabria, was
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ST. BONAVENTURE'S COLLEGE, ALLEGANY, N. Y.
Founded by Father Pamphilus of Magliano.
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Fathers, the Sylvestrine Benedectines, the Capuchins, the
Augustinians, the Oblates of St. Joseph, and a few less
numerous ones.

RELIGIOUS ORDERS OF WOMEN

The first, or at least, the most distinguished Italian
nun in the United States, previous to the arrival of Mother
Cabrini, was Sister Tommasini of Parma, who
in 1848 to spend sixty-five years in the service of the
Society of the Sacred Heart in North America. She served
as mistress general of Manhattanville, superior vicar of
Canada, and local superior in Cuba, Louisiana, and Mexico.
She had been preceded to the United States by Mother
Marie Therese Trincano, who came in 1847 and helped
to found quite a few of the schools or academies which
the Society established in North America. She died in 1868.

In the 1870’s the Segale Sisters and the Bentivoglio
Sisters began to labor in the Middle West. All of them
were born in Italy. Sister Justina and Blandina Segale were
active in Ohio, Colorado, New Mexico and Arizona until
the second decade of our century. One of them, Sister
Blandina, wrote a book, At the End of the Santa Fe
Trail, which
Catholic Literary Foundation not many years ago.

The Bentivoglio Sisters arrived in 1875, but they had to

overcome many difficulties before they were able to in¬
troduce the Order of the Poor Clares in the United States.

Over and above all of them stands, of course, Saint
Frances Cabrini, the foundress of the Order of the Mission¬
ary Sisters of the Sacred Heart and the first American
citizen to be elevated to sainthood. In 1950 her Order
conducted 14 colleges, 98 schools, 28 orphanages, 8 hospi¬
tals, 4 dispensaries, 3 training schools for nurses, 4 ambu¬
lance services, 6 day nurseries, 2 rest homes and 2 preven¬
toriums. The members of the community, close to 3,700,
are scattered from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

Since the turn of the century other Italian orders of
sisterhoods have settled in the United States, such as the
Missionary Zelatrices of the Sacred Heart, the Salesian Sis¬
ters, the Venerini Sisters, the Religious Teachers Filippini,

came over

the monthly book selection of thewas

ST. FRANCES XAVIER CABRINI

RELIGIOUS ORDERS

Although the Franciscans and the Servites ministered
to Italian immigrants from Civil War days, it was with
the arrival of the Scalabrinian Fathers in 1888 that Italian
priests came to the United States with the sole purpose
of taking care of their fellow-immigrants. In 1897 the
first Salesians landed in San Francisco, and a year later

in New York, also to take care of the local Italians.
Today the more important Italian religious orders in

the country include the Stigmatine Fathers, the Pallottine etc.

—~

J '
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THE BENTIVOGLIO SISTERS
(Left) Mother M. Costanza and (Right) Mother M. Maddalena, Foundress and Abbess
of the Order of St. Clare in the United States.



CHAPTER SEVENTEEN

EARLY TRAVELLERS
Here we shall refer briefly to a few travelers who

arrived before 1825 and to list a few who came between
1825 and 1850. As for those who paid us a visit during
the second half of the century, the reader is referred to
Dr. Andrew J. Torrielli’s book, Italian Opinion on Amer¬
ica. One more observation is necessary at the outset:
all early Italian travellers in the United States
to visit our country; many of them simply took advan¬
tage of their stopover at some Atlantic port, on their way
to Central America, to take a glance at our country.

From time immemorial, travel in foreign countries

has always been one of the main aspirations of the educated
Italian; not travel with a Baedeker or in search of night
clubs and taverns; but travel as the source of new impres¬

sions; of learning; of new vistas for the mind; travel pri¬
marily as an opportunity for research and discovery. The

Italians have always travelled for the same reasons that
prompted Lanfranc and Anselm, both Archbishops of
Canterbury, to roam through France in the 11th century;

or Marco Polo and Giovanni da Pian del Carpine through
Asia in the 13th; or Aeneas Sylvius and Ciriaco of Ancona

in search of manuscripts and inscriptions in the 15th. Ben-
zoni, as we have seen, was the first man to come to the

New World in search of Indian lore and antiquities.
American independence aroused the interest of the

Italians, as we have noted at the beginning of Chapter

Twelve. Certainly a small nation that could successfully

defy the might of powerful England was an object of
admiration; but America was a new world in every mean¬

ing of the word, a world full of surprises not only for the
student of political science, but especially for the natural¬
ist, the geographer, the astronomer, the ethnologist.

We are not amazed, therefore, if at all times serious

Italians have come to our continent to roam, and see, and

note down. From what they wrote one certainly could
compile a most interesting anthology about America of

yesterday, something which, unfortunately, we cannot do

even summarily in the present chapter.

not

came over

COUNT CASTIGLIONI

Count Luigi Castiglioni, a native of Milan (1757-
1832), was probably the first Italian traveler of distinction
to visit the United States. He came over in 1785 and re¬
mained until 1787, traveling, meantime, in every one of
of the Thirteen States. In 1785 he was the guest of George
Washington at Mount Vernon; a year later he visited Ezra
Stiles, president of Yale College, at New Haven,
learn from Stiles’ diary (August 27, 1786, Manuscript,
Yale University) ; also in the same year, while in Philadel¬
phia, he was made a member of the American Philosophical
Society. Back in Milan, in 1790 he published his Viaggio
Negli Stati Uniti, in which he related his American ex¬
periences and described many plants he noted during his
travels. His book was translated into German.

as we

COUNT ANDREANI

Count Paolo Andreani (1764-1823), a native of Milan
like Castiglioni, is best known as one of the pioneers of
aeronautics, and as one of the first men to ascend in a
balloon in February, 1783. He made the first ascensions
in Italy and the fourth and fifth in the world. He was
elected member of several scientific societies, including the
Royal Irish Academy of Dublin, and the American Philo¬
sophical Society.

In 1784 Andreani made a scientific expedition in
Scotland and Ireland; in 1790 he was in London (Thra-
liana, 2 vols. Oxford, 1942, 765). A year later he
exploring the Lake Superior region, noting his observations
in a journal which has been quoted by the Duke de la
Rochefoucault Liancourt in his Travels Trough the United
States of North America, ( 4 vols., London, 1799, I, 575-
591). "The abilities and character of Count Andreani,” the
writer informs us, “inspire great confidence in the exact¬
ness of the information which he has collected.”
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Title-page of Canon Castelli’s account of Andreani’s first air ascension
in Italy in l”83. (Courtesy, Library of Congress.)
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Andreani is also mentioned in A Tour To The Lakes by
Th. L. McKenney, published at Baltimore in 1827. Quot¬
ing one Mr. Johnson, an early resident of Minnesota,

McKenney tells us: "In the year 1791, Mr. Johnson re¬
members to have been on Le Point, and to have seen a

scientific Frenchman, or Italian, with his instruments ad¬
justed, taking observations; and endeavouring to ascertain
the longitude. He told him he had visited the highest
mountains and among these, Mt. Blanc; and his ulterior
object had relation to the question regarding the formation
of the earth at the poles. His name was Count Andrian.
Does anybody know any thing of the result of the Count’s
investigation? Few people would suppose that this extreme

point, so far beyond the bounds of civilized life, and so
far in the interior, had ever been the theater of such
scientific investigations.” (A Tour of the Lakes, 263.) It
seems also probable that Andreani circumnavigated Lake
Superior, "one of the first white persons of whom there is
record to accomplish that feat.” (Smith, G. H., Count
Andreani: A forgotten traveler, Minnesota History, March,
1938; see also North American Review, Vol. 24, 344.)

Andreani, as we have seen in Chapter Fifteen, wrote

a letter to Chancellor Livingston of New York University
in 1792, recommending the sculptor Ceracchi. He was
also in close touch with other outstanding Americans, in¬
cluding Dr. William Thornton of Philadelphia, in whose
company he toured Europe (Jackson, J., Early Philadelphia
Architects and Engineers, Philadelphia, 1923). He came
to America with a letter of introduction from John
Paradise to George Washington, to whom he brought a

copy of Alfieri’s Ode to America, but apparently he later
made, or was said to have made, some remarks about the
United States which prompted Washington to refer to him
in indifferent terms. At any rate, Andreani was in good
terms with Thomas Jefferson and James Madison, as we
learn from a letter he wrote to Madison from New Orleans
in March, 1808. In that letter, which is in French, Andreani
offered to write for the benefit of President Jefferson an

interesting account of the political situation in Louisiana,

where he had lived for many years, and where he had no
political or commercial ties. Thus, he wrote, he would have
been able to judge with impartiality. The letter is in the
Manuscript Division of the New York Public Library.

(On Andreani see Mancini, L., Grande Enciclopedia
Aeronautica, Milan, 1936, and Caproni, Guasti, Tiurina
e Bertarelli, L’aeronautica italiana nelPimmagine, 1487-
1875, Milan, 1938.)

Andreani brings to our mind another early Italian
resident of Philadelphia who was also interested in aero¬

nautics. He was Joseph Ravara (or Ravera, a well-known
Piedmontese name), consul general of Genoa in Philadel¬
phia, who was very much interested in the ascensions that
Blanchard made in 1793 and 1794. Ravara was planning
to ride in Blanchard’s balloon and raised some money to

finance its undertaking, but the ascension did not take
place. (See Scharf & Westcott, History of Philadelphia,
I, 471, and the papers of Thomas Jefferson in the Library
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The Lake Superior region, as drawn by Joseph Scott for his "United
States Gazetteer" published in Philadelphia in 1795, the earliest of
such books published. (From Winsor's Narrative and Critical History
of America.)

of Congress, under May, 1793.) Another Italian who was
interested in areonautics while in the United States was
the political exile, Quirico Filopanti, as related in Chapter
Twenty.

DR. GIOVAN BATTISTA SCANDELLA

The facsimile of Scandella’s obituary reproduced on
the next page dispenses us from repeating the information
about his life contained therein.

Dr. Scandella came to America with letters of intro¬
duction to some of our outstanding citizens. Washington,
whom he visited in 1796, referred to him in a letter
as "Dr. Scandella, who gave me the pleasure of his com¬
pany in June last, and whom I found a very sensible, and
well informed man.” (Writings, Yol. 35, 506.) Latrobe,
the architect of the Capitol, decribed him in his Journal
as a "Venetian gentleman of the most amiable, fascinating
manner, and of the best information upon almost every
scientific subject, who speaks English perfectly and who
has now travelled through all the country between the
St. Lawrence and the St. James River.” On April 20, 1798,

Scandella was elected a member of the American Philoso¬
phical Society. (Reference to Scandella will be found in
Dunlap’s Diary,; Thacher, J., American Medical Biography,
II, 91; Oberholtzer, E. P., Literary History of Philadelphia,
1906, 159, The Autobiography of Benjamin Rush, Prince¬
ton, 1948; Stokes, Iconography of Manhattan Island;
Hardie, J., An account of the Malignant Fever, 1799.)
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MEDICAL REPOSITORY.

tWity as ittlewier.- M». if.ÿe
ears of a blinded bat were filled with pom*um, if was no.longer
able to fly steadily and with exaAness.”

[For the above information we are chiefly indebted to the
(Lbndon) Monthly Magaaine for '"May, June* July and .Augatt

M
EUSEBIO VALLI

Eusebio Valli (1762-1816), an eminent pathologist
(Castiglioni, A., History of Medicine), is probably the
first hero in the medical annals of the New World. The
forerunner of Pasteur, he laid the foundations of modern
vaccinotherapy. (Arcieri, G., Agostino Bassi, N. Y., 1938.)

After some years in the Orient, where he experimented
on the plague, and a few more as a military physician in
Dalmatia and in Spain, he came to North America to

study the yellow fever, hoping to develop some type of
preventive vaccination. It was in the course of those ex¬

periments that he died, the voluntary victim of the yellow
fever, at Havana, Cuba.

Valli arrived in the United States in April, 1816, with
a letter of introduction from Carlo Botta, the famous
historian, to Thomas Jefferson. A few days later Jefferson
invited him to his house. "As it would be mortifying to

me,” he wrote, “to lose by any occasional absence the
pleasure of receiving you here, I take the liberty of men¬

tioning that three or four times a year I visit a distant
possession and sometimes make considerable stays there,

but as these visits are fixed to no particular times, a pre¬
vious notice of that which will best suit yourself will
enable me to accomodate my movements to yours.”

On June 3, Valli sent Jefferson a 19-page letter in

which he explained in detail his theories about the yellow
fever, ending with the announcement that he was leaving
for Havana, where he was planning to inject himself
with the sweat of the dying and the bile of the dead, and
to risk his life in the interest of science. A few months later
he was dead.

1**]

MEDICAL OBITUARY.

DIED, Sept. 16, 1798* I. B. SCANDBUA, M. D. aged 28.
The fate of this gentleman wns, in a remarkable degree, to be
lamemed. He was a native of the Venetian State. His family.
were opulent and high in rank. He had received the best medical
education, but had consecrated his faculties to the general improve.
merit of science, and the benefit of mankind.

Having resided for some time at Loudon in the capacity of
Secretary to the Venetian Embassy, he conceived the design of
visiting America. His country's service no longer demanding his
attention, he proposed to gratify a liberal curiosity insurveying the
principles and strufture of a rising empire:

He first arrived at Quebec, and thence ttfek various journeys
through the southern and western distrids. His personal merits
secured him the esteem of the persons among us, most eminent tor
their knowledge and talents. His candour and blameless deport¬
ment made him be regarded with peculiar tenderness by all wlio
knew him. His chief attention was dire&ed to agricultural im¬
provements and projects, justly conceiving that mankind would
derive roost benefit from the psrfeftion of this art.

Having spent two years in this cMitry, and accomplished the
purposes which brought him hither, he embarked for Europe in
June, 1798. The vessel proving unfit for.t Ik1 voyage, he returned
to Philadelphia, the port from which he had set out. Shoitly after
he came to New-York, and engaged a passage in a packet which
was speedily to sail from this harbour. The detention of his bag¬
gage, which was daily expefted from Philadelphia, occasioned
him the loss of this opportunity. An epidemical disease had
meanwhile made its appearance in both cities. Notwithstanding
its greater progress and malignity in the fatter city, his concern
in the welfare of a helpless family, whom his departure had de¬
prived of their only useful friend) induced him to return thither.
After enduring the continual loss of rest, and exposing himselt to
the influence of an intefted atmosphere for ten;days, lie set out
on his return to New-York. He had scarcely arrived before
symptoms of disease appeared, which, on the sixth day termi¬
nated in death.

Scandella’s obituary in the Medicd Repository, Vol. 2, No. 2,
1798. (Courtesy, New York Public Library.)

(Below). Last paragraph of Dr. Valli’s letter to Jefferson, dated June 3,
1816. It reads in part: "Being convinced of the contagious character of
the yellow fever I propose to contract the disease with the sweat of the
dying and the bile of the dead ... if it should be written in the Book
of Destiny that I fall a victim in the great experiment my death will not
be without glory." (Courtesy, Library of Congress.)
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BELTRAMI DISCOVERS THE SOURCES
OF THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER

on the 28th, he reached a small lake which he called Lake
Julia, in honor of the Countess Medici-Spada, and which
he proclaimed to be the real source of the Mississippi River.

Covered with animal skins sewed with animal senews,
with the bark of a tree as a hat, hungry and tired, Beltrami
resumed his march towards civilization, until he reached
New Orleans. There, in 1824, he published his first book,
La Decouverte, in which he described, in the form of let¬
ters, his adventures and his observations. Four years later
he published in London a more lengthy account in two
volumes, under the title of A Pilgrimage.

Beltrami’s book was not well received in
which he had criticized, yet, as we have fully demonstrated
in The Italians in America Before the Civil War, there is
no doubt that he was the discoverer of the sources of the
Father of the Waters.

Back in Europe, Beltrami was made honorary member
of many academies and learned societies. In 1834 he repre¬
sented the Historical Institute of France at the Scientific
Congress of Stuttgart. Lafayette honored him with his
friendship. Chateaubriand acknowledged in his Voyage en
Amerique that some of his descriptions of the United States
were based on Beltrami’s books. James Fenimore Cooper
is also said to have used those volumes with profit. To re¬
member his feat in the United States one will find on the
map Beltrami County and Beltrami Village, both in Minne¬
sota.

Giacomo Costantino Beltrami, the discoverer of the
sources; of the Mississippi River, has been called "perhaps
the most picturesque and unique figure in the series of
many explorers of the area of Minnesota.” He explored the
Lake Ithasca region nine years before Henry Schoolcraft,

to whom the honor of the discovery has been generally
credited.

Beltrami was born at Bergamo, Italy, in 1779, and had
served as a judge, when the fall of Napoleon, whose fol¬
lower he was, compelled him to leave his home. In 1821 he
decided to visit Europe, and later America, where he
landed in November, 1822.

While here he made up his mind to find the sources
of the Mississippi River, moved only by the desire of achiev¬
ing glory. In August, 1823, he plunged into the wilder¬
ness of Minnesota, at first with two Indians and a white
guide, and then by himself.

Alone, without knowledge of the country, with scanty

provisions, Beltrami carried on, paddling a birch canoe;

but, as he was inexperienced at paddling, the canoe upset,
drenching his provisions. He then decided to proceed in
"Chinese style,” or by towing his canoe behind. He had
gone alone for four days when he fortunately met a party
of Indians, one of whom he persuaded to take him to Red
Lake, where they arrived on August 19. By canoe he then
proceeded to what is now known as Mud Lake, and finally,
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Title-page and frontispiece of Beltrami’s "Pilgrimage.” (Courtesy, New York Public library.')
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mott devoakjfothuaiaim, I exolaimed, low happy it

one to belwnt f It is here that my hypocritical ca-
I ahull limit «y*elf to remark, thotaptt of the

brtiutiful situations, which one meets in' the valley of
the river of St. P«cr, afford intereating scenery for

deaerations; that HOUIO new traits of the savages,
some curious anecdotes, and the history of the swan,

the mnsk-rat, tin- buffalo, the wolves, merit sH the at¬

tention of the rentier. The wars, the horror*, and po¬
licy of the colony of Pentbond, anil of the Norik Wert
and Hudson liny companies, offer a.new proof that
rivili2Ccl Itiuti i« mure barbarous than the savage.—The dogs, nlso.net a part there, which add something
to the natural history.

lufaniators ought to be confounded. . . . But, where

religion is only a calculation, all good profession of
faith is useless; in order to please ;hcm, one muat
believe as (hey wish, and blindly serve their ambitious
projects, and their culpable policy. And these bitter

and delightful remembrances f . . .— Irtft
ginajuber renovare dolorcm.—Let us only stop here
a moment to allow some souls of sensibility to con¬

secrate again their tears of regret and veneration to

the most pure virtue, to the rarest friendship.—Such
tears are equally honourable to the beings who weep,
and to those who are the subjects of them.

andum re-

The eighth letter is the Achilles and the Hercu¬
les of my work; it is the shield upon which 1 reposr
myself.

1 tremble every time, when I think upon the terri¬
ble situation in which my savage guides left me ; and
I feel with pride, that I have been more than human
in not trcmhl ing then. And tlic sources of the Bloody
River IO the north going to throw ihemselves into the
Frozen Ocean and the sources of ihc Mississippi to
the south!...and the waters flowing on one side towards
the Pacific, and on the other, towards the Atlantic! . .
and the phenomenon of that lake, which is only sur¬
mounted by the Heavens!. . .Thoseenchanting situa¬
tions! That silence! That sombre solitude !—My
poor savage repast! My bark porringer!—What a»
assemblage of wonders, of thoughts, and of feelings,
surrounding the eyea, and the soul! . . .—What an
exalted idea of the Almighty, of the Great Architect

of the Vnivorsc! . . .—Ah! Yes! It ia with the

In the 9th, 10th, and lllh letters, I have conducted
the reader to the western sources of the Mississippi ;
I have marked, tcith exactitude, the places, whero
Messrs. Pike and Schoolcraft have arrived before me ;

I have shown him the entire course of this great river,
all the lakes and rivers which Sow into it ; I detain
him at the most interesting spots, to inspire his ad¬
miration ; and, with inconteatible evidence, I provo
that the Mississippi is the first river in the wurld,
and I hope that the Americans will find some new
proofs of my esteem in the new reflections that i offer
them there.

The picture of the dreadful Bacchanals at Leech
Lake is of a horror entirely new, and I believe, that
tha terrible dangers, from which I have escaped, only
through the miraculous interposition of that Provi¬
dence, which has never abandoned mr in ihis perilous

e

4 3

kot always explain ovnelvci with ran,nidi, errs,and
HUH JI k>M ran it be expected here, wln-rc 1 hart M
rtmirnd with puwetful enemies, Envy, Malice and
Inÿrurilndr.

First, let mo say a word, with some reflection!, up¬
on what hns INTO said, anti dune, fur. and against my
book, in order, that tin* public may the more proper¬
ty “pprifiatf this unusual uilcmpl.

At i\ew-Orleans, I was deemed worthy of Pnni-
di»«‘. in England, I was assigned lo the Infernal Re¬
gions, mid tin* Holy Alliance liuvc condemned me lo

Purgatory,—Y« limiter:

Inlr-rr til* *rcli'ri»qiie JHIfm
N«J» i |jpi Misrja jsriilu Mi|ur aim :

Happily till now I have ew;uj>«;d the darkness of
limbo!

I have IwH'n fold, that ihr Bishop of I,oui#iano luis
nrruMil me m IIH> court of Rome, ns an arcli-ficrctic,
oud h.:n mnrribcd my name on his Index, whilst some
pieloics, jind OIIHT r(ÿ|H‘ftnl»lr clergymen of drvoul
anti orthodox Mexico, liuvc proclaimed me aa ad*-
ffiuliT of die fnitli,

At riiilutlelpbia, tin* editor of the National Gazette,
tkrfnrttd >>J Mujttr Ijtng, whom all the world
knows very well.11ms prostituted truth, evidence, and
the good STUM- of rlic publir, lo llie necessity, which
he eannor resist, of being malicious, and rude. f*eo

his paper uf ’llir lllh nr I'Jtli August, IIT-M.—Murk,

I have committed n» oilier fault inwards him, but that

of treating Inin with nmrli politeness ; which I lutvo

done also towards ninny oilier* wfio hnvc conspired

with him.amisoilchi.Iiysrcrrl and base devices, to pre¬
judice the public of I’hiladclpliintigaiusl my poor book.

The first article which appeared in HUB city, ia tk*

Commercial Advertiser of July 'J5th, compared me al¬

most to

no criterion ; nml it ia alwoys auspicious in the cyca of

llm judiriouH ; but the writer speaks truly of the per*

fidious conduct, which fur u year and a half, kept con-
rculcil 4U0 copies of my book at riiiladelphin, whither

I had aenl lliem from New-Orlruns, to 1* distributed
among i lie different eilir* ofihe Kant, and which laid

1 not returned from Mexico, and made some entjuirica
respecting them, would never again have seen the light.

A second nriiele in flic Evening Poet of the l III* of

August, gives me nt first, praise without bounds; but

concludes by tierusing mo of n disposition lo satire,

wliirli does mil ciinsliliilu a just criticism; and u third

article, n generous Marti nas, under the signature of

•' Army,’' grants me a certificate, as if the self-evident

truth of my book required testimony.
Tho National Advocate, whilst honouring me with

his approbation, which 1 duly appreciate,
T.p dome doubt on mv discovery, for in saying “thin

is the first important vrurit on the topography of tlmt

section of our country, rrritUA in the French lan¬

guage," the render is untilrally led to conclude, Unit

there find been nthers written in English ; the praise

is therefore cqnirocnL
A notlier jnurn.iI iST ha*1unused himself with throwing

oblique glances, wiili n quantity ol'“«flf without?
upon the offering wliieli n worthy sou of unhappy ltuly

thought his duty to uinkolu his ronniry, and to friend¬

ship. The editor linn nil the moans of announcing

hia opinion without marring art!ides confided to bin

paper, and which be wu« not asked lo comment upon ;

Columbus, Ac. &c. Exaggerated praise ia

aeemsto

Four pages from Beltrami’s Pilgrimage in which he describes his discovery of the sources of the Mississippi
River and tells of the praise and criticism with which the announcement of his discovery was received.
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Map of the Mississippi River prepared
by Beltrami. The upper part is the first
complete map of the head of the River,

GIACOMO COSTANTINO BELTRAMI
A portrait by Enrico Scuri presented to the Minnesota Historical Society in
1865 by the City of Bergamo, Beltrami’s native place.
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BELTRAMI SURPRISED BY THE INDIANS
(From W. Glazier's The Headwaters of the Mississippi, New York, 1893.)
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OTHER EARLY TRAVELLERS

OTHER EARLY TRAVELLERS

Two early travelers who stopped in the United States
long enough to take part in some local figthing, were

Agostino Codazzi and Costante Ferrari. Both of them ac¬
quired distinction in South America, especially Codazzi,
who became chief of staff and colonel in the engineering
corps of Venezuela, governor of a province, explorer, map
maker, and scientist. His memoirs contain some enthusiastic
pages about the United States.

Codazzi and Ferrari landed at Baltimore in August,
1817, but they did not remain long. After a brief stop

in New York, where they met other Italian officers, they
headed for Texas, where they joined the "army” of the
French corsair, Louis Aury. After another trip to Florida,
in which they took, part in some skirmishes, they pro¬
ceeded to Venezuela.

Two other Italians who arrived before 1820 were
Casimiro De Lieto, the friend of Palmerston and Gladstone,
and Giuseppe Rondizzoni, who became a general in Chile.
Both of them stopped over to visit Joseph Bonaparte at
Bordentown, N. J. (Rassegna Storica del Risorgimento,
March, 1938, and Almanacco del Tambwrmo, Rome, 1934.)

In the 1830’s we find Antonio Gallenga (see next chap¬
ter) ; Antonio Montresor, a physician, who came to join
his father, the impresario noted in Chapter Thirteen (Atti
e Memorte dell’Accademia di Storia dell’Arte Sanitaria,
Nov.-Dec., 1936) ; and Count Francesco Arese (the hand¬
some Italian Count, as he was known in New York Society

—Eco d’ltalia, August 13, 1899) , who came to be with his
friend, Louis Napoleon Bonaparte, just exiled by Louis
Philippe. His notes, A Trip To The Prairies And In The
Interior Of North America, were published in New York
in 1934.
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Some of the Indian articles Beltrami brought back with him to
Europe from his exploration voyage in Minnesota. 1. A medicine
sack, made of the coat of an animal; 2. a pouch (Sioux) ; 3. a knife
sheath (Cypowais) ; 4. a woman’s apron-pouch. (From Beltrami's
Pilgrimage.)

In the 1840’s Gaetano Osculati (1808-1894), a noted
globe-trotter, and Carlo Ghega (1800-1860), a famous
engineer, visited us. Ghega wrote (in German) a book on
American railroads, and another on the Bank of the United
States.

r

After 1850 we find Count de Cassato and Count de
Malaperta (Gottschalk, Notes of a Musician, 90) ; Camillo
Ferri-Pisani, who wrote Lettres Sur Les Etats-Unis, Paris,
1862; Giulio Adamoli, a noted engineer and traveler
(Nuova Antologia, Living Age, 1922) ; Count Luigi Pen-
nazzi (Rassegna Italiana, 1930) ; Giovanni Capellini, 1833-
1922, a geologist who left us a book of scientific observa¬
tions; Adriano Lemmi, the head of the Italian Masonry,
who accompanied Kossuth in 1851; and many others whom
space prevents us from listing.
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CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

EDUCATORS AND WRITERS
Intermingled with the musicians, artists and mission-

aries who came over before the mass immigration from

of languages. I

Most of the Italian teachers of languages in the United ;

States during the 19th century were "improvised” teachers, A i
that is, men who found in the teaching of their native ,
language, and occasionally French and Spanish, the only “ ff? y-*~--*-* ****-ÿ ].*ÿÿ'**
honest way of eking out a living. Most of them were poli- ! > y
tical refugees, and a few out-and-out adventurers; in a ! JT-— '*

good many cases men without a trade, technical knowledge, j
or business ability, possessing only a university degree in *
jurisprudence or ‘belles lettres”. |

As related below, the first Italian teacher of languages ! v.ÿwT*»**>.* «bl*« "

we have found in the United States soon after the Revolu- , *
tion was James Puglia. A few years later came Lorenzo j
Da Ponte, who arrived, as we have seen, in 1805. In 1820, 1 VjTÿbr-W* - i
as he tells us in his Storia della Lingua e della Letteratura I *$ÿ**«»«••'+*• <• //• |
Italians in New York (1827), there were only three j *

j
teachers of Italian in New York, one of whom was Rapallo. j H */“*ÿ*« - <*•* V'VT/'.ÿV I
A few years later we find ten. They were besides Da Ponte, xlÿ

(
* 3* " i

and Rapallo: Aloisi, Padovani, Mezzara, Casati, Ferrari,
Strozzi, Sega and de Attellis. SSSKSSÿÿ-ÿ' |

Antonio Rapallo was the only friend Da Ponte had
among those teachers. "After teaching languages for many *«ÿ»ÿ** «7
years (he has excellent knowledge of many of them) he
studied law and succeeded. He honors me with his friend-

TEACHERS OF ITALIAN

___ _
»**•

.v.uu.n* |

. -w-y-.-’t;

AAAtA

A«u-

A letter written by Da Ponte in 1824 in which he tells of the progress
ship and is one of the few teachers of Italian who did not °f ** study of *e Italian language in the United States. (Manuscript,

become my enemy.” (Da Ponte, op. cit.y 3.) His son,
Emmett Collection, JSe* York Public Ubrar,.)

Charles Antonio, became Judge of the Court of Appeals
of the State of New York in 1870. four private schools, three in New York and one in New

The others, with the exception of Sega and De Attellis, Orleans, between 1824 and 1836.
do not seem to have attained any distinction. Giacomo Among the other teachers of Italian in the United
Sega, whose name we have found listed in the Philadelphia States in the 1820’s we may recall Donato Gherardi, a
city directory as "teacher” at 283 Walnut Street, between Tuscan who taught for years at Cambridge, Boston, and
1830 and 1833, wrote at least three books. Padovani and Northampton. In 1825 he married Jane Bancroft, the
Mezzara we have already met as artists. Whether they were sister of George Bancroft, well known as Secretary of the
artists who turned to teaching as a side line, or vice-versa, Navy and founder of the United States Naval Academy.
we cannot say. (Howe, M. A. De Wolfe, The Life and Letters of George

Orazio de Attellis, Marquis of Sant’Angelo, was one Bancroft, 1908,1, 13.; Nye, R. B., George Bancroft, 1944,
of the most peculiar characters ever to come to America, 73.) Later he, his wife and their first two children moved
as related below. Here we shall recall only that he opened to Louisiana, where their son, Bancroft Gherardi, 1832-

264
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1903, was born. More will be found about Admiral Banc¬
roft Gherardi and his son, Rear Admiral W. R. Gherardi,
in the last chapter of the present work. It is interesting to

recall that when Gherardi joined the famous Round Hill
School at Northhampton, Italian was to be learned “as a
recreation.” (Long, O. W., Literary Pioneers, 94; see also,
Bassett, J. S., The Round Hill School, American Antiquar¬
ian Society, April, 1917, and Elliott, M. H., Uncle Sam
Ward and His Circle, 1938, 22.)

Charles Nolcini, the musician, taught Italian at Port¬
land, Me., and Boston. (Italian-American History, I, 383-
384.)

«i- 1

*

•FT

r *Lorenzo L. Da Ponte, the son of Lorenzo, began by
practising law, but later he taught Italian at Maryland Uni¬
versity and New York University, as well as privately.
He was a prolific writer. After his death in 1840, his wife,
who was the niece of President Monroe’s wife, moved to

New Orleans, with her children. (Da Ponte, Memoirs, note

by A. Livingston, p. 430.)
Pietro Bachi, a Sicilian, came to America, apparently

as the result of a love affair. He taught Italian, Spanish
and Portuguese at Harvard from 1826 to 1846, and wrote

several grammars and anthologies. He died in Boston in
1853. Gallenga speaks highly of him in his Episodes of My
Second Life, 1885, 37-42; see also, Appleton’s Cyclopaedia
of American Biography, I, 128; the general catalogues of
the Library of Congress and the New York Public Library,
and Marraro, H. R., Pioneer Italian Teachers of Italian in
the United States, Modem Language Journal, Nov. 1944.
Other material about Bachi can be found in the Corpora¬
tion records and official correspondence of Harvard
College.)

Antonio Gallenga, who arrived in Boston in 1836 and
for a while gave Italian lessons in Boston, tells us about
another Sicilian, Pietro D’Alessandro, a political exile who
had been in his own country "a romantic, tragic and ele¬
giac poet”, who too, became in America a “marchand de
participes”.

Moving south in 1838, Gallenga found Borsieri and
Signor Interdonato in Philadelphia, and Foresti, Castiglia
(De Castillia), Maroncelli, and other political exiles in
New York, all trying to earn a living by teaching Italian.

Pietro Borsieri, a Milanese (1786-1852), was one of
the heroes of the Risorgimento and came to America in
1836 after spending twelve years in the dungeons of Spiel¬
berg. He taught at Philadelphia and at Princeton for about
two years until 1838, when he returned to Italy. He trans¬

lated H. M. Brackenridge’s History of the War between the
United States and England in the years 1812-1815, which
appeared in Milan in 1821. (See Enciclopedia ltaliana.)

ELEUTERIO FELICE FORESTI
Professor of Italian at New York University and U. S.
Consul at Genoa, Italy. (From a portrait by Michael De
Santis, apparently after Monachesi’s portrait, presented to
Columbia University in 1929 by Mr. and Mrs. Ludwig G.
Foresti.)

the time of his death in 1846 at the age of 47. While with
us he taught Italian and music and was one the organizers
of the Philharmonic Society of New York. (Italian-Ameri-
cm History I, 363-369.)

Gaetano De Castillia (1795-1870) remained in Ameri¬
ca about three years, for he returned to Italy in 1839,
on the same boat that carried Gallenga, the Sedgwicks, who
were going to England, and three American painters—Verbryck, Gray, and Huntington—who were going to
Rome. (Gallenga, op. cit., 236.) For a while he had two
classes of Italian, one private and the other at Agthorp
College, but he expected to have two more. (De Castillia
to Theo. Dwight, New Haven, Feb. 10, 1837, MS. Pennsyl¬
vania Historical Society.) Later he became a senator of
the Kingdom of Italy.

Eleuterio Felice Foresti, “a man whose strength of char¬
acter bore up most heroically against the cruel hardships of
fifteen years’ imprisonment” (Gallenga, op. cit., 187), also
came over in 1836. He taught at New York University
from 1842 to 1856, and had just begun to serve as Ameri¬
can consul in Genoa, Italy, when he died three months
after he took his office in 1858. He wrote a grammar and
a reader for beginners. He was very active in New York.
(Eco d’ltalia, March 18-19 and 25-26, 1883.)

At Yale, Luigi Roberti and Giuseppe Artoni taught
Italian, and the latter, for a time, French, between 1842
and 1847.

In Philadelphia and in New York, G. F. Secchi de

Gallenga does not say anything about Signor Inter¬
donato, except that he was "a Roman, the handsomest
youth that ever came out of Italy, a learned youth, highly
accomplished, all our ladies and young ladies running mad
after him”, (loc. cit. 186.)

Piero Maroncelli was one of the most famous Italian
exiles to come to America, and is well known to readers of
Pellico’s My Prisons. He lived in New York from 1833 to
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IN THE SOUTH

In the South, four teachers with Italian names were
active between 1816 and 1829. One, Mr. Cavidali, adver¬
tised in the Norfolk Gazette for June 18, 1816, the exhi¬
bition of "a Temple in Bronze and Steel, or a Rotunda
composed of two orders of architecture, Tuscan and Dor-
ick, in which the proportions are perfectly preserved”, as
“a specimen of his ability as an architect and mechanist”,
but later he turned to teaching Italian and French.

In Richmond, at about the same time, Ferdinand Iso-
vazzi and Carlo Deharo (De Caro, or De Carlo?) taught
French, Spanish and Italian, and "Senior” Pudiani con¬
ducted a school of fine arts. Most probably he also taught
languages. (Meagher, M., Education in Richmond, 1939.)

Salvatore Bonfiglio, or Sauveur Bonfils (1791-1849),
as noted on page 201, taught languages at the University
of Alabama between 1832 and 1836 and at Transylvania
University in later years. A native of Tempio, Corsica, he
was educated in Rome, Italy, and came to the United
States in 1817, where two years later he married Lucinda
Alden, a descendant of John Alden. He was the grand¬
father of Frederick Bonfils ,the founder of the Denver Post.

•cM«

To Amateurs of the Arts md Sciences.
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One of Cavidali's advertisements in the Norfolk Gazette,
June 18, 1816.

Casali, the founder and editor of Eco d’ltalia, taught Italian,
French and other subjects between 1845 and 1846, at a

time in a private school where he worked 17 hours a day
for $300 a week. (Eco, June 28-29, 1883.)

AFTER 1850

After 1850 the number of Italian teachers in American
Institutions of learning and especially in private schools
increased considerably. We have already noted the reli¬
gious educators. Two of them, Monti and Botta, arrived
before the Civil War, like one G. B. Fontana, who pub¬
lished an Italian grammar in New York in 1864.

Luigi Monti, we learn from a letter he sent to Presi¬
dent Buchanan, "was born in Palermo, Sicily, in 1830. My
father was a commander in the navy. I was graduated at

the Jesuit College in 1846, went to sea for my health in
an American ship, and crossed twice the Atlantic; I entered
the University of Palermo in 1847, took an active part in
the Revolution of 1848-’49 with my fellow-students and
was obliged to emigrate. I came to America in 1850 and
established myself in Boston as a teacher of my native
language. I was appointed instructor in Italian at Harvard
University in 1854. In 1855 I published a grammar of
the Italian language and a reader, which are now textbooks
at the University.”

In 1861 Monti was appointed American consul at Pal¬
ermo, serving there for twelve years, after which he re¬
turned to the United States to teach and lecture. He will
be remembered as the Sicilian in Longfellow’s Tales of
Wayside Inn, and the author of ,a book, Adventures of a
Consul Abroad. (See Italian-American History, I, 489-
490; Eco d’ltalia, Feb. 23, 1881.)

Vincenzo Botta (1818-1894) was the son of the author
of the History of the War of Independence of the United
States, which went through at least seven editions. A mem¬
ber of the Italian Parliament, he came to America in 1853
to study American conditions, but once here he married an
Irish young lady, Anne C. Lynch, and remained for the
rest of his life. For forty years, or from 1854 to 1894,

OTHER PIONEERS

In Northern New York State, we find one S. Pinistri,
teacher of drawing and Italian "for some time past in some
of the most respected families” in Albany, N. Y., about
1820. (Marraro, op. cit.)

In the Boston Almanac for 1844 we find Gaetano Lanza
and Levina Buonocore listed as teachers, the former of
Italian and French, and the latter without further indica¬
tion. Lanza was the father of Gaetano Lanza, the Massa¬
chusetts Institute of Technology professor emeritus, as re¬

lated in the next chapter. The family moved to Charlottes¬
ville, Va., in 1858, where the elder Lanza taught foreign
languages at the University of Virginia from 1858 to 1861.

His son also taught there in the School of Mathematics
from 1869 to 1871.

In the same Boston Almanac for 1844 we find an item
about one Adelbert B. Ptolemius, an Italian, who "at¬
tempted to shoot John Scott, Mayor of Philadelphia. He
asked for private conversation, and after being shown into

an anteroom, desired to be provided with a place for teach¬
ing languages. As Mr. Scott turned to go out, the fellow
fired a pistol at him. The ball passed through the coat and
vest, and slightly lacerated the flesh. As usual, the villain
was called insane and perhaps truly.”

Also in Philadelphia in the 50’s we find one Vincenzo
D’Amarelli, who is said to have taught Italian language
and literature at the University of Pennsylvania. A native
of Rossano, in Calabria, he seems to have been related to

another teacher of languages, Dominic Anthony Vincent,
who is said to have been born in Paris of Italian parents.
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years: Edward Chiera, Henry Suzzailo, Charles Prospero
Fagnani, and Carmon Ross.

Edward Chiera, professor of Assyrology at the Univer¬
sity of Chicago and one of America’s leading Orientalists,
was born in Rome in 1885 and came to America in 1910.
He taught at the University of Pennsylvania from 1913
to 1927 and at the University of Chicago from 1927 until
the time of his death in 1933. He will be remembered for
his success in deciphering in 1924 a Babylonian tablet giv-
the story of Adam and Eve similar to that found in the
Genesis, but at least 1,000 years older, and for his exca¬
vations in the Tigris Valley near Bagdad in 1928 and 1929,
during which he brought to light many important findings,
including the famous Sumerian tablets. A rather long ac¬
count of his activities appeared in the New York Herald-
Tribune for June 22, 1933, at the time of his death. (See
also, Dictionary of American Biography.)

ADVENTURES
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A CONSUL ABROAD.

BY

SAMUEL SAMPLETON, ESQ.,

LATE CSTIED-STATES CONSUL AT VERDECUERNO.

HENRY SUZZALLO

One of the nation’s most distinguished educators who
passed away also in 1933 was Henry Suzzailo. President
of the University of Washington from 1915 to 1926 and
president of the Carnegie Foundation for the Advance¬
ment of Teaching during the last three years of his life,
Professor Suzzailo played a most prominent role in Ameri¬
can education for many years. He was born in San Jose,
Cal., in 1875, the son of Italian immigrants. The fact that
his parents had come from Dalmatia, has led some
not acquainted with the history of that part of Europe to
believe that he was of Jugoslav extraction. That he was
of Italian extraction, however, he himself confirmed to
this writer who asked him about it on the occasion of a
lecture Dr. Suzzailo delivered at New York University in
1929. An editorial about his contribution to American edu¬
cation appeared in the New York Times on September 26,
1933.

BOSTON:

LEE AND SHEPARD, PUBLISHERS.
NEW YORK:

CHARLES T. DILLINGHAM. people
1878.

Title-page of Luigi Monti’s book about his life as U. S.
Consul at Palermo.

Botta was nominally professor of Italian at New York
University, but as he related only a few months before
he died to Prof. Carlo Speranza, his position was just an

honorary one, for he never delivered a single lecture.
Another honorary position which he enjoyed for thirty-
one years was that of vice-president of the Union League
Club of New York. His home, which Emerson called
“the house of expanding doors,” was for many years the
meeting place of many of the noted literary and social
figures of America.

FAGNANI AND ROSS

Charles Prospero Fagnani (1854-1940) was born in
New York, the son of the painter, Giuseppe Fagnani. Pro¬
fessor emeritus of Old Testament, Literature and Exegesis
at Union Theological Seminary from 1915 to 1926, he
was the author of several books and a honorary member
of the Union League Club of New York.

Dr. Carmon Ross, who died in 1946, was born in the
province of Salerno, Italy, and brought to America by his
parents when he was a child. Here his name was changed
from Carmine Cortazzo into Carmon Ross. He served as
president of Edinboro (Pa.) State Teachers College from
1924 to 1940, and for several years as executive director
of the Public Education and Child Labor Association of
Pennsylvania. (See Italian-American Who’s Who, and At-
lantica Magazine, May 1934, 196.)

SINCE THE CIVIL WAR

After the Civil War not a few of the Italians who
served as officers in the Union Army remained to teach.
More numerous were those who arrived with the immigra¬
tion tide, educated men without any particular skill, who
found temporary occupations as teachers of languages not

only in private schools but especially in music colleges from
New York to California. A few were lucky enough to

join the faculties of our best known universities. Mean¬
while the new generations of native Americans of Italian
parentage were gradually spreading into educational fields
other than language instruction.

EDWARD CHIERA

As representative teachers of subjects other than lan¬
guages, we shall recall four men who passed away in recent

OTHER EDUCATORS
Today literally hundreds of men and women of Italian

birth or extraction are active in American education in
practically every state in the Union. Professors of, or in-
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distinction as a poet and author of religious works. Father
Finotti, the editor of the Boston Pilot for many years, wrote
several lives of saints and novels. His brother, G. M. Finotti,
who died in South Dakota in 1889, also devoted himself
to literary pursuits. (Italian-American History, II, 372.)

AGOSTINO SIGNAIGO

Agostino Signaigo, a native of Italy, is said to have
been outstanding "in the Americas” as a "poet, linguist,
political writer, and as a student of all branches of learn¬
ing” (Eco d’Italia, Aug. 12, 1865), but we have not been
able to find any of his verses or other writings to express
a personal opinion. In 1865 he was editor of the Cairo, 111.,
Daily News, but later he joined the Grenada, Miss., Sen¬
tinel. In 1869 he
Press Association.

The first native of Italy to be on the staff of a metro¬
politan daily newspaper as editorial writer was in all prob¬
ability George Bendelari (1851-1927), a native of Naples,
who came to the United States at the age of four, with
his father, Enrico, the friend of Meucci. He was educated
at Harvard and at Leipzig, Germany, received an honorary
degree of Master of Arts from Yale in 1888, taught lan¬
guages and history at Harvard, Yale and Columbia from
1878 to 1894, and then joined the New York Sun as
editorial writer. (New York Times, Aug. 13, 1927; Who's
Who in America, 1924-’25.)

ITALIAN AUTHORS IN AMERICA

It is not generally realized that among the men and
women who have come to America from Italy during
the last half century, there have been quite a few who
have written Italian verse and prose of some distinction,
even if only two or three of them will ever be mentioned
in future histories of Italian literature. Poets, playrights,
novelists, essayists, translators in prose and verse, they
would have made a name for themselves in the United
States had it not been for the language barriers. Here we
shall not deal with them as, in a sense, they are not a
part of the American scene. They deserve a special
graph.

structors in, languages, sociology, economics, political sci¬
ence, comparative philology, psychology, philosophy, the¬
ology, they are all doing their share in making America

a center of learning. One name may suffice: that of Angelo
Patri, one of the great pioneers in modern education, who
came from his native Italy as a boy in the 1880’s.

We only regret that we cannot afford to dwell on the
contributions to American learning made by some of the
men who passed away in recent years, men like Dr. Alberto
Bonaschi, Professors Lipari, Marinoni, De Salvio, Cadicamo,
Marchisio, Zema, and last, but not least, Alfonso Arbib
Costa, an Italian of the Jewish faith, who for about half
a century honored the New York Italian community.

PIONEER WRITERS AND NEWSPAPERMEN elected president of the Mississippiwas

For various reasons, it is not easy for a man or woman

to write a work of literary merit in a foreign language.
There are exceptions, of course, such as Rafael Sabatini in

our own days, but the exceptions are so rare that they
simply confirm the rule. Even for native-born Americans
of foreign parentage it is not very easy to acquire a place
in American literature, although the exceptions here are
not so rare. For one thing, young authors need encourage-
bent, something very few Italian-American writers have
received. The policies of some of our newspapers, besides,
make it rather difficult for beginners to become known.

Nevertheless, there are and have been Italian-American
writers who acquired a little distinction in the 19th cen¬
tury and others who deserve to be better known. Cora
Fabbri, for instance: a young poetess who died at San
Remo, Italy, in 1892 at the age of twenty.

CORA FABBRI

We do not know much about Cora Fabbri with the
exception of the little information contained in her obitu¬
ary in the New York Times (January 14, 1892) and in
the fine article Enrico Nencioni (1837-1896), a leading
poet and critic, devoted to her in the famous magazine
La Nuova Antologia of Rome (February 16, 1892).

Cora Fabbri was born in New York, the daughter of
Ernest G. Fabbri, a member of the firm of Fabbri and
Chauncey, who died in 1883, and the niece of Egisto
Fabbri, the partner of J. P. Morgan. She began writing
verse at an early age, some of her poems appearing in
American periodicals. Not long after her father’s death
the family moved to Italy, where Cora Fabbri wrote her

mono-

CONTEMPORARY ITALIAN-AMERICAN
WRITERS

As for writing in English, Italian-Americans have made
a good beginning, with a number of poets whose verses
have appeared in the several anthologies published annu¬
ally in the United States; with biographers like Frances
Winwar (Francesca Vinciguerra) ; with novelists like Jerre
Mangione, Oscar De Liso, John Fante, Pietro di Donato,
Michael De Capite, Nicholas Cosentino, or Guido D’Agos¬
tino. We might also include Bernard De Yoto and Hamilton
Basso, whose grandparents came from Italy about a century
ago. Nor should we forget Sacco and Vanzetti, the two
humble workers whom prejudice and hysteria "railroaded”
to the electric chair. Their immensely moving and impres¬
sive letters, however, are already a part of American litera-

poems.
Not all of Cora Fabbri’s verses are perfect, but they

are so full of "essentially poetical and lyrical images and
expressions” that they may be considered "worthy of any
eminent poet”, as Nencioni said. One, however, does not
need to accept the verdict of the Italian critic. Her book
of Lyrics, published in New York in 1892, will prove a
revelation to any one who takes the trouble of perusing it
in the New York Public Library.

Cora Fabbri, of course, was not the first Italian Ameri¬
can poet or writer. Father Pise, as we have seen, acquired
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PIONEER EDITORS AND PUBLISHERS

In the various county histories of the United States or
in Mott’s History of American Magazines one will find
names of editors or publishers which seem Italian, such
L. B. Alberti, contributor to the Baltimore Portico; John
Bisco, founder of The Broadway Journal; John Dominey,
one of the principal movers and stockholders of The Re¬
publican, a newspaper published first in 1811 in the Lake
Champlain Valley; or even the well-known John Fenno.
But it is hard to prove whether or not they were of Italian
extraction or birth.
THE FIRST ITALIAN-AMERICAN NEWSPAPERS

Coming to more solid ground, the first native of Italy
to publish a newspaper in the United States seems to have
been Orazio de Attellis with his Correo Atlantico, as we

have seen. Thirteen years later, in 1849, Secchi deCasali
became editor of the Europeo-Americano (The European-
American) , a weekly in Italian and English which included
among its contributors several well-known writers of the
day. It lasted only nine weeks, for after the fall of the
Roman Republic the Italian Cause seemed lost and its sup¬
porters lost enthusiasm. Not so Casali. With $78 in sub¬
scriptions, only half of which had been paid in, he started
all over again and put out, also in 1849, L’Eco d’Italia, a
weekly which was to last until 1894, for a time even as
a daily.

Many, of course, were the sacrifices undergone by the
young editor, who on occasions had to pawn some of his
family heirlooms, including his gold watch and his wife’s
earrings, which his ever-precarious finances never allowed
him to reclaim.

No sooner had L’Eco come out than an ex-priest tried
his hand at journalism and published another weekly in
Italian, L’Esule (The Exile). It died shortly after it was
born. In 1851 Felice Foresti started a weekly of his own,
II Proscritto (The Expatriate), which lasted about two

years. Also short-lived was the European Mercury, in Eng¬
lish, which Luigi Tinelli founded early in 1852.

Two more Italian papers tried their wings in the 50’s.
The first was La Gazzetta ltaliana of Philadelphia, pub¬
lished by
been manager of La Gazette Francaise. Balbo, however,
went a little too far in his attacks against an ex-priest, one
Baldassare, a contemptible individual, according to Casali.
Supported by a group of anti-Catholics, Baldassare sued for
libel and succeeeded in having Balbo sentenced to one year
in jail. After which he moved to New York, where he
opened a drug store. The second weekly, L’Eco della Patria,
was founded by Federico Biesta in San Francisco on March
19, 1859.

Also in 1859 James R. Del Vecchio founded what we
might call the first American newspaper published by an
Italian-American in the United States, the Brooklyn Stand¬
ard, a weekly for the first two years and a daily for about
six months in 1861, when it suspended publication appar¬
ently because of Del Vecchio’s enlistment in the Union

Masthead of the Natchez Weekly Democrat showing
the name of Paul A. Botto as editor. (Courtesy,
Mississippi State Library.)

Army, in which he served as a quarter master, with the
rank of captain. His fellow-citizens in 1862 presented him
and General Spinola, both of the Empire Brigade, with the
gift of a sword, sash and pistols. Del Vecchio was dis¬
charged in 1866 with the rank of Lieutenant Colonel, U. S.
Volunteers, by brevet, "for gallant action or meritorious
conduct during the war.” He then resumed the publication
of his newspaper, which continued under its own name
until 1877, when it was merged with the Brooklyn Union
to form the Standard-Union. A set of its first 52 issues
is in the Queens Public Library. (See also Stiles, History of
the City of Brooklyn, 3 vols. 1870, II, 449 and III, 940.)

In the 1860’s, an Almanacco Italiano, the first Italian
almanac printed in the United States, was put on sale in
January, 1862. Also in the 60’s, Paolo M. Botto was editor
and co-publisher of the Natchez Democrat, a weekly, and
Pietro Cuneo was part-owner of the Medina, Ohio, Gazette,
and then publisher and editor of the Wyandot Pioneer of
Upper Sandusky, Ohio, the name of which he later changed
into Wyandot County Republican. (Italian-American His¬
tory, I, 493. See facsimiles, ante, 165.)

At Woodstock, Md., Father Sestini founded in 1866
the Sacred Heart Messenger, probably the Catholic maga¬
zine with the largest circulation in the world. He served
as editor from 1866 to 1881.

On the West Coast, Biesta was making progress, forA. Balbo, a Piedmontese who in 1853 hadone
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ture and are included in the anthologies. (Se Joughin, G. L.,
and Morgan, E. M., The Legacy of Sacco and Vanzetti, we are inclined to believe that he was a native of Italy, al¬

though his family had emigrated to Italian Switzerland
some two hundred years before his birth. His father, John
Dominick, was born at Blenio, in the Canton Ticino. From
1775 to 1782 young Puglia studied at Savona, a city near
Genoa, after which, apparently, he travelled, as his father

to
w‘sÿe<ÿ him to do, until he reached America. At any rate,
he was here as early as 1792, for we find him listed as
"Spanish interpreter” in Hardie’s Philadelphia Directory
and Register for 1793. In 1794 he was a private in the
local militia. (Pennsylvania Archives, Series 6, Vol. 5,
509.)

We do not know exactly where Puglia was born, but

1948.)

WRITERS ON VARIOUS SUBJECTS
Generally speaking, it would not be hard to compile a

list of 500, or even 1,000, books authored by Italian-
Americans during the last forty years, from politics _
history, economics, sociology, mathematics, medicine, ad¬
vertising, and even dogs, or golf. Before the Civil War
several of the political exiles like Maroncelli, Foresti, Filo-
panti, Secchi de Casali, contributed articles on current

Italian politics to leading newspapers and magazines, from , t ,
Virginia to New England. Secchi de Casali, the editor of . Jt ™ Jear’ 179J>':hat * first book

Eco d’Italia, contributed to the Saturday Evening Post, the fmted m the ?! De*enZan<> Hombre in

Whig Democratic Review, the New York Tribune, New SPam?h’ Wearedin Philadelphia A year later he published

York Herald, and other periodicals. (Eco, Feb. 4-5, 1883.) ‘ a b°°k °* 284 P*geS’

The first best-seller written by an Italian-American <*1™P™twl Humorom Observations on the Ufe and

still remains A Texas Cowboy by Charles Siringo, of which Advent?™$ ™er Porcupine. Porcupine was the pseudo-

more than 1,000,000 copies are said to have been printed, of students f that Perif, ,, , i \ Puglia often attacked him, under the name of Quick
as we have already noted on page 169. (See facsimiles.) a . ,, . . x .7 F s v > Siiver (see Clark, M. E., Peter Porcupine tn America,

1939, 69.)

We need not dwell here on all that Puglia wrote during
An early Italian-American writer to take an interest the next quarter of a century, or until his last book known

in American politics was James Philip Puglia, one of the to USj £( Derecho del Hombre, a translation of Paine’s
most active political pamphleteers the Federalists had on Rights of Man, appeared in Philadelphia in 1822. It is in
their side. He wrote numerous articles, several pamphlets, that book, a copy of which we consulted at the Hunting-
three plays based on current political events, and at least
two books.

JAMES PHILIP PUGLIA

ton Library in San Marino, Cal., that one will find a list
of Puglia’s published and manuscript writings and a refer¬
ence to his Italian nationality.

Puglia is said to have served as health officer for the
city of Philadelphia and to have lived for a number of
years in Harrisburg, where he was "worshipful Master” of
Perseverance Lodge No. 21 of the Masons. (Notes and
Queries, Harrisburg, 1894, Series I, Vol. I, 51.) From a

letter he wrote to Jefferson, to whom he dedicated his com¬
edy, The Embargo, we learn that William Warren, the
manager of the Chestnut Street Theater refused to pro¬
duce it because he was opposed to Puglia’s political ideas.
(Puglia to Jefferson, June 21, 1808, and Jefferson to Puglia,
June 24, 1808. MS. Library of Congress.) That he never
became a rich man we learn from his Short Extract (also
in the Huntington Library) , or summary of his El Desen-
gano del Hombre, which he wished to publish in an English
translation, provided he could get enough subscriptions.
"The low circumstances of De Puglia (who must get his
living like the birds of the forest) are great impediments
to his sparing time for study.” Whether Puglia’s Embargo
was ever produced on the stage we do not know. (See
Hornblow’s History of the Theatre in America, 1919, I,
212, and Quinn’s History of the American Drama, 2nd ed.
1943, 136.)
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ORAZIO de ATTELLIS

Orazio de Attellis, marquis of Sant’Angelo, was born at
Sant’Angelo Limosano, in the province of Campobasso,
Italy, on October 22, 1774, and died at Civitavecchia on
January 10, 1850.

Title-page of one of the early books by James Puglia, pub¬
lished at Philadelphia in 1795. Notice his title as “teacher
of the Spanish and Italian languages.” (Courtesy, New
York Public Library.)
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He came to America in 1824 after spending thirty-
four years in Europe plotting and fighting. In 1812 he
was with Napoleon during the famous retreat from Mos¬
cow. Previously he had seen action in Italy and in Spain.
He had been arrested, sentenced to death, pardoned, exiled.
Out of the army, he had been a law clerk, a newspaperman,
a teacher of languages in France, a public official. At fifty
he had packed more adventure and more dangers in his
life than two or three men his age.

A month after his arrival in New York, de Attellis paid
a visit to Joseph Bonaparte at Bordentown, met Lorenzo
Da Ponte, and three months later opened a school in New
York, as we have seen. As restless as ever, the following

year he decided to move to Mexico, took part in Mexican
politics for a year, and then decided to return to the
United States. From 1827 to 1832 he lived in New York
teaching and writing until he went back to Mexico City

to establish a college at the suggestion of Santa Anna. (El

Correo Atlantico, May 30, 1836.) On the way over he
stopped for a while at New Orleans, where he contributed
a series of articles to the local L’Abeille, all in favor of the
Mexican general.Harmony between the two, however,
did not last long and soon they separated. De Attellis there¬
upon published a newspaper, El Correo Atlantico, but not

for long, for Santa Anna expelled him from Mexico. Re¬
suming publications in New Orleans, he carried on an in¬
tense propaganda for the independence of Texas, in Spanish,
English, and even in Italian and French.

So well and so strongly did Attellis defend the right
of Texas to independence that in 1839 he “was rewarded
with a grant of a large tract of land and with the honor
of having a set of El Correo kept permanently in the Texas
state archives.” (See Cortese, N., Le Avventure Italiane ed
Americane di un Giacobino Molisano, Messina, 1935, 95.)
He also received a large sum in payment of his claims
against the Mexican Government. How much land he actu¬
ally received we have not tried to ascertain, but that El
Correo Atlantico is kept on file in the Texas State Library
in the State Capitol at Austin, has been confirmed to us by
the Texas State Archivist.

From 1836 to 1848 de Attellis lived in New Orleans,
Philadelphia and New York, taking active part in local
Italian affairs, organizing two military units, as we have
noted on page 200, lecturing and writing. He was most
active on the Texas Question, possibly because of his claims.

During this period de Attellis published at least fifteen
pamphlets, thirteen of which are listed by Cortese and two
which are in the Yale University Library. One of them
(1834) is in defense of the Italians who had been attacked
by the Philadelphia Ledger. (In America, sir, you have
only seen, with but a few exceptions, Italian orange and
fig sellers, or a few Italian artists or professors, seeking in
privte and tranquil pursuits, an honest livelihood.) There¬
upon he challenged to duel “sword in hand” the editor and
another “half a dozen insolent scribblers of your stamp.”

In seven letters which appeared in the Washington
Index in 1842 and later in pamphlet form, he severely
critized President Tyler and his Secretary of State, Daniel
Webster. In 1844 he came out for Henry Clay, “the great¬
est and best American,” against Polk, “an ambitious and
evil demagogue”. He even found time to get in
trouble, for, having attacked Senator McRoberts of Illinois,
he was sued for libel and made to pay.

His American citizenship, however, saved him from
ending his life in prison when he returned to Italy in 1848,
at the age of seventy-four, as bellicose as ever. He died
there two years later.

As for his political pamphleteering, it would seem that
they played a role not only in the independence of Texas
but especially in the settlement of American claims
against Mexico. (See also Eco d’ltalia, January 22, 1882,
and April 1, 1883.)
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Front page of one of the early issues of the Correo Atlantico published
by De Attellis in New Orleans in 1836. Notice the various articles in
Italian, English and Spanish. Other items were in French. (Courtesy,
Library of Congress.)
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in 1886 was L’ltalia of San Francisco, still in existence.
It, too, has served the Italian people well, especially under
the editorship of Ettore Patrizi, one of the finest gentlemen
this writer had the privilege of counting among his friends.
From 1893 to the time of his death in 1941, Ettore Patrizi
was the exponent on the West Coast of the best that the
Italian immigrant could offer to both Italy and America.

HUNDREDS OF WEEKLY NEWSPAPERS

During the last seventy-five years literally hundreds of
Italian weekly newspapers have been published in the
United States. Among those still in existence, we shall
recall, in chronological order, L’ltalia of Chicago, founded
in 1886 by Oscar Durante, translator of De Amicis’ "Cu-
ore”, Rome correspondent, for a time, of the Chicago1 Tri¬
bune, and the first man to carry U. S. registered mail across
the Island of Porto Rico in two covered wagons in 1898;

11 Corriere del Connecticut, established in New Haven in
1893; La Follia of New York, the most popular weekly in
the Italian language in the United States, founded in 1893

ETTORE PATRIZI

in 1869 he began the publication of the Illustrated San
Francisco News, in English. Six years later, in 1875, the
first Italian religious weekly in the United States, Osserva-
tore Cattolico, made its appearance.

Biesta, meanwhile, was meeting opposition in San Fran¬
cisco. A Piedmontese loyal to the House of Savoy and to

monarchy, he never missed an opportunity to criticize the
local political exiles, men of Republican principles, who
naturally resented Biesta’s monarchical attitude. Supported
by the local Italian-Swiss residents, they decided to start f
a newspaper of their own, and put out La Voce del Popolo,
which in the 90’s became a daily.

In the East, Casali remained in undisputed control of
the field until about 1871, when the first Italian-language
daily newspaper appeared in New York. Published and
edited by Cesare Orsini and Giuseppe Norton, two fine WtSI

journalists, it was named L’Unione dei Popolt (United
Peoples). It lasted about six or seven months.

Nine years later, in 1880, an ambitious young Tuscan,
Carlo Barsotti, started a new daily, II Progresso Italo-
Americano, which soon took the lead, even after L’Eco
d’ltalia also appeared as a daily, starting with its issue of
March 14, 1881. In 1888 another daily, Cristoforo Co¬
lombo, began its publication in New York, but after seven
years of hard life it was purchased by Mr. Barsotti.

Ever since those days, 11 Progresso has been the leading
Italian-language newspaper in the United States, under the
leadership of its founder until he died in 1927, and under
the management of Generoso Pope from 1928 until 1949,
when he also passed away. Since then it has been published
by his two sons. For twenty years it was edited by Italo
Falbo, an outstanding journalist who relinquished the edi¬
torship of a daily newspaper in Rome, Italy, to come to

New York. He died in 1946 at the age of seventy.
Getting back to the 80’s, another Italian daily founded
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by Marziale Sisca and by his brother, Alessandro (Cordi-
ferro) , a poet whose death a few years ago is still mourned
by an army of friends; La Gazzetta del Massachusetts, a

weekly founded in 1896 by James Donnarumma, whose
unflagging devotion to Italy and America and whose un¬

swerving principles can hardly be matched; 11 Pensiero of
St. Louis, founded in 1904 by Luigi Carnovale, as pure
an idealist as ever lived anywhere, and edited since 1917 by
Dr. Cesare Avigni, a scholar of the old school; L’Opinione
of Philadelphia, a daily, founded in 1905 by C. A. A. Baldi,
now managed, for many years past, by Remo Zuecca, one
of the ablest newspaper managers in the country; II Ris-
veglio of Denver, founded by Frank P. Mancini, still its
publisher and .editor, in 1907, when he was only 16 years
old; Ultalo-Americano of Los Angeles, the only Italian
newspaper in Southern California, founded in 1908, and
now edited by Cleto Baroni, another man who has devoted
the best years of his life to the advancement of his people;
LaTribuna of Detroit, founded in 1909 by Vincenzo Giuli-
ano, to whose idealism and sacrifices the Italians of Michi¬
gan owe more than a debt of gratitude for his immense
contribution to their prestige and welfare; The Texas Tri¬
bune of Dallas, formerly all in Italian, and now in English
with a column in Italian, founded by Charles Papa, a

self-made man, under whose leadership it became one of
the most successful Italian weeklies in the country. Among
those which recently suspended publication, worthy of
mention is also the Unione of Pueblo, Colorado, founded
by H. Chiariglione in 1897, and published for many years
by Vincenzo Massari. Last but not least, we cannot omit
The Italian News of Boston, the only Italian weekly in the
English language in the United States, founded in 1921
and still published and edited by Principio Albert Santo-

suosso, a veteran of the Boston Post and the Boston Journal,
whose devotion to the Italian people has a few peers among

the children of Italian immigrants. A place by itself is

occupied by The Rubicon, American Critical Review,

which has been published monthly since 1941 by T.uigi

Criscuolo of New York.

MAGAZINE PUBLISHERS

One could write a history of the intellectual develop¬
ment of the Italian immigrant in the United States simply
by a study of the scores of monthly publications that have
appeared in Italian-American communities during the last
fifty years. Most of them have been of a general cultural
type, but a few have specialized in musical activities, social
studies, art, medicine, business, and even baking, shoe re¬
pairing and barbering. We shall recall II Carroccio, a bilin¬
gual magazine edited by its founder, Agostino DeBiasi,
from 1915 to 1937; Columbus, also started in 1915, and
still published by its founder, Vincenzo Campora, an unre¬
pentant idealist, who sacrificed his entire life to create

another cultural link between Italy and the United States;

and finally, The Rivista d’ltalia e d’America, founded in
Rome, Italy, in 1923, and then continued in New York
under the name of Atlantica from 1928 to the time of his
death in 1942, by Dr. Filippo Cassola. The writer may be
allowed here to pay a special tribute to Dr. Cassola, whom
he came to know rather intimately during the years he was
connected with him as managing editor of his magazine,
as well as a friend. If there ever was a man who ran after
a chimera, that man was Dr. Cassola. Completely devoid of
personal ambition, with no desire whatever except that of
promoting the intellectual development of the Italians in

America and to reveal to their children the glorious heri¬
tage of Italy, Dr. Cassola spent more than $75,000 without
ever anticipating a financial return.

The most popular magazine in the Italian language in
the United States today is Divagando, published by Di-
vagando Corporation, Charles L’Episcopo, President.

CONTEMPORARY EDITORS AND PUBLISHERS

One has only to go through the recent annual editions
of Editor and Publisher to find an impressive array of
Italian names, as editors and even publishers of daily news¬
papers. But, for that matter, a glance at some of our popu¬
lar magazines is enough to reveal many Italian names on
editorial staffs.



CHAPTER NINETEEN

ANTONIO MEUCCI

INVENTOR OF THE TELEPHONE

The electric telephone was invented by Antonio Meucci
many years before Alexander Graham Bell applied for his
famous patent on February 14, 1876.

Of course, this is not the first time that Meucci has
been proclaimed the inventor of the telephone—we are
fully aware of that; but, with all due repect to all pre¬
vious students of the subject, not one of them has ever
produced the right kind of evidence that would satisfy
the most skeptical scientist.

Yet, during the last sixty-five years anyone who had
known how to go about it could have found in the ar¬

chives of the Supreme Court of the United States and
elsewhere in Washington all the evidence needed, just as

we found it in December, 1951.
The most important piece of evidence on Meucci dis¬

covered by us is the official court record of the case of the
American Bell Telephone Company versus the Globe Tele¬
phone Company, Antonio Meucci and others, which was

tried before Judge Wallace of the United State Circuit
Court for the Southern District of New York from 1885
to July 19, 1887, when Judge Wallace rendered his de¬
cision.

:
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ANTONIO MEUCCI

According to Judge Wallace, Meucci was an impostor,
knew that he had invented nothing worth while, had only
foolish notions about electricity, and most certainly could
not have invented a telephone resembling Bell’s.

But, as they say, there are two sides to every story. In
the following pages we shall, therefore, present the other
side, using, of course, the very evidence which, in our opin¬
ion, Judge Wallace failed to use with judicial equanimity
and impartiality. Lack of space, unfortunately, prevents us

from reproducing in facsimile all the pertaining evidence
from the 1,000-page printed Record—something which
we intend to do as exhaustively as possible in a separate
volume. The evidence given in the present chapter, never¬

theless, should be enough for any unbiased scientist or law¬
yer to draw his or her own conclusions.

paraffine candles and wood pulp paper to electric therapy
and submarine telephony. At one time he was interested in
the electrification of railroads and in a canal steamer; at
another in the mummification of human bodies; still at
another in a piano with glass keys.

Ever since he was a boy in his native Florence, where
he was born in 1808, he had been interested in mechanics.
In 1835, he moved to Havana, Cuba, where he worked for
years as theater machinist. It was there, while treating some
patients with electric therapy that he conceived the idea
that speech could be transmitted electrically. That was in
1849.

Coming to the United States in 1851 with a capital
of $20,000, he bought a home at Staten Island and estab¬
lished a candle factory in which Giuseppe Garibaldi, who
lived in Meucci’s house during his American residence,
worked for a time. Then he had a brewery. Still later he
became interested in other business ventures. But Meucci
was too trustworthy, and a very poor business man at that,
to succeed in business.

During all this time he had never abandoned the idea
of the telephone. Actually he constructed several instru-

MEUCCI’S SCIENTIFIC LEARNING

Meucci was not a science professor; but, to judge by
the many inventions he patented, and by those which he
did not patent, he knew more about the various branches
of science than many college professors of his day. His

inventions and experiments cover various fields, from

274
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ments through which he and his friends spoke for years.
In 1860, when a friend of his, Enrico Bendelari, left for
Italy, he asked him to find some well-to-do Italians to

help him finance his invention. But Bendelari did nothing
about it. The idea of being able to talk through a wire

over a distance of miles seemed too preposterous in those
days, as we shall presently see.

To make a long story short, Meucci, notwithstanding
the lack of support, continued his investigations, making
several instruments, “trying and trying again,” just as his
famous countryman, Galileo, had taught. During this time
his financial conditions were getting from bad to worse.
He had lost all his money, so much so that he had to re¬
sort to public charity or to the assistance of the New York
Italians. To top it all, while going home one day on the
ferryboat, its boiler exploded, killing more than 100 peo¬
ple. Meucci was seriously injured and was compelled to

remain in bed for six months. With no money in sight, one
day his wife sold his telephone instruments to a junk dealer
for $6.00.

In 1871 Meucci finally decided to patent his telephone
invention, but his lawyer, Mr. Stetson, wanted $250 to

prepare the necessary documents. Meucci had no money.

All he could get together from three friends who took an
intestest in his invention was $20, just enough to pay for
a caveat. In 1872 and 1873 he renewed the caveat—the
sum of $10 needed on each occasion having been advanced
by a friend.

mission of “some signals or sensations” had used a wire
and that “on that wire they had a galvanic battery of
several cells.”

After calling fruitlessly on Mr. Grant for a couple of
years (Mr. Durant admitted to only "four or five months
perhaps”) Meucci asked Mr. Grant to return his papers
to him (according to Mr. Durant they were ten or a dozen
pages) , only to be told by Mr. Grant that he did not have
them any more and that he did not know what had be¬
come of them.

Meucci’s visit to Mr. Grant reminds us of the visit
another Italian, Antonio Pacinotti, paid to the Froment
machine shop in Paris, and of the long talk he had with
the shop mechanic, Zenobe Theophile Gramme, about his
recently-invented ring-winding dynamo. Gramme, like
Grant, also told Pacinotti that he would look into the
matter, until not long after that interview, in 1870, it was
announced that Gramme had invented a ring-winding
dynamo like Pacinotti’s. Only the description of his in¬
vention in the scientific magazine “Nuovo Cimento” of
Florence in 1865 saved Pacinotti from being robbed of the
honor, although Gramme got the millions. All that Pacin¬
otti received was the Yolta prize of 50,000 francs be¬
stowed on him by the Government of France.

Getting back to our story, when Meucci learned about
Bell’s telephone he protested, but what could an old and
poor foreigner who could hardly speak English do against
a company that was backed by millions of dollars?

Even Garibaldi, at his friend’s request, tried to get
the Italian Government to support Meucci’s claims, but
as history proves, Italian bureaucrats and politicians have
never lifted a finger to help Italian inventors. The case
of Marconi is typical.

For a time some wealthy Americans and Englishmen
took an interest in Meucci’s invention; men like Robert
Garrett, president of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad, and
other millionaires, including William H. Vanderbilt of
New York and James McHenry of London. (Philadelphia
Times, Aug. 26, 1884.)

Later Meucci assigned his telephone invention to the
Globe Telephone Company, one of several firms that had
been formed to dispute Bell’s title to originality. In Sep¬
tember, 1885, the Globe Company issued a circular an¬
nouncing that it had secured title to Meucci’s invention
and invited the public to purchase the instruments which
it was planning to make without infringing on the Bell
patent. Two months later the Bell Company brought suit
against the Globe Company, Meucci, and others for in¬
fringement of its patents. The case was concluded on July
19, 1887, when Judge Wallace rendered his decision, as
already indicated.

The defendants immediately appealed the case to the
Supreme Court of the United States in order "to hear the
said cause anew.” On November 18, 1887, Judge Lacombe,
also of the United States Circuit Court for the Southern
District of New York, allowed the appeal and ordered the
American Bell Telephone Company to appear on the second
Monday of October, 1888. The case came up for a hearing

THE STRANGE CASE OF MR. GRANT

Not long after he received his caveat, Meucci tried to

get some capitalist interested in his telephone invention.
Once, accompanied by a friend, Angelo Bertolino, he ap¬
proached Mr. Edward B. Grant, who was then vice-presi¬
dent of the American District Telegraph Company of New
York, and begged him to let him use his wires to test his
telephone. Grant took the detailed description that Meucci
had brought with him and turned it over to his assistant,

Mr. George F. Durant, who had a desk next to his, and
who was then superintendent of the New York division
of the American District Telegraph Company. At the time
he testified in the Meucci (or Globe) case in 1886 he was

vice-president and general manager of the Bell Telephone
Company of Missouri.

After that first interview, Meucci and his friend, ac¬

cording to Mr. Durant’s deposition, "called repeatedly, at

intervals, perhaps of two weeks or a month. And I had
told Mr. Grant that I didn’t see anything in the papers at

all; that I thought the man was a crank, although when
they came I treated them very politely, and told them I
had been pressed for time and had not given the matter

any attention. After they called several times, Mr. Grant
suggested that I had better hand the papers to him, which
I did, and was very glad to get rid of them.”

During the course of his testimony, Mr. Durant, of
course, denied that Meucci wanted to test his telephone,
but made the damaging admission (of paramount import¬
ance, as we shall presently see) that Meucci in his trans-
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the effect by electrically insulating lx>th the con- 121
doctor and the parties who are communicating. It forma
a speaking Telegraph without the necessity for any hollow
tube. I claim that a portion or the whole of the effect
may also be realized by a corresponding arrangement with
a metallic tube.

I believe that some metals will serve better than others,
but propose to try all kinds of metals.
* * The system on which I propose to

Isolating or operateand calculated, consists* in ienla-
not. It may ting two peraotia reported at considera¬
te founded no- ble distances from each other by placing
ceesary for
the person com- glass, for example, at the feet of the
unseating the
message to be putting themin communication by means
isolated, but* of n telegraphic wire. I believe it pre-
the person re ferable to have the wire of larger area
ceiving to be in than that ordinarily employed in the

>ÿ

CAVEAT.Ilf

PETITION.

The petition of Antonio Meucci of Clifton in the
County of Richmond and State of Sew York, respectfully

represents:
That lie has made certain improvements in Sound Tele¬

graphs, and that he is uow engaged in .making experi¬
ments for the purpose of perfecting the same preparatory
to applying for I.otters Patent therefor. He therefore
prays that thu subjoined description of his invention may

l>c filed as a Caveat in the Confidential Archives of tbo

Patent Office.

*

them upon gloss insulators employing

ANTONIO MEUCCI.
chair or tench on which each site and |«a119

OATH. i

STATE OF NEW YORK, > .
County of Richmond, j tkm with the electric telegraph but will experiment on

|f«k

ANTONIO MEUCCI, theabove-named petitioner, teiugduly

sworn, dopoees and says that he verily believeo himself to
be the original and first inventor of the improvement in

Sound Telegraphs, described and claimed in the foregoing
specification; that be does not know, and doesnot believe,

that the same was ever before known and used; and that
I am a citizen of the United States.

this. Each of these persons holds to his
mouth an instrument analogous toa

Both the speaking trumpet in which the word
may be easily pronounced and the sound

mouth & eare concentrated upon the wire. Anotherin¬
strument is also applied to the ears in
order to receive the voice of the opposite
party.

All these, to wit, the mouth utensil
and the ear instruments communicate to

the wire at a short distance from the persons. The ear
utensils being of a convex form like a dock glass enclose
the whole exterior part of the ear and make it easy and
comfortable for the operator The object is to bring dis¬
tinctly to the hearing the words of the person at the
opposite end of the telegraph.

utensils for

mttaf be
metallic
conductors of
electricity

120 123ANTONIO MEUCCL

!Subscribed and sworn to before me,
this 23d day of December, 1871,

JOSEPH DOYLE,
" #

Justice of the Peace.

Tlio following is a description of the invention suffi¬
ciently in detail for the purposes of this Caveat:

I employ tlic well-known conducting effect of continu¬
ous metallic conductors as a medium for sound, and in-

K NOTE.—SFITYLNAL n»teA on lliii Kshllilt K aw In rut, beglDtlsg will, the
/ 'f Sw M4 UIB Monl inkling, tod »ndlfig villi llii'vnril Jrctritity.

tolAtw**)
(See MrtlSciM
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To call attention, the party at the otter end of the line
may be warned by ail electric telegraph Bignal or a series
of tteu>. The ap[uimtus for this purpose and the skill in
operating it need te much less than for the ordinary
telegraphing.

When uiy sound telegraph is in operation the parties
should remain alone in their resjiective rooms and every
practicable precaution should te taken to havo the sur-
rouudings perfectly quiet. The closed mouth utensil or
trumpet and tile enclosing the {xu-sons also in a loom

alone both tend to prevent undue publicity to the com¬
munication. 1 think it will be easy by these means to
prevent the communication being understood by any but
the proper persons

It may be found practicable to work with tho person
rending the message insulated and with the poison re¬
ceiving it iu free electrical communication with the
ground. Or these conditions may ponaihly be reversed and
still operate with some success.

Both the conductors or utensils for mouth and ears
should be,—in fact I may say —must be—metallic and be
so conditioned as to be good conductors of electricity.

I claim as my invention & desire to have considered as
such for all the purposes of this Caveat

The now invention herein sot forth iu all its details,
combinations and sub-combinations.

Aud more specifically I claim—

DEPOSITION OF THOMAS D. STETSON.

FIFTH—'THE mouth piece or speaking utensil in combi- 1*7
nation with on electrically insulating conductor.

SIXTH—THE.ear utensils or receiving vessels adapted to
apply upon the ears in combination with an electrically
insulating sound conductor.

SEVENTH- -THE entire* system comprising the electrical
and sound conductur insulated and furnished with a
mouth piece and ear pieces at each end adapted to serve
as specified.

43

124

4

In testimony whereof I havo hereunto set my
in presence of two subscribing wit-

128
ANTONIO MEUCCI

name i

nesses.125

Witnesses:
SmKLKY MCANDREW.
FHEDK. HARPER.

[KS319]

FIRST—A continuous sound conductor electrically insti-
lated.

'*
*SECOND—THE same adapted for telegraphing by sound

or for conversation between distant parties electrically
insulated

THIRD- Thu employment of a sound conductor which
is also an electrical conductor as a means of communica¬
tion by sound between distant i>oints.

FOURTH—THE same ui combination with provisions for
electrically insulating the sending and receiving parties.

\
•f

Facsimile of Meucci’s caveat with the changes made on the margin by Thomas D. Stetson, the
attorney who prepared it and filed it.
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before the Supreme Court in Washington during the term nership they had formed for the development of his tele¬
phone and added ( the spelling is as in the original letter) :

"I now ask you if you, perhaps with your influence and
acquantance about the city if you would try to find some
gentleman acquantance in Telegraphic bueseness and hav¬
ing some means to join in and replace the other two, in
this way it would facilitate me very much in my experi¬
ments for having some interesting parties connected that
aare allready acquantens in Telegraphic buseness”;

c) There is, above all, the evidence about Meucci’s
many calls at the office of Mr. Grant as we have already
noted. How Judge Wallace could afford to state that
Meucci did not try to communicate his invention to those
who could "assist him in perfecting and introducing it to
the public,” when he had Durant’s sworn deposition glar¬
ing in his face, it is most difficult to understand. Durant,
we wish to stress it once more, was a witness for the Bell
Company and one of its top officials.

2) "Between 1859 and the time of his application for
a caveat he filed many applications for patents for other
inventions. During the years 1859, 1860, and 1861 he was
in close business and social relations with William E. Ryder,
who was interested in his inventions, paid the expenses of
his experiments, and, in connection with others whom he
introduced to Meucci, invested a considerable amount of
money in Meucci’s inventions, and their use in business
enterprises. He was a constant visitor at Meucci’s house,
lived near him, and seems to have been his closest personal
friend and business adviser.

"Their intimate relations continued until 1867, when
Ryder became satisfied that Meucci’s inventions were not
sufficiently practical or profitable to devote more time and
money to them, and their intimacy ceased, although as
late as 1871 he interested himself for Meucci to dispose
of some of his inventions. During all these years, according
to the testimony of Mr. Ryder, he never heard from Meuc¬
ci, or anybody else, of Meucci’s telephone.

"In 1864 and 1865 David H. Craig was a partner with
Meucci and Ryder in the paper manufacture.

"He had been intimately associated with others in tele¬
graph inventions and patents, and his interest in such mat¬
ters must have been known by Meucci. He never heard
from Meucci or otherwise, that Meucci had invented or
was experimenting with the telephone.

Judge Wallace attaches much importance to the testi¬
mony of William E. Ryder (as the name is spelled in the
Record), a man who, in our opinion, should have been
prosecuted for perjury, for it is simply too absurd to be¬
lieve, as Judge Wallace believes, that during his many years
of close association with Meucci, whose house he visited
constantly, "he never heard from Meucci or anyone else,
of Meucci’s telephone.” Judge Wallace himself states in his
decision that "There is no reason to doubt that for many
years prior to 1865, and from that year until he applied
for a caveat, he had been experimenting with telephonic
and electric apparatus with a view of transmitting speech,
and during this time had convinced himself that he had
made interesting discoveries, which might eventually be¬

ef October, 1891, but since the appellants had failed to

present the transcript of the record, in pursuance of the
10th rule of the Court, Chief Justice Fuller on March 10,

1892, dismissed the case and ordered the appellants to pay
the sum of $4,138.11. To put it another way, the Globe
Telephone Company abandoned the case.

Why? Simply because by the time the case came up for
a hearing, Meucci had been dead more than two years, and
since the Globe Company had asked not for a review of the
case but for a new trial, the interrogation and cross-ex¬
amination of Meucci was no longer possible; Bell’s patents,

moreover, were about to expire; finally the Bell Company
had grown to such formidable power that it had become
hopeless to grapple with it. Money had won.

Thus, to all intents and purposes, Meucci’s claim to

priority in the invention of the telephone had been de¬
cided from the legal point of view and Meucci had lost.

But, over and above all individual judges and any or

all national courts, there is the court of the public opinion
of the world. It is to that court that we submit now all
the evidence in the case, namely, the evidence contained
in the official court record of the case of the American
Bell TIephone Company versus the Globe Telephone Com¬

pany, Meucci, and others.
We shall do that by quoting first in italics Judge Wal¬

lace’s decision, point by point, followed by our proofs.
For a full documentation, however, the reader must wait
for our forthcoming volume on Meucci or consult the
printed record and the other documents in the archives of
the Supreme Court in Washington and in the National
Archives of the United States. The full text of Judge
Wallace’s decision can be found in 31 Federal Reporter,
729.

JUDGE WALLACE’S DECISION AND THE
EVIDENCE IN THE CASE.

1) "That he (Meucci) did not believe he had accom¬
plished anything of practical commercial utility is a rea¬
sonable inference from the fact that he did not communt-
cate his invention to .those who would have been likely
to appreciate it, and assist him in perfecting and introduc¬
ing it to the public.”

That is not true. On the other hand, the Record proves
abundantly,

a) That as early as 1860 Meucci asked his friend, En¬
rico Bendelari, who was then about to go to Italy, to get
some people in Italy interested in his invention. The proof
of that can be found in Eco d’ltalia of New York, October
13, 1865, still available in the New York Public Library.
Judge Wallace himself admits it in his decision (not quoted
above).

b) On January 19, 1872, three weeks after he had se¬
cured his caveat and four years before Bell filed his ap¬
plication, Meucci wrote a letter to his attorney, Thomas D.
Stetson, who had prepared his caveat, informing him that
two of his three partners had withdrawn from the part-
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the harmonic telegraph; then he would have money and
leisure to build air castles like the telephone.” (Watson,
Thos. A., The Birth and Babyhood of the Telephone, 13.)
Bell himself made a similar statement during his cross-ex¬
amination by the counsel for the Government, during the
case of the United States Government versus the American
Bell Telephone Company, in 1892. According to him, his
financial backers, Hubbard and Sanders, "considered the
multiple telegraph as being more valuable than the speak¬
ing telephone.”

Even after Bell had obtained his patent and succeeded
in transmitting speech through the wire, people were
skeptical. His exhibit at the Philadelphia Centennial Ex¬
hibition had been ignored until the Emperor of Brazil,
whom Bell had met in connection with his work of teach¬
ing the deaf, was induced to try Bell’s telephone. The rest

is history.
One more thing may show how little faith even peo¬

ple who were supposed to know had in the telephone. In
the fall of 1876, after the Philadelphia success, Mr. Hub¬
bard offered to sell Bell’s telephone invention to the Wes¬
tern Union Company for $100,000, but the offer was
declined. As Mr. Watson informs us, “Two years later
the Western Union would gladly have bought those patents
for $25,000,000.” (Watson, op. cit., 24.)

come useful ones. To this extent he is corroborated by the
testimony of a number of witnesses. But the proofs fail
to show that he had reached any practical result beyond
that of conveying speech mechanically by means of a wire
telephone.”

The fact is that Ryder took advantage of Meucci’s
good faith, converting to his own use most of the sum
of $5,000 which he received on account of one of Meucci’s
inventions and which he should have divided with Meucci,
“besides a certain amount that my wife (Meucci’s wife)
had given him for safe keeping.” Rider, of course, tried
to justify his actions in this matter, but his explanations
are far from satisfactory, as shown in the Record. Rider
certainly was interested in Meucci’s inventions and got

several people with money interested in them. The fact
that he did nothing about Meucci’s telephone may be ex¬

plained by the skepticism which people in those days had
about talking through a wire.

SKEPTICISM ABOUT THE TELEPHONE

According to Mr. Watson, Bell’s collaborator, the

Scotch inventor had a hard time trying to convince his
financial backers—Hubbard and Sanders—who “were

insisting that the wisest thing for Bell to do was to perfect
own

yW.

PROOFS FOR aLUSK TELEPHONE OOHPANT.

I12 find that I entered anything about this case during that
month or the succeeding.

SB DEPOSITION' OF THOMAS I), STETSON Si'

t»ry and made in juatk-e U) Mr Meueci without receipt of 115•ny payment or promise of compensation, and that I haveno busmen interest with him.

Sworn before roe, this 14th )
day of July, 1880, j

ANGELO BIOTOL»O,
Notary Publi

THOMAS DREW STETSON.
THOMAS D STETSONSworn and subscribed ha- )

fore roe, this 8th day >
of January, 1884, )

JOHN A. SHIELD*,
U. 8. Comminioner

[us.] DUC,

Y CyN

CMiplalasito' Exhibit K.

[Record, p. ST.]

[8—174.J
DEPARTMENT OP THE INTERIOR.

UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE.

7b otf Persons to whom these Presents shall
Greeting:

THIS to TO CERTIFY, That the annexed is a true photo
lithographic facsimile of the petition, oath and specific*
tion (except marginal notee in rod ink, which have been
added by hand, as the pencil marks were two faint to pho
togroph). In the matter of the Caveat of Antonio
Meucci.

DeAwdoats' Exhibit No. 149.

118 116[Record, p. 87.]

I, THOMAS D. STETSON, of the City, County and State of
New York, hereby make oath that I am well acquainted
with Mr. Antonio Meucci, of the Town of Clifton, Staten
Island, in the State of New York, since the year 1R71,
when I acted as his patent attorney, through theassistance
of Mr. A. Bertolino who acted as Mr. Mencct'e translator ,
and interpreter of Italian into the English language, to •'
caveat in the United States Patent Office Mr. Mencci's in¬
vention of what is now known as the telephone ; and that
from his verbal explanation and the description contained
in the caveat I verily believe him to be the first and orig-
inal inventor thereof.

And I furtherstate that, from knowledge gained through
an intimate acquaintance with the affairs of Mr. Meucci
since 1871, to the best of my knowledge and belief Mr.
Meucci has been too poor to pay the money necessary to
complete his patent application and to introduce bis inven¬

tion, and has been physically unable to earn the necessary
means.

And that I, as Mr. Heucci’s attorney, sent to the Patent
Office the several fees for his caveat and its renewal, and
the receipts therefore were received by me for the yearn
1871, ’9, ’8 and until the 98th of December, 1874.

And1further state that this affidavit is entirely volun-

<

come,

Filed December 28tb, 1871, for Improvement m Sound
* Telegraphs.

, IN TESTIMONY WHEREOFI, M V Montgomery,
Commissioner of Patents, have caused the
seal of the Patent Office to be affixed this
12th day of January, in the year of our
iAtfd oue thousand eight hundred and
eighty-six, and of the Independence of the
United States the one hundred and tenth

M. V MONTOOHEKY
Commissioner

Affidavit by Thomas D. Stetson which Judge Wallace completely disregarded notwithstanding its
paramount importance. (From the Record in the U. S. Supreme Court, Washington, D. C.)
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of the IHIX. 1‘K'iise »lalt* If an instrument made uca
jtultem will tmittuit nrlionlute speech who

t)KPnsmOK OP OtlAULKS R. CROSS.

AM. Jf the diaphragm at fi were made of iron or stool,,it

less would tronwiiit speech, I do not observe, Imwovcr, tli
doubt*
at Mr.

Meucci makes any reference to tho uae of diaphragms of either of

those materials.

v wire, the extrenunity «
willi I he

1h rough
m the tattrrj;

lempered stwl; Xu. ft, conductors going from I ho
wttery ; No. l>, metallic diii|Jirugm ; No. 7, txttlom

irding to that
ion properly adjusted by a
indicated in Iko drawing?

of which
. wire fro

wml xlool ; No. 5, conductors
i.'1 Ls to Cl 11111eel

[The oro**-examinalien of Mr. Crou not being eompletal thi* dag

(Mag 1, 188G), contplaintmld time for taking tcalimony in herebg
extended to Saturday, May 8, 1IWG.

Thefurther crooa-examinaivm of Mr. Grou ia adjourned to Mon¬
day, May 8, 1886, at 2.15 F.H.]

puiicni win nniiwim nniciuuio S|K

screw pfaml in tire Itolhnu of tho 1

t}ij >4 Bcwrox, May 3, 1886.

Mat pursuant to adjournment, .all the parti* being preflont aa
Stated before.

CDASZ.ES R. C*OM,further crou-eramined.
By Mr. HuifFnaBYa. Cnu-Fnt. 855.

not, that Figs. 5, 7» 8, 11, 13 and 14
using them with an iron diaphragm, will transmit

1 believe have teati-
MeucciV

you n
of Mr.fled, have you

testimony, by2,
speech?

AM. I do not recollect that I have testified at oil to that effect.
Crou-Int. 256. HATG you not just testified that instruments made

after the pattern of Fig. 14, using an iron diaphragm and a steel
magnet with a ©oil, will transmit speech?

6-{\
/

AM. It is true that Fig. 14, when thus made, will transmit
speech, and my remembrance ‘Is that 1 havw testified to this effect
regarding R.

Orou-Jnl. 257. Hare you not also testified with reference to Fig.
13 to the same effect?

Ant. As far as I remember, I have done BO ; undoubtedly, Fig.
18 dots, if the diaphragm is.constructed of iron.

Crou-lnt. 258. Will not Fig. It slso do the MUM t
Awe. I should think that Fig. 11 would transmit speech, if the

diaphragm at 6 were made of iron.
Cnm-I*. 259. liu mm. of Fig. it

A*w. I think I h.,e nlrendy Mid that erne If the dUpbrngm nt 4
vein mule of iro*, I thought it TWJ donbtfhl whether »JX yh ooold
prnetlcnUy be tnaemitted with Fig. 9.

Two pages from the deposition of Prof. Cross of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, who testified
for the Bell Telephone Company. Notice his flat denials and then his admissions. (From the Record in the
Supreme Court, Washington, D. C.)

TO

\

/s

\

telephone had been in use for many years before Bell ap¬
plied for his patent—a little thing which makes a whale
of a difference.

Getting back to Rider’s deposition, one must bear in
mind that at the time Rider testified in court against
Meucci, Mr. Dickerson, the attorney for the Bell Company,
was also counsel for the Goodyear Company and that Mr.
Rider’s father was half owner of the Goodyear patent.

As for Craig’s testimony which Judge Wallace finds
so important, it is irrelevant to the case for the same rea¬
sons shown above. In court, for instance, Mr. Craig, who
is supposed to have had such a deep interest in telegraph
inventions, was forced to admit that he had never heard
of the telephone invention of the German, Philip Reis, un¬
til after he had left the Associated Press in 1866, although
Reis’s invention dated back to 1860. Bell was well ac¬
quainted with it. Craig had no direct dealing with Meucci.
Rider communicated with Meucci in French.

MR. STETSON’S LETTERS AND DEPOSITION

"Before consulting Mr. Stetson, Meucci prepared a de¬
scription of his invention, intending to make an application
for a patent. After consulting Mr. Stetson, he concluded
to make application for a caveat only. With the aid of an
interpreter, and the manuscript containing the description,
Mr. Stetson prepared the formal application. After it had
been prepared by Mr. Stetson, it was sent by him to Meucci,
and returned by the latter with amendments to be inserted
in it. It is sufficient to say that the application does not
describe any of the elements of an electric speaking tele¬
phone. . . .

As late as February 16, 1877, the Chicago Tribune in
its defense of Gray’s claim to the invention of the tele¬
phone stated that "Talking by telegraph and other sport of
that description Mr. Gray has not paid much attention to

as yet, because there is no present indication in it of any¬
thing more than sport; but the principles involved in it
were discussed by him and have all been used by him in a
practical manner.”

That was eight months after Bell had demonstrated his
telephone at the Philadelphia Centennial.

A year later, in 1878, Appleton’s Annual Cyclopaedia
stated: “The telephone has been regarded as a toy, or a

curiosity to play with; but while it is undoubtedly ex¬
tremely interesting as a novelty, it is very much more than
this. . . . The telegraph was much longer regarded1 as an
impracticable invention. . . .”

Gray himself wrote to Bell in March 1877: "I do not

however claim even the credit of inventing it, as I do not

believe a mere description of an idea that has never been
reduced to practice—in the strict sense of that phrasi
should be dignified with the name of invention.”

Mr. W. C. Langdon, who until a few years ago was
historical librarian of the American Telephone and Tele¬
graph Company, seized this admission by Gray to prove
that Gray had not preceded Bell in the invention of the
telephone and added that Gray "was not deceived, as

Meucci was, by any one. He was competent to reach the
truth of the matter from his own knowledge of electric¬
ity.” (Langdon, Myths of Telephone History, Bell Tele¬
phone Quarterly, April, 1933.)

Mr. Langdon, however, ignored the fact that Meucci’s
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«4 565ariDMHOC BOB OOHFUUUm DXFOflITIOEr or OUAHLIH B. CROSS-

Crow-fid. 41(K The next paragraph reads; "Uniting tho two
extremities of tho cord of copper to the ground it iNMomes well con¬

ductive, taking Un electricity of the earth." Would that aid in any
manger to render a telephonic apparatus effective ?

A»a. This iKirigraph is exceedingly vague, and it nt difficult to
understand tho idea which urn* In the mind of tho
K. It ia, of courvo, a well-known fact tint the t

instead of a return wire for telephonic or telegraphic apparatus.
Crow-hU. 411. In the second juragrapk on page 2,1uk you if

there is not a statement of a magneto telephone, multuut nparvo,
hi a few words, describing a mngnoto telephone, provided you use a
metallic diaphragm, or one of iron or stool ?

[Complainant* object to the tptmlion bcattuw the second poruffropk
it only part of a long description, all of which should be mid. j

Ann. 1 do not And any such description.

Crooo-Int. 412. It iaa feet, navurthulo'-j, is it not, tinit u strongly
magnetised iron, protected or surrounded with n Itobbin, jdacud in
cloee proximity to an iron diaphragm, will transmit tq>oecli wit!tout

the aid of a battery?

AH*. There is no doubt that in a magneto transmitter them Is a
strongly magnetized Inr of steel or iron surrounded by a 1mhl»in, and
having a'pro]»r irou diaphragm in close proximity to it. Tliis will
transmit apccrih without the aid of a battery.

Cross-lot. 413. I auk you if you tako tho description «f dia¬
phragm givon by Mr. Meucci in his deacrqrtion of Pig.5, whore ho

animnl membrane with a hole In tho centra, as shown by No.
6,over wldch a steel tongue was placed; then in Fig. 7, mutual dia¬
phragm with a bale in the centra with a metallic tongue of iron under
it serving an a valve; then. Fig. 8, membrane of metal j Pig. 10,
membrane at Ibc liottom of the tnlie,.............of iron; Fig. 11,
membrane, sometime* mineral; Fig. 13, nirliillic munilmme; Pig.
14, metallic diaphragm; and qualify them all with Mr. McucciVi
statement as to how a diaphragm should lie made in Ilia memoran¬
dum book, Aug. 17, 1870, "Fhbrie of cotton, flax, silk, saturate
with starch very tliiek, and the starch dixsolrod in a solution of
nitrate of silver and then purnflmo bos given agouti diaphragm, only
to use this quality of membrane it is noccsxary to put in the centre a

disk of iron or platinum nnlalllc iron, in tmler that it ran have
action ou thecentre rtf the bobbin and communicate tlio electricity in
Ua vibration with the sound of the word.**- Now 1 auk you if Mr.
MionoPa description of a diaphragm, nsgiven in his de|M»Uion herein
read to you and explained from hi* memorandum Ixitik, not a
better, more soiwibk, more scientific dpecrqitioa of a diaphragm
necessary for telephonic purpoati than that given by Prof, Hell
in hla first patent, No. 174,465, when bo esyx, "I include in tbo
category of bodies -capatilo of inductiva notion, brass, cojqmr nnd
Other metals, as well as iron and steel"?

IMraon writing
irth will serve

[Qaastiim objected to because it ie not a correct statement, either oj
Mr, Menace* testimony oref the Exhibit 1011, alleged to be hi* mem¬
orandum book; and particularly objected to because (hero to no IWR-

tion if a steel tongue in Air description of Fig. 5. The reference to
Fig.10 to objected to *pcc(foally as a misquotation, the statement in
the deposition being, "membrane at the bottom of the tube, sometimes
qf animal mbrtance, sometimes of mm, sometimes qf copper, and
sometimes of different materials " The reference to Fig. 11 ie ob¬
jected to, the statement being,’'membrczie, sometime* mineral, some¬
times qf other substances that- I have elsewhere indicated * The
passagefrom the alleged note book to aho objected to because the same
page contains desorptions of other diaphragms of manila paper, etc.,
without any reference to any metal disk connected with them.]

APM. Neither in the statements of Mr. Meuooi, to which I sup.
pose yon refer, nor in any statements of his in his deposition, affi¬
davit, memorandum bonk, or anywhere else that I have seen, is
there the sUgfatest description, hint or intimation of any kind aa
to the nature of the diaphragm which waa neoesAuy for use in an
electrical apoking telephone. .On the contrary, his language ia

show most conclusively, to my mind, that be did not have
the slightest suspicion of the necessity of having the diaphragm
made of a sulntance which should be capable of inductive action.
The statement made by Mr. Bell, which you quote, read in
tkra with the remainder of the patent, la perfectly clear, scientific
mud proper.

Cross-Ini. 414. Brass and copper are wholly unsuitable, are they

such as to

oonneo-

Two more pages from the deposition of Prof. Cross revealing his habit of denying without regard to the
available evidence. (From the Record in the U. S. Supreme Court, Washington, D.C.)

"A letter written by Mr. Stetson of the date of Janu¬
ary 13, 1872, is in evidence, and is important as confirma¬
tory of the conclusion that beyond this the invention was
only inchoate. This letter was written to Meucci when the
latter was in communication with Mr. Stetson in reference
to obtaining a patent for the invention. In this letter Mr.
Stetson, in substance, advised Meucci that his invention

ivas not in a condition to patent; telling him that it was
’an idea giving promise of usefulness’’ and the proper sub¬
ject of a caveat, but requiring many experiments to prove
the reality of the invention.”

Judge Wallace here twisted the facts to suit his thesis
in order to prove, through Stetson’s letter, that Meucci’s
invention was not in a condition to patent and that it was

advisable to apply for a caveat rather than a patent.

According to Meucci, whose veracity nobody has the
least reason to doubt, having decided to protect his in¬
vention, he "went to Angelo Bertolino, and asked him to

make a translation of what I had written of my invention,

in order to submit it to Mr. Stetson, to apply for a patent.

We went together to Mr. Stetson, who allowed me only one

hour to speak, at the end asking me two hundred and fifty
dollars to obtain the patent, and twenty dollars for the
caveat. In view of the scarcity of money, I preferred the
caveat, not having the two hundred and fifty dollars for
the patent.” Since Meucci was on relief, his friends gave
him the twenty dollars for the caveat. Some other friend
advanced the sum of ten dollars which he needed to renew
the caveat in 1872 and 1873. Finally, "I had no more

means to pay, and I couldn’t find anybody willing to give
me anything, because they did not believe in my invention.
I was so poor that the Poor Commissioner of Staten Island
furnished me with coal and groceries in order not to let me

starve. I asked other persons for the money, but they told
me that it was not convenient to spend more money to

renew the caveat; that it was better that the money was
used for my maintenance or something else necessary.” In
those days some Italians used to give Meucci one dollar a

month each to provide for his support.

Stetson testified that "I am quite sure that I did not
fully understand the invention; what I did understand 1
put into such shape as I thought was proper for a caveat”;
that he did not remember, one way or the other, whether
any drawing was furnished by Meucci; that he did not

remember whether he was solicited to secure a patent
(there is a letter to that effect) ; that he could not well
remember details of something that had taken place more
than fourteen years before.

Later, with the help of his notebook, Stetson said that
all he was able to devote to Meucci’s invention was one
half hour for his conversation with the inventor, one hour
to dictate the caveat, and another half hour to add an
amendment. The defendants then produced a letter from
Meucci to Stetson which was delivered on January 12,
1872, saying in part: "Could you at an early date give me
an estimate of the cost of preparing all necessary documents
for the application to the U. S. for a letter Patent to Cover
all the separate points claimed in the caveat specifications?”
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To that letter Stetson replied with the letter mentioned application for a patent. . . . The caveat itself is proof
by Judge Wallace to the effect that Meucci’s "telegraphing positive that Mr. Meucci had at that time the idea of corn-

will have to be experimented with considerably before it municating spoken words by the aid of electricity ... It
will be ready for a patent. ... It is in just the right con- is sometimes held that a caveat is also proof that the idea
dition for caveat—just an idea which gives promise of use- is imperfect, incomplete, but this should be qualified; it
fulness, but not yet ready to be put fully into condition is simply proof that some point about the matter is thus
for use. I advise making a good many experiments, to prove incomplete; it may have been some unimportant point
the reality of the thing.” Whereupon Meucci asked Stetson, which he held to be in that condition. The main idea of
as already mentioned under No. 1, to find some persons communicating spoken words by a telegraphic wire, and
with means to take the place of the two Italians who had that electricity was to aid in it, and that communication
withdrawn from the contract. On January 19, 1872, was to be promoted by the insulation of the wire, is very
Stetson replied that he was too busy and that he could not plainly set forth in the caveat.”

In the above-mentioned Myths of Telephone History,
Stetson’s letter of January 19 should be enough to Mr. Langdon would have us believe that in 1881 Meucci

lead one to the conclusion that he did not realize the im- became the dupe of Dr. Beckwith of the Globe Telephone
portance of Meucci’s invention, just as the Western Union Company and that "out of Beckwith’s exploitation of him
officials and Elisha Gray himself did not realize the value arose the myth of Antonio Meucci as the inventor of the
of Bell’s patent even after Bell had demonstrated his in- telephone.” Mr. Langdon, unfortunately, did not learn all
strument at Philadelphia. Now it is absurd to assume that the facts in the case, for he does not seem to have known
Stetson knew more about electricity than Gray. about Stetson’s advice to use the Western Union shop in

Meucci was poor, had no wealthy friends, and lawyers 1877, or about an affidavit dated July 14, 1880, by Stetson.
usually are "too much occupied,” as Stetson was, when Judge Wallace also ignored that affidavit, whereas he at-
there are no fees in sight. After Bell obtained his patent tached so much importance to the other letter Stetson
and the telephone was a success, Stetson changed his mind wrote on January 13, 1872. The affidavit, however, is so
about the value of Meucci’s caveat and advised him to important that we reproduce it here.
test his telephone at the Western Union shop. That was in

April, 1877. At that time he felt that "the thing was
valuable,” although Meucci had made no improvements on
it since 1871. All of which goes to show that Meucci be- 4) Judge Wallace admits that Meucci transmitted
sides protesting tried to prove the validity and priority of speech through a wire, and then adds:
his invention as soon as he heard of Bell’s patent.

At any rate, the telephone was too big a thing for a practical result beyond that of conveying speech mechani-
poor man like Meucci. On March 25, 1875, he wrote to cally by means of a unre telephone. He doubtless employed
Stetson: "I shall continue on small affairs, as I believe as a metallic conductor as a medium for conveying sound,
you do that they are the best.” and supposed that by electrifying the apparatus or the

On September 28, 1885, Stetson wrote a letter which operator he could obtain a better result.
he never mailed, to William Goodwin of the Globe Tele- "The caveat itself is sufficient to indicate that he had
phone Company. In it he expressed doubt as to the draw- reached no practical result. There is no reason to doubt
ings which Meucci said he handed to him, or to any that his application contained the best description of his
reference to a battery in Meucci’s talks with him. But he invention which he was then able to give. . . . It is suffici-
added: "I am now statisfied from Mr. Meucci’s statements ent to say that the application does not describe any of the
that he had actually invented all those things earlier than elements of an electric speaking telephone. Its opening
December, 1871. But, like many inventors, he did not take statement refutes the possibility that Meucci understood
the trouble, or did not consider it policy to give those de- the principle of that invention. Meucci states that he
tails in his caveat.” It is possible that Meucci may have employs:
done just that, since a caveat does not offer as much pro- "The well-known conducting effect of continuous me-
tection as a patent. In connection with his invention of a tallic conductors as a medium for sound, and increases the
spiral cord, on October 14, 1875, Meucci begged Stetson effect by electrically insulating both the conductor and the
to "secure me something to guard and protect myself as parties who are communicating.”
I much fear, the capitalist with whom I am associated, can

and will take advantage of me.”
On September 28, 1885, Stetson wrote another letter "The system on which I propose to operate consists in

to Mr. Goodwin, in substitution of the one mentioned isolating two persons, separated at considerable distances
above. In this one, which he mailed, he wrote that having from each other, by placing them upon glass insulators,
tried to remember what happened at the time Meucci employing glass, for example, at the feet of the chair or
asked him to prepare his caveat, he still could not "recollect bench on which each sits, and putting them in communica-
any of the circumstances,” and added: "It was not my tion by means of a telegraphic wire.’
custom at that time, and has never been since, to bestow "As amended pursuant to Meucci’s instructions, this
as much care on the preparation of a caveat as on an statement was qualified as follows:-

take any interest in his invention.

MEUCCI’S CAVEAT

"But the proofs fail to show that he had reached any

"As originally expressed by Mr. Stetson, it contained
this statement:
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mr to reproduce my invention, which 1 did, and these are the same

]iartieid;ir!y iloarilinl in this affidavit.

I «ra« with Mr. Hennetl some two years; tie did not pay ine the

amount In* uffnail to. ami 1 dually liad to sne hiiu toget it. I never

ttuiiuliiiicil the lio|.....f procuring my Haim of priority of invention
of tin- telephone, or of bringing the same into general uae. 1 have

always done everything within my power to rnise the necessary
lev to keep up uiy caveat, and do such things as would luring my

and others who had made an agreement with ine. and I always 1k--

lieved that the drawing accompanied my caveat to Washington.

That, prior to December, 1871, I tried to keep my invention in

secret, talked mostly to tuy wife through il, and a few friend-.

After I received my caveat, I have never made a secret of my inven¬

tion; have told many people about it, and Inlked with numerous

persons through it. After 1 reoeivod my caveat, some reporters

came to see me. I told them almiit it, and a description of it «a-

Iaildished in some paper in New York ; 1 don't know which one

I think the Tribune. I can say positively that more than twenty

persons knew about uiy invention, and to whom
struiuenta, and did talk through them with many. Hesidcs these l

have mentioned, I remember that 1 told II. Morang. an attorney m

New York, who had formerly liecn an attorney for me. that I hml

this invention, and that I had a contract with the gentlemen I have

named to assist mo. Mr. Moniug was present with three gentle-

named in the agreement, and all of these understoisl my speak-

lllilFC

nun

telephone into use or patent it.

In 1*72 1 Isirmwcil the money to give Mr. Stetson for uiy re¬
newal of mi caveat. Mr. Ih-rtolino gave me the money iu 1873 for
renewal I I rnsl in 1874 to gel the money, hut I could not, nor
eiiiilil I raise the money m 187.'i or in 187t> liy which to ronew my
caveat nr obtain a ]latent.

After 1871. having exhausted in a few years the generosity of my
friends, Is-iug tiiuihlf to do business, having an invalid wife, I was
•srui|ielteil to apply to the overseers of the poor of Staten Island to
furnish me with the necessities of life.

showed the m-

men,

ing telegraph.

1 wish distinctly to say tint 1do nut protend, in this affidavit, to,

fix the exact year, except where some circumstance enables me to he

definite as to time. I know the date of 1849, when I first conceived

the idea of a speaking telegraph, is correct. I know that my state¬

ment about tlm publication is correct, as Mr. Ilendalari went to

Italy in 18(10. I am certain tliat in llic fall of IH7.j I tried my

riments for tho first time in extending I lie wires across tile lot.

I further-state that the drawings attached to Ibis pa|ier I made
with my own hand, and that they represent some of my different
iii-lriimcntK which I made and used in nty invention of sound-tele¬
graph. The instruments spoken of in this affidavit I made myself
without assistance, and they an- correct reproductions of the instru¬
ments I made and used during the long series of years that I was
e*|*-rimrnling. 1 made liicm from memory mostly, and by refer¬
ence to a Ilook in which 1 have made notes. I also wrote the
description of those different devices which is translated and attached
hereunto. The instruments I made an reproductions I gave to W
IV Goodwin, of Philadelphia, and are the same this day shown to
me. and which I have deserilied in tills affidavit. I have talked
through some of them, and they are good electro-magnetic tele¬
phones. That the drawing attached to this affidavit, represent¬
ing two incti talking through my instrument, is an exact copy of-a
drawing made from a sketch that 1 gave Nnstori Cnrradi, an artist in

the city , who made the original drawing, of which the one hereunto
attached is a/iu-s//«i7e. Thcilniwiug is the/•icsimiie of one I drew
for Mr. Stetson, awl of the one that I showed to Mr. Kremesehin

CX|N!

This I fixed by the time that Matilda came to live with us. I licitnl

of Hell's invention in 1876, and I know tiie year previous I talked

with Mr. Kgloff and several other |>orsons.

Mr. Stetson' with my specifications, !made no mention pi the speci¬

fications of insulating persons who talked but simply using insulated

wire. 1 never in my life made an effort to insulate a person talking

through iny sound telegraph.

The affiant, Antonio Meiicri. further declares that the following

description of n |iart of his invention in sound telegraphy

ten by himself, unaided, in the year I860, and contains

correct description of twelve of his instruments, lie made and

structcil lictwcen the years 1X4‘» and 1X71. The description *««

When I first went to

Vi ;l* Wills

a linrl' full

mil*

Two pages from Meucci’s sworn affidavit. Notice his reference to the drawing made by the painter Corradi and his denial of any mention in
his specifications of insulating anybody. (Courtesy, National Archives and Records Service, Washington, D.C.)

"7/ may be found practicable to work with the per- Prof. Cross on April 22, 1886, which was introduced be-
son sending the message insulated, and with the person fore the Circuit Court of the United States for the Eastern
receiving it in free electrical communication with the District of Louisiana, Prof. Cross said in part:
ground. Or these conditions may possibly be reversed, and "That caveat (Meucci’s) plainly and well decribes what
still operate with some success/ is known as a lover's telegraph or string telephone, trans-

"lt is idle to contend that an inventor having such mitting sound mechanically in the well-known manner . . ,

conceptions could at that time have been the inventor of the caveator appears ... to have got hold of the foolish
the Bell Telephone. notion that by means of relectrifying’ the apparatus of the

"The application does, however, describe a mechanical °Perators or both he could enhance that effect. "Nowhere
telephone, consisting of a mouthpiece and earpiece con- in thecaveat is there my statement of the employment of
nected by a wire. magnets or electro-magnets, or coils of wire, or diaphragms,

"Without adverting to other evidence tending to in- °T °f th?%e ™trumentalities which go to make up an
. , , . electric speaking telephone.”

dieate that Meucci was merely an experimentalist who had , . , . . , . . ,, j7. . j , . .,,, Mr. Langdon, in the above-mentioned article on Myths
not produced anything new m the art of transmitting ,i ° , , . , .. , , , , . . of Telephone History, also stresses that in his caveat:
speech by electricity it suffices to say that his pretensions «Meucci * i%oUti
are overthrown by his own description of the invention twQ hy 0B insulators, employing
at a time when he deemed it in a condition to patent, and glass for exampie at the feet of the chak w bench on
by the evidence of Mr. Stetson. which each sits.’ Probably he thought this would keep

Judge Wallace seems to have relied on the conclusions electricity in, prevent it from escaping. Nowadays of course
reached by Prof. R. Cross of the Massachusetts Institute everyone knows that the glass insulation would prevent
of Technology, Bell’s good friend and the technical expert there being any electric current at all. But Meucci’s ap-
of the Bell Telephone Company. In an affidavit sworn by paratus would work equally well with the insulation and
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contenders for the invention, as sworn in court, was that
Bell’s application of February 14, 1876, was not for a
telephone, but for "certain impracticable devices to be
used in harmonic multiple telegraphy” and that "the ap¬
paratus decribed in his application was worthless (New
York Times, editorial, September 20, 1885). That charge,
of course, was untenable, for Bell in his application clearly
described the principle of the transmission of the human
voice by electricity, just as Meucci did in his caveat.

To quote the dissenting opinion of Justice Bradley of
the Supreme Court of the United States in the so-called
Telephone Appeals on March 19, 1888, "Yet the proof
amounts to demonstration, from the testimony of Mr. Bell
himself and his assistant, Watson, that he never trans¬
mitted an intelligible word through an electrical instru¬
ment, nor produced any such instrument that would trans¬
mit an intelligible word, until after his patent had been
issued.” (126 U. S., 576.)

But, as Mr. Chief Justice White declared in the majority
opinion in the same case, "the law does not require that a
discoverer or inventor in order to get a patent for a pro¬
cess, must have succeeded in bringing his art to the highest
degree of perfection. It is enough if he describes his
method with sufficient clearness and precision to enable
those skilled in the matter what the process is, and if he
points out some practical way of putting it into operation.
This Bell did. (U. S. 126,536.) Judge Wallace also sub¬
scribed to that legal principle, and refers to it in his
decision on the Meucci case.

f ) Meucci swore that he gave Mr. Stetson a drawing of
two men talking to each other through a wire which had
been made by the artist, Nestore Corradi, in 1857, but
when a search for it was made in the Patent Office in

without. Certainly; because it worked by physical and not
by electrical impulse.”

The evidence in the Record leads us to disagree with
Judge Wallace and to believe that Meucci’s application did
not contain "the best description of his invention which
he was then able to give.”

a) As we have seen, Mr. Stetson testified that he had
been able to devote to the preparation of Meucci’s caveat

only two hours, including half an hour for his interview
with Meucci. Bell, on the other hand, "had to devote con¬

siderable time to drafting the specifications and claims
which ultimately resulted in his basic U. S. Patent No.
174,465, granted March 7, 1876, covering the telephone.”
(Quoted by F. L. Rhodes in his Beginnings of Telephony,
New York, 1929, 26.)

b) Meucci’s original description was much longer than
the one prepared by Stetson for the application. According
to Meucci’s lawyer, the description he gave to Mr. Grant
covered “ten or twenty pages of manuscript,” but ac¬
cording to Mr. Durant, the vice-president of the Bell
Telephone Company of Missouri, they were ten or a dozen
pages . . . not very closely written; it was written in a

pretty bold hand.” (Mr. Durant must have had a wonder¬
ful memory to have been able to remember such a detail
so well after fourteen years.) Mr. Durant reminds us of the
fact that the caveat does not mention any battery, whereas
Mr. Durant stated unequivocally that Meucci’s descrip¬
tion of his invention included a battery of several cells. No
further comment'on this very important point is necessary.

c) The fact that on January 12, 1872, or fifteen days

after the caveat was granted, Meucci asked Mr. Stetson for
an "estimate of the cost of preparing all necessary docu¬
ments for the application to the U. S. for a letter Patent
to Cover all the separate points claimed in the caveat

specifications” shows clearly, as Mr. Stetson stated, that,

"like many inventors, he (Meucci) did not take the trouble,
or did not consider it policy to give those details in his
caveat.” If the caveat had been complete, there would have
been no necessity to prepare any “necessary documents.”

d) The caveat was prepared by Mr. Stetson who added
or cut out what he considered necessary to add or to elimi¬
nate in the caveat. In his deposition Mr. Stetson testified
that "it is never practicable to be absolutely certain that
one understands another fully; in this case, I am quite sure
that I did not fully understand the invention; what I did
understand I put into such shape as I thought was proper
for a caveat.” As we have already seen, in his letter of
September 28, 1885, to Mr. Goodwin, Mr. Stetson stated:
"It was not my custom at that time, and has never been
since, to bestow much care on the preparation of a caveat
as on an application for a patent” and then added: "It
would have been in accordance with my practice to have
added some ideas of my own; I judge that the direction
that much care should be taken to provide a quiet room
for the listener had such origin; it seems to me quite prob¬
able that the direction that the wire should be larger than
ordinary telegraph wire was also my addition.”

e) One of the chief charges made against Bell by other

Washington it could not be found. (New York World,
October 2, 1885, page 5.) Corradi also swore that he had
made the drawing, a copy of which Meucci had kept for
himself. Mr. Stetson, however, did not remember anything
about a drawing being attached to the caveat, one way or
the other, just as he had not remembered anything about
the battery. Bell’s mention in his deposition of the fact
that Gray’s caveat of 1876 had drawings, on the other
hand, leads us to assume that drawings were required of
caveats as well as patents.

Meucci’s drawing is important because it tells more than
the caveat itself, and Judge Wallace, who took plenty of
irrelevant testimony in consideration, such as Craig’s de¬
position, or Prof. Cross’s inconsistent conclusions, should
have taken it into account.

g) At the time Judge Wallace rendered his decision
(July 18, 1887) Meucci’s caveat had expired by more than
twelve years and, therefore, even if it had described an
electrical telephone in every detail, it would have not af¬
fected the legality of Bell’s patent, unless it could have been
proved that Bell had stolen Meucci’s invention.

In other words, Meucci’s caveat was only a small part
of the evidence, no matter how valuable because of its
documentary character; but it was not all the evidence
which Judge Wallace should have taken into consideration,
as we shall presently see.
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two weeks or ft pwath. And I htd told lfr. Grant that I didn't

Mean/thiftg tn the pepon «t mill that I thought the nan w»* ft

creak, although when the/ onroe 1 tinted then very politely, end

told them1bed been proeaed for time end had not given the matter

any attention. After they called several tinea, Mr.Grant tuiggeated

that I had better band the papers to turn, which I did, and waa very

glad to get rid of then.
AtL 15. Do yon know where the paper* are now?
An*. I donot.
InL 16. Did thro two men ever explain to you anything alnut

any experiment they bad.made, or what did they tell you on that

subject?
Ana. At the time the papers were handed to mo, thU gentleman

who spoke English doacril**! to me the content* of the pnpera, which

related to some experiment 'Ihoy had had, and tfw gentleman who

wnn with him listened very attentively to tho r.xphination ; and It

arams to me that it wu in relating this story that they reforml to

some jiptairatuH which waa stuck in tho mcnith. I roiiieralmr il!*t-
tinctly when tho gunttomnn ilorcriluMl ataut tho dovioo being placod

in tho month, and tho other man having it to tho mouth, that

sensations wore produce:!; mrl this gantlooiii who was with him
see tied to confirm what he caul by gesture*, by printing to hi*

.mouth particularly. Apparently, he understood everything thul waa

said, although ho dulnt any a word himself.

fat. 17. Did thoy tell you where they bad mado any of HIOMO

experiment*? Did thoy mention the place ?
An*. I tliink it WUH in Cubs. My recollection i« tlwt lliia limn

WON a dentist uml an experiment wan rondo witli Ills asuintaut. It i*

MO long ngo tlintl have forgotton that pari of it. Tlwt is my lent

rcrolledkin aliout it.

fut. 18- Did they Inring you nny instrument* nt'any lime?

An*. No, sir; no iiiNtmmcnt* wore lirought.

Ini. 19. Did tlioy bring you any drawing* at nny limo, or nutko

any there ?

An*. No, sir; tho paper* contained no drawing* of any kiwi ; it

wo* nil manuscript.

Ini. 10. Did they tell you that they had got, ov bad had aa act*
ml practically successful speaking talÿhane, or ujthbg of that
kind?

An*. No, air, they did not ; they told nt that them upNimab
had been made, and that certain eeneationa i

never mentioned a speaking telephone to to.
Atf, 91. When you examined the papal*and heard their ibsalp-

lion, did you find In their papeta or their dftaeripttoft anything
which led you to talievc that aa eleolrifol speaking tdaftiomfor
the tranamlaeioci of speech by electricity told bo aaada out oflhM,
or,anything of that kind?

An*. No, ah-; my impression waa that the maw waa acrank; tbt
electrical part of the papers waa
anything out of it.

Ini. 99. Too have been, then, aa electrician for eight or ten
yt-irs, I understand you?

An*. Yea, air.
Atf. 18. Waa an electrical apeakbg telephone a.thing which

your company would have liked to have hod at that time?
An*. Oh yci, air j any Improvement to Oar apparatus would bft

taken very readily by our people.
InL 94. Tell me generally thfc nature of your huaineea, in older

thnt the Court may understand whether a speaking telephone would
bo adapted for your ImalnoM and naea.

An*. YOB, air; wo could apply H very rtadlty; our badness at
that tiuw waa the Introduction of the measengor box into the houses
and offices of our customer*, from which a aeries of signals could be
sent to the contra) office, or district office, as we call it, and the
rnimtar of signals which could he sent were very limited.

Ini, 95. Wliut wore tho signals for?
An*. For messenger*, policemen, fire apparatus aad carriage.

Aa wo got along In tho Iwinosa we found a great many demand* for
special cull* that couldn't 1» mot by our taxes, and a great many
different apparatuses were experimented with to increase the min¬

er of call* to the tax and make the service more flexible ; but it
wan very limited oven then, and anytiling of that kind, a speaking
telephono particularly, would have been taken very readily.

produced, but they

to me; I oouhft make

r
V

V.

\
\

Two pages from the deposition of George F. Durant, Vice-President and General Manager of the Bell Tele¬
phone Company of Missouri. Notice on page 206 his reference to Meucri as a crank and on page 207 his
denial that a speaking telephone was ever mentioned, notwithstanding the fact the Meucci’s caveat was already
on file with the U. S. Patent Office. (From the Record in the U. S. Supreme Court, Washington, D. C.)

(London and Glasgow, 1939): "the caveat, however,
clearly proves that they (Meucci’s) instruments were elec¬
trical. Meucci was unfortunate in his poverty and business
relationships, but the mere fact that he submitted his in¬
vention to an official of a telegraph company is fairly
conclusive that he had produced an apparatus that would
transmit speech electrically, in the way claimed in his
caveat.”

Judge Wallace and Mr, Langdon, in support of their
conclusion that Meucci knew nothing about electricity
have stressed the paragraph in the caveat in which Meucci
states that his "system consists of isolating two persons by
placing them on glass insulators.”

Meucci’s affidavit is clear on this point. He swore:
"When I first went to Mr. Stetson with my specifications, I
made no mention in the specifications of insulating persons
who talked by simply using insulated wire. I never in my
life made an effort to insulate a person through my sound
telegraph.” That the paragraph about insulation may have
been included by Mr. Stetson without Meucci’s knowledge
(we have noted how it was his practice to add ideas of his
own) we infer from the fact that after he sent Meucci the
first draft of the application, he inserted the paragraph
about insulating only one person. Apropos of the word
insulating, we wonder if Meucci knew the difference (in
English, of course) between insulating and insulated. We
have alredy seen how in his letter to Stetson dated January

ACOUSTIC VERSUS ELECTRIC TELEPHONE

Judge Wallace, Prof. Cross and Mr. Langdon insist
that Meucci invented a string telephone, sometimes called
acoustic or mechanical telephone. According to Bell, "in
the lover’s telephone or telegraph the two membranes are

mechanically connected together by means of a stretched
string. The function of one membrane is to pull the other,

through the intermediary of the string.” (Bell’s deposition,
p. 213.) Just before he made that statement Bell had
declared: "I am not conscious of having ever seen a lover’s
telegraph or telephone with metal diaphragms.” Since the
words "acoustic” or "mechanical” may confuse the reader,
let us explain that an acoustic telephone is nothing more
nor less than one of those telephones children the world
over have been making for centuries past by attaching a

wire or string to a membrane in a little box of cardboard
used as transmitter or receiver.

To contend that Meucci and an outstanding patent
attorney with Stetson’s experience could not tell a string
telephone from an electric telephone is simply too pre¬
posterous.

As Stetson declared, "the caveat itself is proof positive
that Mr. Meucci had at that time the idea of communica¬
ting spoken words by the aid of electricity.” Others who
have studied the caveat have reached the same conclusion.
Only a few years ago, an English scientist, Mr. William
Aitken, stated in his book Who Invented the Telephone,
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19, 1872, he wrote "interesting parties” when obviously of the diaphragm in Meucci’s invention, that his telephone
he meant "interested parties.” was electric and that he did not intend to use electricity,

Anyway, the insulation of the persons has only a sec- as Prof. Cross stated, only "to increase an effect already
ondary importance. The words "practicable” and "these attained by the well-known sound-conducting effect of a
conditions may possibly be reversed” which Meucci uses

in his caveat show that he intended to experiment further
on that point.

wire.”
Prof. Cross, however, was so ready to deny everything

that might be construed as favorable to Meucci that he
What counts in the telephone is not the insulation or denied that too. In another instance he was pinned down

absence of insulation, but the use of electricity and the by Meucci’s counsel to say whether some of the instruments
right construction of the instrument for the electrical made by Meucci could transmit speech electrically if
transmission of speech. That Meucci used electricity is clear equipped with an iron diaphragm. He quickly denied that,
from the caveat j that his instruments (he made more than but then, when pressed he had to admit that some of
one) were practical electrical telephones we learn most Meucci’s telephones were electrical telephones. (See fac-
conclusively from the other evidence Judge Wallace com- similes.)
pletely ignored, although Prof. Cross carefully studied it. Finally, not being able to deny the evidence, he con¬

cluded in the affidavit mentioned above: “I have read Mr.
Meucci’s deposition. I am unable to find in it an adequate
description of the operation of those instruments, or any
evidence that even at the time of giving the deposition he
had such knowledge of the essentials of all the different
parts indicated and their operation upon each other, and

. , , ,,, , . operation of the instruments as a whole, must have
know, had been sold by his wife for $6.00 as junk while he preceded the construction of first of those hayi

in bed recovering from the injuries sustained in the
cor£S) coUs and operating diaphragms by a man who had

ferryboat explosion. Fortunately for him, starting with invented them out of his own knowledge and had not
1860 he had been noting down in a memorandum-book simply copied them from information obtained from’
"the ideas that came to me concerning the telephone, and others.”
other memoranda. ” Thus, when he was asked to produce In otIier words, Meucci was a dishonest man who had
the instruments that he had invented and constructed, he sto]en bis ideas from Bell.
had no difficulty in making new models. Of COurse, we know that Meucci was a most honest

Of course, Meucci’s memorandum-book, a printed copy man, as we shall presently demonstrate. But granting for
of which can be found in the New York Public Library, a fleeting second that he had opened one of Bell’s instru-

for a very close scrutiny by the counsels for the Bell meilts and examined it carefully, he would have copied only
Company, but no matter how hard they tried to find one type of transmitter or receiver. Instead, he produced
something that would question its authenticity, they were twelve different instruments in court, including a double¬
bound to admit that it was genuine. Mr. Storrow, the able pofe telephone. Evidently, Prof. Cross was not well ap-
counsel for the Bell Company, actually proved that Meuc- quainted with the elements of logic.
ci s copy-book used to belong to the firm of Rider and But even if that were not sufficient, Meucci must have
Clark, which had gone out of existence in 1867, but then been some kind of a wizard, for a man close to 78 years
Mr. Rider had to admit that he had advised Meucci to Qf age, if he could reply without a moment’s hesitation
note down his ideas as they came to him. Meucci did that and with full competence to the questions fired at him by
at first in a pocket notebook, beginning with 1860, but his cross-examiners, as well as counsel, and draw with such
later copied the first notes in the larger book. At any rate, accuracy, right on the spot, the various instruments he
the fact that Meucci got the book before Rider severed had made, without being tripped once. His deposition and
his connection with him in 1867 proves that Meucci the obvious sincerity of his answers leave no doubt
could not have "invented” the memorandum-book to sup- the originality of his invention, as well as to his knowledge
port his claims after Bell came out with his patent.

One entry alone, under the date of August 17, 1870,

may be sufficient to show that at least five years before
Bell, Meucci had a clear conception of the real problem
involved. His note reads: "Fabric of cotton, flax, silk,

MEUCCI’S FUNDAMENTAL INVENTION

Meucci’s claim as inventor of the telephone rests not

so much on his caveat of 1871 as on the various telephones
he had made previous to that year and which he had

used for communication in his home. All of them, as we

was

came

as to

of scientific subj'ects in general and electricity in particular.

SCIENTIST VERSUS INVENTOR

Mr. Langdon, in the above-mentioned article of his
saturated with starch very thick, and the starch dissolved informs us that "Meucci thought he was using electricity.
in a solution of nitrate of silver and then paraffine has But with all respect be it said, he was mistaken—nor is it
given a good diaphragm, only to use this quality of mem- surprising that he should be. He was not a trained scien-
brane it is necessary to put in the centre a small disk of tist; his various inventions were not the result of systema-
iron or platinum metallic iron, in order that it can have tic scientific research, as were the inventions of Edison,
on the centre of the bobbin and communicate the electri- Elisha Gray or of Bell.”
city in its vibration with the sound of the word.” Any
scientist will be satisfied by that description of the value ments with electrical instruments that Meucci had made

Had Mr. Langdon been acquainted with all the experi-
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over a period of years, he would have not treated him as
a boy who could not tell a string telephone from a scientific
instrument. That argument may be permissible in a court

room, even by a man with an ax to grind like Prof. Cross,
but certainly not by a historian.

To quote Sir Oliver Lodge, "the articulating telephone
is an instrument of absurd simplicity. It was invented by
one who was no professed electrician, who was not really
learned in physical science, but was interested primarily
in introducing precision and clear intelligibility into human
speech.” (Journal of the British Institution of Electrical
Engineers, Vol. 64, 1098-1114.)

Thomas A. Watson in his pamphlet on The Birth and
Babyhood of the Telephone quotes his electrical mentor,

Moses G. Farmer, “perhaps the leading practical electrician
of that day,” to the effect that "if Bell had known any¬
thing about electricity he would never have invented the
telephone.”

Writing to his parents from Washington in February,
1875, Bell himself declared that "I felt that I had not the
electrical knowledge necessary to overcome the difficulties.”
In his deposition of 1892, while under cross-examination
by the counsel for the Government, Bell clearly stated that

never pursued any course of study concerning
electricity at any of the schools attended by him and could
not remember any book on electricity he had ever studied
until more recent years. His own friend, Prof. Cross, stated
that when Bell attended his (Prof. Cross’s) Lowell lec¬
tures in 1873-1874, "he gave more attention, so far as
time was concerned, to acoustic apparatus than to electrical
apparatus.”

Edison, a trained scientist, spent over $100,000 and
months of experimentation before he could find the right
kind of fibre for his incandescent lamp; yet, a poor Pied¬
montese with no laboratory to speak of, and an amateur
compared with Edison, Alessandro Cruto, produced a

platinum filament after tinkering for only a few weeks.
His small lamp factory remained in operation for more than
thirty years, until World War I, when it closed down for
financial reasons.

Arturo Malignani, to recall another inventor, could not

be compared with Edison, either, by any means; yet he,
without money, succeeded in doing what Edison was not

able to do with his great laboratories and an army of re¬
search assistants. Malignani invented a method for getting
the vacuum in incandescent lamps that "revolutionized the
art of lamp exhaustion.” His patent was assigned in 1895
to the General Electric Company, which has been using his
method ever since. (Howell and Schroeder, History of the
Incandescent Lamp; Vigo Review, April, 1938.)

an invention if he had not been led by his necessities to
trade on the credulity of his friends; that he intended to
induce three persons of small means and little business ex¬
perience, who became his associates under the agreement
of December 12, 1871, to invest in an invention which
he would not offer to men like Ryder and Craig; and that
this was done in the hope of obtaining such loans and
assistance from them as he would temporarily require.”

A thorough study of the record has convinced us that
with the exception of slight errors due to the lapse of so
many years, Mr. Storrow, the Bell counsel, was not able to
find Meucci guilty of a single misrepresentation. He even
checked the passenger lists of the ships that left for Europe
in 1860, to verify whether Bendelari had actually gone to

Italy as Meucci had sworn. Meucci’s memorandum-book
was the object of a thorough investigation, with the result
that its authenticity was proved. The files of L’Eco d’ltalia
were searched, Mr. Storrow combing the country for mis¬
sing issues, some of which he found in New Orleans. Mr.
Storrow and his colleague, Mr. Dickerson, cross-examined
Meucci as thoroughly as they knew how, obtaining in
every instance replies that were both prompt and to the
point.

Meucci, let us proclaim it to the world, was a very
honest man; too honest for his own good. Had he not been
honest he would have not ended on relief. Even Mr. Rider,
who testified against him, promptly admitted in court

that Meucci was "the last man in the world that would
take anything that didn’t belong to him, if he knew it.”

Over and above all legal considerations, the respect that
he enjoyed over a period of forty years in such gossipy,
cynical, and hypercritical community as the New York
Italian colony, should be enough to prove his perfect in¬
tegrity. Garibaldi, as we know, had the greatest respect
for him, tried to secure the interest of the Italian Govern¬
ment in his invention as late as 1881 (he died in 1882),
and up to the last letter he sent him addressed him as

"dear boss,” in remembrance of the days he had spent at

Staten Island making candles in Meucci’s f actory.

During the last few years of his life the Italian Govern¬
ment, probably the most ungrateful and neglectful govern¬
ment in the. world, so far as its citizens are concerned,
granted him a small pension; the Italian Freemasonry, of
which Meucci was a member, also helped him with a small
monthly allowance.

When he died, the Italian Government (Crispi, the
immortal Crispi, was prime minister at that time) ordered
that Meucci’s funeral be held at its expense, the only in¬

stance, so far as we know, in the history of the Italians in

America in which a similar honor has been bestowed on

anybody. All of New York’s newspapers devoted long
obituaries to his passing.

As stated in the New York Herald for October 19,

1889, Meucci "died in the full belief of the priority of his
claim as inventor of the telephone, which, during the in¬

tervals of his sickness, he declared must be recognized
sooner or later.”

he had

MEUCCI’S INTEGRITY

Judge Wallace concludes his decision with the implica¬
tion or insinuation that Meucci was a confidence man. He
says:

"The evidence leaves the impression that his speaking
telegraph -would never have been offered to the public as
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Office.” The Supreme Court, however, rejected the charge
as the evidence presented by Gray was not sufficient “to
brand Bell and his attorneys and the officers of the Patent
Office with that infamy which the charges made against
them imply.” (126 U. S.)

8) Bell testified in court that while he was experiment¬
ing with his apparatus, he was afraid that Gray spied on
him and removed it from Williams’ shop to private rooms
on Exeter Place, in Boston. In 1877, however, Gray, who
seems to have been more candid than Bell, in a telegram to
Bell said: “There is no evidence that either knew that the
other was working in this direction.”

9) As already stated, the drawings which Meucci said
he gave to Stetson in order to be attached to his applica¬
tion for a caveat had disappeared when a search for them
was made in the Patent Office before 1885.

10) In 1875 Bell’s Washington attorneys, Pollock and
Bailey, made a search in the U. S. Patent Office in con¬
nection with Bell’s application for his multiple telegraph
patent. Bell testified that in February, or March, 1875, he
met Mr. Wilbur, the Patent Officer Examiner. Most cer¬
tainly Bell’s attorneys must have found then Meucci’s
caveat which had expired only two months before, in
December, 1874. Less than three months later, on June 2,
1875, Bell is said to have made his famous discovery.

11) The U. S. Government in 1885 brought suit
against the Bell Telephone Company for fraud. The case,
however, never came to trial, partly because of the death
of the counsel in charge for the Government, but also
because the Bell patents had expired by lapse of time. Politi¬
cal and financial pressure, one presumes, may have had
something to do with the Government’s abandonment of
the case. In all, the Bell Company was involved in some
600 lawsuits, most of which were settled out of court.

12) On February 1, 1887, the New York Times printed
a story which had appeared the day before in the Chicago
Evening Journal, according to which, one Mr. E. B. Welch,
president of the Mexican Telephone Company of Boston,
had made an offer to Meucci, in 1883, for the assignment
of his invention rights for a sum of more than $180,000.
But nothing came out of it. A day later, that is, on Febru¬
ary 2, 1887, the New York Times published a brief ac¬
count from Boston of an interview with Mr. Welch, in
which he denied that he had been at any time an official
of the Bell Telephone Company, but admitted that he
had opened negotiations with Meucci in 1883, but at his
own personal instance. According to the sworn affidavit
of Meucci’s attorney, Mr. Lemmi, Welch had told him in
1883 that years before he (Welch) had asked Mr. Grant
what had become of Meucci’s papers but was told that he
had given them back.

Welch’s denial of his connection with the Bell Com¬
pany for a while fooled us, for we had taken it at face
value. Fortunately, in the 25th street branch of the New
York Public Library we found the Boston Directory for
1883 in which E. B. Welch and the Mexican National Bell
Telephone Company are listed both at exactly the same
office address, 95 Milk Street, Room 67. The American Bell

DID SOMEONE STEAL MEUCCI’S INVENTION?

In the circular distributed by the Globe Telephone
Company in 1885 a comparison was made between the
telephone invented by Meucci and the other bearing Bell’s
name, leading to the conclusion that “it is one of the
most remarkable instances on record that inventions of so
important a character and so entirely similar could have
been made by two persons who never had met or held
communication with each other. ... As we have before
suggested, the coincidence is one of the most remarkable
on record. It is not reasonable to at least infer, that by
some means the ideas of Antonio Meucci may have been
Telephoned to others and their ideas been moulded into

form that he set out, and he thereby been deprived of the
rights justly due him?”

The charge is a serious one, however possible; but there
is no way to prove it. All one can offer is circumstantial
evidence.

1) As we have seen, soon after he obtained his caveat,

Meucci handed the description of his invention to Mr.
Grant at the American District Telegraph Company. Ac¬
cording to Meucci, he never got his papers back.

2) The American District Telegraph Company of New
York was closely connected with the Western Union,

a company which, if we are to believe the New York Times
(editorial, January 14, 1881, page 4), was not very scru¬
pulous in those days.

3) In 1875 Mr. Orton, the president of the Western
Union, was on friendly terms with Bell and his future
father-in-law, Mr. Hubbard, both of whom he met in
Washington in March of that year, as we learn from Bell’s
deposition.

4) The Western Union later became interested in tele¬
phony through its subsidiaries, the Gold and Stock Tele¬
graph Company and the American Speaking Telephone
Company, which controlled various telephone patents, in¬
cluding those of Dolbear and Gray.

5) The Western Union in 1879 reached an agreement
with the Bell Telephone Company, as a result of which it
retired from the telephone business, turning to the Bell
Company all the 56,000 telephones it had installed in 55
cities. In return the Bell Company agreed to pay to the
Western Union for a term of 17 years 20 per cent of all
rentals and royalties for licenses and leases of telephone
patents and equipment in the United States, amounting to

$1,164,563.

6) On the same day that Bell applied for his patent,

on February 14, 1876, an American inventor, Elisha Gray,
applied for a caveat for a telephone invention of his own
two hours after Bell had left the same Patent Office. In¬
credible as it may seem, three weeks after he filed his
application Bell received his patent.

7) Gray later charged that “Mr. Bell’s attorneys had
an underground railroad in operation between their office
and Examiner Wilbur’s room in the Patent Office, by which
they were enabled to have unlawful and guilty knowledge
of Gray’s papers as soon as they were filed in the Patent
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Telephone Company is listed at the same street address, 95 and Gray happened to file their applications for a similar
invention (“the description is substantially the same as

That Mr. Welch was well acquainted with other officers yours”—Gray to Bell, Chicago, Feb. 21,1877) on the same
of the Bell Company appears from Mr. Durant’s admission day, with a difference of only “an hour or two” between
that he knew him. Durant, as we have seen, was the gentle- them.
man in the American District Telegraph Company to

whom Mr. Grant turned Meucci’s papers.
What really happened nobody knows. Certainly no¬

body can prove whether Bell or Gray learned of Meucci’s fully written: it is partly hidden away in 20 or 30 thou-
invention through a routine search in the Washington sand pages of testimony and partly lying on the hearts and
Patent Office, and supplemented it with more ample and consciences of a few whose lips are sealed—some in death,
more direct information through Mr. Grant’s office. Cer- and others by a golden clasp whose grip is ever tighter.”
tainly nobody has been able to explain why and how Bell (Quoted by Langdon in the article cited.)

Milk, but in Room 62.

Probably Elisha Gray was right when he wrote on a
scrap of paper which was found among his effects after
his death: “The history of the telephone will never be

CIBCUUkR GLOBE TELEPHONE COcoirumAim’ EXHIBIT 53

to demonstrate the truthfulness of|Hissossi«n» of tlic* proper parties

the foregoing statements.
Hv way of illustrating the similarity of the claims, we call atten¬

tion to two cnis of models of Antonio Meucci’s invention, one certi¬

fied to as of 1*57, and the other of 1867, and also a cut of the Bell

that a diaphragm and a magnet are

with wires running from the same for

JT
p

1

wtelephone It will I*©

properly plncetl in

a1ta. lini.-iit to the transmitting wires Upon reference to the Bell

telephone, while differing somewhat in shape and proportions, it will

be found that the essentials of the Meucci device are the same.

seen

a case HCIIH

BILL Tnarnosit.

D — Dlaphraxm.

P — Ifoathplsw.

Let any one read the claims of Antonio Meucci of 1871, coin|wre

the description of the instrument whore he speaks nf its sha|>c and
application to the mouth and ear, and bis description generally, as
to how it is to be used, with those of the Bell claims (rememlieriiig
that Meuoci’s description.was written five years prior to the uppli.-u-
tion of Bell), and with it consider Meucci’s inability to g|x.nk tiic
language of the country, bis destitute condition, his persistent and
earaeat efforts, with all these difficulties before him, in his endeavor
to bring tys invention before the world ; and having done so, it is
respectfully submitted that it ia one of the most remarkable instances

on record that inventiona of ao important a character and sn entirely

similar could have been made by two persons who never lind met or

held communication with each other.
Other parties have laid claim to priority of invention of the tele¬

phone, and have presented evidence in sulatantiution of their claims,

but they have failed in the one im|iortant particular: they did nnl,

as wme done by Meucci, file their chums in the Patent Office years
before thoee of Bell ; and in none of the claims they presented did

they set them forth in the clear and distinct language to be found in
the caveat of Antonio Meucci.

As we have before suggested, the coincidence is one of the most

remarkable on record. Ia it not reasonable to at least infer, that

by some means the ideas of Antonio' Meucci may hare l>ccn Tele¬

phoned to others and their ideas been moulded into form that he set

out. and he thereby beeu deprived of the rights justly due him ?
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Two pages from the circular issued by the Globe Telephone Company. (From the Record in the U. S. Supreme Court, Washington D. C.)



CHAPTER TWENTY

PROFESSIONAL MEN AND PUBLIC OFFICIALS
America, generally speaking, never was the land of

opportunity for the Italian professional man. Language
difficulty was, of course, the chief barrier; but then there
were mental habits, cultural traditions, environmental
backgrounds which an educated man could not very well
discard. Marriage into an American family, especially of
the upper class, made things much easier, but how many
could do that?

Even after 1880, when the mass immigration began,
the only professional men born in Italy who could look
forward to a future in America were the physicians who
settled and practised almost exclusively in Italian-speaking
communities. In recent years Italian scientists, primarily
physicists and chemists, have found responsible positions
in American universities, but their work has been almost
exclusively in laboratories, where ability to speak English
well is not a prerequisite. The other exceptions, as we have
seen, are the artists and the musicians who speak an inter¬
national language. There are, of course, the children of the
immigrants; but that is another story, as related below.

DR. BERTOLDI

Aside from those who came on temporary visits, or

were going through the United States on their way to

Central and South America, like Scandella in 1798 and
Valli in 1816 (Mazzei did not come to practice medicine
or surgery), the first Italian physician to arrive after the
Revolution was in all probability Dr. Francis Bertody, or

Bertoldi, who married Ursula Plimpton of Wrentham,
Mass., on January 16, 1785. He is said to have graduated
from the University of Padua and to have served for a time
as personal physician to the French Dauphin. On June 19,

1788, he became an American citizen, the act of naturali¬
zation stating that he was from the Kingdom of "Persia,”
a word which some people meant to have been "Prussia,”

but which could have been just as easily Austria, which
in those days ruled over parts of Italy. Having not ex¬

amined the original documents we refrain from any spec¬
ulation. At any rate, a son of his was still living in Boston
in 18S9. (Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc. IV, 362; Vital Records
of ’Wrentham, Mass., to the year 1850, Boston, 1910.)

A DENTIST OF 1786

On May 26, 1786, a dentist named Ruspini landed in
New York, but we do not know whether he settled in
America or returned to London, where his father, Cheva¬
lier Bartholomew Ruspini, practised dentistry and was well

Mr. K u SPIN I,
Surgeon Den till, l'a'i-Mali, London j

H4* Appoi icd
BERRY & ROGERS,

Ho. js, Hdaover-Square, «
To Sell hii *

Dentifirice Powder & Tin£Iure,

jrcan have fuAatraijjw*mntrÿ their eJBcaqr. To

Where alfo may be had,
Tot the H1A D and E r1s,

1HE Cordial Cephalic Snuff, vfckh Iy, long npc
ncocu. ha* been found an affential remedy for mok
moadcnofihc bead, efpeciallj the coanoon head

P»

Tr* ka» T —One of the advertisements inserted by Dr. Ruspini in
New York newspapers. (From the New York Daily
Advertiser, May 27, 1786.)

known as the author of a Treatise On The Teeth which
ran into at least eight editions. (New York Directory for
1786, pp. 141 and 187.)

In the New York directory for 1791 we find one Dr.
George Alberti with offices at 59 Mulberry Street, pos¬
sibly the same Dr. George F. Alberti who was connected
with the Bank of the United States in Philadelphia, where
he died on June 12, 1837, at the age of 72. We have no
information as to his origins.

We know more about Dr. De Angelis, a "practitioner
of medicine in the Hospitals of Naples and a member of
the faculty of New York,” who came over in 1798 and
died in New York on April 26, 1841, at the age of 83. He
left three sons, Gideon, Joseph, and Lorenzo, and a daugh¬
ter who married one Frederick W. Hadley. In 1825 he
advertised the sale of his "celebrated bilious pills” and
"other useful medicines” in the New York Daily Adver¬
tiser for July 1.

Dr. Giuseppe Gherardi, the brother of Prof. Donato
Gherardi and the uncle of the future American admiral
by that name, was in New York in 1823, as we learn
from Da Ponte, but apparently he did not remain long.

290
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DOCTORS MAURAN AND DA PONTE

The first sons of Italian immigrants to graduate as
physicians from an American college were in all probability
Dr. Joseph Mauran and Dr. Charles Grahl Da Ponte.

Dr. Mauran was born in Providence, the youngest of
the ten children of Joseph Carlo Mauran, a native of Italy,
and Olive Bicknell Mauran. He graduated from Brown
College in 1816 and from the New York College of Physi¬
cians and Surgeons in 1819. He died on June 8, 1873,

after serving for two terms as president of the Rhode Island
Medical Society and as a trustee of the New York College
of Physicians and Surgeons. He was one of the founders of
Rhode Island Hospital and a prominent man in the de¬
velopment of the Providence Bureau of Health. (National
Cyclopaedia of American Biography, X, 275; Stockbridge,
J. C., Memorials of the Mauran Family, 1893, p.l16.)

Dr. Da Ponte, the son of the poet Lorenzo, practised
medicine in New York in 1828. In 1831 he was in New
Orleans, and later at Easton, Pa. (Da Ponte’s Memoirs,
Abbot tr., 430, note 1.)

>

r. J*t
Li 7'

DR. JOSEPH CARLI
The son of an Italian merchant in
Frankfort-on-the-Main, Germany, he was
one of the founders of the city of
Stillwater, Minn., a member of its first
city council, chairman of its first board
of health, county physician and business
man. (Courtesy, Minnesota State Med.
Assoc., Minneapolis.)

OTHER PIONEERS
Antommarchi, Napoleon’s physician at St. Helena, who
was a resident of New Orleans in 1834, when he pre¬
sented to the city one of the five original bronze casts of
Napoleon’s death mask and a bust of the Emperor long
preserved in City Hall (Cuba Contemporanea, Vols. 3 and
4; Cipriani, Awenture, I, 79) ; Dr. A. Natili, who is said
to have been a professor of medicine at the University of
Pisa and lived in New Orleans, where we find him in
1850, and later in New York, where he died in 1864
(Eco d’ltalia, Feb. 6, 1864, Aug. 13, 1881, April 22,
1883) ; Doctors Albuzzi, Bartolotti, Biamonti, Bianchi and
Valletti, whose names we find in the New Orleans city
directories between 1838 and 1843; Doctors Bassa, Lu-
machi, Petri and Vitali, listed in the 1848 St. Louis city
directory; Dr. Magnani, who landed in San Francisco with
Leonetto Cipriani in 1851; Dr. Louis Cavalli, who con¬
ducted a private museum of natural sciences in Detroit
as early as 1846, and whom we find listed as an importer
of French wines and liquors in the local directory for 1852;
Dr. Christopher Carli, already noted on pages 166 and
167, a native of Germany of Italian parentage, who prac¬
tised in Chicago from 1837 and 1841 and in Wisconsin
and Minnesota from 1841 to the time of his death in 1887
(Minnesota Medicine, July-Sept. 1938, pp. 502-571, 655).

In 1815 "Dr.” John Marchisi, a Piedmontese, settled
in Utica, where he was one of the first men to operate a
pharmacy, but he had no medical degree. He died in Utica
in 1885 at the age of 95. It is interesting to note that in
the Utica directory for 1817 he is listed as John M’Kisse.
(Schiro, G., Americans by Choice, Utica, 1940, 26-83.)

Other pioneers were: one Dr. Braretta, who owned a

tavern in Baltimore in 1839, but whether he was an Italian
or of Italian descent we cannot say (Kimel, S. The Mad
Booths of Maryland, New York, 1940, 58) ; Dr. Francesco
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AFTER 1850

The political upheavals of 1848-1860 caused a large
number of professional men to leave Italy. Some of them,
as we have seen, came to the United States.

At any rate, in Wilson’s Business Directory for the

if
nrs RHUI*T 4Wk

An announcement by Dr. De Angelis in the New
York Evening Post for May 18, 1816. (Courtesy,
New York Historical Society.)
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city of New York we find as early as 1857 at least half
a dozen Italian-American physicians practising in Man¬
hattan, including Dr. Salvatore Caro, Dr. G. Ceccarini,

Dr. C. Fio, Dr. Miliano (Milano), Dr. Nicholas Sposato,
and others.

Dr. Caro, a native of Canicatti, Sicily, came to America
in 1853, and settled in Elizabeth, N. J., where he operated
a drug store. Later he moved to New York, and spent the
rest of his life there until he died in 1881. (Eco d’ltalia,
May 1, 1881.)

Dr. Giovanni Ceccarini, the first chairman of the San¬
itary Committee of the Department of Health of the City
of New York in 1870, and a noted surgeon, came over in
the 50’s. (Italian-American History Vol. I, 511-512.)

After 1860 we find quite a number of physicians and
druggists with Italian names listed in the various city di¬
rectories, but none of them, so far as we know, achieved
specials distinction, with the exception of Dr. Formento
and Dr. Verdi. Occasionally we find a dentist.
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Dr. Felix Formento was born in New Orleans in 1837,

but in 1851 he went with his parents to their native Pied¬
mont, where he studied at the University of Turin. After
he received his medical degree at the age of 20, he went to

Paris for post graduate work, returning to Italy in 18 59

to serve as a surgeon in the Piedmontese Army during the
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War against Austria. In 1860 he returned to New Orleans
where he lived until he died in 1907 at the age of 70.

Dr. Formento was considered one of the most promin¬
ent surgeons in the South, which he served as chief surgeon
of the Louisiana Hospital at Richmond during the Civil
War and as a member of the Louisiana State Board of
Health.

«

DR. VERDI

Dr. Tullio Suzzara Verdi is remembered as the per¬
sonal physician of Secretary of State Seward and as the
man whose name one of the plotters of the Lincoln assas¬
sination used in order to gain admittance to Seward’s home.
He was born at Mantua in 1829, served for a while in the
Sardinian Army, and then decided to emigrate to the
United States. Arriving here with only five dollars, he
taught Italian for a while at Brown University in Provi¬
dence. Later he studied at Hahnemann College in Philadel¬
phia, from which he received his degree of doctor of medi¬
cine in 1856. Thus it would seem that he was the first
native of Italy to graduate from an American medical
school. A year later he moved to Washington. His marriage
to a Pittsburgh society woman in 1860 admitted him to
the best circles in the nation’s capital, where he became
personal physician to society and political leaders.

In 1871 he was appointed a member of the first and
only Board of Health of the District of Columbia, serving
as secretary and chairman of its Sanitary Committee. In
1873 he visited Europe as Sanitary Commissioner. One of
the organizers of the Homoeopathic Hospital in Washing¬
ton, he was also one of the charter members of the Ho¬
moeopathic Medical Society of the District of Columbia.
He died in Milan, where he had gone hoping to restore
his health, on November 26, 1902.

Dr. Verdi wrote a number of books, some of which
can be found in the New York Public Library and in the
Library of Congress. His brother Ciro served as assistant
surgeon with the Union Army during the Civil War.
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Dr. Remondino, served during the Franco-Prussian War,
but as a member of the Piedmontese Ambulance, came to
the United States to study American orthopedical methods,
just as he had done in England and other countries. Once
here, however, he decided to remain, married an American
woman, and spent twenty-five years in San Francisco. In
1905 he moved to New York, where he remained until he
died in 1931. The author of several books on surgery and
other subjects, he had been considered for years as the
dean of Italian physicians in the United States.

Dr. Augustus Ravogli, one of Cincinnati’s most dis¬
tinguished physicians and surgeons, was born in Rome in
1851; studied medicine in Rome, Vienna, Prague and Ber¬
lin; served as a surgeon with the rank of major in the
Italian Army and came to America in 1880. A professor
of dermatology at the University of Cincinnati for years,
he was the author of two books and a contributor to sev¬
eral medical journals. He died in 1934.

Dr. Antonio Lagorio was born in Chicago in 1857 and
received the degree of doctor of medicine from Rush Medi¬
cal College in 1879. Later he studied at Rome and Genoa,
the city of birth of his parents. Loyola University (Chi¬
cago) conferred on him the degree of Doctor of Laws.

Dr. Lagorio was the most prominent Italian in Chicago
up to the time of his death on November 24, 1944. The
director of the Chicago Pasteur Institute which he founded
in 1890, he served for years as member and president of
the Chicago Public Library Board, and as trustee of the
House of Correction.

Dr. Angelo Festorazzi of Mobile, Ala., the grandson
of an Italian immigrant and a graduate of Spring Hill

SINCE THE CIVIL WAR

The Italian physicians who have practised in the
United States since the Civil War are too. numerous to

be mentioned. We shall recall only a few.
Dr. Peter Charles Remondino came to America from

his native Turin at the age of eight in 1854, was educated
in Illinois and Minnesota, and graduated from Jefferson
Medical College in 1865. During the Civil War, while he
was still a student, he served with the Union Army; later
he was a surgeon with the French Army during the Fran¬
co-Prussian War; in 1873 he settled in San Diego, where
he died on December 10, 1926.

Dr. Remondino was editor of the Natural Popular Re¬
view, a Chicago journal of preventive medicine, after 1892;

a lecturer on the history of medicine at the University of
Southern California; president of the San Diego Board of
Health; author of several books on medicine and other
scientific subjects.

Dr. Paolo De Vecchi, another Piedmontese who, like
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of the School of Medicine of Loyola University in Chi¬
cago from 1929 to the time of his death.

Coming to our own days, one could easily compile a
very long list of physicians and surgeons born in Italy,
or in the United States of Italian parentage, who occupy
prominent places in various branches of medicine. Space,
unfortunately, prevents us from even mentioning their
names, many of which, however, can be found in the
Italian-American who’s who.

In the United States there are today possibly more than
five thousand physicians and dentists, besides some 3,000
pharmacists, of Italian birth or extraction. Many of them
have served as presidents of state, county, and local pro¬
fessional organizations. Not a few are full professors in
America’s leading medical schools. Many more served as
majors, colonels, and one or two, if we are not mistaken,
as generals in the U. S. Army or with corresponding ranks
in the U. S. Navy during World War II. More than 300
of them are Fellows of the American College of Surgeons.
Quite a number of them have written books on medical
subjects or are regular contributors to leading American
and foreign scientific publications. There is possibly no
noted hospital in the United States in which one does not
find some Italian-American physician or surgeon in a re¬
sponsible position, often at the head of a department.

In various parts of the country Italian-American physi¬
cians, dentists, and pharmacists have organized professional
organizations of their own, and even a college medical
fraternity. In the past they have published medical jour¬
nals in both English and Italian, but today there is only
one left, the magazine Alcmeone published by Dr. Giovanni
Arcieri of New York, an authority on the history of
medicine, on which he lectures at the University of Rome.

College in 1884, was probably the only man of Italian ex¬
traction to serve as president of the Medical Association
of Alabama.

Dr. F. H. Masi of Norfolk, Va., probably the descend¬
ant of one of the men who came over with Mazzei in
1773, served as the first treasurer of the Virginia Pharma¬
ceutical Association when it was organized in 1882.

Dr. Annina Carmela Rondinella, who died in Wellesley,
Mass., at the age of eight-four in 1949, graduated from
the Women’s Medical College in Philadelphia in 1899,

probably the first woman of Italian extraction to receive
a medical degree in the United States. After serving as

assistant dean of the Women’s Medical College, she set

up the medical department of the Connecticut College
for Women in 1915, later moving to Wellesley. At the
time of her death she was consulting ophthalmologist
emeritus at Wellesley College.

Dr. Paul Mazzuri, who died at the age of 82 in his
native New Orleans in 1947, was closely associated with
Walter Reed in the fight against yellow fever, as related
in Chapter Twenty-Two.

Dr. Charles J. Imperatori, who was born in New York
City of Italian parentage in 1878, was for years professor
of laryngology at Columbia University and of otolaryn¬
gology at New York University. During World War I he
served as lieutenant-colonel with the U. S. Army Medical
Corps. The co-author of a well-known book on the dis¬
eases of nose and throat, he served as president of the
American Laryngological Association and of the' Ameri-

Bronchoscopic Association and as governor of the

American College of Surgeons. He died in 1950.

Dr. Italo Frederick Volini, to recall another distin¬
guished physician who died also in 1950, was the head

can

ENGINEERS AND SCIENTISTS

To judge by the material and notes collected by us
during the last twenty-five years or so, no Italian engineers
and scientists to speak of came to the United States before
World War I. But somehow we feel that our lack of ma¬
terial in this field must be due largely to the little in¬
terest we have had in scientific pursuits and consequently
our little acquaintance with technical publications. We
feel confident, therefore, that a proper search along those
lines is bound to reward the investigator. Special attention
should be paid to the 300-odd volumes of the Gazette
published by the United State Patent Office. But then there
are the various city directories and the advertisement pages
of local newspapers. For instance, in the Detroit city di¬
rectory for 1855 we find one Angelo Paldi listed as archi¬
tect and draftsman for the Commissioner of Water Works
(his wife is listed as midwife) and a few years later we
find one Enrico Ressell, an engineer from Trieste, who had
patented in Washington an invention of his for some kind
of propeller, or rudder. (Eco d’Italia, July 22, 1865.)

LUIGI D’AURIA

Luigi D’Auria was a lecturer on applied mechanics at
the University of Naples and an engineer on the general
staff of the Italian Army when he came over in 1876 with
his young wife—a Russian princess—to visit the Centen¬
nial Exhibition at Philadelphia. Instead of returning to
Italy, however, he decided to make his home in the city
of Brotherly Love, where he lived until he passed away
on August 4, 1916. Upon the death of his first wife he
married the daughter of Brigadier General Henry M. Ro¬
bert, formerly Chief of Engineers, U. S. Army. Their
daughter, Gemma D’Auria (Mrs. Percy H. Houston of
Los Angeles), is a fine sculptress and poetess.

Luigi D’Auria invented a pumping engine which is
still in use throughout the United State and Canada
(Greene, A. M., Pumping Machinery, 2nd ed., 1919, p.
104), but should be remembered for his contributions to
the study of tides and stellar dynamics which appeared in
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LUIGI D’AURIA

Mechanical Engineer and Inventor
GAETANO LANZA, JR.

Professor Emeritus, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology.

the Journal of the franklin Institute (1890) and in the
bulletin of the Astronomical Society of France (1913). He
was active in American engineering circles for years, serv¬
ing on various committees, including the section on gas
engines and prime motors at the International Electrical
Exhibition held in Philadelphia in 1884, of which he was
secretary.

GIUSEPPE FACCIOLI

Giuseppe Faccioli, who died in Pittsfield, Mass., in 1934
at the age of 57, was considered the friendly rival of
Charles Steinmetz because of his internationally-known
experiments on artificial lightning. A native of Rome, he
came to America in 1904 and was connected with the
General Electrical Company from 1907 to 1930, when he
retired as chief engineer. In 1932 he received the Lamme
Gold Medal of the American Institute of Electrical Engi¬
neers. A cripple like Steinmetz, he also did his work in a
wheel chair. (See Dictionary of American Biography and
National Cyclopaedia, Vol. 24.)

OTHER NOTED ENGINEERS

Guido Pantaleoni was born at Macerata in 1858 and
came to America in 1883. A resident of St. Louis, he was
connected for years as an engineer with the Westinghouse
Electric Manufacturing Company, which sent him on im¬
portant missions to China, Japan, India, South America and
other parts of the world.

Philip Torchio, chief electrical engineer and vice-presi¬
dent of the Consolidated Edison Company of New York,
was bom in Vercana (Como), Italy, in 1868 and came to

America in 1893, after graduating from the University of
Pavia and the Royal Polytechnic of Milan. The holder of
numerous patents on improvement in cables, storage bat¬
teries and electrical control, he served at one time as presi¬
dent of the New York Electrical Society. He was also
president of the Bank of Naples Trust Company of New
York from 1930 to 1941, and mayor from 1928 to 1931
of Bronxville, N. Y., where he died on January 14, 1942.

Gerardo Immediato was born in Italy in 1876 and died
in New York in 1939. Until the time of his retirement in

GAETANO LANZA

Gaetano Lanza, as we have seen on page 266, was the
son of the Sicilian language teacher by the same name.
He was born in Boston in 1848, studied at the University
of Virginia, where he taught for two years until 1871,

when he joined the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Prof. Lanza was connected with that famous institu¬
tion for forty-one years, twenty-nine of which he spent

as head of the department of mechanical engineering, the
largest in the Institute. In 1912 he was made professor
emeritus, retired to Philadelphia and joined the Baldwin
Locomotive Works as consulting engineer.

Prof. Lanza’s contribution to American science and
engineering may be judged by the books and the more
than one hundred articles and pamphlets which he wrote.

His treatise on applied mechanics went through nine edi¬
tions.

Upon his death in Philadelphia in 1928 his body was

returned to the Univeristy of Virginia, where it was in¬
terred in the University cemetery. To his alma mater he
bequeathed $10,000 and his entire scientific library.

(On Prof. Lanza see Who’s Who in America, 1928-29;

Technology Review, May, 1928; Transactions of the Am.
Soc. of AIech. Eng.; Journal of Franklin Institute; Engi¬
neering Index.)
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1936 he was professor of mechanical engineering at Brook¬
lyn Polytechnic Institute. Previously he had served as de¬
signing engineer in charge of subway construction for the
City of New York.

William Bruno, a native of Italy who died in Brooklyn
in 1943, was a pioneer in the development of the teletype
and short wave radio. At the time of his death he was
consultant to the U. S. Government in connection with his
work on radar.

Gian Giacomo Ponti is said to have served as assist-

Pennsylvania Railroad as a draftsman in 1904, and rose to

the position of assistant to the chief engineer in 1913.
During World War I he was assistant manager of the
Emergency Fleet Corporation, United States Shipping
Board, Washington, D. C. Between 1919 and 1923 he
in charge of the construction of Union Station of Chicago
and was responsible for a great deal of the designing
of that building. He is now one of the outstanding con¬
sulting engineers in the country.

Giuseppe Mario Bellanca, one of the pioneers of avia¬
tion, was born at Sciacca, Italy, in 1886, and came to the
United States in 1911. He designed and built the first
cabin monoplane in the United States, the transatlantic
monoplane ‘'Columbia,” and the first transpacific mono¬
plane, "Miss Veedol.” He also designed and built the planes
on which Boardman and Polando flew to Turkey in 1931
and Pangborn and Herndon flew from Japan to the United
States.

was

ant to Steinmetz at the General Electric Company. Later
he returned to Italy, where he became professor at the
Royal Polytechnic Institute in Turin and president of the
local power company.

Ugo D’Annunzio, the son of the celebrated poet, was
an expert in aeronautics. He died in New York in 1945
at the age of 56.

Mario Lorini, who died in Yonkers at the age of 88

in 1943, took part in the construction of the Croton Dam.
Bancroft Gherardi, the grandson of the language

teacher noted on page 264, was chief engineer and vice-
president of the American Telephone and Telegraph Com¬
pany.

Dr. Cesare Barbieri of New York, noted inventor and
mechancial engineer. (See post, pp. 342-343.)

Peter L. Bellaschi, a native of Piedmont, was ten years
old when he came to America in 1913. Since 1928 he has
been connected with the Westinghouse Company at Sharon,
Pa., where he invented the Lightining Stroke Current
Generator and the full Lightining Stroke Generator. Under
his direction the first lightning stroke current and the full
lightning stroke were developed in the Westinghouse labor-

Albert Andriano, who was born in Missouri in 1865,

invented a number of telephone and electrical devices.
Fred Zonino, who died at Waterbury, Conn., in 1946

at the age of 59, was at the time of his death chief indus¬
trial engineer of the footwear division of the United States
Rubber Company.

atory.
Guglielmo Camilli was born at Castelmadama, near

Rome, in 1898, was educated in Turin, and came to Amer¬
ica in 1924. Since 1926 he has been in charge of the de¬
velopment of high-voltage instrument transformers at the
General Electric Laboratory in Pittsfield, Mass. In 1938
he directed the construction of 50 instrument transformers

LIVING ENGINEERS

A summary examination of 'Who’s Who in Engineering,

American Men of Science, and similar yearbooks, will re¬

veal a number of Italian-Americans who hold important
positions in the field of engineering.

Joshua D’Esposito, bom and educated in Italy,
to the United States in 1898 at the age of 20, joined the

used at Boulder Dam. He has more than 40 patents to his
came name.

Alfred F. Gambitta, a native of the province of
Messina, was also educated in Turin. One of the leading
high voltage transmission engineers in the country, he has
been in charge of the construction of some of the out¬
standing electrical underground transmission lines in the
United States.

Eugene Mirabelli is assistant professor of structural de¬
sign at the Massachusettes Institute of Technology.

Panfilo Trombetta of Milwaukee, an electrical engineer,
new heads a company of his own, manufacturing solonoids,
solonoid brakes and industrial controls.

Alfred A. Ghirardi of Darien, Conn., is the author of
a number of textbooks on radio, and editor of, and con¬
tributor to, magazines on radio and television.

We do not have much information regarding:
Frank E. La Cauza, a native of Sicily, professor of

electrical engineering at the Postgraduate School of the
U. S. Naval Academy, Annapolis; Domenico Pietro, a
native of Piedmont, dean of engineering, Georgia School
of Technology, Atlanta; Louis Fopeano, curator of civil
engineering, Museum of Science and Industry, Chicago;
Louis M. Rossi, vice-president of the Bakelite Corporation;
Alfred Ferretti, professor of mechanical engineering at

1C
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Guglielmo Marconi at the receiving set at St. John's, Newfoundland,
December 12, 1901.
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More Italian and Italian-American scientists have been,
or are, associated with the Manhattan District Project or
with the Atomic Energy Commission than it is generally
realized. Only from time to time their names become
known in connection with some announcement of public
interest.

In 1948, for instance, Alfonso Tammaro was named
manager of the Chicago operations office of the Atomic
Energy Commission, to coordinate the activities of twenty-

nine Mid-Western industrial and academic institutions.

Joseph T. Gemmi, a Newark architect, was one of the men

who designed the buildings and equipment for the pro¬
duction of atomic bomb parts at Decatur, Illinois. Arman¬
do Spadetti, formerly at Johns Hopkins University, also
worked at Oak Ridge, Tenn. Dr. Albert Ghiorso has been
active in the peace-time development of atomic energy.
Theirs are only four of the names that have come to our
attention.

A number of Italian-American scientists are connected
with the Bureau of Standards in Washington. One of them,
Frederick D. Rossini, a native of Monongahela, Pa., is chief
of the section on thermochemistry and constitution of
petroleum, as well as editor of the Journal of the Wash¬
ington Academy of Science.

At Bethesda, Md., near Washington, William V. Con-
solazio, a former Harvard biochemist, and one of the de¬
signers of the National Naval Medical Research Institute,

is chief chemist of the institute. Under his direction the
Navy perfected the process for making sea water drinkable.
Another process for desalting sea water was developed by
a New York firm which included among its research chem¬
ists and engineers an Italian-American, Vincent J. Calise.

In Cincinnati, George Sperti, who was born in Ken¬
tucky in 1900, is research professor and director of re¬
search at the Institutum Divi Thomae of the Athenaeum
of Ohio. One of the six American scientists honored by
Pope Pius XI in 1936 with membership in the Pontifical
Academy of Sciences, he has several inventions to his name,

including the well-known Sperti Sun Lamp.

Salvatore Pagliuca, a Neapolitan, was for years chief
meteorologist of the Harvard Blue Hill Observatory and
of the Yankee Network Weather service. He died in 1944,

the victim of an automobile accident while serving as a

major in the U. S. Army.

E. O. Fenzi, who was bom in Florence in 1843 and
died in North Africa in 1924, came to America in 1893,

and spent the next sixteen years at Santa Barbara, Cal.
According to Dr. Popenoe of the U. S. Department of
Agriculture, he introduced more plants in California than
any other man. "California gardens will be more beautiful
for all time, and California orchards will contain a greater

number of delicious fruits because of his sojourn at Santa
Barbara.” (Journal of Heredity, 1922.) In 1922 the Amer¬
ican Genetic Association awarded him the third Frank W.
Meyer Medal which was presented to him by the American
minister in Rome. (Vigo Review, April, 1938.)

Northeastern University; Ralph Montonna, professor of
chemical engineering at the University of Minnesota; Vic¬
tor Ronci, vacuum tube engineer, with the Bell Telephone
Company, holder of numerous patents; other professors
on the faculties of our colleges and universities.

It should not be necessary to stress the contribution of
Marconi to American civilization, even if he was not a

resident of the United States, except on brief visits.

SCIENTISTS

In other fields of science, outside of electrical and
mechanical engineering, one finds a number of Italian-
American scientists, but their names are harder to bring
to light as in many cases they are connected with govern¬
mental and industrial laboratories where the scientist
works almost anonymously.

QUIRICO FILOPANTI

The first Italian scientist to seek and find asylum in
America was probably the political exile Quirico Filopanti
(Giuseppe Barili, or Barilli, 1812-1894). Patriot, scientist,
political leader, he came to America after the Fall of the
Roman Republic of 1849, which he served as secretary
of the triumvirate with Mazzini. We do not know exactly
how long he lived here; by 1866, however, he was back
in Italy fighting side by side with Garibaldi. A professor
of mechanics at the University of Bologna, he is also re¬
membered as the author of several books on history and
religion.

Of interest to us is his plan for air navigation with an
airship of his own for the construction of which he ex¬
pected to raise the necessary funds in the United States.
The Washington Daily Globe, however, did not deem Fil-
panti’s plan practical, but, retorted New York’s Eco
d’ltalia, "Columbus and Fulton also had to struggle against
the prejudices of their century.” Apparently the plan was
abandoned. (Eco d’ltalia, Feb. 8 and March 22, 1831.)

ENRICO FERMI

Of course, the leading Italian scientist in the United
States, in every branch of science, is Enrico Fermi, a native
of Rome, winner of the Nobel Prize for physics in 1938.
A member of the General Advisory Committee of Scien¬
tists for the Atomic Energy Commission, he directed the
building of the first self-sustaining nuclear chain reactor
and was the outstanding figure in the making of the atom

bomb. In 1946 he was one of the five top scientists on
whom the Government bestowed the Medal of Merit, the
highest award that the Government can make to civilians.
In 1948 he was named honorary chancellor of Union Col¬
lege, Schenectady, for 1947-48. Prof. Fermi was born in
Rome in 1901 and came to the United States in 1939.
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The few names mentioned by us at random show that

both natives of Italy and Americans of Italian extraction

have not neglected the field of science. But we have not

even scratched the surface. A more methodical study of the

subject, and especially of college and university catalogs,

is bound to reward the researcher with an abundant crop

of names and facts.

..

INVENTORS

The same thing may be said of the thousands of patents

issued by the U. S. Patent Office to men with Italian
names, from industrial processes to mechanical devices for

war and peace. We could mention a number of them which

we have in our files, but the field is so vast that we prefer

not to dwell on it at all. We shall recall only an Italian
inventor, an old Piedmontese sergeant named Lamberti,

the owner of a hat store on Dock Street in Philadelphia
about 1846, who is said to have invented a sewing machine.
(Eco d’ltalia, January 7-8, 1883.)

,
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Bronze tablet in honor of Guglielmo Marconi
by Pietro Montana, offered by the Italian Pro¬
fessional Women of America to Fordham
University in 1938.

ATTORNEYS AT LAW, JUDGES AND PUBLIC OFFICIALS

was one of the organizers of the National University Law

T , ... , - _ - n j
School, which he served as chancellor from 1906 until his

Inability to speak the English language well and to pro- death in 1924. He was succeeded by son> charles Fran_
nounce it without an accent has kept many a talented na- ds Carusi> who serVed untij he died in 1931. charles Car_
tive of Italy from practicing law in the courts of the usi was for four years president of the District of Columbia
United States. There have been, of course, a few Italian- Board of Education.
born lawyers, beginning with Antonio Rapallo, already
mentioned by us, who became an attorney in New York
in the 1820’s.

MEMBERS OF THE BENCH AND BAR

JUDGES
If we want to go back to colonial days we can easily

find a number of judges of superior courts of Italian de-
Before the Civil War at least three natives of Italy

were members of the New York Bar: Luigi Tinelli, who
became U. S. Consul in Portugal, as related below; G. scent’ llk« Paca or Benjamin Taliaferro (1750-1821).

Gajani, a former member of the Roman Bar (Eco d’ltalia, 1850> Pascal Charlcs De Angelis, who died in

March 26, 1859) ; and Augusto Fransioli. After 1880 we °™da County’ Y.f m 1839, often presided over the
deliberations of the Oneida County Court of General Ses¬
sions; in Missouri, Francis Yosti of St. Charles, the son of
the Piedmontese immigrant, Emilian Yosti, served as
county judge, and Eugene Napoleon Bonfils, the son of

Even among the American-born children of Italian the Corsican teacher of languages, Salvatore Bonfiglio,
parentage there were not many attorneys at law before served as probate judge, both in the 1850’s. In California,
World War I. Today, as we know, there are more than Louis Raggio became a justice of the peace in San Luis
1,000 Italian-American lawyers in New Yory City alone. the 1840’s and later served of justice of the County
Not a few of them, like Charles J. Margiotti of Pittsburgh, District Court. Since then, of course, there have been nu-
have acquired a national reputation. Scores of them have merous judges of Italian extraction.
been admitted to practice before the Supreme Court of the
United States.

find a number of lawyers with Italian names listed in

city directories from New York to San Francisco, but in
all probability they were natives of the United States.

The three outstanding Italian-American judges of the
past were Rapallo in New York, Longino in Mississippi and

Among those who achieved prominence in the past, we Angellotti in California.
may recall Eugene Carusi, the son of Nathaniel Carusi, a

native of Sicily, who came with his father, Gaetano Carusi, Antonio, was justice of the Court of Appeals of the State
to organize the U. S. Marine Band in 1805. Eugene Carusi of New York from 1870 to 1887, the highest judiciary
was admitted to the bar in 1857 and continued to practice position ever attained by an Italian-American in the Em¬
in Washington for more than half a century. In 1869 he pire State.

Charles Antonio Rapallo (1823-1887), the son of
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Andrew Houston Longino (1854-1942), was the son
of an immigrant whose name was shortened from Longi-
notti. He served as member of the Mississippi State Senate
from 1870 to 1884, and then as U. S. District Attorney
from 1888 to 1890, presiding judge of Mississippi from
1894 to 1899, and then governor of Mississippi from 1900
to 1904.

Frank M. Angellotti, the son of Giuseppe Angellotti,
served as district attorney of Marin County, Cal., from
1885 to 1891, as judge of the Superior Court from 1891
to 1903, associate justice of the Supreme Court of Cali¬
fornia from 1903 to 1915, and as chief justice from 1951
to 1921, when he retired.

In our own days only two Italian-Americans are jus¬
tices of the highest court in their states, Justice Capotosto
in Providence, since 1935, and Justice Musmanno of Penn¬
sylvania, since January, 1952. In 1947, C. Thomas Schet-
tino was appointed lay judge of the Court of Errors and
Appeals of New Jersey.

Since 1923, when the late Salvatore Cotillo became the
first native of Italy to become a judge of the Supreme
Court of New York, more than a score of Italian-Amer¬
ican attorneys have been elected or appointed justices of
superior courts (Supreme Court in New York, Court of
Common Pleas in Pennsylvania, Superior Court in Mass¬
achusetts) . Italian-American judges of lower courts, from
general sessions or district courts, to municipal or magis¬
trates courts, are more than one hundred. The names of
those who served before 1947 will be found in Volume One
of our Italian-American History.

u §
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EUGENE CARUSI
One of the founders of the National University
of Law, Washington, D.C., 1866.

In the latter category, the first to rise to a prominent
federal office was Anthony Caminetti (1854-1923) of Cal¬
ifornia who served as Commissioner General of Immigra¬
tion from 1913 to 1921. A similar office was held in 1947
by Ugo Carusi, a native of Italy, who served for about
fifteen years as executive assistant to the attorney general
of the United States and then as Commissioner General of
Immigration and Naturalization.

In recent years the highest federal office filled by the
son of an Italian immigrant has been that of director of
the Office of Price Stabilization held by Michael V. Di
Salle, former mayor of Toledo, from 1950 to 1952. Lit¬
erally hundreds of Italian-Americans hold responsible
positions in the Federal Government.

FEDERAL OFFICIALS

Charles Joseph Bonaparte, a descendant of Napoleon,
served as U. S. Secretary of the Navy and later as Attorney
General of the United States under Theodore Roosevelt,
but he cannot be considered an Italian-American, in the
same sense that sons of Italian immigrants are.

IN THE DIPLOMATIC AND CONSULAR SERVICE

To the best of our knowledge, only one American of
Italian extraction has held ambassadorial rank in the
diplomatic service of the United States, although there
have been quite a few Italian-Americans who have served
as attaches at embassies and legations. He is John J.
Muccio of Providence, R. I., American Ambassador in
Korea. A century ago Teresa Bagioli, the daughter of the
noted conductor of the Italian Opera House in New
York, served as mistress of the American legation in
London where her husband, the future General Sickles,
was serving as attache under James Buchanan, our bachelor
minister.

In the consular service, however, there have been
scores of men born in Italy, or of Italian parentage in the
United States. That was especially so immediately after
the Revolution when a number of Italians served as Ameri-

m\

JOHN PHINIZY
Mayor of Augusta, Ga., 1837.
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in Volume One of ltalian-American History. Today
(1952) there are one each from Connecticut, Massachu¬
setts and Michigan and two each from New Jersey and
New York.

The members of state senates and assemblies, of course,
reach into the hundreds, beginning with General Spinola
in 1853, or with one of the grandsons of Count Barziza
of Venice, who was a member of the Texas Assembly in
1874.

can consuls in Italy, Morocco, the West Indies, Constanti¬

nople, Portugal, and other countries. Men like Joseph and
Girolamo Chiappe, Joseph Ceronio, Francis Dainese, Filippo
Filicchi, and others. Foresti, already noted, was appointed
consul at Genoa in 1858, but he died three months after
he arrived there. Luigi Monti, also noted on page 266,

served at Palermo, in Sicily, from 1861 to 1873. Gen.
Luigi di Cesnola served as consul at Cyprus before he
became director of the Metropolitan Museum of Art, and
his brother acted as vice-consul at Pathos, also in Greece.
Luigi Tinelli, the political exile and lawyer already noted
by us, was United States Consul at Oporto, Portugal,
from 1841 to 1852.

MAYORS

The first son of an Italian immigrant to become mayor
of an American city was in all probability John Phinizy,
the son of Ferdinand Phinizy of Parma, who became may¬
or of Augusta, Ga., in 1837.

Other pioneer mayors were: G. A. Pacetti of St. Au¬
gustine, Fla., at the beginning of the Civil War; Antonio
Ghio, a native of Genoa, who served as mayor of Texar¬
kana, Texas, from 1880 to 1886; Constantine L. Lavretta
of Mobile, Ala., who served from 1892 to 1898; Frank
L. Monteverde, who was mayor of Memphis, Tenn., from
1918 to 1921.

During the last twenty years scores of Italian-Ameri¬
cans have been mayors of large American cities, like La
Guardia in New York, Rossi in San Francisco, Maestri in
New Orleans, Celentano in New Haven, Di Salle in Toledo,
D’Alessandro in Baltimore, Spagnola in Youngstown, Vil-
Iani in Newark, De Guglielmo in Cambridge, Mass., Olgiati
in Chattanooga, Fontana in Aliquippa, Pa., Levanti in
Fitchburg, Mass., De Sapio in Hoboken, Vaccarella in Mt.
Vernon, N. Y., Ruffu in Atlantic City, Martini and De
Muro in Passaic, N. J., De Vita in Paterson, N. J., Casassa
in Revere, Mass., Paonessa in New Britain, Conn., Parente
in Monessen, Pa., Imburgio in Melrose Park,-III., and scores
of others in smaller communities. Of course, we need not
say much about Mayor Impellitteri of New York, a native
of Sicily, who won a smashing victory against Tammany
Hall at the polls in 1950.

STATE OFFICIALS

Besides Governors Longino of Mississippi and Paca of

Maryland, only one ltalian-American has served as head
of a state government. He is U. S. Senator John O. Pastore,

who became Governor of Rhode Island in 1945. He is also
the first ltalian-American to serve as a United States
Senator.

Charles Poletti served as lieutenant-governor of New
York State from 1939 to 1942, and Louis W. Cappelli held
the same office in Rhode Island from 1941 to 1944.

In the past only a few Italian-Americans have held
office in state cabinets. The first was Adolphe V. Coco, who
served as attorney-general of Louisiana from 1916 to 1924.
In Pennsylvania, Charles J. Margiotti served as attorney-

general under three governors between 1935 and 1951. In

Connecticut Francis A. Pallotti served as secretary of state

from 1923 to 1929 and as attorney general from 1938 to

1941. Also in Connecticut, C. John Satti and Charles J.
Prestia have served as secretaries of state and F. M. Anasta-
sio and Joseph A. Adorno, as state treasurers. At present

(1952), besides Mr. Adorno, five Italian-Americans are

members of state cabinets: Andrew J. Sordoni, Secretary of
Commerce of Pennsylvania; Edward Corsi, Commissioner
of Labor of New York State; John J. Del Monte, Com¬
missioner of the Massachusetts Department of Labor and
Industries; Frank Annunzio, director of the Illinois De¬
partment of Labor; Joseph F. Di Domenico, Commissioner
of the Maryland Department of Labor and Industry. In
Alaska Leo Sarella is Commissioner of the Department of
Mines.

COUNTY AND CITY OFFICIALS

To list all the descendants of Italian immigrants who
have held county and city offices during the last 250 years
one should go back to William Alburtus, the grandson of
the Venetian Cesare Alberti, who served as constable in
Hunterdon County, N. J., from 1722 to 1726. The list
of course would cover literally thousands of names. We
shall recall, therefore, only two pioneers, Charles Del Vec-
chio, who became one of New York’s first three fire com¬
missioners in 1839, and Dr. Giovanni Ceccarini, who was
one of the first four health commissioners and chairman
of the Sanitary Committee, also in New York City, in
1870.

LEGISLATORS

As noted, there is only one ltalian-American member
of the United States Senate, John O. Pastore. Congress¬
men have been more numerous, ever since Francis B. Spin¬

ola was elected in 1886, followed, four years later, by
Anthony Caminetti. Their names, likewise, will be found



CHAPTER TWENTY-ONE

IN BUSINESS, FINANCE, AND AGRICULTURE
Most of the preceding chapters had already been written

and set into type, when we found an item in the Virginia
Gazette for November 21, 1751, which confirms our early
suppositions regarding Italian immigration to Louisiana
before 1800. The item, dated Madrid, July 23, reads:
"The necessity of stocking our Possessions in the West-
Indies with a great Addition of European Colonists,
especially Handicraftsmen and Labourers, having been
laid before his Majesty . . . ; these Representations having
been approved by the Council, it has been resolved to

make the most encouraging Offers of Privileges, Immunity

and pecuniary Assistance, to any Italian families who will
enter themselves to settle in the King's American Domin¬
ions, and there follow the same Trades and Occupations
by which they maintained themselves at home.”

How many Italian families accepted the offer we are

not able to say without further research in Spanish and
Central American archives; nevertheless, we are inclined
to believe that at least a number of families must have
emigrated to the New World from those parts of Italy
which at that time were under Spanish rule, namely, Naples
and Sicily, which were under Charles III, and parts of
northern Italy, wihch were under his brother, Don Philip.

The two rulers, one must remember, were the sons of
Philip V and of Elizabeth Farnese of Parma. Charles III,

especially, was closely identified with Italian affairs and
enjoyed for years, even after he became King of Spain
in 1759, the advice of his celebrated minister, Bernardo
Tanucci. One should also bear in mind that in 1763 all
Louisiana, which then extended from the Gulf of Mexico

to the Rocky Mountains, was ceded to Spain, who ruled
over until 1801.

A

*

\

BARTHOLOMEW BERTHOLD
From a medallion in the possession of the Missouri Histori¬
cal Society, St. Louis.

actually were Italians: men like Sanguinet, Morelle, Tardi-
veau, Lamy, Puricelly, and so on.

Some of the early settlers in St. Louis who became
prosperous merchants were Emilien Yosti, Antoine Bouis,
Bartholomew Berthold, Evariste Maury, Charles Sanguinet
and Gregoire Sarpy. Besides, of course, Colonel Francis
Vigo.

MISSOURI PIONEERS

Before 1800, old Louisiana, and particularly what is

Missouri, offered a larger field of activity to Italiannow
immigrants, in part because most of the settlers in those
days spoke French, but also because St. Louis was then,

and has been ever since, the largest raw fur center in the

United States. That explains why one finds more prom¬

inent Italians in St. Louis and New Orleans before 1800

than in any other part of the country, with rare excep¬
tions. The inducements to Italian settlers offered by Spain,

moreover, confirm our theory of 1929, when our book
The Italians in Missouri was published, to the effect that
many of the settlers whose names seem French or Spanish,

Yosti was born in Novara about 1740 and died in St.
Louis in 1818. He was one of the earliest real estate oper¬
ators in the city, a member of the first grand jury in 1804,
and the owner of a tavern, or inn, in which was held the
first court of justice as soon as St. Louis became a part of
the United States. He was a partner of Francis Vigo (a
fellow-Piedmontese) and was prominent in the organiza¬
tion of the civil government in Missouri. His son Francis,
who was born in St. Louis in 1798, lived an eventful life.
In 1830 he started for Santa Fe, New Mexico, where he

301
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arrived after 90 days, and where he operated a store for
two years. On his way back he was attacked by the Indians
and for 17 days he trudged through swamps or over hills
and rocks without food until at the confluence of the Red
Fork and Arkansas River he was helped by some friendly
Indians. In 1834 he settled in St. Charles, Mo., where he
served as a judge of the County Court for four years and
became president of the First National Bank of St. Charles.
He was a Catholic and a Democrat. In Missouri and other
parts of the country one finds today several prominent men

named Yost, but whether they are descendants of the
immigrant Piedmontese we cannot say. In 1911 one of
them, Casper S. Yost, was editor of the well-known news¬

paper Globe-Democrat of St. Louis.
Bouis was born in Genoa in 17S2, emigrated to New

Orleans in 1780 and settled in St. Louis in 1782. He was

the father of ten children, one of whom, Andre V. Bouis,

became a school teacher, and another, Pascal V. Bouis,

graduated from West Point as a second lieutenant in the
artillery in 1806 and was killed in a duel about 1811.

Thus he seems to have been the first Italian-American to

graduate from the United States Military Academy. An-
toineBouis was also the grandfather of Alexander Lesueur,

who became secretary of state of Missouri and was for
many years editor of the Lexington (Mo.) Intelligencer.
The elder Bouis must have been active in the fur business,
according to a Map of the Trans-Mississippi Territory,
1807-1843, in which we find Fort Defiance, or Fort Bouis,

on the White River, just south of the present city of
Bismarck, N. D.

Bartholomew Berthold,
Fur Company, one of the largest firms of its kind in the
history of that industry, was born at Trento, Italy, in
1780, the son of Alessandro Bertoldi and Maddalena Bel¬
trami. In 1809 he settled in St. Louis, where in 1811 he
married Pelagie Chouteau, a member of the famous family
that founded the city half a century before. Shortly after
his marriage he formed a partnership with Auguste Chou¬
teau, which lasted until Berthold’s death on April 20,

1831. He had four sons and two daughters. Fort Berthold
in the Upper Missouri region was named after him. He,
Chouteau and others are said to have been connected with
John Jacob Astor as partners, according to an item in
St. Louis Republican for May 26, 1871, but we have found
no reference to it in any of the biographical accounts of
Astor or in Chittenden’s The American Fur Trade of the
Far West.

Gregoire B. Sarpy is said to have been born in France,
the son of Charles Sarpy and Suzanne Trenty, both of
whom, we are inclined to believe, were natives of Italy.
Together with Charles Sanguinet he was a partner with
Manuel Lisa in the Missouri Fur Company. He is said to

have been the first man to attempt the navigation of the
Missouri River with a keelboat. A fort was named after
him on the Yellowstone.

John B. Zenoni was another Italian who was associated
with Lisa in the Missouri Fur Company when it was re¬
organized in 1820. He was one of the early shareholders
of the Bank of Missouri when it was established in 1816.

Charles Sanguinet also was a shareholder in the same
bank, but for only two shares, like Zenoni, as compared
to five shares each ($100 a share) subscribed by Yosti and
Maury and thirty shares ($3,000) subscribed by Berthold
and Chouteau (Missouri Gazette, Sept. 14, 1816). He is
said to have come to St. Louis in 1771 and to have been
the son of Joseph Sanguinette, a surgeon major in the
French service in Canada.

Evariste Maury arrived in St. Louis from Nashville,
Tenn., in April, 1816, when he opened a coffee-house in
the Old Sanguinet Mansion on Second Street. A few
months later, as we have seen, he became a shareholder in
the Bank of Missouri; in 1817 he was operating a hotel
of his own, "The Planters Hotel;” in 1819 he announced
that he was going to "his native country in the state of
Venice, Italy” (see facsimile) and shortly after that he
advertised the publication of the St. Louis Enquirer to¬
gether with another man from Tennessee, Isaac N. Mc¬
Henry. He must have been a man of means, to judge by

partner in the American
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the large amounts of money involved in some of his trans¬

actions, as it appears from documentary material about him
in the Missouri Historical Society of St. Louis.

Maury’s case is another proof of the difficulty the
historian finds at every step when trying to identify names
which seem to be Italian. In the Dictionary of American
Biography, for instance, one finds more than one noted
man named Maury, all from Tennessee, but none of them
seems to be of Italian origin. In the case of Evariste Maury,
however, we have his own statement regarding his place
of birth.

delli, the painter, as captain of the Orleans Lancers. In
the 1845 directory Mondelli is listed as head of the Grand
Lodge of the I.O.F. of Louisiana. By the time of the Civil
War, the retail fruit, vegetable, fish and oyster trade was
"almost exclusively in the hands of the Italians, two thirds
of whom are engaged in this business.” (Eco d’ltalia,
March 5, 1869.) By that time a number of well-to-do
Italian merchants had sold out their businesses “at a great
sacrifice” and left for Mexico because of the many restric¬
tions imposed by the military authorities. (Eco d’ltalia,
Feb. 11, 1865.)

Moving up North, we find a number of Italian small
businessmen listed in the St. Louis city directory for 1848:
grocers, barkeepers, confectioners, one tinner, one paper
hanger, one importer of cigars, one shoemaker, two owners
of fruit stores, one drayman, one soda manufacturer, and
one peddler. There were also several physicians, as already
noted in the preceding chapter, and one attorney, Philip
Mauro.

FROM LOUISIANA TO MICHIGAN

A larger number of Italians must have engaged in busi¬
ness in Louisiana, even if they did not have the same
opportunities they could find in fur trading west of St.
Louis. Unfortunately, not much printed material is avail¬
able, nor have we been able to conduct a personal search
in state and city archives, both in Louisiana proper and in
the "West Indies.

Nevertheless, from the meagre data at our disposal, it

appears evident that quite a few Italians were living in
New Orleans as early as 1805, as it appears from the names

listed in the city directory for that year. Other informa¬
tion we gain from memoirs and travel accounts, like
Cipriani’s Memorie della Mia Vita, from which we learn
that his father had a wholesale house in the city between
1801 and 1806, or from the journal of James L. Cathcart,
who tells us of a native of Trieste who lived in Bayou
Plaquemine in 1819 and was granted a franchise for main¬
taining a ferry service across the bayou. His name was
Giovanni Questi. Some time later, as we have noted on
page 172, Louis Raggio spent five years as a pilot on the
Mississippi River before he moved to California in 1847.

The 1838 directory lists a number of Italians in business
in New Orleans, including J. H. Vigo, the nephew of
the famous Colonel, who operated a grog shop. Others
owned grocery stores, dry goods stores, coffee houses, tailor
shops, and similar small businesses. One M. S. Cucullu
was president of the Merchants’ Insurance Company (cap¬
ital $300,000) and director of the Levee Steam Cotton
Press Company, in which we find, also as a director, H.
Gaily, vice-consul of Sicily. J. A. Barelli was director of
the Gas Bank and Eagle Insurance Company. L. D. Coco
was cashier of the Avoyelles branch of the Union Bank of
Louisiana. G. Rossi earned his living as an apothecary
(druggist). Mondelli, the painter, operated
and retail store in which he sold paints, oils, glass, and
various other products. Vito Viti was listed as an importer
of fancy goods. He was in all probability the same Vito
Viti who later moved to Philadelphia, where he died on

June 5, 1874, less than a month after he had secured the
approval of a state law against vagrant children. (Eco
d’ltalia, May 16, 1874, and Philadelphia papers, June 6,

1874.) In the same directory we find J. D’Ambrogio as
First Lieutenant of the Orleans Carabineers, F. Generelly
as First Lieutenant of the Orleans Dragoons and A. Mon-

Even in Detroit we find a sawyer as early as 1837, a
carpenter in 1845, and the ever-present maker of plaster
of Paris figures in 1850. In Cleveland the earliest business¬
man with an Italian, or apparently-Italian, name found
by us is one Joseph De Core, boot and shoemaker, who
announced the opening of his shop in the Cleaveland
Register for August 14, 1819.

THE GRASSELLI CHEMICAL COMPANY

Before the advent of the railroad, Cincinnati was more
accessible than Cleveland, Detroit, or Chicago, because it
could be reached by water through the Mississippi and the
Ohio Rivers. As we have seen on page 166, there was an
Italian consul in Cincinnati as early as 1835, obviously
because either there was a sizeable Italian community or
because, as it seems more likely, there was considerable
trade with Italy. At any rate, it was in Cincinnati that
Eugene Ramiro Grasselli established a small chemical man¬
ufacturing plant in 1839.

The son of Giovanni Angelo Grasselli, a chemist from
the small town of Torno, on the Lake of Como, Italy, who
had emigrated to Strasbourg, Alsace-Lorraine, Eugene
arrived in 1836, settling in Cincinnati three years later.
Under the management of his son, Caesar A. Grasselli, who
was born in Cincinnati in 1850, the family business ex¬
panded considerably until it was moved to Cleveland,
where it became one of the largest industrial firms in the
country.

One of the captains of industry who made Cleveland
a manufacturing center, Caesar A. Grasselli was president
of two savings banks and a director of several large cor¬
porations. In 1910 King Victor Emmanuel of Italy con¬
ferred upon him the Cross of Chevalier of the Crown of
Italy. The town of Grasselli, Indiana, was named after the
founder of the family in the United States.

wholesale

IN THE EAST

It is not possible to say how many business men of
Italian birth or extraction were active in the East before
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or shortly after 1800. The local city directories ordinarily
would be the best source of information, but not in the
case of foreign names. A change in a letter of the alphabet,
the addition of a vowel or a consonant, would transform
a name to the point that its origin is completely lost. Who
could, for instance, guess from the listing of Anthony
Trepan in the 1789 New York directory that the correct

name was Trapani? Ravera, who later became consul of
Genoa in Philadelphia, is listed as Revira, a name which
would seem more Portuguese than Italian.

Nevertheless, between 1787 and 1793 we find a num¬

ber of Italian names in the directories published in New
York in those years. Names like those of John Grandine,

"cordwainer” (shoemaker) ; Anthony Leto, hair-dresser;

Roderick La Testa, baker; John Roma, sail maker; John
Annelly, gunsmith; Evangelist Chighizala, mariner; Petro
Castelli, Italian stay-maker; Mrs. Ferrari (Farrari, Ferrara)

operator of a boarding house. The names which could be
either Spanish, Italian, or Portuguese are more numerous.

Limiting ourselves to men who, we know, were born
in Italy, we might begin with the Milanese scene-painter,
Charles Ciceri, about whom Dunlap has left us a rather
long account in his History of the American Theater.
Ciceri’s life was typical of that of many other Italians of
hi day who sought adventure abroad. After roaming
through France and Belgium and serving three months in

the French cavalry, he enlisted in a regiment destined for
St. Domingo, where he spent several years until he returned
to Europe. Later he decided to carry some merchandise to

St. Domingo, but his ship was wrecked near the Bahamas,

he lost everything and finally was carried to Providence,

R. I., eventually finding his way to Philadelphia and New
York. According to Dunlap, after some years as a scene
painter, Ciceri began to import French merchandise and
apparently was successful, for later he returned to Europe
with a competence.

In New York, with the exception of Oroondates
Mauran (1791-1846) who, as we have seen, was one of the
owners of the Italian Opera House building and of the
Staten Island Ferry, in partnership with Commodore
Cornelius Vanderbilt (he was also one of the oldest mem¬
bers of the Union Club), we do not know of any Italian
who became prominent in business or finance until we
come to Fabbri and Morosini, as related below.

One could, of course, mention scores of men who op¬
erated small businesses (how small we do not know) . Men
like Anthony Trapani (1757-1840) , a native of the prov¬
ince of Naples, who began the importation of Italian or¬
anges and lemons; Philip Cioffi, a musician who became a
distiller (1828); Dominic Mazzinghi, another musician
who sold pianos (1803) ; Theobold Monzani, who manu¬
factured flutes and other instruments between 1835 and
1865; Salvator Rosa, who was awarded a prize for his
display of musical instruments at the Mechanics’ Fair in
1857; Gaspar Godone, piano maker (1830) ; a number of
men and women engaged in the making of theatrical cos¬
tumes; a lithographer named Risso (1833) ; several oper¬
ators of wax museums; several shopkeepers (grocers and

fruit dealers) ; quite a few confectioners; a number of im¬
porters of alabaster and marble ornaments and statues;

and then hairdressers, shoemakers, and what not—but not

many.

MAKERS OF THERMOMETERS AND BAROMETERS

One line of business in which the Italians became
leaders was the manufacture of thermometers and barom¬
eters, beginning with Joseph Donegany, who announced
his arrival from Philadelphia in the Daily Advertiser of
New York on October 15, 1787. Another pioneer in the
same business was Giuseppe Tagliabue, the man to whom
Meucci assigned one of his patents in 1875 and who is said
to have offered Meucci one dollar for a pair of binoculars
worth two hundred dollars. He came over about 1831
from Como and was succeeded by his son, Charles J. Tag¬
liabue, who was born in New York in 1852. The firm is
still in existence in Brooklyn, but, so far as we know, no
Italians are connected with it in an executive capacity.
Another man from Como, also a friend of Meucci, Gaetano
Negretti, was manufacturing barometers in New York in
the 1850’s.

Making thermometers and barometers, like plaster of
Paris figurines, seems to have been a specialty with the
Italians in those days. As early as 1822-24, two of them
were active in this line of industry in New Orleans. One
of them was Pier Antonio Maspero “of Italy” who died
in that city at the age of 50 in September, 1822 (Louisiana
Courier, Sept. 17, 1822) and was listed as a maker of
barometers in Paxton’s City Directory for that year; the
other was one Peter Bello, who had a full-page advertise¬
ment in the city directory for 1823-24 and died in New
Orleans at the age of 43 in 1824. (Louisiana Courier, Sep¬
tember 16, 1824.) More, we suppose, could be found in
other cities during the same period.

Charles Del Vecchio, the same man who became one of
New York’s first fire commissioners in 1839, was listed,
together with John and Joseph Del Vecchio, as manufac¬
turers of looking glasses in 1833. He also did all the gold
emblems, mouldings and ornaments for the Italian Opera
House on Leonard Street, his mirrors especially having been
of a superior quality. (See Ormsbee, T. H., The Story of
American Furniture, N. Y., 1938, 40-44.) Also in the
same line of business was Joseph Bonfanti, whose gift and
jewelry store in downtown Broadway was one of the larg¬
est in the city at the time of his accidental death in 1838.
Nearby, one Stoppani operated an establishment which was
patronized for its bath tubs, which in those days were
something of a rarity in private homes.

In the food business, a Genoese was manufacturing
macaroni on Pearl Street in the 1820’s (Carter, N. H.,
Letters from Europe, N. Y. 1827, II, 43). In 1865 A.
Zerega had a macaroni establishment in Brooklyn. The im¬
portation of Italian food products as a regular business,
however, began with the arrival of the Italian exiles in the
1830’s and 1840’s. One of them, the famous General Joseph
Avezzana (1797-1879), a native of Chieri, near Genoa,
came to New York in 1834 after fighting with the Spanish
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IN THE SILK BUSINESS

Ever since the days of Oglethorpe, a number of Italians
have tried to introduce silk culture in America, but sooner
or later their experiments have failed. About 1837, Luigi
Tinelli (1799-1873), already noted as United States Con¬
sul at Oporto, tried the breeding of silk worms, at first at

Weehawken, then at Albany and Poughkeepsie, but he was
no more successful than the others. A few years later, in
1869, an Italian-Swiss, Vincenzo Tagliasecchi, established
a small plant at St. Charles, Mo., but we doubt if he met

with success. (Eco d’ltalia, July 16, 1869.) Tinelli, how¬
ever, developed a prosperous import-export business. Later,
as related in the next chapter, he served as a colonel in the
Union Army. (See Castelli, G., Luigi Tinelli, Milan, 1949;
Eco d’ltalia, May 31, 1873; Sept. 9, 1865.)

In more recent years a number of silk mills were estab¬
lished in New Jersey and in Pennsylvania by Italian cap¬
italists, or by immigrants who made their small fortunes in
the United States. Among the pioneers we shall recall Jo¬
seph Ratti and Celestino Piva. Ratti, an uncle of the late
Pope Pius XI, founded the Bloomsburg Silk Mill at

Bloomsburg, Pa., in 1888 and several other mills in nearby
towns. In 1905 he donated a hospital which at first was
named Joseph Ratti Hospital, but in 1912 the name was
changed into Bloomsburg Hospital, to dispel the impression
that it was a private institution. At least that was the reason
advanced for the change. He died in 1906 at the age of
61 in his native Rogeno, near Como, Italy. Celestino Piva,
who died in 1936, was one of the leading businessmen of
New York at the beginning of the century. He owned or

and Mexican armies. Here he worked as a commission mer- controlled four large silk mills at Allentown, Pa., West
chant until 1848, when he returned to Italy to serve as Hoboken, Hackensack, N. J., and Norwich, Conn., with
minister of war in the ill-fated Roman Republic. Back in 2,000 looms and 2,500 employees, of whom about 1,000

the United States in 1849, thanks to his American passport, were Italians. His importation of raw silk alone amounted
he remained until 1861. His daughter, the widow of Gen- to more than $8,000,000 a year. He is best remembered,

however, as the publisher of a daily in the Italian language
and as the principal supporter of the first Italian Home and
Dispensary on West Houston Street in 1904.
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GENERAL AVEZZANA
(From Gems for the fireside, 1854)

eral Saint-Seigne, died in New York in 1925.

Still another political exile who became a prosperous
businessman in New York was Giuseppe Albinola, a martyr

of the Spielberg, who died in New York in 1883. (New
York Times and Evening Post, editorial note, both of June
6, 1883.)

The first importer of Italian food products on a large
scale seems to have been Michele Pastacaldi, a native of
Leghorn, who died in New York in 1862 at the age of 47.

(Eco d’ltalia, Nov. 29, 1862.) Also noted in those days
was Ottaviano Fabbricotti, who died in 1869, also in New
York. (Eco d’ltalia, Sept. 10 and Dec. 6, 1869.)

By 1885 Italian trade with the United States had de¬
veloped to the point that an Italian chamber of commerce-
became a necessity in San Francisco, where one was organ¬
ized in that year. On January 12, 1888, another Italian
chamber of commerce was established in New York, with
a membership that included several large firms, like that of
Antonio Zucca, who came from his native Trieste in 1867 fT
and was doing a business of more than a million dollars a 7?
year by the end of the century. He served as president of
the Italian Chamber of Commerce in New York from
1899 to 1908.
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The Jersey Shore, Pa., silk mill, one of several plants owned and operated
by Giuseppe Ratti in 1900.
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Another son of his, Ernesto G. Fabbri, who married the
granddaughter of William H. Vanderbilt, died in Califor¬
nia in 1943, at the age of 69. Both Egisto and Ernesto G.
Fabbri, Sr., took an active interest in the affairs of the
Italian community, unlike many prominent Italian-Ameri¬
cans of today.

Giovanni Morosini was another poor boy who became
one of the chief stockholders of the Erie Railroad Com¬
pany, a millionaire banker, and the partner of J. Gould.
He died in 1918. Of his children, Giulia, famed for her
beauty and expert horsemanship, married a policeman
whom she later divorced. She died in 1932 leaving more
than one million dollars in cash and a most valuable col¬
lection of European and Oriental art, including many rare
coins and a notable group of early European arms and
armor which she bequeathed to the Metropolitan Museum
of Art, together with the famous Morosini Mansion at
Riverdale. Her sister Victoria died, also in New York, in
1933, after many years of seclusion. Having incurred her
father’s wrath for eloping with her coachman (in 1884),
she was compelled to go to work as a chorus girl, her hus¬
band becoming a car conductor. Two years later they
parted. In 1906 she was found in the convent of the Sisters
of St. Joseph at Rutland, Vt., under the name of Marie
Baldwin. Morosini’s last son, Giovanni P., died in New
York at the age of 75 in 1935. Another son, Attilio, had
died in 1924. All were buried at their mausoleum in Wood-
lawn Cemetery. (See New York Times Index under the
above dates.)

IN THE RESTAURANT BUSINESS

Today we all know that a considerable number of the
finest restaurants in the United States are owned and op¬
erated by natives of Italy. A century or so ago, one could
find, at least in New York, a few first-class Italian restau¬

rants like Palmo’s, La Maison Doree, owned by a Pied¬
montese named Francesco Martinez, or the Moretti Cafe.
The most famous of them all, of course, was Delmonico’s,
operated by two brothers and four nephews who were born
in Italian Switzerland. Their first restaurant was opened at

Beaver and William Street in 1835, followed by others
along Broadway and Fifth Avenue. Like other Swiss citi¬

zens of Italian blood, both in New York and California,
the Delmonico brothers took an interest in the affairs of
the Italian community. (Eco d’ltalia, Dec. 21, 1865.)

EARLY FINANCIERS

As we have said, the only natives of Italy to gain posi¬
tions of prominence in business or finance during the 19th
century in New York were the Fabbri brothers and
Giovanni Morosini. To them we might add Louis Herman

Augustus Zerega di Zerega, who was born at St. Thomas,

in the West Indies, in 1833 and died in New York about
1910. A member of the firm of Cromwell and Zerega, later
L. H. Zerega and Co., he was one of the founders of the
New York Cotton Exchange. His daughter Paula, who died
in England in 1946, married the son of the fourth Duke
of New Castle.

The older of the two Fabbri brothers, Egisto, came to

New York from his native Florence in the late 40’s, fol¬
lowed by his brother Ernesto a few years later. In 1852
they were in business at 167 Broadway, as we learn from a

plan they had submitted to President Fillmore for a 40-foot
statuary group "Columbus Unveiling the New to the Old
World” which was to be erected in Washington. (MS.,

Buffalo Historical Society.) A quarter of a century later,
in 1876, he became a member of the banking firm of
Drexel, Morgan and Company, which he represented on
the board of directors of the Pennsylvania Railroad. He
was also a director of numerous other companies, includ¬
ing the Edison Electric and Light Company, of which he
was treasurer. He retired in 1885, "to Pierpont’s great re¬
gret, because he was very fond of him”. (Satterlee, H. L.,

/. Pierpont Morgan, N. Y., 1939, 156, 197, 208, 234.)
He was also treasurer of the first Metropolitan Opera House
Company.

His brother Ernesto entered the fur house of John
Randall and Company as a clerk, but soon became a part¬

ner and married Randall’s daughter. In 1865 he became a

member of the firm of Fabbri and Chauncey, commission
merchants, of which Egisto was the senior partner. He was
a director of several large corporations, including the Edi¬
son Company, the U. S. Rolling Stock Company, the
Orient Mutual Insurance Company, and the Central and
South American Telephone Company. He died in New
York in 1883. (Evening Post, July 3, 1883.) His daughter,
Cora Fabbri, died in Florence in 1892, as we have noted.

IN PHILADELPHIA

In Philadelphia one could begin with that musician-
cafe owner, Vincent M. Pelosi, who had a restaurant in
Philadelphia before he moved across the river to Camden
in 1788. (See facsimile.) Or one could mention some of
the names listed in the various issues of the local city direc¬
tory between 1799 and 1802. Da Ponte in his Memoirs
mentions at least two Italian businessmen in the City of
Brotherly Love, the confectioner Astolfi and Joseph Mussi,
the friend of Bishop Carroll, as well as of Count Castig-
lioni, who remembered him in his Travels in the United
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States. We shall, however, limit ourselves to only one man,

Paolo Busti, veritably one of the most outstanding execu¬
tives in America during the first half of the nineteenth
century. ran

{

PAOLO BUSTI

Paolo Busti, founder of the city of Buffalo, and a native
of Milan, Italy, came to America from Amsterdam about
1798, as the general agent of the Holland Land Company,
which at that time owned some 3,000,000 acres of land in

the northern part of New York State and Pennsylvania.
Why he should be considered the rightful founder of Buf¬
falo has already been told in our

America Before the Civil War. Here we shall add only a

brief passage from a biographical sketch of Busti which we
have found in manuscript form in the archives of the
Historical Society of Pennsylvania. It was written in 1886

by one Loren Blodget, who learned many of the facts about
Busti from a relative who was a neighbor of Busti and
knew him personally. It reads:

“The first General Agent of the purchasers of land
made by citizens of Amsterdam, Holland, in Western New
York and Western Pennsylvania was Theophilus Cazenove,

who acted as such from 1793 to 1798; but he did little
toward the settlement of the lands, and he was succeeded
in 1799 by Paul Busti, who established his general office
in Philadelphia beginning at once an active system of sur¬

vey and settlement of all these lands. He directed all the
work of Joseph Ellicott, the chief surveyor who had gone
to Canandaigua, New York, in 1798, and who subse¬
quently laid out in proper form all the lands of the Holland
Land Company’s purchase in New York State. Agent Busti

also had the direction of the survey and settlement of the
purchases in Western Pennsylvania made by the same

Amsterdam merchants, and sent H. J. Heinekoper as the
first resident agent to Cassewago, now Meadville, in 1804.

From this time forward, and during the entire period of
the settlement of the seven or eight large counties occupied
by the Holland Land Company as proprietors, the firm
and enlightened policy of Agent Busti is to be credited
with all the important results. These liberal acts of man¬

agement and settlement of the millions of acres embraced
in these purchases, and forming now the richest portions
of Western New York and Western or Northwestern
Pennsylvania, constitute the enduring memorial of Paul
Busti, who, during all this period was a resident and prom¬
inent citizen of Philadelphia.”

Busti, wrote the American Daily Advertiser of Phila¬
delphia on August 17, 1824, at the time of his death,
"possessed a refinement of manners—a comprehensive
knowledge of things, and an intelligent spirit, which con¬

tributed to the delight of the learned and the pleasure of
social intercourse. He spoke several of the European lan¬
guages well, which enabled him to maintain a correspond¬
ence with foreigners of the first distinction . . .In the in¬
fancy of these settlements he extended every patronage and
encouragement to promote their success. To his judicious
management, prudence and circumspection, and to the

book The Italians in

w
PAOLO BUSTI

Founder of Buffalo, N. Y.

liberal policy, uniformly enforced, are these regions, so
lately a wilderness, mainly indebted for their rapid progress
in population and improvement—rapid, perhaps, beyond a
parallel and now assuming the first rank in physical
strength and respectability.”

Busti, we might add, was also one of the first prominent
real estate operators in the Philadelphia area.

IN THE SOUTH

In the South, outside of New Orleans, and besides the
silk men who came over with Oglethorpe in 1732 or the
descendants of the Florida settlers of 1768, the first Italians
in business found- by.us shortly after the Revolution are
Formicola, Strobia, one Bonisola, and some of the men of
came with Mazzei in 1773.

Serafino Formicola, a Neapolitan, is said to have come
over with Governor Dunmore. Shortly after the hostilities
he owned a hotel, the Charlton House, in Williamsburg,
which is said to have been the fashionable meeting place
of those days. (Hawthorne, H., Williamsburg, Old and
New.) About 1780, when he was 37 years old, he moved
to Richmond, where he owned the famous Eagle Tavern,
on two different locations. It was patronized by Washing¬
ton and other leaders. At that inn Aaron Burr was ar¬
raigned before Chief Justice Marshall in 1807. (Diary of
George Washington, April 26, 1786; Dumbauld, E.,
Thomas Jefferson, American Tourist; 1946, 42-46.)

Formicola married one Matilda Newman in 1774. They
had one daughter, Evelyn Formicola, who is said to have
been one of the leading belles of Williamsburg. She married
Stewart Bankhead, one of whose descendants is said to be
now a leading motion picture actress. Evelyn’s daughter,
at any rate, married Col. Henry Garnett of Westmoreland
in 1817 and her son, Thomas Bankhead, the grandson of
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Photostat copy of the letter Paul Busti sent to Joseph Ellicott, his surveyor, on July 9, 1802, of the town are so convincing and I feel so strongly the necessity of insuring to New Amsterdam
authorizing him to lay out a plan for the city of Buffalo. On July 26 Busti cancelled his instructions, the natural advantages of its local situation which now are running the risk of being lost if we do
but on December 14 he confirmed them once more "having received from Holland the long wished not timely prevent the schemes of the purchasers at the actual treaty of the New York reservation,

for almost unlimited authority of acting according to the best of my knowledge." Notice, beginning that I lake upon me to request you to lay out a plan for the town at the Buffalo Creek (italics ours).

with the 15th line on the left, the wotds: "Your explanation about the pressing of a new division (Courtesy, Buffalo Historical Society.)
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the Italian immigrant, was killed at the Battle of Chan-
cellorville. Be that as it may, Formicola became a man of
consequence, just as the Marquis of Chastellux had fore¬
seen when she stopped at his Richmond inn in 1781. In
1786 he subscribed the sum of $500 towards the erection
of Quesnay’s Academy of Science and Fine Arts. (Meagher,
M., History of Education in Richmond, 1939, 22; Mor-
decai, S., Richmond in By-Gone Days, 1860, 206; Crozier’s
Virginia Comity Records, Vol. 9, 118; Little’s History of
Richmond, 73; Virginia Magazine of History and Biog¬
raphy, Vol. 10, 101, Vol. 27, 339, Vol. 30, 245; William
and Mary Quarterly, II, 114; Virginia Gazette (Purdie),
January 19, 1776; Chastellux, Travels in North America,
1828 ed., 276; Virginia Independent Chronicle, June 20,

1787; Schoepf, Travels in the Confederation, 1911, 64.)

Giovanni Strobia seems to have been one of the gar¬
deners who came with Mazzei in 1773. From a letter that

Jefferson wrote to Bellini on April 26, 1799, we learn that
he "has got rich as a grocer in Richmond ... is in flourish¬
ing circumstances”. His name appears frequently in the
Virginia Calendar of State Papers (Vols. 4, 6, 8 and 9),
between 1785 and 1802, when he resigned as a captain of
the militia. He died in 1809. (Richmond Enquirer, March
17, 1809.) His son, John H. Strobia (1785-1856), mar¬

ried Ann Marie Lambert, the eldest daughter of Col. (later
General) D. Lambert, mayor of Richmond. When he died
he was “buried with honors by the Richmond Light Infan¬
try Blues of which he was active and later honorary mem¬

ber”. He was one of the city’s leading citizens (Richmond
Despatch, Oct. 16, 1856) and is said to have been one of
the patrons of local artists, including Robert M. Scully.
(Dunlap, Rise and Progress of the Arts, III, 194.) Another
of Giovanni’s sons, Francis Strobia, was born in 1787 and
died in 1815.

Jefferson, in his letter to Bellini mentioned above, tells
also of Anthony Giannini, who "has raised a large family,
married several of them, & after thriving for a while has
become embarassed . . . Francis, his brother in law &

Anthony Molina have done terribly well.” Anthony Gian¬
nini in 1784 bought land on Buck Island Creek. "In 1792

he petitioned for liberty to build a mill on that stream.

One of the same name, no doubt a son, became a Baptist

minister in 1807.” (Woods, E., Albemarle County in Vir¬

ginia, 1901, 360.) Woods also mentions one Francis

Modena, a carriage maker by trade, who died in 1826.

Antonio Sylvester Bilisoly (Bonisola, or Buonisola—
literally translated, "good island”) was born at Ajaccio,
like Napoleon, in 1750, came to America with De Grasse

in 1777 and served at Yorktown. After a brief residence
in Haiti, where he married Adelaide Accinelli, the daugh¬
ter of an exiled Acadian who owned a coffee and sugar

plantation, he settled in Norfolk in 1799, later moving to

Portsmouth, Va., where he died on October 6, 1845. His
son, Joseph A., a native of Norfolk, was engaged in ship¬
building for about four years, but later became a merchant.
Three of Joseph’s sons became physicians. (Eminent and
Representative Men of Virginia and the District of Colum¬
bia, 1893, 397-399.)

FERDINAND PHINIZY

Ferdinand Phinizy (Finizzi), a native of Parma, Italy,
also come with the French, with whom he served during
the Revolution. After the war he settled in Georgia, where
he became a prominent merchant. During the War with
the Indians (1792-1794) he equipped a company of sol¬
diers and received the rank of captain at first, and major
later. He died in 1818 at the age of 57, leaving an estate

of $120,000 and five children (three sons and two daugh¬
ters). Their descendants have been bankers, prominent
lawyers, planters, publishers of newspapers, trustees of
educational institutions, directors of railroad and insurance
companies, and civic leaders. One of Ferdinand’s sons, John
Phinizy, graduated from the University of Georgia in
1811, served as mayor of Augusta, Ga., and was a prom¬
inent banker and merchant, as we have seen in the preced¬
ing chapter. (See also F. P. Calhoun, The Phinizy Family
in America.)

GIUSEPPE VANNINI AND LUIGI CHITTI

Another pioneer settler in the South was Giuseppe
Vannini of Florence, who worked as a surveyor in Virginia
as early as 1806 and as a captain "in a company of heroes”
during the War of 1812. The good friend of President
Monroe, he is said to have submitted to him a plan for the
accumulation of capital (apparently a lottery) which is
said to have been accepted (Monroe to Vannini, December
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who was listed as a manufacturer of teeth in the Bridgeport
city directory for 1869. In the same publication, for the
same year, one Attilio Zaiotti is listed as chemist and one
Wentzel Malletta as stone cutter. In California, as early
as 1856 we find the firm of F. Argenti, Cavallier and Co.,
Paris, bankers, with offices on Montgomery Street, one door
north of Jackson (Evening Bulletin, April 1, 1856).
Argenti may have been the same F. Felice Argenti who
came over as a political exile in 1836.

Worthy of notice in the East is Giovanni Battista
Sartori, who began the manufacture of calico and later of
macaroni in the early years of the last century. Joseph
Bonaparte, King of Spain, is said to have been godfather
to one of his fourteen children, one of whom, as related
in the next chapter, became commodore in the United
States Navy, and another an assistant surgeon, also in the
Navy. (Stock, L., American Consuls to the Papal States,
Cath. Hist. Soc. Rec. New Series, IX, No. 3; A History of
Trenton, 2 Vols., Princeton, 1929, I, 447, II, 660.)

29, 1815) and put into operation in several states. In 1831

he returned to Italy and lived in Naples until 1839, when

he came back hoping to salvage whatever he could from
the failure of the Bank of the United States where he had
his savings. He died in Brooklyn on October 17, 1853.

(Eco d’Italia, Oct. 22, 1853, June 3-4, 1883; New York
Times, Oct. 19, 1853, Evening Post, Oct. 18, 1853.)

Vannini reminds us of another financier, Luigi Chitti
(1784-1853), a native of Castelnuovo in the province of
Reggio Calabria, who died in New York less than two

months before, on September 2, 1853.
Chitti was probably the most distinguished Italian

economist to come to the United States as a political exile.
After the fall of the Republic of Naples, of which he

secretary of finance in 1821, he escaped abroad and for
a while taught political economy and finance at the uni¬

versities of Madrid and Brussels, serving also as president
of the Bank of Ghent, Belgium. While in Europe he wrote

a number of books on political economy and finance, which
can be found in the Library of Congress and in the British
Museum. He was especially well known in Great Britain,

where he shared the friendship of Cobden and Robert Peel.
Cavour also numbered him among his friends. Here he
contributed to American publications, including the Mer¬
chant’s Magazine in which at least one of his articles ap¬
peared in December, 1851. When he died, a poor man, the
Italian Society of New York donated a lot for his grave
in the Bay Cemetery, near Greenville. The leading Italian
refugees in the city at that time took part in his funeral,
with Foresti delivering the funeral oration. But thirty years
later no tombstone nor any other marker indicated his
place of burial. (Enciclopedia Italiana Treccani; Eco
d’ltalia, Dec. 13, 1851, January 10, 1852; Feb. 18, 1883.)

was

A RAILROAD BUILDER IN TEXAS

The first Italian merchant in Texas was in all proba¬
bility Angelo Navarro, a native of Corsica, who was one
of the founders of the city of San Antonio in 1777. His
son, Jose’ Antonio Navarro, already mentioned by us, was
one of first land commissioners to serve in 1834-3 5 and a
member of the convention that declared the independence
of Texas from Mexico. (The Writings o>f Sam Houston ed.
by A. W. William and E. C. Barker, Vol. VII, 396, note
1.) Still another pioneer merchant was one Cassiano, or
Cassini, who moved to Texas from New Orleans in 1812.
Half a century later another Italian mentioned by Martin
Maris in his Souvenirs D’Amerique (Brussels, 1863) oper¬
ated a hotel in a small Texas town. Adolfo Rossi mentions
an Italian who owned a clothing store in New Mexico in
the 1870’s. However, one must come to 1879 to find a
prominent Italian business man in the Southwest, like
Count Giuseppe Telfener, a poor man who rose to riches
in his native Italy.

We do not know much about Giuseppe Telfener, a
native of Foggia, who was made a count by King Victor
Emmanuel II in 1877. By that time he was a millionaire,
and the owner of Villa Potenziani and other palaces in
Rome. In 1879 he married the sister of the millionaire John
William Mackay (1831-1902), the Irish immigrant who
also rose from poverty to riches.

Not long after his marriage Telfener planned to send
some 5,000 Italians to Texas, but of the 1,000 who got
there, about 700 had been compelled to return to the East,
or found themselves stranded, by January, 1882. Telfener
had purchased several hundred thousand
at 75 cents an acre in El Paso County and had built 92
miles of a projected New York, Texas and Mexican Rail¬
way, from Rosenberg Junction to Victoria, but was unable
to continue and abandoned everything in 1884, when he
returned to Rome. Three years later his creditors obtained
a judgement for $384,900 for non-fulfilment of land pur-

OTHER PIONEERS

A search of the various city directories throughout the
East, as well as on the Pacific Coast, will reveal an impres¬
sive number of Italians in business before 1880, that is,
before immigration from Italy acquired impressive pro¬
portions. Most of them were operators of one-man shops,
such as barbers, shoemakers, grocers, fruit dealers. Occa¬
sionally one finds an Italian in an unusual occupation for
his race in those days, like one William Pardua who was a
coach builder in Bridgeport in 1855, or one John Cairoli

.

of landacres

The trunk which Phinizy bought at Naples before
coming to America with Rochambeau's forces.
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chase, and the railway became a part of the Southern
Pacific System. (New York Tribune, April 1, 1879; Eco
d’ltaiia, January 31, 1882; New York Times, March 10,

1887; Spreti, Enciclopedia Storico-Nobiliare Italiana, VI,
567.)

and with a high degree of illiteracy, whose sole aim was to
make a few thousand dollars as soon as possible and then
get back to their native village. Of course, as we know
now, it did not work out that way and sooner than they
expected they decided to spend the rest of their lives in
their adopted country. At any rate, because of various cir¬
cumstances, such as language barriers, the self-imposed
necessity of pinching the penny, employment possibilities,
and other factors, the immigrant settled among the
"paesani” (men from the same "paese” or town—by illa¬
tion, from the same country) and formed the first little
Italies in the United States. To cater to their needs a new
class of tradesmen and artisans arose or found the possi¬
bility of plying at one’s occupation: grocers, barbers, shoe¬
makers, tailors, importers of food products, macaroni man¬
ufacturers, sausage makers, steamship ticket agents, labor
contractors, foreign exchange dealers, publishers of weekly
newspapers and magazines, and even teachers of music and
languages.

Most of the immigrants, however, found employment
as laborers in the construction or maintenance of our rail¬
road system, in industry, and occasionally in commerce.

Little by little they branched out, they learned the secrets
of some industrial activity, especially in the manufacture
of men’s and women’s clothes, or such items as concrete
blocks. The fruit peddler became first the owner of a fruit
store and later a commission merchant; the little grocer
became an importer; the clothing worker became a sub¬
contractor; the bricklayer or the mason became a road
builder or general building contractor; the shoemaker de¬
veloped into a shoe manufacturer; the man with some
education became a real estate or insurance agent. "With
rare exceptions, everybody started on the proverbial "shoe¬
string”.

In recent years the progress of industrialization has
acquired a quickened pace, with the sons of the immigrants
pushing into such fields as foundries, manufacture of ma¬
chines, electric appliances, steel products, making of radio
and television sets (among the largest in the country),
and what not.

IN BANKING

Since the days of the Fabbri brothers and Morosini a

number of natives of Italy have risen to prominence in
banking and finance. Among the pioneers we will recall
only Salvatore Cantoni, a native of Venice, who arrived in
1860 and became a member of the New York Stock Ex¬
change in 1879; Joseph Francolini, a native of Corleto
Perticara, who came over in 1886, and ten years later
founded the Italian Savings Bank of which he became
president; Armando Pedrini of Bologna, one of the
founders of the Bank of Italy, and later vice-president of
Transamerica Corporation; Francesco Belgrano, who died
in 1928 in San Francisco, where he was outstanding in
financial circles.

Among the sons of Italian immigrants, the foremost
name, of course, is that of Amedeo Peter Giannini, the
giant of the West, and the founder of the Bank of Italy
of California which now, under the name of Bank of
America, has become the largest banking institution in the
world. (See Dana, J., A. P. Giannini', Joseph M., Big Bull
of the West, Saturday Evening Post, Sept. 13 & ff., 1947.)

Among the sons of Italian immigrants who became out¬

standing bankers one might recall John King Beretta, the
son of a Milanese, who was born at Fort Smith, Ark., in
1861, founded the Bank of Laredo, Texas, in 1892, and
became president of the National Bank of Commerce of
San Antonio, Texas; Victor H. Rossetti, also the son of a

poor immigrant, who became president of the Merchants
Bank of Los Angeles, and was a director of numerous im¬

portant corporations, until he died in 1946; James A.

Bacigalupi, one of the early executives in the Bank of Italy;
literally scores of bank officials from presidents and con¬
trollers down. One has only to go through the latest edition
of the Bankers Directory to find an imposing list of bank¬
ing executives of Italian extraction.

SINCE THE CIVIL WAR

Between the Revolution and the Civil War most of the
Italian immigrants were artists, musicians, professional men
of various types, political exiles, priests, soldiers. Here and
there we find a man engaged in business pursuits, like
Garibaldi, who for a short time worked for Antonio Meucci
making candles, or the itinerant vendor of statuettes. Yet
as early as 1811 there must have been a number of Italian
laborers in New York City and vicinity, if L’Eco d’ltaiia
on July 1th of that year published an advertisement calling
for 100 workers needed in railroad construction in New
York State and 200 in Staten Island. "Italians are pre¬
ferred”—so the advertisement said.

After the Civil War mass immigration from Italy be¬
gan, largely from the small towns and farm districts of the
Peninsula. Unlike their predecessors, most of the new im¬
migrants were unskilled workers, men without education
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The office of the Bank of Italy v,hich A. P. Giannini opened in San
Francisco soon after the disastrous earthquake of 1906. Out of the Bank
t>f Italy was born the Bank of America, now (1952) the largest banking
organization in the world.
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IN AGRICULTURE AND IN MARITIME TRADE

Relatively few Italians, compared to the millions who
have entered the United States during the last century,

have engaged in agricultural pursuits. For one thing, the
immigrants who arrived before World War I came over
to make a little fortune and then go back to Italy; sec¬

ondly, they could make more money working in a factory
or as a railroad laborers than as a farm hands; finally, their
inability to speak Englÿh forced them to live near people
who could speak their language and who could come to

their rescue in case of need. Climate or urge for sociability
had nothing to do with it. Truck gardening, besides, has
always appealed to the Italian, who finds a genuine joy in

growing vegetables or fruits.
Notwithstanding the relatively small number of

Italians in agriculture, their contribution to American liv¬

ing has been out of proportion to the value of their crops

in dollars and cents. For the Italians, starting with Mazzei
(and probably even before him), have introduced a variety

of products which have changed American diet and con¬
tributed in no small measure to the health of the American

A
ft

f
FATHER PIETRO BANDINI

(1853-1917)
Founder of Tontitown, Ark.people.

The first notable group of Italians to engage in agricul¬
ture in the United States settled around San Francisco, Ark., Paw Paw, Mich., Rosati (formerly, Knobview) and
where about 300 of them were said to supply most of the Marshfield, Mo., Natchez, Shelby and nearby places in
vegetables consumed in that city as early as 1865. (Eco Mississippi, the entire Delta region of Louisiana, from
d’ltalia, Dec. 9, 1865.) By 1920 they had increased to Shreveport and Baton Rouge to the Gulf of Mexico. Near
30,000 for the whole state, or one third of the total num- every large city in the country, besides, one is likely to find
ber of farmers in California; we do not know, however, a number of small farms of 10 to 40 acres each owned
whether the children of Italian parentage were included, by natives of Italy or by their sons. In the Mississippi Delta
At present it is not uncommon to find Italians owning the Italians are said to have cleared and reclaimed 2,000,000
from 1,500 to 2,000 acres of land each, with some of them acres of land. In New York State alone in 1920 they
specializing in only one crop, such as lima beans, or arti- owned 1,782 farms covering 103,142 acres for a total
chokes, spinach, tomatoes, egg plants, cauliflowers, and so value of $14,380,236.

on. Although of late they have lost ground as owners of
wineries, they still are
in the country.

The Italians grow almost exclusively vegetables or
among the largest growers of grapes fruits, which they send to the nearest market. There are,

however, a few large cotton and sugar plantations in
Other noteworthy Italian agricultural communities can Louisiana and Texas, alfalfa farms in Southern California,

be found near Bryan, Texas, Independence, La., Vineland and mushroom establishments near Philadelphia. Grapes,
and Hammonton, N. J., Fredonia and Canastota, N. Y., however, take the first place both in tonnage and dollar
Valdese, and St. Helena, N. C., Daphne, Ala., Tontitown, value.

JET,
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(Left)An Italian family at Daphne, Ala., and (right) s view of Tontitown, Ark., at the beginning of the century.
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BENI STABILI

X>A. TENDERS!

A.

rrUTTI QCELLI CHE DE-
8IDEEAN0 PODERI.—

D» venderal ft VINELAND
agli agricoltori, giardlnieri «

colon1 bmccianti Italian! a Tiatnaii uo bel
tarreuo coltirablle, auolo vergine, ft $2S per
acre, pagabili in ivi anni.

II tarreuo 6 eccollente, graaao a produttivo,
molto rioino, mediantale tra¬
de ferrate,ai grandi mercati di
New York a FiladelUa, dove
da SO a 40 aeri ooatitnlacono

an boon podero se in parte rlgoglioao di frnt-

i >3

tl.
Da qocsta localitb la pit grando a variata

qoantitAdi Crutti b ipodita al mercato, in eon
fronto di qualunqua allra pDitura di eguale
area negli Stati Uniti. EBSA aorge nel mexao
di florente borgata con belle tirade, magazzi-
nl, eouole a manifatture.

Lo donna appartcnenti alia
fainiglie coloniche od altri affini
potranno ottencre an boon lavo-

ro nello fabbriche di paglia, di

acarpe, e nolle manifatture di bottoni, di pan-
nilani ed in altri rami d'indnatria.

Gib molti agricoltori Ingleai, Svizzerl, Ita¬
liani e Scozzcsi vi bannDe preeo ttema a vi-
vono proaperamente. Tuglieta le voetrofemi-
glie dall’ozio, canaa di tanti vizi.

Tn bet numrro di giardlnieri

dei dintorni di Nuova York vi
ai aono atabiliti.

VINELAND per l’agricoltura e
commercio A uno dei pnnti pib
ndatti nel circondario. L’agricol-

tura vi & piii vanteggioaa cbe all'Ovoat a ean-
dolla vioinanza dri mercati.

coxniziONi.

An Italian farmer in his vineyard near Humboldt, Tenn., about
1900.

Among the leading Italian agriculturists of the past, it
may be sufficient to mention Secondo Guasti, Andrea Sbar-
boro, L. Schiappa Pietra, Marco J. Fontana, P. C. Rossi,

and finally the most outstanding of them all, Joseph Di
Giorgio, who owned or controlled more than 40,000 acres
of fruit land from California to Florida, at the time of his
death in 1951.

As Prof. Lansen has said in his book The Immigrant in
American History, the Italians "by patient experimenta¬
tion introduced into commercial orchards fruits that the
native had long attempted vainly to grow . . . American
diet is healthier and more varied because of Italian gar¬
deners and Italian cooks.”

Per vonti aeri o pit ai dove pagaro lfG in
contanti. i| rimanento ai pagherb aemeatral-
mente cogli interesoi legal! nello apazio di
sei anni.

Per died aeri f in contanti, a con paga-
menti aameatrali ai aalderb il debito coi do-
vuti interoaai nello apazio di 5 anni.

Per cinque aeri metb in contanti.
Per acquiato di terreui rivolgersi al Signor

G. V. 8ECCHI 1)E CASAI.l, Sedattore
dell’ECo D’ITALIA, SI Liberty Street.

Si danno e ai apcdiacono gralnitamente le
inlonnaziom pit ragguugliate.

J

:
:

}

i* Advertisement in L'Eco d’ltalia of New
York on January 3, 1874, offering farm
land at Vineland, N. J. at $25 an acre.
payable one half at the time of the pur¬
chase and the balance within five years,
plus interest.

- t A-
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Farm scene at Vineland, N. J. a few years after its establisment.
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to have been the first captain to take a steamship to Hon¬
duras for the purpose of bringing back bananas to the
United States. Be that as it may, the banana trade with
Honduras rose to vast proportions with the three Vaccaro
brothers, all natives of Sicily, whose firm, the Standard
Fruit and Steamship Company, was capitalized at
$10,000,000 in 1926, with a fleet of many ships. Felix
Vaccaro, the last of the three brothers, died in 1943.

Other Italians who owned ships before the Civil War
were Egisto Fabbri, already noted by us, in New York;
Marquis Niccolo Reggio, who settled in Boston in 1832
and died in New York in 1867; Zerega di Zerega of New
York, also noted by us as one of the founders of the New
York Cotton Exchange. Secchi de Casali, the editor of the
New York Italian weekly, was one of the stockholders of
the North American and Italian Steamship Company
organized in 1861. (Eco d’ltalia, May 6, 1861.) On the
Pacific Coast, Nicholas Larco owned several vessels which
brought coolies from China and also traded with South
America.FI

ITALIAN FISHERMENALESSANDRO MASTROVALERIO
(1855-1944)

Founder of the agricultural settlement of
Daphne, Ala., in 1888, and editor from
1898 to 1928 of the weekly newspaper La
Tribuna Traniallaniica of Chicago. (Vigo
Review, May, 1938.)

A rather large number of Italians have engaged in fish¬
ing ever since Civil War days. How many at any given
period we cannot say. We know, however, that as early as
1869 there was an association of Italian fishermen in San
Francisco. (Eco d’ltalia, March 19, 1869, and April 6,
1881.) In our own days, hundreds, if not thousands, of
natives of Italy are engaged in fishing, from New England
to Florida, and from the Gulf of Mexico to the California
Coast, all the way up to Alaska. That their number has
not been insignificant we learn from the fact that at the
beginning of World War II some 700 Sicilian fishermen in
Boston alone were forbidden from fishing in New England
waters. In California, it is said, the fresh fish industry is
in the hands of the Italians to the extent of 80 per cent.
Also owned by Italians are several fish canneries on the
Pacific Coast.

Another subject which we recommend for a detailed
investigation is the history of the Italians in the maritime

trade and fishing industry of the United States. From co¬

lonial days to our own, not many Americans have been
anxious to go out to sea, except as skippers or masters, with
foreigners, to no small extent from Mediterranean coun¬

tries, making up the crews. Aside from that, it is fair to

assume that a country with such a long coastline as Italy
must have contributed a good share to our merchant ma¬

rine. The Venetian Alberti who settled in New Amsterdam
in 163 J came as a seaman. So did Pascal De Angelis, the
Neapolitan who died in Newport, R. I., in 1770, and
others whose names we have recorded in the preceding
pages.

JOHN DOMINIS

The first native of Italy to serve as master of American
vessels may have been Giovanni Dominis of Trieste, who is

best remembered as the father of John Dominis, the prince
consort of Queen Liliuokalani of Hawaii, and as the man

who brought the first cargo of salmon from the Columbia
River. Out of that first shipment was born the profitable
salmon trade betwen the West Coast and New England.
Incidentally, Dominis was the first man, according to Ban¬
croft, to plant peach trees in Oregon. He was active be¬
tween 1823 and 1840.

' 1

OTHER SEA CAPTAINS

THE BARK SMYRNIOTE (1861)
owned by Marquis Nicholas Reggio of Boston, which plied between
the United States and Mediterranean ports.

S. Pizzati, a Sicilian captain who was born in Palermo
in 1839 and died in New Orleans on Dec. 30, 1913, is said



CHAPTER TWENTY-TWO

IN THE UNITED STATES ARMY AND NAYY

To unearth the names of the natives of Italy or of the
Americans of Italian origin who served in the armed forces
of the United States from the War of Tripoli to World
War II, one would have to search a mountain of muster
rolls, registers, regimental books and what not. Even then
the search would be largely a waste of time, for many
registers are missing and in those which are still in exist¬
ence it is often practically impossible to identify one’s na¬
tional origins, so garbled up and so hard to read are many
of the names. All one can do, therefore, is to assume that
out of the millions of citizens of Italian extraction born in
America ever since the Revolution, some of them must

have served in the Army and Navy of the United States.
On the other hand, we have positive data about the

birthplaces of a relatively small number of soldiers and
sailors born in Italy or of Italian parentage in the United
States. It is, accordingly, to them that we shall restrict
our investigation.

#
'

t
IN THE WAR OF TRIPOLI

All students of American history will recall how in
1801 the United States, although young and weak, com¬
pared to the great powers of those days, chose to defy the
Barbary pirates, preferring war rather than to pay tolls to

those early racketeers who demanded a sum of money for
each ship that entered the Mediterranean.

It is also well known how in the early stages of that
war the frigate Philadelphia ran aground at the entrance

of the port of Tripoli and was seized by the enemy, who
floated it again, manned it and kept it ready for battle
thus humbling the pride of the very young American
Navy. But only for a brief period of time, for no sooner
had the ship been seized by the pirates than Commodore
Edward Preble, the commander of the American squadron,
conceived a bold plan to "enter the harbor at night, board
the Philadelphia and burn her.”

The plan was carried out most brilliantly and Stephen
Decatur, who was in charge of the expedition, acquired
national fame and one of the highest places among our
naval heroes.

It is very little known, however, that the man who, in
a sense, was responsible for the success of the raid was
Salvatore Catalano, a young Sicilian seaman who volun¬
teered to pilot Decatur’s ketch, the Intrepid, into Tripoli
and through his intimate acquaintance with the harbor,

the people and their language, was able to bring the Intre¬

pid close to the Philadelphia without arousing the suspicions

*- *

-4

THE BURNING OF THE PHILADELPHIA IN TRIPOLI HARBOR
IN 1804

An exploit made possible "in the greatest degree" by Salvatore
Catalano.

of the pirates. The fact that the expedition had to wait
nine days outside the port for the propitious time to enter,
explains the difficulty of the operation.

Decatur himself was the first to pay tribute to Catalano,
when in his report to Commodore Preble, written at sea,
while returning from the raid, he stated: “It would be
injustice in me, were I to pass over the important services
rendered by Mr. Salvadore, the pilot, on whose good con¬

duct the success of the enterprise in the greatest degree
depended.”

Catalano served as a pilot on other American War ves¬
sels, including the two frigates, Constitution and Congress.

315
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In 1806 he came over on the Congress by order of the
Secretary of the Navy and served at the Washington Navy
Yard until the time of his death on January 4, 1846. He

was born in Palermo about 1771.
Somehow, we are inclined to believe that a number of

natives of Italy took part in the struggle for the independ¬
ence of Texas. Some of them were residents of Louisiana,
like one Prospero Bernardi, who served under Sam Houston,
was honorably discharged in 1837, and received a grant of
1280 acres of land. Others were residents of Mexico, in¬
cluding not a few officers who had fought for the inde¬
pendence of that country.

Among the latter, General Avezzana, the famous mini¬
ster of war of the Republic of Rome and a merchant in
New York for many years, as we have seen, joined the
Mexicans in their fight for freedom. Santa Anna made him
a colonel and governor of two provinces, but later the two
became enemies, and after a brief struggle Avezzana re¬
paired to New York. De Attellis, the editor of Correo
Atlantico, also was a friend of Santa Anna for a time, until
he, too, opposed his designs and found shelter in New
Orleans. We have not the least doubt that de Attellis helped
Sam Houston’s cause (the independence of Texas) in no
small degree. Among the Italians who remained loyal to

Santa Anna was General Vicente Filisola, who took com¬
mand of the Mexican troops after Santa Anna was captured
by the Texans at the Battle of San Jacinto. At that time
Filisola possessed a colonization grant for 600 families
the Trinity River in East Texas, but he lost it when the
Mexicans were defeated. (The Writings of Sam Houston,
ed. by A. W. Williams and E. C. Barker, 1,301, note 2.)

One of the most prominent pioneers in Texas, as we
have already noted, was Jose’ Antonio Navarro, the son of
a Corsican immigrant, who served as land commissioner in
1834-35, was a member of the convention of 1836 that
declared the independence of Texas and was a signer of
both the Declaration of Texan Independence as well as
of the first Constitution of Texas. He was the only native
of the state who sat in the convention that accepted an¬
nexation. (Ibid., VII, 396, note 1.)

Among the men of Italian extraction who served dur¬
ing the Mexican War, we have some information about the
future Commodore Louis C. Sartori, who served as a lieu¬
tenant on the bomb schooner Stromboli and was present
at the capture of Tabasco; the future Admiral Bancroft
Gherardi, who served as a midshipman in 1846, at the age
of 14; Louis Gaily of New Orleans, who served as major,
(as we have seen, he was consul of Sicily in that city);
William Trovillo, who served with the Louisiana Battalion
of Volunteer Artillery (later he served as a captain in the
Union Army) ; Lieutenant-Colonel Herny Forno, who
served with Walton’s Regiment of Louisiana; N. C. Bam¬
bino, a surgeon in the Navy; Lieutenant-Colonel Charles
Fiesca of the Louisiana Volunteers; Lieutenant-Colonel
Christian C. Nave of the Indiana Volunteers; First Lieu¬
tenant John Phinizy, Jr., of the Georgia Volunteers; and
others whose names are doubtful.

ITALY HELPS THE UNITED STATES

Catalano was not the only Italian who rendered valu¬
able services to the United States during the War of Tri¬
poli. Aside from the fact that the King of the Two Sicilies
(Naples and Sicily) allowed the U. S. Navy to use the port

of Syracuse as its base during the conflict, six Italian gun¬
boats and two Italian bomb vessels took part in Commo¬
dore Preble’s attack on Tripoli, all manned by Italian
gunners and seamen. They were “of very essential service

to the squadron under my command in the several attacks
which we made on the City and shipping of our common
enemy—the Tripolines”, Commodore Preble wrote on De¬
cember 15, 1804, to the Neapolitan minister of war, add¬
ing: “I with great pleasure acknowledge the gallant con¬

duct of the Neapolitan Gunners and others of His Majesty’s
subjects attached to them” (the gunboats). Preble con¬

sidered the assistance rendered by the Italians so valuable
that he asked for more vessels, but Italy refused as they
were needed for the protection of the country.

Commodore Barron, who succeeded Preble, renewed the
request, making it clear that "the operations of our squad¬
rons will, I fear, be comparatively weak and ineffectual for
want of those succours from which we derived such essen¬

tial advantage during the last campaign. ... I consider
them, indeed, as indispensable to ensure our success.”

(Moran, C., Commodore Preble’s Sicilian Auxiliaries,
U. S. Naval Institute Proceedings, January, 1939, 80-82;

see also Naval Documents related to the U. S. Wars unth
the Barbary Powers, 6 vols.)

on

IN THE WAR OF 1812

Because of the difficulties already mentioned, we have
not examined the various available registers of the men
who served in the War of 1812, in the various campaigns
against the Indians, and in the War with Mexico.

We know, however, that during the War of 1812 Carlo
Mauran, a son of Joseph Mauran of Providence, served as

first lieutenant in 1813; Vannini, the economist, as we

have seen, served as a captain, apparently with a Virginia
military unit; Joseph Lametti, a native of Modena, served
as a lieutenant and later as a captain in the 9th Regiment
of the New York State Artillery. He died in New York
on May 8, 1848, at the age of 44, and was buried in the
cemetery of St. Patrick’s Old Cathedral on Mott and
Prince Streets. There, on February 22, 1930, the Society
of the War of 1812 placed a marker his tomb.
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Monument to the Garibaldi Guard (39th New York Infantry) on Cemetery
Ridge at Gettysburg. The Guard included some 50 Italians, of -whom about 17
or 18 were officers. At least 8 Italians from New York State alone died at
Gettysburg on July 1-3, 1863. The name of one of them, Major Venuti of the
52nd New York Infantry, appears on the New York State Monument in the
cemetery. The others were: Private Paolo Boni and Sgt. Geoge Bonin of the
Garibaldi Guard; Private Peter Capallo, Corp. Charles Cavello, Private John
Carmine, Private Christiana, Private Torango. There were others whose names
are hard to classify.
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IN THE CIVIL WAR
April 13, 1863.) A few
Mexico. (Eco, Jan. 25 and Feb. 15, 1862.)

During the Civil War thousands of foreigners served
in the Union Army; relatively few offered their services in
defense of the Confederate cause. Most of them were
veterans of the wars for the independence of Germany,
Hungary, Poland, Italy, and other countries, who were
induced by Union agents in Europe to join their forces.

Certainly the cause for which the North was fighting
had an immense appeal for the veterans of the Risorgimento,
many of whom hastened to join the Union Army. Most of
them were commissioned officers; not a few, however, vere
non-commissioned officers and privates, as it appears from
the names which have reached us. (See facsimiles on pages
319 and 322.) At any rate, the Italians must have been
among the first to fight for the Union if as early as Novem¬
ber, 1861, a number of them had already enlisted in the

Enfants Perdus regiment. Two months later, we learn from
L’Eco d’ltalia, some of those who had been encouraged by
the American Legation in Turin to come over, had already
met with disappointment and returned to Europe; others
found themselves stranded in New York; still others, vet¬

erans of the battles of Montebello, San Martino and Vol-
turno, were compelled to accept lower ranks than those
they had held in the Italian army because they could not

speak English. Carlo Lombardi of Brescia, for instance, had
to enroll as a private although he had served as a captain
with Garibaldi. A month later, however, he was commis¬
sioned a second lieutenant in the 39th U. S. Colored In¬
fantry, with which he served until he was killed in an

explosion at Fort Fisher, N. C., in January, 1865. {Eco,

*>— -

planning to emigrate towere

GARIBALDI IS OFFERED A COMMAND
IN THE UNION ARMY

At the beginning of the Civil War, at a time "when
our new regiments need experienced officers”, Garibaldi
was offered the command of a division on the direct au¬
thority of President Lincoln, but Garibaldi could not ac¬
cept, at first because the situation in Italy was such that
his services might have been needed at home, later because
he was not in good health. However, as he wrote on Sep¬
tember 10, 1861, "if war should by evil chance continue
in your country, I will overcome all obstacles which hold
me back, and will hasten to come to the defence of that
people which is so dear to me.” A year later Garibaldi’s
coming to the United States was still a topic of conver¬
sation, but L’Eco d’ltalia was decidedly against it. "If
Garibaldi should come to America”, it stated in an editorial,
"just imagine what would happen in the United States,
where the Hughes (Cardinal Hughes) and the Corcorans
are the heroes of the party.” (Eco, Oct. 18 and 25, 1862.)
That Garibaldi and all Italian liberals were for the Union
appears clearly from the letter which he addressed to Lin¬
coln shortly after the Proclamation of Emancipation. (See
facsimiles below; on the offer of a command to Garibaldi
see N. Nelson Gay in Century Magazine. Nov. 1907, p. 63,

and Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc. Ill series, I, 320. See also H. N.
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Copy of a letter sent by Garibaldi and other Italian liberals to Lincoln on August 6, 1863. It says in part: "If in the middle of your titanic

struggle our voice may still reach you, Oh Lincoln, allow us, free sons of Columbus to send you a word of good wishes and admiration for

the great work begun by you. The heir of Christ and Brown, you will go down in history under the name of Emancipator, a title to be envied

more than a crown or any human treasure. A whole race of men enslaved by selfishness, is by you, at the cost of the most noble American

blood given back to the dignity of Man, to Civilization and to Love. America, the teacher of freedom to our fathers, opens once more the

most ’solemn era of human progress. . . . Greetings to you, Abraham Lincoln, Pilot of Liberty! Greetings to you all who during the last

years have been fighting and dying around its regenerating standard—greetings to you, redeemed Hamitic race, the free men of Italy kiss

the glorious marks of your chains.” (Courtesy, library of Congress.)
two
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ABBUOLAMENTO.
HEAD-QUARTERS

GARIBALDI GUARD,
89* Ren<mento N. Y. 8. YolOntario.

Quetto bel R*iflmaoto psrtlto two del prim! peI tlltro
dsUt guarra, e eh# hi coai riloroaimiDta combattuto U di
9 fiugno ill* btUiflli di Oro#*-K#y, chiede 100 uomioi •compimen to del >uo effettlvo.

I Franceal. Svizzeri. Belgl, Itallani, •Spagnuoll eh* T#T-
rmo&o a echierarul »otto la handler# di queato reffimeuto ri
•araiui* accolti con una viva eirapatia aai loro compatriots,
ah# vi entrarooo al momenta della aua formazioue.

Le ooodixitini le pij rautaggiose aaranno fatte afll arruo-
lati

AMICI E PARENTI
DEI

BRAVI SOLDATI E MARINAI.

L'ufflcio d’arruoUmento <ÿ aito N. UiU Franklin Street,
ad aparto dalle 9 di matUna alio 4 di aera.

11 UaplLano reduta&t* .
V. CHANDONE.

if*
SPINOLA EMPIRE BRIGADE.

SIEGEL SHARP SHOOTERS.
T. H. BRONUK C0L0NNEL10 COMAMDANTE.

K1 derideratio 40 individui per former* uaa compofnla net
delta Rafftmeoto.

lApaia di oiaaoun amiolato eul dai dollari II at ** par

Quest# correta, a datare dal florae dell’anuol
ear i inoltre immediitamente veatlto. allof glato a nutrito.

100 dollari sono famntiti come Dremlo La redute ro*
Ionian# ricaveraono subito il quarto di qoaeta aomma. pft i
un altro regalo di dollari 50 par parta dello Stato di New

Un meea di pa(a eari dato In anticipation#, cio che In to¬
tal* on none ricaveri. U ffiorno che ears Incorporato daioi-
tivamaate, la eumma ai dollari 96.

poeti di Baeri uftziate soDO ancora vacantl ; ma non sa-
raono ammaaei a questi rradi che person# competent!a che
rtmpeqfttao ad occuparsi della fonnaiioa*dellaoompanJa.

L’uAaiata di radutamento e reparibila al N. 94 Oraod
Street

Cspita&o P. SALTOTJI, Italiano a vero amico da1end ooa*

iklUlM

PILLOLE ED UNGUE5TO
DI

HOLLOWAY.
TttUl coloro che hxnno Amici e Conglunti ne!l’*armata •ttaua Marina, dovrehbero aver cura che foseero abbondaa-

tamente provv'.stl di-quoite Pillole od Unguento, e ee mat i
hravi Soluatl o Marinai aveaacro tmacuratodl procacciane-
pe, neaaun regalo aaratfbe loro tan to utile quanto queati
FfVik.®°no eaaere 1* amico coetaaj
te dal Boldato nell’ora del bieogno.

TOS8I ED 4NFREDDATURE AFFMOGONO LE
TRUPPE.

to a

I Stranno immediatamente alleviate ed eJTettivamente on"}
wÿTsJ1iHettenfl qjH,t0 mertvl*Uo8e medicine, ed oavar •

aattoo Scatola
*°n0 *** 4

MAL DI TESTA, PERDITA DELL’APPETITO,
INCIDENT! AI SOLDATI.

Quest# aensazloni che tanto cl afffiggntio, derivano vena
ralmebte da dizpizcteri a noje, reeplro repreuo, eibl o b*.

melwie, che econvolgono l'nzione naturals del fen.
to e dello fttomeco. Binogna che rerate aollleva e quell1
organl, s* deiiderate riatebillrri in ealute Le Pillole, pre
ee eeeondo le rtcetta fttampata, produrranno immediate
mente un’azlone tftlubro aim nel legato che nello atomace
e come coneagnenza natuf tie curzti del mal di teita

I’appetKo.
DEBOLEZZA FRODOTTA DA SOVERCITIA PAT1CA
SparlrA per mezzo di queete ineitimahlll Pillole, ed D Sol

dato ne acquiftter&maggior vigor*. Non laaciata gtt hita-
etinl eanza la dovuta zziona. Sembrara atrzno cha la PI'
lole d1 Holloway aieno raccomandate per ta Dleenterla a
Fluaaa, moltl aupponendo che aumenterebbero II rilaado.
Quaeto r un grande error*, dacchi- oueele Pillole aeeeeta-
ranno ognl dinordlna ne] fegato e nello atoraaeo, ed to tal
modo rimuovono dai aiatema tulti gl nmorl acri. Qneata
medidna tonica darn vigor* a tutto II aiatema organlen par
diaordinato ch* fosa«, mentr* lalute * forsa aegnono In
ogni caao. N'eaaun’altra coaa arreatera si efflcacementa il
rllaaclo degli Intcitini come que.tr celebra medleina.

VOLONTAHJ ALL’ERTA I 1ND1SCREZ10HI DELLA

Luogotancat* D. Ponaigz gia nOeiala al earvizle dl di-
varai aaerciti d’Europa.

{Above) Two advertisements for volunteers in
L'Eco d’ltalm for July 26, 1862. (Right) Two
more advertisements in the same newspaper in
November, 1862, for the sale of pills and oint¬
ments to men in the Army and Navy of the
United States. (Courtesy, New York Public
Library.)

Gay, Garibaldi’s American contacts, Am. Hist. Rev., Oct.,
1932.)

OIOVENTU’.
Plafthe ed Ulcer! ed EnAature, poexotio con certezza •«

curate mdkalmente se ai prendonole Pillole notte a
glorno, e ae al fa abbandanta uio dell'llognanto coma 1pra.
ecrltto nalle ordlnazioni. Se ai uaaae dlvaraamente, core-
ranno in on luogo per ricomparlre i matt la nn’altro. Men-
tre aoeato Unguento iradJcheri gtt umori del .1sterna e il-
•tabUIri 1’Infarmo in ono atato aalutevole a vlgoroao. Rl-
chlede aoltanta ua poeo dl paraereranza tn earn oatinctl per
predurre ana cure perfetta.

PER PERITE CAGIOWATE 0 DALLA BAJONETTA,
8>:fABOLA O PALLA, PIAGHE O CONTUSION!.

U-' nil vaouo eogetti i Soldatl e i Marinai, Don Tl eono nel
dfteina tantn stsnr* a cnnvanavoU com* la PLilota a p Unguantn dl Holloway, n poraro aoldato farttn a qneai azenlzaante pun avere la eue ferite medicate alMetante, eevo
leeae pmvrederal dl quaeto Unguento senza pari, che el dal
rrebhe far I'cnctrare nella ferita e acloitotutta all* Intorno,
peecia avvolto in un pezzo di lino, o comprea-o da un faz
loletto Prondendo notte e giorao to) PUlole, per r’nAetil aiatema e prevenire nnltammazlone. *
XOgnl Zainn dl Soldato a Caaaa del Marinaio dovrebbwoeuera prov vedutl dl qnaiti InfaBIhlli rtmodj.

“ 5m.TowAY7vEwToRVrN"DnLOS*DSv,u*.!: ffij*
AibiUeoma a Marca-d’acqua in ognl fogHo del Ubro dalle
praecristonl sU'intomo d’ofnl vaao n ecatala ; la ataaeo pu*
vedersl sui lovU attraverso il lama di una candela. 81data

fenetose eetnpenso a ehiunque nraderi Infonxiikm ch*
pose*in tender* all# detcnzlone di ofnl persona o parti
contrafacentl 1* madiclua o veudando le medealme, aapsot
do cho aono BLurie.— VendiblU aU’Uffdo da! Prof. Holloway, No. 80 MaldenLane, New York, a da tuttt i principal! Farmaotrtl a Vandll
toil di Medicine, in tutto il mondo cirlllziato* in a

cent#, At eente,* un dollaro.
riepurmia considere?otmente comperando I raal

SlW‘i"flt lnfenBl 4‘0,1,1 rbbÿbitlz

THE GARIBALDI GUARD
Although Garibaldi did not come over, his name be¬

came the battle cry of the Garibaldi Guard, a regiment
of volunteers officially known as the 39th New York In¬
fantry. It consisted at first of 830 men, of whom about 50
were Italians. (Eco, March 1, 1862.) The others were
Germans, Hungarians, French, Swiss, Spaniards and Por¬
tuguese. The Italians included Col. Repetti, Major (later
Lt. Col.) Tinelli, Captains Osnaghi, Venuti, and Salviatti,
and at least six first lieutenants and six second lieutenants.
It was probably the most picturesque organization in the
entire Union Army and served with distinction in numer-
our battles, from the First Bull Run to Appomattox. Its
casualties were heavy.

OFFICERS OF ITALIAN BIRTH OR EXTRACTION
IN THE UNION ARMY

As the following list shows, the "Italians” were scat¬

tered throughout the Union Army. They included:

GENERALS
Major General Edward Ferrero, the hero of numerous

actions, from the Battle of Roanoke Island to Second Bull
Run, Chantilly, Antietam, Jackson, and other engagements.

m



YOPKTOWM, I* Luglio 1862.
riignor Redmttore deU’£ra'i/lJta/w, -

IA> intcrame, che nortnte oet p»opagnare nel
vostro MtUmmnsle gioromle il dritto, c Imgiustisim
di chiauquc si rivulge slim person* vostrm reticle

1 aottaecritti Iulimni ml servisio federmle nel
Bmÿmgliooe des Enfanti Ptrdut m voter mppoggim-
rm Bollm stomp* le loro preghiei* cte inruno ml
rntfaleota del Conitmio Militore, perche aim loro
data laÿpmgm eb* li compete,come ognimltrm trap-

11 Wttaghooe MM hm percetto mtcao soldo del
26 November 1861, epocm della mu orgmnissmxio-
Be, e Mitadu de' postulmiiti gU coatmno 1’ottovo

wtandaio.
Sioori di esameoir dmUm ramtrm boot* il chieslo

toon, acme omem chi pid vi
ttad BBtaHtaital nfltamdri

“il
55».

was

0 'j-i-Sr

!ÿ

& »

f 'Mgr'SQBO tenon qumll
rirereiam ed soecri-

ftatao Ff» (Hiwt Persmrii—ftetro Cm-
flhmeppe OtoBomrili}—Domanico ¥'«*.

nriÿ-CaÿUataavÿ-Olaaltal Ctmillo;—Gio-
mppi 7frfH; CmrioOMa—; Ttuscfcl Cnoce-

i-Oadods&W.-

P35.:
i ‘J

A letter in L'Eca d'ltalia for July 11, 1862, in
which some Italian soldiers of the Enjants Perdus
battalion complain that they had not received their
pay since it was organized on November 26, 1861.
It was signed by ten privates and one sergeant.
At least one of the officers of that regiment.
First Lieutenant Tancredi Bonino, was an Italian.
(Couresy, New York Public Library.)

Burnside’s bridge at Antietam carried at the point of the bayonet by
General Ferrero’s second brigade, on Sept. 17, 1862. (From Harper's
History of the Great Rebellion.)
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The Garibaldi Guard being reviewed by President Lincoln and General Scott on July 4, 1861. Note the Italian flag

with the words "Dio e Popolo" (God and the People) which had flown over the Roman embattlements during

the ill-fated Roman Republic. (From The illustrated London News.)
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Ferrero was born in Madrid, where his parents happened
to be during an operatic tour, in circumstances similar to York Cavalry. Commissioned Major, declined.
those of Adelina Patti’s birth. But the fact that he was

Danesi, John, F. L. W., served as Captain, 25th New

Paldi, Angelo, First Michigan Cavalry. See ante, p. 294.
Venuti, Edward, 52nd New York Infantry. Formerly

also born in Spain, was with 39th New York Infantry. Killed in action at Gettys-
bom in Madrid does not make him a Spaniard, just as
General George Meade, who was

not a Spaniard but an American. The famous painter, John burg, July 2, 1863.
Singer Sargent, was born in Florence, Italy,but he is rightly
considered as an American. "The laws of Spain, while re¬

garding the child of an alien as an alien, give him the right Alberti; Alexandei. Fifth Michigan Infantry.
on attaining his majority, of electing to be a citizen of Barto> Alfonso> 52nd lUinois Infantry.
the country of which he resides (Hall, W. E A Treats Belottij Ge(>rge 62nd New York Inf
On International Unv 8th ed 1924, 277 ) Ferrero was

Biscacciantij Alessandro, Assistant Quartermaster.
only about one year old when his parents brought him to

CapeIli> James p<> 16th Massachusetts Infantry.
America. . . Castello, Edward, 7th Missouri Infantry.

Brigadier General Francis Spinola, a native of Long Cipriani, „rd New York Inf
Island, was a politician. He was appointed a brigadier gen- De AchiUe> Massachusetts Light Artillery.
eral by Lincoln ' for meritonous conduct in recruiting and Fariolai Q. L. F. E., 77th U. S. Colored Troops.
organizing * brigade of four regiments and accompanying La Fata> charles G> 62nd New York Infant
them to the field. He was wounded twice at the battle of

Leoni> G pim Mississi i Caval
Wapping Heights, during which he led his brigade in a 0snaghi> (GaribaIdi
bayonet charge. Guard).

Colonel Luigi Palma di Cesnola, a Piedmontese, received Pelosi, LouiSj 26th Wisconsin Infantry.
the brevet rank of brigadier general from Lincoln just be- Pizzalo, Charles, 26th Wisconsin Infantry. Killed at
fore the end of the war, and was awarded the Congressional Chancellorsville.
Medal of Honor. Later, as we have seen, he became the Rolli> John G., 12th Ohio Infantry.
director of the Metropolitan Museum of Art of New York. Salviatti, Ercole, 39th New York Infantry.

Colonel Enrico Fardella also was made a brigadier gen- Serviere, Alphons, 46th New York Infantry.
eral by brevet towards the end of the war for distinguished Venturi, Severi, 59th New York Infantry. Wounded
services at Plymouth, N. C. The member of a distinguished tWQ battjes
Sicilian family, he was in business in New York for many
years as an importer. (Eco d’ltalia, January 8, 1869.)

CAPTAINS

Shericardi, Rudolph, 39th New York Infantry.
Stephani, Charles, 5th Missouri Infantry.
Trovillo, Wm. H., 87th Pennsylvania Infantry.
Valentini, Count Edward Valentino, aide-de-camp.COLONELS AND LIEUTENANT COLONELS

Bachia, Richard A., Lieutenant Colonel, 87th New
York Infantry. Colonel for gallant and meritorious ser¬
vices, 1866.

Del Vecchio, James R., Assistant Quartermaster with
rank of Captain. Lieutenant Colonel by brevet.

Gandolfo, John B., Lieutenant Colonel, 178th New
York Infantry.

Maggi, Albert C., Colonel, 3rd Massachusetts Infantry.
Navone, Luigi, Colonel, unit unknown.
Piepho, Carlo, Colonel, 108th Ohio Infantry.
Repetti, Alexander, Lieutenant Colonel, 39th New

York Infantry. (See, Caddeo, R., Le Edizioni di Capolago,
Milan, 1934, 368.)

Sceva, Benjamin, Lieutenant Colonel, 10th New York
Cavalry. Colonel by brevet for gallant and meritorious
services. After the War he practiced law in New York
City.

FIRST LIEUTENANTS

Allegretti, Ignazio, 29th New York Infantry.
Bixio, Oliviero, 24th New York Cavalry.
Bonino, Tancredi, 194th New York Infantry.
Bonta, James W., 3rd New York Artillery.
Cassinone, Frederick, 3rd New York Artillery.
Castello, John, 28th U. S. Colored Troops.
Castello, Thomas, 170th New York Infantry.
Colani, Giovanni Mario, 39th New York Infantry.
Contemo, Ottavio, 12th New York Cavalry.
Corrello, Alfred A., 7th West Virginia Infantry.
Dal Molin, Antonio, 39th New York Infantry.
Ferrari, Hannibal, 120th U. S. Colored Troops.
Fontana, Andrew, 39th New York Infantry.
Garbanati, Frederick, 2nd New York Cavalry.
Gianini, Charles A., 55th New York Infantry.
Ginochio, Noel B., 25th New York Cavalry.
Lucia, J. H., 17th Vermont Infantry.
Maggi, Ferdinando, 39th New York Infantry.

Wounded in action.
Marochetti, Alberto, 103rd U. S. Colored Troops.
Marriccini, Octave, Enfants Perdus.
Modica, Joseph A., 11th New Hampshire Infantry.

Tinelli, Louis W., Lieutenant Colonel, 90th New York
Infantry. Colonel by brevet. See ante, p. 299.

MAJORS
Crapo, Angelo, by brevet, U. S. Volunteers.
Corsa, William H., by brevet, New York Volunteers.
Cremony, John C., California Cavalry.
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BRIGADIER GENERAL LUIGI PALMA DI GESNOLA
Winner of the Congressional Medal of Honor

BRIGADIER GENERAL FRANCIS B. SPINOLA
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REAR ADMIRAL BANCROFT GHERARDI
(Courtesy, Naval Records and History, U. S. Navy
Department.)

COLONEL LUIGI TINELLI



L'ECO D’ITALIA
GIORNALE SETTIMANALE.

golitua, gxlwfola, yttfterxtarx, lextvi.

NEW YORK. 3 LTJGELIO, 1862.
fcooi J535SB555SiSiji3iBBiiÿ

•pagnk, (=•) «n»p»gnl» ItaUana, ehe IHM( #
totto le litre oorrevrf iitrepidi e noo curaatiii
jgraodiae di paUe ebe U fulmuoan,

Pooo dopo MOimAod il bravo capitaao Veontl
Tenir meno po«e la maaooreerafea oner faito*U

DUL'fCO DMTILfA.
1 coraggio c moluteaia, i Cacciatori Ulcokcr V H

Votontari di New York de'fjuali la met* reat<ira-
erificata per <uta inapticabilc cattiva din-aionp,
COOM pure la batteri* del capitmno Sohirnirr chi*
molto numcro face dot nemici per ]'abili«iiniH c

Iptrepjda condotta dcldcttocapitann.
II Generate Bleaker diraostru il

fuefoddo fra la pia fitU moachotteria e mitra-
plia « dirOMe la *ua division- cmi intelligent* e

bravura.
11 colonnello Clooacry non

sua beHiCOM. aaaione, egli si diporto
p«re il colonnello Gilsa il quale riporto

una fcrita in ana coscia.

L. Onitli Garibaldi alia batta-
Sbemaadmah. -Valle dd Shr¬ill*

nandnah. » riurnn 1862.

Alla tcata dell'arm.ta, formaol! r.ranpianlia,
craaodm deboli tegginenti d lrlimdwi, aotto il
comando del brave colonnello lranceae Clooserj.

Alia1

maaumo ian-
fipoitata ana gram fcrita, ma eontivA noa par
Mato la aaa ula intoadeado aampra oorag-
|io a riaolaUaaa ai aaoi aoldali a pragaado il Dio
Mle hattaglie di aoaferio in quel momenta, aol
tnbbio eha vedeadolo i aaoi eoatmilitam

me lor
aomggerai ai appogglo ad noa aiape

Aol InaMU a late cha MoUaaameDto aoopava Si wear. ebc per qumlo brilloute fitto d'ar
Haaalto ad abba taata fanadi hmanervi aim a midoveva Tarmatadi Jackson restarr totalmonte
•*vUa ftfaara ad bcaoo Intta qtala la trappa diafatta al pentodal nun polar anivar a* atom .,o rio
r*F“di •ibhanAmo ml tomoo. pel viloroao ardore dcllo truppe fedcnili. mwtonn-
’IUd aaaienia cknail hattagUonaawn an :o- teda nna ceoellontc o hen gnuUlo urtiglieri* e

UhabaK),anabba date Caapo al natako pi brillanti nttaerbi da race anpportali rontroun
dkd VoMaaapmrlaea dl rlawd dallo agomanlo di ncmieo di franc nasai anperlori nl avenle lemi-

aiorjhoenn«te,e vedatoil pieooil 1 gliori jxwizioiii, die qtinnlunque forti e eopertr
Aaaalitari It avrnbbt agil pare reapinti non aun-hhern hastate a rain-nan- I’nnlore di quel

mMmatati tntti irrvpojhkd- P“g“,>d'u<'tnini,»imi a ebe non fiwaem slate

Zalc pardnti, a aid aaafaa il battagli« qoiatnte. e pnaio inoltre il nemico nd unn enoiplc-

di riaenveha dovea aoatenarti, non avendo seg*£' t» imposaibililu di romnnicaziono ru’auoi divert!
corpi, e oolla P’rdiu inn]I re di tiitla la aun arti-
glicria aituata alia ana niniatra, dope che ai roaae

bantlnaeridiaoe deU'otto qingno, li f*pico

facet. pieeoU Brigata, ginnaero in hr'ratorl di
cia deUloimico ebe trovavaai in poaisone fbrtie-
•inuv an di nna Hnea in colli boachiri, avaati e
longo i qnali ai mtoodev. nna vallaLa pinna ad
aporta aBiatto c larga dl circa GAP pani. Appena
vadnta il nemico la noatra aranguardla aeendere
ndla valla, iocomincioil fooco. Si h alloraehall
ookmnello Albert, capo dello State Maggior* di
Fremont, ricbiac il prlmo battaglionc del reggi-
manto Garibaldi (ianlea ebe a rcgolarc dlttanu ae*

gmiva I’avatigitardla, rd ordino al mg. capitano
OOoardo Vennti ebe lo comandnva,atante I'ujtacn-

*4 del cotonneUo e tenante colonnello del reggi-

di diacendcn Boo al Umitarc del bmeo ebc

itila famaddla

I'ardore, e aoltanto non po¬ le,

tjeenpavano a eba faceva froote alia poaiiionc del
c di dividerai la aodetta Tnllata.

!Gioatoildatto capitano abbaaao r ami la aatremlth
boaco, aeiolae qaattro compagnir e le diatom

do beimglieii ad appoggiaodn circa 2000 paaai a
deatra, ai aaaicarA, medianLe uAa rapida eonvervio-
ne a finiatr» ehe heebiealia eompegnia di tcata,

nnlla atendo a tnaate pdla ana deatra daU’ola si-
niatra del ncmieo, circoodo in talc gvtiaa un cotk
boacblvo, aporgesta per almeao MO poni nalla
delta vallata, ebe era occopÿto per qnanto parva

form rimarebevole atanto I'iormaante piog-
gia di pallc eba di eoUeadevano atrik catena. Ve-
dnta qbindl il dittoCapitanollmportanxa dalmr

lo, hoe eaoaam longo tatta la catena la eoo-
vmaime a aiantra a paco di ooraa, faoendo qntn-
di paaai* colla amaaitaa velociU una compagnia
all'ala datra per riafomrla; hoe ceaaare il fooco
eproiHdi aadicanlcalcpi per non parder tempo,
mn di abfaattorle, a di ddporai all'amalto dopo di
aver ordmatodi pom la baiooetta in ennna. A
300 paaai ciraa vedata In ra ah deatra ben ao-
atonata dalk aggiontavl oompagnia e h

atra dal reato dal reggiaeato hoe aoooare la ca-
|ya, a al grido dl Viva Garibaldi, viva I'Unione,

Wta la catena nnaoimec colla riaohlnaa di pro-
’ctcmni.ii miaa in

.•t'pfjloaeo.
A Circa dalU potUiooe dal namico

r-i pW*7 '/ W° 'I Baaco mniatro che rimaac

ha ah,:.;i4yMp|a;l mentre appantoebe vol-

fatad aebrnn* to dAMlwe compagnie ad acaal-

lerare par qaaate |Sl(tero il paaao oode ani-

|i aglj altri amaUbv fr ma aiccotne il

nolpo h di amsna fatoa&eoAÿto non ai ore-

de hritoa coattnaA h aaa
voce a

run-

to D paaao dl anna era rimaito a trappa diatanza

""P1*> «ÿ ™ dMt“ M b'M“ *ull‘ Tiinu-
*ÿ*- ebe fii o$tendcv* dulpiulc del vonunU* eppo-

cssrjssrs j'iSSss- «*•*-*•».*>—fuggiaschi chc avrwro rercaUj di Kalvani Julia
parte del flume.

. „ ... Tale pure fo«c il piano del Gencralr Ulciilcer,
U eondotta, in qneato htto d ann>, dd reggi- H qub, mn ebbe relito fclice di cui p,|Ilt„ „„„

mento Garibaldi Gardai, « diat.nae olttemirara dnbitavaglanto I'ordinu pcrvontilogli delGcnerak
hvendo per tra volte asmlito e preac la poatz.om Fremonti tre vo|tt consKntir,.i j; „ra imsK>
k\ ncmieo e pin non ai potea aapettara d» gente dikU ridriltA che dart ,malinucore
obc uveueueguito un ai briliante attacco.

i Gl'Ituliani di detto reggimento che viemug-

hi dtstiiuero per coraggio c ridoluteesa

4 ebe forono i primi ad attaccare e reapinge
Semico, furonc il Capitano Odoardo V
ji, i uergenti Feralaaco , Maggi , Koux i*

yantelvecchio. i quali alia testa della compa-

gnia animavano colla voce c coU'eucmpioi BOIda-

ii; i caporali (Jriflb, Rizzi, Naluccr cd i aoldati

Angio. Bottero, Pantaloni, JohuBon, Rivera, Roc-
ta, Pis, Valden Zenz, crano Bcmpre i primi a

colla baioneUa al petto nd allf rrni dnl

feznico, facendo Btradu aI loro compagni che mol-

bene li enjularaDO.

I feriti poi italiani Turonn Olivari, Picci«Bi,

eGodrni, i tr? ullimi leggcrmenlc.
! I] contegno in quanta battaglm Haaguinosa. di

di tutta la diviuione Blcnker in geDtrak*. lu am-
nirabllÿa da provetti c bravi anldati, i* si dRtin-

j y*»ro specialmeate, dopo il Garibaldi Ganlca per

arergli eatratta la palla. a*icurandolo di pronta

guarigiooe per non emere stata ofleea verana par¬

te vitalr.
da

,acb-
bette ave»e iatto ronoicere al medeaimo , ebe il
nemico era iaugailn c ributtato da ogni parte
per cui non dubitava della cert* e complela ritto-
ria; ritirata misterioea che fti caeguita col dlxpet-
to c la rabbin 6e!k> truppe.

Impegnati nel eombattimento furooo i due de¬
boli reggimeoti del colonnello Clonxery, poem ca¬
valieris Mounted Rifer, Tartiglieri* del bravo ra-
pitano Bchirm» e la divuiooe Germanic*.

In complemo la battaglia non fu nk perdutn ot
vinUi atendo lc parti beUigoranti pemottato nel-
le gik poewdute poaixioni, e Jackaoo levo alio al-
beggiare il campo paBsaado con tutta comodiU il
Shenandoah e di*trnggmdo quindi il po**te.

La perdlta per quanto runlta Tu amai maggio-
daqmd-

la dei federal! morti, 11 luogotenente Uadn fran-
CGM e 15 Boldati, il sottAtenenle Rlege tedeaco e
50 sokktl.

re il
enu-

•ini-

ia a pamo di com

re dalla p-rte dei confederati, e ii

coU’Mmpin 1 noi heavt MW| che come

An account of the Battle of Cross Keys, near Shenandoah, Pa., in L’Eco d’ltalia. It tells how Capt. Odoardo
Venuti, who was in command of the Garibaldi Guard in the absence of its colonel, was wounded in the action. The
Italians who distinguished themselves on that day were, besides Capt. Venuti, sergeants Feralasco, Maggi, Roux and
Castelvecchio ; corporals Griffo, Rizzo, and Naiucer; privates Angio, Bottero, Pantaloni, Johnson, Rivera, Rocca, Pis,
Valdees, Zens. The Italians who were wounded in that battle, besides Venuti, were Olivari, Piccioni, Samaniego and
Godini. Evidently, not all the Italians were commissioned officers. A week later, on July 11, the same newspaper
published a correction to the effect that the Garibaldi Guard suffered the heaviest losses in that battle. (Courtesy,
Netv York Public Library.)
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Ornesi, Francesco, 39th New York Infantry.
Palmieri, Casselli A., 84th U. S. Colored Troops.
Papanti, Augustus L., 2nd Massachusetts Cavalry. (Son

of the Boston dancing teacher, Lorenzo Papanti.)
Patrullo, Andrew, 27th New York Infantry.
Polizzi, Domingo, 101st New York Infantry. Came

over with Fardella.
Sanno, James M., 7th New York Infantry.
Sansoni, Anthony J., 8th California Infantry.
Scala, Raphael, 3rd New York Cavalry.
Secondo, Rolando, 1st Louisiana Infantry.

Serini, Philip, 2nd New York Artillery.
Sivori, Constant, 53th New York Infantry. Wounded

at Fredericksburg, Second Bull Run, and Antietam. A
native of Genoa, he died in 1864, either in action or of
wounds received in battle. (Eco, January 23, 1864.)

CHAPLAINS

Rev. Leo Rizzo of Saracena, 9th Connecticut Infantry.
Rev. James Titta, 11th Pennsylvania Cavalry.
Rev. Prezza, Samuel, a Franciscan, like the two above,

unit unknown.
Rev. Bixio, a Jesuit, at Libby Prison, Richmond.

MEDALS OF HONOR

As we have seen, General De Cesnola was awarded the
Congressional Medal of Honor for gallantry in action. Two
more men with Italian names were also awarded the highest
decoration the United States Army can offer for bravery.
One of them, Joseph H. De Castro, of Boston, a corporal
with the 19th Massachusetts Infantry, was honored for
his capture of the flag of the 19th Virginia Regiment. We
are not positive, however, as to his nationality. In Italy,
there are many people named Castro, but the name could
just as easily be Spanish or Portuguese.

Another man who was awarded the Medal of Honor
was Orlando E. Caruana, a native of Malta. He may have
been related to one Carmelo Caruana, also of Malta, who
“may be considered a distinguished part of our colony be¬
cause of the interest which he has always displayed in any¬
thing which may be of advantage to the Italian name and
to our cause.” (Eco d’ltalia, Nov. 11, 1865.)

IN THE NAVY

In the naval records of the Civil War one Ends a num¬
ber of officers with Italian names, like Joseph J .Tinelli
(the brother of the Colonel), who was acting master;
Alfred L. B. Zerega, of New York, also known to us, who
served in the same capacity; Eugene Biondi, of Paterson,
N. J., also acting master; Charles W. Sartori, a brother of
the commodore, acting assistant surgeon; George A. Fal-
coni, pilot of the U. S. S. Hartford; Lorenzo Frank Pa¬
panti, the son of the Boston dancing teacher, acting
master’s mate; James Como, acting engineer; Domingo
Castano, third assistant engineer; Thomas Pentony, acting
third assistant engineer; John S. Pera, acting second assist¬
ant engineer; and so on and on. More numerous are the
names of the seamen. Of special interest to us is the re¬

cord of Frank Bonistalli, one of the pioneer Italian mer¬

chants in Pittsburgh, who came over in 1861 and served
until the close of the hostilities. In 1889 he was a prominent
member of the Grand Army of the Republic and an im¬
porter of Italian products. He was the partner of Ernest
Bisi, probably the first manufacturer of macaroni in the
Pittsburgh district.

SECOND LIEUTENANTS

Addi, Thomas J., 39th New York Infantry.
Bertholdi, Charles, 4th New York Cavalry.
Bogialli, Giovanni, 39th New York Infantry.
Cala, Christopher, 4th New York Cavalry.
Crasto, Roch, 101st New York Infantry.
De Rudio, Carlo C., 2nd U. S. Colored Troops. See

below.
Ernesti, Frederick, 29th New York Infantry.
Georgi, Joseph, 103rd New York Infantry.
Lacca, Horace, 22nd New York Infantry.
La Roza, George, 133rd New York Infantry.
Lombardi, Charles V., 39th U. S. Colored Troops.

Killed by an explosion at Fort Fisher. Had lived several
years in New Orleans.

Marchisi, Henry, 117th New York. (Son of Dr. Mar-

chisi of Utica, N. Y.)
Modica, Frank P., 16th New Hampshire Infantry.
Nesi, Giovanni, 39th New York Infantry. Died of

wounds received in action.
Raffo, Anthony, 17th West Virginia Infantry.
Ronzone, Silvio, 39th New York Infantry.
Samsa, Giovanhi, 39th New York Infantry.
Sortore, Samuel, 5th New York Cavalry. Commissioned

but did not serve as first lieutenant. Killed in action in

1864.
Tinelli, Frank B., 13th New York Artillery. Brother

of Col. Tinelli.
Veride, Ciro P., 101st New York Infantry. Brother of

Dr. Tullio Suzzara Verdi.
Zenetti, Arnold, 132nd New York Infantry. Killed in

action at Bachellor’s Creek, N. C.

SURGEONS

Margiarotti, Regola, Assistant Surgeon, 2nd New York
Cavalry.

Piero, Francis L., Assistant Surgeon, 3rd Arkansas
Cavalry.

Pierucci, Celso, Surgeon, 83rd U. S. Colored Troops.
Nortoni, Edward W., Assistant Surgeon, 4th Massachu¬

setts Infantry.

ADMIRAL GHERARDI
AND COMMODORE SARTORI

So far as we know, only two sons of Italian immigrants
have reached the highest ranks in the United States Navy.

The first was Louis G. Sartori, the son of Giovanni
Battista Sartori of Trenton, the man who built the first
Catholic church in New Jersey, Papal Consul, and busi¬
nessman. He was born in New Jersey about 1812, was
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“one of the conspicuous figures in the development of the
modern navy of the Nation”. The son of the language
teacher already noted, he was born in Jackson, La., in 1832,
was commissioned a lieutenant in 1855, and a lieutenant-
commander in 1862. During the Civil War he distinguished
himself at the Battle of Mobile Bay under Farragut. He
was made a rear admiral in 1877, was commandant of the
New York Naval Yard after 1887, and served until 1894,
when he was placed on the the retired list. He died in 1903.
(New York Times, Dec. 11, 1903.) His son, Walter R.
Gherardi, also became rear admiral and was for a time
commandant of the Boston Navy Yard. He died in San
Francisco on July 25, 1939.

appointed to the Navy in 1829 and commissioned a lieu¬
tenant in 1841. As we have noted, he was present at the
capture of Tabasco during the Mexican War. At the out¬

break of the Civil War he was commissioned as commander
and took part in several actions. In 1866 he was made a

captain serving in command of the navy yard at Mare
Island, Cal., until he was retired in 1874, a year after he

was commissioned as commodore. In 1898 a bill was intro¬

duced in the House of Representatives for his promotion
to rear admiral. He died a few months later, on January

11, 1899.| (New York Times, Jan. 14, 1899; Appleton’s
Cyclopaedia of American History.)

Rear Admiral Bancroft Gherardi is said to have been

WHO INVENTED THE MONITOR?

All American school boys have heard, more or less, of
the U. S. Monitor, the famous ironclad designed by John
Ericsson, and of the battle which it had with the Merrimac

off Hampton Roads on March 9, 1862.

Ericsson, a distinguished inventor and engineer, has
generally been given credit for his revolutionary innova¬

tion, although it seems established that an American, Theo.
Ruggles Timby, had patented a revolving gun turret some

ten years before the Swedish-born inventor built the Moni¬

tor. During our research, however, we have found an item

which we report for all that it may be worth. It bears

the title (translated from the Italian) “The true inventor
of the turret applied to the Monitor” and it appeared in the
New York newspaper L’Eco d’ltalia of November 15,

1862, reprinted from the magazine Italia Militare, obvi¬
ously a publication of the Italian armed forces.

According to that article the turret which Ericsson

erected on the Monitor was invented by one Giacomo Balbi,
an Italian engineer who had been a resident of France dur¬
ing the previous eight years. In 1854, according to Balbi,
he proposed his “mobile fortress” to Marshal Vaillant and
three years later he presented his plan to Napoleon III, who
received him on May 8, 1857. At any rate, a description
of Balbi’s invention appeared in the Siecle of Paris for
October 21, 1860. (See facsimile on this page).

Whether or not Ericsson was acquainted with Balbi’s
invention it is hard to say. It is interesting, however, to

note that in an article that he wrote for The Century Maga¬
zine (Vol. XXXI, p. 280-299) Ericsson mentions that he,
too, presented a description of an iron-clad steam-battery
to Napoleon III in 1854, the same year that Balbi pre¬
sented his drawing to Marshal Vaillant (page 298).
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Facsimile of an item in Le Siecle of Paris for
October 21, I860, in which the Italian engineer
Giacomo Balbi describes a "mobile fortress"
similar to the turret which Ericsson built on the
Monitor. Balbi’s turret, however, was for use
on land. (Courtesy, Bibliothecfue Nationale.
Paris, and Dr. Vinay, of Turin, Italy.)
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IN THE CONFEDERATE ARMY AND NAYY

According to L'Eco d'Italia for May 3, 1862, there
were at that time some 10,000 Italians in New Orleans
alone. In our opinion, those figures are not highly exag¬
gerated, if we include the children of Italian parentage

and the natives of Corsica, as well as of other parts of Italy,
such as Venice, Trento, and Trieste, which at that time
were not a part of the Italian Kingdom. How else can one

explain the fact the the European Brigade of New Orleans
alone included some 500 Italians, who were serving as a

unit known as the Italian Guards, under Major Della Valle?
(Lonn, E., Foreigners in the Confederacy, 1940, p. 114.)
As Dr. Lonn has stated, "the writer examined few muster

rolls without Irish, Italian and Spanish names”.
In other Southern states one also finds numerous Ital¬

ian names. In Georgia, the Phinizy family contributed one
colonel, two captains, one of whom died at Manassas (see
photograph on this page) , one sergeant and one financial
agent. In Alabama, Sylvester Festorazzi served as a captain
in the infantry; in Virginia, Alfred Pico was captain of an
Italian company; in Mississippi, Frank J. Arrighi served
as a captain in the infantry and was wounded at Antietam,
Chancellorsville and Spottsylvania.

Among the leaders, we have some information about
General Paul Sanguinetti, who was still living in 1939,
when he was adjutant of the Confederate veterans, and Dr.
Fromento, who, as we have noted, was in charge of the
Louisian hospital in Richmond. We do not know whether

§

Captain Jacob Phinizy who gave his life
for the Confederacy at Manassas in 1862.
Five other members of the same family
served with the South, one as a colonel,
two as captains and one as a sergeant.

General E. H. Lombard, who was frequently mentioned
for bravery in the field, was of Italian origin. (New York
Times, May 6, 1903.) General Beauregard is said to have
been a descendant, on his mother’s side, of the famous
Este family of Italy. In connection with him, it is inter¬
esting to recall that Leonetto Cipriani (see ante, p. 173)
had planned to capture him, but his offer was declined.
(Eco, April 26, 1862.)

IN THE INDIAN CAMPAIGNS AND IN THE SPANISH-AMERICAN WAR

Following the Civil War, the Italians continued to con¬
tribute their share to the armed forces of the United States,
both as regular members of the Army and as volunteers.

In the campaigns against the Indians two men especially
distinguished themselves: John Martini, a trumpeter, and
Lieutenant Charles C. De Rudio. Martini served from 1874
to 1904, when he retired as a sergeant and spent the rest

of his days in Brooklyn, where he died in 1922, at the age
of 71. He was with Custer at the battle of the Little Horn
and blew the officers’ call on that fateful day. Shortly after
that General Custer ordered him to bring a message to Col.
Benteen asking for reinforcement; a providential order for
Martini, who thus escaped the general massacre. (Italian-
American History, I, p. 369.)

De Rudio lived a most adventurous life. A native of
Belluno, Italy, he fought for the Roman Republic in 1849,

when he was only 17 years old; nine years later he took
part with Felice Orsini in the attempted assassination of
Napoleon III; sentenced to spend the rest of his life at

Devils Island, he escaped from French Guinea to the United
States; during the Civil War he served, as we have seen, as

a lieutenant; he re-enlisted after1 the War and served in the
cavalry as a lieutenant until 1882, when he was made a

captain. He retired in 1896 at the age of 64.
De Rudio had a narrow escape at the battle of the

Little Big Horn, when his horse was killed under him and

for 42 hours he remained surrounded by savages, until he
fought his way to freedom and was able to rejoin the few
survivors of his regiment. According to Eco d’ltalia (May
24, 1881), he distinguished himself in so many actions,
that “had he been an American or an Irishman he would
be a general, or at least a colonel, today.” (See New York
Times, March 22, 1881, for a violent editorial against him
for his part in the Orsini plot, and Frontier and Midland
Magazine, Jan-, 1934; also N. Y. Tribune, July 6, 1876,
for the Battle of the Little Horn.)

We have no information about one George Ferrari, a
native of New York, who was awarded the Congressional
Medal of Honor for bravery in action at Red Creek, Ari¬
zona, in 1869.

Hundreds of Italian-Americans fought during the
Spanish-American War. We shall mention only one of
them, Colonel Luigi Lomia, a native of Canicatti’, a town
in Sicily, who came to America at the age of 14 in 1857,
graduated from West Point in 1867, saw service as a lieu¬
tenant in Cuba, and rose to the rank of colonel. Lomia
taught languages at West Point from 1868 to 1870, was
a professor of military science at the University of Ohio
and at the University of Wisconsin from 1876 to 1891
and served as military attache’ in Rome in 1898. He died
at New Rochelle, N. Y., in May, 1918.
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m WORLD WARS I AND II

There are no official figures regarding the national ori¬
gins of the Americans who served during the First World
War. According to Mr. George Creel, who was in charge
of propaganda during the conflict, “The Italians in the
United States are about four per cent of the whole popu¬
lation but the list of casualties shows a full ten per cent
of Italian names. More than 300,000 Italians figure on the
Army list and in defense of the inner lines as well as on
the firing-lines they proved their devotion to their adopted
country. There was no shipyard, ammunition factory, air¬
plane factory, steel mill, mine, lumber camp, or docks in
which the Italians did not play a large part, in actual and
efficient work. In some places, such as mines and docks, the
Italians reached fully thirty per cent of the total number
of employees working at all times with full and affectionate
loyalty toward the Government of the United States. For
instance, when a strike was threatened in one of the big
industrial centers, it was an Italian who jumped on a box

and cried:" If you leave work now, you will be as though
you were sneaking back out of a trench, abandoning your
comrades at a time of a fight, when they need you most.

And the strike was averted.”
According to Major General C. H. Bridges of The

Adjutant General’s Office, "it may be stated that of a total
of 3,138,261 applicants for adjusted compensation for ser¬

vice in the Army during the World War, 350,712 are

shown to have been born in foreign countries. Of the latter
number 89,662 are shown to have been born in Italy”.
Apart from the fact that the figures quoted by General
Bridges refer only to the Army and do not include the
Navy, Marine Corps, or Merchant Marine, they are by

themselves illuminating.

Taking the United States population as a whole, there
were in 1920 some 105,710,000 souls in the country, of
whom 13,710,000 were born abroad. Of the latter,
1,615,000 were natives of Italy. Thus less than 3 per cent

of the total population of the United States served in
World War I. Of the Italians in the country, on the other
hand, more than five and one half per rent served in the
Army. In other words, whereas the natives of Italy repre¬
sented about one and one half per cent of the total popula¬
tion, they contributed almost three per cent of the total
number of men serving in the Army, or about twice as

much as their population expectation. These figures, more-

ever, do not take into account those men who were born
in the United States of Italian parentage, or the very im¬
portant fact that as Italy joined the Allies almost two years

before the United States, a \ery large number of Italians
had returned to serve in the Italian Army and thus were

prevented from joining the armed forces of the United
States. In 1915 alone 90,258 Italians returned to Italy.

Regarding the number of Italian-Americans who served

in the United States Navy and in the Merchant Marine

there are no figures, but their number must have been
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First enlisted Marine to receive the Congressional Medal of
Honor in World War II. (Official Photograph, U. S. Marine
Carps.)

rather impressive. As a matter of record, the first American
seaman to give his life for the United States in World War
I was the Italian-American John Isidore Eopolucci.

The role played by the Italians in the First World War
is best attested by the 83 distinguished Service Crosses
awarded to natives of Italy, besides another score to soldiers
born in America of Italian parentage, exclusive of those
men who had Americanized their names. For instance, how
could one tell the national origins of Lieutenant Bryan T,

Burt and Corporal William Green, both of whom
born in Italy?

To them one must add the names of Private Valente,
who was awarded the Congressional Medal of Honor; Col.
Conrad H. Lanza, who was awarded the Distinguished
Service Medal for his work as chief of the artillery of the
First Army, A.E.F.; Major William Verdi (a noted pro¬
fessor of surgery at Yale University) who was also awarded
the Distinguished Service Medal for his services as surgical
consultant and specialist in surgery at the front.

Worthy of note was also Major Onorio Moretti, a na¬
tive of the province of Caserta, who died in San Diego,
Cal., in 1939. Major Moretti enlisted in the army in 1898,
spent four years in Cuba and served as assistant professor of
military science and tactics at Yale University from 1916
to 1917. After he retired from the army, he became a

were
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Methodist minister and organized several small churches in
Colorado and New Mexico. He is remembered for his in action.

3. Pfc. Frank J. Petrarca of Cleveland, Ohio. Killed

"Moretti’s Bible”, a textbook on military science of which
more than 40,000 copies were sold. (San Diego Union, in action.
October 24, 1939.)

4. Staff Sgt. Arthur De Franzo of Saugus, Mass. Killed

J. Pfc. Gino J. Meli of Peckville, Pa.
6. Tech. Sgt. Peter J. Dalessandro of Watervliet,

N. Y.IN WORLD WAR TWO
7. Pfc. Mike Colalillo of Duluth, Minn.
8. Sgt. Vito R. Bertoldi of Decatur, 111.
9. 2nd Lt. Robert M. Viale of Ukiah, Cal. Killed

There are no figures on which one can figure exactly to

what extent, or in what proportion, Americans of Italian
birth or extraction contributed to our victory in World ;n action.
War II. A summary study, however, leads us to the belief
that they contributed more than their share in dead and
wounded.

10. Pfc. Joseph Cicchetti of Waynesburg, Ohio. Killed
in action.

Let us take, for instance, the "Honor List of the Dead
and Missing for the State of New York” published by the
War Department in June, 1946. According to it, the casu¬

alties for the five New York City boroughs totalled 16,107;

of them, at least 3,147, as checked by us, had Italian names.

In other words, close to 20 per cent of the casualties for
the City of New York were Americans of Italian descent.

MEDALS OF HONOR (Marine Corps)

11. Gunnery Sgt. John Basilone of Raritan, N. J.
1. Corp. Anthony Peter Damato of Shenandoah, Pa.

NAVY CROSSES

1. Ensign R. Mazza of Pepaluma, Cal. (Also awarded
Using the same percentage basis, New York should have a Gold Star -m jieu of Second Navy Cross.)
had in the 1940’s close to 1,560,000, men, women and 2. Lt. Herman Joseph Rossi, Jr., of Wallace, Idaho.
children of Italian origin, or 20 per cent of New York’s (Also awarded a Gold Star in ljeu 0f Second Navy Cross.)
population (7,835,000). It is more than doubtful that
there are that many Italian-Americans in the city even
today, in 1952. Therefore, it is safe to assume that the
New York "Italians” contributed more than their share in

3. Lt. Henry V. Bonzagni, Jr., of Melrose, Mass.
4. Lt. Patsy Capano of Fall River, Mass.
5. Ensign Salvatore John Cavallaro of New York

City.
soldiers killed in action or while in the service. 6 u (jg.) Alfred Michele De Cesare of Pueblo, Colo.

Let us take other sample figures. According to the lists 7. Lt Donaid Domenic Di Marzo of Long Beach, Cal.
published by the U. S. Navy Department (including, of g Machinist’s Mate First Class Ernest J. Gentile of
course, those for the Marine Corps) in 1946, the states of Leominster, Mass.
New Jersey, New York, Connecticut, Rhode Island and 9 Lt/Com. Orazio Simonelli of Portland, Oregon.
Massachusetts had 11,720 men killed in action. Of them, 10 Lt Emil Bernard Stella of Hurley Wis.
as checked by us, some 1,451, or more than 12 per cent of Both lists do not include, so far as we know, more
the total, had Italian names. Here and there, of course, we recent awards.
may have included some non-Italian casualty; on the other
hand, most surely we must have missed quite a few men

with Anglicized names.
Another way of measuring the contribution of a partic¬

ular ethnic group is to count the number of decorations number of Italian-Americans who served as colonels and
awarded to each unit. Or one could single out the exploits lieutenant colonels in the army, or as commanders in the
of individual soldiers, like Don Salvatore Gentile, America’s navy. To the best of our knowledge, however, only four

leading ace, credited with 30 Nazi planes, and Major A. men of Italian ancestry held the rank of brigadier generals:

Martini of San Francisco, who shot down 22 German Daniel Noce of Denver, Colorado; Robert V. Ignico of
planes in 15 minutes of furious combat over Paris. Obvi- Boston Mass.; Ralph Palladino of Winchester, Mass., and

ously, such an investigation would be beyond our inquiry. Joseph T. Michela of Duluth, Minn., who also served as

On the other hand, it might be sufficient to list the Italian- United States Military Attache in Russia.
Americans who were awarded the Congressional Medal of Of the four, General Noce played a prominent role
Honor and the Navy Cross. The two lists follow: during the war as chief of the amphibious operations of

the United States Army in the European Theater. The
leading American expert on offensive landing operations, he
was awarded the Distinguished Service Medal "for meritori-

1. 1st Lt. W. C. Bianchi of Minnesota. Third man ous service in planning and organizing the Engineer Am-
to receive the Medal of Honor in World War II. philian Command”, namely, the landing of the United

2. Major Ralph Cheli of Bethlehem, Pa. Missing in States Armed Forces on the shores of Africa, Italy and,
later, of France.

HIGH-RANKING OFFICERS

The lists examined by us reveal an incredibly large

MEDALS OF HONOR (Army)

action.
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